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, RURAL DEVELOPMENT

FRIDAY, JULY 23(1971

U. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RURAL 15E'VEL2PMENT,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
Washington, D.C.

The committee net pursuant to recess, at 9:15' a.m., in room
6202 New Senate Office Building, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey, chair-
man of the subcommittee, presidirig.

Present: Senators Humphrey (presiding) Talmadge, Allen, Curtis,
and Bellmon.

Also present: Senator Aiken.

STAkEMENT OF HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,- A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator HUMPHREY. We will proceed.
We have as our first witness the distinguished Senator from Ala-,

bama. But first I would like to make a very brief oral statement,
which will be followed by the statement of the Senator from 'Georgia.

This morning we open a series of hearings on two pieces of legisla-
tion designed to give an economic transfusion to rural America and
begin the overdue process of revitalizing our rural countryside.

Most of you here are well aware of the need.
Rural America, is becoming short of people. Some 600,000 a year

are leaving for the 4ies, including ruraloAmerica's finest minds and
young people with much to contribute.

Rural America is short of industry.
Rural America_is short of jobs.
Rural America is short of adequate housing.
Rural America is shoit of doctors and hospitals and decent health

care. '
Rural America is short of adequate transportation.
Rural America is short of many of the programs and 'facilities it

needs for a tray fair deal inikhis Nation.
Rural America. is getting shatehanged.
Some 73 percent of our people now live on just 2 percqiit of'the land.
People are leaving rural America, and so is capital, because we have

permitted rural areas to decay auri deteriorate.
In,dustry is not going to move to rural areas if schools are inferior,

if there is inadequate electric and telephone service, if the nearest
health care facility is 50 or 100 miles away.

We are becoming increasingly familiar with urban poverty, but
rural poverty remains disproportionately high.

(1)
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Two-thirds of our substandard 'housing is in rural America, and
nearly 20 million rural houses lack plumbing.

Infant mortality in rural areas is higher than the national average.
gducation is of a loyver quality.

What are we doing about it? What are we doing to promote better
balanced growth between rural and urban America?

The answer, unfortunately, is very little.
The Federal Government operates some 80 different loan programs,

but none of them provide credit for private economic enterprise of all
kinds in rural communities.

Local banks often are limited in extending credit by the size of their
assets and the volume of their deposits.

The legislation we will be considering is designed to revive and re-
habilitate an economically sick patientnn al America.

First is an amendment by Senator Pearson of Kansas, to the pending
Farm -Credit^ Act.. It would set up a rural community development
bank to.provide loan money for economically depressed rural areas.

The second is S. 2223, which I introduced with Senator german
Talmadge, chairman of the Agriculture and Forestry Committee, and
a majority of the members of the committee. It is the Consolidated
Farm and Rural Development Act, which would greatly expitnd rural
credit for both public and private investment.

The intent of the legislation befdte us is to give rural communities
the economic bootstrap they presently lack . . . to give them the
tools and the resolces for new businesses andnew payrolls, to develop
recreation facilities. To finance the face-lifting of a thousand small-

, town main streets, to build water and sewer facilities, industrial parks,
schools, and libraries and other needed public and private facilities.

It is,flesigned most of all to make rural America once again the vital,
attractive, prosperous place it should be and cab be.

I will just conclude by saying that I spent Wednesday/of this week
with the National Association of County Officials. And in my visits
with a number 'of the country officers I found a tremendous interest, %-
and a,great expressiOn of need of what these proposals offer.

(S. 2223, the amendment, and analyses are as follows:)

O
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S. 2223

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
Jr.g.e 7,1971

We. Hgriatrr (for himself, Mr. T oixin, Mr. Atay.;(, Mr. ALLEN, Mr.
Aggv.asos, M,r. lisYrt, Mr. litai.moN, Mr. Ilusutca, MT. BYRD of Weat
/Virginia, Mr. (7.tramow, Mr. Cgrecit, Mr. Coop Eri, Mr. Ce Amnon, Mr.
EAart.ANn, Mr. Elwin, Mr. GAMBREL!, Mr. (irt.tm., Mr. HAritus, Mr.
HArras, Mr. liotaigos, Mr. ilconss. Mr. JAcroog, Mr. JORDAN of North
Carolina, Mr. Joao or of Idaho, Mr. KFN N virr,111r. MAGNIIION, Mr. MeGer,
Mr. McGrovenN. Mr4 11(.1)rYns, Mr. Mrrem.e, Mr. Mogonns, Mr. as,
Mr. MCDEIE, Mr. Nrizos, Mr. Pc.issos, Mr. PEnt Mr. RANtxu.rit. r.
&ignore, Mr. Se.gutitis. Mr. MINING, Mr. STENNIS, Mr. STEVF.NR, Mr.
TuNivsy, and Mr. Yous(;) introduced the following bill; which was read
.twice and referred to the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry

A BILL
'To amend the Consolidated Farthers.Homo Administration Act

4 of 19(11, and for7ther purposes. -

1 Be it enacted by the - Senate and House of Reresenta-

tives of the United States of America in Congriss assembled/

3 TITLE IAME1631ENTS TO THE CONSOLIDATED

4 FARMERS HOME Ai)M.INISTRATION 'ACT OF

5 1961

6 SEC. 101. Section 301 (f) Of the Consolidated Farmers

7 Home Administration Act of 1961 is amended to read as

' 8 follows:

II

*(Star Print)

10
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1 ; " (a) This title may be 'cited as the `Contiolidated

2 and Rural DeVelopment Act'."

a SEC. 102. The first sentence of section 306 (a) (1) of

4 the Consolidatd Farmer4 Home Administration Act of 1961'

5 is amended to read as follows: "The Secretary is also au-

6 thorized to make or insure loans to associations (including

7 corporations not operated for .profit) , cooperatives that are

8 unable to obtain credit from the banks for cooperatives,

9 - public and quasi-public agencies, and others bo, provide fm:

10 the acquisition and improvement of lands, the application

11 or establishment of soil conservation practices, provision of

12 marketing and other services, shifts in land use, the con-
/-
13 servation, development, use, and control of water, the.proc-

,

14 essing, manufacture, and finishing of products from raw

15 materials and intermediate ptoducts, and the installatiot

is improvement, equil6ent, or opera. tion of drainage, waitk

17* disposal, or other rura4 community development projects,

18 and recreational developments, all primarily serving or pro-

, 19 viding employment fOr farmers, ranchers, farm teminj, fartn

20 lalsorers, and other -rural residents, and to fur fish financial

21 assistance 'or other aid in planning projects for suet].

22 purposes."

23 SEC. 103. The first sentence of section 306 (a) (2) of

24 the Consolidated Farmers Home Admigistmtion Act of 1961

23 is amended to read as follows: "The Secretary is authorized,
4
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3

1 to make grants aggregating not to exceed 8300,000,000 in

2 any fiscal yeir to finance specific projects for-

3 " (i) works for the development, storage, treatment,

4 purification, or:distribution of water or. the collection,

5 treatment, or disposal of waste, or

6 " (ii) other rural -community development projects

in rural areas."

8 SEc. 104. The first sentence of section 300(a) (3) of the

9 Consolidated Ye:rulers Horne' Administration Act of 1961 is

10 amended to read as follows: "No grant shall be made under

U paragraph (2) of this subsection in connection with any

12 project unless the Secretary determines that the project (i)

13 will serve a rural area which is not likely to decline in popu-

14 lation if such project is carried out below that for which the

15 project was designed, (ii) is designed and constructed sa that

16 Adequate capacity will or can be made ay/ailable to serve the

17 015iresent population of the area to the extent kasible and to

19,

20

21

22

serve the reasonably foreseeable growth needs of the area, or

is necessary for orderly community development con-

sistent with -a comprehensive community water, sewer, or.,

other development plan of the rural area and not inconsistent

with any planned developthent under S e, nitiltijuris.dic-

tional, county, or municipal plans approved as official plans

by competent authority for the area in which the rural cOm-

.25 manity is located; and the Secretary shall establish regula-
.

12.
.J-

r-
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-tions requiring the sitbmission o all 41Plications for financiil

2 assistance under this section to he'multijurisdictional agency

3 and county or'nnicipal government having jurisdictien

4 over the area in which the proposed ilroject is to be located

5 for review and comment concerning among other considera-..

6 tions, the effect of the project upon the areawide goals and.

7 p s of such agency of government within a designated

8 4 perio time. No loan up dor this section shall be made that

9 'is inconsistent with such multijurisdictional planning and de-
.

10 velopment district areawide plan." I

11 Sac. 105. Section 306 (a) (7) of the t `Onsolidated Fared-

12 ers..Hoine Administration Act of 1961 is amended to rehil

13 ,as follows: ,,r

a. 14 "17) (A) Rural areas foi the purposes of this sectich

15 shall not include any area in any city or town which has h

16 population in excess of thirty-five thousaa inhabifants, ribr

1'7 Any urbanized or urbanizing 'area immediately adjacent.

18 , thereto. s

19 " (B) The tern `rural community development projeker

20 includes, but iS not limited to, projects, programs and actiti-

21 ties which "

2 " (1) establish and improve public works, pub*

23 service, and development facilities;

" (2) encourage private investment in, and pre-24



5

At .0, mote the establishment awl expansion of, industrial,

agricultural, and commercial enterprises;

"t(3) prevent conditions of excessive =employ-.

&int and underemployment, ' alleviate unemployment

caused .by loss or curtailuierit bf large industries or gov-
k,

16, .ernmental activities, -generate increased employment

;I' opportunities, and assist in inifitiiirwer. development;

Si' "(4)' assist, in generjng increased personal and

9. t

10

;

corporate income;

" (5) further the economic development and growth

potential of underdeveloped areas and help such areas

to help themselves achieve lasting improvement;

13 " (6) imp;ove the, quality and accessibility of rural

341 community facilities and services.;

115 " (7) stem outtnigiation of f9,milies, labor, and

lt capital fronrrural areas and encourage migration to such

areas;

18 . " (8) assist in the solution of farm, home, and com-

39)'' triunity problems;

" (9) promote the conservation, development, and

21 proper utilization of human and atural resources;

23

" (10) encourage the solution of problems of wide

geographic significance;

"(11) establish and improve educational facilities

14
r.

ra
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3

5

6

7

8

6

and encourage the development of improved educational

method);

" (12) establish and improve land, water, and air

transportation Systems and. servicesfior goods and

passengers;

"(13), assist, in the' solution of problems related

). to law e*rqement activities;

-"(14) enhance domestic prosperity by the estab-

lishment of stable and diversified local economies and

improved local conditions;

11 " (15) assist in the establishment of decent, safe,

12 sanitary, and comfortable 'housing;

13 "(16) establish and improve health facilities and

14 services and generally promote improved health and

15 nutrition of residents of rural areas;

16 "(17) establish prograins and projects of the type

17 1. thorized: under title f of the .Deonstration Cities

18 Metropolitan Oevelopment Act of, 1966; and

19 \" (18) provide direct financial incentives to indus-

20 try to create jobs in.rural areas.':

- 21 8E0. 106. (a) The first paragraph of section 331 of

'22 the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act of

23 1961 is amended by striking put everything beginning with

15 .
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" Ititirmers Home Administration" and inserting the follow-

ing:

tlf% 3 " (1),Warin Development Administration and the

4 Rural Enterp se and Community Development Administra-

5 tion, oich of which shall lie headed by an Administrator,

appointed by the President, by and with the advice and

7 consent of the Senate. Each such Administrator shall be

snbjects-to the supervisimi and' direction of an Assistint

9 Secretary of Agriculture-Rm:11 Development Credit,. who

1.0 shall ire additional:to the Assistant Secretaries of Agricul-

11 ture otherwise authorized by law and shall be appointed by

12 the President,' by and with the advice and consent of the'

1?. Senate,"

(h) Seetion 531t1411) of title 5, Hnited States Code

15 Ts amended to read as follows:'

1(3 " (11) Assistant Secretiries of Agriculture (4)."

17, (c) Section 5316 (4) of title 5, United States Code is

18 amended to read as -follows:

" (4) Administrator; Farm Development Adminis-

20 tration, Department of Agriculture."

'," (d) Section 5316 of title 5, United States Code is

,amended. by adding at the end thereof the following:

" (131) Administrator; Rural Enterprise and Corn-

,1
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1 munity Development Administration, Department el

2 Agriculture."

3 TITLE It-7-FEDERAL RURAL DgyELOPMENT

4 CREDIT SYSTEM

5 SUBTITLE A FINDINGS, PURPOSE, AND :DEFINITIONS

6 SEC. 201. TITLE AND FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.

(a) This title may .be cited as the `.Rural Development

8 Finincial Resources Act of ).971".

9 (b) The Congrests hereby finds' that-

10 (1) farming and forestry form the backbone

11 the rural economy; yet the community services and

12 facilities and the income eanteg opportunities needed

a3 by farm people to increase their incomes and raise theik

14 quality of life are shared with, all other residents living in

1", mural areas and rural communities who must participait

in their' financial suppott. Adequately ter raise farni

17 family ineckTe and- increase the accessibility to farni

18. people of high-quality community facilities.rin,d service§

19 requires all the resources in local iuml Communities to

20 be used at maximum effectiveness and efficiency; the

21 conduct of forestry, industry, business, and commetrie,

22 as well atii fanning contributes to the jobs and inconitj

23 earning opportunities needed to maintain adequate rural

facilities and services; and the receipt of culequate incorrie

25 is essential to improved human nutrition and family
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1 living; the same circumstances are essential to expand-
er

2 ing the service loads and hence the ability, of rural

): ele,ctrification systems to pay overhead costs for service

to farmers and repay indebtedness on Government loans.

5. To attain these goals it is necessary to increase the

investment of capital and level of business activity and

7 quality of community facilities and setvices in rural areas

S and communities. Much of the needed investment must

9 -come in the first instance from outside of rural areas and

communities.

kk It is the policy of Congress to meet a large part of

a the need for increased investment in rural areas by estab-
,e,

'lishing a system of borrower-owned financial institutions

that will be able to bring rural credit needs into effe

its

7/

tive contact with the great central money markets of

Nation;

17 (2) prosperous3 productive, and attractive rural

communities are 'essential to the wellibef4 lain

families and of a free nation;

(3) a more general, better balanced geographic

distribution of the Nation's population is essential to the

prosperity, general welfare, and domestic tranquillity

of the urban as well as the rural communities of the

United States;

(4) a more general, better balanced geographic

03-582 tl - 71 pL 4 --.2
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1 distribution of profitable priVate economic enterprises,

2 income (wiling opportunities, and high quality public

community facilities, services, and public works is

4 necessary to reverse the flow of population from rurartn

5 urban areas and achieve a .more general, better balanced

geographic distribution of the Nation's population;

7 (5) additional capital investment and efinaneial

resources are essential to bring to rural areas the prlvte

9 economic cnteriwises, public works. and community

facilities and services necessary to achieve a more uni-
11 form geographic diskribution of the Nation's population;
12 and

13 , (6) a banking system to complement the Farm

Credit System and the Farmers Home -Administration
15 of the Department of Ariculture is urgently needed 41
16 provide such additional capital investment and financial
17 resources in rural areas.

18 (c) It is therefore the purpose of this Act to provide
19 for a pumanent system of rural development credit banks :

20 and related thiamin' institutions and services that wvill im-
21 prove the income any well-being of urban as well as rui.al,

22 America by furnishing sound, adequate, and 'constructive
a

23 credit, capital augnientation, and el'osely related financial,

24 resources and services to the residents of rural areas, corpora- ..

14

25 tions, agricultural producer organizations (except where able,

19
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1 to obtain credit from banks for coo erativcs tut er the Farm

2 Credit Act of 1933 (12 U.S.C. 113 , other cooperatives,

3 indujrial, and business enterprises, quasi-public bodies,

4 counties, municipalities, and other units' of local general and

5 special purpose governmeqt that will establish, construct,

6 and operate pnvate and public facilities, works, and service

7 in rural areas and will provide remunerative employment to

8 increasing, numbers of rural residents. IF is further the pur-

9 pose ,of this Act to encourage borrower participation in the

10 management, control, and ownership of a permanent system

11 of credit for nonfaim enterprises and community public

12 works, facilities, and services similar to the Farm Credit

13 System.

14 Svc. 202. DEFINITIONS. As used in this Act -

15 (1) The term "Rural Development Credit System"

16 means-

17 (A) the participating rural development financial

18 institutions and units of local general government as pro-

19 vided in subtitle C of this Act;

20' (B) the District Rural Delopment Credit Agen-

21 cies provided for under subtitle D of this Act;

22 (C) the Regional Rural DevelopmOnt Credit Bank"

23 provided for undePsubtitle E of this Act;

24 (D) the Federal Rural Development Credit

25 Agency provided for-under subtitle F of this Act;

N

20 r
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

14

12

(E) the Federal Rural Development Investmeht

Equalization Administration 'provided for under subtitle

,G of this Act; and

(F) the Federal Rural Development Credit Board

provided for under subtitle H of this Act.

(2) The term "rural area" means any area within 'a

State or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico which is not

part of or contiguous to any municipality having a popu-

latie,n of thirty-five thousand or, more according to the latest

decennial census of the United States. The Rural Develop-

ment Credit Board may by regulatioW, after consultatidn

with the Director of the Office of Management and Budget,

the Secretary of Agriculture, and the Secretary of Housitig

and Urban Developthent, -broaden the definition of sadh

term to include additional areas if the Board determines that

such action, because of special circumstances applicable to

such areas, is consistent with the purposes of this Act.

(3) The term "rural development, purpose" means any

19 project undertaken by any private industrial or business eh-

terprise or by any -State, regional, or local development2(1

21 ,,authority, any public work project, or any community facility

22 or service that contributes or will contribute substantially
23 to the objelltives of a balanced' national growth policy' as
24 provided in section 4)01 (a) of the Agricultural Act of 1070
25 .(PL 91-524) , and the enhancement of Any rural community
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or rural area as a "Olhe,e to live and make a living. Such term

2 specifically includes, but is not limited to, projects that pro-

3 vide increased employment or income for or directly benefit

4 rural residents and that

(A) establish and improve public works, public

6 , service, and development facilities;

7 (B) encourage private investment in, and pro-
/ mote. the establishment and expansion of, industrial and

it commercial enterprises including but not limited to in-

,

vestor-owned and coivemtive marketing and other Bery-
1

u ice associations and enterprises;

12 (C) prevent conditions of excessive unemployment

JP and underemployment, alleviate unemployment caused

14. by loss- or curtailment of large industrial or govern-

15 mental activities, generate increased employment oppor-
,

; tunities, or assist in manpower development;

) 17 (D) assist in generating increased personal and

corporate income;

19 (E) fUrther the economic development and growth

20, potential of underdeveloped areas and help such areas

to help themselves achieve lasting improvement;

,R2 (F) improve the quality and accessibility of rural

community facilities and services;

.2,4 (0) stem outmigration of families, labor, and capital

from rural areas and encourage migration to such areas;

22
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1 (II) promote the conservation, development and

2 proper utilization of human and natural resources;

3 (I) establish and improve public educational facili-

4 ties and encourage the development of improved educe-

5 tional methods;

6 (J) establish and improve land, water, and air
7 transportation systems and cervices for goods and pas-

8 sengers;

9 (K) assist in the solution of problems related to

10 law enforcement activities;

(L) enhance domestic prosperity by the establish

ment of stable and diversified local economies and

improved local conditions;

(M) assist in the establishment of decent, safe, sani-

tary and comfortable housing;

(N) establish and improve health facilities and serv-

11

12

13

14

15

16

17 ices and generallpromote improved health and nutrition

18 of residents of rural areas; and

19 (0) provide direct financial incentives to industry

20 to create jobs in rural areas.

21 (4) The term "local general government" means the
22 government of a municipality, county, or. township as such

23 terms are defined and used by the United States Bureau of

24 the Census. Such term does not include independent school

25 districts.

23,
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(5) The term "Regional Bank" means a Regional

2 Development Credit Bank established under subtitle (I of

3 this title.

4 (6) The term "region," when used in connection with

5 a Regional Bank, !neaps the geographic rMsserved by such

6 ba k
7 (7) The term "Federal Rural Development Credit

8 Board" means the body eanblished under subtitle H of this

9 title.

10 (8) The term. "District Rural Development Credit

11
Agency" means any financial institution of a multijuriAlie:,

12 tional planning and development district of State desig-

n rated 'as a District Rural Development Credit Agency under

14 subtitle I) of this title.

15 (9) The terms "participating institution" and "Partici-
.

16 gating Rural Development Financial Institution" means any

17 financial institution or local unit of general government desig-

18 nated as a participating institution in the Rural Develop-

19 ent Credit System under subtitle C of this title.

20 (10) The term "Federal Rurale Development Credit

21 Agency" means the independent Government agency estab-

22 lished under title F of this title.

23 f11)' -The -term "Executive Director" means the head

24 of the Federal Rural Development Credit _Agency.

25 (12) The term "financial assistance" includes loans,
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1 participation in loans, guaran,tee or insurance of loans, the

2 purchase of legal obligations, and the 'discount or rediscount

3 of any note, draft, or other obligation.

4 SUBTITLE BBomowEits AND AVAILABILITY OF LOAM:1

5 SEC. 301. AVAILABILITY OF RURAL DEVELOPILENfi

6 CREDrr.In Order to assist any individual, partnershi

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
4ie

19
0

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

L

operatixo, corporation, nonprofit association, and any

mentality of a State, county, municipality, or any unit of

local general government (hereinafter in this title referred

to as, "borrower" or "potential borrower") to carry out (al

rural development purpose, such entities are eligible tbt

borrow from, sell its financial obligations to, or to insur'o

its obligations with the Rural Development Credit.,Systeml

institution in the area in , which the rural development,

purpose is to be undertaken. Such financial assistance shall:

be subject to the provisions of this title and the rules and

regulations of the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency;

and. policies established.by the Federal Rural Development I

Credit Board. Preference shall be given to potential .bozo'

rowers who have demonstrated and who have an established'

recordof financial stability. t.

SEC. 302. ELIGIBILITY.The eligibility of potential'

borrowers to obtain assistance for carrying out rural developC-
,

ef,

ment purposes shall be determined. within the multijurisl

dictional planning and development \ dishict in which the

4
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mai development purpoce is to be undertaken in accordance

2, with criteria established by the District Rural. Developntent

3 Credit Agency located in such district. Such criteria shall"

4'. he subject to the approval of the Regional Bad concerned,

the rules and regulations of the Federal Rural DevekTtnent

6 Credit Agency, established pursuant to policies prescribed by

7` the Federal Rural Development Credit Board. The potential

8 borrower must demonstrate that the financial assistance

applied for is not available from any other public or private

` 10

11

12'

credit source.

Sm. 303. Timms AND CONDITIOND.The terms and

conditions under which assistance may be made availablNq

13 borrowearin any region shall he established by the Regional

14 Bank concerned, Subject to the rules ata regulations of the

15 Federal Rural Development Credit Agency established par:

11; mutt to policies .of the Federal Rural Development Credit,-

17 Board. Such terms and conditions may vary depending on

18 'the rural development purpose for which loan proceeds are

19 to he used.

20 d See. 304. SF,cumrrY.:Borrowers shall be required to

21 provide the best available collateral for financial assistance

221 made available under this Act, and may be allowed to

23 demonstrate repayment ability and that factor shall be taken

21- into consideration in determining whether any such assist-

26
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1 ance should be approved or disapproved. In determining Cher

2 amount of security necessary for financial assistance to: any

2' applicant, a District -Rural Development Bank Agency shall

4 also take into consideration any grant or payment from the

5 Federal or State Government, including any grant or pay,

6 ment under the provisions p is Act for which the borrower,

7 'may qualify and ()bud titment with respect to the

8 protect involved in the loan application.

9 , SEC. 305. REQUIRED PURCJIASE Or CAPITAL STOCK.

10 Each borrower, as a condition of loan approval, shall be

11 required to purchase capital stock in the District Rural

11i Development Credit Agency through which assistance is'

13 made in an amount (at par value) equal to not less -than 5

14 per cent= and not greater than 10 per centurn of the

15 amount of the -loan, as determined, by the Federal Rural

16 Development Credit Board from time to time.

17 SUBTITLE CPARTICIPATING

18

19 GENERAL ERNME4T

20 SEC. 401. DESIGNATION: ---Any National or State ba

21 savings institution, credit union, or other financial institu-

2tL Lion Making loans in rural areas for rural development par-
-,

23 poses, and any county, municipality or other unit, of -loeal

24 general government shall, upon application, be considered. ,

25 for designation as a Participating Rural Deielopment Finan,-

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

AND UNITS OP Loam,

27=
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1 vial Institution, hereinafter in this Act referred to as a

2 "Participating Institution."

3 Si .: 402. FUNCTIONS OF PARTICIPATING INSTITU-

4 TioN.Any participating institutiO is authorized, subject

5- to provisions of this title, th6 approval of the District Rural

8 Development Ciedit Agency from which assist nee'is being

7 sought, and subject to the rules rind regulations of the Re-..

8 gional Bank concerned and the Federal.Rural Development

9 Credit Agency, established. under policies adopted by the

10 Rural Development Credit Board, to borrow from, and.to

11 make loans 'for, or on behalf of, District Rural Development
q

12 Credit Agencies, to make loans guaranteed or insured by the

13 Regional Bank concerned, and to issue obligations for pur-
:

14 chase by the District Rural Development Credit Agencies,

15 and to perform such other duties as the District Rural De-
,

16 velopment Credit Agency concerned may delegate and the

17Q- participating institution agrees to undertake.

18 SEC. 403. ENDORSEMENT BY PARTICIPATING INSTI-

i9 TrrnoN.A participating institution shall endorse to the Dis-

20 tricrRural Development Credit Agency under which it °per-

21 antes such evidences of obligatipns as it shall sell to, insure or

22 guarantee with, discount with such Agendy and shall as-

23 some full-responsibility for the repayment of principal and

24 interest represented by such obligation.

25 SEC. 404. (a) PURCIIASE OF CAPITAL STOCK. A

26%
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participating institution shall require the borrower of loan

2 made for or on behalf of District Rural Development Credit

3 Agencies, as a condition of loan approval, to subscribe to an

4 amount of par value capital stock in the District Rural De

5 velopment Credit Agency from which such financial nal:list=

4 (> mice is ob equal to not less than 5 per centum nor more

7 than 10 perk awn of the total proceeds of the loan. Itt'ad2

8 dition, each participating institution shall, as a condition of

its designation as a participating institution, maintain of

la all times a total ownership of capital stock in the District''

11 Rural Development Credit Agency under which it operates'l

12 equal to at least one per centum of the amount outstanding r

13 on all loans and other obligations in which it has partici:: r

1 N pated on behalf of such District Rural Development Oredii

15 Agency.

(b) Any of the institutions listed in section 401 which

17 qualify as, Participating, Institutions are authorized to pur-

18 chase voting stock of District Rural Development Credit

'19 Agencies authorized' by this title.

20 (c) Any of the institutions listed in section 401 may

21 qualify ns "cooperating financial institutions" by partidpat2

any22 ing in any loan or other obligation on behalf of the District

23 Rama] Development Credit Agency. Cooperating financial

24 institutions shall no, be required to maintain stock owner-
s

ship as required in section 404 (o). Such institutions-Audi,!;

C
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1,,4towever, be subject to all other rules, regulations, and re-

2 quirements provided for participant institutions.

3 SEC. 405. GOVERNANCE OF PARTICIPATING AND Co-,

4 , OPERATIV INSTITUTIONS.With respect to all loans and

5 other obligations which a participating or cooperating insti-

6 tution shall proCess or otherwiLiqandle fora District Rural

71, Development Credit Agency, the policies, rules, and regula-

4,, Lions, and procedures followed shall be in accordance with

the rules and regulations established by such Agency and

10 approved by the Regional Bank concerned. The designation

11 of any institution as a participating institution may be can-

12 .oeled by the District Rural Development Credit Agency con-

13 corned, in accordance- with rules and regulations established

1: by the Regional Rural Development Credit-1dit Bank. Any par-

ticipating institution whose designation has been canceled

1;i under this section may appeal the cancellation to the appro-

1 i priate Regional Bank. The decision of the board of directors

1fi of such bank shall be final. The Regional Banks shall, in ac-

19 cordance with rules and regulations established by the Fedr

eral Rural Development Credit Agency, establish appro-

21, ,priate rules and regulations and review bodies to imple-

22 moat expeditious, orderly, and fair consideration of appeals

9 filed by participants objecting to canceled designations or

21. .9ther matters related to their relationship to the Rural De-

velopment Credit System.

30
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1 Sm. 406. CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION.Each

2 participating institution shall be issued a certificate of pude-
.

3 ipation embossed by the Rural Development Credit Board

4 indicating on the face of such certificate (1) that the par-

5 ticipant has been designated as an official Participating Rural .,

6 Development Financial Institution of the Rural Development

7 Credit System, .(2) the date of certification, and (3) a state-

8 ment in summary form of the powers and responsibilities of

9 the participating institution. The application of an eligible

10 institution for designation as a participating institution shall be

11 forwarded to the District Rural pevelopment Credit Agency

12 along with its initial application to purchase capital stock.

13 Such application shall be endorsed by the District Agency

14 and forwarded to the Federal Rural Development Credit

15 Agency through the appropriate Regional Rural Develop-

16 ment Bank. The Executive Director will submit his recom-

17 mendation for designation to the Federal Rural Development

18 Credit Board for approval and issuance of certificate.

19 SUBTITLE DDISTRICT RURAL DEVELOPMENT CREDIT

20 AGENCIES

21 SEC. 501. (a) DESIGNATIONS AND CHARTERS.Any

"2 financial agency of any multijurisdictiorpl planning and de-

23 velopment district of a State may make application to the

24 Regional Bank serving the area in which sucli district is 10-

31
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1 dated for designation as a District Rural Development Credit

2 Agency.

3 (b) The application filed undef this section shall specify

4" in general terms the objects for Which tWIlederal charter

5 will be used, the powers to lie Awe sed under the `charter,

6 and the territory it proposes to serve. The application shall

7 be signed by appropriate officiali of the agency making the

8 application and, shall be accompanied by appropriate docu-

9 ments authenticating the legal status of the applicant and

of the officials signing the application. A, copy of the proposed

11 charter, constitution, bylaws, and other pertinent instruments

12 of the applicant shaltaccompany any application filed under

$.13 this section.

14 (c) An application filed with any Regional Bank under

15 this section shall be forwarded by such bank -te. the Execu-

16 tive Director together with the recommendations of the

17 bank concerning the need for such a District Rural nevelop-

18 ment Credit agency to help provide adequate credit for

19 rural development purposes in the area the applicant would

21) serve. The Executive Director may for good cause shown

21 deny ahy: application for a charter.

22 (d) Upon the approval of the application of any finan-

23 cialiagency of any multijurisdictional platining and develop-

24 tnent district of a State filed under this section, such agency
0

3
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shall by designated as a District Rural Development Credit

2 Agency and be chartered as an instrumentality of the
3 United States. The Executive Director shell prescribe by

4 regulation or otherwise the organization, management, and

5 conduct of the business of any pistrict Rural Development

6 Credit Agency chartered under this section, shall prese&e-1.

7 the initial amount of stock in the Regional Rural Develop-

8 molt Credit Bank that such District Rural Development

9 Credit Agency shall be required to purchase, and the territory

10 within which its operations may he carried on. The Execu.

11 tive Director is authorized to modify the charter of any Dis-

12 triti Rural Development Credit Agency wheneve/ he deter-

13 mines it necessary to accomplish the purposes of this Act..
14 (e) No application for designation under this section
1 5 shall !approved unless the applicant agrees to subscribe to

16 stock in the Regional Bank concerned in such amount, as

17 may be required by such bank.

18 Sac. 502.VGOVERNING BOARD.Each District Rural
19 Development Credit Agency shall have a governing board
20 of direetors,of such munber, for such terms, with such quali
21 fications, and elected" in such manner As may he required by

22 State law and its Federal charter. No member of the board
23 of directors shall, within oni year. after the date he ceases to

24 be a member of such board, he elected or designated a sal--;

aried employee of such agency.

33
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1 SPA'. 503. t; EN En Al, COI? PORAT 111 POW EltS.Ett eh /is-
",

2 trict Rural Development Credit Agency, subject to super-

3 vision by the appropriate Regional Bank and the Federal

4 Rural Development Credit Agency, shall have power to-

5 (1) Rave succession until terminated in accordance with

6

'7

8

9,

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

this Act or any other Act of Congress.

(2) Adopt and use a corporate seal

(3) Make contracts.

(4) Sue and' be sued.

(5) Acquire, hold, dispose, and otherwise exercise all

of the usual incidents of ownership of real and personal prop-

erty necessary or convenient to its business.

(6) Operate under the direction of its board of directors

in accordance with thisAct.

(7) Subscribe to stock of the Regional Bank of the

region in which such District Rural Development Credit

Agency is located.

(8) Purchase stock of a Regional Bank held by other

District Rural Development Credit Agencies and stock of

other such agencies.

(9) Contribute to the capital of such bank or other Dis-

trict Rural Development Credit Agencies.

(10) Invest its funds as may be approved by the appro-

priate Regional Bank under regulations of the Federal Rural

Development Credit Agency and deposit its current funds and

81.584 11 - 71 - pt. 4 -. 3
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1 securities with such Regional Bank, a member bank of the

2 Federal Reserve Systelik, or any bank insured with the Fed-

3 oral Deposit Insurance Corporation, and may pay fees there-

4 for and receive interest thereon as may be agreed upon.

5 (11) Buy and sell obligations of or insured by the

6' United States, or of any agency thereof, or obligations of any

7 banks of tie Rural Development Credit System.

8 (12) Borrow money from the appropriate Regional

9 Bank, and with the approval of such bank, borrow from and

1,0 issue its notes or other obligations to any commercial bank or

11 other fin4a1 institutipn.

12 (13) .Make and participate in loans, accept advunee

13 payments, and provide services and other assistance as au-

14 thorizedin this title and charge fees therefor.

15 (14) Endorse and become liable on loans discounted. or

16 pledged to a Regional Bank.

17 (15) Enter into loss sharing agreements with a Re-

18 gional Bank and other District Rural Development Credit

19 Agencies.

2Q (16) Prescrt e its bylaws through its board of directors

21 and provide in such bylaws for
.

22 (A) the classes of itstock and the manner in
23 which such stock shall be issued, transferred, and re-

24 tired;
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1 (B) the election or appointment of its officers and

'2 employees;

3 (C) property acquired, held, or transferred;

4 (D) the conduct of its general business; and

5 ,,(E) the exercise and enjoyment of the privileges

granted to it pursuant to law. ,

7 (17) Elect by its board of directors a manager or other

8 chief executive officer, and provide for such other officers or

9 employees as may be necessary, including joint employees

10 with other institutions of the Rural Development Credit

11 System; define their duties and require surety bonds or make

12 other provisions against losses occasioned by employees.

13 (18) Elect by its board of directors a loan committee

14 with power to approve applications for loans, participations,

1.5 or purchase of obligations, or, with the approval of the ap-

16 propriate Regional Bank, delegate the approval of applica-

17 tions for loans or participations within specified limits to other

18 committees or to authorized officers and employees of the

19 agency or to a participating institution chartered under pro-

20 visions of subtitle C.

21 (19) Perform any functions delegated to it by a Re-

22 gional Bank, or the Federal Rural Development- Credit

21 Agency.

24 (20) gxeroise by its board of directors or. authorized

31;
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1 officers or employees, all such incidental powers as may be

2 necessary or expedient to carry on the business of the agency.

3 SEC. 504. CAPITAL STOCK,'CLASSEE3 OF STOCK, THAN'S-

4 tax, EXCHANGE; AND DIVIDENDS. (a) A District Rufal

5 Development Credit Agency may issue voting stock, noil-

6 voting stock, preferred stock, and provide for an equity

7 reserve. Holders of stock and equity reserve shall haie

8 such rights, not inconsistent with the provisions of this seb-

9 tion, as are set forth in the bylaws of the agency. Stock shall

10 be divided into shares of $5 par value each.

11 (b) Voting stock may be purchased only by 'borroi

12 ors or participating institutions who are eligible to borrA

13 from or participate in financial operations of the agen.

14 Each holder of voting stock shall be entitled to one vote

15 for each such stock except as otherwise provided in sub-

16 section (d) hereof. No voting stock or any interest there%

17 or right to receive dividends thereon shall be transferred b'y

18 act of the parties or by operation of law, except to another

19 person, eligible to hold voting stock, and then only 1,8

20 vided in the bylaws.

21 (o) Nonvoting stock may be issued to the Executie

22 Director and to other investors. ,

23 (d) Preferred stock, which shall be nonvoting; may

24 be issued to the Emicutive Director and to other investors

25 when authorized by a majority vote of the outstanding shares

37.1,
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1 of the voting stock, by a majority vote o ?the outstanding

2 shares of nonvoting stock, and by a majority vote of the out-

3- standing shares of preferred stock, except that all stock

leld by the Executive Director shall be eicluded from vot-

ing hereunder. The holders of such stock shall be entitled

0,. to one vote, in person, for each share of stock held. The

7, anthorizatiOn to issue preferred stock shall state the privi-

.8 loges, restrictions, limitations, dividend rights (either cumu-

9lative or noncumulative) redemption rights, preferences, and

10 other qualifications affecting said stock, and the total amount

11 of the authorized issue to which it Belongs.

-2 (e) Nonvoting stock may be issued to persons eligible

13 to borrow from the agency to whom voting stock is not

1.1, to be issued and to cooperating financial institutions.

15 (f) Each borrower from the agency shall be required

/14. to own at the time the loan is made voting or nonvoting

:1.7 .stock as provided in the bylaws of the agency, in an amount

IS equal in par value, as determined by the agency, to not

19 less than $5 per $100 or fraction theTeof nor more than

20 $10 per $100 of the amount of the loan. Such stock shall

21,, not he canceled or retired upon payment of the loan or
'4ztv

22 otherwise except as may he provided in thv bylaw's. Not -

withstanding any other provision of this section, for a loan

24 in which an agency participates with a commercial bank or

other financial institution other than a Regional Bank or

38
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1 another District Rural Development Credit Agency, the

2 requirement that the borrower own stock shall apply' only

3 to the portion of the loan which is retained by the agency.

4 (g) Voting stock ball, within two years after the hold&

5 ceases to be a borrower or a participating institution be

6 converted into nonvoting stock at the fair book value thereof,

7 not exceeding par. Consistent with the provisions of this

8 title, and as provided in the bylaws of the agency,- each

9 class of stock shall be convertible into any other elgs 'of

10 stock except preferred stock.

11 (h) As a further, means of providing capital, a District

Rural Development Credit Agency may, as provided'in ita

bylaws, and with the approval of the appropriate Regional

14 ank, require borrowers and participating institutions to

15 p rchase stock in addition to that required in subsection (f)

16 hereof and under subtitle C, or invest in the equity reserve,

17 in an aggregate amount not exceeding $5 per $100 or fme-

18 tion thereof of the amount of the loan in the case of boi-

l!) rowers and 50 cents per $100 or fraction thereof in thd care

20 of participating institutions. Any portiOn of the amounts

21 invested under this subsection which is no longer requirild

22 for the purposes of the agency may be returned to the'own-

23 ers thereof by revolving or retirement in accordance Air

24 its bylaws.

25 (i) Dividends shall be paid on preferred stock in accord-
.
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a; ante with the authorization of the Stockholders to issue such

2, stock. Dividends on stock, other than preferred 4itoek, may

4, paid by a District Rural Developmeni Bank Agency as

14l provided in its bylaws at such rate or rates as are approved

by the appropriate Regional Bank in accordance with reg-

,ttkaions of the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency

established in accordance with provisions of section- 505.

8 (j) Except with regard to stock held by the Executive

9 ,Director each District Rural DevelOpment Credit ,Ageney

10 shall'have a first lien on stock an.d.participation certificates

11 it issues, allocated: surplus, and on investments in equity

12 reserve, for any indebtedness of the holder of such capital

qi investments and, in the case of equity reserve, for, charges

14 for any such agency losses in excess of reserves and surplus.

15 (k) In any case where the debt of a borrower is in de-.

if*. fault, a District Mimi Development Credit Agency may re-

11, tire all or part of the capital investments in such agency held

by such debtor at the fair book value thereof, not exceeding

w. par, in total or partial liqtddation of the debt.

SEC. 505. APPLICATION OF EARNINGS; RESTORATION

g4,- OF CAPITAL IMPAIRMENT, AND SURPLUS ACCOUNT.- (a)

* ,Each District Rural Development Credit Ageiley at the end

4.4 of each 'fiscal year shall apply the amount of its earnings

24 for such year in excess of its operating expenses (including

24 provision for valuation reserves against loan assets in an

4(r.
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1 amount equal to one-half of 1 per centum of the loans out-

2 standing at the end of the ('fiscal year to the extent thef earn:

3 ings in such yetir in excess of other operating expensespec7

snit, unrsuce reserves equal or exceed 3+ per centum of thp

it loons outstanding at the end of the fiscal year, beyond 'which

3+ per centuni further additions to such reserves are ntft

reqnirpd but may be made) first tm the restoration of the_ itrr

8 pairment. if any, of capital; and second, to the establishment

9 and maintenance of the surplus accounts, the minimum

gate amount 0( which shall be prescribed by the., appropeiater

11 Regional Bank. it

6

a2 (b) When the bylaws of a District Rural Developmeft

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21'

22.

23

24

25

Credit Agency so provide, available net earnings at the enth

of any fiscal year may be distributed in stock, or in emik.e4r

cept that when the Executive Director'holdsany stuck in At

District Rural Development Credit Agency the cash distrib4,1

tion shall be such percentage of the earnings as shall.hei

tertnined under regulations of the Federal Rural Deveiafrt

meat Credit Agency. Any part of the earning of the fiscal]

year in excess of the operating expenses for such year held ink'

the surplus account may be allocated to stockholders. !L

' °SRO. 506. LOANS; PARTICIPATION; OTHER FINANOAV

ASSISTANCE; TERMS; CONDITIONS; INTEREST; SECH14_

(a) Each District Rural Development Credit Agency

4
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I

under rules and regulations prescribed by the board of di-

21 i'eatois of the appropriate Regional. Bank and approved by

g ,the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency may through

4iiiparticipating or poperating institutions, make, guarantee, or

ri,,Imrticipate with other lenders in making loans and in pro-
.

tPlividing othe filar financial assistance, and may buy obli-

71,1gations of borrowers for rural development purposes and

81 other requiremdats of such borrowers. A District Rudd De-

gn,velopment Credit Agency is authorized to make lOans and

lg :provide other authorized assistance under this title directly to

11 any applicant eligible for such assistance in any rural area in

it 'which there is no participating or cooperating institution

i9 able and willing to 'supply on reasonable terms and condi-

,tions the credit needs of such applicant.

15 A (b) Loans authorized in subsection (a) hereof shall bear

10 such rate or rates of interest as are determined under regular

17,1, lions prescribed by the board of directors of the agency with

1 e approval of the Federal Rural Development Credit

ib -Agency, and shall be made upon such terms, conditions, and

2,01 upon such security, if any, as shall be authorized' in such regu-

21 lotions. In setting rates and charges, it shall be the objective

22/-ita provide the types of credit needed by eligible borrowers,

ni at the lowest reasonable cost on a sound business basis, tak-

'24 'wing into account the cost of money to the agency, necessary

P.
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1 reserves and expenses of the agency, and services provided to

2 borrowers and participant" The loan documents may provide

3 for the interest rate or rates to vary from time to time during

4 repayment period of the loan in accordance with the rate or

5 rates currently being charged by the agency. Such regal&

6 tiong may require prior approval of the Regional Rural' DO-

7 velopment Bank or the Federal Rural Development Cr&lit

8 Agency on certain classes of loans; and may authorize a con-

9 timing commitment to a borrower or a participant of a line

10 of credit.

11 Sic. 567. OTHER SsitytuES.Encli District Rural DOj

12 velopnient Credit Agency may provide technical assistance

13 to borrowers, applicants, and participants and may make-

4 avagable to them such finimcial related services appropriate

15 to their operations. as is determined feasible under regulations

16 prescribed by the Federal Rural Development Credit Ageilcy.

17 SUBTITLE EREGIONAL BuBAL DEVELOPMENT 'CREDIT'

18 BANKS

19 SEC. 601. ESTABLISHMENT; TITLE; NUMBEB.Theis

20 are established in the Rural Development Credit Systeln

21 ten Regional Rural Development Credit Banks as federally

22 Chartered instrumentalities of the United States. Their char;

23 tern may be modified from time to time by the Federal

24 Rural Development Credit Board, subject to approval of

25 Farm Credit Administration and the Secretary of Agrical-

43
a
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tare, in any manner not inconsistent with the provisions of

2 this title as may be necessary or expedient to implement this

3 Act. The jurisdictional territory of the Regional Credit Banks

4 shall be divided so as to correspond440 the maximum extent

5 practicable, to the rural areas of the uniform regions estab-

lished by the President of the United States for operation

7 of Federal agencies, and the headquarters of.each such

8 bank shall be located within the rural area which it serves,

9 but not necessarily in the same city which serves as the

10 headquarters city of the uniform region for carrying out

11 programs of Federal agencies. Etch bank shall maintain

12 a liaison office in the city, regardless of population, which

13 serves as the .headquarters city for the uniform regior in.

14 which such bank is located. The Board of any Regional

15 Rural Development Credit Bank may establish such

16 branches as may be appropriate for the effective opera-

tion of its business, but the territorial jurisdiction of any

18 such branch. shall coinci4e with the boundary of one

12 or more of the uniform multijurisdiotion planning and de-

velopment districts, if any, established by the Governor or

21' the legislature of the State concerned. The, headquarters of

2au any such branch shall be located within the rural area served.
1

f13, SEC. b02. CORPORATE EXISTENCE; GENERAL CORP0-

a4 RATE- PowEns.--Each Regional Bank shall be a body corpo-

J,,,,,

4*
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1 rate, subject to the supervision of the Federal Rural Devel-

2 opment Credit Agency, and shall have power to-

3 ( 1 ) Adopt and use a corporate seal.

4 (2) Have succession until dissolved under the provl,

5 sions of :this, Act or other Act of Congress.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

(3) Make contract&

(4) Sue and be sued.

(5) Acquire, hold, dispose and otherwise exercise all

the usual inoidents of ownership of real and personal, tangible

and intangible property necessary or convenient for iW

business.

(6) Make loans and commitments for credits, accept ad-1

vanes payments, and provide services and other assistance ad

authorized hi this Act, and 'charge, or not charge leek!

therefor.

(7) Operate under the direction of its board of directors.r

(8) Elect by its board of directors, a President, a secreli

tory, a treasurer, and provide for such other officers) er&

ployees, and agents as may be necessary, including joiliti

employees with the institutions of the Farm Credit Systeni

and of other institutions of the Rural Development Credit

System, define their duties, and require surety bonds or inak4

other provisions against losses occasioned by employees.

(9) Prescribe its bylaws through its board of directoriii=

and provide in such bylaws, in accordance with rules and

45
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1 , regulations of the Federal Rural DevelopLent Credit

2 Agency, fon

3 (A) the classes of its stock and the manner in which

4 , such stock shall be issued, transferred, and retired;

5 (B) the election or appointment of its officers and

6 employees, except that the training and piactice of 'ap-

7 Faisal personnel shall be subject to the supervision of

'8, the Farmers' Home Administration or, with approval

9 of the Farm Credit Administrator, of the Farm Credit

10 Administration;

11 (C. property acquired, held, or transferred;

13 (D) the conduct of its general business; and

13 , (E) the exercise and enjoyment of the privileges

14. granted to it by law.

15 (10) Borrow money and issue notes, bonds, debentures,

16, or, other obligations individually, or in concert with one or

17' more oth Regional Banks of such character, terms, condi-

18, rations, and of interestas it may determine.

18, (11) Accept deposits of securities or of current funds

WI frorri borrowers and participants and agencies establitiled

ati, 'under this Act, and pay interest on such funds.

24 : ,' (12) Participate with one or more other Regional

23 Banks under this title on such terms as may be agreed upon

44, , among such banks and to participate with private banks and

f.;t:c

4
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1 other financial institutions in rural areas on such terms is

2 may be agreed upon among such banks or institutions.

3, (13) Approv,e, in establishing the eligibility of any

4 District Rural Development Credit Agency for participaticin

5 in the Rural Development Credit System, the salary scale.

6 of the officers and employees of the District Rural Develop-

7 ment Credit Agencies and the compensation of the chief

8 executive officer thereof and supervise the exercise by such

9 agencies of the functions vested in or delegated to them under

10 this Act, except that the appointment of the chief exeoutiti

11 officer of any such District Rural Development Credit

12 Agency shall be subject to the approval of the Regional

13 Bank concerned so long as the United States holds stock iii

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23 sonable duties as a de ry of public money or financial

24 gent of the Governme as may be required of it. No Gov-

b%35 ernment funds deposited under_ provisions of this subsection

,such Rural Development Bank Agency.

(14) Deposit its securities and its current funds with

any member bank of the Federal Reserve System, an

fees therefor and receive interest thereon as 'May be agreedi.

When designated for that purpose by the Secretary of the

Treasury, it shall be a depository of public money, except
,

receipts from customs, upon such regulations as may be

prescribed by the Secretary; may be employed as fiscal

gent of the G}overnn nt, and shall' perform all such rea-

4 7 421:4
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1 shall be invested in loans or bonds or other obligations of

2 the bank.
ti

3 (15) Buy and sell obligations of or insured by the

,4 United States or of any agency thereof, or securities backed

5 by the full faith and credit of such agency, and make such

6 other investments as may be authorized by the Federal Rural

7 Development Credit Agency.

8 (16) Conduct studies and adopt standards for lending .

9 and provide other encouragement for the development of

10 private business enterprise, and for the quality of life, eco-

11 nomic earning opportunities and jabs, and public and com-

12 munity works, facilities, and services in the rural area it

1r.3 serves.

14 (17) Delegate to District Rural Development Credit

15 Agencies and through- them to participating institutions such

16 functions vested in or delegated to the bank, as it may deter-
.,

17. mine appropriate, as approved by the Federal Rural Devel-

18 opmenceiredit Agency.

19 (18) Athend and modify loan contracts, documents, and

20 payment schedules, and release; subordinate, or substitute

21 security for any of them.

22 (19) Perform any function delegated to it by the Fed-

23 end Rural Development Credit Board or the Federal Rural

24 Development Credit Agency.
25

(20) Require District Rural Development Credit Agen-

4 8
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4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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cies and participating and cooperating institutions to en-,

dome those noteiond other obligations of their borrowers

are presented to the bank for the purpose of obtaining fman.;

vial assistance. 4-

( 21 ) Exercise by its board of directors or authoriza ofc

titers, employees, or agents all such incidental powers as'

may be necessary or expedient to carry out the bnainels of

the bank. :1:

SEC. 603. RURAL DEVELOPMENT OlieDrr Rune

STOOK; VALVE; SHARES; VOTING; DIVIDENDS. (A) `6)

capital stock of each Regional Bank shall be divided inbd

shares of par value of $5 each and may be of such climes ati:f

its board of directors may determine with approval of.ileP

Federal Rural Development Credit Agency and under rule

and regulations established by the Federal Rural Datelep

ment Credit Board.

(b) Voting stock Of each bank shall be held only) bp

Rural Development Credit Agencies and participating int"'

stitutions and borrowers who obtain financial assistance .64 I

such banks, which stock shall not be transferred, pledged, oe

hypothecated except as authorized pursuant to this title mv=

as authorized under regulations of the Federal Rural De.--

velopment Credit Agency. Any District Rural Developthene-

Bank Agency may elect' to receive nonvoting stock in lied

of voting stock.
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(o) The Board of each Regional Bank shall from time

2, to time increase its capital stock as may be necessary to per

af, mit the issuance of additional .shares to borroWers

4 Jug participating' institutions using -financial assistance of

51,,Distriet Rural Development Credit Agencies so that bor-

(ix rowers and participating institutions of such agencies may be

Jo eligible for loans and other financial assistance from such

8 agencies.

(d) Nonvoting stock may be issued to the Executive

10,-!'Director of the Federal Rural Development. Credit Agency

ltitind may also be issued to'Distriet Rural Development Credit

Agencies, other rural financial institutions, and other direct

14)LibOrrowen.

(e) The earnings of a Regional Bank shall be deter-

1541, mined in accordance with approved accounting principles and

16 practices, as established by the Federal Rural Development

CAledit Agency subject to examination by the Farm Credit

18i9td,ministration and subject to the rules and regulations of the

igFederal Rural Development Credit Board and the General

24,, A000unting Office. Earnings shall be distributed as follows:

24 ,,; First, not less than 10 per centum of net earnings for the

22,(year shall be paid into the reserve fund of the bank until saki"

Mit ,retserve fund shall equal 150 per centum of outstanding stock.

24; Second, not less than 10 per centum of net earnings for
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1 the year shall be paid into the capital surplus fund to the

2 bank.

3 Third, payment of the franchise tax as required by
4 section 614 for any year in xvhicja,any stock is 'held by "thee

5 Executive Director.

0 Fourth, payment of dividends on nonvoting stock of notr
7 to exceed the average cost to the Federal Rural Development

8 Credit Agency of funds obtained through issuance of bonds,

9 debentures, and other oyidences of indebtedness in its funding

10 operations.

11 Fifth, retirement of nonvoting stock and othr evidences"

12 of indebtedness of the bank held by the Executive Director.

13 Sixth, payment of dividends on voting stock of the bank

14 as determined by its board of directors, if the bank has retired

15 all of the nonvoting stock of the bank that have been issued to

16 , the Executive Director.

17 (f) Dividends shall not be payable on any stock held by

18 the Executive Director. Noncumulative dividends may be
19 payable on other stock to the extent available from earnings

20 in accordance with subsection (e) of this section, and divi.
21 dends may be paid on other stock of the bank. The rate of

22 dividends may be different between different classes and dif-

23 ferent issues of stock on the basis of the comparative eon -

24 tributions of holders thereof to the capital or earnings of tho

25 bank by such classes, types, and issues; but no dividends shall

51
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1 be paid on voting stock and no dividends greater than 5 per

2 eentum per annum on par value of nonvoting stook untilsuch

a time as two-thirds of the capital stock subscribed by the Ex-,

4 °entire Director, in accordance with provisions herein, shall

5 have been retired; otherwise dividends shall be in the order

6 indicated in subsection (e).

7 (g) Nonvoting stock may be sold by nonborrowers to

8 borrowers or potential borrow em, participating institutions,

9 or District Rural Development Credit Agencies who may

10 'convert such nonvoting stock into voting stock at their

11 election at any time prior to final repayment of indebt

12 ness to the" bank. Voting stock may be sold o to District

13 Rural Development Credit Agencies, mating institu-

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 as the bank may from time to time determine, into nonvoting

22 stook, or may be redeemed in cash or as a credit to extinguish

23 final indebtedness at such value as the bank may from time

24 to time determine. The,,bank may establish, with approval

25 of the Federal Rural Development Credit Agenoy under

lions, or other borrowers or potential borrowers of the bunk.

Nonvoting stock may be redeemed_ at any time by the

hank, at the election of the owner, in accordance with a

schedule of values pnblintfd from time to time by the bank.

When a District Rural Development Credit Agency reduces

its total outstanding indebtednem to the bank, its voting

stock may he eonverted at par value, or such greater value

r
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1, rules and regulations established by the Rural Development

2 Credit Board, the terms and 'conditions for the sale, trunk

3 fer, and redemption of such other classes of stock and evir

4 dences of indebteint3se that it may issue from time to time.

5 Nonvoting stook and .other evidences of indebtedness of the

6 bank held by the Executive Director may be retired at any

7 time, subject to approval of the Federal Rural Develop-

s meat Credit Board, and shall be retired each year to the

9 extent of the availability of earnings in accordance with the

10 provisions of subsection (e). 1;f

11 Sic. 604. joys, The Regional Banks are authorize&

12 to_ ::r

13 (1) make, participate in, extend mortgage insuraneu

14 in connection with, refinance, discount and rediscount, ox

15 guarantee loans, purchase obligations and provide otheu

16 financing for real or personal property or for working

17 capital and operating expenses in connection withjoana

18 made or participated in or obligations purchased hybDiat

19 trict Rural Development Agencies to finance any rural
20 development purpose project out or to be, mot
21 ried out in a rural area served by the bank;

1 11:

22 (2) make, participate in, insure mortgages inte.ent
23 nection with, refinance, discount and rediscount, or, guard._

24 e.ntee loans or provide other interim financing provided

25 - by District Rural Development Credit Agencies for the

53i
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construction or improvement of any rural development

2, .purpose project to building contractors, leasors, architects,

3 planning and engineering firms, or other persons or firms

engaged in such work;

( rovide or assist a District Rural Development

Credit A envy in providing insurance to protect any or-

ganization, fittn, oz, dividual receiving financing for the

construction, improvement, or expansion 44,ny rural

development purpose project against damage el'casualty

10 loss in connection with such project; and

' (4) require that District{ Rural Development Credit

12 Agencies maintain ownership of voting or nonvoting

la stock in the Regional Banks equal to not less than $5

14 ' per $100 of outstanding loans and not more than $10 per,'

15' $100.

16 SRO. 605. INTEREST RATES AND OTHER CHAROES.-

n toans made, insured, guaranteed, participated in, refinanced,

EV discounted, or rediscounted by a Regional Bank shall bear

ig". interest at a rate or rates, and on,such terms and conditions,

20 '14 may be determined by the board of directors of the bank

21 from time to time, with the approval of the Federal Rural

22' 'Development Credit Agency and under rules and regulations

2 'established by the Federal Rural Development Credit Board.

2411;In setting rates and charges, it shall be the objective to pro-

25' -tide the types of credit needed by eligible borrowers at the
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1 lowest reasonable cost on a sound business basis, taking into

2 mown' t the cost of money to the bank, the, necessary rer

serves, capital surplus; and expenses of the banks and its

District Rural Development Credit Agencies and partici-

5 "pating institutions, the orderly retirement of the capital sub-

6 scriptions of the United fltstes, and the cost of providing

7 services to borrowers and stockholders, participating institu-

.8 dons, District Rural Development Credit Agencies and rural

9 communities so that such borrowers may Make their ma*

10 mum contribution to enhancing xeconomic opportunity and.

11. the quality of life in the rural area served. The loan dock-.

12 milts may provide for the interest rate or rates to vary from

13 l'time to time during the repayment period of the loan in

14 acoordance with the rate or rates currently being charged

15 by the bank.

16 SRO. 606. ELIGIBILITY.The services authorized in this

17 title may be made available directly or through Districkltural

18 Development Credit Agencies or participating institutions

19 of the bank, as the situation may require, to public and

20 quasi public bodies, Cooperative associations as defined in

21 the Agricultural Marketing Act (42 Stat. 388; 12 U.S.C.

22. 114i (a) ) ,` if such associations care unable to borrow from

23 the banks for cooperatives, other. cooperatives, corporations,

24 partnerships, or individual proprietors which are or heconie_

25 stockholders or.oyiners of ,nonvoting stock of District Rural

55:
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.11Development Bank Agencies or in a Regiond RUral De-

's

velopinent Bank. Such financial assistance may also be made

available to multijurisdictional rural governmental planning

and development districts established, by the legislature or

5 Governor of a State, to persons, firms, owners of rural

6 homes, municipalities, resource conservation and develop -

ment project sponsors under title Th of the Bankhead4ones

8 Farm Tenant Act, sp I ring associations carrying out proj-

9 ects under the ,WateProtection and Flood Preven-

10 tion Act, corporate -entities established by sponsors of con-

11 carted education and training service projects carried out

12 jointly by the Department of Agriculture, the Department

13 of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the Department

14 of Labor, councils of government established under State

15 law if rural arbas are included within their jurisdiction, pri-

16 vide associations, local development districts organized under

17 ithe Appalachian Pevelopment Act, and Eoonomic Develop-

18 went Districts organized under the Economic Development

19 Act of 1965, but such eligibility shall be conditioned upon

20 (1) review of the loan application by the appro-

21 priate body of the multijurisdictional government pill-

22 ning and development district, if any, established by the

23 legislature or Governor of the State concerned and a

24 certification by such body that the proposed facility,

25 work or service is not inconsistent with the current

Ut ( ,!1
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comprehensive- velopment plan, if any, for the multi-

2 jurisdictional district;

3 (2) demonstration by the applicant that the facility,

4 work, or service to be financed from the loan proceeds

5 and rural capital augmentation and rural interest supple-

6 ment payments will not result in the transfer from

7 another location or 'firm/bf employment or business

activity now provided by operations of the applicant

9 or a directly competing firm;

10 n(3) demonstration by the applicant that he- has,

c-----/11 been unable within a reasonable time to obtain needed

12 financial assistance from other private o3. public source&
''''

13 at reasonable rates and conditions;

14 (4) demonstration by the applicant that, taking

15 into consideration any rural capital augmentation or

16 rural interest supplement payments for which he is

eligibl r provisions of subtitle G, or other grants

in id, otherwise available, the applicant can meet the

20

21

22

23

24

25

le repayment and interest payments specified

in t1 mortization schedule and loan agreement;

(5) demonstration by the applicant that the facility,

work, or service provided by the project will be located

in and operate primarily in a rural area to increase

the employment of or for the benefit of rural residents

and that the proposed project promises to make a net
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increase in the number of jobs, quality of life, or median

2 family income in the rural area served; and

go: (6) demonstration and certification by the applicant

4)' that neither the facility, work, or service, nor any of

r, the personnel thereof as employees will be used for the

61' purpose of engaging in religious or partisan political

activities.

SEo. 607. SECURITY.Loans made, participated in,

9 insured, guaranteed, discounted, or rediscounted by, or obli-

10,1' gallons purchased by, Regional Banks shall be secured by

111. all of the best available security owned or to be purchased

12) by the borrower as may be required adequately to secure

13 the loan, and by the endorsement 0 the appropriate Dis-

1*,' tlict Rural Development Credit Agency and participating

15, institutions. However, credit factors other 'than the ratio

16 'between the amount of the loan and the/security value shall

be given due consideration.

16 SEC. 608. SEEvioEs RELATED TO BORROWERS OPERA-

* TIONS.The Regional Banks may provide technical assist-

20 ance to District Rural Development Credit Agencies, par-
a.'

27, ticipating institutions, applicants for loans, and to other fi-

22 imolai institutions, in rural areas and may make available,

23 to them such financially related and technical services appro-

24. ,Priate to their operations as are determined to be feasible,

I VI
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I under regulations of the Federal Rural Development Credit

2 Board.

3 8F.o. 609. LOANS THROUGH AG&NCIES, AND PARTICI-

4 PATINO AND COOPERATING INSTITUTIONS.The Regional

5 Banks shall make financial assistance available to qualified

6 borrowers through District Rural Development Credit Agen-

7 cies and participating and cooperating institutions in. the

8 area served by such bank. If no existing District Rural De-

9 velopment Credit Agency or participating or 000perating

10 institution is available to ,handle the application; or if no:
11 multijurisdictional planning and development district if

12 chartered for the area where the loan proceeds will be utilized,

13 the bank may make the loan through such bank, trust corn',

14 pony, savings, or other financial institution as it may desig-

15 nate or may make the loan directly to the borrower. Such

16 applicant shall purchase in stock of the Regional Bank an

17 amount equal to not less than $5 And not more than $10 for

18 each $100 of the loan proceeds. k

19 S. 610. ELIGIBILITY OF DISTRICT AGENCIES AND

20 PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS.The eligibility of any Dis-.

21 trict Rural Development Credit Agency and of any part

22 ticipating or cooperating financial institution to receive er.

23 handle loans from Regional Banks and to serve as agent for

24 such banks must be determined by the Regional Bank on the

25 basis of an application and in accordance with criteria estabr

53 ,
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1 fished by the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency

2 under rules and regulations of the Federal Rural Develop -

3' mont Credit Board. Such agencies, and participating and
.0

4, cooperating institutions, meeting stitch criteria shall be eligible

5 to borrow from Regional Banks and to discount or redis-

6 'eolint, insure, or obtain guarantee on such eligible obligational

paper with or to the banks and shall, with the exception of

8 cooperating institution's, be required to purcl4e bank stocks

9 .equivalent.to, in the case of District Rural Development

18.' Credit Agenties. 5 to 10 per centitm, and In the case of

11 participating institutions, 1 per centak-Orthe amount bor-
,.

12 rowed, discounted, or sold. Such eligible District Rural

18 Development Credit Agencies shall be authorized to require

14 the borrowers, whose paper they discount, insure, or handle

15 for the bank, to purchase stock of such institutions to the

16 extent that such institutions are required to purchase stocks

14 of a Regional Bank. Only those financial institutions whose

18 volume of loans in rural areas is more than one-half of the

19 total volume of all its loans shall -be eligible to purchase

20 voting stock of District Rural Development Credit Agencies

21 or of Regional Banks; otherwise the required capital partici-

22 potion shall be acquired in the form of nonvoting stock.

23 SEC. 611. BOARDS OF DIRECTORS.- (a) Each Regional

24 Bonk shall have a Board of Directors consisting of twelve

25' members appointed by the Federal Rural Development

GO
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1 Credit oard. Not more than seven members may be of the

2 same olitical party and all members shall be legal residents

3 of the rural areas within which the bank is authorized to

4 operate.

5 (b) During the period in which the Executive Director

6 holds two-thirds or more of the outstanding capital stock of

7 any Regional Bank-

8 (1). nine members of the board of directors of such

bank shall be appointed by the Federal Rural Develop-

- 10 ment Credit Board from a panel of nominees of not less

than twenty persons named by the Executive Directot
12 from among eligible legal residents of the rural area

13 served by the bank who are not officers or employees
14 of the United States or of any State government or of

11

15 any institution of the Rural Development Credit System
16 or the Farm Credit System; and
17

(2) three members shall be appointed by the Fed-
18

eral Rural Development Credit Board from a panel of
19

six nominees elected by the holders of voting stock in
20

such bank, subject to the same legal residence require-
21

ments and employment restrictions prescribed in pars -
22 graph (1).
23 (c) During any period in which the Executive Director

24 holds one-third or more but -less than two-thirds of the out-

25 standing capital stock of any Regional Bank-

614.
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(1) six members of the board of directors of such

'2; bank shall be appointed by the Federal Rural Develop-

ment Credit Board from a panel of of less than fifteen

4 nominees named by the Executi Director from

5 among eligible legal residents of the rural area served

by the bank subject to the same legal residence require-
/

ments and employment restrictions prescribed in sub-

section (b) (1) ; and

(2) six members shall be appointed by the Federal

10,f Rural Development Credit Board from a panel of twelve

nominees elected by holders of voting stock in such bank,

13! subject to same legal residence requirements and ern-

13 ployment restrictions prescribed in subsection (b) (1) .

14 (d) During any period in which the Executive Direo-

9.5., for holds less than one-third of the outstanding capital

16 stock of any Regional Bank-

1I7 (1) nine members of the board of directors of such

8 bank shall be appointed by the Federal Rural Develop-

19 meat Credit Board from a panel of twenty nominees

20 elected by the holders of voting stock in such bank, sub-

ject to the same legal residence requirements and em-

22 ployment restrictions prescribed in subsection (h) (1) ;

23 and

(2) three members shall be appointed by the Fed-

25 oral Rural Development Credit Board from a panel of

848
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1 not le& than six nominees named by the Executive

2 Director from among eligible legal residents of the

3 'rural areas served by such bank, subject to the same

4 legal residence requirements and employment restric

5 Lions prescribed in subsection (b)

6 (e) During any period in which the Executive Director

7 holds no capital stock in any Regional Bank-

8 (1) eleven members of the board of directors of

9 such bank shall be appointed by the Federal Rural

10 Development Credit Board from a panel of not less

11 than twenty-five nominees elected by the holders of

12 voting stock in such bank, subject to the same legal resi-,

13 dame requirements and employment restrictions pre-

14 scribed in subsection (b) (1) ; and

15 (2) one member shall be appointed by the Federal

16 Rural Development Credit Board from a panel of not

17 less than five nominees named by the Executive Dire&

18 for from among eligible legal residents of the rural area

19 served by the bank.

20 (f) The board of directors of each Regional Bank shall

21 elect one of its own members to serve for one year as chair-

22 man of the board and shall elect a President of such bank.

23 who shall be an ex officio member of the Board.

24 (g) The board of directors of each Regional Bank may

25 appoint such other officials and employees as may be ret

G 3
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1 . quired for the necessary and effective operation of the bank

2.' subject to re tion stablished by the Federal Rural De-

ll velopment Credit Board.

4 (h) Members of the boards of directors,o1 the Regional

5 Banks may reefiive the sum of $100 for each day or part

6 thereof spent in the performance of their official duties, which

7 compensation shall not be paid for more than seventy-five

8 diwys or parts of days in any calendar year and shall not be

a paid to any board member who is an official of the Govern-

10 :matt of the Unit d States or of any State. Such members

u. shall be reimbursed for necessary travel, subsistence, and

12 other expenses incurred in discharge of their official duties

without regard to the laws with respect to allowances ,which

14 may be made on account of travel and subsistence expenses

1.5' of officers and employed personnel of the United States.

16 SEc. 612. CAPITALIZATION OF THE REGIONAL-

17 BANK8.--Subjeet to the provisions of this title, the President

is of each Regional Bank is authorized to issue from time to

19 time and to have outstanding voting and nonvoting capital

20 stock of an aggregate par value of not to exceed 100 per

21 eentum of its pro rata share of the amount of outstanding

22 espital stock of the Rural Development Credit System, as

23 determined by the Federal Rural Development Credit Board,

24. taking into account the geographic distribution among the

25 regions served of the unmet needs for credit for rural revital-
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1 ization and the initiation of the community facilities and se6-)

2 ices and public works and industrial and other economic

3 enterprises required to expand jobs, expand income, and ha-

4 prove the qUality of life in the areas served by the several

5 Regional Banks. The Executive Director is authorized la r-

6 chase and accept nonvoting stock of any Regional Bank V1ot

7 to exceed that bank's pro rata share as determined hereqn.

8 SEC. 613. GovEuNezren of POLICIES, PuoonAttg, AND

9 PROCEDURES OF REGIONAL BANKS.- The Federal RUMI

10 Developthent Credit Board shall establish and prom

11 rules and regulations, not inconsistent with provisions of this

12 title, to govern the po icies, programs, and proceddea Of/ a

13 Regional Bank during y period in which the Executive

14 rector of the Federal Rural Development Credit Age*

15 holds capital stock in such bank. Any Regional Bank,' ts

16 board of direc , and its President shall be concltisiVeiy

17 presumed to be acting in accordance with such rules and regh-

18 lotions in all their actions and decisions.

19 SEC, 614. STOCK PURCHASED BY EXECUT Mak-
20 TOR; RETIREMENT; FRANCHISE TAX; REVOLVING IING.=

21 (a) Any Regional Bank mny issue stock which thay

22

23 States as an initial or a temporary investment in the stack

24 of such bank to help such bank to inaugurate lending

25 dons or to meet emergency credit needs of borrowers. Dur-

purchased by the Executive Director on behalf of the 'tutted

6c)
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ing the time such stock is outstanding, the pertinent pro-

2 visions of the Government Corporation Control Act shall be
"Cs

:,applicable to such Regional Bank.

(b) The Executive Director shall require the retirement

of any stock held by him in any Regional Bank at such time

..,Q as in his opinion the bank has resources available therefor

7 and the need for such investment is reduced or no longer

r A exists*

(c) For any year or part thereof in which the Execu-

p , five Director holds any stock in a Regional Bank, such bank,

P. after complying with section 603 (e) and before declaring

,12 any dividends or patronage distribution, shall pay to the

-? United States as a franchise tax a sum equal to the lower

,14 of (1) 25 per centum of its ,net earnings for the year, of

.15 (2) a rate of return on such investment calculated at a rate

,16, determined by the Secretary of the Treasury equal to the

average annual rate of interest on all public issues of debt

18 obligations of the United States issued during the fiscal year

49 ending next before such tax is due, multiplied by the per-

centage that the number of days such stock is outstanding

.,21 ;:is of three hundred and sixty-five days. Such payments shall

22 be deposited in the miscellaneous receipts in the Treasury.

23 SEC. 615. SUBSCRIPTION BY THE UNITED STATES OF

24 INITIAL AND ADDITIONAL CAPITAL. (a) The Ea' utive

o3-5192 0 71 - pt. 4 - 5
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1 Director is authorized to purchase stock of any Regional

2 Bank on behalf of the United States.

3 SEC. 616. Po Wm To B w, IsBun NOTES, BONDS,

4

5 Bank subject to supervision of the Federal Rural Develop-

6 ment Credit Agency shall have power to-

7 (1) Borrow from or loan money to any other Regional

8 Bank, borrow from any commercial bank or other lending

9 institution; issue its notes or other evidence of debt on its own

10 individual responsibility and full faith and credit, and invest

11 its excess funds in such sums, at such times, and on such

DEBENTURES, AND OTHER OBLIGATIONS.Each Regional

12 terms and conditions as it May determine.

13 (2) Issue its own notes, bonds, debentures, or other sim-

14 ilar obligations, fully collateralized by the notes, mortgages,

15 and security instruments it holds in the performance of its

16 functions under this title in such sums, maturities, rates of

17 interest, and terms and conditions of each issue as it may

18 determine with approval of the Executive Director.

19 (3) Join with any or all banks organized and operating

20 under this subtitle in borrowing or in issuance of consolidated

21 notes, bonds, debentures, or other obligations as may be

22 agreed with approval of the Executive Director.

23- (4) Join with other Regional /Banks in issuance of

24 notes, bonds, debentures, other obligations in the man-

25 ner, form, amounts, and on such terms and conditions as

6
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1 may be agreed upon with approval of the Executive Direc-

2= tor. Any, such issue by two or more Regional Banks and

3 the participation by each such bank shall not exceed the

4 limits to which each such bank is subject in the issuance of

5 its individual or consolidated obligations. Each such issue

6 shall be subject to approval of the Executive Director.

7 Nix. 617. AGGREGATE OF OBLIGATIONS; SECURITY. -

8 (a)No issue of long-term notes, bonds, debentures, or other

9 obligations by one or more Regional Banks shall be ap-
it.

10 proved in an amount which, when added to the amount

11 of other bonds, debentures, long-term notes, or other similar

12 obligations issued and outstanding, exceeds twenty times

13 the capital and surplus of all the Regional Banks which will

14 be primarily liable on the proposed issue, or such lesser

15 amount as the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency

16 shall establish by regulation.

17 (b) Each bank shall have on hand at the time of is-

18 suance of any long-term notes, bohds, debentures, or other

19 similar obligations, and shall at all times thereafter maintain,

20 free from any lien or other pledge, notes and other obliga-

21 Lions representing loans made under the authority of this

22 Act, obligations of the United States or'any-agency thereof

23 direct or fully guaranteed, other readily marketable securities

24 approved by Federal Rural Development Credit Agency,

25 or cash, in an aggregate value equal to the total amount of

68
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1 - long-term notes, bonds, debentures, or other similar oblige-
.

2 tions outstanding for which the bank is primarily liable.

Sk. 618. LIABILITY OF BANKB. ( a) Each Regional

4 Bank shall be fully liable on notes, bonds, debentures, or

5 other obligations issued by it individually, and shill ifm

6 liable for the interest payments on long-term notes, loom's,

debentures, or other obligations issued by other Regional

8 Banks operating under provisions of this Oct. Each bank
9 shall lo be primarily liable for the portion of any issue

10 , of consolidated obligations made on its behalf and shall be

11 jointly and severally liable for the payment of any midi-
12 tionS1 sums when called upon by the Federal Rural Devel-

13 Credit Agency to make payments of interest, or

" principal which any other Regional tank primarily liable

15 therefor' is nimble to make. SuCh calls shall be made upon

16 Regional Banks operating under this title taking into ac-

17 count the capital, surplus, bonds; debentures,' or other ohli-

18' gations which each may have outstanding at the time. of

18 such assessment

20 (b) Each Regional Bank participating in an issue lhall

21 by appropriate resolution undertake such responsibility, as

22 provided in subsection "(a) , and in the case of consolidated

23 obligations shall authorize the Executive Director to execute

24 long.:term notes, bonds, debentures, or other- obligations: on

25 its behalf. When a, consolidated issue is approved, the notes,
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-4+ 'bonds, debentures, or other obligations

shall

be executed by

2 the Executive Director and the banks shall be liable thereon

18 as provided herein.

''4 (c) The °United States shall not be liable or assume any
tktt

"5 ;liability directly or indirectly thereon, except as otherwise

6 provided in this Act.

I.7 SEC. 619. FINANCE COMMITTEE.There shall be es-
,

)i 8 tablished a finance committee for the Regional Banks or-

',9 ganized and operated under this title composed of the presi-

1;0 dents of such bank. The Committee may have such officers

if and such subcommittees for such terms and such represents-

tion as may be agreed upon by the mendmrs of the commit-

13 tee. When appropriate to the performance of their function,

14 the subcommittees, or representatives thereof, shall constitute

15 a subcommittee for consideration of consolidated issues of

16 ogligations. The finance committees and subcommittees

17 thereof shall, subject to approval of the Executive Director,

18 determine the amount, maturiti rates of interest, and

19 participation by the several. bank in each issue of joint

' 28 or consolidated obligations.

21 SEC. 620. BONDS 1 INVESTMENTS.The bonds and

28 r other similar obligations issued under the authority of this
-sr

)23- title shall he lawhil investments for all fiduciary and trust

.24 funds and may be accepted as security for all public

-25 deposits.

70,
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1 8E0. 621. PURCHASE AND SALE BY FEDERAL ,RESEIRVE

2 SYSTEM. Any member of the Federal Reserve System

3 may buy and sell bonds, debentures, or other similar obliga-

4 tions issued under the authority of this title, and ally Federal

5 Reserve bank may buy and sell such obligations to thesame

6 extent and subject to the same limitations placed upon the

7 purchase and sale by said banks of State, county, district,

----.-8---airnunicipal bonds under section 14 (b) of the Federal

9 Reser've Act (12 U.S.C. 355) .

Sc.10 E 622. PURCHASE AND SALE OF OBLIGATIONS.

11 Each regional bank may purchase its own obligations and

12 the obligations of other Regional Banks and may provide

13 for the sale of obligations issued by it, or issued jointly with

14 one or more other banks, through a fiscal agent or agents,

15 by negotiation, offer, bid, or syndicate' sale, and to deliver
16 such obligations by book entry, wire transfer, or such other
17 means as may be appropriate. The stiles agency of the Farm

18 Credit System shall be utilized on a reimbuffable basis by
19 the Regional Banks for the purchase and sale of obligations.
20 SEC. 623. FISCAL AGENCY. --A fiscal agency shall be

21 established by the Regional' Banks for such of their func-
22 tions relating to the issuance, marketing, nod handling of
23

their obligations, and interbank or intersystem flow of funds

24 as may from time to time he required.

25
SEC. 624. MERGER OF SIMILAR BA NKs.Regiorml

v
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1 Banks organized or operating under this title may, Ibpon

2 approval of a majority of their stoc Mtlders and the

3 Rural Development Credit Agency, merge with banks in

4 other regions operating under this subtitle.

5 SEC. 625. BoAnn OF DIRECTORS I'm MERGED BANK.-

6 In the event of a merger of two or more banks to serve

7 borrowers in more than one rural development credit region,

8 a new board of directors shall be created for the resulting

9 merged bank. The board thus created shall be composed of

10 directors elected by the boards of the banks being merged.

11 Notwithstanding the foregoing, the bylaws of the merged

12 baulk may, with the approval of the Federal Rural Develop-

13 ment Credit Agency and subject to rules and regulations

14 established by the Federal Rural Development Credit

15 'Board, provide for a different number of directors selected in

16 a different manner. The board so constituted shall have all

17 the powers, functions, and duties as are normally exercised

18 by a regional bank board related to the operations and poli-

19 cies of the banks which were merged.

20 SEC. 626. DISSOLUTION; VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION;

21 INSOLVENCY; MERGERS; RECEIVERSHIPS; AND CONSER-

22 VATORS.- (a) No institution of the System shall go into

23 voluntary liquidation without the consent of the Federal

24 Rural Development Credit Agency and with such consent

172
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1 may liquidate only in accordance with regulations prescribed

2 by dieederal Rural Development Credit Board.

3 (b) Upon default o' any obligation by a Regional Bank,

such bank may be declared insolvent and placed in the hand's

5 of a conservator or a receiver appointed by the Executive

6 Director and the proceedings thereon shall be in tumor&

7 once with regulations of the Federal Rural Development

8 Credit Agency regarding such insolvencies.

9 SUBTITLE FFEDERAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT

10

11

12

13

CREDIT AGENCY

SEC. 701. FEDERAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT CREDIT

AGLrNCY; EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.There is hereby estab-

lished in the executive branch of the Government an inde-

14 pendent agency to be known as the Federal Rural Develop-

15 ment Credit Agency. There shall be at the head of such

16 agency an Executive Director who shall have such powers

17 and ties as may be prescribed by the Federal Rural De-

18 velopme t Credit Board. The Agency shall be responsible

19 for carrying out the programs prossTded for in this title.

20 SEC. 702. APPOINTMENT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR;

21 SALARY AND EXPENSE ALLOWANCE. (a) The Execu-

22 tive Director shall be appointed by and serve at the pleasure

23 of Federal Rural Development Credit Board, except that

24 during any perio4 that the Executive Director holds any

25 stock in silly Regional Bank, his appointment shall be sub-

26 jest to approval of the President of the United States;

73
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d. and the Executive Director shall, during any such period,

2 serve at the pleasure of the President.

3 (b) The compensation of the Executive Director shall

41 be at the rate prescribed for positions in level IV of the

5 Executive Pay Schedule provided for under subchapter I1

8 of chapter 53 of title 5, United States Code. The Federal

7 Rural Development Credit Board shall fix the allowance for

8 his necessary travel and subsistence expenses or er diem

9 in lieu thereof.

10 SEC. 703. COMPLIANCE WITH BOARD ORDERS.The

11 Executive Director shall be responsible, subject to the super-

12 vision and control of the Federal Rural Development Credit

13, ,Btlard, for carrying out the functions of the Agency and the

14 policies of such Board. He shall carry out all orders and direc-

15 Lives received by him from the Federal Rural Development

16 Credit Board. All acts of the Executive Director shall be

17 conclusively presumed to be in compliance with the orders

1$ and directives of such Board.

19 SEc. 704. RURAL DEVELOPMENT CREDIT ORGANIZA-

20 voN.The Executive Director is authorized, in carrying out

21 the powers and duties now or hereafter vested in him by this

22 ,,vtitle. and Acts supplementary thereto, to establish and to fix

23 the powers and. duties of such divisions and instrumentalities

2.1ce as he may 'deem necessary to insure the proper and efficient

25 administration of the functions of the Federal Rural Develop-

/
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1 ment Credit Agency. The Executive Director shall have

2 authority to appoint and employ such personnel as may be

3 necessary to carry out the functions of theagency, including,

4 the appointment with the approval of the Federal Rural De-
5 velopment Credit Board of a Deputy Director of the Agency

6 who shall receive compensation at the rate prescribed for

7 positions level V 15f. the Executive Jay Schedules provided for

8 under subchapter II of chapter 53 of title 5, United States

9 Code. The powers of the Executive Director may he exercised

10 by him thrdugh such officers and employees of.the Rural De-

ll Credit Agency as be may designate: The Execu-

12 Live Director shall provide on a reimbursable basis such ad-

13 management services other than public informa-

14 tion, for the Board and the Rural Development;Investment

15 Equalization Administration as shall be mupally agreed

16 upon.

17 SEC. 7115. SEALThe Federal Rural Development

18 Credit Agency shalt have a seal, as adopted by the Executive

19 Director, which seal shall be judicially noted.

20 SEC. 706. ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES.The Fed-
21 oral Rural Development Credit Agency may, within the
22 limits of fundsp->ailable therefor, make neeezviry expendi-

23 tures for personnel services and rent at the sent of Govern-'

24 nent and elsewhere; contract stenographic reporting serv-
25 ices; purchase and- exchange taw hooks, books of reference,

7.5
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1 periodicals, newspapers, expense of attendance at meetings

2 and conferences; purchase, operation, and maintenance at

3 the seat of Government and elsewhere of otor-propelled

4 passenger-carrying vehicles and other vehicles; printing and

5 binding; and for such other facilities and services, including

6 temporary employment by contract or otherwise, as it may

7 from time to tira find necessary for the proper administra-

8 tion of this Act.

9 SEC. 707. ALLOCATION OF EXPENSES FOR ADazINIS-

10 SERVICES BY THE FEDERAL RURAL DF:VELOP-

11 MENT CREDIT AGENCY; DISPOSITION OF MONEY.(a)

12 The Federal Rural Development Credit Agency shall prior

13 to the first day of each fiscal year estimate the cost of admin-

14 istrative expenses for the ensuing fiscal year in administering

15 this title, including official functions, and shall apportion the

16 amount so determined among the institutions of the System

17 on such equitable basis as such Agency shall determine,

18 and shall assess against and collect in advance the amount so

19 apportioned from the institutions among which the appor-

20 tionment is made.

21 (I)) The amounts collected pursuant to subsection (a)

22 of this section shall be covered into the Trees ry, and cred-

23 iced to a special fund, which fund, augmented by such

24 additional funds as may be required during first five fiscal

25 years of operation is authorized to he appropriated to said
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1 Agency for expenditure during each fiscal year for salaries

2 and expenses of said Agency as set forth in appropriation

3 Acts. As soon as practicable after the end of each fiscal

4 year, the Agency shall determine, on a fair and reasonahle

5 basis, the cost of operation of the Federal Rural Develop-

6 Inca Credit Agency during such fiscal year and the portion

7 of such cost which fairly and equitably should be allocated

8 to each Regional Bank and to each of the other institutions

9 of the Rural Development System as their respective shares

10 of the cost during such fiscal year. If the amount so allocatod

11 is greater than the amount collected from any Regional

12 Bank or other institution of the Rural Development System,

13 the difference shall be collected from such bank or other

14 institution, and, if less, shall be refunded from the special

15 fund to the bank or other institution entitled thereto or

46 credited in the special fund to such bank or other institution

17 for use for the same purposes in future fiscal years.

SEe. 708. ENUMERATED POWERS.The Federal Rural

19 Development Credit Agency shall have the following powers,

20 functions, and responsibilities in connection with the institu-

21 tions of the Rural Development Credit System and the ad-

22 ministration of this Act:

23 (1) Modify the boundaries of the territory of the Re-

gional Banks, with due regard for the rural development

25 investment and credit needs of the country, as approved by

7 7"
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'1 the Federal Rum] Development Credit Board and the Presi-

'2 dent of the enite-d States.

8 (2) Issue, amend, and modify Tederal charterr of in-

stitutions of the System and approve changes in names of

'8 banks operating under this Act; approve the merger of

Regional Banks when agreed to by the boards of the banks

, involved and by a majority of the voting stockholders of

each of the banks concerned.

9 (3) Make annual repcirts to the Congress on the con-
e

10 dition of the Rural Development Credit System and its in-

11 stitutions and, from time to time, make recommendations for

12 such legislative changes as it deems necessary to improve

13 the operation of such System.

14 (4) Coordinate the activities of the banks in making

15 studies of lending standards, the need for better geographic

16. distribution of population and economic opportunity, ap-

17 praise' and credit standards, and credit requirements of

'18 rural industrial and commercial enterprise; approve national

19 and regional standards, procedures, and appraisal forms; pre-

20 scribe price 'and cost levels to be used in such standards,

appraisals, and lending; supplement the work of the Regional

22 Banks under the foregoing where necessary to accomplish

23 the purposes of this title.

24 (5) Prescribe loan security requirements and the types,

78
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1 cksses, or number of loans which may he made only with

2 prior approval.

3 (6) Conduct loan and collasteral security review.

4 (7) Approve the issuance of obligations of the institu-

5 tions of the Rural Development Credit System and execute

6 on behalf of the Regional Banks consolidated. obligations

7 for the purpose of providing financial assistance for the
6

8 authorized operations of the institutions of the System, and

9 prescribe collateral therefor.

10 (8) Approve interest rates paid by institutions of the

11 System on their bonds, debentures, and similar obligations,

12 the terms and conditions thereof, and interest or other charges

13 made by such institutions to borrowers.

14 (9) Make investments in stock of the institutions of the
15 System and require the retirement of such stock and eonvcrti-

16 hie debentures.

17 (10) Regulate the borrowing, repayment, and transfer
18 of 'funds and equities betweeii institutions of the Rural De-

,
19 velopment Credit System.

20 (11) Coordinate and assist in providing services nee-
'21 essary for the convenient, efficient, and effective manage-

22 ment of the institutions of the Rural Development Credit

23 System.
24 (12) Undertake research into the rural development and
25 credit needs of the rural areas of the Nation and ways and

'79
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. means of meeting such needs and of funding the operations of

the Rural Development Credit System in relation to changing

3 demographic and econoMe conditions.

4 (13) Prepare and disseminate information to the general

5 public on use, organization, and functions of the System and

4
6 to investors on merits of its securities.

7 (14 quire surety bonds or other provision for pro-

8 tection of the assets of the institutions of the Rural Develop-

9 meat Credit System against losses occasioned by employees.

10 (15) Prescribe rules and regulations necessary or ap-
0

11 propriate for carrying out the pro\'isions of this Act,

12 (16) Exercise such incidental powers as may be nec-

13 essary or appropriate to fulfill its duties. and carry out the

14 purposes of this Ad.

15 Sac'. 719, SPECIAL POW ERS.- (a ) Subject to the pro-

16 visions of this title, the Rural Development Credit Agency

17 is authorized-

18 (1) to make cvmmittents, directly or through

19 Regional Banks, District Rural Development Credit

20 Agencies, or participating and cooperating institutions

91 to purchase, and make commitments to purchase, serv-

, 9,) ice, and sell, on terms and conditions determined by the

23 Agency, any obligation (or participation therein) of a

24 State or local government issued wholly or partly to
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1 finance any rural development purpose project, facility;

2 or service of any kind in any rural area ;

3 ^(2) to make or guarantee, directly or through Re-
4 gional Banks, District Rural Development Credit Agent
5 cies, or pirticipating institutions, hams to States or low!
6 general governments to finance any rural development'

7 purpose project, facility, or service of any kind in aim
8 rural area (including loans to nonprofit or quasi-govern-

9 mental organizations and entities to finance the con!,
10 struction of housing, medical facilities, industrial parks;)

buildings for industrial and business use, and other fai
12 cilities, other than electric or telephone utilities which
13 are supported by Federal or State programs, Oita

14 are determined by the Federal Rural Development,
15 Credit Agency to have the attributes of public facilities) ;

16 and

17 (3) to make, directly or through Regional Banks;
18 District Rural Development Credit Agencies, or par:
19 ticipating and cooperative institutions, loans for the
20 purpose of facilitating economic, physical, and social
21 development in rural areas.

722
(b) The Federal Rural pevelopment Credit Agency

23 shall develop criteria to assure that projects assisted by it

24 are not inconsistent with the comprehensive planning, if

25 any, for the development of the multijurisdictional districts

11

81
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Or other areas in which such projects are proposed to be

2 located, and to assure that such projects will not be

3 ruptive of Federal programs which authorize assistance for

4 the development of like. or similar projects, in the same

5 rural area.

6 (e) A loan made, discounted, rediscounted, guaranteed,

or participated in under this section may not exceed the

8 total capital cost of the project to be financed.

. 9 ,(d) All obligations purchased and loans made pursuant

10 to this section shall bear interest at a rate determined by the

11 Federal Rural Development Credit Agency.

12 (e) In any ease in which the Federal Rural Develop-
.

13 ment Credit Agency undertakes to provide assistance to a

14 State or local government under subsection (a) for the

15 cnnstrnction of a project for which any other department or

16 agency of the Federal Government (under another law of

17 the United States) will also provide funds--

18 (1) the assistance provided by the Rural Develop-

19 ment Credit.Agem'y under subsection (n) nmv be in the

20 full amount needed by the State or local government to

21 finance suchprojbet (including the amount of the funds

22 which will:be provided by such department or agency) ,

23 but the funds to be provided by such department or

24 agency with respect to such project shall become payable

(notwithstanding any contrary, provision in the law

G3-502 0 - 71 - p1. 4 - G
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1 under which they are payable) to the Rural Develop-

2 -meta Credit Agency in lieu of being paid directly'to such

3 government, and

4 (2) the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency

5 may accept iii return ('A ) an obligation or obligations

of such State or lobal government covering only the
7 difference between such full amount and the amount of

the funds which are payable with respect- to such Project

9 by such department or agency, plus (B) a commitihent

10 from such department or agency to piy the funds which

11 are to he provided:by it and are payable to the Agency14,

12 as described in paragraph. (1) , in order to insure that

such State orlocal government will not have fo include

it

15

16

within its 'debt limit that portion of the indebtedness

incurred for the financing of ,suc cpnstruction which is

, attributable to funds provided by such department or

17 agency.

18 (f) The Federal Rural Development Credit Agency

19 is authorized to enter into Multilateral contracts and other

20 a greemepts in order to assist and encourage fuYther coopera-

21 Lion among States or among local governments which have

.22 common or related governmental problems.

(g) Except as otherwise specifically Provided in this

24 title, the Federal Rural Develop c t Credit Agency may
25 impos charges.or fees or its services with
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1 the objective that all costs and expenses of its operations

2 should be within its income derived from such Operations.

3 (h) No loans, guarantees, or other assistance shall be

4 extended to assist in relocating any business entity from one

5 area to another, except that such limitation shall not be

6 construed to prohibit assistance for the expansion of an

7 existing business entity through the. establishment of a new

8 branch, affiliate,- or subsidiary of silo entity if the Exec&

9 five Director finds that the establishment of such branch,

0
11

affiliate, or subsidiary will not .reslt in an increase in un,

employment of, the' area of original location or in any

12 other area where such entity conducts business operations,

13, unless the Executive Director has reason to believe that

14 such branch, affiliate, or subsidiar,y is being established with

15 the intention of closing down the operations of the existing

16 business entity in the area of its original locatiiin or in any

17 other area where it conducts such operations.

18 SEC. 710. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. --The Federal

19 Rural Development Credit Agency shall have, in addition

20 to a staff adequately equipped in the field, of developmeit

21 banking, personnel qualified to give advice in the folloAig

22 fields and in any other field appropriately related to the

23 Agency's activities)

24 (1) the Federal Government, particularly itg or-
,
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1 ganization and operation relating to State and !mil

2 ,governments;

3 (2) the operation and administration of all Federal

4 grant in-aid programs;

5 (3) the administration, development, and opera-

6 tion of community facilities; and

7 (4) technical data and requirements in fields aP-

8 propriately related to the Agency's acti ties, including

9 the following:

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17.

18

19

20

21

22 '

23

24

(A) roads, hospitals,- schools, and airports;

(B) urban mass transit systems and brides;

(C) housing, municipal buildings, open spaces,

and parks;

(D) courthouses;

(E) water and sewage facilities and air pollu-

tion controls;

(F) industrial and commercial development;

(G) rural manpower development and train=

mg;

(H) fishing and fisheries;

(I) forest production, marketing, and process-.

ing;
(.1) minerals and mining;

(K) tourism and outdoor recreation;

g5
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(L) water, and .water distribution, and solid

2 waste disposal ;

(M) multiple purpose water development;

4 (N) comprehensive area planning;

(0) community and neighborhood centers; and

6 (P) cooperative and other non-profit and self-

help fonns of private enterprise organization.

8 .1 (b) The Agency shall give or provide for giving any

9 necessary technical assistance under this section to appli-

10 cents for assistance under this title. No fees for preliminary

11 advice shall be charged, except that after an application has

12 been accepted for processing, the Agency may charge rea-

13 sonable fees for continued assistance under this subsection.

14 (c) The Agency is also authorized to engage in research

13. and information gathering, and to undertake programs to

16 facilitate the ex-change of advanced concepts and tech-r,

17 niqucs relating to municipal growth and development among

1$ ..State and local governments.

19 81 :c. 711. DELEGATION OF DUTIES AND POWERS TO

20 I1 ST1TUTIONa OF E SYSTEM --The Federal Rural De-

21 velopinent Credit Agency is authorized and directed, by

22 order, rule, or regulation, to delegate to any Regional Bank

23' or any District Rural Development 'Credit Agency such of

24 the duties, powers, and authority of the;;Federal Rural De-
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1 velopment Credit Agency with respect to such Regional

2 Bank or District Rural Development Credit Agency or the

officers and employees thereof, i the region wherein such

4 Regional Bank or District Burn! evelopment Credit Agency

is 'located, as may be determined to be in the interest of effec-

tive administration. An Regional Bank or District Rural.,

7 Devehipment Credit' Agency to which any such duties,

powers, or authority may be delegated,,or any institution of

9 the Rural Development Credit System to which any duty,

10 power, or authority may he redelegated, is authorized and

11 rmpoweredt to accept, perform, and exercise such duties,

12 powers, and authority as may be so -delegated to it, and0

13 may redelegate such peiwers, in accordance with rules and

14 regulations of the Federal Rural Development Credit Board,

15 to participating institutions, whose major business is eon-

16 'ducted in rural areas.

17. SEC. 712. AGREEMENTS FOR SHARING LOSSES.The

18 Federal Rural Development Credit Agency may enter into

19 agreements with Regional Banks for sharing the gain and
.

t) Josses on loans or securities held therefor or acquired in the.

liquidation thereof, and Regional Banks are authorized to

22 enter into any such agreements.

.23 Sic. 713. FIRST LIEN. The Federal Rural Develop-

24 ment Credit Agency, any regional bank, any District Rural

25 Development Credit Agency, or any participating inrstitn-
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1 tion shall have a first lienon the stock it issues, except ou

2 such stuck held by the Exeentive Direct or, .or the payment

3 of any nobility of the stockholder to any such bank-, au-

4 thority, or participant or to. any two or all of them.

5 SUBTITLE (fFEBEBAL RURAL DITELODIVITNT l NVPST-

6 mENT EQuALthATtox StDMINISTRATIUN

7 SFA'. 801. FINDINGS AND FOLICY.Congrmi finds that

8 it is essential to the welfare, orderly growth, higher quality

9 of life and domestic tranquillity in urban as well as rural

10 areas to bring about a better balanced' geographic distrilm-

11 (ion of improved community facilities, services, and public

12 works as well as a better balanced geographic distribution

13 of investments for future economic growth, and, that, he-

14 cause of the unique disadvantages of and higher Gusts of

15 acquiring raw materials and delivering finished products

16 to the ultimate consumer, more than improved aecasss to

17 national credit markets 4 ill be required to bring about a

18 more desirable geographic balance of national growth. To

19 provide the needed incentive for rural eonununity develop

20 ment, in addition to the Rural Developient Credit Sysk

21 it is the policy of Congress to inaugurate and carry out a

s'''2e program of rural equalization incentive payments in lieu

23 of the establishment of a special rural tax exemption or arti-

24 ficially low interest rates, which might be disruptive of

88
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1 national financial markets and Orderly administration, of

2 Federal tax programs.

3 Sw. 802. INVESTMENT IN EURAI, DEVELOP7IEDirr.-i-

4 The Federal Rural Development Credit Board shall,eauae

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

to he established and staffed, under its direction altd,Apeo-

vision, a Federal Rural Development Investment'Egtotliza.

(ion Administration independent of the Federal Rural privet-

opment Credit Agency and the Regional Banks to elm, oett

programs of interest supplements and capital augmentation

payments as authorized in this subtitle. .)

Sm. 803. ADMINISTRATOR. (a) There shall be at thei

head of the Rural Development Investment Equalizatictti

Administration mi Adritinistrater who shall 6e appoint& lry

and serve at the pleasure of the-Federal Rural Development

Credit Board subject to the approval of the President of the

United States and shall serve at the pleasure of the President..

(b) The compensation of the Administrator shall be at

the rate prescribed for positions in level IV of the Executive

Pay Se]: ecliAle_prnmided for under subchapter II of chapter

53 of title 5, United States Code. The Federal Rural Deve4A

opment- Credit Board shall fix the allowance for his neces-

sary travel and subsistence expenses or peP diem in lien

thereof.

SEC. 804. RURAL DEVELOPMENT INTEREST SITI'LEt.

MENTS; ELIGIBILITY AND A-MAIINT. (a) Any -private

89
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O
1 or public borrower of any institution of the Rural Devel-

2 opment Credit System who is using the proceeds he loan

3 for a rutal development project, and who cannot pay, from

project earnings, in any fiscal year the full amount of the

6 .!annual interest an his loan shall be eligible to receive, at the

6 end of such fiscal year an interest supplement equivalent to

the amount by' which the interest due exceeds the greater

of (1) the amount which the borrower can pay from project

9 earnings for such year on the enterprise undertaken with

10 the loan proceeds, or (2) an interest payment calculated at

ail interest rate of 1 per centum per annum.

12 (b) To establish his eligibility for an interest supple-

ment, an applicant shall be required to prove conclusively

14 that,
15 (1) the enterprise, community facility, service, or

16 public work with respect to which the interest supple-

r? ment is to be paid provides a specific addition to the pre-

18, existing volume of capital investment and job oppor-

tunities in the Nation and in the rural, area where such

20 enterprise, community facility, service, or public work

21 is located and is not a replacement or substitution for

22 investment and job opportunities elsewhere previously

23 provided by the applicant or by a direct competitor;

24 (2) the enterprise, community facility, service, or
ta A

9 0 (
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1 public work will make a substantial and definite con-

2 tribution, by 'enhancement of the quality of life or in-

3 creased income and employment in the rural area where

4 located, to the attainment of the goals of a rational policy

5 of balanced national growth, and of the purposes and

6 policies of this title and of this subtitle;

(3) the enterprise is operated according to prin-
8 ciples of prudent and efficient management, and in ae-

,

9 cordance with sound acceptable accounting principles,

10 will sustain a net loss rather than positive earnings, if
11 the full contractual interest rate is paid;

12 (4) the amount of interest supplement applied for

13 is, as demonstrated by the audited accounts of the enter-

14 prise, not in excess of the amount for which the appli-
15 cant is eligible in accordance with the provisions of sub-

16 section (a) of this section; and

17 (5) the project to be financed will not be in direct

18 competition with another such project that is wholly
19 financed by private enterprise.

20 (c) ]go applicant shall be eligible for an interest supple-

21 ment under this section unless his books of account are open

22 at all times for examination by Igents or employees of the

23 Farm Credit Administration and the General Accounting

24 Office.

25 SEC. 805. RURAL DEVELOPMENT CAPITAL AUOMEN-

91
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1 TATION PAYMENTS; ELIGIBILITY AND AMOUNT.- (a) Any

2 burrower of any institution of'the Rural Development Credit

3 System, who has constructed or acquired improvements to

4 real property Td necessary equipment and working capital

5 to establish and operate a new or expanded rural private

6 economic enterprise, or rural community facility, or serv-

I ice, or rural public work to be located and operated in a rural

8 area for the employment of or benefit to rural residents shall

9 be eligible to apply for a rural development capital aug-

10 mentation payment to he determined in accordance with

11 the provisions of this section.

12 (b) To establish his eligibility for a rural deVelopment

13 capital augmentation payment, an applicant shall. be required

14 to prove conclusively that-

15 (1) the enterprise, community facility, service, or

16 public work to which the capital augmentation shall

17 apply provides a definito addition to the pre-existing

18 volume of capital investment and job opportunities in

19 the Nation and in the rural area where located and is

20 not a replaCement of or substitution for investment or

21 job opportunities elsewhere previously provided by the

22 applicant or by a direct competitor;

23 (2) the enterprise, community facility or service,

24 or public work will make a. substantial contribution,

25 through enhancement of the quality of life or it creased

9 .21:
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1 income and employment in the rural area where iodated,

2 to the attainment of the goals of a rational policy of

3 balanced national growth and of the purposes and poll-
,

4 cies of this title and of this subtitle; t

5 - (3) the project for which the capital augments=

6 tion payment is requested was constructed or atqaired

7 in accordance with principles of prudent and efficieni
ti

8 management, and the amount was determined hit ac-

9 cordance with sound acceptable accounting principls

10 from data in the audited books of record of the aPPIleant;

11 (4) that the amount of capital augmentation pay.

12 meet applied for is, as demonstrated by the audited

13 adoounts of the enterprise not in excess of the amount

14 for which the applicant is eligible in accordance

15 the provisions' of subsection (c) of this sections;' and

16 (5) the project to be financed will not be in direE

17 competition with another such project that is wholly

18 financed by private enterprise. .

19 (c) The amount of any rural development capital aug-

20 mentation payment shall not exceed the current discotmted

21, value,. at the established interest rate of the Rural Devet:

22 opment Credit System in the area, of the amount by vihidi

23 the amount computed under paragraph (1) is greater thaii

24 the amount computed under paragraph (2) :

25 ( 1 ) The: annual amortization payment actually' ha

93
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u(I payable by the applicant on any indebtedness incurred

2 by him in constructing or acquiring the new or expanded

4! improvements of real property or additions to equipment

4 and working capital for which the application is made.

5 (2) The annual amortization payment, over an amorti-

0, nation period of the same length that could be made out of

7 earnings by a prudent efficient manager who would utilize

8 the facilities, works, equipment, or working capital to fulfill

9 an effective rural development purpose within the capacity

10 of those who will utilize the service, buy the product, or pay

11 use charges, or to value the product at its rural location,

,
takin,g into account scarcity of population settlement, median

13 family incomes in the urea, and the cost of transporting raw

14 ,materials and finished products, as determined by the Rural

15 Development Investnient Equalization Administration under

36 rules and regulat ns established by the Federal Rural De-

,T9loprrent Credit Board and approved by the General Ao-

18 court Office:

19 (d) No applicant shell be eligible for a rural develop-

;(? , ment augmentation payment under this section unless his

2), *mks of account are open at all times for examination by

Agents or employees of the Farm Credit Administration and

23rthe General Accounting Office.

24 .SEc. 806. SUPERVISION BY FARM CREDIT ADMINIS-

TimaioN,The Federal Rural Development Credit Board

94
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1 shall arrange with the Federal Farm Credit Board to utilize

2 the services of the Farm Credit Administration for.investiga-

3 Lion, accounting, and administrative auditing of the work of

4 the Rural Development Investment Equalization Administra-

5 Lion and the Federal Rural Development Credit
b
Agency and

6 the other institutions of the Rural Development Credit Sys-

7 tem in an orderly, efficient, and effective manner. The Farm

8 Credit Administration is authorized to provide such services

9 on a mutually agreeable reimbursable basis.

10 SEC. 807. EXAMINATION OF BOOKS OF ACCOUNT.As

11 a condition of approval of any application, the applicant

must agree to keep his books of account open at all times for

13 examination by the .Farm Credit Administration and the

14 General Accounting Office.

15 SUBTITLE HFEDERAL 'BURAL DEVELOPMENT

16 CREDIT BOARD

17 SEC. 901. THE FEDERAL 'RURAL DEVELOPMENT

18 CREDIT BOARD; NOMINATION AND APPOINTMENT OF

19 MEMBERS; ORGANIZATION AND COMPENSATION. (a)

20 There is hereby established a 'Pederal Rural Development

21 Credit Board (hereinafter in this subtitle referred to as the

22 "Board") composed of seventeen members, fifteen of whom

23 shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice

24 and consent of the. Senate, not more than eight of Whom shall

25 be from the same political party noimorethan one from any

95
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1 State. In 'making appointments to, the Board the President

2 shall select persons Who are especially qualified to serve on

3 the Board' because of their education, tpining, and expe-

4 rience, shall attempt tb provide a fair representaticm on the

5 board of the different geographic regions of the United States

6 and the several economic interests in rural development.,,

7 farming, labor, cooperatives, local government; and private

8 enterprise thy' President shall, before making appointMent's

9 to the Board, receiveand consider nominations made by the':

10 President pro tempore of the Senate or the United States for

11 five appointthents to the Board, no more than three of whom

12 shall be from the same political pady and not more than one

13 from any Rural Development Bank Region, and shall riceive,

and consider nominations made by the Speaker of the House

15 of Representatives of the United States for five appointments

16 to the Board not more than three'of whom shall be huddle

17 same political party and not mare than one from any Rural *4

18 Development Bank Region. One member shall be the rep

19 resentative of the Secretary of Agriculture on the Farm

20 Credit-Board, and one member shall be the Governor of the

21 Farm Credit Administration. The Executive Director and

the Administrator of the Federal Rural Development Invest-

23 ment Equalization Administration shall be ex officio members

24 of the Board and shall be eligible to'vote on all matters ex-
,

25 cept those affecting the terms of their own employment.
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(b) All members of the Board shall be citizens of the

2 United States and all members except the member from

3 the Farm bredit Board and the Governor of the Farm Credit

6 Administration and the ex officio members shall be legal
;

5 residents of rural areas in which the Rural Development

6 Credit System is authorized by this title to make, participate

7 in, extend mortgage insurance in connection with, or guar-

8 antee rural development loans.

9 (c) The Board shall elect a chairman and vice chairN,
,

10 man from among its appointed members. The Board shall

11 elect a Secretary from among its members or from outside

12 its membership. Such officers shall be elected for terms of

13 one year and shall hold offitenntil their successors have been

14 elected.

15 (d) No member of the Board, other than the member

16 from the Farm Credit Board, the Governor of the Farm

17 Credit Administration, the Executive Director, and . the

18 Administrator of the Federal Rural Development Invest-
,

19 ment Equalization Administration shall, while serving as a

20 member of the Board, be an officer or employee of the.

21 United States Or of any State or of any of the institutions

22 of the Rural Development Credit System or of the Fa rm
,$)

23 Credit System.

24 (e) Appointed members of the Board shall be appointed

25 for terms of six years, except that (1) a person appointed

e
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ti 'to fill an unexpired term shall serve only for the remainder

of the term for which his predecessor was appointed, and

j`la' '(2) with respect to the first members appointed .to such

I. 4'1 Board two members appointed by the President, two reel

birunended by the President pro tempore of the Senate? and

"'WI two recommended by the Speaker of the'llouse of Repre-

sentatives shall be appointed for terms of six years, as desig-

8 nated by the appointing authorities at the time of appioint-
: {,

9 ment, and two members appointed or recommended by each

'IOLA such authority shall be appointed for terms of four years, as

1 designated by the appointing 'authority at the time of ap-

12' -point:Tient and one member appointed or recommended by

1 each such authority shall be appointed for a term of two

14 years, as designated by the appointing authority at the time

of appointment. A ,acancy on the Board shall not affect the

16" power of such Board to act and shall be filled in the same

/1", manner as originally filled. Members shall serve until their

48) 'successors are duly appointed and qualified.

AO' (f) The Board is authorized to establish its own rules

of procedure for conducting its business, except that a ma-

t'jority of all members of the Board shall constitute a quorum

'22' Tfoiihe transaction of its business.

21 (g) Each .appointed member of the Board tall receive

10' i400 a day for not more than seventy-five days of meetings

1di 'ea& year and all members shall be reimbursed for travel-and

ff-5e2 0 - 71 pt. 4 -- 7 9u
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reasonable expenses incurred in attending meetings of such

2 Board. Nothing in the preceding sentence shall be construed
I

3 to limit the number of days of meeting each year to seventy-

4 five days.

5 (h) The Board shall hold at,least four, regularly ached-

', 6 tiled meetings a year and such additional meetings at such

7 tildes and places as it may determine. Special meetings shay

8 be held at any time at the call of the chairman or by any

9 three members of such BO'ard.

10 SEC. 902. POWERS OF TUE BOARD.The Ward shall

11 establish the general policy for the guidance of the Federal

12 Rural Development ,Credit Agency, the. Federal Rural Del

13 velopment Investment Equalization Administration, a4 all
f 4-

14 institutions of the Rural Development Credit System in car.,

15. rying out Chil3 Act; may require such reports as it deems nee;

16 essary from the institutions of the Rurti, Development

. 17 Credit System; provide for the examination Of the condition

18 of and general supervision ovet the performance of the

19 powers, functions, find duties vested in each Such institutions

20 and for the performance of all the powers and duties vested it

21 the-Fedeml Rural Development Credit Agency and in ,its

22 Executive DirectOr, and in the Rural Development Invest-

ment Equalization Administration and in its Administrator

24 which, in the judgment of the Board, relate to matters of

25 broad and general supervisory, advisory, or policy nature:

9J
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1 The Board shall function as a unit Without delegating any

2 of its functions to individual members, `but may appoint com-

3 mittees and subcommittees for studies and reports for con-

4 sideration by the Boaid. It shall not operate in an adminia-

6 trative capacity.

6 Sp). 963. INDIRECT PARTICIPATION BY PRIVATE

7 FINANCIAL' SOURCES.- (a) The Board is authorized on

'8 behalf of the Regional Banks and other institutions of the

9 Rural Development Credit System Ulf

10 (1) issue bonds, debentures, and such other certif-
..,

icates of indebtedness as it may determine, and issue

12 such/securities on a competitive or negotiated basis as the

13 Board may determine;

14 (2) buy and sell securities it has issued or guaran-

15 teed' or whose mortgages it has insured or in which it

16 has invested;

17 (3) invest funds not needed in its financing opera-

18 tions in such property and obligations as the Board may

19 determine; and

20 (4) guarantee securities in which it has invested for

21 the purpose of facilitating their sale.

22 (b) The Board shall arrange with the Federal Farm

23 Credit Board to utilize on a reimbursable basis the security

24 selling age siezvicesoof the institutions of the Farm Credit

25 System.
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1 (c). Except as hereinafter provided in this subsection,

2 the Secretary'of Agricultfire (hereinafter referred to in this

3 subsection as the "gecretary") is authorized, upon such terms

4 and conditions as he maydeem appropriate, to guarantee the
A

5 timely payment of principal and interest on such obligations

6 as shall be issued by the Board on behalf of Regional Banks.

7 the Secretary shall collect-from the Board 41-reasonable fee

8 for any guaranty under this subsection and shall make such

9 charges as he may deter4ine to be reasonable for the analysis

10 of any obligation proposed to be issued by the Board. In the

event the Board is unable to make any payment of principal

12 of or interest on any obligation guaranteed under this subsec-

13 tion, the Secretary shall make such payment as and when due

14 in eash,,and thereupon shall be subrogated fully to the rights

15 satisfied by such payment. The full faith and credit of the

16 United States is pledged to the payment of all amounts which

17 may he required to be paid under any guaranty nder this

18 'subsection. The Secretary may got guarantee payment of any

obligation of the Board issued after the total amount of stock

held by the Executive Directpr in the several Regional Banks k

is equal to less than 50 per centum of the total obligations of

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

such banks outstanding.

SEC. 904. FEDERAL PAYMENTS TO THE BOARD. (a)

,t7

With respect to such amounts of loans of the Regional Banks

as may be specified in appropriation Acts, the Secretary

6
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1 of the Treadhry is authorized to make, and- to contract to
az,

-2'. make, annual payments to the Boaq..in such amounts as

3 are necessary to reimburse the Rural Development Invest -

4 ment Equalization Agency for needed interest supplements

5 and rural capital augmentation and to subscribe to capital

6 'stock of Regional Banks that may be tendered by the Board.

(b) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

8 Secretary of the Treasury such sums as may be necessary to

9 carry out his .responsibilities under this Act, including such

10 . sums as may be necessary to make payments required by

11 contracts entered into by the Secretary of the Treasury

12 pursuant to subsection (a) of this section.

13 Sm. 905. FEDERAL INSURANCE OF OBLIGATIONS TO

14 THE Baum.-- (a) The Secretary of Agriculture, upon ap-

15 plication by the Board, is authorized to insure any loan made,

16 discounted, guaranteed or insured by the Board including,

17 for purposes of this section, any obligation purchased, in-
.

18 sured, or guaranteed by it, and is iss a commitment for

19 the insurance of any such loin pn he date of its execu-

tion or disbursement thereon upon a determination that all

21 of the applicablkeriteria established by or under this title

22 will be met with respect to such loan.

23 (b) The insurance of any loan under subsection (a)

24 and any payments pursuant thereto shall be made on such

25 terms and conditihns, and in such mintier and form, as the
A
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ecretary all by regulations Prescribe/11d shall provide

2 for the payment in full to the Board of the outstanding
ts'
3 principal balance of the loan together with any unpaid inter-

4 est, upon default by the borrower, in accordance with prom.

5 dures set forth in such regulations.

6 The Secretary is authorized to charge and,,adleet
0

7 premiums for insurance under this section. Such premiums

8 shall) be fixed at the lowest possible levels which the Board

9 and the Secretary agree to be reasonable and sufficient

10 keep the insurance program under this section in a sound:

11

12

13

and secure audition and-maintain the fund established by

subsection (d) of this section at a level adequate to meet

all anticipated losses.

14 (d) (1) There is established a revolving fund to be used

15 by the Secretary in carrying out his functions under this see-

16 tion. All premiums charged as provided itrsubseotion (c) ,

17 and all other receipts from the insurance program under thisi

18 section, shall be depOsited in the fund. Moneys in the fund

19 not needed for the ar ayment of current operating expenses

20 or the payment of insurance under the program may be in-
21 vested in bonds or other obligations guaranteed as to prin,-;

22 cipal and interest by the United States.

23 (2) There is authorized to be appropriated as initial

24 '"-capital for the revolving fund established by paragraph (1)

25 the sum of $5,000,000.

.013
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(e) In the performance, of, and with respect te; the

2 functions, poems, and duties vested in him by this title, the

3 §,ecretary'.shall (in addition to any authority otherwise

4 . vested in him) have the functions, powers, and duties set

5

7

9

lj°

forth by law with respect to loans insured under the Con-

saidated Fairm and Rural Development Act.

(f) Theee'are authorized to be appropriated to the Sec-

retaryof Agriculture such sums as may be necessary to

carry out his responsibilities under this title.

SUBTITLE I-41ENERAL PROVISIONS'

SEC. 1001. FINANCIAL ,AND 0 HER SUPERVISION.

12 The kural Development Credit System and all the institu-

13 tions thereof shall he subject to the supervision of the Farm

14 Credit Administration with . ct to all procedures relate

15 ing to financial operations, inc uding audits; and shall be

16 subject to the supervision of the Aielministrator of the Rural,

17 'Enterprise and Community Development Administration of

sy i the Department of Agriculture with respect to the appraisal

19, 'of real,and personal property used or to be used as security

for loans, 'Obligations, and mortgages insured or guaranteed

21 under this title..

22 SEC. 1002. EXAMINATIONS AND REPORTS; AUDITS.

23 (a) Except as provided this Act, each institution of the

2 4 Rural Development Credit.System, and each of its agents, at

25 -such times as the Federal Rural Development Credit Board

'I04
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1 may determine, shall be examined and audited by examiners

2 of the Farm Credit Administiation and by auditors of the

3 General Accounting Office, but in no event shall any such

4 institution be examined and audited- less' frequently than

5 once a year. If the Executive Director. determines it to be

6 necessary or appropriate,. the tequired examinations and

7 audits may be made by independent certified public account -

8' arts, certified by a regulatory authority of a State, in ao-

9 cordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Upon

10 request of the Executive Director or any institution the

System, credit examiners shall also make examinations of11

12' any organization other than a nationill bank, to which, qr.

13 with which, any institution of the Ruial Development Credit

14 System contemplates making a loan or discounting paper of

15 such organizatiOn or delegating authority undei this title.

16 For the purposes of this Act, examiners of the Farm Credit

17 Administration shall be subject to the same requirements, re-

18 sponsibilities, and penalties as are applicable to examiners

19 'under the National Bank Act, the Federal Reserve Act, the

20 Federal Deposit Insurance Act, and other provisions of lavi

21 and shall have the same powers and privileges as are vested

22 in such examiners by law. freport of each audit of the Rural

23 Development Credit System for any fiscal yep shall be

24 made by the Farm Credit Administration to the President

25 of theUnited States and to the Congress not later than six

OTP
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1 months following the close of such fiscal year. The Farm
44.

2 Credit Administration shall be reimbursed by the Federal

3 Rural Development, Credit Agency for the cost of performing

4 such audits.

5 (b) The Federal Rural Development Credit Board

0 shall make a report to the Congress at the end of each cal-

7 ender year- on the eonditiOn of economic 'growth in geo-

S graphic areas .of the country in which it operates, the

9 condition and experience of the Regional Banks and the

10 Federal Rural Development Investment Equalization.M-

11 ministration. The Board shall include in such report such

12 recommendations for legislative action as it deems necessary

13 to improve the ,operation of the Rural Development Credit*

14 System. Tlie Federal Rural Development Credit Botilrfd may

15 require the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency, the

16 Regional Banks and the Federal 'Rural Development Invest-

17 ment Equalization Administration, and the District Rural

18 Development Credit Agencies to submit to it similar animal

19 reports.

20 -SEC. 1003. CONDITIONS OF OTHER BANKS AND LEND-

21 ING INSTITUTIONS. The Comptroller of the Currency is

22 authorized and directed, upon request of the Fatm Credit

23 Administration to furnish for confidential use of an institu-

24 .tion, of the Rural Development Credit System such reports,,.
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records, and other information as he may have available

relating to the finaneild condition of national banks through,

institution of the System has made

or. contemplates making discounts, loans, or delegations of

5 power and to make such further examination, as may be
6 agreed, ororgnnizationsfluOugh, for, or with which .sueb

7 institution of the bra! Development Credit System has

8 made or contemplates making discounts, loans, o? delega:-

9 tions of power.

10 Sm. 1004. OoNSENT TO '1HL AVAILABILITY OF RE-

11 PORTS AND TO EXAMINATIONS.Any organization other

12 than State banks, trust companies, and savings associations

VS shall, as condition precedent to securing giscount privileges

14 or delegated powers with a hank of the 1 uiu1 Development

15 Credit System, ale with such bank its written consent to ex-

16 amination by Farm credit Administration examiners as may

17 be directed by the Farm Credit AdministratiOn; and State
>0

18 banks, trust companies,- and savings associations may be re-
19 quired in like manner to file a written consent that

20
t

of their examination by constituted State authorities may
21 be furnished, by such authorities upon the request of the Farm

22 CKedit Administration.

23 SEc. 1005. REPORTS ON CONDITIONS OF INSTITUTIONS

24 RECEIVING LOANS OR DEPOSITS OR REDELEGATIE1 Pow-

25 ER8.The executive departments, boards, commissions, andzll
1 0 71
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1 independent establishments of the 'Clovenmerit of the United

2 States, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Comp-

3 troller of the Currency, the Board: of Governors of the

4 Federal Reserve System, and the Federal Reserve banks are

g sovemlly authorized under such conditions as they may pre-

Ei seribt, upon request. of the `Farm Credit Administration, to

7 make available to the Farm Credit Administration or to.any

8 institution of the Rural Developu'ient Credit Systernin con-

9 fidence all reports, records, or other information relating to

10 the condition of any organization to.whieh such institution of

11 the System has made ot contemplates- making a loan or for

12 which it has or contemplates ,discounting paper, or which

13 it is using or contemplates using as a custodian of securities

14 or other credit instruments, or which it is using as or con-,
1r1 templates using as a depository, or to which it has or contem-

16 plates delegating powers under this title. The Federal Reserve

17 ,,banks in their capacity as depositories, agents, and custodians

for bonds, debentures, and other obligations issued by the'

19 banks of the Rural Development Credit System or book en-

20 tries thereof-are also authorized and directed, upon request

21 of the Farm Credit Administration, to make available for

22 audit by farm credit examiners all app

23

24

23

priate books, ac-

counts, financial records, files, and other papers.

SEc. 1006. JUBISDICTION.Each institution of the

Rural Development Credit System shall for the purposes of

1 Ord
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1 jurisdiction he deemed to be a eitizen of the State, common-,
2 wealth, or District of Columbia in which its principal .office

.

3 is located...No district court of the United, States shall have

4 jurisdihtion of any aotion or ,suit by hr against any unit of

.5 lecais general government or any private financing institution

6 exercising delegated poweis under this title, upon'the ground

that it wa.f. incorporated under this title or .that the United

,States Owns any stock thereof, nor shall .any district court

'of the -United States have' jurisdiction, by. removal or other-

wise, of any saleby or against such institution except in cases

by or against thel United Stales or by or' against any officer

of the United States and except in 'cases by or against any

receiver or conservator of any such institution appointed in

aocordance with the proviiions of this title.

SEC. 1007. STATE LEmsLATIoN.;Whenever it is de--

termined by the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency,

17 or by judicial decisioU, that a State law' is applicable to the _'

18 Obligations and securities luthorized to be held by the insti--
,

19 tutions of the Rural Development Credit System under this

20 title, which law would provide insufficient protection or in-

21 'adequate safeguards against loss in the event of default, the

22 Federal Rural Development Credit Agency may declare

23 such obligations or securities to be ineligible as security for

24 the issuariee'of, new notes, bonds, debentures,and other obli-

25 gations under this Act.

-44
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a 1 SEC. 1008... TAX EX.ENAON.The Federal Rural
)

, 2 Development Credit Board, the Regional Banks, and the Dis-

trict Rural Development Credit Agencies shall be exempt

4 from Federal, State, and local coriorate income taxes and

fiom all other Federal, State, and local-taxes except that (1),

6 the real property and tangible personal property of such

7 Board, banks, and ,agencies. shall be subject to Federal,

8 State, and local 'taxation to the same extent, according .to

9 its value, as other similar ppperty held by other persons

10 is taxed, (2) the income from any obligations purchased

11 by any such institution of the Rural Development Credit

12 System from any Federal or State governmental or quasi-
.

13 governmental body, and any obligation issued by any such

14 institution of the Rural Development Credit System shall

15 be subject to Federal, State, and local taxation to the same

1G extent as the income or obligltions of private corporations

17 are taxed; and (3) the Regional .Banks` shall be liable for

18 the franchise tax provided in sectiqn 614 of this Act.

19, SEC. 1009. NATITRE OF OBLIGATIONS. (a) All ob-

20 ligation issued by the Federal Rural Development Credit

21 Board or Regional Banks shall be laWful investments, and

22 may 'be accepted as security, for all fiduciary, trust, and

23 public funds the investment or deposit of which shall be

24 under the authority or control of the United Stated or of any

25 officer 'or employee thereof. All obligations issued by -the
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r Rural Development Credit System pursuant to this Act
2 shall be deemed to be exempt securities within the mean-

,

3 ing of laws administered by the Securities and Exchange
4 Commission, to the. same extent as seculities which are

5 direct obligations of or obligations guaranteed as to prin-
,

cipal or interest by the United States. .

7 SEC. 1010. AMEN13MENTS TO OTHER LAWS. (a)
8 tion 5315 of ,title 5, .United States. Code, is amended by add-

ing at .the end thereof the following:

" (95) Executive Director of the Rural Develop
11 ment Credit Agency.

12
." (96) Administrator of the Rural Development Ili-

13 vestment Equalization Administration."

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

.21

22

23

(b) Section 5316 of title 5, United States Code is

amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

" (132) Deputy ExecutiVe Director, of the Rural

Development Credit Agency."

SA. 1011. SEPARABILITY.If any provision of this Act,

or the application thereof to any person or in any circum-

stances,_ is held invalid, the remainder of this Act and the

application of such provision to other persons or in other

circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

SEC. 1012. RESERVATION OP RIGHT To AMEND OR

24 REPEALThe right to-alter, amend, or repeal any provi-
25 sion or all of this Act is expressly reserved.

111
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I SEC. 1013. APPROPRIATIONS. (a) There i8 authorized

2 to be appropriated to the Federal Rural Development Credit

'3 Agency n exceed $200,000,000 annually for not to

'4 exceed ten ars for the purchase of capital stc;c1i, of the

5 Rwional Banks.

6 (b)' There is authorized to be appropriated not to exceed

I $300,000,000 annually to the Federal Rural Development

8 Investment Equalization Administration for interest rate sup-

9 pleinents and capital augmentation payments authorized un-

10 der subtitle G of this title.
-

11 (c) In addition to the funds authorized to be appro-

12. priated,by subsections (a) and (b) , there are authorized to

13 be appropriated, without fiscal year limitation, -such addi-

14 tional sums as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of

15 this Act.

1.12 .1
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: SECTION-BY-SECTION EXPLANATION OF S. 2223
TITLE IAMENDMENTS TO THE CONSOLIDATED FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION

Aer OF 1961
Section 101. Short Title. This section would change the title of the ConsolidatedFarmers Home Administration Act of 1901- to the "Consolidated Farm andRural Development Act."
Section 102. Loans for Rural Development Projects. At present, section 300 ofthe Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act authorizes the making orinsuring of loans to associations, including corporations n

and public and quasi-public agencies for a number of rural deve went activities,
operated for profit,

including water and drainage and waste disposal facilities. Section 102 of the billwould preserve this existing authority,.but extend it to provide for the .maltingor i uring. of loans to any prospective borrower for any rural community de-'Nei° ment project, including those providing employmentfor, as well as thoseserving farmers, ranchers, farm tenants, farm laborers and other rural residents.Section 104 would impose an additional requirement that loans under this sectionbe not inconsistent with an areawide plan of a multi-jurisdictional planning anddevelopment district.
Section 103. Grants for Rural Development Projects. Grants at present undersection 306 are restrictbd to water and waste disposal projects. This sectionwould extendrthe authority for grants to other rural community development

projects and increase the maximum amount of grants authorized in any fiscalyear from $100 million to $300 million.
Section 104. Consistency with Comprehensive Plans. Existing authority nowrequires the Secretary to determine, before making any grant for a water or

waste disposal project, that the project is consistent with planned developmentunder State, county, or municipal plans. Section 104 of the bill would extend
this requirement to other rural community development projects and specifically./require that for, the purposes of loans and grants, all proposed project§ beconsistent with plans of multi6jurisdictional agencies having: jurisdiction foyerthe area in which-the proposed project is to betrated.

Section 105. Definitions. This section
(1) Redefines rural areas as used in section 306 of the Consolidated Farmers

Home Administration,Act to exclude any area in any city or town which has a
population in excess df 35,000 inhabitants and any urbanized or urbanizing area
immediately adjacent thereto. Existing law excludes any area in any city or town
which,hais a population in excess of 5,500" inhabitants; a&

'j2) Defines the term "rural comm enity development projects" in exactly the
terrtis used in the Administration's Rural Revenue Sharing bill. .

Spotion 106. Reorganization. This section would divide the Farmers Home Ad-
miastration into a Farm Development Administration-and g Rural Enterprise
and Community Development Administration and place these two Administra-
.tions under an additional Assistant Secretary of Agriculture-7-Rural Development
Credit, to be appointed by the Presitlent with the advice and consent of the Senate.
Like the other Assistant Secretaries"he would be compensated at Level IV of the
ExeCutive Pay Schedule, Which is currently $38,000 per annum. The administra-
tors of the two new Administrations would receive the same compensation as the
Administrator of the Rural Electrification Administration. They would be in
Level V, of the Executive Schedule which is currently $36,000 per annum.

TITLE IIFEDERAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT CREDIT SYSTEM

SUBTITLE A--FINDINOS AND PURPOSE, DEFINITIONS

&Odell 201. Findings and Purposes. This section makes findings with respect
to the importance of farthing and forestry and the need of the farm family and
the Nation for healthy rural communities with adequate community facilities.
It is the purpose of the Act to provide for the financing of such facilities.

Section 202. Definitions. This section defines "Rural Development Credit
System," "rural area," "rural development purpose," "local general government,""Regional Bank," "region," "Federal Rural Development Credit Board," "Dis-
trict Rural Development bredit Agency," "participating institution," "Federal
Aural Development Credit Agency," "Executive' Director," and "financial
assistance."

413
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The term d'rural area" is defined as any area within a State or the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico which is nc part of, or contiguous to, any municipality
having p population of 35,000 or More, but this definition may be broadened by
regulation by the Federal Rural Development Credit Board after consultation
with the DireqLor of the Office of Management and Budget, the Secretary of
Agriculture, anailthe zzeretary of Housing and Urban Development, if the Board
determines that such action because of special circumstances applicable to such
areas is consistent with the purpose of the Act.

The term "rural development purpose" means any public or private project
that will contribute to a reasonable national growth policy and to the enhance-
ment of any rural area as a place to live.

The Rural Development Credit System consists a the following
(1) A supervisory Federal Rural Development Credit Agency whose chief

executive officer is called the Executive Director, and whose policy-making board
is ailed the Federal Rural Development Credit Board;

(2) A Federal Rural Developinent Investment Equalization Administration to
provide subsidies for rural development purposes; and

(3) the following institutions which will make loans for rural development
purposes:

(a) Participating institutions (also known as Participating Rural Develop-
ment Financial Institutions)Any local bank or other financial institution
or any unit of local government, which applies to be, and is designated a
participating institution under Subtitle C;

(b) District Rural Development Credit AgenciesAny financial agency of °

a multi-jurisclictibnal planning and development district or a State upon
' application to, and designation by the appropriate Regional Rural Develop-

ment Credit Bank under Subtitle D. These would be chartered as instru-
mentalities of the- United States; and

(c) 10 Regional Banks (also known as Regional Rural Development
Credit Banks) established in section 001.

In addition, "cooperating financial institutions" as described in section 404(c)
may participate in loans on behalf of District Rural Development Credit Agencies.

SUBTITLE B-BORROWERS AVAILABILITY.610 LOANS

Section 301. Availability of Rural Development Credit. This section provides that
any borrower for a rural development purpose shall be eligible for the credit
services of Rural Development Cmdit Systole Institutions serving its area.

Section 302. Eligibility. The eligibility of potential borrowers is to be deter-
mined in accordande with criteria established balie District Rural Development
Credit Agency with the apptioval of the appropriate Regional RuraLDevelopment
Credit Bank and in accordance with the rules and" regulations of the Feral Rural
Development Credit' Agency and the 'policies prescribed by the Federal Rural
Development Credit Board. Loans are restricted to borrowers who cannot obtain
credit elsewhere.

Seetiod 303. Terms and Conditions. Loan terms and conditions are to be estab-
lished by the appropriate Regiona1 Rural Deveropment Credit Bank subject to
the ruies and regulations of the Federal Rural Development' Credit Agency and the
policies of the Federal Rural Development Credit Board.

Section 304. Security. The amount of security to be required would be\ It

mined by the District Rural Development Credit Agency.
Section 305. Required Purchase o f. Capital Stock. This section require a eaah

borrower to purchase stock in the District Rural Development Credit Agency in
the amount of, 5 to. 10 percent of theoan as determined by the Federal Rural
Development Credit Board.

SUBTITLE C-PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS

Section 401. Designation. Any bank or other financial institution making loans
in rural areas for rural development purposes and any unit of local general govern-
ment shall, upon application, be considered for designation as a Participating
Rural Develppment Financial Institution hereinafter called "Participating
Institution."f

Section 402. Functions of Participating Institutions. Participating Institutions
are authorized,

(1) Borrow from and make loans for District Rural Development Credit
Agencies;

03-502 0 - 71 - pt. 4 -2 0
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(2) Make loans guaranteed or insured by a Regional Rural DevelopmentCredit Bank;
(3) Issue obligations for porch* by the District Rural Development Credit

Agencies; and
(4) Perform such other duties as the District Rural Development Credit Agencymay delegate.
,Section. 403. Endorsementiticipating Institutions. This section requires

participating institutions to endorse and assume full responsibility for obligations
discounted by them to the District Rural Development Credit Agency.

Section 404. Purchase of Capital Stock. Borrowers from participating institu-
- tions are required to purchase stock in the District Rural Development Credit

Agency under which the participating institution operates in the amourof 5 to 10
percent of any loan made to them on behalf of the District Rural Development
Credit Agency,. In addition, the institution would be required to own capital stock
in the District Floral Development Credit Agency in an amount equal to one per-
cent of the outstanding loans in which it has participated on behalf of such District
Rural Development Credit Agenty, Any financial institution making rural devel-
opment loans may, without designation as a participating institution, (1) purchase
voting stock in the District Rural Development Credit Agency, and (2) participate
in loans on behalf of such agency as a "cooperating financial institution.

Section 405. Governance of Participating Institutions. This section provides for
rules and,regulationa governing fnirticipating institutions.

Section 406. Certificates of Participation. Each participating institution is to
receive a certificate certifying that it is an official participating rural development
financial institution. Designation of participating institutions is subject to approv-
al of the Feder*Rural Development Credit, Board.

SUBTITLE DDISTRICT RURAL DEVELOPMENT CREDIT AGENCIES"

Section 501. Designation and Charters. Any financial agency ofa multi-jurisdic-
tional planning and development district of a State may upon application fo,lind
approval by, the Regional Rural Development Credit Bank serving its area, be
designated a District Rural Development Credit Agency and chaptered as an in-
strumentality of the United States. District Rural Development Credit Ageneies
may be required to purchase stock in the Regional Rural Development Crydit
Bank in such amount as may be required by such Bank as a condition of approval.
The Executive Director of the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency may
veto the approval of, and is to prescribe the aganization, management, and corgi
duct of the business of, any District Rural Development Credit Agency.

Sections 502, 503, and 504. Governing Board, General Corporate Powers, and
%Capita/ Stock. These sections deal with the .Boards of Directors, the generaPerpo-

ivArate powers, and the capital stock of the District Rural Developmenl Credit.
Agencies. The number, terms, qualifications, and election of Board Members
would be in accordance with State law tend its Federal charter. -

r Section 505. Application of Earnings. This section provides for the manner in
which earnings of District Rural Development Credit Agencies after providing for
valuation reserves against loan assets, shall be applied t4 the restoration of capital
impairment, establishment and maintenance of surplus accounts and stock par-ticipation or cash distributions.

Section 506. 1,oans by District Rural Development Credit Agencies. This section
atithorizes District Rural Development Credit, Agencies to make loans for rural
development purposes through- participating institutions or directly- in any rural
area in which there is no participating institution, able and willing to supply thecredit needs of the applicant. Loans would bear interest and be subject to other
terms and conditions determined under regulations prescribed by the Board of
Directors of the Agency with the approval of the Federal Rural DevelopmentCredit, Agency.

Section 507. Other Services. This section authorizes each District Rural De-
velopment Credit Agency to provide technical assistance and financial related
services to borrowers, applicants and participants.

... EUBTITLE EREGIONAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT ClecEDIT RANKS

/Section 601. Establishment, Title, Number. This section provides for the estab-lishment of ten Regional' Rural Development Credit Banks.
Section 602. Corporate Powers. This section provides for the corrorate povIersof each Regional Rbral Development Credit Bank.
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Section 603. Regional Ruralfievelopinent Credit 11ank Stock. This section pro-
vides for the issuance by the Bank of various classes of voting and non-voting
stock and evidences of in,debtedness, and for the application of the earnings of the
Bank.

Section 604. Loans. The Regional Rural i Development 'Credit Banks are
authorized to

(1) Finance'real or personal property, working capital, and operating expenses
in coMrection with loans of the District Rural Development Credit Agencies to
finance any rural development purpose project;

(2) Provide financing for the construction or improvement of any rural develop-
ment purpose riroject; and

(3) Insure rural development' purpose project construction improvement or
expansion borrowers against damage or casualty loss in connection with such
project.

Section 605. Interest Rates and Other Charges. Financing by Regional Rural
Development Credit Banks shall bear interest and he on such other terms and,,
conditions as may he determined by the Board of Directors of the Bank, it being
the objective to provide such financing at the lowest reasonable cost on a sound
business basis. 1

Section 606. Eligibility. Financing and insurance provided by this title would
'be made available to any applicant therefor if

(1) The application is endorsed by the multi-jurisdictional governmental
planning and development district, if any, established by the legislature or
Governor of the State certifying that the proposed project is consistent with the
current comprehensive development plan for such district;

(2) The applicant demonstrates that the project will not result in the geographic
transfer of employment or business activities now provided by the applicant;

(3) The applicant demonstrates that he has been unable to obtain needed
financial assistance from other private or public tiources at reasonable rates and
conditions;

(4) The applicant demonstrates that he can meet the scheduled payments; 4
(5) The applicant demonstrates that the project will operate primarily in a

rural area for the benefit of rural residents and promises to make a net increase ifi
number of jobs, quality of life, or median family income in the rural areas served;

(6) The applicant demonstrates and certifies that neither the project nor its
personnel or employees will he ,used for the purpose of engaging the religious or
partisan political activities.

Section 607. Security. Loans are to be secured by the best security available
and by the endorsement of the appropriate District Rural Development Credit
Agency and participating institution.

Section 608. Services Related to.Borrowers' Operations. This section authorizes
the Regional Rural Development Credit Banks to provide technical assistance to
District Rural Development Credit Agencies, participating institutions, loan
applicants, and other financial institutions in rural areas.

Section4609, Loano Through Agencies, Participating Institution. The Regional
Rural Development Credit Banks are to make financial assistance available to
eligible borrowers through District Rural Development Credit Agencies and
participating institutions in the area served by such ,bank. If no District Rural
Development Credit Agency or participating institution is available to handle the
application, the bank may make the loan through any other financial institution
or directly to the borrower. The applicant shall purchase stock of the bank in an
amount equal to not less than $5.00 and not more than $10.00 for each $100 of the
loan proceeds.

Section 6,10. Eligibility of Financial Institutions. 4The eligibility of any financial
institution to receive or handle loans for any Regional Rural Development Crbdit
Bank is to be determined by such bank on the basis of an application and in accord-
ance with criteria established by the Rural Development Credit Agency under
rules and regulations of the Rural Development Credit Board. Such institutions
shall be eligible to borrow from such Regional Bank.

Section 611. Boards of Directors. This section provides for a 12-member bi-
partisan Board of Directors for each Regional Rural Development Credit Bank.
Different methods are provided for their appointment depending upon the amount
of stock in the bank held by the 'Executive Director. The Board would elect a
chairman from among its members and would elect a President who would be an
ex-officio member of..the Board and such other officials and employees as may be
required for the necessary and effective operation of the bank. Members would
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receive $100 fdr each day spent in the performance of their official duties, but notmore than 87,500 in any year. A Board member who was an Official of the UnitedStates or of any State would not receive pay.
Section 012. Capitalization of Regional Rural Development Credit Banks. Thissection authorizes the President of eaeji Regional Rural Development CreditBank to issue its pro rata share of the amount of outstanding capital stook of theRural Development Credit System as determined by the Federal Rural Develop..ment Credit Board. The Executive Director" is authorized to purchase ton-votingstock in the same amount the Bank is authorized to issue.
Section 613. Governance of Policies; Programs and Procedures of Regional RuralDevelopment Credit Banks. The Federal Rural Development Credit Board is toestablish regulations to govern the programs and procedures of the Regional RuralDevelopment Credit Banks during any period in which the Executive Directorholds stock in such bank, but the banks are conclusively presumed to be acting inaccordance with such regulations in all their actions.
Section 614. Stock Purchased by Szecutive Director, Retirement, Franchise Tax,Revolving Fund. This section authorizes the Executive Director on behalf of theUnited States to purchase stock in any Regional Rural Development CreditBank to help such bank inaugurate lending operations, or meet emergency creditneeds of borrowers. The Executive Director may require the bank to retire thisstock whenever it has resources available and the need for such investment isreduced for any year or part thereof in which the Executive Director holds stookin the bank. The bank, after making provision [Or reserve and surplus funds asprovided in section 603(e), shall pay to the United States a franchise tax equaltp the lower of: (1) 25 percent of its net earnings, or (2) a rate of return based onthe average annual rate of interest on certain public debt issues of the UnitedStates and the number of days such stock is outstanding during the year.Section 615. Subscription by the United Stags of Initial and Additional Capital.

This section authorizea,the Secretary of the Treasury to deposit any money in the. Treasury not otherwise appropriated for the temporary use of any Regional RuralDevelopment Credit Bank to tarn interest at a rate not exceeding the currentrate .charged for other Government deposits or 5 percent, whichever is lower.Section 616. Power to Borrow, Issue Notes, Bonds, Debentures and Other Obliga-ti:ma. This section authorized each Itegional,Rural Development Credit Bank toborrow money in such sums as it may determine.
Section 617. Aggregate of Obligations, Collateral. This section limits the longterm obligations of Regional Rural Development Credit Banks to twenty timesthe capital and surplus of all the Regional Hanks primarily liable thereon, or suchlesser amount as the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency shall establishby regulation.
Each bank is to maintain free from any lien or other pledge notes representingloahs made under the authority of this Act, obligations of the United States, otherreadily marketable securities or cash in an aggregate value. equal to the total

amount of long-term obligations for which the Bank is primarily liable.
Section 618. Liability of' Banks. Each Regional Rural Development Credit Bankwould be liable on its own obligations and for interest payments on obligations ofother Regional Rural Development Credit Banks. In addition each such Bankwould be primarily liable for the portion of any issue of consolidated obligations

made on its behalf and jointly and severally liable for the payment of any addi-tional sums when called upon the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency tomake payments of interest or principal which any other such bank primarilyliable therefor is unable to make.
Section 619. Finance Committee. This section provides for a finance committee

composed of the Presidents of the Regional Rural Development Credit Banks todete e the amount, maturities, rates of interest and participation by theseveZilliganks in each issue of joint or consolidated obligations.
Section 620. Bonds as Investments. Bonds and other similar obligations issuedunder the authority of this title shall be lawful investments for a fiduciary and

may be accepted as security for all public deposits.
Section 621. Purchase and Sale by Federal Reserve System. Obligations issuedunder this title may be bought and sold by any member of the Federal ReserveSystem; and (to the-same extent and subject to the same limitations as are placed

upon the purchase and sale of State, county, district and municipal bonds undersection 14(b) of the Federal Reserve Act) by any Federal Reserve Bank.
Section 622. Purchase and Sale of Obligations. Each Regional Rural Develop-ment Credit Bank may purchase its own obligations and the obligations of any
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other such bank and may_provIde for the sale of obligations issued by it or issued
jointly with one or more 'Other such banks. The sales agency of the Farm Credit
System is to be utilized on a reimbursable basis for the purchase and sale of these
obligations.
. Ejection 623. Fiscal Agenky. This, section provides far fiscal agency to be eatab-
lished;by the Regional Rural Development Credit Banks to carry out such of
their ftfnotions relating to the issuance, marketing and handling of obligations as

, may be required.
Section 624. Merger of Similar Banks. This section authorizes merger of Re-

gional' Rural Development Credit Banks upon approval of the majority of their
stockholders and the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency.

Section 625. Board of Directors for Merged Bank. The board of directors for
merged bank shall be composed of directors elected by the boards of the banks
being merged; but the bylaws of the merged bank may, with the appro.ral of the
Federal Rural Development Credit Agency and subject to rules and regulations
established by the Federal Rural Development Credit Board provide for a different
number of directors, selected in a different manner.

Section 626.- Voluntary Liquidation, Insolvency. This section prohibits any in-
stitution of the system from going into voluntary liquidation, without the consent
of the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency and for appointment by the
Executive Director of a conservator for any Regional Rural Development Credit
Bank which becomes insolvent.

SUBTITLE 1-FEDERAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT CREDIT AGENCY

Section 701. Federal Rutal Development Credit Agency. Executive Director. This
section establishes 'an independent agency

by
be known as the .Federal' Rural

, Development Credit Agency to be heaff0d by an Eiecutive Director and to be
responsiblejor carrying out the programs provided for in this title.

Election 702. A,ppointment of Executive Director, Salary and Expense Allowance.
The Executive Director is to be appointed by the Federal Rural Development
Credit Board, except that during any period in which he holds stock in any
Regional Rural Development Credit Bank his appointment shall be subject to
approval by the President and he shall serve at the pleasure of the President. His
compensation would be fixed at the rate prescribed for positions-in level IV of the
Executive Pay Schedule which currently is 638,000 per annum.

Section 703. Compliance with Board Orders. The Executive Director is to carry
out the policies of the Federal Rural Development Credit Board.

Section 704. Rural Develdpment Ctedit Organization. The Executive Director is
authorized to appoint and employ personnel.

Section 705. Seal. This section provides for a seal of the Federal Rural Develop-
ment Credit Agency to be adopted by the Executive Director and to be judicially
noted'

Section 706. Administrative Expense. This section authorizes the Federal Rural
Development Credit Agency to make necessary expenditures for yroper adminis-
tration of the Act.

Section 707. Allocation of Expenses. This section provides for the assessment of,
the institutions of the system for their appropriate share of the cost of adminis-
tering this title. During the first five fiscal years of operation appropriations would
be authoriled to augment such assessments. At the end of each fiscal year, the
Agency would re-determine the appropriate assessment for each institution and
appropriate adjustments would be made.

Section 708. Enumerated Powers. This section enumerates the powers, functions
and responsibilities of the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency. In general
they provide for the supervision and direction of the system. They include pro-
visions for modifying the territory of any Regional Rural Development Credit
Bank, issuing Federal charters for institutions of the system, and making invest-
ments n stock of the institutions of the system out of stock subscribed by the
Secre ry of the Treasury, and-requiring the retirement of such stock.

S tion 709. Special Powers. This provision authorizes the Federal Rural
D elopment Credit Agency to purchase or sell any obligation of a State or local
goliernment issued wholly or partly to finance any rural develdpment purpose
project, facility or service; otherwise finance any such project; facility or service;
or make loans to facilitate economic, physical and social development in rural
areas.
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'Section 710. Technical Assistance. This section requires &the Federal Rural
Development Credit Agency to employ personnel qualified in a number of specificfields related to the agency s activities, and to give, or provide for giving, neces-,
sary technical assistance to applicants for assistance under this title.Section 711. Delegation of Duties and Powers to Institutions of the System. Th'ssection authorizes the Federal Rural Development Credit Agency to delegateto any Regional Rural Development Credit Bank or any District Rural Develop-..,
ment Credit Agency any of its duties with respect to such bank or agency, and
provides for the redelegation of any duties of any institution of the Rural De-velopment Credit System.

Section 712. Agreements f or Sharing LosSes. This section authorize; the FederalRural Development Credit Agency to enter into agreements with RegionalRural Development Credit Banks to share gains and losses on securities held
therefor or acquired in liquidation theeeof. .

Section 713. First Lien. The Federal Rural Development Credit Agency, theRegional Rural Development Credit Banks, the 1)istrict Rural Development
Credit Agencies and participating institutions are each given a first lien on stock
issued by the'm (except in Me-ease of stock livid by the Executive Director or the,
Secretary of the Treasury) for the payment of any liability of the stockholder toany such entity or entities. t

%. SUBTITLE (1---I. r.,VERAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT EQUALIZATION
,' ADMINISTRATION

Section $01. Findings and Policy. This section finds that incebtivApayments
are needed for rural community development and declarA it to be the polio' ofCongress to carry out a pjogram of such payments. -Section 802. Investment in Rural Development. This section provides for theestablishment by the Federal Rural Development Credit Board of a FederalRural Development Investment Equalization Administration, independent ofthe Federal Rural Development Credit Agency and Regional Rural Develop-
ment Credit Banks, to carry out programs of interest supplement.' and capitalaugmentation payments.

Section 803. Administrator. The Rural Development Investment Equalization
Administration would be headed by an Administrator appointed by the Federal
Rural Development Credit Board, except that during any period that the Execu-
tive Director holds any stock in any of the Regional Rural Development Credit
Banks, his appointment would be subject to the approval of the President andhe would serve at the pleasure of the President. fie would he compensated at
Level IV of the Executive Pay Schedule, which currently is $38,000 per annum.Section 804. Rural Development Interest Supplements, Eligibility and Amount.Any borrower of any institution of the Federal Rural Development Credit Systemwho cannot pays truth project earnings in any fiscal year the full amount of the
annual. interest bn his loan sh 11 be eligible to receive at the end of such fiscal year
an interest supplement equiva nt to the amount by which the interest due exceedsthe greater of (1) the amount ich can be paid from project earnings, or (2) onepercent of the loan.

Section 805. Rural Development Capital Augmentation Payments, Eligibility andAmount. Any borrower or person eligible to borrow from any institution of the
Rural Development Credit System who has constructed or acquired improve-
ments th real property and necessary equipment and working capital to.establishand operate a new or expanded rural community facility or service may apply for a
Rural Development capital augmentation payment. The amount of any such pay-
ment shall not exceed the current discounted value'of the amount by which

(1) The annual amortization payment actually due on any indebtedpess
exceeds;

'(2) The annual amortiption payment that could be made out of earnings from
prudent operation of the project.

Section 806. Supervision by Farm' Credit Administration. Investigating, account-
ing, and administrative auditing services of the Farm Credit Administration
would be utilized on a reimburseable basis by the Federal Rural Development
Investment Equalization Administration and the Federal Rural DevelopmentCredit Agency. .

,
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Section 807. Examination of &elks of Account. As a condition of approval of any
application the applicant would be required to keep his books of account open at
all times for examination by the Farm Credit Administration and the General
Accounting Office.

SUBTITLE II- t'EDEILAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT CREDIT BOARD

Section 901. Federal Rural Development Credit Board. This section creates a bi-?
partisan Federal Rural Development Credit Board composed of 17 members.
Fifteen members, each from a different State, would be appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate. Orie member would be the representa-
tive of the Secretary of Agriculture on the Fiirm Credit Board, and one member
would be the Governor of the Farm Credit Administration. The Executive Direc-
tor and the Administrator of \the Federal Rural Development Investment Equali-
zation Administration would be ex-officio members.

Appoirfted members would serve for terms of six years except that in case of
the first members appointed, six wouldbe appointed for terms of six years, six
would be appointed for terms of four years, and three would be appointed for
terms of two yea . Appointed members would receive $200 per day for not more
than 75-days of eetings each year.

Section 902. oweru of the Board. The Board would establish the general policy
for all institutions of the Rural Development Credit System.

Section 903. Indirect Participation by Private Financial Sources. The Board is
authorized on behalf of the Regional Rural Development Credit Baiiks and the
other institutions of the System to issue bonds, debentures and other obligations,
buy and selLsecprities it has issued or guaranteed, invest funds not needed in its
financing operations in such property as the Board may determine, and guarantee
securities in which it has invested for the purpose of facilitating their sale. The
Board would utilize on a reimbursable basis the security selling agency services
of, the _Farm Credit System.

The SecrOary of Agriculture would be authorized to guarantee the obligations
lamed -layte Board on behalf of Regional Rural Development Credit, Banks.
The full faith and credit of the United States is pledged to the payments of all
amounts so guaranteed. -

Section 904. Federal Payments to the Board. With respect to such'amounts of
,loans of the Regional Rural Development Credit Banks as may be specified in
appropriation Acts, the Sqoretary of the TreasUry is authorized to make and to
contract to make annual payments to the Board in such amounts as are necessary
to (1) reimburse the Federal Rural Development Investment Equalization Admin-
istration for needed interest supplements and rural capital augmentation, and
(2) subscribe to stocks of Regional Ijural Development Credit Banks that may be
tendered by the Board.

Section 905. Federal Insurance of Obligations to the Board. This section author-
izes the Secretary of Agriculture to insure any obligation insured or purchased
by the Board. Five million dollars is authorized to be appropriated as initial
capital for a revolving fund to be used to carry out such insurance. All premiums
charged for such insurance would be depsoited in the fund. In carrying his
functions under this title, the Secretary would have the some functions were
and duties 14 under the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act, nd sash
sums are authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for the A ultural
Credit Insurance Fund as may be necessary to.carry out his responsibilit under
this title.

SUBTITLE I-GENERAL PROVISIAS

Section 1001. Financial and Other Supervisiqn. The Rural Development Credit
System would be subject to the supervision of the Farm .Credit Administration
with respect to all procedures relating to financial obligations, including audits,
and would be subject to the supervision of the Administrator of the Rural Enter-
prise and Community Devellipment Administration witiffespect to the appraisal
of real and personal property for security purposes.

Section 1002. Examinations and Reports, Audits. This section provides for exam-
inations and audits by Farm Credit Administration examiners and General
Accounting Office auditors, and reports to Congress by the Farm Credit Adniin-
stration and the Federal Rural Development Credit Board.
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Section 1003. Conditions of Other Banks and Lending Institutions. The Comp-troller of the Currency is required upon request of the Farm Credit Administration to
(1) Furnish for confidential use of any institution of the Rural Development ,Credit System any information he may have relating to the 'financial condition of

national banks through which such institution makes loans; and(2) Make such further examination as may be agreed of organizations through
which such institution makes loans.

Section 1004. Consent to the Availability of Reports and to Examinations. Thissection requires any organization seeking discount privileges or delegated powersfrom a bank of the Rural Development Credit System to consent to examinationby Farm Credit examiners or, in the case of State banks, trust companies and
savings associations, to permit State authorities to furnish reports of their examina-tions upon request of the Farm Credi;_tdministration.

Section 1005. Reports on Condition f Institutions Receiving Loans or Depositsor Redelegated Powers. This section authorizes various agencies to furnish informa-tion to the Farm Credit Administration or any institution of the Rural Develop-
ment Credit SysteYn.

Section 1006. Jurisdiction. Each institution of the Rural Develo ment CreditSystem shall hit the purposes of jurisdiction be deemed to be a ci zeno,fthie
State, Commonwealth, or District of Columbia in which its princip islocated.

Section 1007. State Legislation. This section authorizes the Federal Rural
Development Credit Agency to declare obligations or securities to be ineligible ascollateral under this Act where the State law applicable to such obligations
provides insuffieient protection in the event of default.

the Regional Rural Development r it Banks, and the District Rural Develop-ment

1098. Tax Exemption. gp..e Federal Rural Development Credit Board,
ment Credit Agencies 4re to be exempt from Federal, Statl, and local corporate
income taxes and froznill othcr Federal, State, and local taires, except that t(1) Their real and tangible personal property shall be subject to Federal, State,and local taxation to the same extent according to its value as other similarproperty held by other persons;

(2) The income from any obligations purchased by them from any Federal orState governmental or 'quasi governmental body and from obligations issued bythem shall be subject to Federal, State, and local taxation to the same extent asthe income or obligations of private corporations are taxed; and
(3) The Regional Rural Development Credit Banks are liable for the franchise

tax provided for in section 614 of this Act.
Section 1009. Nature of Obligations. All obligations issued by the Federal Rural

Development Credit Board or Regional Rural Development Credit Banks shall
be lawful investments for all fiduciaries.

Section 1010. Compensation. This section amends title 5 of the United States
Code to place the Executive Director of the Rural Development Credit Agency

lecthe Administrator of the Rural. Development Investment Equalizationliministration in Level IV of the Executive Schedule which currently is $38,000
per annum, and to place the Deputy Executive Director of the Rural Develop-ifient Credit Agency in Level V of the Executive Schedule which currently is$36,000 per annum.

Section 1011. Separability. This section provides that if Any provision of the
Act is held invalid, the remainder of the Act.shall not be affected thereby.

Section 1012. Reservation of Right to Amend or Repeal. This section reserves the
right to alter, amend, or repeal any provision of the Act.

Section 1013. Appropriations. This section authorizes the appropriation op
(a) $290 million annually for not to exceed 10 years for the purchase of

capital ethyl in the Regional Banks by the Federal Rural DevelopmentCredit Agency;
(b) $300 million annually to the Federal Rural Development Investment

Equhlization Administration for interest supplements and capital augmenta-tion payments; and
(c) Such additional sums as may be necessary without fiscal year limitationto carry out the purposes of the Act.

'1
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S. 1483

IN THE SENATE OF TILE UNITED STATES

JUNE 8,1971

Retorted to the Committee -on Agriculture and Forestry and ordered to be
1;i-inter!

AMENDMENTS
Intended to be proposed by Mr. PEARSON to S. 1483, a 111

to further provide for the fanner-owned cooperative syN

tern of making credit available to farmers and ranchers

and their cooperatives, for rural resides, and to asso-

ciations and other entities upon which farming operations

are dependent, to provide for an adequate and flexible

flow of money into rural areas, and to modernize and con-

solidate existing
* farm credit law to meet current and fu-.

ture rural credit needs, and for other purposes, viz:

1 On page 2, line 24, insert "the Rural Communitrne-

2 vglopment Bank," immediately after "cooperatives,".

Amdt. No. 153
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On page 1, line 13, strike out "4:10" and inert in lien
2 thereof "5.10".

3 Cu page 18, line 5, strike out "4.0" and insert in lieu

4 thereof "5.0".

5 On page 20, line 24, strike out "4.10" and insert in lien
4i"

6 thereof "5.10".

On page 25, line rike out "4.0" and insert in lied
8 theFeof

9 On page 33, line 8, strike out "4.0" and insert in lien.
10 thereof "5.0".

11 On page 37, line 7, strike out "4.0" and insert in lien

12 thereof ."5.0'1.

'13 On page 51, line 22, strike out "4.10" and insert hi
14 lieu thereof .".10".
15 On page 55, line 8, strike out "5.1 (b) and (c) , 5.4,
16 5.5, and 5.6" aird.insert in lien thereof "6.1 (b) and (e) ,

17 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6".
18

19 thereof "5.0 ".

20

On page 57;line 12 strike out "4.0" and insert in lieu

On page 63. line 16; strike out "4.0" and insert ih HAI
21 thereof "5.0 ".

22 On page 65, line 22, strike out "4.0" and insert in lieu
23

24

25

thereof "5.0".

'On page 69, between lines 7 and 8, insert a hew title
as follows: -
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'1 "TITLE IVRURAI, COMMUNITY DEVELOP-

2 MENT- BANK,

3 '`FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

4 "Six. 4.0. The Congress finds aat there is an urgent

5 need for the development. and "redevelopment of many rural

6 communities' of the Nation, that the developrant of the

7 economy of such communities is essential to maintenance of

8 a stable and consistent economic level of the Nation,,' that

9 such development would aid in reducing the necessity of

10 migration to metropolitan areas and in achieving. a hmader

11 geographicalldistribution of the Nation's growing population,

12 thit't such development can be aided by the establishment or

expansion of commercial or industrial enterprises, and public'

'14 and related private services and faoilities, that the Anancing

15 of such undertakings, in 'addition to financing presently

16, available, is needed for such community development, and

17 thatt the capital needs for investment in rural development

18 are too great in total and too large in individual amounts to

19 be !net in full by existing institutions.,

' 20 "It is the purpose of this title to accelerate rural devel-

21 opment in the Nation by,

22 " (1) assi ing in the economic development of rural

23 communities which can provide additional economic

24 opportunities and aid in the reduction of outmigration,

25 Ty providing financial as for the establishin 'nt

1 2
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1 and improvement of commercial and industrial facilities,
,.

2 supporting public and private development facilities in or
3 accessible to such communities, and housing necessarily
4 related to the undertakings financed under this title;
5 " (2) "stimulating private investment in such facili-

4 6 1 ties;

seeking to bring together investment oppor-
8 tunities, public and private capital, and capable manage-
9 meat;

10' " (4) providing technical and other supportive assist-
11 ance to aid in such economic development; and

12 "(5) seeking to achieve these purposes primarily by
13 the application of the financial, management, and techni-

,14 cal assistance resources of the private sector.

15 "DEFINITIONS

16 "SEC. 4.1. As used in this title-

17 " (1 ) The term 'commercial and industrial facility'

18 means a fixed place of business, in or from which a manu-
19 facturing, processing, assembling, sales, distribution, storage,
20 service, or construction business is carried on, including but

21 not limited to
.

22 (A) an 11Ece building or place of management,
23 " (B) a factory, plant, laboratory, t ervic,e center, or
24 other workshop,

25 "(C) a store.or sales outlet,
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(D) a storage, transportation, or shipping facility,

3 " (E) any combination thereof.

4 "(2) le term `supporting private and public develop-

5 ment facility' means an element of infrastructure, including

6 recreational and cultural facili ies, typically developed and

7 owned by a public agency or private utility, or other service

9

10

'11

12

14

or facility made available to the public which is necessary

to support economic development activities under this title.

"(3) The term 'housing necessarily related' means hous-

ing of all types in or near a community which will, provide

living quarters for the personnel of any new or expanded

industry when the governing body of the political subdivision

in which development misted under this title will be under-

1 taken, certifies that there exists a need for additional hous-

16 ing in or near the development.

17 " (4) The term 'mil communities' means any corn-

18 inanity, whether or not incorporated, in the United. Sta,tes

19 and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (including such areas

20 in Indian reservations and native communities as are ap-

21 proVed by the bank after consultation. with the Secretary of

22 the Interior) which is in a county in which at least 15 per

23 centum of the population had an estimated annual per family

24 income below the poverty level as determined by the hank

25 after consultation with the Director of the Office of Economic

1 ZG
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1 Opportunity, but shall not include (i) any area within the
2 boundaries of any standard metropolitan statistical area, as
3 defined from time to time, (ii) any area included in a metro-.
4 politan planning district or metropolitan development dis;

trict, or (iii) any other area including towns and cities In
6 an otherwise rural county which the bank determines, in

7 accordance with criteria' developed by the Board, including

8 growth pattern and economic potential, should be developed .<

9 as a part of a metropolitan complex, or is a city which hwi

10 available adequate resources and available financial' support

11 and other assistance for its development or redevelopment

12 without assistance under this title.

13 "CREATION OF RURAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BANK

14 "SEC. 4.2. There is hereby created a corporation to be

15 known as the 'Rural Community Development Bank' (here-
16 inafter referred to as the 'bank') which shall be an instru

17 mentality of the United States Government. The bank shall'

18 be subject to the provisions of this title, The right to repeal,o
.r19 alter, or amend this Act at any, time is expressly reserved.

20.
"DIRECTORS AND OFFICIS

21 "S4c. 4.3,, (a) The, hank Wall have a Board of Three-

2?.. tors consisting of thirteca individuals who are citizens of the

23 , 1.1,nited, States of, whom one shall be elected annually by: the

24 , Board to.scrye as chairman. Members of the Board shall

25', Selected as followsl

12 7 ;
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1 " ( 1) The President of the United States shall appoint

2 seven members of the Board who shall be officials or em-

3 ployees of go% eminent, including Federal, State, and local

4 government. The terms of directorS so appointed shall be

5 for four years, e.,ceptthat .(A) thet/krms of such directors

6 first talking office shat spire as designated by the President

7 at the tune of am ointment, three at the end of two years,

8 and three at the end of 'four years after such date; and (B)

6, any directoi; so appointed to fill a vacancy occurring before

10 the expiration of the term for Which his predecessor was ap-

11 pointed, shall efrapiminted for the remainder Of midi term.

12 At the discretion of the President, any individual who Ceases

13
s to be au offilal or employee of government during his-

14

15

16

17

18

term as direct or may, not withstanding that fact, complete

his term.

"(`2) The President of the United States shall appoint

the remaining six members of the Board from among repre-

seutati\ es of the private sector. Of the six persons so tip-

" 7poi wed, three shall be from among representatives of

20 business and finance, one from among representatives of

21 Orgruliw,t-C1 labor, one front among representatives of com-

22 Inunity development organizations, and one from among

-23 Jcpresptives of the general public. The terms of directors

24 so, appointed shall be for four years, except that (A) the
25 terms of sncli directors first taking office shall expire as
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1 designated by the President at the time of appointment, one-,
2 half of the members at the end of two years, and one-half at

3 the end of four years after such date; and (B) any director so

4 appointed to fill a vacancy occurilog before the expiration of

5 the term for which his predecessor was appointed, shall be

6 appointed for the remainder of such term and shall be choSen

; from among representatives of the same category as his

8 predecessor.

9 " (b) The President, by and with the advice and consent

10 of the Senate, shall appoint a president of the bank. The

11 president of the bank shall be the chief administrative officer

12 of the bank and shall perform all functions and/duties of the

13 bank, in accordance with the general policies established

1t. by, and subject to the general supervision of, the Board,

15 and shall engage such other officers and employees as the

16 bank deems necessary to carry out its functions. The ap-

17 pointment of the president and not more than two assistant

18 presidents may be made without regard to the provisions

19 ,of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments in

20 the competitive service, and, they may be paid without

21 regard to the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter III

22 of chapter 53 of such title relating to classification and Gen-

23 eral Schedule pay rates. The president of the bank shall be

24 An ex officio member of tfie Board of Directors and may

25 participate in meetings of the Board, except that he shall

12at
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1 have no vote except in case of an equal division. No indi-

2 vidnal other than a citizen of the United States may be an

3 officer of the bank. No officer or employee of the bank other

4 than members of the Board and Advisory Committee shall

5 receive any salary, other than a pension, from any source

6 other than the Ink during the period of his employment

7 by the bank.

8 " (c) Members of the Board and of the Advisory Corn-

9 mittee may receive the sum of $100 for each day or part

10 thereof spent in the performance of their official duties, which

11 compensatiOn, however, shall not be paid for more than

12 seventy-five days (or parts of days) in any calendar year

13, and shall not be paid to any Board member if he is a full-

14 time officer or employee of the United States, or such pay-

15 ment is otherwise prohibited by law. In addition, such

16 members shall be reimbursed for necessary travel, subsist-

17 ence, and other expenses incurred in the discharge of their

18 official duties without regard to the laws with respect to

la/lowances which may be made on account of travel and

20 subsistence expenses of officers and employed personnel of

21 the United States.

22 "ADVISORY COMMITTEE

23 ts "SEC. 4.4. (a) There shall be an advisory committee of

24 not more than twenty persons, selected by the Board of
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1 Directors. on the recommendation of the president of the

2 bank, which shall be broadly representative of industry,

3 commerce, finance, labor, community devel pment and anti-

4 poverty organizations, the Congress, and government at all

5 levels. The committee shall meet annually and at such other

6 occasions at the call of the president of the bank,and shall
1.

7 advise the bank on general policy and on such other matters

8 as the bank may direct. Members of the committee shall

9 serve for such terms as the Board of Directors may from

10 time to time determine and they shall be paid their reason-

11 able expenses incurred on behalf of the bank.

12 "(b) Any, official or employee of the United States
13 Government may accept appointment and serve on advisory

14 committees established pursuant to this section, any other
15 provision of law notwithstanding.

16 "CAPITALIZATION OF BANK

17 "SEC. 4.5. (a) Subject to the provisions of this ection,

18 the bank is authorized to issue from time to time and have'

19 outstanding, class A capital stock of an aggregate purchase

price not to exceed $1,000,000;000. Shares of such stock
21 nonvoting and without par value.

22 " (b) The Secretary of the TTypsury is authorized to and

23 shall subscribe for and acquire on behalf of the United States,

24 upon request of the Board of Directors, the full amount of the
25 stook of the bank of an aggregate purchitse price of $1,000,-

131
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1 000,000. The subscription of the United States shall be paid

2 as follows:

3 " (1) Not more than 20 per centum shall be paid at

4 the time the hank is organized, as authorized by appro-

5 pria ion Act, and shall be available as needed by the

6 bank for its operations.

7 " (2) The remaining 80 per centum shall be paid

8 on call by the bank only when required to carry out

9 the provisions of this title, except that not more than

10 20 per centum of such amount may be called in any

11 fiscal year, as authorized by appropriation Act.

12 The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed

13 to pay the subscription of the United States to stock of

14 the bank from time to time when payments are required

15 to be made to the bank. For the purpose of making' these

16 payments, the Secretary of the -Treasury is authorized to

17 use as a public-debt transaction $1,000,000,000 of the pro-

18 needs of any securities hereafter issued under the Second

19 Liberty Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes for which

20 securities may he issued under that Act are extended to

21 include such purpose. Payment under this paragraph of

22 the subscription of the United States to the bank and re-

23 payments thereof shall be treated as public-debt transac-

24 tions of the United States.

25. " (b) Stock and other securities issued ,by, the bank

132
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1 pursuant to this section and section 4.6 (b) shall be ex-

2 empt securities under section 3 of thew, Securities Act of

3 1953 (15 113-.0-2770

4 " (c) As an addition to the capital and surplus structure

5 of the bank, there shall be issued to each contributor to the

6 guaranty fund hereinafter provided for, a certificate identify-

7 ing his or its interest therein, such certificates may as de-

8 termined by the Board be redeemable in class B stock of

9 the bank when the issuance of such class B stock is author-

10 ized by the Congress.

11 "OPERATIONS AND POWERS OF THE BANK

12 "Sm. 4.6. (a) In order to carry out the purposes of this

13 title, the bank is authoriied to-

14 " ( 1 ) make, participate in, or guarantee loans or

15 provide other financing for real or personal property or

160 for working capital to any public agency or private

17 organization or individual fo{the establishment, expan-

18 sion, or preservation of any industrial or commercial

19 facility or a supporting public or private development

20 facility which is to be established or is located in a rural

21 community, and housing related thereto;

22 "(2) make, participte in, or guarantee loans or
23 provide other interim financing for the construction or

24 improvement of such facilities to building contractors,

25 subcontractors, or other persons engaged in such work;

1 3
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1 " (3) provide or assist in the provision of insurance

2 to protect any agency, organization, or individual receiv-

3 ing financing for a commercial or industrial facility or a

4 supporting public or private development facility under

5 paragraphs (1) and (2) against damage or casualty loss

6 in connection with such facility;

7 " (4), provide technical assistance to State and local

8 governments in the preparation and implementation of

9 comprehensive rural community development projects

10 and programs, including the evaluation of priorities and

11 the formulatiorOof specific project proposals. The bank

12 may charge appropriate fees for its services under this

13 subsection;

14 " (5) undertake research and information gathering,

15 and to facilitate the exchange of advanced concepts and

16 techniques relating to rural community growth and de-

14 velopment among State and local governments;

18 "(6) develop criteria to assure that projects assisted

19 by it are not inconsistent with comprehensive planning

20 for the development of the community in which the proj-

21 ects to be assisted will be located or disruptive of Fed-

22 eral programs which authorize Federal assistance for the

23 development of like or similar categories of projects.

24 "(7) seek to bring together investment opportu-

25 nities in s facilities, capital, and capable management;
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" (8) carry on such other.aetivities as would further

the purposes of this title; and

" (9) provide for the establishment of a guaranty

hind to which the bank may require each borrower to

contribute such a percentage of the amount of loan, ilia-

ante), participation, or other financial assistance ex-

tended by the bank under this title as the Board may

from time to time determine.

" (b) To obtain indirect participation 'by private and

other public financial sources the bank is authorized to-,*

" (1) issue bonds, debentures, and such other certifi-

cates of indebtedness as it may determine and may issue

such securities on a competitive or negotiated basis at

the discretion of the Board of Directors;

" (2) invest funds not needed in its financing opera-

tions in such property and obligations as it may deter-

mine;

" (3) buy and sell securities it has issued or guarau-,

teed or in which it has invested; and

" (4) guarantee securities in which it has invested

for the purpose of facilitating their sale.

" (c) Whenever necessary to meet contractual payments

of interest, amortization of principal, or other charges cm*

bank's own borrowing, or to meet the bank's liabilities with

respect to similar payments on loans guaranteed by it, the
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I bank may call an appropriate amount of the unpaid subscrip-

tion of the [tilted States in accordance with section 4.5 (b)

3 (2) . Moreover, if it believes that a default on financing pro-

4 vided by it may be of long duration; the bank may call an

5 additional amount of such unpaid subscriptions for the fol-

6 lowing purposes-

7 " (1) Co redeem prior to maturity, or otherwise dis-

h charge its liability on, all or part of the outstanding

principal of any loan guaranteed by it with respect to

tU MO the debtor is in default; and

11 " (2) to repurchase, or otherwise discharge its fia-

12 bility on, all or part- of its own outstanding borrowings.

1:; " (d) The hank is authorized to establish a principal of-

14 and-branch offices in such locations as it may determine.

15 It may establish regional offices and determine the location

16 of, and the areas to be covered by, each regional office. It

17 may make arrangements with public or private organizations

18 at the regional, State, and local levels, includiig banking or-

19 ganizations and other financing institutions, to act as agents

'20 or otherwise to aNsist the bank in the conduct of its business.

21 "(e) To carry out the foregoing purposes, the bank

22 shall have such additional powers as arc necessary or appro-
.

priate in carrying nut this title!

'24 "OPERATING PRINCIPLES

25 "SEC. 4:7. The operations of the bank shall be conducted

26 in accordance with the following principles:

13t)
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1 " (1) The bank shallt undo ke its financing, technical

2 assistance, and other o tions on such terms and conditions

3 and for such f s as it considers appropriate, taking into ac-

4 count t i.e requirements of the enterprise, the risks being

5 undertak by de bank, the benefits to the rural community

6 or t e resisleats nesuch communities, and the conditions

7 tinder which similar financing might be available from,pri-

8 vale investors.

9 " (2) The bank' shall maintain suet liaison or c ulta-

tion with other departments, agencies, or instrumen ties

11 of the Government as may be necessary to insure that'its

12 operations are carired out in a manner which will supple-

13 meat and not duplicate the operations and functions of any

14 other department, agency, or instrumentality of the Gov-

15 ernment.

16 " (3) The bank shall consult with and shall seek to en-

17 courage local banking and other financial institutions to par-

. 18 ticipate in its financing and other activities.

19 " (4) The bank shall, to the extent feasible, give em-

20 phasis in. its activities to providing financing and other assist-.

21 *ace to facilities owned in whole or in part by residents, of

22 rural communities or to facilities in which such ownership is

23 made available to such persons.

24 " (5) The bank shall seek to revolve its funds by selling

13;1
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1 its loans, guarantees, and other investments to private inves-
'

2 tom whenever it can appropriately do so on satisfactory terms.

" (6) The bank shall be subject to the Government 0)1.-

4 poration Control Act (31 T.J.Ste. 841 et seq.) in the same

manner and to the same extent as if it were included in the

6 definition .of 'wholly owned Government corporation' as set

7 forth in section 101 of said Act (31 U.S.C. 846) .

(7) The lank shall 'pay a return out of net income; after

9 providing for reserves and operating expenses, at the rate of

10 2 per cent= per annum on the amounts of class A stock sub-'

40P, 11 scription actually paid into the bank. Such return shall be

12 cumulative and shall be payable annually into miscellaneous

13 receipts of the Treasury.

L V

15

16

" (8) The bank shall not engage in political activities nor
0

provide financing for or assist in any manner any project or

facility involving political parties or used or to be used for

17 sectarian instruction or as a place for religious worship nor

18 shall the directors, officers, or employees of the bank in any

19 way use their connection with the bank for the purpose of

20 influencing the outcome 'of any election.

21 " (9) The bank shall adopt such bylaws as may be neces-

22 sary for the conduct of its business and the management of

23 its affairs and may adopt such additional rules and regula-

ue

la8
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!

bons as are necessary and appropriate for carrying out the
2 provisions of this title.

3 "LIMITATIONS ON FINANCING

4 "Sac. 4.8. (a)' ; The bank shall hot provide financing

5 for Any business or commercial -facility dr public develop-

() ment facility, nor shall it plan, initiate, own, or manage

such a facility, unless it determines that-
8 " (1) other public or private financing could not be
9 obtained on reasonable terms and condition;

10 " (2) adequate arrangements have been made to
11 insure that the proceeds of any loan or other financing
12 are used only for the purpose for which. the financing
13 was provided, with due attention to considerations of
14 economy and efficiency;

15 " (3) the borrower or other recipient of financing
16 has adequate equity or other financial' interest in or
17 income from the facility to insure his or its careful
18 and businesslike management of the project;
19 "(4) the governing body of the city or, as appro-
20 priate, the governing body of the county, parish, or
21 other political subdivision in which the facility is

22 cated or is to be established, or an agency or other
23 instrumentality of such political subdivision desig-
24 nated by such body, has certified to the bank its

approval of (A) the establishment of the facility at

8
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1 the particular location, (B) the proposed standards of

2 construction and design, and ((') provisions for the

3 relocation of any resideltts or businesses to be displaced;

4 " (5) the establishment, eevansion, or preservation

5 of the facility in the particular location will contribute

6 to the level ,of economic opportunity for residents of the

7 community and contribute to the general development

8 of the community.

9 " (b) The bank shall not provide financing for any busi-

10 ness or commercial facility which has been relocated from

11 one area to another; except that' this requirement may be

12 waived by the Board of Directors if it determines (1) . that

13 the establishment of such facility in the new location wil)

14 not result in an increase of unemployment in the area of

15 original location or in any other area where the enterprise

16 conducts business operations, or (2) that such facility is not

17 being established in the new location with any intention

18 of closing down the operations of the enterprise in the area

19 of original location or in any other area where the enter-

20 prise conducts its operations.

21 "EXEMPTION FROM TAXES

22 "SE(. 4.9: For the purpose of the Internal Revenue Code

23 of 1954, the bank shall be considered to be an instrumental-

24 ity of the 'United States and exempt from Federal income

25 taxes. Except as specifically provided in this title,\ the hank,

140'
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1, including its capital and reserves or surplus and income
2 derived therefrom, shall be exempt from Federal, State,

3 municipal, and local taxation, except taxes upon real estate

4 held, purchased, or taken by the bank under the provisions

5 of this' title. The s urig instruments executed to the hank

6 and the bonds, oblikatio ebentures, issued under the pro-
47 visions of this title shall he deemed and held to he instrumeh-

8 talkies of the Government of the United States, and as such

9 they and tile income derived therefrom shall t e exempt from

10 Federal, State, municipal, and local taxation.

11 "ANNUAL REPORT

12 "SEc. 4.10. Not later than one hundred and twenty days

13 after the close of each fiscal year the bank shall prepare And
I submit_ to the President and to the Cngress a full report

1; of its activities during such year.

I :;
"AMENDMENTS RELATING TO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

1' "SEc. 4.11. (a) The sixth sentence of paragraph Sev-

enth of section 51:36 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (12

19 U.S.C. 24), is amended by inserting before the comma'

20 after the words 'or obligations, participations, or other in-.

21 struments of or issued by the Federal National Mortgage

22 Association or the Government National Mortgage Associa-

23 doh' the following: `, or debentures or other obligations

24 of the Rural Community Development Bank'.
25

" (b) Section 5200 of the Revised Statutes, as amended

14i
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1 (12 U.B.C. 84), is amended by adding at the end thereof the

2 following:

3 " (14) Debentures or other obligations of the Rural

4 Community Development Bank shall not be subject to

5 any limitation based lapon such capital and surplus.'

6 " (c) The first paragraph of section 5 (c) of the Home

7 Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended (12 U.S.C. 1464

8 (c) ) , is amended by inserting before the semicolon in the

9 second proviso following 'stock of the Federal National Mort-

10 gage Association' the following: ; or in debentures or other .

11 obligations of the Rural Community Development Bank'."

12 On page 69, line 8, strike out "TITLE IV" and insert in

13 lieu thereof "TITLE V".

14 Renumber sections 4.0 through 4.12 as. sections 5.0

15 ough 5.12, respectively.

16 On page 71, line strike out "4.0" and insert in lieu

17 thereof "5.0".

18 On page 71, line 15, strike out "4.0" and insert in lieu

19 thereof "5.0".

20 On page 72, line 20, strike out "4.3" and insert in lieu

21 thereof "5.3".

22 On page 75, line 14, strike out "and III" andlinsert

23 in lieu thereof "r11, and IV".

24 On page 79, line 1, strike out "TITLE V" and insert in

25 lien thereof "TITLE VI".

1 4 2
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Renumber sections 5.0 through 5.29 as sections 6.0

2 through 6.29, respectively.

8 On page 79, line 12, strike out "5.18" and insert in

4 lieu thereof "6.18".

5 On page 92, line 19, strike out "5.2" and insert in

6 lieu thereof "6.2".

7 On page 98, line 16, strike out "5.1.5" and insert in

8 lieu thereof "6.15".

9 On page 99, line 13, strike out "5.16" and insert in

10 lieu thereof "6.16".

143
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BRIEF SUMMARY COMPARISON OF MAJOR PROVISIONS OF S. 2223 AND AMENDMENTS

INTENDED TO BE PROPOSED TO S. 1483

Provision S. 2223

Expands scope and authorization of Yea.
U.S.' Department cf Agriculture
Credit Programs.

Reorganizes U.S. Deperhant cf Yes
Agriculture. -

Establish, rural development credit 10 regional banks
bank.

Borrowers become stockholders and Yes
Owners.

Local banks and units of government Yes
may home stockholder-owners.

Sell bonds and debentures In central Yes
money markets to gather funds.

Provides financial assistance to pit- Yes
vats and public borrowers for broad
range of rural (community) devel-
opment purposes and projects.

Provides rural development incentive Yes
payments.

Provides tax exempt bonds and de- No
bentures.

Findings and policy National balanced growth policy
Title ix (AA of '71).

Areas covered Open country and cities, towns and
villages not larger than 35,000
population.

U.S. Government Insures obligations Yes
to and cf the benk(s).

Interest rate Determined by Federal Board_
Project require clearance by ereawide

planning and development district
Areswide planning and development REINS loans, make loans, become

agency may qualify to make loans, stockholder, serve as local agent of
obtain loans and become stock- banks.
holder of bank(s).

Headquarters located In rural area_ . _. Required_
Board members must be legal rest- Yes

dents of rural areas. .

Local banks may obtain financial Yes
istance.

Pthvides technical assistance Yes
Borrowers required to buy stock Yee
Bo

p

rowers contribute to reserve fund. No

Amendments to S. 1483

No.

No.

1 national bank.

No.

No.

Yes.

'es.

Yes

No.

YES

National balanced growth policy
Title IX.

Areas of heavy (more than 15 percent)
prevalence of families In poverty if
area is outside of SMSA and outside
of metropolitan planning region.

Yen

Determined by National Bank Board.
Yes.

Is eligible to obtain loans.

Not required.
No.

Yes.

A ipirecy
mu
provision Yes

A licant st demonstrate inability Yes
to get credit elsewhere.

Business must be net addition to na- Yes
tional capacity.

Established stable applicants given Yes
Preference.

National Board of Directors 19 members:
Governors of FCA.
2 Officils of RDCredit System.
Secretary of Agriculture's Rep-

resentative.
5 appointed by President of U.S.
5 appointed by President of U.S.

from persons recommended by
President Pro Tempore.

5 appointed by President of U.S.
from persons recommended by
Speaker of House.

The latter 15 require Senate
confirmation.

U.S. stock subseriptIon_ $2,000,000,000
Ratio of indebtedness to cilIntal Maximum-20-1
Franchise of privilege terly bank(s)._ 15 percent of earnings, or going rate of

interest multiplied by U.S. capital,
whichever is less.

Supervisory agency Federal Rural Development Credit
Agency and Farm Credit Adminis-
tration, for financial procedures.

Special provisions for combination Yes
with Federal project grants.

Private banks and local units of gov-
ernment may become member Insti-
tutions of Rural Development Credit
System.

Financial agencies of ereawide plan-
ning and development districts may
become owners of banks.

Yes.
No.
Yes, which if Congress enacts later

legislation may be converted into
stock.

Yes.
Yes.

No.

Not required.

13 members:
7 appointed by President of U.S.

from among officials and em-
ployees of Federal government.

7 appointed by President of U.S.
from the private sector.

51,000,000,000.
No limitation.
2 percent of stock held by the United

States. .

None.

No.

Yes No.

Yes No.

'14,1
1
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(Nan : For further explanation of S. 2223 and amendment No. 158,
see committee print, Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry,
dated July 26, 19/1.)

Senator HUMPHREY. Now, this is the first of our hearings., We will
have hopefully, various witnesses from the executive branch. But
today we are hearing first from some of our eolleagues in the Senate.

Senator Talmadge. 14

STATEMENT OF HON. HERMAN E, TALMADGE, A U.S.sfiENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Senator TALMADGE, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I compliment you on your statement. I shall be very brief. I don't

want to keep Senator Sparkman waiting and I must leave the Sub-
committee to go to another appointment and the Finance Committee
in a moment.

I am delighted that the Rural Development Subcommittee is acting
so quickly on S. 2228, the bill introduced by Senator Humphrey,
myself, and a majority of the other members of the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry on July 7. I want to compliment Senator
Humphrey, the chairman of the Rural Development Subcommittee
on beginning hearings so promptly. I know that the subcommittet:
will act expeditiously to perfect a bill and I can assure you that this
legislation will receive the earliest possible consideration by the full
Committee on Agriculture when it is reported by thp Rural Develop-
ment Subcommittee.

In one respect, the legislation that we are considering today is
almost like crosing the barn door after the horse has run off. Twenty
million Americans have left their farms and rural communities for
what were believed to be better opportunities in the big cities.

That migration is comparable to the movement of 22 million inuni-
grants to our shores between 1890 and 1930.

But the need still exists. Forty percent of our people live in places
of under 85,000 population, even though only 5 percent of the Ameri-
can people live on farms.

Although the legislation we are considering today is by no means a
panacea, I believe it is an important beginning toward returning in-
vestment capital and opportunity to the countryside.

. The balance-of-payments problem between rural and urban America
is far greater than the one our Nation faces with foreign countries.

Rural people are spending an average of about $500 per child an-
nually to educate their children only to see them go off to metropolitan
areas to findjobs.

.
Our farmers are our biggest And most constant borrowers, and the

millions they pay in interest each year leaves rural America for the
major money markets.

This legislation is designed to balance the scalesto promote the
balance between rural and urban America which the Congress said it
wanted last year when it adopted my title IX amendment to the farm
bill.

The Veterans' Administration says that 108 of the 159 counties in my
tate are credit-shortage areas. That means that they are rural and
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considered a poor investment by lending agencies, so the veterans there
are unable to get home loans.

I am pleased to say that our Veterans Affairs Committee is workisig
on that problem. But this is another example of how the people who
live in the countryside have become second-class citizens.

The capital needs of rural America are indeed staggering. Inflation
is increasing these staggering needs dramatically. In December 1969
the Farmers Home Administration completed a survey j the water
and sewer needs of all communities with populations of 5,500 or less.
This survey revealed that a total of $11.283 billion would be required
to provide adequate water and sewer systems in these communities.

This 1969 survey is the most recent data that is available, but I asked
the Farmers Home Administration to calculate the impact of inflation
on the survey. Of course, I am sure a small amount of these water and
sewer needs nave been met since 1969, but at the same time the decay of
existing systems has made the need greater. The simple impact of in-
flation m the construction industry has increased the 1969 water and
sewer need of $11.283 billion to a current figure of $13.303 billion, an
increase of over $2 billion.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to insert in the hearing records at this
point a copy of my correspondence with the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration in regard to the impact of inflation on water and sewer needs.

Senator HUMPHREY. Without objection.
(The documents referred to follow :)

Hon. HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., July 16, 1971.

DEAR SENATOR TmAlizios : In response to your request we are enclosing a
summary of the Agures which indicate the percent inereacae in costs of water
and sewer facilities during the last two years as shown in the June issue of
the "Engineering News-Record."

We are also enclosing copies of the pages "100, 101, and 102" which we used
in our summary.

We are glad to provide this material for you.
Sincerely,

JOSEPH HASPRAY,
Acting Adminiatrator.

SUMMARY OF INCREASES IN COST OF WATER AND SEWELL FACILITIES

WATER SYSTEMS

Up 8 to 11.5 percent (Use 8 percelit both years).
(Ref. Whitman, Requardt & Assoc., Baltimore.)

SEW ERLINES
4/69 to 4/70, +6.4 percent.
4/70 to 4/71, +10.5 percent.
(Ref. EPA. )

SEWER TREATMENT
4/694o 4/70, +6.5 percent.
4/70 to 4/71, +12.2 percent.
(Ref. EPA.)
Need per 1969 PHA Survey $11,238 billion.
Year 1 average increase 7 percent=Total $12.072 billion.
Year 2 average increase 10.2 percent=Total $13.803 billion.

03-502 0 - 71 - pt. 4 -- 10
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WATER PROJECT CONOTRTJETION COSTO

Rampant cost inflation of materials and labor bit deeply into the water re-
sources construction dollar during the 12 months ending April, 1971.

Treatment plant letting@ are booming this year, with the first four months
shooting 40% above laot year, ENR figures (Mow. But treatment plant con-
struction costs climbed 12.2% in that period to take a big chunk of the added,
dollar. In the first few months of 1971, costs row 3.2%, according to the
Environmental Protection Agency's Water Quality Office's 20-cities indexes,
an unusually sharp rise for that time of year, indicating that 1971 may bring
even steeper cost inflation than 1970.

The sewer line construction dollar fared not much better as coots rose 10.5%during the 12-month period.
!Canons City leads all other cities' indexelf by a wide margin in sewerage

cost inflation. Treatment plant construction costs Jumped 30.3% and sewer
lines 28.3%. Baltimore was also hit hard as sewer line costs climbed 21.1%and treatment plants neared a 20% increase for the 12-month period.

April cost indexes climbed at least 10% for treatment plants in 13 cities andfor sewer lines in eight cities. Bucking the high-rising sewer line out wereNew Orleans, Seattle and Birmingham. Yet no city saw its treatment plant costs
jump less than (M.

Costs up for major types of hydro work

1967 -1.0
Hydropctrie Power Plant
DulidtA & equipment 13

Dams: concrete

1960

-earth

1 1 1 1 1_ 1 1 1 1 1
'70 '71'65

Pumping Plant
BilUding 8 equipment 1.3

1.1

0.9

0.7

1967.1.0 1.3

1.1

00

0.7I Ill! I 1 1 1 1 1 tj
1960 '65 '70 '71

1.5
Tunnel, free-flow, conCroio fined 1967.1.0

Canal
1.3

p III! 1111 It 1.1
1960 '65 70 '71

14

0.9

0.7
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irrigation and hydro oast indexes for the West*

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colo. Base: Base: 1967 1.0

April .I3n. Apr.
r chg.
1/71

% chg.
4/70

1960 19GS 1069 13701163 1971 1971 4/71 4/71

COMPOSITE INDEX 0 36 0.93 1.04 1.09 1.16 1.24 1.26 1.6 43.6
DAMS: Earth . . i. .

Structures
. . 0.87

0 91
0.91
0.92

1.04
1.04

1.08
1.06

1.15
1.11

1.25
1.18

1.26
1.19

*0.8
+0.3

49.6
+7.2

Spillway 0 36 0.92 1.06 1.11 1.20 1.30 1.31 +0.3 *9.2
Outlet works 0 33 0.91 1.05 1.11 1.23 1.35 1.37 *1.5 +11.4

Rock 0 89 0.94 1.05 1.10 1.18 1.29 1.26 +0.8, +6.8
Diversion 0 83. 0.95 1.03 1.03 1.15 1.23 1.25 1.6 *8.7

PUMPING PLANTS
Building & equipment 0.36 0.93 1.03 1.09 1.16 1.24 1.26 +1.6 +8.6

SIrueture, rein cone 8, tmprov 0.90 0.96 1.03 1.06 1.11 1.17 1.19 +1.7 +7.2

Equipment 0.84 0.69 1.04 1.12 1.23 1.34 1.37 *2.2 11.4
pumps a prime equip , , 0.37 0.69 1.05 1.12 1.23 1.34 1.35 +1.5 +10.6
accessoty eloc & misc equip, , 0.31 0.96 1.04 1.12 1.23 1.36 1.38 +1.5 +12.2

S7EEL PENSTOCKS.
DISCHARGE PIPES 0.07 0.93 1.04 1.09 1.17 1.27 1.30 *2.3 *11.1
CANALS 0.86 0.95 1.03 1.07 1.13 1.20 1.22 +1.7 +3.0
Earthwork 0.07 0.93 1.04 1.08 1.15 1.25 1.26 *0.3 49.6

Structures 0.86 0.97 1.03 1.06 1.11 1.18 1.20 +1.7 +3.1

CONDUITS (tunnels, concined) 0.93 0.95 1.02 1.05 1.09 1.16 1.18 +1.7 +8.3

LATERALS & ORA/NS 0.88 0.97 1.03 1.06 1.11 1.18 1.19 40.8 +7.2

Earthwork 0.83 0.95 1.05 1.09 1.17 1.23 1.24 +0.8 46.0

Structures 0.89 0.97 1.02 1.05 1.09 1.15 1.16 +0.9 46.4

POWER PLANTS, HYDRO
Cuilding & equip 0.83 0.92 1.0S 1.11 1.20
Structure, rein, cone P. Improv .. 0.89 0.97 1.03 1.07 1.12 1.1a 1.19 - 0.8 .6.3
Equipment 0.33 0.91 1.06 1.14 1.25 1.35 1.37 +1.5 *9.6

turbines & generators 0.39 0.90 1.07 1.16 1.27 1.38 1.39 +0.7 +9.4
acces:ory cloy & misc equip . . . . 0.35 0.89 1.04 1.11 1.20 1.31

`.15
1.33 +1.5

+0.9
+10.8

+41PIPELINE, cone .. . ...A., .

veil rcHstAncs a-SUgS.PATICitis7
0.96
0.37

0.96
0.69

1.03
1.03

1.05
1.09

1.10
1.16 1.'15

1.16
1.27 +1.6

.

TRANSMISSION LINES
WooMpoles, 11S kv 0.09 0.94 1.04 1.15 1.24 1.29 1.31 +1.6 +5.6

poles & fixtures 0.84 0.92 1.06 1.25 1.35 1.39 1.40 40.7 +3.7

conductors, devices . . . . ..... 0.94 0.64 1.03 1.08 1.16 1.23 ,I.24 +n.3 +6.9

Stesttower, 230 kv . . . . 0.36
..

0.90 1.02 1.08 1.15 1.22 1.26 3.4 +9.5

C.EN. PRoP,ERTY-DUILVINGS . 0.82 0.91 1.04 1.12 1.21 130 1.31 +0.3 +8.3

ROADS, primary 0.91 0.94 1.03 1.08 1.15 1.21 1.23 51.7 +7.0

,reondary (unsurfaced) 0.33 0.91 1.04 1.09 1.16 1.22 1.24 *1.6 +6.1

13-110CES, steel 0.33 0.95 1.03 1.08 1.15 1.23 1.25 *1.6 +8.1

'Project cost to federal gov't of Ounce projects In 18 western statesincludIng Alaska
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ewerage construction cost indexes in 20 cities
(later Quality Office, Environmental Protection Agency. Base: August 1957-'59 n 100 ,

ireatment plant
%Olga % 669e*-AuguSt->_________ April 4/60. 4/70

I 1932 1955 1960 1915 1266 1917 MI 1900 1070 1071 4/70 4/71 ,

). 1..AVIE It. 30 27 105 111 115 112 122 130 130.5 155.4

tlanta 31 I 97 103 104 110 111 118 129.3 140.6 .6.9
altimorc
1

33 25 103 I 4 107 111 116 120 124.7 149.3
,.9.6
.3.9 .19.7

rmingharri 27 SO 96 0 103 104 107 113 116.0 127.5 .2,7 9.9
oston 31 20 107 13 116 112 123 131 142.9 159.1 .9.1 11.3ten° 33 90 108 114 119 171 125 132 143.2 156.2 .8.9 10.0
seinnall 31 27 105 111 114 116 119 131 140.9 150.3 7.6 *12.3

oa nd .. . . 94 109 113 118 120 128 140 146.9 160.5 4.9 .9.3:iv, J: 014
20 97 100 104 105 106 117 124.1 134.3 .6,1 15.2

OMIT
40011

etan$35 CRY

31
20

30

22
92

26

29
110

102

105
117

106

107
122

109

110
125

II I

112
130

113

120
140

121

120.7
152.1

128.1

142.5
167.0

166.9

.7.3

.6,6

5,9

.10.7
9.2

30.3
,.or Angeles 27 27 106 115 119 126 130 136 137.9 163.7 . 1.4 .18.7
MinneapoliS 22 29 109 115 118 121 125 134 141.4 159.1 .5.5 12.5
ken OrIcans 27 SO 96 101 106 109 110 120 121.9 142.8 .5.8 .12.5
ien Vork
i

l'hiladelphla

36

26,

93

91

116

105

127

111

134

114

135

117

141

120

149

130

160.9

137.0

179.2

154.8

.2.0

5.4
.11.4

.13.0
/httshurgh 30 SO 103 115 118 121 124 133 149.2 160.8 I2.2 7.8
58. 8.0u1s 33 94 106 114 119 122 126 132 141.4 158.4 7.1 .12.0
San Francisco . 34 88 108 120 126 129 134 142 150.4 167.7 5.9 11.5
fe attle

t

27 28 109 114 124 129 131 141 147.2 157.4 .4.4 6.9

:Sewer line
April

% chge 11 61191
August 2/19- 4/70.

1122 1260 1165 MG 1167 11165 1969 15701855 1271 4/70 4/71

.1
0.5. AVER 31 87 108 112 115 123 127 137 145.7 121.0
Atlanta 28 SO 92 102 101 107 110 171 132.1 138.4 .9.2 4.2Cann-nor, , 31 22 24 115 116 121 124 127 128.1 155.1 0.9 21.I. linrningnam 26 73 90 94 97 90 101 118 120.0 125.4 1.7 4.5Boston 36 93 109 116 119 123 129 137 150.2 163.0 9.6 8.5
Chi4a90 34 92 110 113 116 119 123 132 146.11 155.7 11.2 .8.1

...Cincinna ti 32 26 98 110 112 115 122 146 155.5 171.6 .6.5 I0.4. Cleveland 31 93 115 115 119 120 126 149 157.1 168.2 5.9 6.6

. Dallas 30 74 90 95 99 101 102 112 119.1, 140.3 6.3 17.6'Denver 32 So 97 110 II I 116 119 122 127.2 138.6 4.3 9.0Detroit 30 97 117 124 127 131 141 157.0 173.8 11,3 I2.0
,. city 33 26 105 110 109 116 119 128 135.3 173.6 5.7 28.3Angeles . 31 90 1 1 1 120 119 132 138 141 142.11 165.6 01.3 16.0

..naapolie 31 94 118 122 118 130 138 142 150.3 171.5 5.8 14.1
Neva Orleens 28 78 93 101 106 114 115 130 137.2 162.3 5.5 3.7
Nen York 36 99 135 146 134 154 161, 167 170.3 ...1116.4 2.0 .9.5
hhiladeloOla 24 94 112 122 114 128 131 132 153.0 160.3 15.9 4.8
hIttibu ran 24 85 104 126 118 132 134 143 154.5 166.2 8.0 7.5St. Lculs 34 47 104 115 119 124 128 137 147.1 172.2 7.4 17.1
SH1 Francisco . 35 94 112 126 126 139 145 152 166.3 111.1 10.7 7.6
Seattle 30 79 117 131 124 140 145 155 162.3 169.3 4.7 4.3
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WATER PLANT COSTS RISE

Water utility plant construction costs climbed to new highs early this year,
according to the Bandy- Whitman semi-annual indexes.

The most dismaying increases were in treatment plant costs, which shot
up S% to 11.5%, depending on the region, in the 12 months ending January.

Pumping plant costs shot up, with structures climbing faster than pumping
equipment in every region.

The North Atlantic region bore the brunt of cost inflation as pumping and treat-
ment plant construction cost increases topped 11% and reservoirs Jumped 8.7%.

While the South still has the highest waterworks construction cost indexes
of any region, the South Atlantic's cost rise slowed markedly. The slowest cost
increases of any region were in the south central states. Reservoir costs in the
South At 'Antic rose 5.6% in January, half the previous year's climb.

The Pacific and Plates regions had a slower rate of increase than northeast,
ern and north central: s. But Pacific states suffered the worst inflation In
several years.

Senator TausianoE. When the Subcommittee on Rural Development
held hearings in Georgia, we heard from a small-town mayor who is
trying desperately to obtain the capital to provide adequate service
for his people. Mayor Perry Lee DeLoach of Claxton has had no luck
in trying to get assistance from the Farmers Home Administration,
even thoughlrhe desperately needs assistance to provide water and
sewer services to the people of Clairton, people who currently havexno
water and sewer services at all.

Perhaps the reason that he can't get aasistance is that the Federal
Government is spending a mere pittance,on the water and sewer needs
of rural America.. Congress appropriated for the water and sewer
program of the Farmers Home Adri-inistration $100 million for
fiscal year 1971. However, the administration has refused to spend
even this small amount. The President withheld $56 million of this
total.

Hopefully, the legislation that we are considering here today will
provide a reliable source of capital for the Claxtons of the Nation, a
place where Perry Lee DeLoach and the other mayors of the country
can go when they are turned down by a Federal agency.

I am a great admirer of pdrsonal initiativeof people who take
on their own problems and solve them without resorting to the public
dole or some other outside assistance. But sometimes, personal grit
and hard work are not enough, especially when the tools are not avail-
able to get the job done.

The sponsors of both pieces of legislation presented here today want
to provide the financial tools so that rund' people can make their
own decisions and do what is needed to insure the economic future
of their communities.

Neither of these bills is a giveaway. They rely entirely on local
people. I believe they are consistent with the rural development aims
of President Nixon, and those of many experts in the field, who were
contacted during the drafting of this legislation.

Obviously, I am enthusiastic about the possibilities of the Consoli-
dated Farm and Rural Development Act, and I hope that the Con-

, after perfecting the language, can move ahead and adopt it
Itriersisng this session of Congms.

We have already waited too long. We must make some giant strides
if we are to grow with some sensible balance in the years to come.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

.1 blt)
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Senator HUMPIIREYr I want to thank the chairman of the commit-,
tee for a very powerful and wonderful statement.

The Senator from Nebraska, Mr. Curtis. -

STATEMENT OF HON. CARL T. CURTIS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF NEBRASKA ' y

Senator CURTIS. Theink you, Mr. Chairman. I shall be 'very brief.
I want to reiterate my interest in rural development. r believe that

the- responsibility of this committee is to servelhe rural areas through-
out the United States, and in so doing, they will serve the metro-
politan areas of our Nation as a whole.

Not all of the problems are the same. There are many places in
America where the rural stshool.§. are far superior to' our city schools.
In most of rural America they have places to live that are far su-
perior to the places working men, and women live elsewhere.

There is not every place in the United States where the paramount
need is for credit, although that is one, and Congress should and must
giVe some attention.

As I see it, the basic thing that needs to be attended to is job oppor-
tunities in rural America. If we are to lend money for, all tlie sup-
porting facilities, and no job opportignities come to a community, we
may leave them wip more' headaches than they had

On the other hand, if we, can take such actions as, will assist
bringing job opportunities in the private sector to our small town
and cities, and reverse the flow of people it will be a good thing.

I think there are many facets to it. Credit may be a need in some
instances.- There is a big job to do in educating the industrial people
of the United States as to the opportunities in rural America. The
local communities need to take the initiative.

There is one program that has brought countless industries into
the North and South and East and West, and I refer to the use of
tax-free industrial bonds. It has local control; it has local manage-
ment; and it has-brought many job opportunities to many places.

A few years ago that was stopped by edict of the Treasury. We have
had two or three legislative attempts to revive it, but it now limited
to $5 million. It should be raised to $10 million.

This provides credit on the local level without borrowing frOm the
Federal Government and it also assures local leadership. And it is
seldom used until there is 'a business entity that is ready to move in
and give our people jobs.

I view rural America today not as a decaying, backward place that
needs to be rescued by our Nation; I view it as a land of opportunity,
the best place for people to live. It is the place where there is the high-
est education, the best recreational opportunities, the best churches, the
best neighbors and the best of everything else. A.nd our aim, among
other things, is to take such action as will give an economic nudge for,
industry to move there and for local people to get into the act, and for,
our citizens generally to recognize, the wonderful things that we have
to offer as a place to live for American people.

I believe I have repeated this many, many times, but I want to stress"
again that all of these efforts should be in addition to, and nOtas a sub-

101
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stitnte for, every effort we can' make to increase the income of Amer-
ican farmers.

Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmon, do you have any comment?
Senator BELLMON. No.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Pearson has asked that his testimony

be included in the record, and it will be. He is unable to be with us at
this particular moment, but we will make it available for the record.

(The statement referred to follows :) -

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES B. PEARSON, AT:S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF KANSAS

Senator PEARSON. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the oppor-
tunity to testify on behalf of these two bills. I am, of course, partial to,
and will devote most of my testimonyony to, my proposed rural com-
munity...development bank bill. Which hasibeen offered as an amend-
ment (go. 153) to S. 1483. Owever, I want to say that I am very
impressed with the Consolid ed rm and Rural Development. Act
which you and other distinguis members of the Agriculture Com-
mittee have introduced. And, as you know, I am also a cosponsor of
that proposal.

The important thing, of course, is that we move ahead with the
adoption of some type of legislation which will create the instruments
capable of providing the credit and technical assistance needed to fur-
ther the cause of rural community development and balanced national
growth.

Mr. Chairman, because this is the first time I have appeared before
is subcommittee, I want to take the opportunity to say how very

important and useful I believe this stibromnaitte,e has already been and
will surely continue to be in the future. The parent committee is to be
commended for establishing this subcommittee. And, Mr. Chairman,
all of us who are familiar with your energy and your vision and
particularly your enthusiasm for rural America know that you will
bring to the chairmanship a distinguished and effective leadershi

Certainly there is a great need. for a focal point here in the U.S.
Senate to deal with the matter of rural development and balanced
national growth which I believe is truly one of the great concerns of
this Nation today.

Mr. Chairman, several years ago I became convinced the we were on
a dangerous course in this country. We were so catight.up in the appar-
ent inevitability and the assumed desirability of massive, unguided
urbanization, that we were unable to recognize the great population
and economise imbalance that was developing in this country >to'
fully.perceive the very real hazards inherent to this growing iothbal-
mice. TO be sure, the economic and social forces which have produced
the great rural to urban migration are indeed symbols of progress.
But the festering slums, the polluted air, and the stultifying suburbs
on the one hand, and the deserted farms and stagnating rural towns
on the other hand are damning testimony of our failure to .di ffuse this
progress throughout the entire population.

When. I introduced the Rural Job Development Act in 1967, I
pointed outthat :

1 r-9
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In our efforts to deal with the crisis of the cities we must recognize that the
challenge is not only that of making the cities more efficient for more and morepeople, as is so generally assumed, but how to keep more and more people fromcrowding into them. For we have come to recognize that many of the economic,social, and environmental ills which plague the cities can be traced to the
overcrowding of people and the excessive concentration of industry.

I am today more than ever convinced of the validity of this point
of view. And indeed today it is a rather widely held view.

Seventy percent of the counties in Kansas lost population between
1960 and 1970. The same trend was evident in the majority of rural
counties across the Nation. On the other hands the metropolitan ag-
glomerations continued to grow at a rapid pace. For example, the
1970 census, count shows that 36.2 million people, almost one-fifth
of the U.S. residents, live in a 450-mile strip stretching from Boston
to Washington, D.C.

During the next three decades, U.S. population will increase by 75 to100 million persons. If present trends continue, more than three-fourths of this increase will occur in metropolitan areas and almost
70 pertik-Of our population will be located in but four giant metro-politan strips.

This tilt toward the Megalopolis and away from the small com-
munity generates economic inefficiencies at both ends of the population
scale. This imbalance also carries with it a number of social liabilities.
Thus it has become increasingly apparent that our Nation's goals would
be better 'served by efforts to alter these trends in order to achieve a
more reasonable population balance.

The depopulation of our rural communities and the overcrowd
of our cities reduce the overall quality of American life.

Many people, of course, move to the large metropolitan centers be-
cause they are attracted to the environment of the big city. But many ,
are forced to migrate because of a lack of opportunities in the country-
side and smaller cities. Public opinion polls have consistently shown
that a substantial majority of our people would prefer to live in smaller
communities.

Those who prefer to live in the large cities must continue to have
the opportunity to do so. And certainly we must make a major effort
to improve the quality of life in the metropolitan areas, to make them
more attractive. But, on the other hand, we must do a great deal to
improve economic and social conditions in small communities sd that
those who prefer to live there will have a meaningful opportunity to
do so.

The economic and social forces which are generating this rural/
urban imbalance are'powerful but not uncontrollable, as a number of
experts have long argued. We can alter these trends. We can expand
opportunities in rural America if we set our minds to it and if we are
willing to commit the necessary resources.

It is imperative that we move forward with the development of a
national policy which will help bring about a more efficient and com-
monsense geographical distribution of our ever-growing population
and economic wealth. To continue the present course of depopulating
the countryside and the small cities on the one hand while continuing
to swell the population in the already overcrowded crisis-ridden cities
can no longer be toleDated.

153
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Translating the objectives of rural devqopment and balanced na-
tional growth into concrete, meaningful restdis will not be easily or
quickly accomplished. We do not fully understand all the whys and
wherefores of economic growth and how best to go about influencing
and guiding growth patterns. However, certain needs are apparent.

I will not at this time discuss the full range of needed rural devel-
opment legislation. However, I do want to take this opportunity to
briefly call attention to my Rural Job Development Act which would
seek to encourage new job-creating industries to locate in rural areas
by making available to businessmen a series of tax incentives such
as credits for buildings and machinery and accelerated depreciation
allowances. If enacted, this bill would do a great deal, I believe, to
stimulate the growth of new business in rural areas.

In the area oftransportation, I would call attention to my Limited
Air Carrier Act which is designed to strengthen air service to our
smaller communities. This is an essential piece of legislation, it seems
tome, particularly in view of the reductions of rail passenger service
and because many of the second level air carriers are beginning to
cut back on their services to smaller communities. In the area of high-
ways I was pleased last year that the Congress adopted a major part
of my proposed Rural Development Highway Act as a provision with-
in the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1970. Legislation along the lines
of my Rural Health Services Act would be useful.

The establishment of a National Rural Development Center as pro-
vided in S. 1507 would be extremely useful in the years ahead in pro-
viding the research necessary to increase our knowledge of economic
growth and population distributions. This bill, as you know, is before
your committee.

But certainly, Mr. Chairman, one of the most pressing needs is addi-
tional sources of credit. The type and quantity of credit needed to fi-
nance significant community rural development simply is not now
available. President Nixon's Task Force on rural development recog-
nized this important need and recommended the establishment of a new
credit institution to provide rural areas with wreater access to pri-
vate capital. The Task Force recommended that a special independent
rural development bank be created within the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration System. Amendment No. 153 which we are considering here
today is aimed at implementing this principal recommendation of the
President's Task Force. In the remaining portion of my testimony I
want to describe the operation of the proposed Rural Community De-
velopment Bank.

The Rural Community Development Bank would offer credit and
also technical assistance to both individuals and public bodies for the
development of projects which would serve to strengthen and expand
the economic base of rural communities.

The bank would be a self-financing corporation. The bill provides
for a capital stock subscription of $1 billion to be provided by the
Federal Government. The initial Government subscription would be
only 20 percent of this amount--or $200 million. As the business at the
bank developed, it could expand its capital stock by yearly increments
of no more than $200 million. This seed money, paid in by the Federal
Government, would be financed through the sale of F.S. Treasury ob-
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ligations in the private market. Therefore, this $1 billioncapitaliza-
tion by the Federal Government would not actually result in a direct
appropriation of tax revenues from the Treasury.

With this capital stock, the bank could then sell bonds and deben-
tures in the private market to raise the funds which it could use to
make loans. It would charge interest rates on its loans sufficient to
cover all operating costs. Therefore, the hank would be completely
self-financing.

The bank would be governed by a 13-member board, appointed by
the President. Seven members of the board would be Government of-
ficials, including Federal, State, and local government. The remain-
ing six members would be appointed from the private sector, including
representatives from finance, industry, labor, and the general public.

The bill would also establish a 20-member advisory committee which
would be broadly representative of industry, finance, commerce, com-
munity development organizations, and appropriate state and local
and Federal Government officials.

Provisions to more precisely identify the status of the boards within
the Farm Credit Administration structure need to be drawn. I will
suggest additional language at a later date.

The Rural Community Development Bank would be authorized to
make loans to job-creating enterprises which would serve to expand
and improve the community's economic base.

The bank would also be authorized to make loans to public and quasi-
public bodies for the development and imprpvement of industrial sites
and for the expansion and improvement of those public facilities and
services necessary to support a community's overall development effort.

Under the provisions of this bill, the bank could make housing loans
if it were determined that the housing was an integral and essential
part of the community's development program.

Loans for recreational and cultural facilities would also be author-
ized. But, as in all bank-backed activities, it would have to be deter-
mined that the project would contribute to the overall improvement of
the community.

No project would qualify for assistance from the bank if it were
found to be inconsistent with State and local planning objectives or
existing Federal community development programs.

Also, the bank will not finance enterprises relocating from one area
to another if this results in an increase in unemployment in the area
`of original location.

The bank would seek to encourage local banking and other financial
institutions to participate in the financing and other activities, and
would, to the extent feasible, give emphasis in its activities to provid-
ing financing and other assistance to facilities owned in whole or in
part by residents of rural communities or to facilities in which such
ownership is made available to such persons.

The bank would be exempt from taxes on income by Federal, State,
and local governments.

As drawn the bill provides that borrowers be issued participation
certificates which could later be converted to ownership stock by an act
of Congress. I believe this provision should now be changed to provide
for ownership with an additibnal act of Congress.

`'N
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Mr. Chairman, a very important feature of the bill is the provision
which authorizes the bank to provide technical advisory assistance to
both private individuals and public bodies; -Indeed, the offering of
planning assistance to small communities might eventually become as
important as the bank'scredit services.

Small communities lack the expertise for conceiving, planning, and
carrying out an effective developmental program. An institution such
as the Rural Community Development Bank would be able to provide
advisory assistance to these, small communities and should help fill a
great void that now exists." bank would be authorized to charge
appropriate fees for this technical assistance. .

The Rural Community Development Bank would be authorized to
make loans and offer assistance to communities in counties outside
the standard metropolitan statistical areas and where at least 15 percent
of the families in that county had poverty level incomes.

The board would also be authorized to exclude those areas which
although not at the moment a part of a standard etropolitan statis-
tical area would likely qualify for such a classi tion in the fore-
seeable future. In other words, the bank, would not participate in com-
munity development projects which the board determined would likely
lead to further metropolitan sprawl. The general objectives of this
legislation would be violated if the activities of the.liank were to con-
tribute to "filling up the space", s6 to speak, betW'een existing metro-
politan. complexes.

The bank would be requiredjo maintain effective liaison with other
Government agencies to assure that it does not duplicate or compete
with other programs.

The creation of the Rural Community Development Bank would
open' up a major new source Of capital to help finance the economic
development of our rural communities. The bank would also become
an extremely valuable source of expertise in community development.\
This would be of particular value to private entrepreneurs and small\ommurities. Moreover, the experience of and knowledge gained from
he bank's activities Avould eventually make a valuable contribution

to,national planning efforts for rural development and population
growth policies.

Mr. Chainpan, the proposed Rural Community Development Bank
Act and the proposed Consolidated Farm and Rural Development
Act differ in mechanics and approach. There are a number'of features
of S. 2223 which I find to be extremely good. The hearings which are
being initiated today will help clarify the types of approach which
are likely to be most workable and most effective.

But while these bills differ in detail they both have the same ob-
jective: to provide needed risk capital and technical assistance to in-
dividuals and public bodies for the cl,---21,1...ient of projects which
would contribute to the overall econon. le 1., ! social improvement of
rural communities, thus furthering the caqF , f rural development and
balanced growth. .

Let me conclude by again commending the chairman and members
of the subcommittee for beginning hearings on this most vital and
important subject. This represents a most worthwhile contributiori
to the cause of rural development.
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Senator HUMPHREY. I want to ask Senator Allen to present our wit-
nesS this morning.

First I want to introduce into the record a communication which the
committee ha received. The Rural Development Subcommittee has
written, of c rse, to the different executive offices of the Government
concerned w th the activities that relate to rural America. And the
subcommi is extremely anxious to receive the views of all depart-
ments which are currently making rural development loans or which
are engaged in rural development credit activities or grant activities.
If there is some provision in our legislation, or in Senator Pearson's bill,
which would conflict with the current Federal program I think it is
important that we know about, it ; in fact we are anxious to know
about it. We surely don't want duplication.

And thanks to Senator Sparkman, the author of the legislation for
the Small Business program, and the Senator who has been its guid-
ing force over the years, the SBA has been a,very important source
of financing for hipmesses all across this Nation, particularly small
business and particularly in rural areas.

I therefore invited Thomas S. Kleppe, Administrator of the Small
Business Administration, to appear as a witness today. However, Mr.
Kleppe has seen fit not to. He has refused to testify, saying that he
does not feel he can make a useful contribution to the current hearing.

At this point I want to place in the record Mr. Kleppe's letter, be-
cause I think the committee should see it. It is a very respectful letter,
and outlines Mr. Kleppe's feelings about not appearing here today at
this particular hearing. I would hope that he would reconsider, because
we do need to get the views of the Small Business Administration. I
think it has much to offer, and I happen to look with great favor upon
its activities.

I would like very much for Mr. Kleppe to think it over and we will
be back in touch with him.

(The letter referred to follows :)
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., July 21, 1971.
Hon. HUBERT H. Humpnamr,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Development, Committee on Agriculture and

Forestry, U.S. Senate, Waehington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY : This 19 in response to your letter of July 18, 1971,

inviting me to testify before your Rural Development Subcommittee on pending
proposals (S. 2223 and Amendment No. 153 to S. 1483) to establish a new Fed-
eral rural development credit system and to establish a Rural Community De-
velopment Bank.

There is no question about the need for legislation to strengthen the economy
of our rural areas. But the form which such legislation should take, and the
particular instrumentalities which should be established to achieve the objec-
tive, are nuatters lying outside of our jurisdiction. Accordingly, I do not believe
I could make a useful contribution to the current hearings and, on that ground,
I trust that you will excuse me.

Let me add that my principal concern, as I follow the developments before
your Subcommittee, is that care be taken to avoid the establishment of any
program which would duplicate, in whole or in substantial part, the work being
done by the Small Business Administration in providing finaticial and technical
assistance to small firms situated in rural areas.

Sincerely,
THOMAS S. KLEPPE,

Administrator.
Senator HUMPHERY. Senator Allen:
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STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES B. ALLEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ALABAMA

Senator ALLEN.' Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am honored at this
time to welcome the appearance b.efore our subcommittee of our dis-
tinguished senior colleague, Mr. Spat-II:man.

ince coming to the Congress, Senator Sparkman has been a leader
in every effort before the Congress to aid in rural development. He
has both sponsored and supported measures that would insure a strigng
agricultural economy. And certainly that is the basis on which an
effective program for rural development must be based. Senator Spark-
man has been a long-time leader in the TVA legislation, REA, Rural
telephones, small business, highways, hospitals, schools, grants for
water and sewer systems. And certainly with his service on the Sen-
ate Banking Committee, and as chairman of that powerful commit/
tee, his expertise in this area has and will add greatly to the com-
mittee's work on pending rural development bills, particularly the
Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act. I am certainly de-
lighted that he does appear at this time in support of this legisla-
tion and has added his name as a cosponsor of the measure.

As I have pointed out, our distinguished witness has been work-
ing for rural development during all the years that he has served in.
the House and in the Senate. I know that all members of the com-
mittee look forward with great interest to his testimony at this
time.

Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Sparkman, we are very honored to
have you

c°
. YOU, are the chairman of the Banking and Currency

Committee where so much of the important legislation relating to
credit and financing of many private and public, institutions arises,
and we want to welcome you as one of the truly great Senators and
truly great experts in this field. We need your counsel and your advice.

Will you proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN SPARKMAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ALABAMA

Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I will
assure you that I am glad to hftve the opportunity of appearing ore
you.

I should like to submit my statement for the record. I will r ad por-
tions of it, but undoubtedly omit portions.

Senator HUMPHREY. The entire statement will be incur p rated as if
read.

Senator SPARKMAN. I want to say that I apprecia he statements
that all of you have made. I join in your various cessions of both
interest and concern regarding the rural area of ou country.

I grew up in the country and I have been a farmer all my life. I am
still a farmer and I believe I know some of the problems with which
our people are confronted.

One of the most urgent and pressing problems facing our national
economy today is the existence of rural areas characterized by low
levels of productivity and income. The Congress, private groups and
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individuals concerned over the state of affairs are studying ways of
improving the economic status of rural Americans.

I want to Commend the distinguished chairman and members of
this subcommittee for their efforts in rural America. And I know
that the hearings held by this subcommittee will contribute greatly
to our knowledge of the scope of these problems, and will provide new
insights as to how these rural areas, and the families living there, can
best be aided. Rural America has contributed enormously to the eco-
nomic growth of our country and the preservation and strengthening
of our democratic institutions. Its role in our national life has been
an important oneand must be con ti n u ed.

I want to commend the subcommittee for its hearings out in the
field. I was particularly pleased that the subcommittee went to Ala-
bama my home State, and the home State of your distinguished mem-
ber; Mr. Allen. I was glad that you went to my hometown : Huntsville.
That is a great big country town, in a great big rural county. Although
the town has grown considerably in recent years, the county is still re-
dominately rural. And I can say that for the whole Tennessee Valley.
It has had very fine industrial development over the years, but it is
still rural.

And, by the way, I believe Senator Curtis mentioned water and
sewers and ,enator Talmadge did, too. You know last year the Senate
passed by unanimous vote, and the House passed on a racall vote
with only about a dozen negative votes, an 4ftdditional authorization
of a billion dollars with which to provide water and sewers for what
we would call the rural areas. I was pleased to be the author of that
legislation in the Senate. And Congressman Patman offered the same
bill in the House of Representatives.

You will remember that only a few years ago we passed a bill, I
believe, providing a billion dollars that was sponsored chiefly by
Senator Aiken but on which, as I recall, 93 Senators joined and
under that program a tremendous lot of improvement was brought
about, until it became used up. And that is what prompted the 'in-
troduction of the billion dollar additional bill just a year ago.

By the way, I mentioned your going to my county. I think I am
safe in saying that practically every acre of that county has water
and sewers. There must be a dozen, about a dozen different organiza-
tions, and now they are in the process of consolidating all of them into
one countrywide organization, so that the entire county, as the result
of this legislation that has been mentioned, has been able to bring
water and sewer service to the communities over the whole county.

By the way, while I think of it, I want to call to the attention
of Senator Curtis that he and I served together on the House com-
mittee back in 1940, 1941, and 1942I guess it ran on through 1943,

I believe; I am not sure. I believe the title of that was "Migration of
Destitute Persons." That was in the days of the Okies and the Arkies
and the sandstorms and all of those things and I have always felt
that that was a very fine study. It became diverted when the war
came on.

I remember President Roosevelt, for instance, asked us to go out
to California to hold a hearing and make a report on the Japanese-
American siOuation and we did that.
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And then the question came of shifting workers from one commu-
nity to another. In other words, it got away from the complete migra-
tion of indigentwhat was that?

Senator Cuirris. As I recall the name of the committee was tht
Committee To Investigate the Interstate Migration of Destitute
Persons.

Senator SPARKMAN. "Destitute" is the word. I said "indigent."
Senator CURTIS. It was requested by the California delegation. At

that time great numbers of people were moving into California, and
California was stopping some of them at the border; they couldn't
take care of all of them; they didn't have jobs for them. They were
loading up their schools and they had hospital problems and they
wanted Federal help.

I might say that the reason I got interested in it was that I felt
that just mo and bigger relief in California wasn't the answer
at all. Many bf these people came from the Great Plains States, and
they came there because of drought. And out of that, if you will
examine some of the.bearings, particularly the hearing at Lincoln,
Nebr., and the report, you will find that that ;hearing and report
gave an impetus to the development of irrigation, particularly in'the\Great Plains States. 0 course, not all of it, is traceable to that, but
as I say, it gave impetu to it. And the likelihood of ravages from
drought and duststorms were very much reduced because of the
conservation practices that followed.

I learned a great deal in that committee, and that is one of the
reasons why I feel that the economic causes and the economic answers
are the only ones that will last.

Senator SPARKMAN. It was an eye-opener as to the rural conditions
at that time. .

Then Mr. Chairman, in 1949 I had the pleasure of being the chair-
man a the Subcommittee on the Joint Economic Committee that was
entitled "Subcommittee on Low-Income Families." At the time, the idea
of extending aid to depressed areas and in particular to the rural
areas was first 'advanced. A report issued by that subcommitteeby
the way, here is the book borrowed from the Joint Economic Com-
mittee that contains that report. And it has been most interesting to
go hack and review it. It might be interesting to note the makeup of
that subcommittee.

I was chairman. Senator Ralph Flanders was the only other Senator
on the subcommittee. Then we had Congressmen Walter Huber, of
Ohio, Frank Buchanan, of Pennsylvania, and Robert F. Rich, of
Pennsylvania. It was quite a subcommittee, and worked rather hard
and I am still proud of the work that we did.

As a resultI bring a good bit of this out in detail in my statement,
but I shall not read itas a result of this study we urged that the
Department of 'Agriculturemy own recommendation was that the
Department of Agriculture should pick out a thousand of the poorest
rural counties in the United States and start working on a rural de-
velopment program. Actually they never got that high in number.
In fact, they started on a rather low number; I, think probably 50
or something like that.

And then in 1961 we passed the Area Redevelopment Act. I-think
I am correct in saying, if my memory serves me correctly, that came
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out of the Banking Committee of which I was a member, but I was
not the chairman. I urged that 500 counties be placed in there. I be-
lieve they have actually placed 500 counties in there for rural develop-
ment programs to be started.

And then there were other actions through the years. In 1949 I was
chairman of the Housing Subcommittee of the Banking Committee.
And I introduced legislation that would provide direct loans to farm
families. That was a most successful program, and has been through
the years.

I have often interested myself in driving through rural areas any-
where and just picking out the douses that have been built under the
program. You dan almost identify them.

Finally, we couldn't appropriate money fast enough to take care of
that program go we modified it by providing an insurance program
whereby the mortgages would be taken out and insured, very much
like they were insured under the Federal Housing Administration.
The program was stepped up considerably.

Finally, in 1968, when we passed the 1968 Housing Act, you may
recall that we established two programs, 235 and 236 housingwhich,
by the way, have proved to be, I suppose the most popular housing
programs, and perhaps the best to take care of the low-income people,
that we have ever had.

Of course, when it was being presented for consideration in the
committee those were felt to be for urban areas. And they were.

We had no trouble gelting that through. You know, it has always
been noticeable to me that we can get housing legislation or almost
anything for our crowded urban areas. But people overlook the rural
areas.

I was presiding over the committee when we passed the 235 and
236 programs. And as soon as they agreed to itI said nothing about
rural areas until that pointthen I said, now, gentlemen, this is fine
what we have done for the urban areas, but I want to remind you that
there are just as bad slums in rural areas as there are in urban areas,
and 50 percent or more of the poverty of America is to be found in
rural areas.

Senator HUMPHREY. I think that is so terribly important to keep
emphasizing, Senator, because it is constantly forgotten. That is prob-
ably one of the reasons for this subcommittee, to put some emphasis
on this great area that you are mentioning now.

Senator SPARKMAN. Yes. And we see the slums in the city; we see
the ghetto areas there; we see the crowded conditions. Maybe we
don't go out into the rural areas enough to see the dilapidated housing
there and the abondoned houses, and so forth. And I said : "I want
you to enact exactly the same program for rural areas."

I think it rather stunned' them when I said that, but they agreed
to it. So we started a new rural housing program. That bill was
signed into law as an omnibus bill. It was an enormous bill. Of course,
it had lots of housing in it. It was over 300 pages long. I was down
at the signing. It was signed at the new building that had just been
opened down here; HUD. And I was sitting next to President John-
son. The bill was lying on the table and I just turned it over and saw
how many pages it was and I said : "Mr. President, there are 357
pages in that bill."
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And so when he started to sign it he said: "John Sparkman has
memorized every word in this bill.

And I said. "Mr. President, that is not technically correct, but it is
almost correct" -- because it had taken a long time and lots of work to
develop that hill.

That was signed on August 1, 1
You know, lots of times programs are so slow to get into effect but

the first contraet under that hill was signed on August 19, WIN. at at
little town called lcdana. Ala., in Madison County'. That was the first
loan that was financed by the bank,

Senator II UMPUREY. You said that was in Alabama ?
Senator SPARKMAN, That was in Madison County, Ala..
And by the way, I meant to tell you that the first direct farm loan

was made in Alabama, too. in Jackson- County, Ala.. which is my
neighboring county, and the Imme county of my successor in the Ilonse,
my Congressman, Bob Jones, who was most active in that legislation.

But anyway, it shows the program call get started.
Now, about 5 years ago I went on a trip with Secretary Romney

primarily in Alabama, and we went to Madison County, Ala. We
drove out into the country about 15 miles. And we saw sm»e of the
best housing, brick homes, three bedrooms, being built at a reasonable
cost, and with reasonable terms for finaneing, for rural families.

The big problem, as I see it, in the rural sections--and there is no
question but what the people are still moving from the rural sections
to the citiesand I 'think we ought not only to stabilize the popula
tion in the rural areas. but I think we ought to be able to reverse it
and

r
some of those people back out of the crowded cities into the

rural aas.
And, as has been brought here by all of you, we need better job

situations. job traUting, housing, water and sewers, schools. good
roads. And most of this is based ulfou adequate credit in the rural
areas.

There are ()flier problems. We have tried to get housing built in
rural areas, but you cant interest the builders in going out mid build-
ing housing in rural areas. because usually it is one house. If we could
ever get to the point where we could develop a community and have
a sufficient demand out there for housing. then you can get the builder
to go out and build it.

We have amended the law from timo to time to provide better op
portunities with the Federal !lousing Administration. We have in-
(Teased the size of the towns that call be termed rural areas. bei;inise
small towns, small cities have the same problems as rural areas have.
We have got to do sormst h ing to locate light indusi ry in those areas so
as to furnish job opportunities. -

Senator ( lirt is mentioned the industrial development bond exempted
from nicome tax. We have had quite a struggle to get it up us high as,
:1 million. It omrlit to be increased; I agree with you.

But there is somethim, els6 I want to call attention to. Bark a good
many years ago. Iii 1'1.11. i guess it was, I offered an amendment to
the win it the Small Business Administration was set up. I offered
an amendment to that bill which became section .;02. authorizing.
SBA loans to assist communities and small towns, and so forth, to
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build facilities for industries to move in. A remarkably lbw Jill) has
been done. I can point to my own State and Sel:h,or Alien !.,nows this
to be t

I can name the little place of Pisgah up on an Mountain where,
under section 50.2 one Of the earliest projects was put in. They opened
that plant, and with a year's time they were working t

there were inhabitant; in that town, .

Now, -yon, in inw,yine what it did for tit:' area. The plant bas sinov
been doubled and quadrupled.

Senator III-meninx. flow, does that particular section of SBA
work ? What is it, a guarankted loan Or direct loan

Senator SPARKMAN. Ordinarily it works in cooperation with a local
development company. The detdopment cifinpany plots up a part
of the money and SBA makes a loan that can go as high as 00 percent
of the c(iSt of a building and the necessary equipment.

Senator HUMPHREY. It is primarly industrial development ; is that
what it is?

Senator SemnimAN. Industrial development; that is what it is.
Actually I got that idea from New England. They had such develop-
ment boards there, and sometimes on a statewide basis. Our State of
Alabama last year authorized a State Industrial Development Board.
By the way, we have a very fine department of industrial relatiop in
Alabama that works on all simi industries, including small. We h e a
very active and aggressive regional director of the Small Business Ad-
ministration down there. And he has done a very fine job, and I endorse
that as amethod of getting jobs out there. And all of these other prob-
lems, I know you have dealt with them. I cannot take more of your
time.

I enjoyed being with you very much, and I do submit the statement.
( The prepared statement of Senator Sparkman follows
Senator SPARKMAN. One of the most urgent and pressing problems

facing our national economv.today is the existence of rural areas char-
acterized by low levels of productivity and income. The Congress,
private groups, and null viduah; concerned Over this state of :111'aii are
studying ways of improving the economic status of rural Americans.

I want to commend the distinguished chairman and members of this
subcommittee for their eftots in behalf of rural America, and I know
that the hearings held by this subcommittee will contribute greatly to
our knowledge of the scope of these problems and will provide new
insights as to how these rural areas, and the families living there, can
best be aided. Rural America has contributed -enormously to the eco-
nomic growth of our country and the preservation and strengthening
of our

growth
institutions. Its role in our national life has been an

important one, and must be continued.
In 1949, I had the pleasure of chairing hearings before the subcom-.

mittee on low-income families of the Joint Economic Committee. At
that time the idea of extending aid to depressed areas and in particu-
lar to the rural areas was first advanced. A. report issued by that sub-
committee revealed that in every State in the Nation there are areas of
concentrated law-income rural. population, unable to lift themselves
by the bootstraps economically because their capital and productive
resources are inadequate. Despite congressional efforts to provide the



economic infusions needed to raise these areas from their dpresSM
CO11(144)11, the problem of rn ral poverty is St ill with us.

Making these rural areas attract ive, not only in terms of economic
opportunity but also in the quality of life they offer, is vital to the
future of this Nation. We have experienced an outpouring of popula-
tion from rural areas to the urban complexes, that according to r re-
cent census report, continues unabated. People, and in particular
young people., have left the rural 1111'115 to seek the greater economic,
cultural, and social opportunities of the urban areas. As our rural
areas have lost population, the urban areas have experienced a rapid
growth in the social problems of overcrowding,- pollution, and erime.
This outward flow of population must be stemmed if rural areas are
to have the qualified manpower needed to develop them amt if the
growing-pressure on urban areas'is to be lessened.

In approaching the problems of rural development, a careful anal-
ysis of existing Federii programs to aid in this effort and of the further
needs of rural areas is a must if new legislation is to be effective. Since
the .subcommittee I chaired of the Joint Econornie Committee first
explored developing economically depressed areas, a .number of Fed-
eral programs in rural development have been established. It has been
my singular pleasure to work with 'the distinplished chairman and
others of this subcommittee in the passage of legislation to institute
these programs.

I recall in 1055. hen Members of the Congress were finally able to
convince the then Secretary of Agriculture Benson . to 'designate
comities with the greatest concentration of low itiral in as pilot
projects for inermsed credit and technical aid for small farmers. The
number of counties reegiving assistance under this program had ex-
panded to 3(5) by the time the Area Redevelopment. Act was passed in
1961. The ARA allowed loans to be made for qualified public facilities
projects and private industrial and commercial redevelopment in rural
areas. We were successful in securing approval to include the earlier
designated 300 low - income counties as eligible for assistance under the
Area Redevelopment Act. Also, through my efforts and those of some
of my colleagues, a movement to strike ,the ( ntire section providing
foie rural redevelopment loans from the Area Redevelopment Act was
forestalled in committee.

To make the loans for public f1Icilifie projects under the Area
Redevelopment Act more financially attractive to rural areas, I offered
an amendment to lower the interest on these loansito a point compar-
able to that available on college housing loans. This amendment was
adopted by the Semite and ultimately incorporated into the act.

Through careful planning, the rural areas can achieve their eco-
nomic potential without the social ills experienced in the rapid, and
far too often, unplanned development of the urban areas. For this rea-
son I am particularly glad that th( g and Urban Development
Act of 1968 amended section 701 of e Na tonal Housing Act to per-
mit HUI) to make grants to distrk inn 7 agencies for assistance
to nonmetropolitan districts conducting a ide comprehensive plan-

flinf programs.
I() secure funding fyr the grants authorized for rural and small

town planning, I sponsored an amendment to increase the section 701
appropriation for fiscal year 1909. Ultimately, $2.2 million was appro-
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priated for these nonmetropolitan planning districts. The first report
on rurta planning submitted by the Departnient of Housing and Urban
Development in compliance with section 901 of the Agricultural Act
of 19'70, states that in the- 2 fiscal years of 1969 and 1970, HUD made
'grants totalling $3.8 million to assist 131 district agencies "performing
comprehensi ve planning services for areas that are principally or en-

' tirely noninetropolitan in character." HUD estimates that $3.2 mil-
lion has been expended for rural planning in the fiscal year that just
ended. Ivwould hope that the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment would fully implement- thiS program in order to promote
the sound planning intended by the Congress.

Iii addition to the depressed economic state of 'many rural areas,
runny instances these areas also lack basic facilities for the improve-
ment .of the quality of rural life. Fifty percent of housing in rural
America is sUltstandard. Medical services are inadequate. And public
utilities still have not reached some.

The biggest obstacle rural people face in obtaining decent housina,
is the laeic of housing credit. For that reasonFederal Housing Ad':
ministratioQ programs have-had little impact in rural areas. FITA's
guaranteed roan program requires the prospective homeowner to find
a lender, and lenders are very scarce in rural areas. Smalltown banks,
fortinstance, are unable to tie up their limited capital in long-term
housing ttraus. Moreover, there are few large lending institutions which

makMortgage money available to rural areas.
In recognition of the handicaps rural areas face in regard to hous-

ing,. I sponsored a provision more than 20 years ago,'which- became
law as part of the Housing Act of 1949, to authorize the Farmers
Home Administration to make direct loans for housing. Originally
these ldans were made at 4 percent interest for moderate income fami-
lies living on farins.

In .1961 we broadened Farmers Home Administration's authority,
authorizing it to make loans' to rural 'nonfarm families as well as
farmers. The demand for these direct loch S was so great that, in 1965,
quigress approved a new method of financing the Farmers Home
Administration program, which untiLthen had relied on direct appro-
priations from the Treasury. It was obvious that the tremendous
amount of fmds required for rural -housinc, loans would not be forth
coming by appropriations. Congress, therefore, gave Farmers Home
Administration authority to sell insured housing notes to private in-e.
vectors. And in that same-legislation, Farmers Home Administration,
was permitted to make loans to people residing in small towns of up
to 5,500 population. Thus, FHA was able to expand its rural housing
loans, from less than ,$70 million in 1961- to nearly $500 million last
Tear, or about enough to provide for 50,000 new or rehabilitated h'ous-mg units.

In 1968 housing legislation, FHA authority was further expan4ed,
enabling the agency to provide subsidy payments to low-income rural
people so as to reduce interest rates to 1 percent.

Further expansion of the FHA program will be possible by ithpor-
tant new amendments Congress included in the 1969 Housing and
Urban Development Act. These amendments 'live the FHA program
the capability of financing between 500,000 and 400,000 new or reha:bilitated housing units a year and Nt ith little impact on the Federal
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luidg since Farmers Home Ad Ministration raise its funds by the
sale Of notes on the private market.

0t4r provisions will make it possible for local,,people to beeome
invoked in helping to meet !muslin, needs yf their areas. The 1!)69
law Includes a new section 521, which I had 1,e honor of sponsoring,
authorizing FHA to make loans' to local, nonprofit associations or
corporations to buy and develop land as homeSites for low- and mod-
erate-inemne people. ..,_

Through programs such is, there, progress can be made in elimi-
nating substaturard libusing in rural areas.

The Nation is suffering fro»i a serious shortage of red.wal facilities
iti small towns and rural areas and it is surely a Federal responsibility
to help remedy this shortage. Many.yonior doctors will be pleased to
"settle in small towns if they could afford the equipment ,and treatment
facilities. that are necessary in modern medical practice. Without some
assistance it is nsnally impossible for such facilities to be built in
rural arts. At the present time, there is no Federalprogrom to help
people living in small towns to secure a doctor. 'Towns may build clinics
NVith local public h111(15, hat! many independent minded young doctors
101(1 the regulations imposed in a community owned facility restrictive
and would prefer to practice in a facility of their own.

Last week, I introduced legislation to authorize Federal Housing
4A(111inititrati(M insurance for the finaneing of edicil clinics spon-

sored by from one to four doctors. This authority would be limited to
clinics to be located in rural areas, small towns or low-income inner
city areas. The Banking., Housing and Frbun Affairs Committee ini-
tiatcd legislation in 1999 that provided. for FHA insurance for group
practice facilities for five or more doctors, and 1 see 110 reason why this
proposal to initiate Federal aid to rural areas to secure medieal treat-
ment would not be equallv.acceptable to the C'ongress.

When I first came to i'oogress, 90 percent of the rural families in
my distriet still did not have electrical power. Ifowever, through
such programs as REA and TVA, this situation has been eompletely
reversed. Today, less than 10 percent of the rural families in that dis-
trict are without electricity.

Although great strides have heen made in rural electrification and
much credit isto be given to the rural electric cooperatives. no family
in America should be denied the opportunity to enjoy the great ad-
vantages in daily li fe made possible through eleetricity.

Despite the gains which have been Made, the job of developing rural
areas has not been completed. It has been demonstrated that with a
combination of loans and technical assistance, rural people van be

411\ statuslifted to selfsrifficient, independ t status with. little immediate cost
but creat long-term gain. But the! has never been sufficient authority
or funds to year!), the many rural communities whose economie stabil-
itv and standard cbf living are below the minimum or adequate level,
For this reason, I hike great pleasure in cosponsoring S. '2.223. I be-
lieve that this bill will promote the eooperation of all levels of govern-
ment in rural development efforts and will provide thir funds so
necessary if,these efforts are to be successful.

The reorganization of the present loan programs of the Department
of Agriculture, provided for in this bill, is needed if the fmuling
requirements of rural areas are to be effectively rnet. By placing the
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responsibility for all rural credit in a new Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture. S. '22'23 will expedite the securing of loans for rural
development. Equally important i5 the expansion of Federal loan
qinthovization, particularly in nonfarm programs. I feel that the Con-
sol;datvil Farm and Rural Development Act is a major step toward
fulfilling the eommitment made in the Agricultural Act of 1970 to
develop the rural areas. and 1 am proud to be associated with this
lep.islat

Senator SPARKMAN. And. Mr. Clutirtintn. I should like to submit
a statement that hats been sent to ane by Mrs. Elibilieth Edwards,
executive director of the Coosa-Elmore Community ActionOmintittee,
Inc.. down at Wettimpka. Alai: I would like her statement and such
parts of the exhibits attached that you feel should be included, to be
included in the record.

Senator III-meatatEv. We shall be happy to do so. Senator.
Senator SPARKMAN'. Mrs. Edwards has done a very fine job and

eoutinaics to do sh.
("File statement is as follows:)

srATENIENT of 14:IMAM:Fit T. Eimmum, ExEcrrivE DIREcTon, cooti.t-ELNIORN
COMMUNITY ACTION COMMITTEE, WETUMPKA, ALA.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Sub-Committee, thanks for the opportunity
to express our concern for the people of rural America.

First let me tell you about Coosa-Elmore Community Action Committee.
Community Action in Coosa and Elmore Counties is local citizens working

together to improve the lives of the poor.
The Office of Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, as amended in 1967, gives local

citizens an opportunity to solve the problems of poverty at the local level.
Coosa-Elmore Community Action Committee was established in 1967 and

functions under a group of volunteer leaders from all parts of the eommunity, in-
cluding representation from the poor. A small staff is employed to carry out the
policies and programs of the community volunteer leaders. The staff consists of a
director and some professional and non-professional employees who are in this
work because of a deep, personal dedication in assisting the poor to break out of
the iron circle of poverty and apathy.

The primary goals of Community Action are : to seek out the poor ; provide op-
portunities and capabilities for effective participation of the poor in the planning,
conduct, and evaluation of programs which affect their lives ; generate new and
better approaches to solving problems created' by poverty; build effective com-
munica lion bridges between the poor and non-poor : and strengthen the plan-
ning and coordination of anti-poverty programs so that the resources invested
will produce maximum progress.

Community Action seeks' new ways of opening economic opportunity, of
raising the capacity of individuals to participate in the economic life of Coosa
and Elmore Counties. We realize that an income maintenance program will
keep people alive. but it will not solve the basic problems that keep people poor
mid dependent. Community Action works to provide new programs and knowledge
needed to afford these people new skills and confidence and dignity.

Since people, natural resources, job opportunities, good educational oppor-
tunities, and means of transportation are vital to successful living, we would like
to suggest a few things we feel your committee can do to improve rural America.

Promote government guideline change that hampers the, tenant from having
a small garden where he resides on land that the owner,18" receiving soil bank
benefits which restricts such small gardens for the tenant and permits the gardens
for the owner.

Change the conflict of required room sizes for foster homes of day care children,
since 202 Housing builds rooms that are too small to meet the requirements of
the Department of Pensions and Security.

Provide Community Action Agencies, such as Coosa-Elmore Community-Action
Committee, funds for demonstration projects like our small feasibility test pro-
gram so that the people with the problem of poverty can be evaluated effectively
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and assisted in going from where they are to being more efficient, productive tax
paying citizens of their area.

(The attachments are on tile with tlie sidwommittee.)
Senator I It-mninzvy. Just a point or t wo before you have to leave,

Senator Sparkman.
You mentioned the .-necessful wort: III t Ile I 111111:-V1 lie area iii Mad.) -

Soll ('oufity.
Senator ST'AUK MAN. Yt'-;.
Senator ITt rintrv. The water and sewer systems. Would von at-

tribute some of that to the planning coordination that i., made possible
through the TVA?

Senator ScAnkmAx. Well, may I put it On somewhat of a general
basis The TVA has shown the way in that area in many, many
things. .grid NV !Willer Or 1101 it was the TVA, we always knew that
it was there; we could call on them for assistance and planning.

And I may say this : we have had some very videawake officials
down there, including, for instance, the chairman of our Count v Board
of Commissioners. And he has worked hand in glove with tote com-
munities and then we have got some widea wake communities.

I can give you this little incident : When the Aiken resolution was
peudimr, the one that 93 Senators eosvonsored- the others, I think,
were out of town at the time, and didn t get their names on it---- I had
a call front all attorney down in an area there, it very fine farming area.

And he said : We want to organize and get water and sewers for our
county.-

They were htlking going through the Farmers Home Admin-
istration.

And I -aid: Let are suggest that you not file this application yet.
I said : I think this bill that is pending now will be law within hi)
days, and you just go ahead and get up your facts anti your Sub-
scribers, and so forth. but wait until this goes through.

\Veil, he did and lie was read when it went through and I daresay
that that application became one of the first to be approved under
that new law and it is a very big one, one of the biggest ono.; in Our
count ies.

We have had good leadership in the communities that have gotten
in and orked On these things. And, after all, a lot depends on that
in sill 1' this rural development. Somebody has got to hike flit' initiative
and pro :de t he leadership.

Senator I It- Nipner.y. Exactly.
When I met with the comity officialswhih, by the fray, I t.onsOer

one of the most important meetings I have attended in many years
because I found a great desire On the part of the county officers, rural-
and urbon-oriented, to move on these programs, and particularly the
county officers in rural America. There were over 2.000 of tlion et

pa4 week, starting Sunday and funning throwdi
Wedne:day: alamt '2,500. in fact. And one of the. thiturs that we worked,
over, not necesarily ill speech form, but in our general disewisions,
was tit:, import anee of certain revision in the power:-; of county govern
ineht to do the kind of coordinating that is necessary.

The county unit of government is becoming evermore important,
and of course, equipping county government witlythe technicalaexperts
and the professionals that are needed to move along with modern
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lines, and I couldn't agree more with what you are saying about local
leadership. We saw that in your area. I was very impressed, in fact, by
what we found in the Ifuntsville-Decatur area and through there.

.And secotW, I ryas very much impressed when we went up to Alma,
Bacon Cow -9 in Georgia, %diem I saw this young mayor and some
of the Col officials there. You could just see by the people that pro-
grams were 12.0ino. to work.

I have often Lund as I traveled around, that people really don't
sometimes even know about the program, and that regrettably some-
times State governments don't even tell the local governments about
the programs. There is no substitute fur somebody that is an eager
beaver wanting to get these things moving. That is really what much
of it boils down to.

Senator SPARKMAN. By the way, may I mention in that connection,
I told you abort this first home loan under the new program that was
made down at Triana. Triana way back when river transportation was
an important thing, was quite a town. It was a port. There is nota great
deal there now, but it is a minority community. It is almost completely
black. The mayor is black. The council there may 1w one white man
on it ; I and not sure, bunt it is made up primarily of black citizens, and
that mayor is one of the most wide-awake, active, persons I have ever
known, and the leadership that he has demonstrated in that com-
munity is something to admire.

By the way, I read in the pa per about your appearance before the
county officials. and I saw they liked what you said. and they gave you
:1 rousing ovation.

Senator Ili-mem:Ey. Yes; they were good. but I liked them better
than they liked me.

Senator SPARKMAX. Mar I mention just one other thing: I didn't
mention the need in these rural communities for better medical serv-
ice. I think it is a great need. and it is one that has grown greater as
years-have gone by, because our doctors are concentatAl very largely
in the big cities. and that fellow who lives at the head of the cove may
be 20 or 25 miles away. and if he has sickness in this family it is most
difficult to get a doctor out there, and lots of little towns would like to
hitve a doctor and can't get one.

Two years ago, in the 1966 Act, we wrote in a provision that au-
thorized Federal housing insurance to assist inmedical facilities that
would be occupied by 'is many as tive(*loctors. Well, of course, most of
these little towns and rural are don't have a need for five doelors.
They can't even get one.

have a bill pending; now that reduces that number to one. hope
we will have it on the Senate calendar within the next few days.

Senator II'MPTIRE V. That will be wonderful.
Senator SPARKMAN. And T think that can do a lot of good toward

getling better medical services out in the rural areas.
Senator Allen. recallin fact 1w may have been there; am not

surethe hospita-T up at Lester in Limestone County. It was built, by
the way. under a Small Business loan, and it was built largely be-
cause of the leadership of a doctor who grew up in that community.
He beat anybody T ever saw. When I was a Congressman representing
that district he wanted a post office there. and T said: you can't get a
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post office there; it is just a crossroads community. But, by George,
he got that post office. ,

And then he said "I want you to get me a rural route."
I said. "Why, all of the rural routes come out of Tennessee; I can't

change one of them." But he got a numb:route.
And then he wanted this hospital. I le built a hospital. but unfortu-

nately just about the time the -hospital was built he died. Thev have
had a terribly hard time in getting it doctor to come in there. It is a
fine community. but it is not a town-- ANTI]. it is a small country town
and just recently they did get a doctor that would come in ink estab-
lish a clinic there.

I think we will make it possible fur a young doctor to build a facili-
ty and equip it so that be can render the tight kind of service. I think
it will mean much for the rural comMunities.

Senator Ilumpiliwy. Senator. I notice that von have ve been willing to
join Its as a cosponsor of S.22.23.

tiVilator SPARKMAN. Right.
Senator Itt NtInlIttly. I (4nnSid(n this- a major development for the

success of this legislation.
Senator SPAM:MAN. I think it is a landmark bill.
Senator 11 rmef tury. I think t hat your joining us is a landmark dei-

sion and I w an(' to thank you voev. Very ninell.
Senator SPAIdiNIAN. And I believe if you %%0111d read the report-

back there in l',/,I9 and I9.-,) you will agree with Hie that they promised
to carry out many of thethings that we recommended.

Senator I I SeluttOr A I len.
Senator ALLEN. I certainly want to conmiend,Soator Sparkman

on his very tine testimony and to again express my admiration forhim
and my pride in his accomplishments through the years in making a
better life for all our people. I feel that Stquitor Shaul:man. through
the years. has been a one -ratanRural Development CoMmittee.

We recall the fine. busy. bustling community., that we visited with
Our Rural Development Subcommittee in Alabama earlier this month.
Senator Sparkman had represented the Iluntsville-Decatur Congres-
sional District since 193(1. and has been in Congress from the days Of
5-rent cotton up to the present time. II is dedicated work in Congress
has played a big part in the development of that area. and all of Ala-
bama. and the entire Nation. We are mighty proud of Senator Spark-
man in Alabama and of his many outstanding contributions to our
people. IIe is a great public servant.

And I know. too. that the entire country is. Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN-. Thank you very much.
Senator I I rm'ri atEy. Senator Bel Imon.
Senator BELL.mo.N. Thank you. 11r.
I want to compliment Senator Sparkman fir the outstanding record

he has itde in trying to help build rural Ameriea. And T certatinly
compliment him on sonic of the ideas he has brought here this
morning, particularly the idea of making funds available sci that the
rural communities can have medical-facilities located close by.

Senarar Sparkman. there is one question I have: Mr. Williams of
my staff has just presented you a copy of a bill I have been thinking
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about introducing. If we are going to have a strong rural economy we
are certainly going to have to make is possible for people in these
areas to have good incomes. And it has come to my attention that an
administrative ruling of the Small Business Administration has kept

,,theut from making loans to producers; they make loans to food proc-
essors, but they refuse to make loans to producers.

And the result of this is that a banker in a small town who may
wish to help a local industry is able to go to the SBA and get partici-
pation if the hank is willing to make 10 percent of the loan and take
10 percent of the risk, or if it is willing to make one-.fourth of the
loan and take that risk, the SBA will help. But, a producer of food is
not able to do this.

I don't expert you to know immediately whether von could support
that kind of approach. But it looks to me like the administration deci-
sion of the SBA has perhaps been contrary to the desire of the Con-
gress when the SmallMusiness Act teas passed.

Do you know whether it was the intent of the Congress that the
Small Business Administration should refuse to make loans to food
producers ?-

Senator SPARKMAN. No; I can't say what was the intent. Of course,
the SBA, when it was first organized was faced with the problem of
drawing up regidations defining the area in which it would operate.
The thought occurs to me- naturally I would be friendly toward
something like this if there is not some good reason for not having
it--but the thought occurs to me, just reading this oyfr quickly. that
all of this is covered under the Farmers Home Adininistration. In
fact, way back it was originally organized as the Farm Security Ad-
ministration back in the deep depression days. And it did a remark-
ably fine job with its production loans.

N.ow, the Farmers Home Administration makes production loans
and I don't see why they couldn't cover this area. As.a matter of fart,
I have a fariii. I have it tenant on it. and he uses/the Farmers Home
Administration for his production every year.

Senator Blinn:mos-. Senator. I don't wish to press the matter now,
but if you would look this over I would like to discuss it with you.

Senator SPARKMAN. I would be very glad to; yes.
Senator 13Enr,mox. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator IlrSrnrmRxr. Thank you very much. Senator Sparkman. We

really appreciate your presence here this morning.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen.
Senator 111-menany. Our next witness is Mr. Campbell. represent-

ing the Department of Agriculture and we are looking forward to his
testimony.

Mr. Campbell, you are Under Secretary of Agriculture, and we
welcome you.

Mr. Campbell, I believe that we had in mind originally that we
would just start with questions of the witness. But, since we received
a copy of your testimony just this -morning I would hope that you
might proceed with your testimony..and at the conclusion of your
presentation and that of your associates we would then want to ask
you some questions.
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STATEMENT OF HON. J. PHIL CAMPBELL, UNDER SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE, AND JOSEPH HASPRAY, DEPUTY ADMINISTRA-
TOR, FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATWN, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to read
the statement which I have.

Senator lIt7metinEy. Would you identify the gentlemen with you.
Mr. CAMPBELL. ASSiStU lit Secretary Cowden is with me, Mr. Chair-

man, and Joseph I laspray, the Deputy Administrator of the Farmers
lion». Administration of the .Department of Agriculture.

Senator Ilt.milittEY. Thank you.
Mr. ('Amem...13,. IVe appreciate the opportunity to appear lwfore you,

( !mini m, and 1w fore I begin reading the prepared statement,
I would like to say that one thing that has to be done m rural America
to have a prosperous rural America is to have a prosperous agicultue.
Ind the subject this morning, of course, is rural development ; not per-,r

taining directly to farmers and their income. But we feel the starting
point, really, for a prosperous America is a prosperous agriculture and
prosperity of the individual farmer before we can have real. prosperity
In r» Aal )neica.

We are here today at the invitation of the subcommittee to submit
tite views of the I7.S. Department of Agriculture on S. 222 3. a bill to
amend the Consolidated Farmers Time Administration Act of 1961,
and for other purposes: and also to offer views on amendment 153 to
S. 11.$3, a bill to create a Rural Community I)evelopment Rank to
assist in .ural community development by making financial. teelt-
111011, Z111(1(41101' assistance nvailnble, 1111(1 for other purposes.

S. 22.23 undertakes to provide a new conduit for the transfer of
credit from the .financial money markets to rural areas; and to provide
a supplemental system of subsidies to the borrower to bring his Post
of money borrowed, where needed, down to a level that will permit
him to undertake projects to carry out rural development purposes
which would otherwise not be feasible at the going commercial interest
rat e.

Amendment 153 to S. 1483 has it similar purpose: to create a Viral
Community Development Bank to provide financing and capital for
lie development and redevelopment of rural areas.

Pural th-.elopment is an idea pr rfl for oioit I Pl
luid foi it more ready access to the resources of the economy, private
and public. One measure of the interest in the subject is bawl in
numerous bills introduced in this session of Congress designed to
stimulate rural and community development.

The 3(iministration lit2i been moving ,.igorot,,l to tip,:r11
development in its order of priorities. The l're!-:ident ;r,avo riyog.-
nition to rural (Itiviilopoitint in his fits( state of tliI",tion
which he stated in part.:

Ive must create a new rural environment wide)) will not nett stem the
migration to ulain centers but reverse it. If we seiVA. cur growth as n challenge.
we can make the litiffs sin likf ode period when hy conscious choice we trens-
forineti oar hind into what we want it to become.

The President's reorganizatiot proposals and tile revenitslriring,
proposals highlight and give la v prominence to rural development
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as one of the primary components in the administration's domestic
progra

Th, Department can point to spectacular growth itt its commitment
to rural development activities by itemizing the increases in .funding
for rural development programs in USDA as follows:

Funding of USDA principal rural development programs in liseal
year 1977 is more than four times the fiscal year 19th level ($.2,6(i8
million versus $57:-.) million) and two times the fiscal year 1969 level
($2,6(68 million versus $1,369 million).

An expanded low- to moderate-income housing program accounted
for: 1..1 billion of the $1.3 billion rural development program increase
betm,en fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1972. However, inel'eases weremade in other areas, too. Thirty-one of the :39 programs have been
increased above fiscal vent. 19(i9 levels.

Number of FIR rural housing loans and grants has more than dou-
bled from :")5,1.2 in fiscal year 1969 to an estimated 1:38,582 for fiscal
year r 1972.

Number of rural W ater and waste disposal system loans and grants
has gone up from 1,3 13 in fiscal year 1969 to 1;7(1) estimated for fiscal
year 1972.

toil ( 'on,eryaf ion Service resource conservation and development,
flood prevention, watershed, and river basin program-, have expanded
front :441o1 million in fiscal year 1969 to all e51 :i415S.5 million for
fiscal yea r 97.2.

Extension Service community development programs by fiscal year
197:2 W ill be 5o percent none than in fiscal year r 1 96!)

Research on rural dPvelopment and housing is expected to be more
than double the fiscal year 1969 level.

Rural Electrification Administ rat ion telephone and electric loan
levels have been stable since fiscal year 1969 but it supplementiay
inancing bank for electric co-ops has been established and legislation

for a telephone co-op hank has been passed by the Congress, signed by
the President, and $3( million has been requested in 1972 for the pur-
chase Of vapital stock in the telephone bank.

We need also to (rive full credit and recognition to the offerings of
other agencies of the .Federal Government active in rural areas, such
as the Economic Development Administration, Small Business Ad-
ministration, the Department of Labor, the Department of Ifealth,
Ediiet4ion, and Welfare, and the Department of Ifousing and Urban
I ) evelopment.

These Government pro rams are all important. enell making its own
contribution to rural areas. But neither the individual programs, nor
the sum total of all the programs; not all of this Government effort
mit together. measures up to the broad vision stated by the President
in his 1970 state of the Union message.

If rural areas are to fulfill their rightful roleas the desirable
place to live and to raise a family; as the place to work and earn a
living; and. as the place for rest and recreation for our growing pop-
ulationthen provision must be made for reordering of priorities and
for strong advocacy in behalf of the needs and expectations of rural
America.

Provision must be made to open new and more equal opportunity
for rural people and rural communities to avail themselves of existing
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program; and wlie(rever needed and in the public interest to improve
existing programs.

This is one of the major thrusts of the rural development'sections
of the President's reorganization proposal and the rural revenue-
sharing proposal. Likewise. this is the major objective of S. 2'293 and
of amendment 1:)'3 tot;. 144. 'loth the administration's proposal, and
the Senate bills share common interest" in their declared intention to
stimulate the economy of rural areas.

S. 2'2'23. in its approach to rural development. places its main reli-
ance pn the creation Of a permanent national banking syste complete
with branch banks. It is essentially a single purpose bill : To provide
a specialize(' form of credit service for rural areas. .1.mendinent 153
to S. 14R3 undertakes to provide similar credit services through a more
simple structure.

'1'lle administration. on the other hand, approaches rural develop-
ment as a more complex undertaking involving people, their needs
and aspirations; the social structure in which people -worlc and live.

, It generation(r( neration of economic activity and the creation of jobs. commu-
nity development chic] the building and strengthening of institutional
struetures and supporting systems.

Full recognition is given to the need for financing in rtartyl areas. The
rural re% Niue sharing program %ill direct- over a billion dollars of
Federal funds into the rural areas for anagement by State and local
people. Revenue sharing and its companion. the reorganization pro-
posal. will establish new in=stitutional approaches to Federal program
administration \Odell Will materially improve the quality of delivery
of progralti to rural areas.

Not only is revenue sharing intended to deal with the provision of
direct services. and with financial problems of the public sector at the
State and local level, but such funds can also be used by State and
local governments to give credit assistance through locally sponsored
institutions for accelerating the expansion of commercial and Indus-
trial development rural areas. Such institutions may be useful in
those specific areas where there a re shortages of private investment
capital. and where the removal of barriers to the free movement of pri-
vate capital may not entirely meet local needs. The establishment of
State said local institutions is preferable to creating a nationwide
federally sponsored community bank. It places both capability= and re-
sponsibility for decisionnaakiiag and action closer to the people who re-
quire assistance, and it is more likely to result in establishment of such
institutions only in those specific cases where they are truly needed.

The physical stet of placing the programs of the several agencies,
active in rural areas, under the direction of single mission-oriented
administrators, as provided for in t he President's reorganization pro-
posals, will set into motion natural forces that will bring about con-
solidation, streamlining and restatement Of purpose. and the methods
for their accomplishment.

Specific purpose and limited objective plisigrams will be inerg,ed
and consolidated with other related and similar programs. Under
imaginative direction in the executive departments, stimulated by the
opportunity for creativity that will be generated by the reorganiza-
tion; and with encouragement from the (.7ongress, the result can be a
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thorough going rest met tiring of all programs and methods of ctelic (T\ .

,iong other results this prose -s bt ill bring into being a more unil orsal
type of credit service l'espon,ive to the full range of rural credit

Lot lie coment now on selected features of S. 2223: those parts
that establish new and s'illistantive authorities or which raise policy
and operational questions that need clarification.

1 I Se tion l'):; raise,- the authorizatio level for Farmer.: Home
grant: front 8110 million to ::4301t million. Appropriations would he
handli,l through the established apilropriated 'budget process. At t he
pre-,ent level of commitment the Slut) millitrn level is adequate for
prugrani purposes.

(2) S-ct ion 111:; al .() broadens t he authorit It of Farmers Home to
include all Of the rural communit y development project detined in

'rids would give duplicative authorities to boll FIE A and
the Rur.il Development Credit System, leading to a se4es of poliov

ul management questions: v.hich agency is to do what ; ho.,N will
the budget,: of the two agencies he coordinated: the terms and
conditions of the two agencies for loans for the i-)inu' purpose be the
same or ditforent, and a host of !-inilar operation,11 questions.

(3) 'Flic bill is silent ash) the overlap bet \leen its new purpose. and
authorities and tho,-,e of, other department- and agencie., of Gm evil:
men( olfvri lig loans and grant,- in rural areas for Niniiinr

'Cltiet among these agencie- with t,imilar programs are Economic De
velopment Administration, Small Business Administ rat ion, 1 fou-ing
and rrban Development, I fealth, Education, and Welfaro, Depart-
ment of Labor, and other.

Both ttre Mural Development Credit System and the Fr.rnrirs Home
Administration and tir its broadened peweN \\ mild, in order to re-
sponsive to the purposes of S. 2223, be projected into tin progyani
al (.;, ut,cc -er\ pd by these of her trgen-le.

Furtlier, be,ause of their Ivide limng and locally basel delive;'y
i-ystems, tire BM'S and the FHA \you'd have a natural adantatre in
Itromo1ing their offerings resulting from local accessibility. Inevitably
the l I WS and the FHA would preempt the pro!rau.s of other
agencies.

(I-) The term "rural community development project" as itemized
in section 105 is the same as the administration's-definition in the rural
revenue- sharing legislative proposal. We have taken note in items. 2
and :; prevailing that the granting of these broad powers to the ft DCS
and to the FHA would be duplicative as between the programs of
the two agencies and would overlap and be competitive with tlyt loan
and grant programs of other departments and agencies which are
not 'operational in rural areas.

(5) The financial apparhtus proposed in the bill is overdesii,med.
In particular', the proposal under section 501 to grant Federal bank
charters, ultimately, to some 300 to 500 multicounty or multijurisdic-
tional planning and development conmssons would be assigning
banking functions to new and emerging quasi-gov6rnment organiza-
tions which lack business experience and know how, do not have com-
petency in banking. and are lacking in the basic resources needed to
bring into being new commercial banking institutions. The creation of
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a new branch banking '§ystein will be strongly' opposed as nu encroach-
nient into the, privtite sector commercial lending area.

. (6) lhe proposed interest supplement payments and capital aug-
mentation ppyinents pct vided for in sections std., 80.1, :Ind 805 arc
the heart of the Rural I)eyelopment Credit System. 1Vitliont these
subsidies, the RN'S could not fulfill its assigned role as at new source
of credit assistance on conessiona tel111F.

eXilialljtOrY liOt('S to Hit' hill dill \\''a parallel Ill't WPPII the utwih-
uuism for funding the 1?1)CS and the F('A : that is the RI)CS would
fiinanee,its loan operations using the system perfected by the Farm
Credit Administration. Note should be taken that while the method
of selling securities in the money markets is the same, the arrange.
went. for financing the borrower are radically di tn.t.ent.

iti)( 's in it, lending operations will (Inbar!: on all unehatered
course as conipa..ed to the FrA F('A is self-financing. It charges
the borloner an (nit 'rest rate Hutt recut ers its cost of money' plus the
cost of offluing t'h rire. The RI)( "S in contrast NVill Offer C011-

CVSS1011111 101l11 and rec r less front the borrower than it pars for
its motley. This expectation is clearly stated in section 801 as a policy
object IN e of the bill, and the mechanisms to be used in the implemen-
tation of the policy. namely: through the interest supplements and
capital augmentation payments, are provided in sections 804 and 805.

The differences bet ween the costs of operating the system (cost of
money. cost of administration, and losses, if any) and the return from
collecti(ois on loans would be covered by appropriated funds advanced
by the Treasury 1)epiirtment pursuant to appropriation action by
Congress.

This via deal- of financing would provide a high degree of leyerag!,
to the Federal funds used for subsidy purposes. But it would re-
move frour the discipline of Federal budgetary controls the greater
part of the lending operations.

In contrast Jo this method of financing, the same purpose could

be achiet bt. providin g. financin,..., through the established budgetary
protest's and this would he more consistent with the administration s
apponc:i to fluancing of {;(1etIIIICIlt 1111111%1111!-:.

In actual first the l'XpillIded :111111011C.PS 14'Sfi'd in FIIA in title I

of S. ".).Y.; .t mild permit FHA, through established and tested
delivery and !inancing. system, to carry out vi, N" all of the func-
tion,. and purposes of the more elaborate RIM'S infrastructure. '['his
is an inipoi tam point : title I of S. :22.:') is a freestanding authority
tt.hicli could he administered v. it hin the present structure of I'SI)A.
obviating the need for title II.

The adi,:inistration is moving on .eeal fronts to' iimpove its
capabilit to p'ovide for or .1 wing of major action -programs
funded taitsid, tlie regular appropriated Taidget. S. 1015, now pend-

ing before ( i.ess, proposes the establishment of the Eityironmental
Financing A 'envy. The purpose of the EFA would be to establish

a inarl:eting mechanism for the purchase of bonds and obligations
issued hy incorporated areas to finance the installation of water and

:4'1\ -tr.Le-,. The EFA would offer its own securities for sale iii

the central monev marl:ets and Ilse these fluids for the purchase of
municipal bonds. The F.F,1 could provide a marl:et for the municipal
bonds han«I by the RI)CS.
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The President in his January budget message stated that he \VIII
I )I'01)(4 legislation to 11111V ilk tOr coordination of financing of Gov-
ernment credit agencies in the capital market. Are expect 9 proposal
to the Congress to create a Federal financing. bank, The purpose of
this now financing I):1 111: Will he to provide 0 mechanism to market the
stwurities and obligations of Government agencies which finance their
programs through the sale of securities or other instruments in they
private capital markets.

The intent behind the FFli is to replace the proliferation of market-
ing efforts by the several agencies financing their pmgranis outside
the budget Nvith a single marketing. mechanism. This would bring
order and stability into this sector of the market. and place the con-
solidated effort otia new high plane of professionalization.

The administration advocates the early consideration by the Con-
gress of the reorganization and revenue sharing legislative packages.
These administration proposals would establish new- institutional ap-
proaches to Federal program administ rat ion.This would lead, to the
rewrite of existing authorities which are specific purpose and largely

intonto a new 1111 d consolidated,system of rural credit serv-
ices drawing on the best of present authorities, and ineorporating
new and innovative ideas.

Our goal is a new charter for rural (1evelopment---the beginning
of a new era in the. Government's approach to srtrvitalizing rural
America.

Senator Hum-roam-. Thank you very much, Mr. Canipbell,
.1 list one or t WO ob,ervations that I would like to make.
Hut. first I want to tall vour attention. outside the immediate pur-

view of your testimony, that section f of title 9 of the Atiricult oral
Act of 197n asks the President to report to the Congress the possible
utilization of the Farm Credit Administration agencies out of the
Department of Agriculture to fulfill rural financial assistance -require-
ments not filled by other agencies of the executive branch.

Now t hat report was due to he submitted to us no later than July 1,
1971, by law, along with the reconiinendat ions for :Illy legislation IZres-
ent appropriate.

Today is the of .1111y. Could vou tell us an,vtliing as to the reason
for the delay of report, and why we have not received it. and
can vou give us any estimatt, to when we might look forward to
receiving it. and call you tell us whether the iftlininist ration is plan-
ning to develop any kind of legislation similar to what we have
proposed!

Mr. CAmeuta.r.. Mr. Chairman, since we have been in the room we
have received the President's report to Congress on this point. ft is
slightly tartly by 2 or 23 days, as you have pointed out, but it is here
now.

AIr. I lAsen.tv. 'We have a small supply here.
Senator IItwItaFx. It will be made available, then, to the subeom-

inittee. Obviously we can't do nineli about it vet.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I W0111(1 like to place it in the record for the subeoni-

mit tee's use.
Senator Hu:Nieman% We thank you very much. We will look it over

and possibly later on have some communication with you, Mr. Seere-
tary, in reference to it.
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One point that I Wanted to nuke note of here: I recall that you have
indicated that tliere was concern yin; mentioned your concern over
the overlap among loan programsill our testimony, that this liar-
icular proposed legislation might very well 41111)114.0e other loan pro-

( rt ants. and therefore resItit in a certain imint of ov(q.lap 01 (0111.ic
this is always a legitimate consideration and it is one of the reasops
that we wanted the testimony of men like votirSelVeS- olliverS of the
executive branch. And we have invited the S liA and others. becalise
they are concerned that that can happen. 11'e don't think it ought to
happen.

.kittl, therefore, on page 17 of S. 2.22:1 'ire have put thiS language:
'rile itotential borrower must demonstrate tlat the linatmial assiqtanee applied

fur is not available front any other palate or private sources.

So we are not -trying to pile hist rillitentalit3' upon agency. The whole
purpose here is to till gaps IS we sense them within the credit structure.

want to he very frank about it : it may very well he that our proposed
legislation is not sufficiently tight, as we put it, and we want to, redo
fine it and rewrite where necessary; adjust it and make deletions where
appropriate.

Rut, we found a great gap bet ween the existing Farmers I bane Ad-
ministration program and the Farm Credit Admini'stration prvram.
There is it void inbetween them that is not being totally filled.

Secondly, we find that Over the years these credit !migrants that are
made available tinder 111'1) and IIEW and small business and others,
while often including directives within the legislation that they are
to be made at tillable to rural areas, just plain aren't worldng in those
area

For example: Ott housing, :is Senator Sparkman said, it is very
difficult for a small bank in a small country- town to tie up its money in
long-tern' mortgages; they just an't do it and they just don't do it and
the lads of credit in rural America for economic development is so
obvious th:It there isn't a witness that wouldn't te rife to it.

It just plain isn't there, And we know that unless they go with site-
cud measures like the tax-exempt bond, for example", that it has been
almost impos-lble to get economic development funds.

The Economic l)evelopmetit Administration is primarily related to-
v.ard area; of dr,tress. We are not tit lig :WOW areas of distress only.
11re don't think that rural America ought to he in the hospital in order
to get lad!). We believe in preventive medici he, so to speak. I speak for
myself. I think that rte need a development VIllgralll its 1111111 A Inerira
that (.1)111 before rural ..knierica finds itself in the bottom of the pit.
Ivo nee() to ,top predicating legislation on tin' fact that there is a crisis.
11'e ought to predicate legilittion on what we would like to have a'sit
national growth policy in this country. That .is what we are talking
about : a national balatteed growth policy. We have had a great deal of
legislation that rescues you after you are priteticallY dead. We feel
that it might be better to keep you well.

.And that is one of the reasons here that we come forth with this
proposed legislation. I want to make it very clear again: it is com-
plicated legislation, and it is intricate, anti it undoubtedly needs a good
deal of reworking and that is why we wanted to start these hearings
rather early.

68 t811-71--,,p)t. 4-- 12
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I have one Other observation, and I am not going to take all the time
of this committee. I note on page 9 of your statement a concevtion that
you appear to have developed concerning the self- B"o"eing bZwrower-
owned rural development bank coedit system Hoff would be established
inder S. 2223.

No concessional credit, -or what I would like to call `'social" or "soft
credit" is involved in our Rural Development Credit System. Our bill
Inas two major provisions. One provision revises and expands theau-
thority of the USDA to provide soft loans for rural development. 'That
is the Farmers Home Administratioti as revised under S. 223. It takes
the st ructur( of the Farmers Horne .Administrat ion, expands its func-
tion, so to speak, 811(1 gives it a greater base of credit. from $100 mil-
lion to $300 tuillion, Old expands its work..

Now, the other provisions we have over here under the chart, under
title 2, creates a new Rural DeVe lopment Credit SystenIThis System
makes only hard loans. If there is a concession to be blade to the -bor.-
rower, he eatinot go to the Rural Development -Bank but to the De-
pa rtnwnt of Agriculture. And I might add that all of those loans, both
hard and soft. have to be phased through our -multicounty planning
and development districts. .

So that yim are compelled, in a sense, under the structure of this
credit, to have a multicounty programs; von just don't come in with
hit-and-miss little. projects: and we think that is rather important.
When I spoke to the county officials this past week I put grewt em,
phasic on the fact that 40 of the 50 Statesmore. than 40 now, ave
multicounty plannino. systems. And all of these loans would have to
fit into a multicounCy program. Those would be over.and above the
loans that you can get from a half a dozen othe agencies of Govern-,
meat, or even the soft loan from the Farmers IThme Administration.

-Again I want to say to you, Mr. Campbell, that it may be very well
and r.arn not trying to be provocative here in the Sense of somebody
saving that we may very well want to have to rework sonic- of this so
that we don't get off the beamwe have tried to take the_ objectives
of the rural development program of the administration in its rural
development revenue sharing and accomplish those objectives within
the structure of this banking system.

I noted one-thing here and it is alegitimate concern : On Page r; of
your test:1111011y you commented iibotit the approaches to rural develop-
ment. You said :

The Administration, on the other hand, approaches rural development as a
Inure complex undertaking Involving people: their neethk, and aspirations: flax
social Almettire in which people work and-live.

That is exactly what this proposal does, I want to say quite frankly
and li.rinly because it is related' to the mniticounty planning clone
by the local people. not out of Washington; done by them. And this
bank finances. 'hopefully, what local people have decided than they
need ,within a total framework, not just A one -time job, but part' of
the total framework of multiconnty planning, otherwise they just"11 don,;t get the loan.

The .other point, on the seventh li e from the bottom you say :
"The establishment of State and local titutions is preferable to
creating a natioi 'tiii I. e ally-sponsored community bank." May
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I say that this system depends upon State and local institutions. You
ham State and local institutions now varied m.ulticounty planning.
The truble is: They (1011.t i,at any 11111tiek ; they' haven't got any
money.

What we are trying to do here is to provide muscle. but not direc-
tion. The direction, the plan. the organization is at State and local
levels. The possibility of borrowing to make that plan operative is
in the banking structure. So we are, in a sense--because we both had
to come at this rather quicklyme are both on the -same wagelength
here. I agree that what NV(' all' State and 10(111 instrumentalities
that can do something.

l':very one of oar States- have all kinds of rural development pro-
grams. The problem is Many times they don't have any funds. In the
bills we are t rying to make credit available.

And finally, we tie in the local banks. We met with independent
bankers. The greatest source of credit today is irom these independent
bankers and 1 for One, am unalterably opposed to moving in on them
and taking away their strncture. d think they are an invaluable part
of rural credit. In fact, that is -juslt about the only private rural credit
you can get. These great big banks are not going to come on out to
Beadle County, S. T)ak.. where my family lives. They take money
from us: rites don't bring any money in. They suck it out like a suc-
tion pump through their chain operafions. But. my little local 'bank
out there keeps money there and loans the money.

What we lire trying to do is to make these local banks an agent of
the structure. It will work with the local people; it will work with
the local connnuity,That loyal bank will become the agent, so. to
speak, of this home ednking s,ystem. And it will only do what the local
comintinity has planned on doing.

So in our exchange here. I just wanted you to know what my thought
was as a sponsor, one of the sponsors of this bill. I do not want the
Federal Government- to tell Waverly,.Minn., where I live; in Marys-
ville Township, what. we are going to do. But I want to tell you that
my little taWll out there, can't do a darned thing until it Can get a
hold of some moneyAnd it is not going to get the money ont of Chase
Manhat4'-an. We may have a friend, there, but they haven't been out
to see us. I don't know; but I don't think they know we are there. But
we have got a lot of things that need to be done out there.

Now. what is working out there is the' Waverly State Bank.. I am
for it. Dan Graham is my friend. And we, could use some nice little
business out around there. But What We need is some eapital. We !wed
some credit.. And we don't" have a credit strnctue to provide 'for it.

Now. what'we are trying to do hereand Lhaye looked at this very
subjectively I have lived all of my life with few exceptions in rural
Amerioa : I was born in a small town.grew up Ala Huron,
A.ent to a city the size of Minneapolis, not a small city to be sure. but
one .that is essentially related to,rural America. And I have lived since
1950 ill a (ommunity of 600 people, and I am very active in my
community life.-And I think I know what their needs are and I will
tell you, their needs are not being satisfied. And when you get out
there and meet with the Ifaryseille town board. you find out and that
is Ant we are e-trying to kt_here.

Seivito-r Allen?
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Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Campbell,. in presenting the views of the Department and the

administration, are those views identical, or is it possible. for the De-
patment to have one view and the -administration another? Tiliere
seems to he some confusion in this area from time to time.

Mr. CAmetwia.. I 11111 here presenting the views of the Department
of Agriculture. l understand you have invited the other Departments
to be here. Whether they will appear of not. 1 don't knot:. I don't
know what your communications with the other Departments are, but
this is the view of the administration.

Senator And also the view of the Department?
MI: CAMPBELL. 'That is correct.
Senator A.1.1.rs. I was interested in the comment here on rural

revenue sharing programs, that they will direct over a hill ion dollars
of Federal funds into the rural areas for management by State and
local people. Now. that is not a-billion dollars of new money. is it

Mr. CA menELL. No, not entirely.
Senator ALLEN. flow intich new dollar money would that he
-Mr. CAmenELL. just under $200 million, new money. But the di f-.

ference is that currently that money is directed completely out of
Washington. D.C. And under the proposal. the money would' be en-

. tire) v in t he Annuls of the local people-for their Own decisions.
Senator 1"e.4. I understand. I was interested in the allow.:

Also, the reorganization proposal that you speak of with apparent
approval, does that plan call for merging the Department of Agri-
culture into a larger cabinet position ? .

Mr. CA m MELT- It doesn't plan for the merger of one department into
any other department, this is it realignment of seven departments into
four new departments, so that it is not a merger of one into another.
This is a complete realignment of purpose and function, Because, as
has already been brought out here, these small communities in these
multicoluity districts which we have been discussing this morning,
have no one place to go to deal with their problems. Under the promised
reorganization, there would be a consolidation along The 1 ines(of pur-
pose and intent, in order that the people coining to Washington,
wouldn't have to look through a big oatalog'to find where they would
have to go, but they could go to one department in order to answer
their problems. I know 'that the folks from my (iwit.,sniall town of

tkinsvi Ile, Ga. came to Washingrton. for help. They had to 4711 to live
different agencies and departments before they lea town. And I am
certithithat when they got bat+ to Georgia. t hey had to call their Con-
gressman, or either one of the distinguished 1-.S. Senators ;from
Georgia, to find out what they had crone and what. had been accom-
plished., because there was no one place they could go.

Senator ALLEN. Yes. But under the Reorganization Plan, the De-
partmentof Agriculture would still exist as a separate cabinet position,
would it not ? ofMr. CAMPBELL. No, not only the Dephrtment of Agriculture, but all
seven departments involved would cease to`exist as they are presently
constituted.

Senator ALLEN. It would then become a division or department of
another Cabinet position, is that correct?
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Mr. CA3IPBELL. Under the Reorganization, the different agencies of
the Department would go into four different areas. That part of the
Department dedicated to the farmer, his well-being, and his income
would be intact in one a IM As it is today, there are t45,000 einvloyees.
The farmers get blamed for having 55.0H) employees Nvorking for
them. Mkt. only 2,6,000 of these employees ntliallv work for the farm-
ers of America. Yet the farmer .earries this loud on his back. And
this load would be shucked off. So would-several billion dollars that
the farmer is blamed for? Time and time again, we read editorials
blaming the entire budget of the Department of Agriculture tie the
lanner. And he shouldnt hear this blame. They say he is getting $1()
billion. Actually, only about 60 percent of that budget goes to the
farmer. And under tire Reorganization, those areas directly related to
the farmer and his welfare will all be in one place together. The De-
partment would really- be in each of the four new departments, not in
one of the four as vou.suggest.

Senator ALf.F.N. Then the Department of Agriculture does endorse
the thought of the Department ceasing to lit, a separate Cabinet
position t

r. CAMPBELL. We endorse the reorganization for a better
(lovernment.

Senator ALLEN. Yes. as outlined in Inv quest ion.
Mr. CA That is correct. -
Senator ALLEs. I gather that the administration sees little in this

bill. S. 2.223. to recommend it.
Mr. C.kmenEt,r.. We do trot question the intent and the objectives

of the authors of the bill, we just have a different view and approach
to the accomplishment of doing something about rural America, as
I have testifie(I.

Senator ALIA:N. 1 )o'von think that the credit needs of rural America
are adequately met utiAer the present system

r. CANteisra,L. We think that Congress has through tire years pro-
vided enough agencies. If they are restructured and reorganized, as
the President has proposed. put into revenue sharing, and then the
funds passed back to the local people making their decisions, rural
America will have a chance to adequately develop.

I must point out. and as the chairman has pointed out, nothing will
occur unless the local people want to do something. llethas visited
communities in my State, le has rioted the leadership role tire Mayor
of Alma, one of our little towns that are so active in rural develop-,
mein. But we feel that w «lo not have an adequate way to efficiently
serve these small coinullities at the present time. That is the reason
the President came forth with this'proposal oil the reorganization
and revenue sharing.

Senator ALLEN'. Yes.
I note here on page 6 of your testimony, tine b tom of the page

there, subsection 1, you point out that in your.jin went or i the
judgment of the Department. the present level of col nt of
$100 million is adequate for the Farmers [Ionic AdMinistation grants.
You are of that opinion, that that should not be raised?

Mr. CAmeniq.L. That is correct, under the present progriun.'We do
not approve of the other $200 million. 'Flint would lw provided under
the bill. This $200 million,would go with the broadened powers of
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"the bill. "We do not approve of the added amounts for the Farmers
Home Administration under the present authorities. We think that
the $100 million is'adequate for the current purposes.

Senator ALLEN-. Are von knokdol'iline as to the 11111O1Illt of back-
log of lipid ica t ionst hat the Farmers I tome leas!

Mr. CA5rrnm.i.. Yes, I am. We 11:1%e alamt 30,00 couneunities that
need water and sewer systems. lw Farmers Home Administ-ration,
as has already been said, has made a study of the needs. 11181 What 1Ve
ha NT to (10. We ha ve accelerated the program tinder the pivsent au-
thority. In my testimony. I said the number of loans and grants for
water and sewer systems has risen from 1.300, up to an estimated
14700 from fiscal year 1909 to fiscal year 1972. But, we do have a
backlog.

Senator ALLEN. What is the amount ?
Mr. C V.111'11E1.1.. \%e Vitale to Congress with a legislative proposal to

change the method of financing water and -.ewer loans, because these
were being financed out of the Federal Treasury. As a result. as all
of us know, u e have a continual problum of keeping the Federal budget
as little ill the red as possible. We al WU 1',4 ha Ve 1111(1 a 11(1 11e can antjci-
ll:lte in the future. 0 problem of how oweh money we can get direpHy
out of the Tretiqu'V to loan for water and se ork.. So we came to ( 'on-
,..,.rress and asked for legislation to permit Fl IA to take-tax exempt
bonds is-tied by municipalities and 811 the-:e in the money inari,et with
the interest -to be taxable to the purchaser. This satisfies Treasury 1)
patment policy against the sale of tax t,t.inpts guaranteed by 11 I A.
Now, we have a murh better situation V. h(fllt haVillg to 110 00?!.
with (tweet Treasury Wails, but ran all:trante 'loans instead.

Senator ALLEN. 1Vilat is the amount of your backlinr, M r. Camoltidl
Mr. IlAseitA. We carriedl>VVer :;45O0 1110)1011 111 a1)pliellt111.-; for 1011!1-.

The original budget. was $1,89 11111.11(111, but the President increased Hutt
by :x+111 million for a total loan program in fiscal 1972 of $300 million.

Senator ALLEN. Does that tally with this statement on pagre t-: "At
the present level of commitment. the $100 million level is adequate for
progan purposes ?7°

Mr. CAMPBELL. The $100 million is grant Abney, Senator, 11 IlereaS
We are referring to loans. All -of the communities do not get grant
money. The grant moriev is dilly available where it i.: felt that the
communities just absolutely cannot make a project go on idanS The
$100 million does not relate to the figures that Mr. Joe- Ifasprav inst
gave you.

Mr. HAsra kV, I WaS using the loans We are 110%0-talking about t he,
grant money.

Senator ALLEN. That is'%yliat 1 wa: asking-, lei to what the backlog
is of applications.

Mr. ITAsAtAy. The backlog, of grants applications carried over is
$10 million. And we will have $10 million tin(ler the new budgcl.

Senator ALLEN. You will have how much ?
Mr. ITAsettAr. $40 million.
Senator ALLEN. $10 million in grants
Mr. IIAsraAr. Yefi.
Senator ALLEN. And this bill proposed $300 million?
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Mr. CAMPBELL. This bill proposed 3Uii million for a lot of other
purposes besides grants for water and sewer, Senator. I don't think
you can relate the t wo.

Senator ALLEN. Some have been withheld this year by the Admi
trill ion, has it not, some authorization ?

Mr. CAMPBELL. That is correet. The money was withheld across the
entire Federal Government in fill etiOtt to 'keep (101'01 the red ink of
the Federal Government to the lowest possible level, not only lwre, but
throughout all departments of the Government. The Federal money
was withheld from what the Congress had authorized.

Senator ALLEN. I 110t ire on page 10, yott say :
Title I of H. '2223, would permit the FHA, through Its established and tested

delivery and financing system, to carry out virtually all of the functions and
purpoges of the more elaborate IOW'S infrastructure.

Now, would the Administration favor placing these powers pro-
vided in Title I in Farmers Home, rather than setting 11p 11 BM a &re]

Mr. CAMPSB1.1.. We feel that Congress thiough t lie years has 1,51ab-
limied everything that is necessary, provided there is a reorganization
of all the agencies and a restructuring for revenue sharing. It is pos-
sible to accomplish the objeeti yes of this bill without broadening the
powers of the FHA in this area. Existing authorities of the
Business Administration, EDA.. III-D. and the other departments that
have pertinant programs the Congress has given them can no the job.

Senator Ar.r,r:N. You have all these departments and agencies. lint
is that getting sufficient funds out to rural Anwriea fo handle the
problems and needs of rural America ? This is important.

Mr. CAltemt.L. We feel that these agencies alnaul created by Con-
gress, can meet the needs of rural America. if the reorganization 'yid
revenue sharing is put forward. It would tiike an expiry-ion of some
of their activities and an kadargement of what they an, doing..

Senator Au EN. lila you are not proposing enlargement along tl'at
line, aro von?

Mr. CAMPBELL. We have proposed a reorganization of I lovernment
for revenue sharing. and when this is accompliAed. w.wking with
communities we will then go forward with ways to meet their needs
as we find them at that time.

Senator A i.t.Es. I have no further queM ions. Thank yon very much.
Senator I IUMNIREY. Senator BellMOIL aSenator IIF.u.mox. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. t' 71P

Secretary Cainpbell, on page of ,vour statement you attention
to the Administ ration's approach to rural development a,: being rather
complex. and including such things as the social strtt,tue in which
people work and live andso forth. Would you care to enlarge upon that
a little to give us a better insight as to 'how the Administration ap-
proaches the problem of rural development

Mr. CAMPBELL. We feel the free enterprise capitalisti system finds
its answers to the problems that we have. and that this is the best sys-
tem:But, that the Government does have to be involved to a nUniminn
degree. First, there must 1w activity at the local level by the people of
a commuity. The State government or the State capitol can go down
and make something happen in the eommunity, butt fir4 you have
to have the activity there to work with. Most states now have multi-
county setups in order to work for the betterment of the region coy-
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ered by a multi-county setup We believe that we can put a delivery
system into their lianas for their action and their promotion. We can
(10 it best by moving the Government bock to the people through
reorganization and revenue-slurring. IVe.cold activate and stimulate
what these people (10 better this \\ ay than by any other systeni-tliat we'
have heard of or had recommended to us thins far. We are concerned
aliout the farm income, first, as I hae already said. Then, we are
concerneil about the training of people and education for industrial.
jobs. We are concerned about transuortat ion.

There are 1111111V factors that go into whether or not an individual
will come into a rural community. It isn't just a matter of credit.
it is a matter of transportation and \yater as much as anything else.
ll'ithot transportation and without Nvater, an industry just can't come
into an area. We 11111st 11:II e the tlethe partielptitioll of the people
loall. and then. the State and the Federal Government, and we
must be able to make sense out of what the State is doing and what
the Federal Government is doing. 'nfortimately through the years.
the Federal (;oernment has become so complex that. as someone has
said, .N011 11:1Ve to ,q't t Inotigh a catalog bigger than Sears Ioebtick to
tr,\ tind out \\ here to go. So we feel the job has to be made easier
for the local people to find out what is a \ a.ilable and to take advantage
of what is a \ nilable. We belitle that with the reorgan,zat ion Mill eX
INIIIion of the ;Writ It le, that Congress has alread created. that We
Chill :11'00inpliSh this.'

Senator 1.1.111)\ . \fr. ( 'aiiipbell, in your statement loll mentioned
the creation of jobs as one of tlePThinin approaches that the I)(part-
went would emphasize..knd my question is this If you were the leader
of a rural community and I. too, nil from i sina11 town and live on
a farm :1101 if there was a local entrepreneur who had it good product
or a good idea that lie wanted to dm (dup. and perhaps a product that
he wanted to produce and marl:et. where would von go. now. to get
the capital that the small local industry might require?

Mr. ( N14111E1.1.. The ,`,411Inii lill!-Illess.,k(1111111istrati011 pOg1.111115 111V
at:4;11de for this. .kid if .oti happen to be in what is called a de-
pressed area. EI)A programs are aailable, as well as the private
financial institutions.

NOW, in dealing
Senator TiE,i.Ntos.. Just a minute.. IItive von ever tried to borrow

money from a prk ate financial institution to do something in a.

small town
(' %It ettEt.t.. I have tried to as a farmer. Senator. mull got th roNvti

out in the street. And then I went over to
, Senator I inn talking about an industry. IIC.A or Fl
won't loan for small industries.

(' enEt.t.. l'hat is correeft.* the present time.
Senator liE..3t)s. Where do these small businesses go?
Mr. ( ' Small liusiness Administration.
Senator They reqiiire a participation banker to put up

percent of the money.
.Nrr. Last year they loaned almost $1 under this

program. Senator. that is a substantial amount of money :0
Senator IIEOtos. .kti(1 they loaned, it in communities where volt

have a local bank big enough to lint ilp ) 5 percent of the capital. ati(1
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Mr. ( need to (10 S011iet 1101g 11.00.11t the t 1.11(4(0'S 11101'1
harvesting elitipment and all that have replaced the workers. I agree.
We have It doe!),symputhy and conocrn with this.

Senator lim.t.11,1%. But the point is, is au:0 lking being done about it
by the CSI)A!

Mr. CANten, LI,. We feel the administration has taken it proposal to
Congress that will hells because under the revenue-sharing, the local
communities can take this money, and if they so desire. they can create
industrial (le (101110(.0t 011)01'141011:4 With the money of they so desire,
and ,r,bt into the financial field. Thais will be -conipletely within the
bounds of ea,li local continunitv, if tlu,v want to use the money for
this purpose.

Senator ,Ir. Secretary, to do this. thuy would have to
shot down Habit. count v agent and close the SCS oflice

No: that isn't so.
Senator Ilt.t.1.11i)N. TICIS is the same money you artNalking about ?
NIr..CNII'lt1.1.1.. NO: It isn't, because tattier the President's proposal,

the comity agent and flub Extension Service is held safe. Under the
pro\ isions of this bill. it slates plainly that there vill be no reduction
whatsoever ill t Ile level of 01)(Tat loll of the Extension Service. They
twill ,ontitkm, to he tied to the land-grant college. which is very im-
portant became in many States you have four, five, or six colleges.
and if it was not stated that it would be tied to the land-grant college.
then it could be divided Out to several of the colleges. But the provi-
sions ol the present setup do protect the Extension Service.

;'motor Limos, But you te4itied just at moment ago that of the
billion dollars there is-- how intuzli new money ?

Mr. ( PALL. Slight ly less than $-200 million.
Senator The other $800, then, would already he com-

mitted to ongoing programs. So we only have--
Mr. CAM em.I.n. Yes: but these ongoing programs to which you

refer art' now directed out of Washington. 14.,C..-17he local communities
d mono}could take flue one and devise their owl program.

Senator III rixox. And wipe out the existing oneif they want to
Mr. CAmenii.t.. Yes: they, can handle it any way they like, so long

;is 7t is used for the purposes and the functions eligible under revenue
sharing..

Su.nator I 11:1J,Nukx, you have an opinion as to how much. this
money would actually be ireed for, let's say. the purpose of industrial
de, elopment in rural. areas?

Mr. ('Amenr.t.t. would have to .submit that to you. I couldn't give
it to you.

;74''datOr BELLMON. I don't think anybody ran give an accurate
answer. But I doubt if there.would be any of it available for the kind
of effort we are talking about.

It occurs to ine- mill I approve of what the administration is try-
"ma to do in reorganization and revenue sharingbut it seems to me
that in spite of this, that the administration hasn't recognized that
there is a need here for some initiative, that the reason we have had
such. a mass exodiis of people to the cities, where most of them don't
want to live. is because there aren't any jobs or opportunities in small
towns in the rural parts of the country. And until we make it possible
for the people who might like to build plants there to do so, anti for
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the people \vim might II Le to Ike there to lisle t lie jobs ;Ind the coin
inanity services that the% need, those people are going to come to tile
city. .A nil it seems ti me that the Federal (ioveriintnt is well justified
in putting forth some subsid to make it possible for meatpacking
plants to operdte in area- awl pro\ ide jobs for pop-hi that may at
one lots., lune been in the meat producing business, and now, rail he
conitijniitit processiirs. And this is the purpose of the legislation. I ant
not coauthor at this point. I think there are many Shings to Tledone to
it to improve it. Rut I think the concept of getting some industrial-type.
credit into rural ..1inerica is one that is very drast...icall;Oleeded. And
I think the the responsibility to help see that it is done:

I Ivant to itt,,tke one other point. 11r. liairinan, if 1 may. I WAN.-
took_t0 talk to Senator Sparkman ;t moment ago alxatt the SI3A
loans, the NV'a they are handled in rural aroas. I Int the reason
this has conieto lily at tentioto is that (hiring the recent. ertttli-t

11 tame out in our part of lice conntn flint there were many
'WLS+ V. }WIT S11,1111 bank!. 111.11' underloantid, they had a large,
aniotint of money in the banks that they couldn't loan locally, for
the unson Hutt many of Cie loan :111,11p:it ions they had NN'Plle too
big for limits that the banking system imposed on the rural
laticks. For instance, a kalif:, linNe '..;;,241.,(341 Ihnit. and a farmer
111:1 r0111e 111 1111([ he 11(.,1, to borrow S...)11,111/14 and the bank caiit make
.1 hi loan. .And in many instances. the larger banks aten't interested iii
loans of that kind. And -o the fairmr is turned down. 1md the local
ba;; than 's for. ) to talc I at ',two-A' and put it ii, municipal ',Innis.
or perhaps ,enal it on to t he c to b, reinvested there. And yet, in
m y opinion, the pri Ate 11; w tanner.- bank aocount
may be in a better position thou anyone clap to know :Om( the merit of
the loan. In many cases, they wOuldilike tomake tbeloan.

Nutt, then, ([00- 11' Del)atillt'llt I.:1NT any Ihougl 1. of trying, to make
it possiihi for a cooperat 110 1110121111n IWINAl:011 10e;11 banks and some of
the I .SI)A lending agencies and I am particularly thinking of the

and PC.1 to be determined so that local credit can be blended
into this!

NIPtI t 1. SCIlat01. 11111t. 11,1!, already been done. Secretary
I fardiniantionm.ed weeks or a month ago, that heinfort h. Farmer,
Ilinta .1,1utinist ration and local batii<s could work together"for a joint
loan. 0 this is already ill effect.

Senator Bvt,i Ntos. Can you tell me how that, pt0(rl'.1111 OViltl';'. cir .
(10.N-01111;11)1AM to ktuow

\1,. CkAtetwat.. It has just been announced. I don't know if the first
lotus ha; been 1101.1:011 0111 1)(1-11 Cell IIE A and the bard:-. but ,tliti ;it for-
mat ion available.

Senator lint amoN. Now. the FIi.1 has ordinarily Leen oriented to-
ward subsisteiie agriculture. "I'lley haven't been able to inept the needs.
we will say. of it cattle feeder NI ho may need a Potpie of hundred
thousand dollars. but his local bank won't lot him have but $120.iit I.'
Is there any Avay

ClttinEta.. 1Ve have asked that these limits be raised on. farts
oNvitershija loans, for Farmers I tome .1(ititinistration and Congress Pan
take action to raise this ro ;,;1014.1)(11). \%u' (10 have a Irf I 10St t0 ma i,,1

operation loans front to iS50.000, which is currently before
Congress. I understand what you are saying, that the Farmers I lonu

18



, .
.k.(1111111.141111.1011 ;11.0 to Make 10311s 0111' Wren t 11P farmers can-
not gent the credit somewhere ee. they eau go to a bank and
make loans which will increase the amount that is arrie41 in the local
community by the bank. Fl IA has developed a new arrangement with
private lenders whereby the p\ ate lemhbr and 11 I A make joint loans
to farmers. ''his brings the private sector into the Government luau
program and the Government in turn cooperates with the private
lender in helping to provide credit to farmers in the community. This
is especially helpful to the local bank that has liTnitat ions on the size
of the loans it can make.

nnide a .2-da v tour of the Texas drought area, and stopped lit
times in to different communities. And bankers were in the audience.
The Senator might be interested to know that the bankers showed a
great deal of interest in this, and were favorable to it.

Senator 13,1,31.0N. It S0111A4 to me like this might be an approach.
but I will not pursue_ it ftirtlur now.

One very quick question. Do you know 'tow many offices the I'SD.k
operates in t he average rural county?

Mfr. Cvm ent.l.L. I think there are about .21),(100 offices of the I'SDA
in the 3,000 counties. That includes el ery type office in the USDA,
many of Mile]) are not dealing. with farmers. Tlwe is the Food and
Nutrition. Service, with if.3 billion \volt of food 7rograins going on.
We have the meat and poultry inspection, and we have the Forest Serv-
ice. 11'ith about '20,ouo offices in t14" I'SD. Scattered throughout the
United States, that would la. an average of six and ono-hal f per county.
Many of these are not df`11111144 with farmers.

Senator B.i..mos. Would it be safe to say that there is an average of
five per county dealing with agriculture'

Mr. ('AAA' 1. -Mier the I'S -1 would say four to five.
Senator IlEi.moN. In most counties there is a Farmers IIot»e Ad-

ministration Office, a Soil ,COnservation Service Zfflice, an ASCS
Office-

Mr. ( '."31 PliE1.1.. Sonic of these programs na'e two or three counties
to an office. The Farmers Ilonw usually does.

Senator BEk.i.atox. Most of these offices are concerned with one
single aspect of agrieultji re. 'Ilw Farmers I tome Administration loans
moiler. The Soil Conservation Service bitilds terraces, and ponds,
and that sort of thing. But why has the "SDA never coordinated its
efforts toward the total concept of rural development?

Mr. CAmrnE.i..:rhe VSDA, I think, for the last or 10 years has been
talking a lot about rural development. I heard it before I came to
ll'ashurgton and I have heard a lot about it since. There has been
much conversation and much effort. It is a really tough job to get
going On. That is why this coint»ittee -is haying these hearings. It is
something that can't be done easily.

Senator Ilia.t,mox. I take that as an admission that something needs
to be done.

Mr. C.VMPREI.I.. TIAllt is correct.
Senator IIt'm 1 at.x. Senator A 4cen ?
Senator . 'KEN. Mr. Chairman. I am not a member of yoursubcom-

mittee. I am a cosponsor of this bill, although I don't expect the bill
that comes out of the -committee to resemble too closely the bill which
was introduced. I do think that it is high time the people of this emin-
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try were reminded of the fact that agriculture is not a minor industry
III this country,, that we are not dependent for our economy on a couple
of litifieired international and national giant corporations that are
highly rmommended for access to the- Federal Treasury when they
need it. But there are people selling the idea that agriculture is now
a minor industry, that we are depenOnt 011 these few big corporation's.,
and that has to be counteracted. If a full-fledged controvesey can re-
mind the people of this country that agriculture is still important--
and it is far and away the most important industry that we have in
this country, or in the world, as far as that goes-----1 think that these
hearings and having jurisdiction (?vr the bill would be worthwhile..

I have no idea when the bill wilnally be repted; I think there
will be one reported, maybe not this year, but next year and Nile will
have a great many changes in it. But it is necessary that we do sow-

:thing to. dispel this- id a that agriculture has degenerated into a minor
industry, and we m.,ht just us welkdepend upon our food than on
other countries, an so on and so forth.-That is why I am glad that
the bill-is introduced and that hearings are being held.

And, now, I have a committee meeting of my own on the fonh
floor relating to settling the troubles" of the rest of the world, for-
getting the United States for the time being. So I think I had better
go there.

Mr. -C.teatm.. May r respond very briefly.
I think the authors of this bill and the administration have the

'same q,bketive. I want to state firmly, we question no one's motives
whatsotweir.

Senator AIKEN: And the program is going to have lots and lots
of trouble with revenue sharing. I think there has got to be revenue
sharing of some kind. But you are going to have even more trouble
with the reorganization plan. And what is the use of putting all of
our effort into something that isn't going to happen anyway? I believe
in reorganization of the G9yernment, but I believe in doing it step
by step. I don't want all eight courses of the banquet to be dumped
into a kettle and stirred up, and then to eat out of that kettle because
there is something in there that makes one of the guests at that banquet
sick to his stomach. And that is about what is happening when yon
recommend reorganizing every litle It of Government all in one
batch.

Mr. Cvmenor.r.. Senator, may I say that the corn blight last Year
almost made everybody aware that agriculture is still important.

Senator Alias. Yes. I know there are too many people who believe
our welfare depends On too few people.

Senator Ift-meollEY. Thank you, Senator Aiken. Your words of
wisdom are always very welcome.

Mr. Secretary, I want to make one or two observations. First, I
want to say to yon in a sort of cooperation, as we have said here,
we are taking a hard look at the objectives of the President to have
special revenue sharing for rural development. We do not argue with
those objectives. I think that those are objectives that reasonable
people, regardless of region, partisan or philosophical differences,
can agree npon. And. we ought to start with those objectives. That is
exactly what we tried to do in this legislation.
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Se(omily, as I said before, I am -arc that the bill that %%e have
presented will have litany adillztiltelll!.... %VP need wit ilf.",,NeS.
We want witnesses to examine this hill in detaii. I have asked, for
example, the independent bankers to take a good look at this bill. I
ant erysensitive to the %vorli (if the tine gruff') of, financial 1104 it Ilt ions
I don't know what \%e %vould do it it hont them in rural America. And
%vt %%ant nothing that is going to impede their effort Or make it more
difficult for them to survive and to profit, because they really :ire vital.

So we kiim ire are going to do -(ottething. As Senator Aiken has
said. we are going to have to inake a er careful analysis of %%hat we
have before us, anti then hopeful! y improve it .1.1td I am stwe that there
are many features of Senator Isearson's hill that would roptiiv the
sanal kind of refinement:11'o hope that %e can blend these measures
together.

Now, having said that. in appeal to the adinHistration is this,
let's get on the -anit"vicket here, : lid Ict: ir to -onte np with
thilo. that will help r.te people. "1.1.;i- i, a bill. thi. isn't. a
I oulo. at hill, it isn't 1:( ptilili(thi.hi II. . - a met ter of fact, %%hen a
fell, ,.%* is broko. it doesn't make any rcti he dint II
1:11)111111(1111. /)111)k0. ()I' a 1)01110r1t I ' 11P I, not going to gel it
loan..1ml when rout go around rural you will find thlt tI ore
are honocratic area- that are ill trouble ;old there ate Relinlilican
ireas that arc in trouble. 4u \c can ott this pati-an nonsele.p.1 I -aid, I happen to support general revenue sharing. I :oil one of
those on the l)eillocratic side of the 'lisle that -upports it. S'onte of its
don't111(1 I don't care whose mime is oil it- as a !natter of fact, if

could find ,onio nett names (o. I 1 (odd go for it. I think Wt.
1104,11 it.

lint I ;kin going to be rrilnk %%It 11 tun. I think Senator Aiken told
von something this morning that oti,ight to go back to the main office.
There isn't going to he any general reorganization. You just mark
that dorm, that isn't going to happen. Because I can Hind( of Hardly

Nlenther that 1 have talked to that i- ;Wow ready t() abolish the lie-
partment of Agriculture. I (I() think, the Department of .\grietilture
needs to :lel vitl it. nee ,*.t 'its t.t 91:)te. It i )hl co 1,;ws.e(1. It
hasn't hien teoganized. it thaw it :lilt Senator liellmon has
:1,14(4! to Int% e dope. .\11(1 it isn't ,voor fault, I am not lilaming, you.
This has !)ern characteristic through the times, years, through Re-
publican and l)einocratic adminitrations. jiitt the Department of
Agrictiltille at least can become a liepartnient of Agri( nature soil
floral I )evelopment , because that farmer colt there can't qtrvi ye alone,
and the community can't sur% i1e alone. They are One and illSlpattibll'.

I happen to believe that the first job is Jo get good farm income.
And lee are a long ways from it. Both parties ha \-t, been rather negli-
gent in that responsibility.

11'110 we-nee(I to (I() is to start to reorganize the department vithin
the department. I ant going to fight to the end to prevent the aboli-
tion of the Depattment of Afrriculture. We don't have many spokes-
men iai this ..ountry for agriculture. I g'111111111tl'l' if you were in 11

hearinirOil SOW!' other matters. this room %% 0111(I be filled with tele% ision
canieros But the AmeriCan people don't Ilea) about the plight of this
man out in rural America, that farm fancily. that little comitry store,
that small businessman. lie is the forgotten man. much more forgotten
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than some other people in this country that think they are forgotten.
And we are going to get them reminded. That is my job. I am going
to see that the American people aiv reminded about w hat is going. on
in rural Anierii.a because unless they do, lye aren't going to have any
America. These cities ire going to get wor,e, and rural Amwrie:i
going to be in more t !Indite

I come to on, first, rit It Mt Hipell I. take a look at this legisla
lion, examine it. criti_.ca..11v. .knd we want vonr honest evaluation-, be-
valise you have got top-grade people in the Dypartment. MY appeal to
them is, look at it, because -omething is ....tvoing to come (tot, whether
pm like it Or not, odminiA rat ion or no administration, we are going
to report some kind of legislat ion. S() I sugge,t We get on the .,:mine
Land wagon and try to work out something that will he satisfactory.

Now, t he filet 1 1 1 1 ( 1 I have been on t he of her side of t h e 'aisle (Im\ II
on Main Streetthe simple truth is, whether you have got a 1)enmerat
in charge of that Department or a Republican in charge of this (l0V-
ernment, the fact is that rural America is the last area to get anything
that the Govennwnt has to offer when it comes to development. In the
Housing and lrban Development .tgencv, primarily the bigHnoney
goes to the guy that can holler tlw loudest, and seems to have the most
grievous indictment against t)he Government. With all due respect to
a great newspaper like the NewYork Thnes, it will tell us every day
what is going on in New York, but it doez,,n't tell me very owh about
what is going on in Litchfield, Minn. I 114' my own State as an exam
pie and 1 think I have a right to have those people heard. And unless
the Department of Agriculture is their champion- -and I mean a real
champion, not just for peanuts and wheat and soybeans- we are not
going to get anything. And that is what we are lip agaiIrSt.

I notice that von said that under..t he special revehe 41iariii42, you
could do just about eerything we are propjising in this bill. I respect-
fully say, Mr. Seeretarv, that is riot:. true. You could do a good dent
if von would. abolish everything you are now doing. But no man in
his right mind thinks that you are going to aboli4h the A('P.

Mr. (')111i1.1.1.. Reorganization doesn t cal! for that.
Senator HI NI el fltEY. i mean. if .you free up all that money- you

say that you can take that money And put it into industrial dcelop-
ment. Yon know that wasn't going to happ-ii. Q

Mr. CAmenru.. Ilcventie shoring does not take the ASCS money
andimt.it there.

The Cumam Nor the ASCP money the AC1' inone. 1'11, Dilly
money that is locked up for sure I, the Extension Ser ice. And law:
lunch of dial is there. what is the anionnt, eat of the billion dollars?

Al t% I y. :!1:1 11.1imillion.
5(01101' Ill-NI el 11t1:1 S139 million. The rest of it yD l say free

money. But it isn't really free..
Mr. CY nn111.1.. 131 not ASCS.
Senator Ilt-,rour.) I mean ACP. the soil pay moms. Yo. are not

going to put that money ip for grabs.
N1r. CANienu.i.. It ,would be. up to the local community to (1,cide.

Chairman., as to whether or not they wanted to (I() that.
. Senator IUM PI 'o11 really14 think-that the Go,rtior ,a

State or the State legislature is going to free up that money e We run
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write fiction, about it, hut in real life do you think. this is going to
happen

How many agMehts do von abolish under this revenue sharing?
Ntr. cAmpBELL. There are no agencies abolished ander this, Mr...

Chairman, none whatsoever. There are no agent ies abolished under
the revenue sharing. - %

Senator II UMPHREY. That is -correct. So you are going to free up
very littlmnoney for what-we call rural development.

The other thing is, you said that there was that $200 million
additional moey.

Mr. CAmenELL.Itist under.
-Senator HUM PHREY. My calculation. however, shows that as related

to the 197:2 appropriations there is less than $50 million of new money.
4Ir. CAMPBELL. I don't Wow where you got the figure
Senator ILL:mum:V....I think if yon take the appropriations as con ;

pared to what the budget request was for fiscal 1971, that the amount.
of new money that is in the special rural revenue sharing is less than
$50 million.
. And were talking about special revenue, sharing.,

Mr. HAsenAy. If you add to the $79 million new money in tli-e
President's budget the $100 million that the President tied into com-
munity development, and you get up to about $179 million. It is
budgeted, but it is not there .

Senator HumeirttE17. I xsould like to talk about what is there. I
have been atound Governnu it a long time. and we are long on prom-
ises. So I dank we have to face hp with what we are dealing with
here. .

.:..

No,w, I do think we'heed reorganizatiop in the Department. And I
think that is. what many of you here are concerned about; and We are
ready to cooperate. I think there needS to be a great deal of emphasis
upon rural development, and any way we can tie together these agen-
ciesand they Are good agenciesand ,make them work a little bit
better, I think we ought to do it. , ,

I haven sonic questions here-some of which I am sure yon will not
be able to respond to, Mr. Secretary, because these take a little more
time, and you wetn't given any advance notice of them. They are not
trick-queAtions, but just to get informer on for us. And may-I suggest
that we will send. you a copy of the ones ions to the Secretary's office;
and we would appreciate vou respondu g to them. .

Mr.- CAMPBELL. .11'"P will be glad to respond to any questions you
send down. ..

Senator HUMPHREY., The first oneand there are one or two yon
can answer very qiiicklin title IX of the Agricultural Act, we have
this language, that Congress coYmnits itself to a sound balance as be-
-tween rural and urban America, and the Congress considers that bal-.
Juice so essential to peace, prosperity, and the welfare of all our
citizens, that the hiehest priority must be given to the rehabilitatgion
and devel'opment of rural areas. Do S.cni consider that binding on your
decisions and actions?

Mr. CAMPBELL. We are very happy that Congress took that action.
Senator HrIMPHREY. But do you consider it binding, that the highest

priorities must be placed, .
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Air. CA NtrnELL. Y e, e'da: We accept that.
senator I.ItturitEv. I wish. t hat you would feel free to amend and

extend your statement Pr the printed record, beeause I believe.that rde
Demi. to understand what' we. Iiican by the highest priot*ies.

("Ile supplemental statenteift is as follows :)
The Nixon gkdininistratiim has been committed tri rural development and to

bringing about a better balanced-population growth-since its.yery outset. In his
first Stateof-the-Cnion Message the President stated :

"We must create a new rural envininment which a ill not Only steni the nava-
ti111 to urban centers but reverse it. If we seize our growth as a challenge, we
can make tlif 1970s an historic period when by conscious chub* we transformed
our land into what we want it to become.

Ile also went on to say :
"I propose that hefiire these problems become insoluble, the Nation develop a

growth policy. I Mr purpose will be to Mal those means by which Fed-
ml. State and local governments can iniltatnce the coarse of ztrhan settleMent

and growth so as poSitively to affect the qua lity,of American lire."
'Ibex(' words have been, followed up by action, ( iingress should act favorably

soon on the legislative porposals. Bore are some concrete examples of the high
priority the Adadnistration has placed on rural development. a

tit The President's reorganization proposal will for the first time consolidate
in one, spinthe new Department of Community. Development---sullicient*now-
)iou. resources, and authorities to accomplish the rural development goals sought
but not attained previously.

ID The President has proposed a, major new programrevenue sharing--of
which rural rev2nie sharing-- a billion dollar plus program Is specifically aimed
at revitalizing rural America.

'rite President's proposed Family Assistance Program is a major stel8for-
ward to wipe Out poverty. Rural America will be particularlx benefitted.

IIi Filmling of USDA's principal.- rurat development programs hi PY 1972 is
more than four times the FYI909 level when this Administration took -office
it,'..t.titi,(100,000 vs. V57),(1(t0.000).

The President's yrograrn will achieve the rural revitalization goals that the
Con-gress committed itself to inTitle IX.

S'ellatOt. Ift-urnllEv. ('an you give us your best estimate of the prob-
able cost of construction of *the necessary rural and eommunity

Brat. would be necessary to reljelt the goals ex.pressed in title IN?
We would like that.

..Nit...CAMPBELL. We will provide that, too.
Senator HUMPHREY. Can you give 115 It general itla of the pi'ospec-

t ive asset value of the new industrial plants and other construction by
private economic enterprise that would be required to reach the Presi-
dent's rural community development goals?

The,se are the type of' questions, that we want to got some indepth
analysis on from your Economic Research Division.

By the way, I think your Economic Research Service needs to have
more funds to do its job. We consider it an asset to the Congress, and
I am sure to the count r3-.

.

We would like also to have a list of the Ion and grind programs
administered by the Department for rural development, for priv
economic enterprises, and tire, rural residents. We need to get a firii
.listing of that.

And we would like to get a general idea of the amount 14 dollars
of each o your Department's loan and grant programs til was ex-
panded or committed in some recent fiscal year. It is one thing as to
what is authorized and what is appropriated, but what was committed,.
what was expender And I will submit other questions in writing on
behalf of the committee.

63-7A2-71--pt. 4 13.
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Mr. CAMPBELL. All riotht..si.i.
(The informal jolt .is its follows :)

1. Last year (!tnif f rens passed and tilt President siy mid g brit: I ioopatting flit' rural ider,ctop mew t coinlpen(tl of a nal iona balanectl growth. pair gt the lbiglicIA prinYily lever The inert nt la 'lunatic of I: i I le IX of thy ...lyric'',burnt .let o 1,1970 rends Itint! I not ) : -The 1' ont/rrx11 1'011111111n 11.1111 10 a nouha la nee bct irccn rural and l rho n tin lira. ?'!tr ('rill! /IV .58 C011xtdurs this balmy(
so c111entialt0 prove, pron peri I and na'Ifurt of a lt.ou r ci I izenn !hut I he igho xtpriority Itlant by gir111 to the rut' t ion and tic rylopoic tit of rllroll arca:4.-

Ito you consider Title 1.1, ow/ the pror in ion (pi of rti a borc, to be binding on Ihrart ions ti nit (Irvin in tin of I he 11.reu l ire iirol itch
A1ISW111'. The response fo this question has been placed as an Extension to the

Q1,../tion 2. What is ! /Slur init rpret I ion of Ili r ;um yr litre :11281 (11101cd froth'1' it lc 1.1, ..s'cet ion 90 I I tint Irv( ire to amend and y.rt end !/our 81Ylitfor thy printed rcrortt ; but irc would p prcria 1 1 lousing ! /our exprcs8 ion at thi.xtiter.
AiiN wen TII(' 11)).(1)on`(' t I) thi).).1111(,)1 il)11 has been p1mied as an Extension to. the
Q 111'4 %On Picaye girt us your host estimate' of proba yoneo f coy..;1 rue.Non of the ry rural mittinit slily I twilit ic.x that will n tweets(' ry to rtilchlilt' yank ( .rprcsscd b!/ TiI lc i 1. it r OIlla edpri 8.0011 1101, :Milli PI of

1.0111.10. ht W1M 1( roe f ujJ her rt. Inetil rill t'XIcibli011 tlou 11.0111d like I 0 make orthe printed ri cord of this It en rl
.1.11nWer. 11.1 1115 111(1 11111'e :111 VS11111:111' or (he protoibio (list of constriaition ofthe necessary rural cimuntinitY facilities tipit will be necessary to meet .1 he goals'expressed by Title IN.
Q c81 ion '11. ('till !/rill i r e 118 gcto in I Olen of !hr nom nee, iT:c oxxet en I e of nr inn us/ rig, pig rnld oilier co f I rncl kw oil en e eroioonir rvlitrprixr iron It-' rt'q ire(' i1( reach I c Pres id ill's Ivnvll coin 111111111 (1c l'cloimIco I ! /rolls! Pli O%-tift-r1 f ( to a nictitt a nil .elctitl you r rcpt!/ for 1111 P1a1P11 111'01',1.
.1.11,;%%er. In !wiping with llai l'resident's emphasis on returning decisiontnaking

powers to State and h(iii governments, no specific rural community developilu:ntgoals have been set at the national level. This responsibility %%ill rest with tr.osegaol rer the point of implementation. central theme of these developilientefforts will be to provide ample employilient opportunities for all those nowlive in rural areas. If we assume. for example. development goals of I 1 ) 'entirely
stoppling' net outmigration from nonmetropoli tan areas and 521 closing by halfthe gaff between labor force participation rates or metropolitan and IIMMAstro-

-politan populations during the coining decade, then about :3 million additional
jobs would be reimired ht noninetro areas by 1980. The asset value of additinng.of now plants and remodeling of existing plants and other vonstruTion by private
enterprise to accompany this acceleration measured 1971) could approx-
imate $12'3 billion during the 1!)70 Mainde, or about $12.5 billion per year.

()mot/ airy 3. (hoc non 'wt. of future ccmioni it. growl in 01 ra I .1 in crica ix. ofroy !1r' n attot yi of fun tux froth torso( tit no tictit.o I cd in rinsed
hurried that in a calla blr I or nu ri non a tol in cunt nit tit. (' ti you girt, us a gra( raid( a of aill lorat amen nt of moll funds i for a o'er'', towAn.w yr. (liven the paucity or ioroottion capital flows that is available on
a rural-urban brealt, this question ti (I the two that follow calf 'only be roughly
estimated: For the purpose of milking such an estimate. we have assumed that all
components of the national income accounts are di-stributed between metropolitan
and nonmetropolitan areas in the same 'proportion as personal income (70:24?.
On 'this,basis. personwl savings in dolimetro areas would hay'(' equaled $13.1) billion

1 in 1070. n

To estimate the amomit of rjt allied business earnings in nonmetro areas avail-
able for investnuaSt, one 14,inst make further assumptions about the mil movement
of goods and services between metro and !minuet ro areas. Oti the basis of a "loca-
tion coefficient analysis"'of major prodtiet components t e.g agriculture. construc-
tion. durable and nondurable manufacturing and services ), it was estimated that
17 percent of the normietro product wams -exported" to metro areas while, 10
percent of the much, larger metro product outs "exported" to nomnetro areas.
Further. assuming that all components of the product accomits are distributed
between Metro and nonmet o areas on the some 713:24 basis used above, one inled to the conclusion that it etro areas prohably experienced a net "trade"
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deficit metro areas. The magnit tide 14 deficit III, rottalvly estimated at
bilfion for 1970. In other words. the aintly,i, stigge,ls that 10'4 W:0111110. result,
in a net flit of goods and ser% ice, Into mantic( ro hick aura in turn re,ult
it a flow of capital front nolimetro to metro areas to No fur the deficit. 1111111w!
busine,s earnings. %thicli %%ere implied dednc It( cly from the above assumptions
and the gross. national income accounting irletkti3O'. to be vnia111 it 1110
negittiVe. The (,,,tioolte rot- 1970 using naliumil 111 bit. accounting data uas
i6` .4 hilliun.

Qurn i on rk (In I lu llnx ix of non,' of 'I( Hu 1. noorli (Inc mid if It I( 1.1 yoll II
hu tit, 10101 iiv rvvt inr of till R111.1119., nail Ilir .olm(n1 In lido rir nci-a frit in 1.1110
Anil rill, offs 11.1 thin 141. n roll ohni n a

Ati,.(.1., Applying tlin 'camp ;1,`,11 111111 rased it a 11,:11 Prillg the Preceding'
thin. tionmetropolitan investment %%ils.ati St12:i billion in 1970 Ili% VII
nonmetro per,onal savings cvf almut 7sta billion and little if an% retained earnings,

11i111441SS that half or the total iiive1.4111ent,in pH% ale (dart. equipment. and
other conOrtiction in tunimetropolitati America i, judged to hate Its oritit in
cU11tal accbninlated there. These trunsfer, from instronolitan /111,11r both I hi'
11111)Ill 11 1111 pricete :sector, Will likely cont111up to l'Oprl's1.111 11 11 11111111Na 111 source
of financing for job creation in notimetropolitan area, during the coming decade.

Though ',OM(' portion or rural. ,avin1,midolibted1.% flow into nietropolltan
inve,ttitents. 1111 1 1' been 1111;1 ble to ascertain Ilic size of Ibis 11(0\ from /1 \ a 1;11i10
infornuitiii a

The attached (a1)11.s proVidi, general indication Id Ihn .11nount Of sir% i1114, 111 1,1
ill uunnn'iro hauls, ;10(1 ,arcing, and loan institution, ill 14iVI'lt !Mints 1 11 1 'init.,

DEMAND AND TIME DI POS,I,TS IN ,' GROUPS OF RIIRAI BANKS, DEC. 31. 1965 10

In million of r1,11.1ml -
Demand (11. Time deposits

Writer bgnks member hanks
with head w.th head
offices in offices in

paces under Selected places under '3eir..tert
15,000 popu- armcultural 15,000 popu- tural

Dec.31 Wino counties lation r.r.uorles

1965 15,170 4,321 15, 257 4 fa
1966 15.389 4.435 16, 986 4.586
1967 1,5 31n 4, 7 1 19, 333 5. 546
1968 13. 631 5 4 21.786 5. L53
1969 18,416 247 73,594 5 998
1970 20, 408 . 426 27, 874 Z. 830

Source. Computed from FDIC data.

Year

1966
1967
1968 .

SAVINGS CAPITAL OF SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS, 196E 68

In tr I I7S of dollars!

SMSA's

Above Below
751,,000 250,000 Outside

Total population population SMSA's. 4
114.163 81, 413
124,586 90.035
131.6131 94,869

Source: Computed from Federal Home Loan Bank Board data published in Statistical Abstract.

10, 650 . 100
11,552 22,999
12,197 24 595

Qapxtian 7, ran non old- no own,' lily° of Ili( Iola, aniornit of xru in,ryx n II in-
frolnir n t fundx in 'wrist(rl in notional arcax that flawm into rural iiirexInti 1118
(web !Ica r! .1(n I fon. Io n (mod wrist, your sin I na'n %for I It IlrinI«I
record,

Answer. Funds generated in metropolitan areas that flow into rural invest-
ments each year a N' 11'0401'lated writ 11 the execs,: or imports hi rural America
over exports to metropolitan places. As stated above, flows of this kind, both
public and private, vonstiltite tin importantksource of funds fur rural'invest-

a
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meet in plant and facilities,, but, we lack, an adequate basis for estimating the
amounts involved with any degree of precision. It would appear that roughly a
fourth of the personal savings and retained business earnings in metropolitan

.areas ands its way into 'rural investments. -
Thus, a sizable amount of savings and inv6stment funds generated in'nonrural

areas is accounted for by net flows into rural investments each year. Gross flown
lu oaellIdlreethal are.ProlrablY large, yet the net would, seem to be from metro-
politan to rural. l'aft of this net iwccounted for by rash flows and part by
acquired ownership by metropolitan Msidents of rural property, plant and equip-
ment. thNnorsbAp may be in terms of Thilmn against asse4; through loans by
central city financial institutions to rural firms and households. For example,

. assets of the farming sector rose to $311 billion in 1970 from $203 billions,in
Of this gain, $75 billion was4rom proprietors' equities and $33 billion was

through' increased liabilities. The proprietors' equities fell during. this period
to M percent frimi tits PZ:reent.

,

Onf xtion N. Do yea hare with you a chnvenient lint of the loan and grant
proiranis adininistered by your Thpartment (Ageney) far -which rural govern-
ments, rural private economic enterprises, w. t runt residents arc eligible! We
should appreciate haring the complete list t, -a a brief Oscripyairof each for
tlur record of this hearing.

Answer. Yes, sir, we have such a list and will provide it for the fkcord.
TN; Information follows:)

U.S. DPARTMENT 0 ISRICI'LTUILO

4' LOAN AND ()RANT PROGRAMS IN RURAL ARRAS

Farmers home Administration
rwa pet hen sire water and la u:('r planning grants are made to provide technical

and proeessional seevives, test wellsand soil and water investigations. Grants
may be made to public bodies, political subdivisions and local planning com-
missions. Plans must be limited to a rural area and may not include towns or
villages in excess of 5,500 population.-

Ean.rgency loans are made for operating and living expenses, replacefhent of
.equipment and livestolit, and real estate repairs. Emergency loans are made in
counties designated by the Secretary of Agriculture as disaster areas and in other
unde.-ignated areas wherp only a small number of loans will be made. Established
farmers and ranchers who have suffered property damage or crop loss due to a
natural disaster are eligible for loans.

Farm labor housing and grants may be made to farmers, nonprofit organize-
thin,. and piddle bodies and loans to political subdivisions and nonprofit organi-
zation. These loans and grants may be used to build, repair or purchase
adequate farm labor housing. acquiring and improving land for such housing,
and developing related facilities such as central cooking and dining areas.

Farm. operating loans dm re made to persons of farm background for the purpose
of livestlick and farm eiptipment told for living and farm operating expenses.

Farm oirnersNip loans are made to farmers and ranehers to enable them to
buy, enlarge and improve fatally size farms and develop non-farm enterprises.

Grazing association loans are made to associations of family farmers and
ranchers for the purchase and development of grazing land for the use of
association members.

['Titration, drainage and other sail and water eonserration -loans are made
" to public and quasi-public bodies and eorporatImis not operated for profit which

*will serve residents of rural areas which may include towns and villages up to
5,5110 pnpulation. Loans may be used for irrigation, drainage and other soil
conservation measures.

Loin 16 moderate income housing loans are made lo T.S. citizens who are or
will become rural residents. Loans may he nsed to build or repair homes
and to provide water and sewer facilities for the family. Interest e Bits may
be allowed which will reduce the interest rate to as low as 1 percent.

Rural housing site Paw are made to nonprofit organizations for the purchase
and development of adequate rural housing sites for later sale to low and
moderate income families, cooperatives, anti nonprofit applicants.

Reereation faeililii-s loans are made to residents with n background in recrea-
tional enterprises. Loans may'he used to develop land and water resources,
-repair and construct buildings, purchase land and recreation items, and to pay
operating expenses.
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RedOuree conservation and development /carat are made to public agencies-
and local nonprofit corporations In designated areas. Loans Nay be used to install
or Improve outdoor orientedrrecreation facilities, and soil pod water conservation

Rural tntal housing limns are made to indlyiduals, cooperatives and nonprofit
organizations. Issas can be used to build, buy, improve or repair repeal housing.
Loans may also be used to provide recreatiaNal and service facilities for the
rental housing.

Moil and watiT loans are made to eligible applicants for basic land practices
such as leveling, Stang, fertilizing, and for irrigation .facilities,

Very Ov-income Mutiny repair loans are made to rural residents to enable
these residents to make their homes safe and sanitary,

Water and waste disposal systems loans and grants are made to pubid' or
quasi-public bodils and nonprofit corporations which will serve res*nts of
rural areas, including towns anti villages of not over 5,500 population. Loans .

and grants are made for the installation, improvement, repair and expansible of
rural water anti sewer systems.

Watershed protcetion and Hood prevention loans are made to local organiza-
tiOns such as municipal corporations and soil and water conservation districts.
Loans may be used to install, repair and Improve irrigation and drainage
facilities, to provide land treatment and other dotal control measures apd provide
water storage for recreation, pollution ninth:pent and stream flaw regulation.

Euro/ self-help housing technical assistance grants are made to pont-hid 'sub-
divisions and mmprofit corporations, Grants may bet used to hire personnel to
provide technical assistance for self-help housing, to tiny administrative ktal
office expenses, to make power tools available, and to pay for training self110p
housing group members.

litdion tribes and tribal corporation loans are made to Indian tribes recognized
by the Secretary of the Interior. Loans may be used to acquire land for lease to
ttikal members or for recreational, grazing, or commercial use.

Mural Electrification Administration
)Slrctrim loans are made to qualified organi1tions for the purpose of supOlying

central station electric service on tl continuing basis in rural areas. Electric
loans are made tel rural electric cooPeratives, publie utility districts, lamer
companies. municipalities and other qualified power suppliers. A small number
or loans are also made for wiring of premises, plumbing and electrical eqdipment
and appliances, These loans are made to REA. borrowers for relending to individ-
ual consumers on their lines,

Trlrphoru' loans are made for the construction, operation, expansion. im-
provement and to of telephone lines and facilities to provide modern,
dependable telephone service in rural areas. This Service is to be extended to bath
farm and rural nonfarm residents, on an area coverage basis, under rates and
cohditions that permit full and productive use of these utility services. Eligibility
for telephone loans extends to telephow companies and cooperatives, as well
as to nonprofit. limited dividend, and mutpal'associat hues, Beginning In fiscal
year 1972, the Rural Telephone Bank (authorized by P.L. 92-12, approved May
7. 19711 will-provide loan funds to supplement the regular REA telephone loan
program,

t unit Stabilitvrtion and .eonnerra lion Serviee
Commodity loans and plirehases. Price support loans are available to farmers

to improve and stabilize farm income, to assist in bringing about II bettaw ballot(
between supplcy and demand of the commodities, and to assist farmers Iv ?halt-Oy
marketing of t teir crops,

Price*suppte loans to producers are "nonreeourse." Produeers are not obit-,
gated to make good any decline in the market price or, the commodity they have
Tent up as collateral. If Market prices rise above support, producers can pay oil
their 101In and market their comneality. Tf market prices fail to rise above ',im-
port primes. producers can pay off the loan timaltrh forfeiture of collateral. If

, the commodity is stored on the fa titti the farmer is respankinIN fat' maintaining
the amain i( on of the etunntodity.

Eligible commodities are,feed grain and feed grain products, wheat-and -% heat
prodne6,, rice, rye, blended food products, dry edible beans, Pastor beams and
oil. flaxseed, soybeans and soybean products. honey. upland cotton. extra-long
staple cotton. cotton products. dairy products, peanuts, tun- nuts and oil. vege-

4
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- . -table lilt- 1)1'011110$, I illS11141 MI, lliSill and I 1111MIIII HIV, IViiill'cll, tallow or 141'IlIt,and seeds and plants.

sforawr rucifif,,,, um/ (limp/mat kfraft/f. TM' ottiort,tve of this program is torouipitttott,th, prire support roututtotty roan program by providing lideqinitfinancing for storage rarilitie.4 and dry log equipment, thereby aliordiug farmersthe (IpOrtunity "for orderly nialIteting of thir crops. /'Hie loans are used to tiiiiiin.i. the purchase of stonig". sh. (lures and dryingequipment needed. To qualify for loans Om farmers must met. the nevi! eligibilityrettittivattents for storing or conditioning or ono or numo of the 12 eligible com-modities as fidlows .., barley, corn, grain sorglinais,'opits, rye, wheat, soybeans,suntloNver seed. rice, dry edible beaus. flaxseed and peanuts.lb, h'inuf Earicovf)"calfil lxorstancr Proqi am Is II Vll illIbilt to f antlers,ranchers, awl wootIlatal owners (primarily through cost-skating) fu carry 'inka .approved soil. Nvater,%()ffillatigl. and %vildlif(- conservation practices, and agri-eatute-related yvater, air. and liAttl pollution abatemAt practices.
The pollution abatementSmid conservation

PrarIII'f's 11(1(51 by Performed sIttI%-firettorily and in :1(1.mA:ince NiIll appliealilk. slievitications. The 1)0111111mi niatte-tilmit :sad U Minify conservation practices must also conserve soil or water. Pro-
gram participants are responsible l'or the Upkeep and maintenance of priotices ,instnlli.(1 with cost-share asNistance. l'he cost-share assistance does tot apply.,.It' the primary purpose Is to bring new land into production.Elm rpttep co/iv/Imhoff toast/H..4 enable fanners to control wind erosion MIfarmlands. or to relnibilitit,.. farmlands damaged by wind erosion. floods, Intr.ricativs. or ()tiled' 1111i linli liiillslers,

,..E1111.1'1401111",(4ISl-sillll'illg Is limited to new conservation problems created'. bynatural disasters, which ;
.

1. It not Yreated will impair or endafiger the land: o
2. Materially affect the productive ( apacity or the laud:

p.:4 iteprpsult damage N hich Is mnp:11:11 ill l'illlIllelltr ini(1.-pexcept for winderosion, is not the type which would retiir frequently hillie same area: and4. Will be so costly to yeliabilitate that Federal assistance is or will be
required to return the land to productive agricultural use. .-

NW/ ('01181 NW/ Kit l Ilse

(;/'"11 Jtluiax etItIff'IT(1110II PI OfIrt1111 assists farmers, ranchers, and others to
install vonsenation plans for %%hole operating units

(.
through a Program (1scheduled terhni(aF assist :uus curl long -tern(

5
0traiquil slurring that wibrim! imprtived siahility to the Great Plains by converting lands unsuited

for cropping to other uses and arrest deterioration of crop and grazing lands.
Cost share funds are available only for enduring soil and water vonseri'atiout

measures determined to be needed to protect and stabilize a farm or ranch unit
against climatic and erosion lrazards of the (11.t.sit Plains area, mill applied in
accordance with a conservation plan for the entire operating unit. PoSt sharing
to 'participants ranges for specified conservation practices from SU percent of the
rest' in the ease or ,soil: most urgently noilkfl. to 50 percent. for practices wherethe need is less urgent.

fltootirt.c of`a/..<ct.t.ution um/ rclolontfri proor.om assists loyal people to initiatenu,' sponsor pl'llgT11111, rot. -(14.% eloping tunn carrying out Jong-mime programs ofrissonce consort Minn nod de,chtitott..11t. doN(.1s)i) dynamic rural communities
with sitisracto.ry levels or income and Inoising environments through phonedimprovitieut of resources. :mil createE favorable investment iliniate attractiveto private capital.

Te(.11nieal :issistance is prof hied in project areas :lull:oft/A.(1 for
such planning. Technical and financial assistance is 111111111i/1e 1'01' the installtionof conserta4ion and land utilization works of improvement specified in
project plans. Works of itimrovenasitt may- include measures serving purposes
such as Mood prevention, sedinientaticon. and erosiAn control. public xvater based
recreation and lish and NN-11(111fc develomuents. and agricultural NN-ater manage-
ment. purposes. Lottntl for this program are made, by- the Farmers Home
Administration.

ll'atrrRheff protrrtion (Hill flow/ -po rrntion prwirfini provides teellidelil and
financial lissis2qine In Planniug and carrying oat works of improvement to
protept, develot). and utilize the land and Nvatet resources In small watersheds.

Assistance Is provided in planning, designing-. and installing watershed works
of improvement : in sharing costs of flood prevention:irrigation. drainage. sod-1-
mentiition control. fish and wildlife deNelopitimits. and 'Public recreation: and
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to extending long term credit to help dal interests NN itll 1111.11' Atari: or the

The Flood l'rN Program is limited to the eleNen authorized projects.
Luaus can be made hi the Farmer. Vona. Adnikui.t ration under both hit Flood

ntion Program and the \\ ateuslied \oid,. ui tniptimenient Program i

:oil; 1.

,onr fold us, Ilion At I
Loviel fl 1.41 rib,' I um pt 011 fon 1,1.01 11)0(1 intuit ttliiitls.

charitaide awl iininier camp.. Household. and midi% idual.
ii,a3 not be 1.11iirg1.11. for in ',kill' distribution lila \ be utade
ag://114 0111ir DOI;iited lend. that tint tro sold, exchanged. or other
IN it di,lif),((1 or nothortiott tii,t rittot totl . .t.oittott I It it aunt 111101% ..1.(citi("
:(1)1.1,N .11 of the I Hipartnient

I mid I formula grant- I must be o petaled to assist ill meeting operating
inemred in iiilliouistering Food I Hiatt ion Programs for Itottt

1,01,11il, tit 11(111,41101(k. .1111.1. 11111(i, 111,0 out be PlirChir,0 1.14:11 IrrUPPrO
land ;i ).

Ntio,ip pi IniffIM thningh finni tir "utPitinn), north
noire than tho 11111'tillV alf1.1111It %%111,11 I NUN, ac(1,1*(111V to :Ind I ;mill.%
Ite The cu111,01i, are n.tul for the purchase of food in retail store. The commits

be used to food tor lilruuiu (1111.1111114 ion. oisitilit bur Hem' labeled
imported -stores in food -.tamp arcaalt antholdziid to

mi.ept the coupons.
child pa/it/ion sow/Do/ix

ell f itf ul xr l or(' 1,1 off cif III Oh I Id f

tort It Ili if Ws I ,111.% (111e ,l't iiV1111.11t )11,11,1,. 11.11'1ilt (.111(4.1'S, and (la 3
I for tout purchased11 to 1 11)111141'ft ,1111'nk and 2 sopplemutal meal.

ilati% Fin:loci; help I. also litlY or reit'
,s,,/,010/ br(0,./(ix/ !I 111:1k1 t111111, 11.1111),11N(' 1111111h' Ilull-

puwit tit-hate for briiiikfilst meeting the requirements as
the iiiiiiietietar3 it kgriculture and NN "Ol't oil to children if high ...ohota,I ',lid itott,:: pro:41.A'. To:411101pol. !.111% f(11' I Ifillibilr,r111(.111 rate
of up to so.1:i per 1)11.11i.1.:1,1 tI'N oil or the «)...f of locnill 1,111.01;1.w' rood.. tcllielt
fixer i. the In areas of set ere need NNIIP1'e all or tiearlN the children
;Hie in peed of a free lir 11,1111C111 111'1,0 111'1'11kr11,1. l'.14111%11 11Si,1:111CI. 11111 t111:11

1111 to 100 10.11.11t or t Ito operating
\o1/trio,/ r/xxixtriner )1111 imriZ isle piirelia.e of equipment for toring, prepar-

transporting and serving food to children. The cash assistante may not ex-
i.ed 7.1 portent or the No:-.t of -Atoll ottotittliont. poottit Nita, :Iry :tc:lihthle fu

(11%1Willg :It t4.111-1:1111'0,frulll area, in NV 111(11 puol'
\ plinlia.0 11(.0(1(41 to oaahlish. 111:lilltaill. ;Intl iipand food

op to throe roorth, of the total price or the equipment incloiling
liarges.

r and 11nrhy Scrric
1.101,11ing Intuit grunt's tire made to Stale titarlseting agencies for cantina; out

110, tically approved marketing sera ice'. programs designed to bring about im-
proved marketing. States contribute at least haf the cost of the project and
perform the NN irk with State per.onnel.

.18,4iMtliner (0 Sho'es for in(/':slat( mint nitit poultry inspection provides; grants
to improve the state inspection programs. Those eligible for such iu-
tit It lho agency administering the state meat inspection program tinder law
comparable to the Federal Meat tion ,kit, Federal funds shall not exceed
50 percent of the annual rpst of the 000pt live program. Tlitugrant roods:
be :Ittot.titto ittottog the ,urtitt,- desiring to to :Ito on att otinitattio

Ext, nxron serree,
Grant,: ore made vailahle primarily on a formula ha.is to the hind grant

colt...o in wirli St ite Heil :11!11;i111,t(tred bt t Ile Director of the State ENtoli,i011
Sort it.' 'These funds 11..f,it the Statti, in carrying out a program of outof-.chool
applied education in agriculture, Imam economics, community development. 4H
youth progiganis and related subjects.

("NNW ruiirt`'Staic /?excareh Scrrice
Grants are made to State agricultural experiment stations and other eligible

institutions for the support of research in agriculture, the rural home, the rural 's;\
community and forestry.

2
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Forest Service
Cooperative- t'orrstry site m/grate/ft grants are Made by formula. to the states'

for protection, management and thveloptiftnt of state, (oval and prit'ately owned
forest laud,

Forestry research grants are made available to nonprofit institution:4,ot higher
education or nonprofit organizations «hose primary purpose is the conduct of
scientific research. The research is iiirteted to timber production, forest 111:411-
agement, forest fire control and related areas.

General forestry assistance funds are made available 10 the State forestry
agencies Iv carry out special studies and projects to improve forest managetnebt
111111 product

Qac8tion 9. ran you give nil an estimate, or yr nerd,/ idea of the anvil e! IN
dollars of eah of your Department's loan and grant programs that Was c.rpf piled
or mmtmitted in a recent fiscal year in a plat'e or in a manner that ontributcd
directly to rural own-inanity development purposes? Wu troUld like to bar(' dour
best catintat for each plaed in the record.

Answer. Yes, sir. We have a list of the Department's loan and grant programs
vthih make a 04ireil contributiiat to rural development along with the e-iivirtd
fiscal year 1071 program levels. NVe will be glad to provide that for the re' ord.

IThe Information follOws :1

1'.S, Mr utru'vr of.' .16101( 1'1 I I HE
. 'I

Rural development loan and grant pr'ogr'ams, fiscal mar 1971

Agency and activity: ' . Program Icrci
Farmers Home Administration : in thousa64

Water and sewer planning grants_ _ $2, 414,3
Water system loans 15I1, 427
Water system development grants_ 19, 302
Waste disposal 1(141 IN 70.517
1Vaste disposal development grants r . 10,337
rombluation %%titer and sewer ldon, - :; 1. ;rt
Combination water and sewer development grants._ _ 5, 717
Nonfarm enterprise loans 3,:',4 1
Recreation facilities loans 1.01:02
Re sr tsmservation a nel development (milis,,,........_,_ 1,910
Flom prevention loans ,b))
Watershed loans fi, 77,8
Rural housing loans iineludes D1114 nal and self-help loa no) __ 1. 302, 275

ural rental housing loans_ _ 6RFarm
labor housing Rains

2,47;49

I' trjj 111or IMI1411':)rantq 7"7
F low-income 'loosing repair loans__ ___ 5,493

11ntual and self-help housing grants 1:704(2091

Site development Maus
Rural Electrification Administration:

trio loan, _ _ 31'1.417
Telephone loans

Moil ConserVa t ion Service :
1 25, 0103)

Itesouree conservation and thveloptuent grants 2. 442
Flood prevention grants _

Watershed program grants
F,-Ktension Servire: Community development program ;it, 40s;l0f47::7f31

Cooperative State Research Service
Grants to Mates for community improvement and housing re-

search ss9

QucRtion /IL 1'or ;web of the loan and grant programs of your Depart: t);(711(411:11f.art3

Total

-contributes directly to rural community development con you grre.us a general
idea of the total nerd for the program in. rural arras as defined by the bills be-
for`us today Or Rom(' (110(1 (lore( 101(0 rlrfinitloll of rural arras? Please feel
free to correct and complete your statement for the printed record.

Answer, The general needs for the loan and grant programs of the Depart-
ment are discussed in the Report on Rural Financial .1ssistanee, sidanitted to

i



the Congress by the President on Ju P171. A celpy is enclosed. Generally, the
Report indicates that current effective demand for current Federal-crealit pro-
grams altainistered by this Department arc :ipproxiniately at levels funditig

1/1"milled or pl:/tied rot ..V1 Jit72 Although requirements for credit in rural
l'.;1, are expected to (:xpatail during the next decade. the basic programs PNIti1

for hatellii:g the increased demands for that part It the credit requircloctits to
be toot by 1 SI).1.. ee.

It is ea/cognized that many rural families dwAre tdeilitir. or services that }try
114d liNiUg Pl." i(1141 1)). "11.14.1"

-Programs. For th(N families, priority at-
tention should he ),Meet, to the 1'n/shield's programs to increase their income
fto( Is. In Iddili,111, 1111,14, (.11nl.t1i14' (1,e,(11 1'4410111 Iueauoinl tl,";i111111'e by rural
c,g,/iictodies con be a( hiped if the Congress enacts the l'resident's rural vont-

ocial shared revenue program, and the reorganization to establish a
I ((//m rt ait

Q,,,hon 1!. .Ix 4.1611 the /w(11 job of rum/ voln derAogoicat a.
..id Iorllr 1.1, how mach more auttual tort.sttai rural ortax,'over
and (flir(' Ih catTral rah' of xnell iarrxhat at do atm rxtimatu ax twiny vwquired
to allow the of it balator«I rurdl-urlatu growth policy."

Answer" TIM amount of annual investment in rural a eetne, over and above the
current rate of such investment required to attain the i.mals of a beljanced rural-
tirbn growth pol,ly has not been estimated. It would depend on, among other
things. the mix if imbue private imp/Ault-ill,. the Vila' of investment to lie
amide, the locations in litystnient is to be 1011(10, the number of jobs to
be created and the income to be returned to ein:le worker, foul capital-labor mix.

hose variables generally are not susceptible to prior estimation.
}tee:tits* the growth of.the V.S. national economy generally is great enough to

ntsurl) invrenses in the labor force without reduced wages or unemployment, ,

there is no 1.'4114'1101011 11,/111 Rural 1.)(`VP101/111(41t would increase the capital in.,
vestment requirements for the Nano!, as 0 whole over svhat would otherwise be
invested. An effective program would, however, alter the locution of the invest-

/1/
meld and thus might alter the amount of investment in any speeific area.

0/(4 sti0// 1?. is you view the total job -of rural community development from
the vantage point of yoUr position in the E./Tea-fire liraneli, what are the major
gaps ax you we theta in-existing rural development credit programa?

Amswer. The total job of rural conoaunity development will require strengthen-
ing of State and runil local governments: concerted efforts relating to such
homan resource development programs as education, health, manpower train-
ing :1T111 eniploympit aselstance: and credit assistance for public facilities,Auts-
ing and commercial and industrial development. 'These compounds of rune con -
munity deviopmnt are Interrelated: iddeed, demands for credit assistance
deplnl heavily upon the degree of success in efforts to strengthen loeal govern-
!UPON. community institutions, and the human resource base. Demands for credit
assistance4are expected to expand significantly in some rural localities aveoni-
panying success in rural development. However. with noire State and local gov-
ernmental repomsibility and involvement in this development (including provid-
ing financial assistance) as would oicur with revenue/ sharing for rural develop-
mead and with expected additional financial assistance front private sources,
we bellow existing Federal credit programs available to rural people will he
affispiate. (/'

1,e/wit/ion 1.1, milfh money, grimily or pablie, would be required on an
fir( r the tied rja Or years to fill the gaps as you see them?

.11,4wer. We believe any gaps in levels of Federal credit for rural develop-
ment. recognizing the siffistantial eapital investment in public and private faeili-
ties that will be required for achieving the development. are difficult to estimate.

believe the provisions in both the general and special revenue sharing pro-
grams :are the basic means for handling the inereaseel demands for credit.

H, vtror I j, ('an //lc 7',(1)! (111,1 prwirtiMAI of dolor Ifrrillil11(.111 ill expanded
(1),,; 0.1, I in x, opt to, fill oitps0

Allswer. '11ae loon awl gram programs of this Department can he (al have
been) ,Apnlided in response to ill ceased creative demands for thi/-f assistance.
For ":-'ll,hl4e/ this - tdn,iri'tratiori increased :availability of FII.1 insured owner-
still' I", )/3 'A:;(1.111i114,11 g FY 1971. :1 tui by an additional So() million in
FY 11,72. Al-a. this Administraticw iacrea,e(1 //vilability of insured loans for
rural communities water 1/11(1 ',ewer facirl'ies by S10.1 million in FY. 1971, Z1,11(1

.1:10 1416;41401 luau level in FY 1972 by Sill million.



most or the ini.cca.cd (tcwands for ,rodit he, and are expeeted to be,uhf by inljti,t men',
11114111rill I (Midbe \ anti ,1/14 proposed by thoPreideol,

. .

9//, 8ti,tli I; Whitt fin lli4111 00/fillit tow, /or f .rplinding n.ntil urnrnrlur,/ lilttUyta loran tint! Int/ plIttlit1111.114 /It
.tti,%%er. (Mr rc,moinendation, regarding eNpanding and aincilding the ruralloan and grant program, or thi. Deparnment are contained in lilt' Itl'Iii/1 fillItnratl F111111111/111 .k in re,ptai,e to Seethin, tall t f) of the Agri-

cultural Act of 1970, and in test illnaly by repe,entatives or this Dpartment Illprono,ed bill, relating to rural credit at Scitat and 00111101We ileartng,.For example. ate favored Ilie recently 1.11110(41 ;intendment, to Farm Credit
itoral Telephone nanl.. and the. lirol",`"1authorization for Fartiners Adno t I'll rill operating. loan,.c also favor folding into the 'rural de% elopment special re% (.11111. Sharing PI"-1-MI111 the program, Cif I 'SI l'Pewilttivit(lecl In the propo.at \\'0

intend 14., -44,1; impmvviii4.tif, Iu Wt. loan ;Mil grant pogrdins of this Departmenton a rant ititutl a, needs eliterge..
Qilf N/Ittil It; If your prite/IIIIIIR Nv rr nno roil rl (111(1 14'11(111,i, a 404 YOU' Ilt1receonnee nel, 'rho t !prim in financing for the dr el retrell i'onote unity de re Iopine nt ,/Too, 'could 4 in it ititliti!
A11,11 VC \\ Congres,iontil emu linen( of !hi,. Administralion's. re! elltlereorgailizaf loll. :trivet ing rural people and eoinimmit

and I! ith cont Lulled adjustment in laidgeted le el, of redecai as,istanck.
changing demands for' lids financial aid, ue do not rorcsop any significant deficitsin (plant It credit supplied in rcponsc to effective dignand, for rural develop-ment

Senator IIt-NterittEy. I belied Hutt is about NvItat had in mind
todav, sir. And, once agaitl, if von \VIII IIPX11111.1111' our proposal, I
should say to you in g;reat candor that in tltis bill is a seiniratc sy,t cutover here IVICITI1112 to Vita l't I, tit It" I, to t Ile total 110141 Of
rural ,111610:1, in,ofitr au SON art' M110(911(41. 'lliat IS a

".)1".(Tt of s(".itti (1(.\-,101,11.,nt, ,11 ,lam 1cunKnnic (1ec11ol +uu'nt, _111(1
has NVIlitt vv(' Call 1111111 10:III (1(01S1011S .1/1(1 i t that.

\\Melt V011 VX:11111110 V011 Will 5H' NN hilt WI' Mace in 111111(1. '1.111' pay-
111('IltS itIt'd ill Cal(' ii, tI,2- \cllieh V011 liZIN'ts 1140141141, are entirely

1.1.0111 till batik (T(.41it .1011S. '1.11('S(' pgyments are pro-
vide(' -lot to haete bankrupt marginal loans: the purpose of these
melds is speeial rural industrialization anl roral development incen-
tive payments, incentiN.e payments specifiall- to encottratre pri\-ate
industrial other firms to locate tori4plants and tieNv 101)5 in rural
America. 'Hies!, payments, iii other-Nkords, are similar to tax-exempt
interest on industrial bonds; as a special incentive to locate ile\v jobs
in rural areas. What 1(' trVillir (0 (It) OOt'll SeNTI'al 11'111(1011S
h1re. 11'0 are not SaVillcr I hat We ought not to ha! e tax-exempt in-
dustrial bonds in fart, j think this committee in the main Nvould he
pretty much for it. But NV(' all' Sayillg that iu S01111 plaCPS ifr,Volt don't
have If State laNv that se15 fill triSt1-'10tS then -ott ought to littN-e an-
other Iindow 10 IN 111111 you can go, because Nye think the credit ii,eds
are Iteinotist rably,vident.

Thank %'OII N'Try 11111C11.
MI'. CA MIIIEF,L. Thank VIII!, it'. Chairman.
Senator 'HUMPHREY. I think we will take about a 5-minute break.

We always like to give our stenotypist and others a plialwe to kind. of
recoup for a moment .

Onr next witness is from the Economic Development. Adm. cistra-tion, Mr. Blunt.
(Brief recess fake ii,
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Senator Ilt31PitEr., Mr. Blunt, Senator Be llinon and I are most
watefill to you for your patience today. W thought it was very
import:nil tO have the opportunity t.o bear from the Department of
Agricult tire, which is, of course, flw main agency with which we work.
You. I understand, are the cliief counsel for tlw Economic I )vvelop-

_

ment Administration,

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. BLUNT, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL, ECO-
NOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION, U.S. 'DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE

Mr. III,I NT. That is correct.
Senator lit M P11 itKy. ,NIay I ask, 11 hat ii your home State ad your

Juane are4? .

Nil. iiP1511NT. .Ify home area is -New Yorl: ('ity and environs. I hope,
that doesn't reduce my credibility.

Senator III IretitEy. Not a bit. Asli matter of fact I like that great
city, .

Mr. Br.t-NT. It has some problems, too.
Senator I i i .)tetno:y. Of course, it has its problems. :t nd I ant afraid

that rural America has maybe contributed to tho;w, and We are trying
to help a. little bit, ar-

I low long have yo heed with the F.U. ?

Mr. IiirxT. For 2 ly.ears. "'
Senator III mellar.Y. For 2 years. It is at fine agency, I want you to

know that von appear before Senators who are s..iiipatlietie with the
goals and object ives of your agency.

Mr. BLUM% Thank you very much. .

Senator III-mmiar,Y. I 'am always worried that you don't havo
enough of means to do with.

But I \VIII 1,144.11 to \111:1t .V011 11;1V(' to say. And we thank you for
waning. We think that \V(' 11(141 l' 1 l'I'V one Of till'*(' 10;111 ag('11ries and
development agencies, to appear before its so that We ritli tie together
the overall ,11114.111.4` yr 010 PNIVI'il I G011'1'111110114 in itSJAilt 1011,1111r, 0)
rural AIIIVITril in tt`I'liti of it loan and 'credit facilities. Awl t 'It'll, We
..1.111 '-:01't it (Mt eya try to ,on, ilp NN itil a hotter progrrani.

I )o) you 1111-e a statement 1.
.

11r. Iii,u.-T. I have a two-page statement. I want to make it clear
that the length o f the statement does not reflect our concern with I he
problems. And I thought I \\finkl read till'011(fil it \Try.(IllirkIV.

Senator Ilt-mennEy. Please (10. . .

AIr. lir.t-xT. I would like t0 thigh: you and the members of this sub- ----"
committee for the opportunity to come before you today to testify on
S. 2223, a. bill to amend the ConsoJidated F.nrniers Thuile Administra-
tion Act rat 1961. and for other purposes.

Title 1 of the bill. as you know. would extend thelapplietifion of
section 306 of the ('onsolidated Farmers Home Adminfstrat ion Act to
auth grant.orizgrant. and loons not only for water and Waste dispo,a1 '
facilities Ina also for all lypes, of rural community development
projects.

Title IT of the bill would establiAi an extensive rural development
credit system. (;rants, loans, guarantees. interestsiihsidies, capital
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.. augmentations-1111(1'0(11e forms of financing and technical assistance
as. well would l available through the Various institutions in the sys-tem to assist individuals and State and local governments in stimu-lating the economic, phy:4ical and serial grow*, of rural. areas.We support the bill's purposes:- We believeillowever, that the
administration's rtiral community development' revenue- sharing po-.posal, in conjunction Witki .other revenue-sharing proposals, will en-able State and local govertunents to design flexible, responsive arid,, inthe end, more effectivd:programs Mr rural developiiient. In fact, the
provisions of the rural Community development, rOvenue-sharing pro-posal are flexible enagh to permit 'a State to establish its own grant

I '-and loan program and credit system similar to those proposed by the..
Also, I think it is safe to say that credit needs in 'rural areas canprobably best be pe5ceived at the local and-State levels. And, there-fore, in terms .of molding individual programs in the,.various States,

reVenue sharing presents a perfect.vehicle Mr supplementiu the flowof credit to the extent it is deemed necessary.
,Even -as lin interim pleasure for themmo before the' enactment of

revenue - sharing legiskation, we would oppose this bill. Most of the tools
authorized by the bill are alreply available under other Federal pro
grams. EDA, for example, is 1 now authorized to provide financing
through a 'ants, loans, and guarantees and to provide technical and
Other assistance. Although this financing is available only in designated
redevelopment- areas, these are. the areas in fact were 'the problems
are most acute. Other programs include SBA,; the Agriculture De-
partment program, HUD, and tax exemptions, which have'been dis-
cussed to a e_ ertain extent today.

I should poihtput in talking about EDA's designated areas that
through its -specJal interim anthority:,Bwhich was enacted into litv
over .a year ago, and which may be even More liberalized'in accord-
ance with some amendinents that have been n:oposed. both iii the
I louse and in the Senate, EDA has a great, deal of'flexibility in the
areas that it can designate.

0Further, we to not think that there has yet been usatisfactory'show-
.

ing-tha_t the addition of the development bank t9 'existing Federal
programs would have a substantial beneficial effect on the problems
of rural areas in relationship to their expense and problems that
setting up such a systOm might cause. We are not, at all sure that. rural
America requires such a massive injection of credit in any form,
inoMi less that" of 'another Federal program administered by yet an-
,othwFederal bureaucracy.

fit that connection, I want to make it clear that I ani not setting
inself ii as expert on credit flows in rural areas, particularly
rural areas where EDA is not active. But I think it is the feeling of
the administration, and out' feeling, that the combination of the Fed-'
oral programs, as the Department of _Agriculture stated, can. be
'equipped to handle the problems.

. In summary, Mr. Chairman, we oppose the enactment of this bill,
and we mo., your consi(lcration of the President's revenue- sharing
proposals.

That ends the printed part of the s,,latenient.
I would like tp add a few things. if I might.
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Tn the fitst plao,,,,, volt were di:cu-,sing Hie 11 -cal 11'11)11''; : ions of
revenue, s,117,ri,,!~ and what 0,4c sources of ft! 'tis avv. ill ddditi,n,,o, ow
..v,..t.ri,Ilitliip Department profrrams, El IA, t lw Apr:litchian Itogi,o:il
Collonissivn aid the title V eonimiss;on frilds would 1,0 inchilyi in
the revenue-41mring package plus, of cone -,10-, whatever ad,,litlon.11
funds tfierepre. .And, as vou know: the piirpos, for NN'Ili.cli t 11(),,kf

f1111(IS it re spent in communities, mostly by far, rural communities, are
iiht°as rourine and -not as- stereotyped,: perhaps, as song. of the agri-
culture, PCograin: They tire not as-pigeonholed, I g-ucss, is the hest
way of pm thn2,-. it. :,o. in ternaA of tiexi0.1ity0ho actual practical
flexibility available to the Governor. to the'State legislittnr;,s, to the
localities, which special revenue sharing foie rural developnient might

', provide for, r thank that this over i'.,500.ntillion contribution to that
iRand does. n.fitct, provide a fair amount of flexibility,-and would al- :

'low for a reallocatrun of resources, fbr instance, to make more credit
available in areas which perhaps (19 not meet tlit aunt' need re(luire-
ments that pro7raniF, like EI)A are intended to met.

Now, pm]. staff' has indicated that there are two particular a rea4 that
you would like us to ,comment. pn. The first is how EDA programs,
would be affected. I know from your previous statements here that the
existence of overlaps, and possible conflict IS a matter of sonic concern
to the subcommittee.

First. in summary. let me describe what EDA does, althonoli I
`know both) the eliai rman and Senator° Bell mon are familiar with
EOA's pro!rram, EDA does create job opportunities both directly and
als?through the stimulation of the economic development process.
Nearly athousatul counties are designated for EI)A assistance, nearly
one-third of the total number of counties in the United States. And as
you know-, the vast majority of these counties are rural counties. The
designated counties, redevelopment areas, are designated on the basis
NLneed, But, as you know, we also have authority to support multi-.
c011ity districts. where the needy counties group(together with the
healthy counties. We also have the authority to desigifiite growth cen-
ters within these districts which a iv also eligible for assistance, These
designations, particularly those designation, the healthier counties,
are not necessarily places of last resort, but !places where we feel that
the potential for development of the entire substate region ,m'av be
quite 0-reat..sind where assistance therefore in the healthier areas is
justified in terms of the overall purposes of EI)A's legislation.

Our program is carried out through public w.ork,s1.konts and loans,
bnsiness loans, working capital guarantees, technical assistance grants,
and perhaps in terms of the economic development process there is
nothing as important as planning grants. Planning grants to counties,
to inniticounty districts, and occasionally to other organizations. ETU
works yery closely with these local organizations, and supports the
local leach:rship. El)A triesand I think is usually successfulto be
responsiNT to 'local people at the local level. .

,
, ...Ifaving said that. I would like to touch briefly on how the proposed

program would affect, perhaps, the ED.A. program..., .
,The first title of the act expands the authority: of the Farmers home

Administration by expandiiI that authority to areas Which, in fact,
are areas which EDA also has authority to operate in, namely, eeo-
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comic developthent, job-creating projects, industrial deveropment.
runts for infrastrutuewhich would support econoinicGdeveloptnent.
o the new authority would create an overlap. There are some tools,

s ecitic tools, which are included in the new authority- for FIIA. which
a r -nOt presently available to EDA, such as broad insurance authority,
loans for other than fixed assets, and other powers. I would liketo
pot tt out that these various specific tools are concernedthese spe-
cific tools could be included in any existing program, I suppose, in-
duct ng EDA's, to the extent deemed neessary.

On the other hand, title I dons not seem to allow ...for research or
planning, grants. It could be changed that way. EDA already does
have authority in both these'areas.

'Passing on to the second title, the rural credit title, the program, of
Com Se, does again overlap almost entirely wth ED.a.'s functions, not
ofily through providing credit toobusinesses, but also by providing in
effect credit terms in.conjunction with the interest rate sttbstidies
capital augniAtatieigrants, which would act 'as a substitute foe even
our public works grant authority.

The elf et of this, I believe, would be to provide a general assistance
program hrongh rural areas which, iu overlapping EDA's efforls,
would 'hall, . the impact of diluting what in EDA -is a program in-
tended to was assistance. Onr program is designed to seek out the
areas when( assistance is most necessary, or where assistance can hP the
most effect' to cure problems of outinigrat ion. as well as low 'motile
41 nd emplovn ent in the, districts where we operate. A general program'
of a '1111icico scale, a the Federal Government can afford it. would
work to take away the emphasis Clint the E program can provi(le.

Yon (lid allude earlier to that section on page 17, section 30.2 of title
II of the bill.

We also have a similar policy, which consists of polling. Other Fed-
eral agencies to see, whether. graints and assistance are available in the
areas, in the program areas where we one ate. The operation of that
systemand we believe we lfave tried t do as good a job as we
canhas been criticized as being simply i ipraetwal, that there is' no
Ivay without operatinp. On a year tnnelag .iasis to real Iflind out what
is available and w tat isn't. And, there f(u.e, I am suggesting that the
provision as includ d in the lilt may itself also be- ineffective that an
'overlap may not 1w voided by that provision.

One last thing, I yould like to point'ont, that in tenets of one of the
things that we feel ve' accomplish. is not just to get out mozuly into
rural America but also to attract other people's money into rural
America. And, in that connection, I would like to point out that while
we have made an dggregate through .fiscal 1971, for instance, of over,
$.260 miilion of loans to businesses, we have attracted an aggregate of
almost :',;330 million. Now, I grant you that that operation may not big
on a scale that is going to save all of rural America, but I think it does
show an effective aspect of the program in trying to do what you are
tr o.vin to do.

Another interesting fact is that while we have 973 counties which
are desig ipted for assistance and its I say, by far. mostly rural coun-
ties. we 1 ave got 109 designated multicounty districts. which are .re-
ceiving ',tanning assistance. And I don't have the exact figures. lint
any guess is that there will be. at least. an additional :359 healthy eoun-
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ties associated with those Of our redevelopment areas which are in-
cluded in the district.

So saying, 1 am now opetior questions.
Senator LluNtl'IIREY. Very good.

' I want to just visit with V01 a little while about your statement.
I first want y011 to thinlit again about What you have said about the

'special 1'01'01111P sharing relating to rural development. Nutve just been
glancing thromdt the original message that we 1111V(' Olt it. it IWO-
Vidt'S a billion one hundred dog Lars.

111% BLUNT. YOS,
,S('101t01' III-N[1'1111El% And Inl()Ilt arguing about the fund. NVIA1101'

it is 170 m 11.1illi 110011' or $00 million. let's say a little over a billion$
dollars, of Ivhich 450 million is tied down to the Extension Service.

INI. Yes.1-;i.
Senator Ill'AtelutEt. It abolishes no offices or no agencies. all the

offices and agencies are intact.'
If I nary just illt(Tjet t11(.11'. it WO0b1 effectively abolish

EDI. except for the sup,,pot of our I iidian' program. because it takes
all Of our appropriations except fin: Indian icrograms and puts them
into runt& programs:

But it does not abolish your agency nor your
offices. An are there. as \VW') b'Still0(1 to bell) recently by (ire 11(1(.1.

Secretary of .1.grieulture.
I. Bid NT. I don't want to differ vith the Under Secretary of .fig -.

ricalture. but I think abut the rural development revenue sharing in
fact would effectively itholi'cdt EDA tind title V commissions. And it
provides for the continued _existence of the Appalachian Regional
'oniniission, but only at the sufferance. tint' if the States themselves

\villa to support it with revenue-sharing hunk
Senator III-)teitEY. Let's assume that it only abolished the offices.

I )o voj really think that Governors aiu4legisliiiii.T.es at the local level.
ate ,roing to do away with some of those propTaii-i's tlw forest lire
protection:for-example /.

1Vell. I think the rationale. one of the rationales,of reve-
nue sharing is that those 1,' grams may be moil+ appropriate in some
places than othen4, and that the allocation of funds wit hin.those pro-
rrains, as dictated in part by ('ongress and inpart by y-fltrs of overlay
of Federal regulakions and policies. is not necessarily in tune with the
redl needs that exist. And in terms of abolishing: 1)11w-rams, I think of
the $54:1 million. or whatever it is, that conies front title
V and El).--:,,a1 all programs that it' directed toward rural develop-
ment. I am not suggesting that the funds would not 1w used for that
reneral purpose but they could be easily --but I think the Governor
voilld probablpy fey' that Inc had this flexibility in a practical sense to
empinisize -ditlerent things within the rural development framework
than are presently emphasized by those programs. For example. El )A's
funds are largely divided among public works programs and business
loan programs. I am not suggesting that will. it is quite possible I

I ight decide that I don't-- AY)Illt to make any business loans or con-
versely to make any more public works projects of the kind that EDA
does. If V0111' question is. would they stag) doilq..r. what EDA is doing..
I think' the answer is probably no. because in most States there iw a
great need for it but they would probably- (10 it a different Nva V. They
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11,01t e 11 Oh; r :ye 1 he III. 1`1 1 t110 :1'!1
'I.:0 11(.1.1 ry tt!.0 1 V i1l t let 11'N 11111- Of 1111 )11 1111.

. ei11' t11111
Sen:iNkr 111 ttiiei.. all !) it 14 iL - [wt t11 ;i1 lie

wenUtimri/e,i t#
Mr. I i \1. Well, it i- up
SeIi:iti H 11'11101Y. 1111N o (11.11O ),It thiq l` NN a N nI. I.

11 \\ ill he (hale 11":1111. 1.110 010', are .I (pl.;21 a s.
MT. lii s-r. Tha't true
Senator NI VIA. I 111t, 110 S:1 1:1112. \N 111'0101' 11 '211011111 (71'

but tlw hurt-..
1.31.1 NT. also ti'n' Il Er).\, Bru if the revenn slail lug

adopted, both those authorizations Vt (Ill i''1
to (1(1 V1t11111 6 111011thti. 1 t11111k. Of the effecti e date of t.,venue
sharing.

Senator Ili leurar.v. 'tan really think that the special
111r7.,0' is suing to he adopted!

Mr. 44.31.v.7.: F. y10pO 110 IS. 1 :1111 1101 iii a I/OS.11.1'011 to Say.
Senator Ilu-Ntisunalv. Thank you, I _ notice that -you say: "AY,' are

not at all sure that rural Amerioa requires :1 massive injection of
Credit 111 an 1' f01.111, 11111(.11 kss I hat of ,,1110( her Federal prooTam
ministered as Yet 10,- another Federalcbureancraoy." And ea-lior than
that I believevou indicated something to ii a' effect that them NN
adequate credit for rural

lit.uNT. I suggested that there were some existing program;
which provided for credit structure.

Senator III neural:v. "Even as all interim et flsure for the time Is-
fore the enactment pf revenue sharing, We WIII11(1 oppose the bill--
most of the tools horized by the bill are already available wider
other Fe heal programs.- Do you think that rural America has ty,
credit structure that it needs?

Mr. 4i1.1 NT. As I said whe'n. I read my sentence, 1 Sm't mean what
it sounds like, a categorical stotement to set myself up as an expert,
and 1 am sure the Department of Agriculture has a better feel for the
overall picture than perhaps other Federal agencies. I thfnk that the
combination of existing programs provides a large source of credit
and credit stimulation. And I think that revenue sharing would sup-
plement that. and if the States want to make an even larger program,
or perhaps.a much differ-era program, they could do so, No study has
been Allude to my knowledge NVIlidl 1S 1'011(.111141 ye yr (Well comprehen-.,,
sive 'enough to he interpreted as a strong statement as to exactly what
the credit fieedware. or whether they don't vary on a local, (first rict, or
State basis. And I think a Federal effort to make a massive infusion
of credit directed largelyalthough the credit banks that would be
set up are decentralizednevertheless directed largely .,',(4.1111
policy-- -1 'Slink a system Ai l«, that has not been shown o 'date to be
justified.

Senator Itt-mrrutEy. I)o you think the present system is sat isfaetory ?
Mu% I31.1-N-r No.
Senator III-Iretrary. What We are trytng to do is fill a gap"between

what we see working and what we see not working. Now, let's go down
'this'Lanking structuretire a little bit. For example von have indicated that
this business of not making loans where credit is available elsewhere.



is an unworkabhproyision. Do you know that the I:m.1'1(11.s Thane Ad-.
ministratiou has been working in that area for some 35 or 40 years,
and it has Lcen working pretty well ? The Farnukrs I tome Administra-
tion has halite, I furict ions. It deals with distress 41 fanays. So do you.
You deal vvitli distressed peoph,',. What \VC NI' talking: AMA' heti' is
no( just dealing with areas in distress, but we are talking about a hal-
ancel national growth policy of, how call yott build the economic fab-
ric of rural America -as well as the social fabric, before it nets
ditressed.

Nov, the EDA is primarily related, as you indicated, to 972 cowl-
t that are eligible'for your programs.

Mr,r-xT. Yes, sir.
Sem for Humenittly. hose are count ies in which there is substantial

econoiuju distress, is that correct
Mr. BLUNT. Yes, sir.
Senator IfUNIPIIREY. How much funds (10 youhaye for 972 countries?
Mr. BLUNT. (hl an annual basis ?
Senator 111'11E1'1MM% YeS.
Mr. litir. In the neighborhood of $230 million in program funds.
Senator HUMPHREY: $230 million -We are asking for $250 will ion

for tockheed, for one company. And you have-got 972 counties, $230
million. With all due respect, $iriti misilitin of that is really for what
you call distressed industries, is that correct, distressed areas?

Mr. BLUNT. Well, $50 million is available for business loans?
Senator lItmennEy. Business loans.
Mr. BLUNT. The intent' in the use of that money is to attract busi-

nesses into the aLea.
Senator IIrmeiniEr. Into distressed areas?
Mr. BLUNT. It is also used tO attract businesses into growth areas

winch we designate which are healthy.
Senator IIrmemiliy. I was over to your agency about an area in my

State which is both distressed and depressed, and totally, may I say,
without economic life,. ikuless we can get something pumped into it.

_Ina you don't have any iRoney. That money is all gone, that $50 mil
lion, that isn't even tips in this economy; $50 million. I think you
ought to have much more. I am not blanung you for not getting it,
but you have got $230 million to (16\ with for 972 counties across tile
"United States. Do you think that fills the credit need for economic
distress?

Mr. BLUNT. I don't presume to say that EDA itself with $230 mil- \
lion or less is going to have that substantial and significant an impact
on the overall problems of the country. I think two things. In the first
place, it is combined with other Federal -programs that expended a
great deal more money in these areas. And EDA is able to focus on
particular areas, and sometimes particularly through its district iuo-
gram, to get other Federal agencies to focus in those areas.

Another thing is that the funds that we spend we try to spend is, in
effect, what you might call seed money or starting money. We try to
get going an economic process that increases the tax base and attracts
other industries without any Federal assistance, and, probably one of
the most important things, motivates the people in the community
and in the multicounty district to know what their problems are and
care what they are and work themselves.- And we have found a great
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deal of sat6,factory activity in multicounty districts which we haven't
even be able to make planning grants to just, by organizing them,
and'getting them to other Federal agencies that perhaps have held out,
and this sort of thing.

So I think we get a lot for our stoney; but I certainly can't say that
we provide the backbone of the American credit system for rural
America.

Senator II l)o you know any place in any of those other
agencies Of the Government where there is something that you would
call, for example, a rural enterprise and conninthity developmedt-
admi ist rat ion ? What we are tit I ki lig about here is concentration upon
rural .1,nericit. 'We have the Small Business Administration, we have
P,'I).1, we have 1 IUI) programs. 'When the, grab is on for the limited
amount of money, (I() you think that th,0 small town rural America gets
its share? ,

W. Iii,tNT. 'Well, I think 1 I )probably deserves a little more credit
than it get. in this area. I can think of a town, Livingston, -kilt.-

Senator IIt NIPIIREY. Don't give me a specific instance, give me the
periAltage of the total amount of towns.

Mr. li.t NT. Pdon't know.
Senator I It Ireiniv. The percentage is very small: we a re going t()

get t lie,exact percentage. Forty percent of the population in this coun-
try Ihe-; in towns tinder ;;;),000: the entire I nited States, Io percent.
And I %Native to sav that there isn't percimt of the appropriations
that go tootovits under 3),000 of those relief appropi.iations or emer-
gency appropriat ions that we get:

You take. a look here. Title I is the Farmers I Ionic Admiiii.it rat ion
expandod to (10 the very-thing that you said was necessary, and other
w it 'losses. itioneIN-, t(1 t Ty ,t() build the in frast 1110 iire. 'I'itle II over here
is Strictly a banking operation. and is not a Federal bureaucracy any
more than the Farm Credit _dininist ration is a Federal bureaucracy--
it is built 4111 the same principles, where the borrowers and the users
trill ultimately own it. The only .(lifference is that we require that
those .headquarters offices and those regional bank ()likes be in rural
areas. 11'e require that those persons who serve on those boards be rural
people. 11'e regiire that they work NVIth'hWal government. And we
require that every loan be a part of a plan designed at the local level
and administered by local people %within the vision of the local coni-
inmiit. We think that we ha% (0 not created a new bureancrac. As a
stutter of fact. thorecis consolidation. we have strenathened. may I
say. the offices of the Farmers Thane Administration. So that you can
phase then' together. 'We use local banks. 'We use local imilticounty
offices as linance agencies for the financing of l'01111111111h (IPVV101)-
111('Ilt and What the regional bank does, in a sense, is to buy the paper
from local finance institutions. 11'e let local people make the decisions
as to the loans that are going to be madewhat the banking structure
does is to see to it, like Fannie Mae. for example. sees to it that some
of the housing paper is bought up. What our banking structure does
in substance is to see to it that moneys are loaned out at a local level
for local development %vithin a local planning, concept. The regional
bank- stakes it possible for those loans to 1w discounted. for the paper
to he purchased, so that your local agency can (10 its job (rf providing
capital assistance for local government and fOr private industry.
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Now, the only subsUlies involvell are the subsidieli similar to those
made .1).vailabIe under tux-exempt kinds. In other words, to Irk a
business established we look upon this as supplemental to everything
else that we are doing. The truth is that we, have been providing,
cough drops to the valeta when he needs substantial anti-infection
vitamins. so to speak.

I will give von an example. I am a pharmacist by original trainitig,..
I f you give a 111111 ,000 units of 1)(41161111T when he has got an infec-
tion, vou would be better oft if you rave him a package of spearmint
chewing gum. lakause it tastes bettei, and it will do just as much good.
What We 11/111e been doing under those Federal programs, we have been
giving them 25.00 units of penicillin when they needed 500,000 units.
.111d that is why the programs frequently haven't worked. We come
in with a little 01(1 cough drop when they need some massive dosage.
And what We are po\ iding for is a line of credit that gives two
things whicpl you can't give, the largo. amounts of money that are
Heeded, and continuity. You don't know next your whether you are
piing to have any money. If you are going -to start up a business.
and .von get a loan, yoy4.1on't know whether the Congress is going to
give you any money the next year. Or they !nay give You half as
muoll. So, you have helped a fellow get started up,.but if he needs
flu tiler trpitaj. and conies bark to you to ,s(wure it. and you halve to

_yin sorry, ewrythingthas changed. We have a HOW Chall:111111 Of
the coumrittee, or a 111011thergot angry. or sonietIA'g went wrong-,
but we didn't get -the money. Ho can't kin a business that way. '1,11:10-;
106 We Want toA4114:/htill Set up the bank for coopera
tives.the Federal land bank, tile Farm Credit Adminigtration, the
l'VA's, and they all-have worked. And we say that for rural com-,
munity development we need the sane' sort of structure. That is what
we are really saying.

Now, le nuts and bolts of our new bank structure-may not be rigid.
I tl we have to watch out that, we don't duplicate 1 11111 worried
about all this extra personnel, this business of building offices and all
that. We want to minimize that. And that is where we nee(l counsel
and advice.

But I have to take sharp exception to your testimony when you say
that yonobelieve that the farm credit neeils of our country will be able
to be fulfilled by existing agencies. If they are, then ,ft lot of people
_in this Government ought to bi7 tired. Because if they are available,
then, why haven't they been doing their job!

I think you try to do a good job. I think you personally and -your
agency tries to do 'a good job. But after all, you can't do any more of a
job than the funds that you have got to 00 it with orahe authority that
you have. And the real truth of the inidtPr is that most of the time
Ave haven't had funds. We still (Iola have them.

And what we are trying to do is to go into- -other money markets-
or as you said, attract other peoples money into rural Ameriva. This
bank depends for most of its financing on the money market:- It means
that we can go to California or New 1 ork to provide the capital of this
bank, in stock issue' id bonds, to attract money from those markets
to Oklahoma, Mil nesota, Alabanri Kansas. and Nebraska. It raises
the lion's share of its apital----what is the percentage that we raie mar.
side, John?
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Mr. Jonx consultant to the subcowmittce). All of the
would be made from money,raised in the central market from the sale
of bonds or debentures.

Senator 11 i'MPI . SO t hat 1,, wht tc we get our loan capital. w Atli
the exception of the origii,a1 capital stout:, \Odell the .FedC1 Ge. -
e1111111`Ill/ Will putt Up a niaXininnt (d. --s.2( in million it year 01 Cr a ltt
year period, Whi,11 the Federal (xovcrnx nt 'MN etitaallt, all of which
will he paid b.,ek. We go into ..the money inarket to raise our etiriital.
to take money from the big money markets, and to put it into Illy]
America.

Now, I will never forget my experience as it young man. 1Ve ran
an hIdOCIldelll 4:401T. EN ery dollar the Humphrey's drugstore (.1 er
made was from Huron, S. I )al:. We were a family business, awl we de-
posited our money right there in the Northwest Security Bank. And
we kept our money there: what little profit we made, it was rein-
vested there. But with all cute deference to my friends. Woolworth's,
Kresge's and Montgomery Ward, they didn't leave their mone t berg-
I'm not trying to scold then] they deposited it there for a few weeks,
and then it was shippedout to their cent ra I banks.

I want to get somebotty to get the nimiky that icsnarmallv shipped
out al a mm1111,141- shipped back iiito the eommunit. And the way,
you do that is by going out an4 selling debentures and' bonds to attract
money for loaniirposes. Arid this is what we thi ilk this bank will do,
which EDA doesn't do in sufficient quantity EDA takes Federal
funds--tax funds, by the wayand makes them a'.ailalde for purptises

..,,rants and loans. -
Sow, I have supporte'd that. But I must say that I think we will

never get enough tax funds for purposes of und America's develop-
ment. We have to tap the money markets. And that is what we hope
to do in this ba4iking structure.

So I wish that you woufd take a look againunless you basically
disagree to determine if there is sufficient credit for rural America.
If we are on the opposite side of the post arid you may believe that--
you must Poveit to inc. Because the people 1 talk to say that is not
the ease.

Mr. Bellm
Senator I3ELL3rox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Blunt, let me ask you a few questions, it is almost 12:30.
Can yiiu tell me how many unfilled applications El)A .carried over

from July" I, 1971 ?
Mr. Bid-NT:in ma area, public works or business loans?
Senator Bru,r,moN. In loans and works avid grants, the whole field, all

of. it.
Mr. Bir,rxT. I believe around *90 million in public works. I am not

sure of the number of applic,atibns.
Senator BELLmox.:i;60 million for public works.
Mr. BT.UNT. I don't kbow what it would be in business loans. but

what I would prefer to do. if it is all right with you, is give you these
figures afterward for the record. Because I am not familiar with them.

Senator BELL3tox. I would appreciate it. I think it would be valu-
able for the committee to have it forsalb across the country. I would
like to know how far the COngress is coming short of meeting the
demand for fiords for rural development.

(The information is as follows :)
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El Carriod over from 11sta *oar 1971 to fiscal yea r 1972 t he folioll tog
alpaca t Ions :

[Duna amounts in millions'

Program

Number at Total dollar
agidica amount

Bons requested

Public nisrks 176 . $66.1
Business loans . 26 29. 6
Technical assistance .- 71 5.16
Pianniog grants to redevolopment areas 0) (r)

I None.

with respect to planning' grants to multi-county Eonomi Development Dis-
trict-. El/A does not accept appliCations for assistance unless adequate funds
are ,.v111.11,1e. II 'never. at the clo).e of FY 1:171;0 multi-county areashave been
authorized to ,receive planning assistance, its soon as adequate funds-are mode
available to El/A. ,1,11/A planning grants average ti15q,n00: thus, t.lie aggregate
amount needed to fund such multi-county areas would be $1.5 million,

Mr. BI.ITN-. IN ell, in IlltdeMluilalig, nut' backlogs one thing ought to
be kept in mind, .and that is that. our h:v is not to i9wourage people
to be di,:couraged. In other words, a backloo. may or may not be an
accurate reflection, because if we don't titian; we have the funds, we,
don't encourage someone to submit an application and wait 3,years
until they can (rot them. do with that re4rvation I will be happy to
do it.

Senatol' IIEr.t.NtoN. in other words, the figure you will give us will
be a onservative figure?

Mr. 111.17NT. It could be, yes, depending On the activity which might
have existed in the field if we didn't have this policy.

Senator Il.i.mox. I am of the opinion that there are more than $60
million in applications pending in Oklahoma, at least we have that
ntany pending in our office, if, they haven't reached you they ye on
their way.

Another point I would like to make is, do you think there is a chance
that ED.l will ever get all the money it needs to properly service those
applications?

Mr. liT.TTNT. I think. looking at ERA. as a specific : agencyand I
think the same thing 'would hold true with the new proposal, the
Federal Farm CNlithas to be looked at in the context of the entire
budget. Awl it is bard for me to try to predict what portion of that
might go for 1-',1)A's contribution to rural development, or the Agri-
cultmIe, Npitytment, or all the other Federal agencies. I think it is

cz) sa fry to say that we will never have enough money to solve the coon-,
try's prob)ems in rural America. And it doesn't evearnatter how much
mitnev the farm credit system had, because I ant afraid the problem
is L-oino. tp be with us to a certain extent all the time..

Senator l3ta.r.3n.N. The point has been made that the Congress
doesn't ha v enongh monex, Da.vou believe there is a need to at tract
nre e fonds into mind devaopment ?

Mr. lit. NT. Yes.
Senator IlEnmox. Do you have another idea how we can do it? I

thhil; this is what the committee is after. If you don't like this
approach,
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r. I think, to go hack tvite special revenue sharing. and
putting aside the amount of money flint is in rural develotunent re, ez.
nue sharing -because now I am talking about dollars, which is tut
arbitrary figure

Senittor 1;iit that is' (' \ hit tax money. .Vild
the tit le of it isn't going to increase t he timount.

r. 131.1 NT. 116 is fix money, but in titan New York State. for
instance, has an urban development corporation IvIlich operates not
only in New furl: City. but also in small urban areas, which has
raised is30-odd million in a bowl issue. -which I believe was guaran-
teed by the State. and used the s:(1110. 1:isnd of leverage device you are
talking about here. .klid I think with rural development funds tItt.
State could guarantee tire basic (.8,).,L1 to, get a credit
institution going in the State.

6enator BEr,i,moN. You have testified in opposition to :111(411(.1. Fed-
(-.1.:1 I bureaucracy. and no,,- you are talking Oman- a 50-State bureauc-
racy. State de, elopment

Slr. I3r.t xt. Nlost States have development efforts ongoing at the
present time. JIy guess is that it Wouldn't so much create newer Ito-
reaticracies 'Ili the State as it would redirect some of their efforts.
maybe in minty Stillest supplement efforts that are already going on.

'SentitOr 13ct 1.,toN. I would like also to comment On your ,tatentent
.00 page 2 tthele volt say: -Although this financing i, available only
in designated retie, elopment areas, those are the areas in fact \\ 1)011.
the problems 111'0' 1)101 ;1(.010'.- Our in formation is tun! you ha, e test I-
raqi that of the 3.3nofromities in the country. 972 are FtILA count iv-.
So this mean, that 'yell over 2.01)u countie, do not have pro
graiti, available. lit the State of ()Ida Imam we have 77 count ies. at,(1
30 of those counties are EILA counties. And that is in all the di Ifet ont
categories. Now. my point is that I think the ('angle -s is inakin, a
littst;lkc it it -it, on its hand, and waits until a county gets in trouble
before it undo tool, available for that county to help itself.

I ant reminded' of my father. \ \-hen I was grow ing.ttp \\ 11-ell to
raise Our ON\ it potatoes and ,lore Vlieni in the cellar under the, house.
Anti every \\ (41:(Olt1 it was our job to go down and sort the potatoes.

toOk the had one: out 811(1 mother cooked them, the one- that
were ,about to spoil. If we had thrown them away we could Li,e
eaten good potatoes all winter.

.t lid that is what we do here \\ V wait until the county goes sour.
and then say. "Il'e are going to help you.-

Mr. lila N'. IV:it are ;LIS° cuncernetl \\ it II When you attack the prob-
lem. And we are not interested ill losing good potatoes.

Senator lir:IA.11os. Are you concerned With preventing problems!
Mr. lira NT. Well, yes. Anti we bare NV011:(41 011 CritPlitt to try to

develop ways of - bulging when a place is going to be in trouble.
it is not an easy jot). lint the problem that we face. on the other
hand --and 1 thittl: one of the problems with the proposed bill is the
alternative, the tremendous expenditum ttf resialrces everywhere in
the hope that you re ct fs ,v1 pcoblet Is 'ait"goill.; to
exist. And I thinkkiat trying to identify the specific localities ttl-
though this' may he very difficult- is Au} :venue of approach that ought
to he looked into. 'And I can't say we 1111,-e successfully come tip with

magic formula. I remember one designation criteria that \\"(' (1P-
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veloped for finding places that were going to be in trmible, and we
ended up 11 ith a lot of places that looked like t hey were going to he
in trouble w, wel as 1Vestehester Count y and NIontgoniery County ory
something like t mt. It is not easy .to de elop the criteria, but I think
it -is somet hing as an alternatii e that ought to be explored.

Senator BELLmoN. Let motsay that it doesn't make a hit of difference
-if the area is-in t rouble or doing well, if we can provick rural develop-
ment, rural opportunity, this is in the be-t intere-t of not on v the
rural areas but New York City a: \yell. You don't need any Imre
people in New York City, I think you mild agree, And if we couhl
do something to attract some \of tlio-e bark N here they comp fKom

I t kink you would -1)1' )haply upprm'e of this. -
Mr. litrvr. As-you know, that \\ as one of the original intentions

of ou legislative authority.
Senator Bk11,NION Irlly (In you suppose you haven't succeeded!
.Mr. Bm- NT. Well, t hink t here are a lot of rewsons
Senator nrr,f,mo. . Have you looked at the recent. census! Do you

know how badly You did?
Mr. Bmr. One is resources, t:4:10 million,-as the chairman pointed

out- ----
Senator Brr.f..mo \ . Here is a chance to get a lot of private reti011eeS

into this area. .

Mr. BLI NT. 1 011111: there are a 10t Of ()Hier reasons too. I think until.
the last few veaI.s the cities ha \.,e appeared to hart' had attractions to
people I l Olds of their own rationale that-have drawn them away.

Senator Brt.t,Nrox. On that point. have you seen the studies that ha c
shown that something over 01 percent of the people in this country
prefer to live in rural areas or small towns? The cities have only one
at t met ton. and that is income. ,

.

Mr. BLI NT. Except that lobs have never existed fmr most of the
people in New York City. The unemployment rate in New York City
in the poor areas has ahcat'S been extremely high.

Senator Bru,NioN. But N.ew YorkVity has very broad welfare pro-
grams, as I am sure Governor Rockefeller would testify.

Mr. 1 11,1'NT. I am not going to comment on the Now York welfare
sit nation.
,ISenator BErimoN. But the people on welfare mmld much prefer to

earn their livinE4 in the rural areas where they came from, don't you
agree ?

Mr. 111,1"NT. 1 do agree.
Senator BELLNION. I W0111(1 like. to say in conclusion that I think the

administration has made a serious mistake. We hate lufd two witnesses
up here, and both of you have testified that this is a had deal but neither
of you have come up Ivith It positive approach saying that the eon-
traprs true and we world like to suggest that you go about it this

.,,.:1.41.4. think the way you are;going eboot it isn't ade4uate. I think
-.:. if-i4111-ilirely wrong for the administration to it back and say. "We will

ftik't, the same money and dill for revenue sharing and pass it out in it
different way, and we will get the result we heed.- The hill is that the
anuity,rt of money isn't going to do the job, and there will never be
emnigh money avaihtble from the treasury to get on with the task. And
I 'Would Ii ke ti!sitgg,est to you 1 and I am going to suggest to the Depalt-
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meat of .1gricultitre, that they try to reexamine what has'been. po-
posed and st e if it can't be improN (al and made more workable.

Mr. Ilt.i.m. In that regard I Want to racy t har Of 00111-Se EDA is very
concerned with the problems, and we %Villa to See the federal money
and local money used to its best advantage, mid we will certainly coop-
erate with the ;tail' Of the committee in giving them whatever 'knowl-
edge we have bout the kind of problem we have faced in the hopes
that that will 11 .1p your efforts.

t
.

Senator I I lMPIMEY. Thank you very much, Senator.
.1 ight I just add, I think you were here, Senator Bellmon, when I

tiitentioned that the Small Business.Administrati(at w..s ask to conic,
but Mr. Kleppe didn't feel that he ought to testify. I want to ,,,.et this 4

hearing away from being au adversary proceeding. I think this is the
most bipartisan snbcommittee that the administration is ever going ,
'to find, in spite of the fart that I serve asits chairman. I want to ve
some results. I am not interested in whethey. or not we pass a bill th t
has my name on it. 'this is it hipart kiln 1)111. Actually this bill lu k...,.._
much of its genesis in the work of Senator Talmadge. Ile is the chair-
man of our committee, altd he is a member of the finance committee,
and is at powerful Member of this Senate. Amid it has the support of
men like Senator Aiken, and Senator Young, and Senator Sparkman,
and I hope of minx others. None of those men are foolish. They are
64timers in the field of agriculture, in the sense that they have .given
their years of public serviceito it. I think the administrativnI. am
not sure you are the appropriate witness for this, but you call carry it
back to your superiorthe administration ought to look upon this as
an opportunity for a cooperative, endeavor. We are not interested in
having a fight, we are interested in filling a credit gap. .1nd if we
haven't the right bill, I venture to say that every member of this com-
mittee is prepared to sit down and work out a bill that is the right bill.
I have been around Congress a long time. You seldom end up with at
bill that has everything in it that you started with,

But I do know that we havenIt had the respOnse that we ought to
have from the administration. The fact isand nobody can disputh
itthat the credit, needs of rural America are not being taken care of,
and they re .never going to be taken care of out cif the taxpayers'
money. 'I crc is no way that Congress can got enough money out of the
reThues of the 1;oernment. We have got to get into die money mar-
kets. lust ilia. the Inter-American Development Bank finalli found out.
So they went into the money market because they learned that they
couldn't depend upon foreign aid appropriations to meet their an-
nual needs. The World Bank is in the money market. And I don't
know why in the name of common sense-that we can't have it bank that
takes eat r of a few Americans for e change. We have an awful lot of
bank' ;wiping eyery1+,()1y ei,:e. And we -have more requests no here for
money for the Asian I evelopment Bank, the World I3ank, the Inter -
A;. ei.ican Del- lopt ,'Ilt ]'sank. end it. (1,,.-11't make any difference
whether it is a Republican President or a Deinc,Tatic Pres;dent they
all say those banks are great. and they all work good. And tltev do,
they really do! And I say that they loan money t70 worse credit risks
than this bank Ivill ever do, 'because IsT, are going to 10a1 money to
people we know how to talk to find who s'peakouriammage and they
live near at hand. But it is no trick for the administration to come up
and say, "Put $-Inn million in the Asian Development Bank. It is a
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great idea.- I %yin- a part of an administration that recommetidetl that.
file present administration continues to recommend it. I support it.
But just between us:as nelv friends, I would rather loan some money to
the folks out in (Ilditlionia for a little while than. I would to loan more
inone9 to the loll;s in Ilinnm. It is a1;ind of selfish attitude. but that is
the Nay I am getting to feel. I think this country needs a little time
to get a hold of itself. And there is a big section of this count ry,that
hasn't got a halal ofof it'-elf at all, including iris central cities and rural.
_11mrica and we are going to do something:about it.

So when you go back you tell them, come hell or high water, Ive are
going'to pass some rural development legislation, and we want 'you
to get on the ship as it goes eettlIS(' 'v' are going to do s(oething.
OK.

Ilm \T. 'Thank you.
Senator II t We :ire going to send these quest MI1,4 to ea, h of

the Iv it ties,-;es so that we get the answers i k. 11 'e have a seric, of
questions that relate to provisions in the In to .1'e would like
specific c(nionent. and it will take soma' time to 14t tai se 1uninetnt-.

(Whereupon. at 12:3:-.) p.m. the sitheonunittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at the call of the ('hair.)

(The questions and answers referred to above are as follows :
E.

'Fur; SF(' WEI An Of l'oN1Ntra{(4:,
irnshitollon, 1).('., Oclobir l.i, 1:"."1.

nom Ilratitt II. IIrvemitA.
Chairman_ Rurol Ilrrylopmcnt 81/1/COni/n fire, I 'otti f nn t griet/MtT Una

FOreNt II, (INIS ill flint). )

I)k.AR AIR Cit% : This is in rtirthy reply to your letter of July 27. 1971.
wherein :,.1111 ri11110Stf,(1 DPIiiirtilleilt of Commerce to prepare answers to
1 question- dealing \\Oh rural development in connection w 1111 the Semite Itural
Development Subcommittee (11Mberations on S. 222:1 and the Pearson Amendment
to S 1183.

We are plea ..a,(1 l,, ,tilanit those answers which /ire enclosed.
Wt. .t rlist tha.e reply ae will be useful for your purposes,

Sincerely,
%1 itti a H. Si \ s,

St crt,/tfry of l'onnnqr(

DEPAIVI NIEN r OF ComIvrati AN SWERWO (211,:;.110N h Post a day \ .V1int VPII

Q//rNtio71 /

1'Vordi 1114 of the Colo4ressional stateinent of commitment contained in
Title IX, seetion901 a 1 does not explicitly bind the Executive l(ranch to take
any specific a, thin to strike a rural-m.16i balance or to revitalize rural mesas,
ilowii3er. this -statement of commitment is in accord with the policy thin
Admini,drat ion to further balanced rural-urban growth and to revitalize rural

_America through effective programs. The Administration's high priority commit-
ment to this policy ie; reflected in the Preit:eta', decision to st eh the entiettnent
a hi, nwrgailizmion ,111,1 and spyviA /.11.D111. "11:1 ring iiruposa s. Mei nil-
Ing:. and espeeially. the Rural (.m111,111(1'47- b,3elop1ient Ilevenue Sharitili pro-
posal. 'flie S1.1 billion authorized by the lint.:11 Community Development Itevistiiiii
Sharing proposal will enable State anti local government to establish itteliningfill
rural revitalizatioh. gois and to devise development strategies and program,:
best suited to )oral needs.

The provisions of Title IX, sectitin 901(b), relating to the location of facilities,
are by their terms specifically binding. on all departments and agencies of 11w
Government. The other provisions of Title IX hind rho President and certain
departments, other than this Department, to submit various rural develoi eat
reports to Cancer.,:. The Deportment of Commerce has provided 4111(1 will vont DIM'
to provide appropriate .s-upport and cooperation in the preparation of these

') reports.
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Question 2 '

We interpret the first sentence of Title IX, sectiOn.901^(a) to call for balanced
economic development and a better qnality of life in btah rural and urban areas.
In addition, unfavorable& migration patterns between urban and rural, areasest be stemmed and a healthy rural -urban economic relationship must be
established.

With regard to the second sentence of this section, we interpret it to mean
that priority attention must be given to stimulating socio-economic development
in rural areas, so that such areas may be developed in accord with a balanced
growth st ra,tegy as viable alternatives t(i existing urban areas.
Que.vtion 3

We do not have an estimate of the probable voStsof construction of community
facilities necessary' to meet the goals of Title IX.
Qllestifoi 4

We respectfully subm0 that we cannot provide you with an estimate of the
. prospective asset value of new industrial phi and other construction by private
economic enterprise that would be requ ) reach the President's rural
community development goals for the fol reasons. The President's goals
are directed to the general improvement rural areas. The translation of,
these general goals into speci fie goals and programs, as provided in the Presi-
dent's. Rural Conlin: may Development Revenue Sharing proposal. is to be leftto State atid local.government. such time as specific Mehl rural development
gills anti:II:grams concerning, for example, the nature and quality of employ-
ment Oimortunitius and industrial development. are sirtticulated, it would be
preinatnre ,t4) make any assessment regardiag the asset value of new industrial
plants and 'Other private enterprise construction.
Qttc8tion8 5. 6. and 7

It is our understanding that the Development of Agriculture has pt Wiled
answers. which are based on cery in assumptions concerning the 'scope and z are

the rural development process, to these questions. We have no additional.:
specific information in regard to these questions..
'Que4tirms 8 and (1

A ji?kt of the Department's loan and grind progranis (Tab A) whichoare avail-
able for rural uses, together with expenditures for rural areas (defined as areas
outside SMSA'si (Tab Iii is attached hereto. These programs are administered
through the Economic Development Administration and the Title V Regional)
Commissions.
Questimi 10

All of the rural economic development assistance programs administered by
or through the Department are allied at either ,ecolannically distressed areas
or underdeveloped areas. The u ( s of the rural areas that qualify for assistance
vary greatly. For exa mple: nn underdeveloped area may need basic community
infrastructure, e.g., water and sewer lines, while an economically distressed
area may reqcire information and assistance to convert existing plant, and man-
power to more fruitful industrial ivity. And, as is often the cas such areas
mitt' need assistance that. is not twirled by- the Department, .. housing.
Given the variety of the needS i)f areas and the hick of speei i legislator
;:oat. it is hnpossible to determine the exact level_ of expenditures which would
satisfy the tat:1i needs of. all of these areas.
Qu'extions 11 and 13

Given the unquantillable nature of the goals expressed in Title IX, twe have
not made any specific estimates of needed increases in annual rural investment
for the present or over the next 10 to 1:1 years.
QueAtim? 1 2

The major gaps in rural development programs appear to arise from the
fragmented manner in which Federal assistance has been allocated to rural
'areas. A host of Federal agencies administer many different assistance prAgrams
with varying eligibility and other requirements.. There are inequities in this
structure:, where rural communities of over a certain size arenot eligible for
assistanee,...or where one county may rreive and and a neighboring county only
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slightly better off economically is barred The President's Rural Community
Development Spee lal Revenue Sharing proposal, with his other revenue sharing
proposals, would effeetively'remove those litegtilti s by placing primary responsi-
bility for rural assistane with the States where th«liffering needs of rural areas
can more easily be a(1.01111111)(lated.

Quiidiot' 14
The funding of the loan and grant programs of the DelaIrtment could be

expanded to provide additional assistance. Traditionally, Congress has funded
these programs at a level fur below authorized Rive Is---generally between_,:25%
and 30,/c in the cast' of El/A. III mblitiku, it would be possible to.expand the
statutory authority to include additional program tools. Although such measures
wouid"-be helpful, they would still be only tt,plecemealAffort toward solving
a problem which can' really only he attacked tiffeetivelioton a comprehensive
basis. The combined revenue sharing In atit would be a more effoctive solution.

9itc.if 11611 13
The Department recommends the enactment of the President's Ruirol Com-

munity Development SPecial Revenue /Altering proposal as the best method of
utili4ing Federal funds, int combination with other revenue sharing funds, for
enhancing nitro! development.
Qiteittion 16

1Ve believe that the .enachnent of the President's revenue sharing proposals
will permit each State to design and implement assistance programs tailored
to fill Its own major gaps in rural development.

9
11.300 1CONOMIC DEVELOPMEIBTGRANTS AND LOANS. FOR PUBLIC WORKS AND

DFVELOP.NIE1or FACILITIES.

(FEDERAL ACENCY : ECONONI .PFNEIMPNIENT ADMINISTRATION,
DEPARIIMENT OF' ('O%I MERLE)

AutliOrization : -12'1'.4.C. 3131, 3135. 3141. 3161, 3171. Public Works and Ecii-
manic Developinent Act of 1965: Public Law 89-136, ti;; amended by Public Law
110-103, Pithily Law 91-123 and Public Law 9r-3(}4.

Objectives: To asisist, the construction of public facilities needed to initiate
and encourage long-tern1 economic growth in designated geographic areas;where
economic krpwth is lagging behind the it of the Nation. ,

Types of assistance :Project Grants ; Direct Loans.
'Uses and use restrictions; Grants for such tallithc facilities as water and sewer

systems, access roads to industrial parks or areas, 'Port facilities, railroad sidings
and spurs, public tourism (facilities, vocational schools, flood control projects, and
site improvetnents for industrial parks.

Qualified projects lutist fulfill a pressing need Of the area and moist : (1) tend
to improve the opportunities for the successful establishmeitt Or expansion Of
industrial I)r conentirchil plants or facilities, or ( '2) otherwise assist in the
creation of additional long-term employment opportunities, or (3) benefit the
long-term unemployed and members of low-income twiiilitim or otherwise substan-
tially further the objectives of the Econtmnic OpportNiity Act of 19(14.

In additiou, proposed projects must lief consistent with the currently approved
overall econtifnic development program for the area, and for the district, if any,
in which it will be located.
Eligibility regniremenfs

Applicant Eligibility : States, local subdivisions thereof, Indian tribes, and
privatte or public nonprofit organizations or association representing a rdevel-
opment anra or a designated economic development venter are eligible to receive
grants and loans. Corporations and assoriatlans organized for profit are not
eligible.

Beneficiary Eligibility : Sante as applicant eligibility.
Credentlals/Documentation :Application must describe the type of proposed

facility, estimated "costs, extent of proposed project, direct job impact, estimated
time 'for constructioniniplementation, and assuanee that the project will satisfy
statutory requiremetftm. Most important, documentation must demonstrate how
-the project will have a .positive impact on the economic development process in
the community..
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Application award process
Preapplication coordination: Applicant should contact the regional offie serv-

icing the State in which the project is to be located. An economic development
`Jo representative assigned as coordinator of the project for EDA will provide neves-

nary forms and assist in filling them out. Intent to tile application must be co-
ordinated in accordance with Office of Management and Budget Ciriailar No,
A-95. r

Application Procedure: The Economic Development Administration represent-
ative meet with the applicant and community leaders to establish the basis
for a preapplication conference, After reviewing project and local development
profile information with the regional office, he will notify the applicant
ately if EDA eannot accept the project. If project appears viable, a preapplica-
tion conference will he aranged with regional office personnel.

Award Procedure: Grant and loan applications from States, local subdivisions
thereof,- Indian tribes, and private or public nonprofit organizations or asso-
ciations representing a redevelopment area or- a designated economic develop-
ment center are approved by the Assistant Secretary of Economic Development.

: DepartmOnt of Cdunerce.
Contract award must be on the lowest base bid submitted by n respon-

sible bidder, with a respons Adder defined as one who can furnish a perform-
anef bond and who meets the pplicable State and local statutory requirements.

Notifleation of grant approvals are provided to the State Control Information
Reception Agencies on Standard Form 240.

Deadlines: During EDA processing time, applicant is required to submit to
,EDA a letter detailing the progress made in the community in fostering eco-
nomic development process.

Range of Approval/Disapproval Time: Normally within 90 days of acceptance
of application,

Appeals: None.
RenewalS: None.

Assistance considerations
Formula and Matching Requirements: Grants may be made for up to 50 per-

cent of the project cost. Severely depressed areas that cannot match Federal
funds may receive supplementary grants to bring the F'ederal eontribution
up to RO percent of the project cost. Additionally, redevelopment areas located

ithin designated economic development districts may, subject.to the SO percent
max'unnm Federal grant limit, be eligible for a 10 percent bonus on grauts for
public works projects. Long-term (up to 40 years), low interest h1aUN may be
made to the appli,-int when financial assistance is !Jot otherwise available from
pribvtate lenders or Federal agencies on terms which would permit acconudishment
of the project.

Length and Time Phasing of Assistance: EDA grant funds are disbursed for
costs incurred onto after all contracts for construction have been awarded. EDA
loan fundS are normally disbursed when the construetion of the project is 75
percent or more complete.
Post -assistance requ irement s

Reports: Reports for specific project may be requested, No routine reports
required.

Audits :'Each recipient of financial assistance is required to keep such records.,,
as will facilitate an effective audit of the project.
Financial information

Account Identification: 06-10-2030-0-1-507,
Obligations: (Grants) FY 70 $173,899.000; FY 71 est $160,000,000: and FY

72 est $160.000,000. Face Value of Loans: (Direct) FY 70 $11,203,142: FY 71 est
$14,000.000; and EY 72 ciif.$14.000.000.

Range and Average of Financial bAssistance: No specific minimum or maxi,
mum project amount. $1.000 to $4,5S5,000: $389,000,

Program accomplishments: Total approved projects: 2,1G8, Total obligations:
$1.2 billion. Fiscal year 1906, 364 projects-4232,325,000 ; fiscal year r 1967, 471
projects$198,998,000: fiscal year 1968, 411 projects$174,981,000: fiscal year

69, 303 projects$178.750,000 : fiscal year 1970,.308 projects$157,929,000 : fiscal
ar 1971, (est), 30F4projects$1.60,000.000.
Regulations. guidelines. and literature: EDA handbook, "Building Commu-

nities with Jobs," EDA. "Grants and Loans-for Public Works and Development
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EDA. "Area Eligible. fur Financial Assistance," "Guides for Overall
Economic. Development Programs," "Economic Deveropment, Director9 of Ap-
proved 'Projects."

1/4

foThrtnation. eon:gets
Regional. or Local Office.: Refer to the appendix of the catalog for EDA regimial

ofht. addresses.
Ih.tolquarteis Office: Director, Office of Public Works, Economic Development

Administration, L'.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230. Tele-
ph4lie : (202)087-5265.

Related programs; 11.301. Economic DevelopmentLoans for Businesses and
Ih.velopment Companies. 15.115, Indianqndustrial and Tourism Development,

Appalachian ReghnialliDevelopment.

I 1.:; 01 ECON OM IC DEVELOP AI ENT LOA NS FOR 10 SI NESSEH AND DEVELOPMENT
COSI PANIES

I FEDERAL, AGENCY ECONOM IC DEVELOP M
DEPARTMENT OF COM M

Authorization : 42 1-.S.C. 3142.4181. 3171. Phblic Works and Economic Develop-
merit Act of 10115 ; Public Law s11-138, as amended by l'oblic Law 90-103, Public
Lane Id 123 and Public Law 01-304.

Itbjectives: To encourage private Investment by providing low interest, long
term loans to belplmsinesses expand or establish plants in redevelopment areas
fog projects that %moot be financed through banks or other private lending
institutions.

T. lies of assistance: Direct Loans: Guaranteed/Insured Loans.
.es mid use restrictions r ]Rosiness development loans up to 85 percent of

the ;ost of -fixed assets may be used for the acquisition of fixed assets only ( i.e.,
land, building, machinery, and equipment, Including land preparation and build-
ing relmbilitation).-Funds may he used for most kinds of new industrial or com-
mer,.ial facilities or to expand one already in existence.

lii ;nine special eases the Government can provide Federal guarantees of up
to percent of the unpaid bolamp of working capital loans obtained from private
lenders. Working capital loans guaranteed by EDA may not he used for the
acquisition of fixed assets. Loans can be guaranteed only fortborrowers In the
direct loan program.
Efigiitility ircmcnta

Applicant Eligibility: Any individual, private or public corporation, or Indian
tribe, provided that the project to be funded is physically situated in an arca
designated as eligible under the Ac at. the- time the application is filed.

Neither business development. I( t nor working capital guarantees will be
extended to applicants who :- (1) h re, within, the previous 3 years, relocated any

all of their nullities to onothe city, county, or state ; (2) contemplate relo-
cating part or all of their existing facilities with a resultant. loss of employment
at such facilities; and (3) produce a product or service for which there is a sus-
taint.d and prolonged excess of supply over demand.

No financial assistance will he rendered to projects primarily engaged In the
diseldnation of news (e.g., newspapers, magazines, radio and television broad-
enst:ng or in an activity violative of local or State law,

Beneficiary Eligibility ; If an application is filed by a local industrial develop-
ment corporation to establish a facility to be leased to a user (or beneficiary), the
same criteria apply.

Credentials/Documentation Applicants and beneficiaries mast provide finan-
cial, engineering, and feasibility documentation supporting the viability of the
project. Projects in which the federal participation will exceed $1,000,000 must
be supported by an Independent feasibility 'study conducted by consultant accept-
able to EDA. Tourism projects and projects Involving new, untried technology will
also require an independent feasibility study.
Apptieattnn.rrnd award process

Preapplication Coordination : Applicant should contact the regional office serv-
ing the State in which the project Is to be located, and an economic development
representative will be assigned to the project. With his concurrence, a preapplica-
tion conference will be scheduled with the professional staff of the regional office.
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Application Procedures: At the pre:IN:lion tion conference, applicants gill be
provided with nil necessary' forms and detailed information relating to support-
ing documentation. -.

Award Procedure; Loan and xvorking capital loan guarantee applications from
individuals, private or public corporations, or Indian tribes, in eligible areas are
approved by the Assistant Secretary for Emnoniii, Immotaamit, 1/epartinent of
Commerce.

Deadlines: None.
Itange of .tpla oval/I hsapproval Time: Pt) to 120 calendar days after receipt

of application ;uul (.01Oplele supporting documentation is in good order.
Appeals: None. An applicant whose project has been denied may however, rein-

state his application if the defects leading to a denial have been remedied.
Rnewa Is : Not applicable.

.1.1sixtanre conaiderationx
b'ormilla and AI:Itching Requirements: The Federal participation project may

not. exceed .65 percent of project fixed asset costs. A local development corpora-
tion or State agency usnally participates to the extent of 5 pereent. Of t e remain-
ing 3 0 percent, 10 percent must be in the form of applicant's equity and t le balance
from a conventional ceminercia I lender. Applicants are encouraged 0 increase
their equity participation beyond the minimum.

Length and Time Phasing of As,;istance: Loans. 25 years, maxinpun : working
capital guarantees, life of bank load. El/A loan funds 'viii only be disbursed
after ;III other funds have been injected into the project.

..Post .-ixxistanre Ruquirr'Illonts
Iteports: Periodic financial and employment reports will la. required. Initially,

these may be quarterly. and, as the business becomes established, at longer
intervals.

Audits : An annual audit by it certified public account will be required not laore
than 90 days after the close of the applicant's fiscal year.

Records: Not applicable except as required above.
Fipancia/ in

-kilMillt iliefiti0i'llti011: 014-10-2031 4)- 1 507.
Face Value of Loans: :Direct ) FY. 70 $49.300,000: FY 71 est $10,000,0110; and

FY 72 est $4:1.500,000. f Ituarantees: FY 70 $14,421,000 ; EY 71 est $41,000,000 ; and
FY 72 est $40.950,000.

ltangt. and ..tverage of Financial Assistance; No specific mittimilm or maximum
project amount. *120.004) to $0,095.000 ; $1,153,000.

Program accomplishments: In fiscal year 1970, 43 projects Were approved :it a
value of $49,99:3,000. Estimate for 1971 is .40 projects valued at $50,1400,0041,

Itegulations, guidelines, and literature: "El/A tipsiness Development Loans
Who can liorroW 11oxv to Apply."

/a for/1m t ion eon/art./
Regional or Local Office: Refer to the appendix of the catalog for 1.1)A region-

al office addresses.
lIeadquarters Office; Office or Musings, 1,,,donnient I.:Ninon& nex-pi,,Iiiiimit

Administration. V.S. Department of Commerce, Washington. D.C. 20230. Tele-
phone: 1 202) 967-5057.

Related programs: 11.800, Minority Business Enterprise: 12.000, Community
Economic Adjustment ; 23.001, Appalachian Itegkvial Development: 59.003, Eco-
nomic Opport unity ----1A)11118 for Small Businesses; 59406, AlitiNty BlISiDOSs De-
velopment: 59,012, Small itusincss Loans: 59.013, Stitte and Lo III Development
1'ompany Loans.

11.302 ECONO.MIC DEVELOPMENT PLANNING ASSIF6ANCE

Development District Program ; Redevelopment Area. Program)

FEDERAL AGENCY : ECONONI IC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF
COM MERCE

Authorization : 42 1%8.1'. 3151(h I. 3152; Public Works and Economic Develop-
ment Act of 1965; Public Law Sall -7.30, as amended by Public Law 00-103, Public
Law 91-12:1 and Public. Law 91-304.

223
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I llojectives : To develop multi-county district I and redevelopment area Ylliallning
capability and thereby assure effective ultiation of resources in (Tenting ull-
time permanent jobs for the unemployed and the underemployed.

Types of assistance: l'roject Grants,
Uses and use restrictions: Grants art used for planning, staff salaries, and

other administrative expenses of the economic (I(.N elopment organization.
requirements

Applicant F ability: (a) Areas designated as "redevelopment areas" or de-
termined by tre secretary of Commerce to have "substantial need" fur phinning
assistance. i I» Groups of adjoining*c(ainties, labor market areas. and, or 111(11011
reservations which include at least two areas .(1e...ignated as "redevelopment
areas" by the Secretary of Commeree, and 1 or more centers of growth not over
250.000 population.

Beneficiary Eligibility ; Same as,applicaint eligibility
Credentials /Documentation: Evidelice that development organization is broad-

ly representative of social economic 011(1 political groups in area.
A ppliea (ion n'ti 0 award prorrN4

)'reapplication Coordination: State and EDA concurrence ill organization and
boundary of.multi-outity district. Intent to tile application ioust be coordinated
in accordance With h Attill of Nlanagenwnt and Budget Circular No. A 95.

.Xpplication Procedure: Completion Alf Form El) :101 iiiipliation for Title Ill
Planning and Administrative Grants-in-Aid). The application is submitted
through all Eronolnie Develolunent Administration representative to the appro-
priate regional office.

Award Procedure: Grant applications for economic development organizations
in redevelopment ,areas and economic development districts as approved by HIV
Assistant Secretary for Economic Development, Department of Colnincrce, Noti-
fication or grant approvals are provided to the State Control information Recep-
tion Agencies on St miard Form 2f().

Deadlines : None.
Range of .kfiprovill'Ifisapproval Time : 30 to 95 (lays.
Appeals : Not applicable.
Iteneiva Is : Grants are made for 1 year period and are renewable.

..4...rxixt nr(.. romthIrra lions
Formula, an(1 3latching Iteuilirenients: A minimum of 2:i percent must be ob-

la hie(' from non-Federal sources. This may be in the form of (.m11.211101 "in-(:11)(1-
contributions.

Length and Time Phasing of Assistance 1 year.
Pont apotistanro requirements

Iteports: Quarterly financial reports: periodic progress reports ; "De,signa Hop
status -conferring eligibility for El). public works grants and loans and busi-
nessloans and loan guarantees is dependent ou completion and annual up-doling
of an Overall Eeonomii- Development Program MEDI') satisfactory to the
State( s ) and to the Secretary of Commerce."

Andits:.Ul records relating to the grant program (ire snider( to audit by El))
and by the ComptroN.r General of the 1.S.. or by their designee( s).

Records: Financial must be maintained until 3 years after the expira-
tion of the grant.
Finn aria, in formatirrn

Account Identitic:Itioti: (111-10- 2032 -(1 1 507.
Obligations : I (:rants) FY 70- $5.520.000 ($4,(10(1,000 districts and $011.(100

areas) : FY 71 est $(1,1fri,(100 ($5,000,000 districts and $1,195,000 areas) : and
FY 72 est $0,195,000 ($4,055000 districts and $1,210.000 areas).

'lunge and Average of Financial Assistance: $20,000 to $75,0110; $43,1100.
Program acomplishments: In fiscal year 1970. 12S grants (1(r2 district grants

and 2(1 area grants) were awarded. In fiscal year 1071, 141) grants 1115 districts
and 30 area grants) will beirINVI1 rded.

Regulations guidelines, and literature: EDA Economic Development 1)istricts:
A Job Creating Program : EDA Planning (1rants for Economic Development : 'rho
Economic Development) District Program ; and (2int I i fled Area; Criteria and Data.

2
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Inf ormatim contacts
Regional or Loral Office : Refer to the appendix of the catalog for EDA regional

office addresses.
Headquarters Office: Direetor, Offiee of Development Organizations, Economic

Development Administration. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
2tr2" to, Telephone (202) 313- x715.

Related programs: 11,303, Economic Development -Teehnical Assistance;
22.001, Intergovernmental Relations Advisory Service; 23.009, Appalachian Local
De% elopuient District Ausistance,

11.303 ECONOMIC DEVELOPNIENT-TECITNICAL ASSISTANCE

(FEDERAL AC,ENcY : E ONOM I(' DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION,
DEPARTMENT OF COM NIERCE)

Authorization : 2 U.S.C. 3151(a), 3152, Public Works and Economic Develop-
ment Act of 1M5 ; Public Law f,+9 -130, as amended by Public Law 90-103, Public
Law 91-123 and Public LIIW 1)1 30-1.

Objeetives ; To solve problems of economic growth in El /A-designated geo-
rtiphic areas. and other areas of substantial need through feasibility studies,

managenient and operational assistance, and other studies.
Types of assistance Project Grant (and contracts) ; Dissemination of Tech-

nical Information.
c.es and use restrictions : Technical assistance is used to provide information,

data, and know-how in evalnating and/or shaping specific:projects and programs
related to economic development. It is used in econoinietary depressed areas of
the country and in similar sections of urban areas. Teehn cal assistance may be
in the form of services provided by contract, or direct grant
Eligibility requirements

ents most teehnical assistance applicants are private nonproti groups or
Applicant Eligib ility : While there are no specitha applicant eligibi/ty require-

ments
or county governments or entities thereof, located in economically

depressed areas of the county. Infrequently, technical assistance is given to small
private business firms; however, this-technical assistance must be repaid to the
Government.

Beneficiary Eligibility : Same as applicant eligibility.
Credentials/Documentation :"No rigid requirement. However, corporation char-

ters are usually requested.
pplica tion,and award proem?
Preamdication Coordination : Applicant should coordinate yith EDA regional

office serving his State. Intent to file application mast be coordinated in accord-
ance with Office of Management and Iitulget Circular No. A-W,

Application Procedure : Submit application to EDA regional office on form
ED 302., if grant, also time supplemental form ED -300.

Award Procedure : Grants and contracts to provide formation, data, and
know-how in evaluating- and/or shaping projects and ograms related to eco-
nomic development are approved by the Assista cretary for Economic
Development, Department of Commerce. Notitleation origiant approvals are pro-
vided to the State Central Information.Reception Agencies on Standard Form 240.

Range of Approval/Disapproval Ti ne : 1 in/ 44 to 3 months, but may be longer,
depending upon condition of application.

Apnea is : None.
Renewals : TechnicaL.assistance may_ be renewed. IThweYer, the lim4t is nor-

mally 3 years.
Assistance consideration4

Formula and Matching Requirements : Technical assistance must be related
to near-term job and income creation. For grants, contribution by grantee of 25
percent or More of total cost in cash or in kind is required.

Length and Time Phasing of Assistance : Varies, but usually period of 1 year
or less. No time phasing.
Post assistaneee requirements

Reports : Quarterly reports, sometimes more frequently, are required.

22 ,
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Audits: Audits are performed on a sampling basis; unusually large or com-
plicated project grants are audited routinely,
eltecords: Financial records are required to be kept for a period of 3 years
folbowing completion of grant.
Finanrial information

Account Identification: 06-10-2032-0-1-Z07.
Obligations: (Grants and contracts) FY 70 $12.3104,000 ($9,919,000 grants and

$2,479,000 contracts ) ; FY 71 est $12,410,000 ($9,$90,(X)0 grants and $2,520,000
contracts) and FY 72 est $12,700.000 ($11,760,000 grants and $1,000,000
coot racts ).

Range and Averageof Financial Assistance: $S00 to $495.0(N). Technical assist-
ance services, such as feasthility studies, average $25,000. Technical assistance
project grants average around $80,000 to $100,000 per year,

Program accomplishments: in fiscal year 1970, 292 projects (grants and con-tracts) were initiated.
Regulations. guidelines, and literature; Leaflet entitled EGA Technical Ap.

sistamie. What It Is, How to Apply,"
Information con facia

Regional or Local Office, Refer to the appendix of the catalog for EDA regional
office addresses.

Headquarters Office: Initial contract should be at the regional of level ex-
cept for projects which are national in scope. In which case, initial contact
should be with headquarters office Director, Office of Technical AssintanceoiEco-
monk Development Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington,
i,C. 20230. Telephone : (202) 967-5111.
Related programs: 11.302, Economic Development-Planning Aiisistance 22.001,

Intergovernmental Relations Advisory Service; 23.009, Appalachian Local De-
velopment District Assistance.

COASTAL PLAINS REGIONAL ACTION PLANNING ('OM MISSION

a.m. I COASTAL PLAINS REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
(GRANT-IN-AID SUPPLEMENTS!

. FEDERAL AGENCY: COATA PLAINS REGIONAL ('OM MISSION

Authorization : Public Works and I.:commie Development Act of 11th',; Public
Law at11 -1311 as amended by Public Law 90- 103. and Public Law 91-i23: 42
U.S.C. 31i48a.

Objectives: To enable States and other entities to take maximum advantage
of Federal grant-In-aid programs for the construction or equipping of facilities
or the acquisition of land.

Types of assistance: Project Grants.
Uses and tte restrictions: Grant-In-aid supplements provide R portiolfif the

local share of Federal grant-in-aid programs for the construction or eq ipping
of facilities or the acquisition of hind when the community, because of its eco-
nomic sit-nation. cannot supply the matching share. Total Federal assistance
cannot exceed sO percent of eligible project cost. When the basic grant agency
certifies that the p yawed project could be funded if fonds were available, the
commission may jar ide air or any portiA of the basic Federal contribution.

rrgoiremunts
Applicant : State and other entities within the region (generally

any political subdivision or loin' te or public nonprofit organization). Designated
counties within the States of Georgia. North Carolina and South Carolina.

Beneficiary Eligibility : Same as applicant eligibility.
Credentials/Documentation : Copy of basic grant application. plus CPRC

application. including stgteinent of regional significance.
t yylica (ion and award prorr.q3

Preapplication Coordination : ,Through Governor's representative for CPRC,
affairs.

Application Procedures: Apply for basic Federal gran] -in -aid with appropriate
Federal Agency and obtain determination of distribution of Federal and local
share of project financing:Project application must be approved by Governor of

63-5'42-71--ptA -15
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State in which the project Is lo(ated. Applicant applies throng); Ore Governor's
Office for Commission assistance to meet with Itrcal share requirements. I'pon
State approval, the Commission onsiderA and determines level of participation
is project"

Award Procedure : Commission notifies applicant. Federal o-chairman notifies
basic grant agency of Commission's a mini; 111 to assist. Basic grant agency :mikes
award of hash. grant according to its (ill 11 awarding procedures.

Deadlines: None.
a 'me of Approval/Disapproval 'rime: Fl to 00 days.

Appeals; None.
Itenewals; None.

bmistame mm.viderationa
Formula and NIatching Itestuirements Total Federal assistance cannot exceed

50 percent of eligible project costs, The State or community must finance the
remaining project costs, not less than 20 percent.

Length and Time Passing of Assistance; In the event that the work intended
to he 111111 111Pd by a supplementary grant 1.4 out completed or committed by con-
tract within IS months after the (late thereof, the commission reserves the right
at the Federal co-chairman's option to terminate the supplementary grant and
all obligations t hereunder.
f'omf ax.rivtanee rrquirenamt

Reports : As required by basic grant age
Audifs: All records relating to the grant are subject to audit by the Regional

Commission and by the ConiptroPeir General of the United Stales, or other
designee( 41.

Records: As necessary for above-mentioned audit.
t'i na nvia 1 information

Amottnt Ideutifitaition: Ofir 1n- '21(10 0 1 507.
Obligations: (Grants) FY 71) $3.297,900; FY 71 est. $3,534,000; and 72 est.

. $4.1149.000. c,.

Range and Average of Finantal Assistance: $30,000 to $1154,000; $299,000.
Program accomplishments: In fiscal year 1910, 11 projects were funded
Regulations, guidelines, and literature: Cl'It(' Itesolution No. 10, April :30.

1!)1)5; application for (Tit(' Supplemental grant ; ('Pitt' brochure.
Information Contarts

Regional of Local Office ; Federal co-chairtnan's Field Office, Federal Building,
Lady Street, Columbia, South Carolina 2(1201. Telephone: 15031 253 5371, exten-
sion 274.

Ileadquarter Office Coastal Plaids Regional ('othinission, 2001) L Street.
Room 411. Washington. I).C. 20030, Telephone : 12021 907 3753.

Related programs: 11.301). Economic Development Grants :trod Loans for Public
Works and Development Facilities : 11,3(11, Economic Development-Timm( for
Businesses and Development Companies; 23.001. Appalachian Itegionit I Economie
Dvelopment ; 35.001, Four Corners Regional Economic Development ; 15,001,
New England Regional Economic Development: 52.001, Ozarks ItegionaI Eco-
nomic Development ; 59.013, State and Local Development Company Loans;
(13.001, Upper Great Lakir: Regional Economic 'Development.

FOCI; CORNERS ItEGION A ACTION PLAN NINO ('OM MISSION

:;R,Do 1 FOUR CORNERS REGIoN AL ECONOMIC DEVELOP M ENT
GRANT-IN-AID SUPPLEM f \TS)

FEDERAL AGENCY FOCR CORNERS REGDI Al, ('OM MISSION

A(Ithori Zit tit); ; Piddle Works and Economic I)evelopment Act of 19115; Public
Law 89-131; as amended by Publie Law 00 -103, and Public Law 01 -123; 42 F.S.C.
31S8a.

Objectives: To enable States and other entities to take maximum advantage
of Federal zrant-in-aid programs for the construction or equipping of facilities
or the.acq.nisition of land.

Types- of Assistance : Project Grants.
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Uses and use restrictions: Grunt-in-aid supplements provide a portion of the
local share of Federal grant-in-aid programs for the construction or equipping
of faellities or the acquisition of land when the community, because of its
economic situation, cannot supply the matching share. Total Federal assistance
cannot exceed 140 percent of eligible project cost. When, in a given year, the
basic grant agency has expended Its program monies but la willing to certify
that a sissdfi project could he approved If funds were available, the Commis-
sion may provide all or any portion of the Federal contribution to that project.
Eligibility requirements

Appliesint : State and other cut hies within the region (generally
any politic subdivision or private or public nonprofit organization). Desig-
nated count es within the States of Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico and Utah.

Benefiela y eligibility : Project must benefit one of public units described
above, and of a single user6

Crolentia siDocumentatam : Applicant most deserilse project fully, g5e a
summary of the manner in which the project' will be financed, provide a de-
tailed economic justification for the proposal, and certify compliance with var-
ious statutory requirements of the program.
Application awl amard process

ibreapplication coordiuntion : Conference before formal application sub-
mission.

Application procedure: Apply for baste Federal grant -in -aid with appropriate
Federal Agency and obtain determination of distribution of Federal and local
share of project financing. Project application must be approved by Governor
of State in which the project is located. Applicant applies through the Gov-
ernor's Office for Commission assistance to meet with local share requirements.
Upon State approval, the Commission considers and determines level of partici-
pation in project.

Award Procedure : Commission notifies applicant. Federal co-chairman notifies
basic grant agency of Commission's approval to assist. Basic grant agency makes
award of basic grant according to its own awarding procedures.

Deadlines: None.
Range of Approval/Disapproval Time : 60 days.
Appeals : None.
Renewals :'None.

lAtRintancc considerations
Formula and Matching Requirements: Total Federal assistance cannot exceed') percent of eligible project costs. The State or community must finance the

remaining project costs, not less than '20 percent.
Length nod Time Phasing of Assistance: In the event that the work intended

to be financed ht a supplementary grant shall not have beeit completed Or VOW-
witted by, contract within 18 months after the date thereof, the commis:4)in re-
serves the right at the Federal co-chairman's option to terminate the supple-
ment» ry7FlAtt and all obligations thereunder,
Pout anuista4m, requirements

Reports: As required by basic grant agency and the Commission.
Audits: All records relating to the grant are subject to audit by the RegionalCommission and by the Comptroller General of the United States, of theirdesignee ( 5).
Records : As necessary for above-mentioned audit.

Finance information
Account Identification : 06-15-2100-0-1-507.
Obligations: (Grants) FY 70 $2,595.000: FY 71 est $5.100.000: and FY 72 est$5,290,000.
Range and Average of Financial Assistance : $7,000 to $426,000; $5,3,700.
Program Accomplishments : In fiscal 1970, 37 projects were funded.
Regulations, Guidelines, and Literature: "Guidelines and Procedures- FourCorners Regional Commission Financial Assistanee Program," by Four Corners

Regional Commission Petroleum Plaza Building, Farmington, New Mexico 57401.
ormtiont contacts ,

Regional or LOcal Office: Commission Headquarters. Four cornerA RegionalCommission,' Petroleum Plaza Building Farmington, New Mexico 87401,, tele-
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phone: (505) 327-9626. State Alternates: Mr. Hawley Atkinson, Officer of the
Governor, State Capitol, Phoenix, Arizona, telephone: (602) 271-4381; Mr.
Dwight Neil, Department of Business Development, State Office Building, Dew
ver, Colorado, telephone (303) 892-2350; Mr. Keith Dotson, State' Planning
Office, State Capitol, Santa Fe, New Mexico, telephone: (505) 827-2315; Mr.
D. Howe Moffat, Industrial Promotion Commission, State Capitol, Salt Lake
City, Utah, telephone: (801) 322 -1187.

Headquarters Offioe: Commission Headquarters, Four Corners Regional Com-
mission, Petroleum Plaza Building, Farmington, New Mexico 87401. Federal
co-chairman's Office, Four Corners Regional Commission, Office of the Federal
co-chairmanv 1898 Commerce Building, Washington, D.C. 20230. Telephone:
(202) 967-5534.

Related Programs: 11.300, Economic Development-Grants and Loans for
Public Works and Development Facilities; 11.301, Economic Development-
Loans for Businesses and Development Companies; 23.001, Appalachian
Regional Economics Development; 28.001, Coastal Plains Regional Economic
Development; 48.001, New England Regional Economic Development; 52.001,
Ozarks Regional Economic Development; 59.013, State and Local Development
Company Loans: 63.001, Upper Great Lakes Regional Economic Development.

NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL. ACTION PLANNING COMMISSION

48.001 NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
(GRANT-IN-AID STIPPLEMENTS)

FEDERAL AGENCY : NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL COMMISSION-

Authorization: Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965; Public
Law 89-136 as amended by Public Law 90-103, and Public Law 91-123; U.S.C.
3188a.

Objectives: To enable States and other entities to take maximum advantage
of Federal grant-in-aid programs for the construction or equipping of facilities
or the acquisition of land.

Types of assistance: Project Grants.
Uses and use restrictions: Grant-in-aid supplements provide a portion of the

local share of Federal grant-in-aid programs for the construction or equipping
of facilities or the acquisition of land when the community, because of its
economic situation cannot supply the matching share. Total Federal assistance
cannot exceed 80 percent of eligible project cost. When the basic grant agency
certifie-1 that the Proposed project could be funded if fun s were available, the
commission may prOvide all or any portion of the basic deral contribution.

requirements:
Applicant Eligibility: States and other entities within the region .(generally

any political subdivision of private or public nonprofit organization). The New
England Region covers the States of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont.

Beneficiary Eligibility : Same as applicant eligibility.
Credentials/Documentation: None.

Application and award process
Preapplication Coordination : Not applicable.
Application Procedure: Apply for basic Federal grant-in-aid with appropriate

/Federal Agency and obtain determination of distribution of Federal an local
'share or project financing. Project aplication must be approved by Cove or of
State in which the project is located. Applicant applies through the Governor's
Office fur Commission assistance to meet with local share requirements. Upon
State approval, the Commission considers and determines level of participation
to project.

Award Procedure: Commission notifies applicant. Federal co-chairman notifies
basic grant agency of Commission's approval to assist. Basic grant agency makes
award of basic grant according to its own awarding procedures. Notification'of
award is made to the designated State Central Information Reception Agency
(SF `1,40).

Deadlines: None.
Range of Approval/Disapproval Time : 30 to 90 days.
Appeals: None.
Renewals : None.

ap
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Assistance consideratitms
Formula and Matching Requirements: Total Federal naniatance cannot ex-
ed 80 percent of eligible project costs. The State of coo mouthy must finance

th muffling project costs, no nn than 20 percent.
Let _and Time Phasing of sistance: In the event It the work intended

to be finaneed by a klupplementa r. grant shall not have been eompleted or com-
mitted by contract within 18 months after the date thereof,, the commission
reserves the right at the Federal co-chairman's option to terminate the supple-
mentary grant and all obligations thereunder.
Pont assistance requirements

Reports : As required by !taste grant agency.
Audits: All records relating to the grant tire subject to audit by the regional

emumission and by the Comptroller General of the United States, or their
designee( a).

Records: As necessary for above-mentioned audit.
Finny o'at information A

Account Identlticathm: 0(1.11- 2100 - -0 -1 107.
Obligations: (Grant) FY 70, $2,871,101 ; FY 71 eel $2,050,0(10; a ml FY 72 eat

$2.285,0(0.
Range and Average of Financial Assistance: $13,0410 to $368,001) $151.100.
Program accomplishments: In fiscal year 1970, 25 projects were funded.
Regulations. guidelines, and literature: -Annual Report," "Regional Devel(m-

moot Plan." "Monthly Highlights."
Information contacts

Regional or Local (office: Office of the Federal co-chairman, New England Re-
gional Commission, 55 Court Street, Huston, Massachusetts 0210)4. Telephone:
1 017) 223-6045.

Headquarters Office: Office of the Federal co-chairman, New England Regional
Commission, Room 2606, Main Commerce Building, Washington, I).(', 20230.
Telephone: (202) 967-4343.

Related programs; 11.300. Economic Development-Grants and Loans for Pub-
lic Works and Development Facilities; 11.301. Economic DevelopmentLoans for
Business and Development Companies -: 23.001, Appalachian Regional Economic
Development ; 28.001, Coastal Plains Regional Economic Development ; 38.001,
Four Corners Regional Economic Development :, 52.001, Ozarks Regional Eco-
nomic De'velopment ; 59.013 State and Local Development Company Loans;
03.001, Upper Great Lakes Regional Development.

OZARKS REGIONAL ACTION PLANNING COMMISSION

82.001 MARKS REGIONPAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
(GRANT-IN-AID SUPPLEMENTS)

FEDERAL AGENCY : OZARKS REGIONAL COMMISSION

Authorization: Public Works and Economic DevelopMent Act of 19415; Public
Law 89-136 as amended by Public Law 90-103, and Public Law 91- 123; U.S.C.
3188a.

Objectives: To enable States acid other entities to take maximum advantage
of Federal grant-in-aid programs for the construction or equipping of facilities

fille acquisition of land for economic development.
T, pea of assistance : Project Grants.
I' es and use restrictions: Grant-in-aid supplements provide a portion of the

local share of Federal grant-in-aid programs for the construction or equipping
of facilities or .the acquisition of land when the community, because of its
economic situation, cannot supply the matching share. Total Federal assistance
cannot exceed 80 percent of eligible project cost. When the basic grant agency
certifies that the proposed project could be funded if funds were available. the
commission may provide all or any portion of the basic Federal contribution.
Eligibility requirements

Applicant Eligibility: States and other entities within the region ( generally
any political subdivision or private or public nonprofit organizations). Designated
counties within the States of Arkansas, Kansas, Missonri and Oklahoma.
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Benefielary Eligibility : Same as applicant eligihility.
Credentials/Documentation: Application acceptable to a Federal basic grant-

in-aid agency.
.1ppfica firm and award prorenn

Preapplleation Coordination: Applications Por aid be coordinated with
the Governor's Alternate in enell state and the ( arks Commission liaison
41ftiver in each state.

Application Procedure: Apply for basic Federal gant-in-aid with appropriate
Federal Agency and obtain determination of distribution of Fl4leral and local
share of project financing. 111:oject applieation must be approved by Governor of
Shite in which the project Is loeated. Applirant applies through the Governor's
Office for Commission asflistanee to meet with local share requirements. l'pon
State approval. the Commission eonsiders and determines level of participation
4n project.

.1%%:ard Procedure: Commission notifies a Nil ten nt. Federal co-chairman notifies
basic grant agency of Commission's approval to assist. Basle grant agency makes
award of basic. grant according to its own awarding procedures. Notification of
award is made to the designated State Central Information Reception Agency'
I SF240

headlines: None.
Range of Approval 'I dsapproval Time : numths.
%ppeals: None.
Renewals: None.

ixta nee romnideration8
Formula and Matching Requirements: Total Federal assistance cannot exceed

80 percent of eligible project costs. The Stitte or community must finance the
remaining project rusts, not less than 21) percent.

Length and Tillie Phasing of Assistance: In the event that the won]: intended
to he financed by a supplementary grant\ shall not have been completed or coin-
Atte(' by conteict within 15 months after the date thereof. the cfmanission
reserves the right at the Federal co-chairmans option ter terminate the sulmle-
mentary grant and all obligations thereunder.
Post (1.4,4 into nee rcanirementx

Reports: As required by basic grant agency and the ('ommission.
Audits; All records relating to the grant are' soblect to audit 1 the regional

commission and try the Comptroller General of the United States, or their
designee( s

Records : As necessary for above mentioned audits.
Pim! ?aqui in formation
Aeconnt Identification : 06-15-2100- -0-1 -507.
Obligations: (Grants) FY 70 $4,980.000: FY 71 est 50.070.000: and FY 72 est

S6.875.000. -
Range and Average of Financial Assistance: $22,000 to $623000; $101.400.
Program accomplishments: In fiscal year 1970, 103 projects were funded.
Regulations, guidelines, and literature: Pranedures, guidelines and literature-

available from Commission office maintained aWove and from each State Liaison
Officer.
In formation. ran ta

Regional or Local Offiee : 07,arks Regional Commission. 125 Mart Building.
Little Rork. Arkansas 72202, telephone: (501) 372-4361; Federal co-chairman's
Field Office, 1601 West Okmulgee Street, Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401. telephone:
(918) 683 3111.

Headquarters Office: Federal co- chairman's Office, Room 2099B. Department of
Commerce Building, Washington. D.C. 20230. Telephone: (202) 967-2572.

Related programs : 11.300. Economic Development-Grants and Loans for Public
Works and Deyirlopment Facilities; 11.301, Economie Development-Loans fov.m
Business and DITvelopment Companies; 23.001, Appalachian Regional EconorniC'
Development ; 28.001, Coastal Plains Regional Economic Development; 38.001.
Four Corners Regional Economic Development: 48.001. New England Regional
Economic Development: 59.013. State and Local Development Company Loans:
63.001. T'pper Great Lakes Regional Economic Development.

Vto
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I7PPELI GREAT LAKE@ REGIONAL ACTION PLANNING CONI IGGION

Lon I GREAT LA 1-094 REGIONAL ECONO \ I ot;It:Lormkxr
N -Al I)

*EDERAL ADEN('' : GREAT 6.1 KEN REGION AL ('((MM issioN

Authorization: Public Works and Economic Development At of 1911:1; Public
Law S9 136 us amended by Public Law 90- 103; and Public Law Ill 123; U.S.C.
31 Stia

Objectives: To enable States and other entities to tare maximum advantage of
Federal(grant-in-aid programs for the construction or equipping of facilities or
the acquisition of land for economic development.

Types of assistance: Project Grants.
Uses and use restrictions: Grant-in-aid supplements provide a portion of the

local share of Federal grant-in-aid programs for the construction or equipping
of facilities or the acquisition of laud when the community, because of its eco-
nomic situation. cannot supply the matching share. Total Federal assistance
cannot exceed So percent of eligible project cost. When the basic grant agency
certifies that the proposed project could be funded if funds were available. the
Commission may provide all or any portion of the basic Federal contribution.
Eligibility requirements

Applicant Eligibility : States and other entitles Within the Region (generally
any political s(iialivision ur prh ate or public nonprofit organization). Designated
counties in Michigan, Minnesota, and Visconsin.

Beneficiary Eligibility : Same as applicant eligibility.
Credentials/Documentation,: Application acceptable to a Federal, basic grant-

in-aid agency.
Application and Inca rd grom.SR

Preapplleation Coordituttion: Applications for aid must Ite coordinated with
the basic grant agency through Governors Alternate in each State,

Application Procedure: Apply for basic Federal grant-in-aid with appropriate
Federal Agency and obtain determination of distribution of Federal and local
share of project financing. Project application must be approved by Governor of
State in which the project is located. Applicant applies through the Governor's
Office for Commission assistance to meet with local share requirements. Upon
State approval, the Commission considers and (144O1'111111O4 level of participation
in project.

Award Procedure: Commission notifies applicant. Federal co-chairman notifies
basic grant agency of Commission's approval to assist. Basic grant agency makes
award of basic grant according to its own awarding procedures. Notification of
award is made to the designated State Central Information. Reception Agency
(SF 240).

1/(1(1101es: None.
Range of Approval/Disapitroval Time: 3 months.
Appeals: None.
Renewals: None.

AusiNfonee considerations
Formula and Matching Requirements: Total federal assistatup corm()) exceed

80 percent of eligible project costs. The State or community must- finanCe the
remaining project costs, not less than 20 percent.

Length and Time Phasing of Assistance: In the event that the work intended
to be financed by a supplementary grant shall not have been completed or com-
mitted by contract within Di months after the (late thereof. the Commission
reserves the right at the Federal cu- chairman's option to terminate the supple-
mentary grant and all obligations thereunder.
Post assistance requirements.

Reports: As required by basic grant agency and by the Comtnissipn.
Audits: All records relating to the grant are subjet to audit by the regional

Commission and by the Comptroller General of the United States. or their
designee( s).

Records: As necessary for above:mentioned audit.
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I41al information

I
- tint Identification : 06-45-2100-0-1-507. e.
Obligations: (Grants) FY 70 $3,715,898; FY 71 est $5,925,000; and FY 72 est$6,1500,000.
Range and Average of Financial .Assistance : $3,000 to $600,000; $64,000.
Program accomplishments: In, fiscal year 1970, 62 supplemental grant-in-aid

and 25 research and demonstration projects were funded.
Regulations, guidelines, and literature; Program guidelines available -from

Commission offices and offices of State Alternates. _

Information contacts
Regional or Local Office: Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission, 504Christie Building, 120 No 11 Fourth Avenue West, Duluth, Minnesota 55802.

Telephone: (218) 727-r64 . -
Headquarters Office ; Office of tee Federal co-chairman, Upper Great Lakes

Regional Commission, Room 2093, Department of Commerce Building, Wash-ington, D.C. 20230. Telephone : (202) 96W.845. '
Related programs : 11.300, Economic EftvelopmentGrants and Loans for Pub-lic Works and Development Facilities; 11.301, Economic DevelopmentLoans

for Business and Development Companies ; 23.001, Appalachian Regional Eco-nomic Development ; 28.001, Coastal Plains Regional Economic Development ;38.001, Four Corners Regional Economic Development ; 43.001, New England
Regional Economic development; 52.001, Ozarks Regional Economic Develop-
ment; 59.013, State and Local Development Company Loans.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMSEXPENDITURES IN

OUTSIDE SMSA'S -

..- ,

Program
Number of

projects
(estimate)t1

Fiscal year,
1970 oblige--

ns(estlmate)

Economic Development Administration:
Warrants andotoans for development facilities 270 $142 672, 866ButIniss loans

30 33, 841, 555Working capital guarantees
1 782, 242Planning grants - 124 5, 221, 022Technical assistance

77 1, 592,748Title V Regional Commission program: Supplemental grants for development facilities_ _ _ 134 12, 720, 208

Total
636 196, 830, 641

- 1 \J
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RURAL DEVELNVIENT

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1971
a

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

OF THE? COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
. Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to recess a 9:05 o'clock a.m. in
room 324, Old Senate Office Building, Hon. Ja es B. Allen, presiding.

Present: Senators Allen, Talmadge, and Dole.
s,Senator ALLEN. The committee will Please come to order.

There is a quorum of the subcommittee present. And we will proCeed
with the hearing.

Senator Humphrey, chairman of the subcommittee, is unable to be
here today. He will preside at other hearings of the subcommittee that
have been scheduled. But he has asked that for today I preside at the
hearingi.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES B. ALLEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ALABAMA

Senator 'ALLEN. Today we begin the second hearing on S. 2223,
the proposed Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act by Sen-
ator Herman Talmadge, Senator Hubert Humphrey, and others, and
Amendment 153 originally proposed by Senator James Pearson of
Kansas to be added to the Farm Credit Act.

Both pieces of legislation are very similar, proposing to infuse credit
dollars into what is clearly a depressed rural economy in this country.

The authors of both pieces of legislation have hadicated strongly
that they are willing to accept improvements of their bills, and a
considerable effort has been made by the staff of the Agriculture
Committee to seek suggestions for improvement for all of the poten-
tially interested parties.

At this subcommittee's field hearings in Alabama, Probate Judge
Conrad Fowler of Shelby County told us:

Out continuing dependence on property taxes and consumer taxes insures
that our ability to deliver services to the local level will lag far behind the needs
of our citizens.

JUdge Fowler went on to say:
Local governments need to be relieved of the necessity of providing large

sums in a matching arrangement to get federal funds for local projects.
Local officials need to have their discretion on local needs uptied from the

categorical graft ghicle.
Judge Fowler, who is president of ad, Associatio of County

Commissioners of Alabama went on to support the id a of general
(227)
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We appreciate this opportunity to discuss with you the proposed
legislation, which, if enacted, I think, would really reverse the trends
which have plagued rural America for so many years- the loss of
hope for the good life which has been brought about through the
loss of opportunity as you mentioned in your opening remarks.

The 'Cooperative League is a national federation of cooperatives
interested in self help solutions. And our league members represent
over 20 million families in rural and urban America serving a variety
of ne ds. And as a national organization vrl are also engaged in efforts
to b ng about sound cooperative development.

ffoughout our society I think there is a deePrbasic need for self
het ), for mutual aid, and for ways to develop meaningful ownership
a ong people and reel participation in controlling their-communities
to d their destinies, as you mentioned in your opening remarks.

What they are seeking. N1,r. Chairman, I think is the tenne effect
of shared experiences.

We are made especially aware of this concern through over 125
requests for technical assistance and finam ing resources which our
office receives each month from people who have discovered that
maybe in the cooperative concept,' the cooperative technique, there
is a possibility for them to resolve some of their own problems.

Smaller rural town~ lose their people because they do not have the
resources for redevelopment. And this fact I think is strikingly
brought to our attention in a recent television documentary on rural
America, when it was reported that the legislature of the State of
North Carolinatrecently just wiped off the map some 96 towns in
that State. And that is a telling statistic.

Self help is American tradition. We see examples of mutual aid
self help throughout our history. And there is a renewed interest in
self help enterprise taking place in our country today.

'rile cooperatives are the essence of self help. And self help, both
economic, and social, I think, should be encouraged by this government.
It is in the best of American traditions. And we believe that the
passage of this Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act is
a way to do this. And such an agency would give confidence, it would
bring guidance and encouragement for new projects in the self-help
area, as well as accelerate growth of those already in existence.

We would presume that the policies and the administration of the
bank would permit lending with courage, and yet with reasonable
assurance, of course, that terms for repayment would be met. Cer-
tainly the capital augmentation feature of this bill will encourage
such a dynamic posture on the part of this new agency.

The very creation of this credit system would give assurance to
lending institutions across the country that their initial loans may
be supplemented by an additional financial input. And its existence
among other things would tend to create a positive attitude in those
with responsibilities and hopefully those seeking opportunity in
rural America.

We believe that this committee will recognize as we do that tech-
nical assistance or business know-how and sound financing are the
oitical elements in the success of any business enterprise.

iEvery experience we have had indicates strongly that any financial
institution working with newly developing cooperativesand I am
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sure other businessesmust have resources available to provide
managerial and technical assistance and even seed money for studies
on economic viability. And I think the Small Business Administration
has had some experience with that.

Not all cooperatives, Mr. Chairman, which provide services to rural
America, rural people, are able to borrow from Farm Credit or the
Farmers Home Administration. And we are pleased to see that under
this act ,financial and technical assistance would be available to
cooperatives unable to borrow from other sources. One of the major
benefits to be derived from an understanding'and sympathetic lender
is the counsel and advice that he can package with the money he lets
the borrower have. 'So technical assistance will be, we think, the
critical factor in the mix needed to make this a truly innovative
program with which to attack the economic development problems of
rural America. 4

Adequate technical assistance, ranging from the initial ardanization
to staff training, accounting and management, must be provided and
closely coordinated with the lending process. We are pleased to see
that provisions for this type of assistance in the federal Jural dev,elop-
ment credit agency proposed in the legislation.

While the proposed legislation would be helpful in its present form,
we, feel it can be made to serve America in even more effective ways
with a few additions or alterations. And I would like to read these
specifically.

Not all such technical assistance should be, or, from a practical
standpoint, could be provided directly by the bank. Such Government
agencies, for example, as the Farmer Cooperative Service and the
Cooperative Extension Service of the USDA might be authorized ,to
contract for services from the bank which in their and the bank's'
judgment would be more economic or more effective in the leng.run.
And we would therefore like to propose, Mr. Chairman, that there be
added a subsection to section 710 of the bill to read somewhat as follows:

To further carry out the purposes of this Act "there shall be appropriated
annually $6,000,00Q which the Agency may allocate to appropriate Federal
Agencies or private institutions for expenditures directly or by contract for
research and study on economic and social viability, assistance in organizing
businesses, including cooperatives, and to conduct leadership and management
development training and orientation programs, either on their own or jointly.

Because of the changing nature of health care delivery, we would
suggest the substitution of the words "health care facilities" for the,
word "hospitals" in section 710(4)(A).

On the subject of administration, we are pleased to see that the
bill recognizes the importance of the broad interests of the nation
and the economic interests in rural development when it sets forth
the qualifications the President shall consider in the appointment of
the Federal Rural Development Credit Board. 'Such representation
will help bring about at the Federal board level an awareness of the
problems and opportunities for coordinated efforts important in the
revitalization of rural America.

Next, following the conventional method used by most businesses
we would suggest that in section 611 possibly the board of directors
should approve rather than appoint'officers and executive employees
other than the president of the bank. And with various references
made in 611.

23-;
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Various references are made in section till to Board nominees
having to be legal residents of rural areas within which the bank is
authorized to operate. We believe that rural America does have
leadership which could be capable of governing the affairs of the
respective institutions. But do we, however, wish to preclude in all
cases the election or appointment ogRomeone with a particular back-
gro'und or training who may be resident in a nonrural area? This
is a question I would simply raise to the committee.

AUGMENTATION PAYMENTS

We realize that equalization paymet is are grants which shouldli

facilitate rural development and not ( etruct from services being
rendered on un effit ientthasis. What we seek to avoid is unfair competi-
tion. But the attack on unfair competition is one which can be carried-
to extremes and we would therefore suggest- that in section S05(b) (5),
we add the word substantial to that section so it would read: "The
project to be financed will not be in substantial direct competition
with another such project that is wholly financed by private enter-
prise."

The interest supplements and capital augmentation payments are
extremely valuable components to this legislation and to any program
to release rural Americans from the historic handicaps of providing
services where there is a lower density of population. Such payments
tied in with sound technical assistance would help those of limited
income to develop economically viable units of service in order to
help them survive in the rural communities rather than to be driven
into urban centers. The long-range net cost--both socially and eco-
nomicallyof such interest supplements and capital augmentation
payments would be less to revitalize rural communities than to tackle
the problems resulting from the flight of poor rural people to`urban
cen ters.

On-the subject of capitalization. We are concerned about certain
capital stock and voting provisions of section 504. Subsection (b) of
section 504 provides that each borrower Or participant may purchase
stock in the credit agency and that each holder of voting stock shall
be entitled to one vote for each such share. We sincerely hope, however,
that some consideration may be given to reducing the threat of a
concentration of power in tlfe hands of a few major borrowers or
participating institutions.

This might be accomplished by limiting the number of votes of
any one stockholder. (In the banks for cooperatives system, each
borrower, irrespective of the size of his loan or irrVestment, has one
vote.) A second method is to rule out proxy voting Or place a ceiling
on proxy voting to perhaps no more than five proxy \ votes per person
or a small percentage of the total votes cast. The preferred language
we would suggest would be to add to the last line Of subsection (b)
of section 504, the following words:

"Proxy voting is not authorized but written absentee votes on
specific questions is permitted." We would also suggest that the sen-
tence halfw4i.y through subsection (d) in section 504 which reads,
"The holders of such preferred stock shall be entitled to one vote in
person, for each share of stock held" might read as follows: "The
holders of such stock shall not be entitled to vote."
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for rural electrification. Some people said it was uneconomical or
that rural people wouldn't take to electrification. But the people
organized their need for electricity in a self-hel manlier, funding
was provided and the rest of this success story is known to you. The
crisis in rural America would have come 11111(.11 ,0011P IIVAI it not been
for rural electrification. The same type of financial resources need
to he made available to tale people of rural America to solve some.
of their tither critical problems. This bill comes farther in providing
such an instrumentality than -any now pending.. In the interest of
of social and economic advancement, some losses, of (bourse, will
occur. We woi assume, however, that through a program of sound
technical assista e these would be minimized.

We commend t e authors and sponsors of this legislation. In our
testimony, we have not attempted to laud various facets of the bill
which, I am sure, are readily apparent to thoughtful persons cogni-
zant of rural community needs.

Thank you for the privilege of appelirthg before you to share our
views on behalf of the Cooperative League of the U.S.A.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Dreyer is as follows:)
Mr. Dreyer, .Mr. Chairman and Members of the Cominitt i:
My name is Stanley W. Dreyer. I am Predident of the C operative League of

the l'.S.A. I was 'born and raised on a farm in Colorado ai received a inaster'S
degree in Agricultural Economics from the 1Thiversity f Minnesota. Before
coming to the Cooperative League, I worked for seven years with the St. Paul
Bank for Cooperatives as it Business Analyst and Assistant Vice President. It
is my privilege to serve currently as a member of the Secretary of Agriculture's
Cooperative Advisory Committee. Among other responsibilities, I urn a member
of the Board of the Inter-American (.!ooperativ Finance Development Institute,.

We appreciate this opportunity to discuss with you t he proposed legislation
5.2223 which, if enacted, would help to reverse the trends which have plagued
rural America for so many years- -the loss of hope for the good life, through loss
Of opportunity.

The Cooperative League of the l'.S.A. is a national federation of cooperatives
interested in setf-help solutions to economic and social problems of our nation.
The League's members represent directly and indirectly 20 million families in
rural and urban America. Though our resources are limited, we are also emgaged
in efforts to help bring about sound cooperative development.

These member organizations provide credit4 union, agricultural, housing, in-
surance, consumer goods, health and electric service. As Sileil, the Cooperative
League is a sensitive sounding board for people's needs furnished through
cooperatives.

Throughout our society, rural and urban, low income and middle .income,
minorities and majorities---there is the deep basic need for self-help, for mutual
aid, for ways to dcvelop meaningy ownership among people and real p irticipa-
time it) controlling/their communities and their destinies. What they :ire seeking,
Mr. Chairman, is the tonic effect of shared experiences.

.

WP are made especially aware of this concern through over 125 mutest, for
technical assist:ince and financial resources which we receive each month from
groups interested in cooperative development.

Individuals, throughout our society, are increasingly "lost" in the cities and
suburbs with ho sense of belonging or of participation. And smaller rural towns
lose their people, Iwcause they do not have the resources for self-help redevelop-
ment.

This fact was strikingly brought to our attention in a recent television documen-
tary on rural America when it was reported that the legislature of the ,State of
Nort Carolina recently "wiped oft the map- some 96 towns in that State.

`self -t is an American tradition. We see examples of mutual aid self-help
throughout our history, from barn raisings and husking bees to volunteer fire de-
partments. A renewed interest in self-help enterprise is taking place in our country
today although it is taking forms Norman Rockwell would not recognize.
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Cooperatives are the esimee of self-help. ;=(.11-help projects, both eCOIIOnliesocial, should be encouraged by this govern1111Iit, and we believe the tat4sage of theConsolidated Farm and Rural Development Act is a way to do this. Such anagency, properly administered, would give confidence, guidance and encourage-ment for new projects in the self-help area as well as accelerate growth of thosealready in existence. To the extent that it gives people more strength in themarketplace, reduces waste or 01-1, not 01111 di) the intrticipakts benefit but thenation is strengthened as well.
We would presume the policies Ai acht inistration of the Batik would permitlending with courage, and yet with reasonable assurance that terms for repays cutwould be mot. Certainly the capital augmentation feature of tt is bill will encouragesuch a dynamic posture:
Th, very creation of this credit system would give assurance to lending in-stitutions across the country that their initial loans may be supplemented by anadditional financial input. i'hus, the System may trigger more private financingin areas of greatest need. Its existence among other things would tend to create apositive attitude in those with responsibility and those seeking opportunity inRural America.

TECH N L ASS IbTA I.; F4; FA) ED

We believe this committee recognizes, as we do, that technical assistance andsound financing are the critical elements in the success of any business enterprise,
especially those of small and medium size. Every experience we have had indicatesstrongly that any financial institution working with newly developing cooperativesmust have resources available to provide managerial and technical assistance andeven seed money for studiesi on economic viability

While most agricultural 6.00perutives have available for their use the Bank forCooperatives of the Farm Credit System, not all cooperatives providing servicesto rural people are able to borrow from Farm Credit or even the Farmers Home
Administration. We are pleased to see that under this Act financial and technicalassistance would be available to cooperatives unable to borrow front other sources.This factor alone will encourage lieople to help themselves and thereby maintainmore vitality in rural communities,

Equally, if not nacre important than collateral or loan agreement provisions forany marginal loan or a loan to a new enterprise, is the technical assistance orcounsel the new undertaking may be able to obtain. One of the major benefitsto be derived from all understanding and sympathetic lender is the counsel andadvice he can package with the money he lets the borrower have.
Technical assistance will be, we think, the critical factor in the mix needed tomake this a truly innovative program with which to attack the economic develop-ment problems of rural America.
Without question, a major factor in the success of the Banks for Cooperatives

system is their provision of operations and financial counsel to their borrowers.Loan agreements to eligible organizations frequently establish requirements thatmake for sounder operation and more effective management. Sound feasibilitystudies are, of course, essential, but more than these are needed. It is well known
that many of the failures of small business and self-help enterprises in this countryare due to the absence of adequate technical assistance, ranging from initialprganization to staff training, accounting and management. These must be pro-vided for 'and closely coordinated with the lending process. Again, we are pleasedto see provisions for this type of assistance in the Federal Rural DevelopmentCredit Agency.

While the the proposed legislation would he helpful in its present form, we feelit can he made to serve ,America in even more effective ways with a few additionsor alterations.
Not all such technical assistance shOuld beeor, a from practical standpoint,could beprovided directly by the Bank. Such government agencies, for example,as the Farmer Cooperative Service and the Cooperative Extension Service of theU.S. Department of Agriculture, might be authorized to contract for services fromthe Bank, which ill their and the Bank's judgement, would be more economic ormore effective in the long run. We would, therefore, like to propose-that there beadded a subsection (d) to Section 710 of the bill, to read somewhat as follows:"To further carry out the purposesof this Act there shall be appropriatedannually $6,000,000 which the Agency nifs, allocate to appropriate Federal

Agencies or private institutions for expenditures directly or by contract for re-search and study on economic and social viability, assistance in organizing busi-
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nesses, including cooperatives, and to conduct leadership and management
development training and orientation programs, either on their own or jointly."

-Because of the changing nature of health ,care delivery, we would suggest the
substitution of the words "health care facilities", for the Word "hospital," in
Section 710(4)(A).

ADM INSTIt 1TION

We are pleased to see that the bill recognizes the importance of the broad in-
terests of the nation and the economic interests in rural development when it sets
forth the qualifications the President shall consider in the appointment of the
Federal Rural Development Credit Board. Such representation will help bring
about at the Federal,. Board level an awareness of the problems and opportunities
for coordinated efforts impoftant in the revitalization of Rural America.

Following the conventional thethod used by most businesses, we would suggest
that in Section 611 (g), possibly the Board of Directors should approve rather than
appoint officers and executive employees other than the president of the Bank.

Various references are made in Section 611 to Board nominees having to be legal
residents of the rural area within which the bank is authorized to operate. We
believe rural America does have leadership which would be capable of governing
the affairs of the respective institutions. Do we, however, wish to preclude in all
cases the election or appointment of someone with a particular background or
training who may be resident in a nonrural area (i.e., an officer of a commercial
bank or Bank for Cooperatives located in an urban area)?

AUGMENTATION PAYMENTS

We realize that equalization payments are grants whicb should facilitate rural
development and not detract from services being 'rendered on an efficient basis.
What we seek to avoid is unfair competition. But the attack oh unfair competition
is one which can be carried to extremes and we would therefore, suggest that in
Section 805(b) (5), we add the word "substantial" to that section so it would read:
"The project to be financed will not be in substantial direct competition with
another such project that is wholly financed by private enterprise."

The interest supplements and 'capital augmentation payments are extremely
valuable components to, this legislation and to any program to release rural Amer-
icans from the historic handicaps of providing services where there is a lower
density of population. Such payments tied in with sound technical assistance
would help those of limited income to develop economically viable units of service
in order to help them survive in the rural cotnmunities rather than'to be driven
into urban centers. The long-range net costboth socially and economicallyof
such interest supplements and capital augmentation payments would be less to
revitalize rural communities than to tackle the problems resulting from the flight
of poor rural people to urban centers.

CAPITALIZATION

We are concerned about certain Capital Stock and voting provisions of Sec-
tion 504. Subsection (b) of Section 504 provides that each borrower or participant
may purchase stock in the Credit Agency and that each holder of voting stock
shall be entitled to one vote for each such share. At this moment, we do not know
the composition of the voting stockholders of the District Credit Agencies. We
sincerely hope, however, that some consideration may be given to reducing the
threat of a concentration of power in the hands of a few major borrowers or
participating institutions. This might be accotnplished by limiting the number of
votes of any one stockholder. (In the Banks for Cooperatives system, each bor-
rower, irrespective of the size of his loan or investment, has one vote.) A second
method is to rule out pioxy voting or place a ceiling on proxy voting to perhaps
no more than 5 proxy votes per person or a small percentage of the total votes cast.
The preferred language we would suggest would lie to add to the last line of
Subsection (b) of Section.504, the following words: "Proxy voting is not authorized
but written absentee votes on specific' questions is permitted." We would also
suggest.that the -sentence halfway through subsection (d) in Section 504 which
re&ds, "The holders of such preferred stock shall be entitled to one vote in person,
for each share of stock held" might read as follows: "The holders of such stock
shall not be entitled to vote."

We would like to suggest that in Subsection (1) of Section 616, that each
Regional Bank shall have the power to borrow from or loan 'money to not only
any other Regional Bank but Farm Credit Banks as well.

63-582-71--..pt. 4-16
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It is proposed that the Regional Bank be capitalized at up to $2 billion over
a 10-year period. This phis their reserves would serve as a base for the sale of
MO billion of long-term obligations. We have some concern that one segment of
the eligible- borrowers -namely, the states and local governmentscould absorb
substantial amounts of theloan funds. Housing needs, which are so very critical
in rural areas, likewise f.tiitld use a major portion of the funds. Therefore, some
statement should be included in the Inn at the end of Section 506) providing
that every effort shall be made to allocate equitably the Bank's loans and
services between types of potential users.

The authors of this imaginative legislation have proposed that investments
in the Credit Agencies be related to a percentage of the outstanding loan. There
arc, I am sure, good reasons for such an approach. For one thing, it would bring
earlier capitalization to the bank. This was true inxttararlier days of the Banks
for Cooperatives. Subsequently, stock acquisitions in the Banks for Cooperatives
were converted to purchases of stock in relarion to the amount of interest which
is purchased as the Quarterly interest payments an made. To do otherwise is
to place an unfair burden upon the borrower who retires a loan and reborrows
later. Should the Committee care to explore this alternate method of raising
capital from the borrowers, we would be happy to finish appropriate suggested
a meadmen to.

In Section 606, "Eligibility," We are pleased to see the specific designation of
cooperatives its one of the business type borrowers eligible to use the services of
the District Rural Development Credit Agencies. We have a question, however,
concerning the domicile of the principal office of the institution which is eligible
to borrow. For example, can it firm which is headquartered in an urban center
but servicing principally a rural market area be eligible to use the service~ of
the Regional Credit Agencies? We would feel that such institutions should be
eligible to borrow if j,t,ean be determined that a majority of their business is done

CONCLUSION

One imperative in meeting the total financing needs of rural America is the
development of the fittest possible coordination between the Farm Credit System
and other programs servicing tural America. We believe that the great emphasis
on coordination through the ilovernor of Farm Credit will minimize any conflicts
or duplication which might develop in the future.

Many segments of our society are having great problems, and a great many of
them can lw traced back to the lack of opportunity in rural areas. The redeeming
social and economic values of this Act should not be underestimated. The finan-
cial resources which this Act develops will provide this nation with a more opti-
mistic-attitude about implementing the possibilities of rural ch velopment. The
credit instruments and technical assistance aid to be provided under this Act
should bring increased credit services more i.quitably to all ',cook., governments,
and businesses which an worthy.

The potentials of t hi- 1.111 remind one of what happened when financial resources
were made available to the deople of fund America for rural electrification. Some
people said it was uneconomical or that rural people wouldn't take to electrifica-
tion. But the people organized their need for electricity in a self-help manner,
funding was provided, and the rest of this success story is known to you.' The
crisis in rural America would have come much sooner had it not been for rural
electrification. The slunc t,vpo of financial resources need to be made available
to the people of rural America to solve some of their other critical problems. This
bill comes the farthest in providing such an instrument:tidy as any now pending.
In the interest of social and economic advancement, soine losses, of course, will
occur. We would assorts., however, that through a program of sound technical
assistance, these would be minimized.

We comtnend the authors and sponsors of this legislation. In our testimony,
we have not attempted to land the various facets of the bill which, I tun sure, are
readily apparent to thoughtful persons cognizant of coral community needs.

Thank you for the privilege of appearing before you to share our views on behalf
of the Cooperative League of the r.S,A.

Mr. DREYEII. Prior to answering any questions, I will make an
introduction of Mr. Fox.

Thank you.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dreyer. We appreciate

your coming before the committee and giving its the benefit of your
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views and speaking on behalf of the Cooperative League of the United
States.

Mr. Fox, do you care to supplement Mr. Dreyer's testimony?
Mr. Fox. I-believe I would rather participate in case there are

questions.
Senator ALLEN. All right, sir, fine.
I would like to inquire as to just how membership in your league is

obtained. Who goes to make up your league, Mr. Dreyer?
Mr. DRYER. We are a voluntary organization. There are about 24

businesses and national federations of cooperatives which belong to
our organization, which, as I mentioned in my testimony, represent
about 20 million people. And libey are concerned with areas of credit
union activity, agricultural affairs, housing, insurance, consumer
goods, health, and electric service.

These organizations pay dues to the ( iior,ierative League. We are an
organization founded in 1916. And we havalconcerns about the cooper-
ative concept and the cooperative education, and public information,
and technical assistance, and new cooperative development on a
sound basis. Being a voluntary membership, they are free to conic and
go as they wish.

And we do have in our membership the National Federation of
Credit Unions, the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association,
the National Association of Housing Cooperatives, and the Group
Health Association of America.

Senator ALLEN. 'Yours is an association of associations rather than
individuals, then?

Mr. DREYER. Associittions and businesses. We have a number of
cooperative enterprises, also.

Senator ALLEN. Does this include public bodies as well?
Mr. DREYER. No; just cooperative organizations.
Senator ALLEN. All private?
Mr. DREYER. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. It would not cover, then rural electric cooperatives?
Mr. DREYER. Rural electric cooperatives which are financed

through REA loans are eligible to be members. And their national
association is a member.

Senator ALLEN. They are public bodies, then?
Mr. DREYER. The cooperatives themselves would be the self-

help type ventures that I mentioned in my testimony. But they have
benefited from public financing of the Rural Electrification Admin-
istration. And hopefully new enterprises in rural America would be
helped in the same manner by this legislation which is here proposed.

Senator ALLEN. Would you anticipate, then, that many of your
member cooperatives would be borrowers from the rural development
credit bank?

Mr. DRE 1" ER. One )f our member organizations in Utah is going to
be testifying before tIMIcommittee the latter part of next week, I think.
And they have sonic very specific needs that they and their borrowers
have out there. We are particularly aware that in the more sparsely
settled areas of the country of some cooperatives that do not now have
a reliable source of credit. And we e are compiling a catalog of these
kinds of needs. If the committee would like to have such a catalog of
specific local needs we can easily provide it.
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And there are in some areas of the country some low-income coop-
eratives which I think would especially lilleflt LP; supplements, the
augmentation payments that are provided for in this legislation. And
low-income cooperatives, in that their members, are composed of low-
income individuals, perhaps not all farmers so therefore they may not
be eligible to borrow from Farmers Home. And because of the broad
nature of this legislation permitting enterprises of all sorts in rural
America to be eligible, this is one of our strong reasons for testifying
in favor of this legislation.

Senator ALLEN. Do you fee' that the mechanism of the bank is a
sound approach?

Mr. DREYER. I do. I feel this way particularly strongly because for
7 years I worked with the bank for cooperatives in St. Paul. And
visiting with local cooperatives and such, I realized the tremendous
leverage which a lending institution has and a lending system has to
raise questions, to put in loan provisions which will make for a.sound
business operation, and which will enable the people themselves to
determine more readily the feasibility of certain ventures. And I think
when that common experience is not shared through a lending insti-
tution the odds for success go down. This way projects with no
prospect of success can be nipped in the bud. And I think until you
get that kind of philosohpy into an institution whose purpose is to aid
in rural development, I don't think it is going any place.

Senator ALLEN. Do you feel that there is a field of operation for
this proposed bank that is not now covered either by private capital or
by the farm credit system?

Mr. DREYER. Yes; I do. The lending restrictions for the bank for
cooperatives and the farm credit system preclude a number of poten-
tial users or borrowers. The Farmers Home legislation, I think, is
primarily related to agriculture. For example, in the State of Michigan
a couple of years ago there was a study that said that over 40 percent
of the people in rural areas were getting more than half of their income
off of farms. And so if these people decided that they want to do some-
thing together, whether it is transportation to and from work or what
have you, there is no really understanding sympathetic lender, you

might say, to look after their needs. And as we become more and more
urbanized and more nonfarmers live in rural areas, I think that, the
need for this kind of institution is going to continue, even more so
than is already the case.

Senator ALLEN. You had some comments to make on the stock
acquisition by borrowers, and you made a suggestion, I believe. Just
explain that a little bit more fully, .please.

Mr. DREYER. PerhapsyMr. Chairman, I am not totally cognizant
of the implications of the control provisions as are envisioned by its
authors. But eventually it is my understanding that we want this
institution to be owned by the borrowers who use it, and participating
institutions, which could be local banks or other credit institutions.

Now, as we looked at this situationand Mr. Fox has had many,
many years experience in agricultural credit and is well known and
respected in cooperative financial circles--we felt that there were no
provisions in the current proposed. legislation which would preclude
any one borrower from sort of getting a la,ge :lumber of votes. If be
were a large borrower he mightI think it is one vote for each $5
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share of stock--he might accumulate a very large number of votes, and
outvote maybe 70 percent or 50 percent or whatever of all of the other
stockholders who might be in any one State, area, or district. And we
felt that it might not be in the best interests of rural American develop-
ment if there was a concentration of votes in the hands of one or two
institutions, whether they be participating institutions or some of

i the major borrowers.
Yor example, I just finished'a trip around Lake Superior and saw

quite a bit of the sparsely settled area. If a member organization, for
example, up there got a loan from this institutionI am not sure that
it wouldbut it might have such a large loan that it just might over-
rids in electing officials to e regional credit institution, it might
override all the other small groups in small towns in that area. And
so we were concerned that ere not be a concentration of power in
the hands of the few. .

Senator ALLEN. That could be handled by putting a limit on the
voting strength of any one borrower.

Mr. DREYER. Yes,
Senator ALLEN. Alid you feel that that should be done?
Mr. DREYER. CofFect. .

Senator ALLEN. DO you feel that this legislation might be an entrant
for the creation of job opportunities in rural areas?

Mr. DREYER. Indeed so. I think this is shown in one of the tele-
viSioil documentaries that some of its saw. TI use high school grad-
mites were saying that there was no opportuni v here and they were
going to go elsewhere. And our organization at the present time is
engaged in a Department of Labor contract to train persons in rural
areas. We are training about 220 people to work in new jobs and local
cooperatives. And so we know about that kind of thing- -the oppor-
tunities are there and the jobs are there if they can get training of
the right sort when and where needed. And so from our own personal
experience, Mill certainly if new jobs are provided, I think that there
can be a measuring of some training programs that will enable people
to do what I think they really want to do, and that is, stay near their
kinfolk.

Senator ALLEN. Bringing it it little closer home, how, the coopera-
tives that you represent, can you envision activities on their part
through the making of loans from the bank that would create job
opport unities?

NIr. DREYER. One of the problems in the current'farm credit leg-
islation is that cooperatives which serve nonfarmers to any major
extent are really not eligible to borrow from the Farm Credit and
the Bank for cooperatives. And I think that this has really dis-
couraged, Mr. Chairman, some cooperatives from going into services
to serve rural people, because if they are going to become ineligible
to borrow from the hank, that is a very serious thing in their minds.
And so they are not progressive or aggressive, you Might say, in
this area. And so they are reluctant to move into these areas. And I
think if there were an alternative source of credit, if they lost the
eligibility to borrow from one, they could become eligible to borrow
from another. I think this could be a tremendous spur to their in:-
novative nature to serve the people living in their own communities.
And some of them find that a number of their people are moving
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4/41$out of agriculture. And perhaps they are becoming less economicand less efficient, because they don't serve these people iith,the
kinds; of services that they need.

Glenn, do you have any comment?

STATEMENT OF . GLENN S. FOX. FINANCE CONSULTANT, COOPERA-
TIVE LEAGUE OF THE U.S.A., SHAWNEE MISSION, KANS.

Mr. Fox. I think you have made a very adequate s;tatenient,
Mr. Dreyer.

I would-like to comment that while we may.not be in the same kindof a depression nationally that we were in 1933, many rural commimi-
ties are in an economic depression or a Aqueeze that is a great deal like
1933. And I would like to call their attention to 'the fact that we haveprecedent for this kind of financing avriich helped us pull out of the1933 depression. For example, the Agricultural 'Nfarketing Act -of1929 provided funds at low interest rates and long term. One of thefirst tasks it performed as extension marketing specialist at KansasState University in 1933 and 1934 and 1935, that period, Nvas to helporganize Dor assist in the organization of, for example,, apple growersassociations to save the :wide indirstryitof that section of the countryfrit had lost its pricking sheds. Today we have strong institutions,

q cooperative institutions, handling those 'aiftiles, for example, which
came from orchards' which might not even be there today had it notbeen for aFederal Farm Board fund loan, for example.

And incidentally, the one thing I remember about this loan is that
t he interest'rate was seven-eighths of 1 percent: Now, we are not talking
about seven4eighths of 1 percent interest in this particular bill, I amfully aware. I can't help but recall another side of that coin, though.When I was also agsisting, Roy Green, the first production credit
corporation director for this Nation in 1933, 1934 and '1935, in that
formative period, we were organizing production credit associations,one of the arms of the farm credit banks now, and a ery fine seriesof institutions across the Nation here. And I remei er one story RoyGreen used to tell in the organization. He- sair 'I found southwest
bankers"he was talking about ,southwest Kansas now in thatinstance "I found southwest bankers loft mg money at 10 percent
interest per annum because it was ofitsier o figure the interest rate."Well, I call your attention to the fact that ,Ave are back to 10
percent interest in many rural areas at the present time, maybe not
for thatsame reason. And I don't tell that little story to take any swatat the bankers, because many rural bankcrsi are doing a fine serviceto rural communities.

On the other hand, no rural banker that I know of is in a positionto make the long-term loans necessary to stop out migration in agri-culture. I am talking about7--well, let's take an irrigation ditch loan,
for:txample. None of the rural bankers would make these-20 mid 30anemaybe even 40 years loans for this very worthy purpose. ,And Ionly cite that as one example of the long term credit needs. "The longterm credit needs for concrete grain elevators,- for example, aresomething that a demand deposit. banker can't and maybe shouldn't
try to handle-at least I want high 'liquidity in my demand depoSit
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banker, I don't want him to tie up too much of his fop& at least in
these extremely long term loans.

Therefore this kind of a banking structure seems to me and seems to
us to be very badly needed to take up -a segment of -rural America
which is not now served tit all.

Senator ALLEN. There is'a definite field of op*?ration, then, for this
bank that is not pl'ovided for in the present farm credit system?

Mr. Fox. Mr. Chairman, you are exactly right in your implied
answer. And the Cooperative League has inadt1 surveys, and as NIr.
Dreyer said, it is in the procesS.of updating those at the present time.
And if you would, like some of these specific examples filed With the
committee, Cooperative League would be glad to clo that.

Senator ALLEN. We would like to have that, intbrination.
Mr. Dreyer, I would like to ask, in what way, if vou recall, does the

borrower stock acquisition provision for the Bank for Cooperatives
differ from the borrowers stock acquisition provision for this bank?

DitEltt. I mithg ask 'Ali'. Fox to coninwit on that. I made
some.. broad mention of it in my t.estimonv.

Mr. Fok. To get a little more spe le Bank for Cooperatives in
its early days, from 1933, had a provi n for stock accumulation for
membership, a whole lot t nit inch is envisioned here: 5
percent of the amount of the loan was issued in the form of common
stock, voting stock, in the Bunk for Cooperatives. Over the years, it
was found ativisable to shift from that stock with relation to loans, and
have the stock issued with relation to interest payments, mainly
because of those associations which borrow maybe more than once a
year, or maybe every 2 or 3 years, borrow and pay off, or even every,5
years, now, there could be a stock equalization framework in there.
We rather iavor the present policy of the Bank for Cooperatives, which
is a payment for stock at the time you make your interest payment.

Now, in the Bank for Cooperatives, and in all other segments of the
Farm Credit Banks, the stock control is on the basis of people rather
than on the basis of investment, one-man, one-vote one-borrower,
one-vote, in the regional cooperative. The largest of the loans has one
vote, just'as the smallest of the 'borrowers has one vote.

Senator ALLEN. I think that you agree with the concept of working
toward the goal of having this bank owned by the borrowers, just as
the banks are in the Farm Credit Systein at the present..

Mr. DREYER. That is correct.
Mr. Fox. That is a good concept.
Senator ALLEN. And that is the concept of this bill.
Do you feel that the farm credit system has been a success? It is one

of the outstanding success stories, is it not?
Mr, Indeedndeed it. is.
Senator ALLEN. In the financial field?
Mr. DREYER. Indeed so. And I think an outstandino. model which

would be looked at in other countries of the world.
outstanding

my only
concern with it is that restrictions are such in the legislationand we
are not suggesting that they be changed at this momentthat they

'don't serve all cooperatives in rural America.
But I certainly do commend the Senate, Mr. Chairman, on the

passage of the Farm Credit Act of 1971, because I think that it brings t
the Farm Credit System into a position where it is going to be able
to serve a changing America better than it has heretofore.
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Senator ALLEN. I notice here on page 8 of your statement, it issuggested that there be no vote for preferred stockholders on theissuance of additional preferred stock. What is your thought on not.wishing the preferred stockholders to vote, or increasing the number ofpreferred stockholders, which would dilute the capital and increaseliabilities?
Mr. DREYER. I must admit, Mr. Chairman, that my references heremight be somewhat out of order if I am not fully aware of who thepreferred stockholders are. But I feltcould I ask a question of thecommittee?
Senator ALLEN. Yes, sir.
(Off the record.)
Mr. Fox. Mr. Chairman, I would observe that we are not veryfussy about this section. However, as it is written conventionally in

our cooperative organizations, the preferred stockholder gets returnson his investment, a fixed return more or less, and consequently be-cause of that, he relinquishes control to the common stockholder, whois the real risk taker, and who gets no return very frequently on hisinvestment.
Mr. DREYER. Mr. Fox has spoken to the issue. It is just sort offoreign to our thinking, Mr. Chairman, that preferred stockholdersought to be given a vote in an organization of this sort. And whether

one vote is sufficient for them to get the savings that would enable themto buy additional stock in the bank, I don't really know. I have beena very large stock buyer myself. But that would be foreign to ourthinking. And we are wondering how one vote might be an incentiveto purchase stock.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you for your suggestion on it.
Now, Mr. Fox, yon were talking about the credit needs of ruralAmerica. They have escalated manifold in recent years, have they not?Mr. Fox. There is no question about it. And any forecast wouldindicate that they will double again in this decade, perhaps.
Senator ALLEN. Now, with all due respect to the priVate sector ofthe financial institutions and the existing governmental institutions,these credit needs are not' being fully met, are they?
Mr. Fox. This is true, in my opinion. They are not being fully met.And this isn't. to criticize the present institutions that have been

serving agriculture; they are simply gaps of unmet needs in agricul-ture in the area, largely of rural development, which is the title of thisbill.
Let me comment further. It would he my opinion, too, that if thisbill is enacted, the ASCS loans, for-example, and the Farmers Home

Administration loans might, well be used for slightly different purposes,and still further enhance rural development, and agriculture conserva-tion, and other programs that will help stop outmigration of apicul-ture and help relieve a little hit the unemployment situation in ourcities.
Senator ALLEN. Yes.
Mr. DREYER. May I make one additional observation?
When I worked for the Bank for Cooperatives, I traveled a greatdeal in North Dakota. And time after time we witnessed the fact that

smalltown bankers left because the business wasn't there. And unlessyou have a field force of agents going out and seeking loans as we did
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in the Bank for Cooperatives, unless there are people out there looking
at opportunities and working with the people, you aren't going to get
those loans made. So with the withdrawal from rural America in many
areas of the smalltown banker, there is no one really there to serve
them, even if the local banker wanted to and he were there,. I think
that is one of the catastrophes of 'rural America, is that the former
traditional financing institutions are no longer there because of the
decrease it~1 the poptilation.

Mr. Fox. And their ability to serve goes up and down with the de-
posits. And the time when deposits are low may be the time when the
needs for rural development are even doubled or quadrupled.

Senator ALLEN. If community services and job opportunities are
made available in rural America, would we continue to have much
problem with outmigration from rural areas to the urban centers of
the country?

Mr. DREYER. One of the very substantial services, I think, that
the younger generation feels the need for, are health services and
adequate Achools. And as I go around this country time after time,
I see signs across the street, a doctor needed in this community.
And I think that is why there is a need of change in our health deliv-
ery system.

And so I think that one of the real kinds of community services
that are needed is some sort of a unique pattern of health delivery
care. And I think that this kind of institution would he the kind
that would think in those imaginative terms. And se our current
institutions certainly aren't thinking in those t erms, and I don't
know who would finance them, unless it is Imp in the present way.
Housing is just pitiful.

And we just recently (lid a publication in our magazine of some
of the problems that these rural people are facing in housing. And
some of the rural electrics are doing something.about this. But some-
one should think more imaginatively so that funds would be available
for sewers, water, and things of this type.

Well, the clean air out there in the country is a wonderful thing
to have. And there are many things in rural America which I think
people would prefer over the -concentration and the alienation' in
some of the major cities that they would find in moving from one
kind of community to another. 1 just feel that if the job opportunity
were there they would even commute quite a w-ays in order to live
in their own community.

Senator ALLEN. As I stated at the outset, the authors of both
pieces of legislation have no pride of authorship in the exact language
or the exact provisions They are open to suggestions. You gentle-
men have made some suggestions which I know the authors and the
members of the subcommittee will be interested in studying.. And I
feel that we can profit by a consideration of these suggestions. You
may rest assured that they will be carefully considered.

I do appreciate so much your coming and appearing before the
commit tee.

Mr. DREYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you, gentlemen.
(Additional Information submitted by the Cooperative League of

the U.S.A. is as follows:)
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The Cooperative League receives more than 123 inquiries monthly seeking
specific advice and assistance regarding cooperatives. These fall into 3 general
areas relevant to this legislation, and brief examples of each follow:
I. Arens where a operatic need exists for the type of self-help enterprise that would be

made feasible by S. 2223:
Some 1,000 older resident, of a Missouri area make craft products and market

them individually from their homes, shopping centers or wherever they can find
space. They seek funds to emit(' a single efficient co-Op outlet in a single location.

An Indian reservation in South Dakota also seekS a central outlet for craft
products but lacks funds to build up an inventory. If the funds are available and
the project succeeds, part of the proceeds will go toward supporting it museum and
library.

In a Pennsylvanizi coal-mining area of lots- income because of closed mines,
people seek to form a cooperative store 'uralise no shopping facilities of any kind
exist nearby.

A cotillion of Mexican-American agencies in Texas is seeking to develop a co-op
facility for food distribution inn two - country rural area but has no one specially
trained in cooperative technique, to assist., it

A depres,ed area of North Dakota where at least half the adult populatiim is
without work is subject to "mit meow!, food prices". Community leadership seeks
a cooperative solution,

In areas such as these, technical assistance over a long period for organization,
planning, financing and other hel?> i. needed as well as operational financing that
S, 2223 could provide.

feolucal art requests ,for xperifir additional tichnical help, adriei arid
wailfor rooperatire and mh, r r, Mures that art already. antler wau

in a limitid sense, bal are not yo
A food processing co-op in an Ala,kan island community where fishing has been

poor seeks financing for a lainalrounit and hotel. It, purpose is to stimulate P111-
plovniont rather than create savings, although food mice, are also very If

A community action council in Ohi as set up a co-op to buy fresh produe
canned goods and meats hot lack, rape I and experience to expand further.

Some 2,000 (leorgian ,mall farmer, nee( -decent housing and seek $100,000
to plan a small industrial, shopping center and health services development to
create service, and job,. Residents who had left for cities are willing to return if
this cooperative venture can be funded.

In Alabama, 200 familie-: own a large tract of land where they raise cucumbers
and Miniver), Tha.y have a credit union, and operate a thrift shop. They seek
investment funds to expand vegetable production and go into beef and swine
production if machinery and equipment is available also.

In Virginia, in a tobacco-raising area, some 600 low-income fanners received a
private loan and 0E0 funds but the few middle-income farmers Were barred from
participation. They need an additional $30,000 annually for technical assistance
and for transport facilities to create nets jobs and community opportunities on a
self-help basis.

From North Dakota through the upper Peninsula of Michigan, nearlv 5((
smalljr it to $500,000 annual volume) co-op retail enterprises have no federal
financing source. These crossroad, stores serve loyal membership in this sparsely-
settled area but have been hard-pressed for years to keep in business because of
inadequate volume,and back-up capital. Most are in areas of eCOIlmnie depression
and unemployment.

Likewise in New England, more than a dozen retail consumer goods coopera-
tives -serving rural areas have no federal financing source and their financial
position has been declining despite their joint ownership of a wholesaling organi-
zation.

In Montana, a group of rural families set up and has operated a but trans-
portation system on a co-op basis. Most of the owners are Indian families who lack
background and knowledge of cooperative techniques. They steel( to expand into
other more productive areas than providing the bus service (despite need for this
service) but lack technical means to do so,

In Alabama, a group of women have developed a sewing project whose products
have been widely distributed but lack technical assistance and equipment to
continue to expand their job-producing program, which has created their first
major income.
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In Mississippi, volunteets did much of the work to get a small 4tore started
serving rural people and paid a small refund at the end of the first year. Local
financing got the btore under way. However, to expand, the stode needs new
sources of finance to continue in business in addition to training funds and other
technical assistance dot now available.
S. Cooperatives in many cases have, byvtheir own local re:sources from their own com-

&undies, gone into business and are hanging in and for lime being, making a
success. However, long-range financing and technical assistance is imperative.

A co-op craft business among Indian women in Michigan has created a source
of income and jobs in an area where very little of either existed. One of the members
also has promoted a house-building program, and a sand pi,t, camping and tourist
area offers other economic resource possiOlities. This is a/fi outstanding scIf-help
program put together with a variety of technical assistancebut none of the latter
is any longer available. With such help this area could become self-supporting.

A depressed rural area in Wisconsin has established a small co-op creamery
whose employees have received technical training to develop skills. This creamer%
resulted from a shift from an earlier, unsuccessful venture to a new product and
services. Expansion of production of this new product is possible if additional
financing can be arranged. A new source of employment would 1w readily created
if this happened.

The Cooperative League on its own initiative has developed a bank of consul-
tants in the fields of organization, planning, manage:m.1d, legal an accounting
procedures. However, no funds are available from any sonny to la:. for these
consultants' work on it continuing basis. Each cooperative or self-he p venture
seeking to tine their services must create its own source of funds to pay their
expenses -often traveling from an urban area AO the site of the venture, and to
maintain them iindror pay fees Mr the.dnration of their work. In most cases this
work is short -lived because few of the consultants are able to stay in lira area over
an extended period.

Senator TALNIADGE. Mr. Chairman, may I say a word?
Senator ALLEN. We would be deliphted to hear from you,' Mr.

Chairman.
Senator TA LMA OGE. 1.111S I`, One of those days where I am supposed

to be at throe different places simultaneously, which as the chairman
knows, is not unusual imam(' here.

I want to take this opportunity to present to the committee my
longtime friend and «mstituent, the distinguished Ivan Allen Of
At hint

He has had at longtime record of distinguished civic service as presi-
dent of the Atlanta Chamber ACommerce, and I believe also president
of the State chamber of commerce.

He has been active in civic affairs in all areas of State responsibility.
He is an outstanding businessman and president of his firm at the

present time, which does a very'substantial business in the St ate,of
Georgia.

He served two terms as mayor of Atlanta, and Ire has been volun-
tarily retired. Atlanta is one of the fat.itest growing cities in our Nation
percentagewise. And during that 'time he has been confronted with
Ivhat is commonly referred to as the urban crisis, particularly that
part, which related to massive migration of people with few skills
and limited knowledge to our urban areas.

Some of the ideas that I have had in trying to solve some of these
problems are as a result of my conversations with Mayor Allen at
the time he served as Mayor of'the city-of Atlanta.

It is a pleasure to welcome him to our committee. And ,thank you,
Mr. Chairman, for giving me this opportunity.

And if you will excuse me, Ivan, I have got to go hack to at sugar
conference.
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Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Senator Talmadge.) appreciate your
honoring ns on the subcommittee with vou presence. And I appre-
ciate yourftintroduction of Mayor Ivan Allen, Jr., whom we have known
for many years, an( who has certainly made an outstanding record
as a community lea ler, and as may-or of one of our great metropoli-
tan ktINLS.

We are just delighted to- have you come before the committee,
Mayor Allen. We !look forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF IVAN ALLEN, JR., ATLANTA, GA.

Mr. ALLEN. Thank yoti very much.
And may I express appreciation 4o. Senator Talmadge for his

generous introduction.
I would like to furnish a statement and be glad to answer any

questions.
-I would in no way wish to depreciate the work that you gentlemen

are doing in regard to rural development, but many big city mayors,
I am certain, feel you may be closing the barn door after the horse has
run off.

As you know, 30 million people have left rural America for the
cities, and if anything, the migration seems to be slowing down to a
smaller, but steady stream.

I wish to state at the outset that I am not here so much to testify
on the specifics of the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development
Act, but to tell you thatyou haven't got that barn door closed yet,
and the horses are still escaping, much to the dismay of big-city mayors,
all over this country.

In the past several years it has been common for cities and States
particularly in the Southto advertise their municipal wares to
potential industries and developers. Our "Forward Atlanta" program
in my city has been most successful in giving Atlanta a rightful image
as a progressive city full of people who care about their community.

I am particularly proud of the record Atlanta has made, and the
reputation she has acquired throughout the country as a town too
busy to hate. Northern industrialists were asked a few years ago which
cities in their min6 seemed to be the best sites for locating new
development. Atlanta was high on the list.

In addition to efforts by the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce, the
Georgia Department of Industry and Trade has run a series of very
effective advertisements which have reflected the benefits of industrial
and, business expansion in Georgia.

As a result of these, and other efforts, the Atlanta metropolitan area
has grown enormously. While downtown business districts in other
cities have languished, ours is still growing and developing.

But the word about our attractions got out to people who were not
just financiers and developers. The word got out to rural Georgia,
Tennessee, and Alabama that Atlanta had jobs.

You gentlemen on the Agriculture Committee know better than I
do what has happened on farms all over thistintry. The American
farm population dropped 36 percent between 1960 and 1970 because
of increased mechanization and low income. And I can assure you that
many of those who left the farms came to my city and major urban
areas like mine all over the country.
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Many who came were young people, well educated in our State
universities. Their family farms simply couldn't support their parents
and themselves. These young people have been a considerable asset.

But many others who came were in no way preptu.ed for either the
social or economic pressures of big-city living. Forced by one kind
of despair or another from their rural homes, these peopleblas..k and
whitecame to us uneducated and unskilled with large families to .
support and no specific plans on how to support them.

As I said, Atlanta had the attraction of jobs. During my adminis-
tration the unemployment rate remained at 3 percent or lower, reach-
ing as low as 1.7 percent. But among these poor rural migrants, un-
employment soared to as much as 15 percent.

Now most cities are like steel vaults. They have strictly prescribed
boundary limits, and while the census people and otherifike to talk
about the Atlanta metropolitan area, and the standard metropolitan
statistical area, our concern had to be for that area within the vault.

As more and more poor, uneducated people were pressed into that
vault, more and more of those could afford it moved out of the city.
Many of these poor people, unfortunately were consumers of tax
dollars rather than producers.

Although our city departments performed herculean feats to handle
the problems, our crime rate went up; our fire department was given
much more work to do; sanitation became a nightmare; welfare costs
soared; our housing authority could not build fast enough,

We were fighting a holding action, doing our best to stay ahead of
the problems while handling each day-to-day crisis. Someone once said
facetiously that the big ciVs didn't have time to plan for the future
because they were tog busv"trying to figure out how they were going
to pay for the city employees' cost of living pay increase for next year.
This little irony is not so funny, nor is it too far from the truth.

There is no doubt in my mind that Atlanta could not have met each
crisis as it came along without the considerable assistance of the
Federal Government:

Between 1955 and 1960, a 5-year period, Atlanta proper added
29,400 people or 6,000 new residents every year who had previously
lived either in rural Georgia, Alabama, or Tennessee. As nearly as 'I
can determine this pattern is similar for other 5-year periods. But
in that t years alone, rural people increased the city's population by
nearly 7 percent.

During that same period of time, New York City received 69,000
rural migrants; Chicago got 87,800nearly all of them from Missis-
sippi, Tennessee, -West' Virginia, and Arkansas; 38,300 moved to the
District of Columbia, mostly from North and South Carolina; Dallas
got 43,800; and 60,500 moved to Houston.

In these days when urban planners are worried about population
explosions, many rural areas are concerned about not having enough
population. In 1967, 348 rural countiean the United States had more
deaths than they had births, or what. the demographers call a natural
decline in population. I must tell you Senators that I don't see any-
thing natural about that.

And what's happening in the cities?
The Delaware Legislature and the State's Governor have enacted

legislation which will end industrial development along the Atlantic
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coast. The Goi'ernor of Colorado says he does not want,. and will
discourage any further development in his metropolitan' centers. InCalifornia they are-quietly asking the migrants from Illinois and Iowato stay home.

What is happening in America? It used to be that chamber.; of
commerce boasted of their progress by citing the numbers of newpeople and industries attracted. Now, in many of the largest cities,
there has been a subtle change in those kinds of attitu«

I spoke a moment ago about promotion efforts by citie and States
to attraet industry, I saw a magazine 8(1 the other day whir uniquein this field. Memphis, Tenn., is now advertising itself as "A pity ofManageable Size!,

Clearly, manageability is the key to the future of the American city.
You, Senator Talmadge, along with Senator Humphrey and otherson this committee have called for a balanced national growth. I haveoften said that the problems of Atlanta were formerly the problemsof the small rural towns of Georgia that simply came together withinour city limits. Often our State government has tossed off our dif-ficulties as "Atlanta's problems", when in fact they were Georgia'sproblems, and as you have perceived, America's problems.

No* let me tell you why I favor the legislation by Senator Talmadgeand Senator Humphrey.
Atlanta needed credit to achieve what it has, and so will ruralAmerica.
Thil" legislation would encourage new industrial development tolocate in ( ommunities of under 35,000 people; and it would provideloan money and some subsidies to build, vocational schools, waterand sewer systems and generally improe the qindiV of life in rural

areas, so that the people who live there won't be forced to move tothe major cities. If it succeeds in this, then for it.-I would also hope, however, that the press would find somemethod to improve the economic future of e inner cities. While itis important that we put a stop to the massive migration from rural
areas, I would remind you that there are millions of Americans who
have already made the trip. Somehow we must restore faith in theinner city so that the people who live there can find some alternatives
to public housing and welfare.

Now one final point. You heirr a lot of talk. these days about new
cities or growth (-enters that will have to be built to handle the ad-
ditional 100 million people we expect to have in this country in thenext 30 years.

would submit to you that those growth'renters already exist in
'rural America. If the farm population losses in the past several yearsar Subtracred from the total nonmetropolitan population, you findthat the nonfarm, conmetro population rose by' 19 percent during
the sixties, despite population losses on the farms.

Towns of 1,000 and more people are growing. They are healthy.Apparently, most of the towns of 1,000 and inure that were goingto die, have done it. Many of the others are hanging by a threat!,
but clearly, natural economic forces are keeping them viable.

Your legislation seems to recognize that these. small towns arewell worth saving from the standpoint of their being able to accept
some of the Nation's future growth, and I applaud this.
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eople, or let's say a hundred couples, and suddenly finding your-self with 200 couples, or 400 people, moving 'into the hotel. The
cities have not been able to provide either housing or the necessarypublic facilities or hospitalization, or any of the other factors of
American life as it should be for this tremendous number of people
that have moved in. It is kind of a confused situation. You have good
people move inthey are all good people, but they are not prepared
for city living, and they have created a great problem. And it would be
much better if adequate circumstances in rural areas were provided to
maintain life there.

Senator ALLEN. Now, the rural areas, though, are losing to theurban centers?
Mr. ALLEN. That is correct.
Senator ALLEN. Not only the unemployables, but they are losing

sonic of their best skills and talents as well, and some of their people
with the abilities if they had the opportunity to use them in their
hometowns.

Mr. ALLEN. The young people in Georgia in the rural counties of
Georgia. the minute they get educated, they come to Atlanta or some
other urban center. You are draining the rural areas of this countryof the best, as well as sonic of not the best.

Senator ALLEN. That is one of the big problems.
You have. then, a double interest in this problem, being still inter-

ested as you are not only in the entire State of Georgia, but in Atlanta.
You naturally want to see the rural areas prosper. And you want to
see job opportiities created there. But at the same time, you do not
want the unemployable people to conic in from the outlying areas.
Now, I daresav that yon would welcome those with skills and abilities
and talents-. -You are not voicing objection to that, I assume.

Mr. ALLEN. Well, they are really having an opportunity to get
prepared. The cities were never prepared for the i mimgrat ion of people
that occurred: they never had an opportunity to catch up with it,
and haven't caught up with it yet. That is the defensive side of the
mechanism.

Senator ALLEN. Now, in the Atlanta area, is the population con-
tinuing to grow rapidly, or is it leveling off?

Mr. ALLEN. The central city, like other central cities, is static. It
has .been. The metropolitan area, which is only the area prescribed by
some artificial boundary lines established by the legislature, the met-
ropolitan area is growing by leaps and bounds. 8 to 10 percent a year,
a fantastic growth. The metropolitan area simply didn't hardly exist20 years ago. with a central city of 350,000 people. The central city
is now 500,000. and the metropolitan area 1.4 million. But the sub-
urban area is expanding all the time, which is really an indication of
the desire of the affluent who can afford it, as well as racial problems
that contribute to it, to get further and further away from the central'city to more open space.

Senator ALLEN. They end up, though, somewhere in between the
central city and rural America, don't they: they end up in the suburbs?

Mr. ALLEN. Yes. Although they are not within the city limits, they
constitute in many respects the urban center of the Metropolitan area.

Senator ALLEN. 1)(W-; that create any problems there in Atlanta in
financing, the city?
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Mr. ALLEN. Absolutely.
Senator ALLEN. They move out to the suburbs?
Mr. ALLEN. The inability of the central (ity, the municipality, to

have a -normal growth and expansion is in my estimation the greatest
detriment today of the central city, its inability to grow and expand.
Senator ALLEN. So actually, then, this problem that WO are working
on is something that directly concerns every citizen, whether he lives
in in it large city or a small city or in tt completely rural urea; the problem
touches and concerns him, does it not.?

Mr. ALLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Speaking of the rapid growth of Atlanta, the sky-

line has changed there so much since the war. You have some tall
buildings built there that makes you wonder just what was there before
the war. .

Mr. ALLEN. I don't know which war you are talking About, but
there wasn't anything there after one war.

Senator ALLEN. I have knowledge only of the' last one, personally.
Mr. ALLEN. I didn't mean to he facetious.
Senator ALLEN. There wasn't much left after the other one, was

t het e?
Mr. ALLEN. We always say the greatest,urban renewal project,

ship clearance, that any city ever had was in 1864.
Senator ALLEN. That is right.
I do appreciate you.coming before the committee and giving us the

benefit of your views, looking at it as a great community leader, a
great mayor of one of our great metropolises, and certainly one that is
able to see the problem not only as a big city problem, but as a rural
problem and a intuition problem that we all have, And we do appre-
ciate the information you have given us. Thank you very much.

Mr. ALLEN. Thank your.
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Capenter, please. We are always always glad

to have you come and testify.
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STATEMENT OF L. C. "CLELL" CARPENTER, VICE PRESIDENT,
MIDCONTINENT FARMERS ASSOCIATION, COLUMBIA, MO.

Air, CARPENTER. Thank your, Senator.
I ant amazed at your persiste,ree hei ,ur here at the com-

mittee hearings. We appreciate it I want you to know.
Senator ALLEN. Thank voo.

'Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. Clrirnum, with your permission, I will read
a rather brief statement which represents the statement of our or-
ganization.

Senator ALLEN. Very well.
Mr. CARPENTER. My name is L. C. "Clell Carpenter, vice presi-

dent of Midcontinent Farmers Association with headquarters in
Columbia, NIo. I am appearing here today on behalf of approximately
152,000 members in Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Ne-
braska, Iowa, Illinois, and other adjacent States.

NEI.. Heinkel, prAident of Midcontinent Farmers Association,
stated in his testimony before your committee on June 16:

I wish to compliment Senator Talmadge, the Chairman of the Senate Com-
mittee on Agriculture and Forestry, for having the foresight to insist upon the

63-582-71pt. 4-17
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incorporation of Title IX in the Agricultural Act of 1970 before its final passage.
We view this provision Its a mandate to develop an adequate balance between
rural and urban America, and it further requires the Administration in power
to provide factual information annually on federal programs and services ren-
dered tothe people of rural America.

I can truthfully say that this is one section of the Agricultural Act of 1970
which we in MFA can endoNe in its entirety. I might say that the price of corn
in Missouri today has caused us to think that we are right on the other portions
of it.

Furthermore, it occurs to me that this subcommittee can prove itself to be of
great benefit to rural America and the nation as a whole if it can bring to the
surface the facts as they relate td oaf farm economy, the amount of substandard
housing, the amount of substandard income that prevails in rural America ' and
as these facts are revealed constructive programs can be outlined which will
develop and expand our rural areas in such a manner as to make all of America
a better place in which to live.

During the past two decades our Nation has experienced a period
of unprecedented economic growth. Nlost rural areas, however, have
not shared in this expansion and prosperity but have actually been
victims of this growth.

Unlike the national growth pattern, rural areas have experienced
a decline in personal incomes, family-size farms, population, jobs,
and basi community services-. The low level economic base of most
rural areas has resulted in a correspondingly unsatisfactory level of
community facilities and services, and social and cultural advantages.

A recent population report again, indicates an (immigration of
600,000 rural people with the population now being down to 9.7
million. Unless we can reserve this rend of rural migration to urban
centers, we can exliect more national discontent and poverty,

We are delighted that you have introduced S. 2223. We heartily- sup-
port the intent of this bill: to encourage and expedite development in
rural areas.

Our organization has, for years, advocated Federal programs de-
signed to improve public and private services and to provide greater
income opportunity to all rural America. Members of this com-
mittee have been instrumental in the enactment of wortIm hilc
legislation to improve farm development for which we are grateful.

'"We now are in need of legislation to enable rural communities to
develop strong and viable economies by encouraging industry
development in smaller towns and thereby improving opportunities for
rural people.

We have studied S. 2223 and generally feel 'the mechanics of the
bill workable. Title I is constructive in that it expands the Farmers
Home Administration's superviw,ed credit program to permit making

loans for appropriate rural development projects which will benefit
the comniunity. It is good business and good government to build on
the basis of proven programs.

We approve the above-board approach to the two kinds of in-
centives offeredinterest supplements and rural development capital
augmentation payments, which for all practical purposes I will
designate as grants in aid.

Mr. Chairman, if you would pardon personal /eferencf., I have had
some firsthand experience ill this field. In 1935 I was employed by the
Missouri Rural Rehabilitation Corporation (the forerunner of the
Farmers Home Administration). Grants in aid were itn integral and
necessary 4)rocedure in the initial developniont of this worthwhile
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program. I have often seen exceptional progress madv witl relatively
few dollars extended to individuals, groups, and organizations. This
same -procedure coulti produce similar results in the development
process of nonmetropolitan areas.

We commend the provisions of title II which would establish a
Federal rural development system. This proposal is similar to the
farm credit system which over the years has been one of the most
im ortant instruments in making suitable credit available to farmers.

he major accomplishment WO d be that through this process the
"central money market" will be n de available not only to farmers
but to nonmetro politan oriented .iness and enterprises.

The initiation of this new credit system, properly funded and pro-
perly administered, could indeed assure adequate credit available
to all facets of our rural communities. We heartily support this pro.,
vision as we understand any rural development purpose means either
a public or private project that will contribute to a reasonable natural
growth policy and thereby enhance the rural areas as a place to live.

We believe also that by using the same principle as used in the farm
credit system, the rural development credit system should generally
require participants in this prograin to purchase cuminl stock so that
in due time it can become an independent agency as the farm credit.
system has now become.

We concur with the provisions of this act that loans would not be
made to establish duplicating services which would only 4;erve to
impair the success of both the new business enterprise as \Veit its the
existing one.

It is not entirely clear to us how the sponsors of the bill intend to
apply the provisions: "Loans are restricted to borrowers who cannot
obtain credit elsewhere." Whereas, elsewhere in the act we quote:
"The applicant demonstrates that he has been unable to obtain needed
financial assistance from either private or public sources at reasonable
rates and conditions." We realize the need for certain safeguards in
this regard. Today, rather stringent regulations are applied to the
Farmers Home Administration eligibility requirements. However, to
my knowledge the farm credit system does not have such limitations.
Providing additional money for agriculture's expanding needs,bas been
a basic function of the farm credit system.

Mr. Chairman, I don't necessarily haven inAwer to that, I am
merely asking the question as to its effectiveness.

As we interpret S. 2223, it appears that much of the burden of proof
of loan feasibilityand thus of success of .thi . programis left to the
borrower. While we can appreciate the need or adequate safeguards
and readily acknowledge the desirability of cepted business proce-
dure in order to judge the practicality of loan equest, underdeveloped
rural areas are in need of an advocatewho is ossessed with ingenuity,
expertise, and enthusiasm sufficient to deve op local leadership into
positive action.

The purpose of this bill is to spur development. Would it not enhance
the chance for success if the agency itself was charged with direct
responsibility for assessing opportunities and assisting prospective
rural development project borrowers in preparing loan applications
and also for following through With technical assistance and manage-
ment?
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Mr. Chairman, rural progress won't be measured by the amber of
agencies in ope1ation, nor even by the concern of those involved, but
by the effectiveness of the effort. You and I and many members of this
committee hhve worked hard to design and implement worthwhile
Federal-programs Thr -farm and sall-,town America. We have also
continued to plead for adequate funding. Often we have seen these
programs bear less/mit than envisioned, not becauSe the program was
at fault, but simply because the administration didn't request4n4 the
Congress failed to provide adequate funds.

May I again use personal experience. I serve on the Governor's
watershed advisory committee which m's ecommendations an
establishes priorities of action under Public La\ 566, the Waters d
Protection and Flood Prevention Act. These projects are c sic
examples of community development. Flood do d erosion ontrol
protection plus environmental control and oved cro produc-
tion capabilities are provided the farmer, while his city cousins, are
provided water supplies, recreation, as well as environmental im-
provement.

It has been almqst. embarrassing-to serve on this -'advisory com-
Inittee during the last year. Here is our dilemma: Eleven watersheds
authorized for detail planning; three watershed areas awaiting ,plan-
fling aUthorization in Washington,'D.C.; three areas with preliminary
investigation started; four areas with priority given for preliminary
investigation. And, at our last meeting, approximately eight addi-
tional watershed areas made reqUests to be considered. Our only
action was to ,move two of the most meritorious out of the eight
requests into the category oLbeing 'considered for preliminary in-
vestigation.

. This unsatisfactory :situation is occasioned solev by irisufficient
funding personnel. This program is a key to rural development, in
which the individual, the cities, the State of Missouri and the Federal
Government are financially participating.

Mr. Chairman, I am using this 'illustration Tor one- purpose only.
Unless we expect to move forward and properly fund .this program,
let's not put another item of legislation on the books to confuse the
public.

Now does seem an opportune time to push fora turnaround in.
the problem;creating migration from country to city. There is a
clamor for rebuilding rural America.. All across the Nation once
hustling local trade centers have become decaying ghost towns.
Those towns remaining compete for the location of a reorganized
school, a small manufacturing plant or a farm service center because
the outcome, may determine which town survives, which dies. On
the other hand, big cities are filled to the bursting point, many over-
whelmed by social 'problems, some wallowing in economic stagnation.

Dispersal of population does hold promise for relief from the stag-
gering social problems of big cities. New people can directly benefit
rural communities: They can supply needed skills and make more
feasible the addition or expansion of badly needed services.

However, any program designed to revitalize rural-America must
hit the country with dynamic impact if it is to succeed. The job of
revitalizing rural America cannot be accomplished with words. Deeds
are going to be. required. It is a job that must attract national support.
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Mr. Chairman, we can see .promise in the previsions of S. 2223.
Its emphasis a new source of adequate, reliable credit is sound.
We pledge o wholehearted support to help pass this legislation
and, further, ore, our support to carry it out if enacted, into law.

Mr. (.7hairman, I could not conclude this stateivent without re-
minding you that an economically sound rural Anieica is dependent
upon a prosperous and viable agriculture.. We,prge this committee to
reassess',the humane and economic values, strengthen legislative au-

thorizations as needed, and lead the way to a total commitment on
the part of Congress and the iidministration to vali(tate, activate and
adequately fund this and the many other programs already in force.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senatpr ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Carpenter. 1 appreciate

your appearance before the subcommittee Aid the expression of your
views and those of your association.

You feel that there is a need for additional-credit for the agri-
cultural economy in rural America?

Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. Chairman, I am privileged to _reside in
almost the middle of the State of Missouri. And as such I have almost
constant contact with county seat towns in rural 1\ Missouri. And there
is no question but what there is a dire need for this type of a program.

As an illustration, the transportation industry is fn trouble. You
folks have been faced with that problem here. The railroads in rural
areas Missouri are drying up. Why are they drying up? Because the
small towns out there are getting smaller or are becoming nonexistent.
They don't have the economic base to remain in business.

So, Mr. Chairman, there definitely is a need for this typy of program.
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Carpenter, you have .given ats some strong

talk and some straight talk on the matter of many doing something
about this program, or not bothering to enact anything into law,
that seems to be the thrust of your remarks.

Mr. CARPENTER.- Well, pretty largely. And it is occasioned a little
bit by the agency that I mentionedand I am not critical of that,
Senator Allen..

Senator ALLENYI think the point is well taken, I am not objecting
to it, I agree with it. At the last meetingjust 3 weeks ago, the reason
it is so vivid in my mind--four city and rural area committees came in
to appear before us. They made exceptional pleas for their programs.
They were meritorious. They were water systems for county seat
towns. And they were most helpful to farmers. But all we could do was
to move them to n little higher priority, and we had to tell them, folks,
it is not months off, it is years off. Now, when you do that you soon
lose the confidence of people.

Now, this bank envisioned by this b' I would have a field of op-
eration that is not provided by the esent farm credit system?

Mr. CARPENTER. Very definitely, yes sir. Of course, it is difficult -I
happen to be ha businesS personally in a small county seat town
the Chamber of Congnerce.figtkres are.8,000, but rthink it is actually
about 6,500 and fr-afikly, there are businesses there that encounter
considerable_ difficulty obtaining credit to be able to expand stied
continue this business, and to employ additional people.

Sentator ALLEN. Is fegislation of this sort needed and is it sound,
in your judgment?.
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Mr. CARPENTER. Well, you are building both of these, both title I
and title II, on the principle of existing programs that I haven't
heard anyone say are unsound. So I would have to say that they are
bound to be sound.

Senatol. ALLEN. Now, the concept of eventual borrower ownership
of the bank, is that a sound principle?

Mr. CARPENTER. It certainly has been, Senator Allen, for the farm
credit system, yes.

Senator ALLEN. Nov, the farm credit system has been an out-
standing success, based on this principle, has it not?

Mr. CARPENTER. That is my opinion, sir, I think you are correct.
Senatom ALLEN. I note thatand by the way, authors of the bill

and the subcommittee welcome any suggestions as to methods of
improving the language of the bill, or methods of refining the thought
behind the legislation. I note that you call attention here on page 4 of
your testimony to the fact that loans are restricted to borrowers who
cannot obtain credit elsewhere, and then the next sentence "whereas
elsewhere in the act we quote: 'The applicant demonstrates that he
has been unable to obtain needed financial assistance from either
private or public liourees at reasonable rates and conditions'." Now,
the "whereas" there would indicate that the second statement would
be inconsistent with the other, but they seem to say the same thing to
me. And the thought behind it is that this would he a plan that would
supplement existing programs, ancrif a borrower was able to get
the money.from private sources or other public sources, he would not
be able to come to this method of financing, which would he a sound
approach, it would seem to me.

Mr. CARPENTER. Senator, I would see no objection to that. I
ipointed out that only as theme appeared to be some inconsistency. Now,

Mr. Baker knows, he and I worked in the Farm Security and Farmers
Home Administration, we had this stipulation forever. And even then
it worked fairly satisfactory.

NOw, I think I am correct, in the existing farm credit system oper-
ations I do not believe the same provisions prevail. However, I also
have been through the gamut, as have you, on the hearings of the new
farm credit bill, and I am aware that there are certain interests that
would like to get more restrictive than it is. So I don't know the answer
to that one, Senator. I am pointing out what I think might be a
problem.

Senator ALLEN. The s worninit tee I am sure will take into account
your suggestions and g win set lotus consideration.

Do you think that t us legislation might be the vehicle for the
creating of more jobs in rural areas, more job opportunities?

Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. Chairman, I don't think there is any question
but what it can be the vehicle. I don't like to admit it, but I have
almost come to the conclusion that the likelihood of ,our having greater
numbers of people actually engaged in agricultui e is not good, but it
likely will go the other way; And the only way that I know that we
can maintain a rural population in what I consider good clean environ-
ment in rural areas is to increase the economy of the rural area and
thereby create jobs for those people who may live there and be again
fully employed.
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Senator ALLEN. You suggestand I certainly agreethat the
only way that we are going to have a favorable rural economy, rurt'd
development, is to start with a basis of a sound agricultural economy?

Mr. CARPENTER, Right.
Senator ALLEN. That is an absolute must.
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes sir.
Senator ALLEN. And this bill would provide the method by which

agriculture .could have more of its credit needs met, and by which
necessary c ommunity services would be brought into rural America.

Mr. CARPENTER. Right.
Senator ALLEN. And more job opportunities created.
Mr. CARPENTER. Correct.
Senator ALLEN. Now, have the credit needs of rural America

or the agricultural economy increased many fold in recent years?
Mr. CARPENTER. Oh, by all means. When I mentioned there being

employed back in 1935, we could make a loan for $700 and actually
set a family up in farming to where they could make a living. But it
takes many, many times that much now, as you know, Senator, to
get started into farming.

Senator ALLEN. Hasn't the whole concept of agriculture changed,
and isn't it continuing to change, in that the small family farm is
prettywell disappearing from the face of America, and the large farms
are taking over?

Mr. CARPENTER. I would say the larger farms are, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Requiring heavier equ'pment, more investment,

more capital
Mr. CARPENTER. Right.
Senator ALLEN. And the cost of Ian 1 has increased greatly.
Mr. CARPENTER. Yes,
Senator ALLEN. What about the young people going into agriculture

as a way of life and for a livelihood?
Mr. CARPENTER. Mr. Chairman, that is one of the real problems,

I think, that faces rural America. And that is, how does a young fam-
ily het into the farming business. And I must say, when we start
talking about an investment of from $150,000 to a quarter of a million
dollars, it does indeed become a perplexing problem as to how this is
accomplished.

Senator ALLEN. The average age of the person engaged in farming,
is that going up all the time?

Mr. CARPENTER. It sure is.
Senator ALLEN. The same people who grow older by the year

remain on the farm and no new blood is being pumped into the number
On the farm?

Mr. CARPENTER. That is correct. We may eventually have to have
some new system of farm ownership. I don't kjiow what it is, but I
can see a problem.

Senator ALLEN. Now, under some of the aspects of the bill, a lot
of the community services would not directly be farm loans, but
would not farmers profit by some of the nonfarm loan provisions of
the bill?

Mr. CARPENTER. Senator, by all means. And I think it is desirable
it is amazing, in the rural areas of Missouri right now,, I can take my
home community of Columbia, Mo., and those particular areas, and
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there are any number of farrnowners or their wives who now have part-
Itime jobs in industry and town. And it is good, it helps the town, and
it helps those people out there. And they still are able to live where
they want to live, and with a rural en vironinent, and raise some
pretty good youngsters and future citizens.

Senator ALLEN. tiotice on page 3 of your testimony you think that,
the rural locatiogricentives payments that you endor e there would
make it easier to attract new job creating industry.

Mr. CARPENTER. Yes sir.
Senator ALLEN. Just how would that work?
Mr. CARPENTER. Well, of course I think there are number of in-

centives that can be developed on that, And one that I 'an .mention--
I can think of one .iust aim! that I call grant-in-aid, I link it is really
something else-4)IW take my home town of Trenton, o. With only a
few thousand dollars they were able to install a new wit er system. and
a new sewage disposal system, and with the rest of it, a oan that they
were able to pay in their regular way but Senator, wha that has done
is, it has encouraged industry, and as of today, with those facilities'
being available,4here are some 2,000 additional peopl employed there
that couldn't be employed there if they had not h those-.facilities,
because there would be no way to put them in. that is what I am
saying, that a few dollarsand truly it is on elision a few dollars--
in this type of investment can return ultimillions of dollars in
community benefits.

Senator ALLEN. Yes. And how would the Government then get its
money back?

Mr. CARPENTER. The Government gets its money back, most of (IS
pay income taxes, and a few other taxes along. So the Government does
all right when the economy does all right on that.

I would like to point out one thing that it becomes a real problem in
rural areasand I made mention of itin my statement--rural
areas need an advocate. 1 have seen time and time again when bene-
ficial Government programs are made available, and they are as
available to rural melts as they are to urban areas. But urban areas
are generally organized and have planned with their expertise to
where they can ,et in on thy ground floor and ve been ready to move,
and unfortunately we out in the rural areas are still sitting there with-
out plans made to take advantage of the benefits. Do I make myself
clear?

Senator ALLEN. Yes, you do. And I thiA. possibly this. bank by
making technical service and advice and he p. available Would go a
long way in tupplying some of that need.

Mr. CARPENTER. VerPdesirable, sir.
Senator ALLEN. The out migration from the rural areas is not only a

problem for rural America, but as Mayor Allen cogently suggested
in his testimony, it also creates a big problem in the urban area, does
it not?

Mr. CARPENTER. By all means.
Senator' ALLEN. So by gOing to the r oot of the mat ter and by putting

a halt, or slowing down the rural outrnigi talon to the big population
centers, or even if we could a eserve that trend and go -back to the
land, would that. not help solve some of our or ban problems as well?

Mr. CARPENTER. Right. And I really think there is a large segment
of our population who now lives in congested urban areas that would
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welcome the opportunitN if this reversal could be made, and they had,
ameans of livelihood back out in the rcual areas,;yes, I don't thinV

there is any question but w hat it would solve many ,problems,
Senatm ALLEN. Thank VOU very much, \1r. Carpenter. 1 sure

appreciate your coming before this subcommittee and giving Its the
benefit of your views. Thank vou sir.

NEI. Wagner, please.
.NIr. Wagner, you may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF AUBREY J. WAGNER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY, MUSCLE SHOALS, TENN.

N11. WAGNER. Thank you, Senator.
I have with me Mr. Nliirquis, our General Counsel; Mr. Foster, who

is Director of Navigation and Development and Regional Studies; and
Nlr. Williams, who is our Director of Agricultural Development.

Senator ALLEN. We are delighted to have you gentlemen.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to

appear before the committee to discuss some of the problems relating
to rural development which we have encountered in the Tennessee
Valley and which may be related to the kind of legislation which you
are now considering'.

As we see it, the necessary first step in upgrading the quality of
rural living is to assure adequate employment opportunities. Other-
wise, as NI ayor Allen pointed out earlier, rural people are compelled to
migrate to urban centers, thereby increasing, the pressures on housing,
transportation, law enforcement, sanitation, education, and other
facilities that beset our metropolitan areas. Since 1933 when WVA was
created, there has been it notable increase in job opportunities in the
Tennessee Valley region, and outmigrat ion has been halted. Per eapit a
income in the region has risen, not only absolutely but relatively, from
45 percent of the national average in 1933 to 75 percent today. Jobs in
manufacturing; are it greater part of the total employment in our urea
than in the Nation us a whole, and the greater portion of new indus-
trial jobs, and 1 think this is quite magnificent in fact, about SO
percent in recent. years are developing in the smaller towns and
cities, and the rural areas outside the metropolitan centers. And this
is what I believe your committee is concerned with.

TVA's programs have been directed toward supplying, basin tools
for use by the people of the area in ,developing their agtieultural and
industrial resources and their living standards. For those engaged in
farming, we have provided improved fertilizers, pine seedlings, and
electric power. These tools have helped farmers to conserve their top
soil, heal gullies, and increase their productivity and their income.
Income from farm operations in the Tennessee Valley has grown seven-
fold- from $1.13 in 1935 to $780 million in 1970.

The development of the Tennessee River and its tributaries has
provided a base for industrial and commercial growth and a prime
recreation asset. The waterway makes available low-cost barge trans
portation, and the dams we have built provide abundant supplies of
water for comfbirnities and industries, as well as for water-based
recreation. Flood control has made the level land on the shoreline safe
front floods aml therefore more usable by industry. And, of course,
TVA's dams and steamplants provide large amounts of low-cost power.
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All of this has meant jobs. Private industry has invested over $2
billion in new and expanded plant facilities along the main stein of the
Tennessee River since TVA completed the navigable channel in 1945.
And you in north Alabama, Senator, are certainly well, aware of that
change.

Senator ALLEN. Yes, I am. And we are extromely proud of it.
Mr. WAGNER. These new and enlarged industries have provided

about 37,000 new jobs directly and many thousands more indirectly
in the supporting economy. In total in the Tennessee Valley, about a
million and a half new jobs have been created in the last 30 years.

New industries have not concentrated in a few congested locations.
They have sought out those sites where their plants can be served by a
combination of highways, railroads, and the navigable waterway; it
has been demonstrated time and time again that the presence of these
alternative transportation modes at a single location acts as a magnet
for new industries. As a result, -much of the industrial growth has
occurred near small towns- or rev where no town at all had existed.
The importance of this kind of development to those who have lived
in these rural areas is obvious. Opportunities for jobs have arisen in
their own neighborhood.

All along the main river, towns that had been dependent on the
surrounding farm economyCalvert City, Ky., New Johnsonville in
western Tennessee, Dectitur and Guntersville, Ala., to name a few
have become or are in process of becoming industrial complexes.
Similar developments are taking place along tributary streams where
TVA has deepened the channel to-. bring barge transportation to
points already served by railroads and highways. The town of Calhoun
on the Hiwasee River in eastern Tennessee, is one example. Similarly
the Melton Hill Darn on the Clinch River has brought commercial
navigation to Clinton, Tenn., at the foot of the Cumberland Moun-
tains, where a fairly large industrial site is already bei9g utilized
by two industries, and the remaining acreage is under active con-
sideration by others.

In eastern Tennessee, we have under construction the Tellico Dam
and Reservoir project which will bring navigation to a juncture With a
trunkline railroad and a through highway at a point where several
thousand acres of industrial land are available. It will provide one of
the more exciting and esthetically, one of the- most beautiful
em ployment opportunities in Appalachia.

For cities and towns, along some of the smaller tributaries, assur-
ance of an adequate water supply represents an increasingly serious
problem. In western Tennessee, TVA has built eight small dams on
the Beach River, to regulate floods and provide new recreational
opportunities. Just as important, these dams provide a dependable
Water supply for the town of Lexington and the surrounding area,
that will accommodate industrial expansion there for many years to
come. On the Elk River in lower middle Tennessee, we have just
completed Tims Ford Dam, widening opportunities for a number of
small towns near and along its reservoir to expand commerce and
manufacturing. On Bear Creek in northern Alabama, we have com-
pleted the first of four small dams, which already has prevented
thousands of dollars in crop damage from floods.
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couraging !Mintain farniers to increase their incomes by growing
vine - ripened tomatoes. From 2 acres this specialty crop has expanded
to 1,400 acres, and this experiment ha; now been extended to the
growing of strawberries, raspberries,. blueberries, and 'even Christmas
trees and ornamental shrub,;. Similarly, on Sand Mountain in northern
Alabama, TVA has worked with the Alabama Extension Service in
encouraging the production of specialty crops such as pimento. pep-
pers, bell peppers, and potatoes.

The ost serious problem) encountered in both North Caro litta and
Alabama has, been financing at the point which we call the first buyer.
Farmers nnt'v be ready to grow specialty crops and the supermarkets'
may be ready to retail them, but there is a point in between where
someone some business, cooperative, or other institution- must buy
from the fanner, clean or grade or otherwise process and package the
.crop, and get. it on its way to the consumer. Where ntl,Any null pro-
ducers are involved. established institution., appear reluctant to enter
She chain of commerce as the first buyer. While western North Caro-.
him has surmounted this difficulty in the case of tomatoes, we feel that
the lack of a stable marketing organization is inhibiting farmer
acceptance of the other specialty cropsl, mentioned, in both Nbrth
Carolina and Alabama. New money sources for '..'first buyers" nust he
found if these programs are to succeed.

This same financing gap has been experienced in the marketing of
livestock. For example, sales of feeder pigs in nortil Alabama have
.increased 100 fold in the last 10 years from 1,500 pigs in 1961 to
112,000 in 19119 and an estimated. 156,000 in 1970. The 142,000 pigs;
were marketed for almost $2.2 million, largely for feedi i, out idse-
where. If they 'had been fed out and slaughtered and pr cessed in the.
valley, their carcass value would have been over $S i hon. But this
operation, w hich would have created 128 new full -ti ne employment
positions, would have required a $2 million investn nt in new faci-
lities. We estimate that, in northern Alabama alone. t e expansion of
all, farm-dependent businesses to their full potential woo quire new
investment capital amounting to over $500 million and would add
36,000 jobs to the area economy.

In conclusion, the overall purpose of legislative proposals to provide
tools for raising, the quality of life in rural areas and communities is
one to which-TVA has been commit led since its ineeption. The' basic
need for addit ional' source of financing and credit for rural development
seems apparent.. We favor provisions requiring that any approved
project be consistent the development, plans of multicounty
agencies. Such provisions are well supported by TVA's experience in
some 15 or 16.tributary area development projects, which could not
have succeeded without. the cooperation of regional planning agencies
and the local supphrt and enthusiasm they engender.

Mr. Chairman, that completes my prepared statement. We will be
glad to answer any questions y at have.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Wagner. We eztainly appreciate
your appearance and that of your associates bef the committee,
and giving its the beni4it of your views and the benefit of your experi-
ence with TVA.

,We are certainly proud of the Tennewe \''-i ey Authority and theXil
fine work and service that it renders. The people of our area and the
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people of the entire Nation have always been concerned with providing,
helping to provide it better and more meaningful life for all of our
people. We are proud of the way in which TVA has carried out this
concept.

Mr. WAGNER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ALLEN. And we are proud of this cooperation that you give

.our citizens there, and working with them on the programs which they
-have, and that you have occasion to suggest things to them that would

make for a better life for them.
Now, TVA has been eminently successful. And I am wondering if

one of the reasons for that has not been the decentralized control,
where you have minded your affairs from the whole region. Is that part
of the concept of TVA?

Mr. WAGNER. Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman. And we feel that has been
very important in our operations, that we are able to operate with
our management and our personnel in the region for which we have
responsibility, so that we are able to see and become acquainted with
the problems and the opportunities that are there at firsthand, to work
intimately with the people of the region, to help them to realize their
ambitions, and to provide a 'egional planning function which sees that
isolated are don't move in conflicting directions. The development
which I have described of industries in the smaller towns and in the
rural areas did,not happen just by accident. It was recognized by the
TVA and by community leaders in the early days of our work there
that the necessary changes in agriculture, necessary to conserve the
soil, would release a great number of people from the farm labor force.
And if we were not to just add those to the stream already moving to
the,great cities, we_would have to find employment for them in rural
areas. And so we and citizen groups working together all through the
Tennes/see Valley sat down to analyze the resources that we had to
work with to determine what kind of industries could succeed on the

.resource base, and that could be in harmony with the environmental
and ecological aspects of the region. that could in short succeed there
better than anywhere else.

The chamber of commerce and industrial development groups, local
groups all through the Valley, worked diligently to persuade manage-
ments of industries of that kind that it is a good place for them to
locate. And as the first industries began to move in, they found that
these rural locations and small town locations were ideal from their
standpoint, ideal from the standpoint of employees, and that the
labor force available in the Tennessee Valley was ,an excellent labor
force. The word spread to other industries and this is the reason that
1ve. can say now that the Tennessee Valley from the standpoint of the
percentage of labor force in manufacturing in more industrial than the
Nation as a whole. Yet in the recent past, 80 percent of this new
industry has gone into the smaller towns and the rural areas.

Senator ALLEN. Don't you find that most of the small towns not
only want but badly need a sound industry to come into its area?

Mr. WAGNER. Yes, sir; we surely do. One of the things that we
find in talking with educators in the area, high school principals and
members of county and city sehool boards, is their concern that so
many of the graduates from their schools in past years, in seeking
employment that was available them; had to leave the area. As I say,
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At the end of the day they go home, and their wives perhaps have.
picnic suppers prepared and in the basket, and the kids put the boat
on the trailer. take off for one of the lakes, and fish and water ski
and picnic, and go lowk home. The next morning they are ready to go
again. This is the kind of living environment t hat rural areas can offer,
and NN laich we believe is vital to an didustrial society such as we have
become. Factory workers ought not to have to live in smoke awl
congestion. And the encouragement of industry in the smaller towns
and the rural areas will provide this quality living which we believe
everyone is entitled to.

Senator ALLEN. A small city or town or a rural area wanting, to
attract an industry, wouldn't -it he abolutely necessary that it have
an adequate water and sewer system, that it hove good schools, and
the proper health facilities?

\1r. 1VAGNER. It is absolutely essential. And this is one of the
things that industries look for first. It is one of the things that we have
stressed the local community must provide first -etas: facilities.
Its educational facilities are extremely important. 'Ile one complaint
that we found in the early days NNars t hot industries would say, well
your labor is extremely interested and very capable, but they are not
trained. So We have worked NN it 11 educational systems in t lie area, and
NNT try to see that they get together with the industries that are coining
in, so that the kind or trui,iin, that is needed is provided in tilt. schools,;
either in the high schools or the vocational schools, or in the colleges
and universities. This is a very, very important factor.

Senator ALLEN. 'This honk legislation, the bank provided by this
hill, could it take over in the field that you discussed, that of the first
buyer from the farmer, the middleman between the farmer and the
retailer in the processing field. and the getting of the produce ready for
market would t hot be such a field as would be covered by t he facifities
of this bank?

WAGNER. Chairman, I rend the hill, and it is extremely
complex. And I have more or less confined Inv testimony to the need
for financing in the urea. I believe vou people who are responsible for
the legislative 1/1.0(.0. develop

Senator ALLEN. If the bill could fill that need, it would be performing
a good service, would it not?'

\1 r. WAGNER. Yl, sir. There is n need for (Mancini resources ovnil-
able to the kind of first buyer I discussed. Legislation twfill that kind of
n need is important, we helii.ve, to the further growth of industries in
rural areas, and to t he economic ,rroNN th of the country.

Senator ALLEN. 111 your working with the small communities, the
small towns, and the larger towns, for Hint matter, is there a need in

45.1lose omens for community facilities and services that those coni-
!nullities are unable to meet because of lack of credit?

NI.r. WAGNER. Yes, sir: there surely is. They stretch themselves to
the limit. One of tip. f unctions that we h-rye 1/01101111011 in the TVA is
to help them. find all of the sources of credit that are available to them,
but even so, they very often still fall short. And we are pesunded that
the availability of additiomd flinds for providing community services,
community facilities, lhe sorts of things that industry look for this
need is essent ial.
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Senator At. LEN. So that existing sources, of credit, as root) a job
as they are doing and we commend them for the job that they
are doing -it still does not fill the hill, and you find that is trite out
in the field?

Mr. Wm.NEtt. Yes, that is true. All 1 it is true particularly when
you talk about developments in some of the smaller communities,
Where the size that is needed to provide some of these
cominunity facilities is just beyond the scope of anything they have
attempted to finance before. Knd.so they are just reluctant to try it
and usually the financing, is not a Val !able to them.

Senator ALLEN. I as interested in:-.your comments and I have
always felt and knew about your concern for the environment in the
operation of TVA that is one of qatr real interests, is it not, the
work of TVA, that not only would you not damage the environment,
but that yon would seek to improve it?

IVAGNER. Yes, sir; that is one of our concerns. We believe
that the question of economic growth an,1 quality living and a suitable
environment are all one and the same thing. Arid as development .
takes place, if we are speaking about industrial 4evelopment, it is

itillaitant that industries must treat their waste", if the)" have them,
so that they are not pollutants.

Senator ALLEN. And cities as V. Vtell. .

Mr. WifiNEtt. The cities as well. And TVA itself. And we ale
attempting to do that. There are a great ninny things that all of us
need to learn about how 'wastes shotdd he treated and' so on. But we
think that these problems can 1w solved, and that they must be solved.

Senator Ali:EN. Since TVA Caine into t lie Valley in 1933, has there
been a slowdown, if not in fact a evaersal, of the outmigration front
that area?

Mr. WAGNER. I t certainly has been brought to as halt. if von look
at the question of total population, it has almost been stopped,
although there may in the last decade have still been a small out-
InioTation. But if you look at workers instead of total population,
there has been a small hunigation. So I think e can say generally
that this stream of population which has flowed in the valley
amounting to Dr. Foster, .lo you know hew many?

STATEMENT OF MINARD I. FOSTER, DIRECTOR, NAVIGATION
DEVELOPMENT AND REGIONAL STUDIES, TENNESSEE VALLEY

AUTHORITY, MUSCLE SHOALS, TENN.

Dr. FosiElt. Here are the population figures.
\Ir. WAGNER. From '1940 to 1959, 025,000 people moved out of

the valley region. From 11'150 to 49ti0, it wits 701,000 people. From
1900 to 1970, that dropped down to only 120,000 people. But in the
hitter part of that decade, we think that the outlui.gation just about
stopped, and the out migration of workers was reversed.

Dr. Fosl ER. The immigration of workers was ahout a thousand a
year in the late 19110's.

Senator ALLEN. That is mighty fine and very interesting.
I sa« lot interesting table in this week's U.S. News & World

Report, showing, among other things, the salary or wages paid to
factory workers in about 25 or 30 towns and pities throughout the

(3 '5542 -71pt.4------18
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country. And to ,ly pleasant surprise, I noted .that Birmingham's
. average annual wage, per worker in industry was well above the

nalional average. Do you know or would you feel that the sariii3\is
tru,e in the area sele ed by TVA?

Mr. WAGNER. One problem, of li newly industrializing area is that
the first industries which you get are generally low-wage industries.
And so you build your per 'capita income from manufacturing, slowly.
Dr. Foster may know there we stand now with relation the the rest
of the Nation.

Do vou have that?
Dr. FOSTER. For the whole area, our average manufacturing pay is

between 75 and S5 perc-ent of the national average. Of course, this
,average includes rural industry if you take. the southern metropolitan
areas in the valley: The same think you saw in Birmingham is ap-
proximately true, maybe not quite as high because of the high-capital
orientation of the steel industry.,

Mr. WAGNER. I think this is one of the. problems in industrializing
an area, Senator. It takes tune to develop the -high-skill industries
which are in turn the high-income, the high-wage, industries. The trend
is moving in that direction in the Tennessee,Valley.But as I savthe
first industries that came had to Use unskilled labor, because that is

therealtdso we are still in the building process in the urea.
Senator ALLEN. Are not the skills of the people of the Tennessee

Valley area increasing to a higher degree of proficiency?
Mr. WAGNER. Yes, sir; they are, certainly. The educational train-b

ing is better, from elementary schools to the graduate level in the
universities. The training in vocational schools is better. The new
industries that are coining now, generally are those which require
higher skills and which pay higher wages.

.

Senator ALLEN. What about the trade school program there, has
that been beneficial throughout the area?
- Mr. WAGNER. 'yes, it has, And this is 'a matter en which we have

worked with local groups in this tributary area deelopment program
of ours that you may be familiar with. We-have helped them to es-
tablish trade schools, and worked with the educational institutions in
the area.. Sometimes we have helped them.initially, and got them to-
gether with the industries they serve to see that the kind of training
that they were,giving was what was needed in the industry. It has4 been very helpful. And I think there have. been problems of financing
those things sometimes.

Is that correct, Dr. Fester?
Dr. FOSTER. N'ot in Alabama, but in soma of the other places. The

record, in Alabama is very good.
Senator ALLEN, I am glad to hear it.
You are interested, You and your associates and the TVA generally,

in seein&a good balance between agriculture and industry-in the area?
Mr. WAGNER. Yes, sir, we surely are.
Senator ALLEN. Andin order to have such a balance, you are going

to have to attract still more industry, are you not?
Mr. WAGNER. We would like to see some higher value industry: And

indtkry -changes. There- will be need for fi sing industry in the
future, and there willbe needs botause of than'' agriculture in the
future. But yOu.say it very that we are Hite ested in a balance
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between the two. We believe that if the regiop is to reach its full
potential, every resource that is available usttlw -tisted and must. be
developed.

This, for instance, is why we have encouraged with the agricullore
extension services the growing of specialty crops which I mentioned
in my statement. This is an opportunity where there are small acre-
ages and plenty of labor available to use intensive agriculture and
produce very substantial income increases. 1 think it is interesting
that although the percentage of the work force now engaged in agri-
cuhure is only a 511)1111 fraction, perhaps not much over 10 percent of
what it was in 1933, the agricultural production, either in dollars or

° in goods itself, is much greater than it 'was. So many fewer people
are producing much more on the farm. And this we think is an impor-
tant part of the balanced picture that you referred to.

Senator ALLEN. What about power consumption therein the TVA
area? What is your projection over the'next 10 years?

Mr. WAGNER. Well, the power consumption in the area has just
about doubled every 10 years in recent decades. And we don't see
any slowdown in the demand for it.

Senator ALLEN. Do you plan on meeting that demand?
Mr. WAGS ER. Yes, sir, we plan on meeting, that demand. We have

nearly 20 million kilowatts ofgenerating capacity now in service, and
about another 16 million kilowatts under construction or on order. It
is a very, very heavy program. And it, of course, is geared to the
need of the-.area for industry, the need of people in their homes for
quality liVing there, the needs of farm people for electricity in the
farming operation.

Senator ALLEN. What abut a grid system for the country or for
sections of theTountry?-

Mr. WAGNER. We have very strong interties with all of the neigh-
boring utilities which surround us. And on occasions of emergency or
power shortages, we can supply them or they can supply its. We do
that regularly.

We also have some arrangements for example, to the southivest
of us,' the ,jitilities there have a very heavy summer peak from air-
cdnditioning. In our area our peak'load conies in the wintertime from
electric heat. So in the.summettime we send a large amount of power
to them, and in the wintertime they send it back to us. Interties of
'this kind are very useful, and really essential to the continuity of
power service in tie Nation.

Senator ALLEN. ( likn electricity be carried longer distances now than
it formerly could?

Mr. WAGNER. Yes, it can, by using higher voltages. Oar top trans-
mission voltage for many years was 161,000 volts, and now it is 500,000
volts. Even higher voltages are used in .some places. Some work is
being done on direct current transmission which further reduces the
loss. The problem of long-distance transmission is transmission line
losses, electrical losses from moving the electricity over the wires.
Higher .voltages rcdpee those losses. There still, of course, is a limit

'to how far you can economically transmit it. It is a question'of whether
it is cheaper to generate it where-it is needed or transmit it from some
other source.

Senator ALLEN. Senator Dole, - 'e are delighted to have you meet
with us.



Senator 1)oi.z.'Thitnk you. I am a little late, but I had to go to
another meeting.

Senator ALLEN. Ir. Wagner, apparently we have all of the factors
that are necessar for the development of our area there. And I am;tire nu, situation "0111(1 apply throughout all rural Anerh.
we ha" the factor., for growth and fot development of
the rural econony(.except the availability of credit and the thing that
the-usi.,of credit Ai'ould make possible; is that correct?

1\1r. WAG N. En Certainl . that k an important missing factor, trim
.stllsiy is; correct.

Senator .ALLEN. NVe have got the people, we have-got the resources,
the power, the eater.

:\ Ir. 1V6NEIL That is correct. It is the missing factor in many
inst amps.

Sallow!. ALLEN. And if we could povide 0 Credit ; stein that
fill some 'of the gaps left by our present farm credit syst ern, it would
go it long nmard ,olvin! some of the problems of rural America,
v.ould it riot?

w ..(tNEtt. we !ash", it "(mi(l.
Se11101* ALLEN. 'Thank \ ou Very much.
Senator 1)01e. \Ir. Wagner of file TVA has been testifing. And

have been asking some questions.
I don.1 have any questions. I aiu rearlY i I Prel)nr"1.I may think of ,onie later have gone back 10Tellilessee.

Set10101. ALLEN. Mr. \ 1011101s, do you have any information '.oil
would like to volunteer?

NIr. NI-knot-is. I have nothing to add, sir.
Serail or ALLEN. Ir. FoSt er?
Dr. Fos rEtt. thank'you, sir.
Semitor ALLEN. NIr.

r. 1GILLIAN14. Nothing from me, sir.
Ir. 1V-kONElt.. \\ Oldd jlIst like to say in winding tip, Senttor,

that do tippi,s(siate the opportunity for Tv ik
A 1(1 come and testify

before sour committee, becal,e Nits think that the Tennessee Valley
is Itt

L

211141 Where We buy, worked intensively fin. three generations
nenil four generations, not three generations now to try to solve
some of the kind of problem, that our committee V rest les Stith. Andidle I V,0111(1 11(11 propo.., ay- Ay, have got thorn all solved, we
t hink have made some progress, in the directions t hat you gentlemen
have been pushing. And if this exPerience is useful to 'you,: we are
delighted.

senator ALLEN. It epoduly i..., useful. you hay, mad, some splendid
suggestions. And I am cetaitl interested, among many of the
things you Ifrought out, particularly thii; first buyer concept. I believe
there are some wonthsrftil possibilities there, And 1 do lwlieve that a
co -op could come in and become first buyer in many instances. I feel
like this is ati area where this new hank concept could make credit
available w it It very tangible results.

SO I appreciate it very nitwit. We are always glad to have you with
us. Your testimony \\Its excellent and will be most helpful to the milk
nut tee in devisitiv a program to rejtivinate town and country America.

NEI% WAONER. 111011k you. [t is good tosee you.
Senator ALLEN. The commit tee will stand in recess according to the

schedule until I :30. At that time if Mr. Richard T. (A`onnell will be
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called if Present, and V(' Viii PWeedyyitii testimollY. If not, "e
1.4.0 down the list in the order named.

' (Whereupon, at 11:40 a.in., the committee WItti I')elssed truth 1:30
P.m. of the some (hiy.)

AFTERNOON sEsSI(N

Senator ALLEN. The subcommittee will 1)11»:.,4' runic to 0111(T.
NEr. O'(onnell, you nifty liroreed, 1)1141:st'.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD T. O'CONNELL, SECRETARY, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES

Mr. 09( 'oNNELL. Thank you, Mr. ( linirtnan.
fly name is 161111111 T. secretary- of the National

Council of Farmer Cooperatives. A more detailed description of the
national council accompanies this stateent.

andIe appreciate the opportunity to express our view. on S. 222:
the Rural ('onimunity Development Bank Act.

On June 17, 1971, we appeared before this commit tee in general tip-
port of mind development. lu cross-emi mina v, gliVe (tally oils lit
to the (tAtibli,diment of a rural development hank.

We 'iew the differences bet ween,S. 2223 and the Rural ( 01011110 t
1),,%-olopnwnt Bank Art ie.; more of form than substance. They inn.

he some objective, but nre structured sonie\\ hat differently. fact,
,both are patterned to 0 degree after the highly successful 1' n ( 'redit
1 ;tent.

hernrve the ,,...,taidi,hment of a rand dm-plopm'ent financing s\
tem, if properly administered, R ill help break the cp.le of what is
happening iii_rural,Anierica. The cv ale, as \\ e 1111 knoll'', (I) The
rural resources tireZst rained to educate the y outli of rural America who
promptly take their talent, elsewhere upon completion of their
education, (2) the resulting out-migration. particularly of young
people, (limitti,lies a source of potential leadership and income and (3)
the uncertainty- and high risk of loans in many rural areas leads rural
bankers to invest a significant portion Of their loanable funds in
government securities and much of the remainder in short -term con-
sumer lending...

One major source of nonagricultural funds in rural lavas conies from
the correspondent banking sy stem. It is effective to some degree in
providing rural inc-estinent funds. lloR ever, from II practical stand-
point, the opportiinities for greater return on capital are in the urban
and suburban areas. This f(zsces liwtropoliton correspondent banks to
give a secondary- priority to the amount off funds (lowing- into rural
Ainerie a .

50111) , stem of breaking. the cyclical patterns of migration
and los- in\-est men t timv, conditions in rural ..interica '' ill )it her retain
their status quo or deteriorate. Therefore, e believe a rural develop-
ment book system will be effective in injecting ne- funds into rural
America.

There may he some reluctance to establishing n lie- Federal agency,
but we do not see any- alternative. The Form ('relit System is
agetwN- into which the rural de\-elopment bank could be. structured,
but we believe it is unwise to mi. a Federal lending program into an
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already existing program which, in fact, has reached the goal of retire-
ment of Government capital and achieved a more independent status.

We urge caution in the utilization of grants as part of the collateral
in obtaining loans from a rural development bank. This may reduce
the feeling of responsibility the borrower may have if a portion of the
borrower's capital is not involved in the proposed collateral.

We believe strongly the program must initially show its management
effectiveness. Otherwise, the image it projects may allow the opponent;
of the agency to have the opportunity to criticize the manageMent of
the agency and thus possibly reduce the effectiveness of the program.

We applaud the idea proposed in the measure which eliminates over-
lapping of lending functions by the proposed agency with other existing
governmental lending institutions. We also believe it's beneficial that
private lending institutions will have an opportunity to participate in
this program so as to gain support and experience from the private,
banking system. We believe the establishment of a rural development
hank will he a step 'forward in meeting some of the problems of this
country and we urge its adoption by the Congress.

We have a few minor amendments which we will be pleased to
discuss later with the staff of the committee.

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Connell. We appre-

ciate your coming before the subcommittee and giving us the benefit
of your views.

Your Council of Farmer Cooperatives, is the membership a group
of cOoperativet4? Ydu don't have individual members, do you?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Our direct memberships are generally visual co-
operatks. And they have affiliated with the farmer cooperatives.
And the farmer, himself, belongs to the local.

Senator ALLEN. They are in a private sector?
. Mr. O'CONNELL. Yes. sir.

Senator ALLEN. DO you contemplate' that any of your cooperatives
would be barred from the bank by this legislation?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. No, sir. We noted in the bill .that if they were
eligible to borrow from the bank for cooperatives, they would not be
eligible to borrow from this bunk. And this is the watt we prefer it.

Senator ALLEN. In other words, the institutions contemplated by
this legislation. %vould.be-desiszned to take care of the credit means
that are not being met through other means?

Mr. O'CONNELL. Yes. sir.
Senator ALLEN. Would vou approve that concept?
Mr. O'CoNN ELL. Yes. sir.
Sen a t or ALLEN actually, there is no encroachment here on either

the public sector or the private sector in the institutions contemplated
by this legislation?

Mr. O'CoNNE14 Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. And if the money of the creditors is available from

'other sources, then a borrower would not be eligible to &arrow from
the bank?

Mr. O'CONNELL. That is right.
Senator ALLEN. Wililt do you think the definition of the rural area

provided by the bill of everything up to 35,000 in population being
classified as rural? Do you think that that would cover the rural areas,
or.do you feel that that figure should be amended?
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Mr. O'CONNELL. I believe that figure should be amended, Senator,
increased to 50,000 persons. And the reason I offer that suggestion is
that the Bureau of the Census, under their regular reporting, are
available to set aside by definition data on cities of 50,000 or less which
are not a part of the metropolitan area. And as a member of the Census
Agriculture Committee, Advisory Committee, I know how the statis-
ticians, would get the empirical base set up. And they like to keep it.
And I can see why, when it performs a very useful purpose.

So I would suggest that you consider changing that to 50,000 because
then it takes in a more easy defined area, and you don't have to start
up a new program,so find the information you need.

Senator ALLEN-. You would feel that everything up to a population
of 50;000 should be covered by the bill?

Mr. O'('oN.NELL. Yes; I think the jobs, we will say, in the city of
50,000, in the metropolitan areas in most of the country would largely
be due to the agricultural rural business. .

I. recall a study even in a much larger city, done by the Kansas City
Federal Reserve Bank, in which in the city of Kansas City, ahnost
40 percent of the jobs in that city, with a metropolitan area Of a million
or more people, were related to food and agriculture. And, of course, you
understaml that Kansas City is a very agriculturally oriented town.
And that may not follow through in all cities of size. So I think that
cities of 50,000 or less would easily be defined in most areas as being
rural or agriculturally oriented.

Senator ALLEN. Vou pointed out that the cooperatives you repre-
senl would be able to borrow from the Bank for Cooperatives.

Mr. O'CONNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Of course, their funds are limited, so any spillover

or overflow from the Bank for Cooperatives, those applications would
be eligible under this bank?

Mr. O'CONNELL. There would be a few cooperatives which are not
eligible to borrow from the Bank for Cooperatives, w hich probably -
can be considered to borrow from the bank. There are some in rural
areas we know of right now that informed us that they are ineligible
to borrow from the Bank for Cooperatives, and have not been able to
get _funds.

Senator ALLEN. Even those that are eligible, there is not enough
money, available.

Mr. O'CONNELL. That has been a problem. The money market is
getting tighter all the time, and it is harder to get more money out
of the urban money markets,.particularly in New York.

Senator ALLEN. Do you feel that there is a need for the bank
contemplated by this legislation; do you feel that it, fills the definite
need, and that it is sound?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Oh, yes; I do. I think it fills a void. As I remember
my answer on cross - examination in June, it fills a void similarly
between the farmers, the Farmers Home Administration, and what
has been set up in the Farm Credit System. And I think there is a
void there in making funds available to rural areas, that needs to be
filled. And a concept that will fill it will certainly score.

Senator ALLEN. What areas would you envision that are not
covered by existing law would be opened up by this legislation?
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11'. O'CONNELL Oh, I think there ++ ill he smaller rural Intsinyss
that \\ ill be eligibly for loons tullh.r t his, uhich ill not lw able to get
it front other olin'e4, . I think OM of it di hr OielltIlti011 to 1(.11(1111g
f111111, in till' 1'111'111 are11. to this IA In' of 1111,Ille,..1 tltink t 11Pre 11 be 11.
feW ()(11)I'llti1 11 111111 \\0111(1 I/ (.14.",11/1(.. I think there 0(1111(1 h0' ,011111,^
rural 110111'10'111 CooO(.1'Il1 1 l's 11 ill) might be eligibly for it. I think thor(:,
are several' roups it hill t his area Itich ('((111(1 Iio significant bort.(oA ors,
this t pe of bank \\ here tll('\ cannot got funds tam.

Senator ALIA. 1)o 1,(111 envision that this could be used 11,
vehicle for the or( 1,:on of job opportunities in rur11l Ill'ell,?()'( \ \ ELL. le,. I think ti \011 (1.4111 Ve\til

ill
IL

given liven, that (Tenn,. in turn, create, job.. I

think it "("11(1 of dm-0101;111g .1011, in tr:1[
Amorica.

Senator ALIJA. NVItat about making available mon' 1111(1 hotter
(ommunit son ice.''

\1r, O't 'ON \ ELL. NI Cs. I think in the area, vs here these lived. are not
being met, slit, ht the Farmers llome Administration, I think \\o
could movy into that area, too, communit needs. I 11111 thinking
sperificalb of s"witgo \\liter, and so forth.

Senator ALIA. I lill(01 0111' thought that grants should not he
11yd as collateral for loans. 'Now, 1m that, do (at mean that an entity
should not obtain it grant 1111(1 then proceed to get 11 loan; in other
words, Dart of the cost to bu covered 1)\ II grunt and the rest covered
b"loan?

N11'. O'Co\ \ ELL. I 11 (add like to see, if they can got a grant, sav,
front another source II hitt \Iv don't 11 ant to ey 1, the "now entit.
which is totaling thorn 1110110,1 , also grim"! ing thorn itione ,It (1111(1 be
hotter to have 11 longer term, lo yr collateral loan, or even no-collittyral

Joan, so I oil 11111 it in t11(' Ol'OpP1' 11(.1'11(`OliVe Olen( . And ifthe get 11 1,rant, 11 110-,tri112.4.-111 tIll'11011 grant, from another Itgene,e will "III a foundation or sonwthing, and then appl that a4,
collittyrid, think that 00111(1 be a different mitt tyr than getting the
grant and the 101111 from the same institution.

Senator ,11.1,EN, In other word:, von think HINT should either by
:,(Onto equity in it or assistance front a tiourplated source ?

r, (WON-NELL, ,l1'.
Sollator ALLE \ No11', 1111(1(.1' tile present ,}stem, doesn't the Farmor-1

Ilona, Administration wake grants and loan.?
()'('(v. N ELL, Yo,

Sonntor ALLE:'. They are youplod together'.'
Mr. (1'o\ \ELI.. Yes,
S(.4111tOr ALLEN. AVI1(.1'e the 111111liel101ilty, say, the small t(m 11, i.

applying for it sell or systom, and they have 110 funds. doe. the Farmer:
Home ,(Itninist rat ion s(hnotin: poide the procopds Its part of the
grant and part I01111?

Mr. O'('0NAELF tinder,' and that.
Sonnt or Am... But ()11 fool it should Ile 111)111'1 t

().(:ONNELE. 11111 thillki111* 111010' or the 0f
developin, a plant or a factory, or some 'nig:eke in the rural area,
possibly the municipality might take on a ( ifferent hue, Rat wliptiove
made our approach on this, concorned that wgrant w-ould be
received from the same typo agency tt the loan: And if this is going. to
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be successful, as I also said in my statement, it has got to ge,t off t
ground properly w)itli the proper publicity and proper image in or
for it to, be successful; otherwise, if the Congress creates this am/ t
becomes' unpopular, then there would be problems,

Senator ALLEN. The same thought was athanced, I believe, by
Mr. Carpenter this morning. He was suggesting that if it really didn't
fu this properly, didn't promote it in a dynamic way,,that we may
us

Ls

s well not have this legislation. But you feel that the legislation
rid; that with proper funding, proper approach, k am proper

administration, that it can be of service to rural areas, that It will
create jobs, that it will help to curb the massive outward migration
from the rural areas?

)mlr. O'CONNELL. Yes, siral , One important point is that the
source of the funds will be the regular money markets. The success
(df the organization will be largely geared to the acceptability of the
ventures in the New York money market.

Senator A LLto... Do you think it \You'd be better to have all the rural
loan incentive payments in title I rather than a separate agency under
title II?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. I would rat her see everything under title I Thtit is
my view.

'Senator ALLEN. What is your theory?
Mr. O'CONNELL. Again I think from a matter of coordination and

get ting,,everything under one head, just front my experience, more than
the facts I can give you, the fewer number of people you can have
involved in It situation, the better are your chances of getting compe-
tent people. So on that basis, I think we would prefer title II.

Senator ALLEN. Soine,, suggest possibly that all of the machinery
here can he drafted onto the present farm credit system. 1 notice
that you do not thiiik that will be wise, because that is already passed
into private Ininds, it is borrower 0\\ ned.

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. And rather would be a drafting on of a Federal

agency to what is in a sense now, I guess, a quasi-pub& body.
\Ir. O'CONNEI L. No; we would not want. to See it drafted onto the

farm credit system. We think you would run into a great number of
problems and policies in administration, and the relationships which
have been developed now over 30 years of the operation of the farm
credit system.

Senator ALLEN. By the borrowers acquiring stock in the bank in
the manner of the present farm credit system, do you feel that that
is a sound approach to allow the eventual ownership to pass to the
borrowers?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir. That is representing an organization
which pulled hard for the Farm Credit Act in 1953, so we certainlY-
score that in the Rural Development Bank.

Senator ALLEN. Hasn't the farm credit system proved to be an
outstanding success?

N1r. O'CONNELL. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Is there any reason, then, in your view, that if

this bank is properly managed, properly supported, that it, too, can
he an outstanding success with a minimum of eventual cost to the
Government?

T
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'Mr. O'CONNELL. Yes, sir
Senator ALLEN. Is the agricultural economy of the Nation, seated

as it is in our rural areas, in need of additional credit?
Mr. O'CoNNELL. 'The agricultural economy is such that it is going

to need a tremendous amount of credit` in the next 10 years on this
bill, barring unforeseen circumstances. So that in itself is going-to be
a tremendous drat on the farm credit system, of the banks ana
insurance companres that normally loan in agricultural pursuits.
And the money supply in the rural areas, as we visualize it, will
become tighter and tighter in the next 10 years.

Senator ALLEN, Would not rife farmers benefit, from the nonfarm
credit uses provided by the act?

Mr. O'CoNNELL. Yes, sir. Prosperity for one is prosperity for
another in any part of rural America. If the small towns are doing
poorly, it doesn't help the farmer. And, conversely, if the farmers
aye doing poorly, it doesn't belp the small towns around them.

Senator Am. EN. Mr. O'Connell, if you have suggestions that you
plan to make to the stall', I might say that the authors of the bill are
interested in receiving your suggestions. They feel, like they can
profit, and legislation can profit, by suggestions from knowledgeable
people and organizations. So we welcome your views, and we welcome
all suggestions as to how the legislation can be improved, and how the
approach can be improved upon, and how the legislation can he a
vehicle for promoting the development of our rural areas.

Mr. O'CONNELL. I 11ill he happy to cooperate with you.
Senator ALtEN. Thank you. 11 e appreciate your help and sugges-

tions and your appearance before the committee.
Mr. O'CoNNELL. Thank yoftu very much.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Carroll, will you proceed, please?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS E. CARROLL, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR,
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

CAtutou.. Chairmarr, I have a prepared statement, if I
mat- read it.

Senator Aw.xs. Yes,.sir.
Mr. (7ARROLL. I 111,Ve With nie today, Mr. Louis DeCamp, of the

Office of Witter ProOltins.
N Chairman, it is a *mut e to have this opportunity to appear

before you to discuss certain aspects of S. 2223, a bill which would
amend the Consolidate( 'armors Home Administration Act of 19111.

The Administration' overall position on this bill has already
been the subject of testimony before this subcommittee. In his
July 23, 1971, testinionv, the ender Secretary Of the Department of
Agriculture, J. Phil Campbell, supported the it tent of S. 2223 to
channel more funds to rural communities, bu advocated broader
programs -general anal special revenue-sh -mgwhich integrate
present diverse and often divergent programs to accomplish that
intent. He referred to the President's title 9 report in support of that
position.

In my testimony today, I will limit my comments to matters which
are specially the concern of the Environmental Protection Agency:
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officially approVed by IL coMpetent authority fur the area.
in which the rural conimunit y is located. The section further stipulates
that no loan shall be made w hen the project is inconsistent with
ultijurisdictional planning, and development, district areawide

planning.
This detelniiiiiition will appluentl be ntide when the application,

are reviewed and commelited on by the IltlitiitHisdicti011111 agent\,or couni 01 municipal govcroment, haying jurisdiction over the area
in w the proposed project is located. 'Phis change is desirable.
EPA and MA) Iutye eutcte,l into iin agreement standardizing planning
requirement, for grant - assisted moieet. Section 104 can be Intel -
pri.ted as encouraging joint FIIA EPA III:1) standards, flow e el,
we would p'efel that the bill stipulate such standardization, as well
ti' stipulate fedeiall recognized ultijuitdietional planning. autho-
ities. Finally, in lint, with 00r principal conceive., \\0111(I prefer that
ttl11 -11e11 nrOgalli req1111(! to he consistent
w liter pollution control planning. with 14,1)A ri (..r 1)11,in

tiintilarly, here title II, section 7 10, provides for technical assist-
ance, we are concerned about division and duplication of i'hficat.
Technical assistance personnel would coves, among other things,
operation and administration of Federal grant progams; adminis-
tration, development. and °potation of community facilities: and
technical data and tequirements in 11 windier of specified fields.
Among those listed are w liter and sew age facilities and nit 1)011111 10E1
controls; \\ titer, and w aler (117.tiblit1011, and axle disposal;
multipurpose water de elopment ; and comprehensive area planning,.

We would point out that most of these tire funcins already pro-
vided for by the Congress in the statutory ant rides under which
this Agency operate-. 10101 that the need for 2111 ier technical staff in
anodic,' Fedclid agency simply does not exist.

In summary, we want to emphasize that we do not oppose efotts
to channel to tura! areas essential financial resources which call be
applied to the betterment of those areas by revitalizing the rural
ecomon:iy. For the reasons given, however, we feel that provisions of
the proposed legislation are undesirable in view of EPA's authorities,
plans for the future, and the success we believe we will experience in
applying them to the needs of rural areas.

This. concludes my prepared statement. I would be pleased to tinsw
any questions you may haye.

Mr. Chairman, if Malay, in addition to the prepared statement, I
thought it might be of interest to this committee that we had a press
release that came out just this week, in the area of solid wastes. Nly
testimony directed itself primarily to the avert of write' and rural
facilities, This release announced new EPA regulations fox section
208 tinder t he Resource Recovery Act of 1970. Section 20S is primarily
concerned with 11 systems approach to community recycling. One of
the major piovisions of these regulations requires that '30 percent of
the giant funds me reserved for projects for rural areas.Axel_ I just
cited that to inclionte to you that no only in water, but also in solid
waste and resource recovery itITtIS, we quite concerned with the
problems of astral communities.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Carroll. Do you want
to put the release in as part of your testimony?
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Mr, CAitliout,. I V 0111d be happy to (l() s0.
Senator ALLEN. What(' Vet your Vti,h is. If you tiould like to, rte

would be glad to include it.
'iThe pless release follPwA

',1:11N1rWIT111.111.1/1 NVWS, 1441Vin)11111111(31 Vilgt.11.1011 A114.11,1, ....11.111141 0', VIZI)

EP.. SoLID A$ II, Cdt tN I, P1(1)(01

Thy Environmental Prolyet 11)11-Agency 11/IA 1/111101111eed t he adoption of the final
regulation, for adriiiiii,tering the solid llste grants program itteler the .11(ff...twee
Itcovery Ait of 1970. This, Act limits these grants to 'nonprofit group, such as
State and local government,, untversities,pral research foundat ion,.

A Imini,trat or William I). Ituckel,haus sand, "The iii.,,rf.gulittil)ii, Will !jet
the' ground rule, for what hopefully will mark t he beginning hf it bow li11,1,lich iu
OW way thin handhys and dispo,es of t he Va( (111310 life- of residential,
commercial, industrtal, and agrifiltural caste, that are generated n. 1970
legtslation represents a ,ignifieant shift imemphasi, from (lisp, -al to rec% cling and
ree.A.ery of materials and energy."

Section 20i, is a key provision of the Act. This pro%ision &orize, grants to
State, municipal, interstate or intermunicipal agencies for the dmonstration of
resource recovery systems, and for the con,trnt14).11 of nett nr unproved ,()11(1 wa ntA.

facifit le., which advance t he state of t he art. The nett regulations not
only t he ground coins for administering t he grant, program under section 208,
hint. also provide for projects nn commiiiiiiies of %arN mg sizes, and p,tablish dead-
hus. for silla,mt t mg awl ;act mg on grant ripi,t,.

major provi,ion, of the regulation, cu%ering -vet ion 20'. are.
nurt v percent of t he grant fund, are re,ervv(1 fur prOpet, in rural
The balance 70 percent of t he fund, i- generally 1.amarked fur urban areas.
The Federal -hare fur re,ource fiecoven demonstration and emistrilei ion

'nay vxvi..4.1 porrent of the costs, however, grants for the construction newof
or etiprovod facilities where only, one milweipality is involved are limited to a
maximum of .-)0 percent.

Sect ion 204 dentoostrat ion and re-search grant regulation, have been changed to
reflect t lie inerea4of I share of Federal support The ceiling on Ala, maximum 'Federitl
share of funding for projects to ,tfidy, test, and demon,t rate the technical and
peulaithie feasibility of new and improved technique,, pi ocesse,, ,N:telli, has
been increased from titizi percent to 75 percent of the cost of univ project. This
make, t he Federal port ion eghal to the InnXithIlnl Ilf,l'iZed for section 208
resour- reco\-erY demonstration grants.

The n".inittitiotts applicable to section 21)7, which proirle, for olid wastes plan-
tong grant,, have been revised and expanded to reflect t he xtenion of eligibility
not rule to Stitt, and interstate solid waste planning agettcie, t.nt ftl,o to local and
regional solid a11.-te planning ageneies. The veiling' (On t he Feduil share of partici-
pation for local and regional agencies is 662i percent in the case of a single 111111116-
palit y and 75 percent iii t he case of twit imtuucipal arew:,

Ttae pirrposu, for which planning grants mav 'made, has -e been expanded to

ittelticle dev,litittrig (I) 1)1(01)0.11h for section 208 denion,trat ion and construction
Profet,. and (*) plans fur the disposal of abandoned motor %chicks.

Sections 204 and 210 training grant regulations provide for awards fo public
and private nonprofit groups (1) to develop programs (t) train persons in the man-
agement, silperriluin, design, operati(in, and maintenance of solid waste disposal
and resifitre recovery egnionwilt and facilities; and (2) to prepare instructors and
-up .rvi,or) per,ounel to train or supervise foNons,in arch ork.

The new ri.gillat kin', Were published in t he Federal Register on September 17.

Senator At,t,t c, N1r.4 arroll, we appreciate the testinion\ that you
have given.' We appreciate-- the concern that the Em-Ironmental
Protection Agency hat., -about protecting environment. We are indeed
pleased with -the fine work that the Environmental I'roteetion Agency

('(,into., iti hinny sectors.
I note that your ',conclusions, after discussing pending legislation,

are that -von. feel .the provisions of the proposed legislation are tin- -

desirable in, \-iev of -EPA's authority and pions for the future on the
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success you believe pal 4\ ill Inivin applying them to the heeds of the
rural areas. ):our area projection, t hen, Itas to do primarily with that
phase of the operation And scope of (Isle proposed bank dealing with
grants.for water and sewage sst ems; is t Into not 'correct?

Mr. CAmtor.L. That is correct. !Tow veri not including the collei.tiok
system, w hich is really a problem ,for HUD, my statemef)t relates.'
primarily to sewage treatment. plants which would lw financed under
title I of the hill, amending FHA grants and 19 -an authorities.

Senator ALLEN. Btu if/ t he overall field of providing, additional credit
foe rtAl development, your department would have no objection, or
would voice no .opinion to this leAslation, except as it deals with
environinentiii aspects,an41 the possibility that it might encroach upon
or, in some W-ay Milne ill CtillfatLl. wit or establish it parallel facility
with that of EPA? 11--

CAattoLL. 'That is correct, with respect to providing credit.
Where Federal funds are involved, my testimony st ILAN that W7e prefer
tbe adpinist ration's, proposal relating to revenue sharing,..

6onator It.t.EN. Then, basivally, yOu 0111(I have objection to the
legislation trr EPA, as such, would,,,not lnixe any objection to the
legislation excePt where' it may go ,over into the field of VIIVII'011-
mental protection; is that correct?,

Mr. ('kattoi.L. That is correct:
Senator Al.nEN.. O any ot her current need= of t he rural community,

you would have no )bjection to it appl °ing such needs?
Mr. CALtuot.r.. Th t is right.
Samttor ALLEN. I o yoll feel that the authority and the enabling

legislation and the proposed appropriations fpr the Environmental
Protection Agency, impact, the I6ole field of emit onment al protection
are adequate to do the job that is ifecessary for providing water and
sewage systems for those areas- of the country that need them?

Mr. CAttitoLL. Yes; I do. I think, Mr. Chairman, Unit one of the
historic problems has been that as I indicated in my opening state-
ment, not 011ly Were differelleVS ill gratlt conditions bet W Veil
FHA and EPA, but there were insufficient funds appropriated to
cover all of the requirements cif the many municipalities. It was be-
cause of this problem that we took it national need snrvev in Derelll1)01*
of 1970, which covered all States, and which measured against a
variety of indices the requirements. And we feel that theft: is now
adequale, authorization in our reqpested administration bill which, as
you know, has not yet been passed by the Congress, to cover all
needs, both large urban areas and rurlas.switte-

Senator ALLEN. Do you know how many cities and towns in the
country are without a water spAern?

Mr. CAuitoLL. I do mit.
Senator ALLEN. Has it been in the neighborhood of 35,000 or

40,000? e-

STATEMENT OF L. E. DeCAMP, ASSOCIATE DEPUTY 'DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF WATER PROGRAMS, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

Mr. DECAMP. It is in the neighborhood, yes, Senator.
Senator ALLEN. And woild you have any idea t15 to 110W many

cities and towns want and need adequate sewage systems?
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Mr. DECAmr. Approximately the same number, from 40,000 to
45,000.

Senator ALLEN*. Holy many applications,have you all been process-
ing -a, yiar, astulat Omt rate are you processing applications for loans
and grants in these areas?

Mr. (lAnuoLL I believe it is-propo*11 that this year we will process
at least 2,000 grant applications. We have noloan program.

Senator ALLEN. Would that be 2,000 combined water and sewef?
Mr. DECAMP. Those grants are for construction of sew-age treat-'

meat facilities. - r'
Senator ALLEN-. What about water.systems then?
Mr. t'AmtoLL. We have no program of that nature.) Senator ALLEN. You don't have any program, then,- for providing

cities with water systems?
Cmtaw-L. Vat 'r supply'?

Senator ALLEN. Yes.
Mr. C4nuoLL. No, We don't.
Senator ALLEN. It V water quality that you are concerneA with?
Mr. CAtutor.L. The water quality of the rivers and strepus..
Senator ALLEN. But you do not look into the quality of the water

of a public water system, then?-
Mr. t'Armou.. We utve a watlqr hygiene program Which is, pri-

notrily.'concerned lq.4-1
tt

drinking water quality standards. and the
protection of sources of drinking water for interstate carriks.

.Senator ALLEN. Do you have loan grant programs to individuals
for water supply?

_Mr. t'Aiutor-L. We hare no loan or grant programs to individuals
or municipalities for water supply.

Senator ALLEN. So, actually, the chief concern of the EPA woyld'
be in the waste disposal aspect,of the arett of operation of the hank?

Mr, CAunm.L. That is correct.
Senator ALLEN. That .might constitute a rather small fraction of

its overall activities, woulit it not?
Mr. CmutoLL. I am not certain I understand the question, sir.
Senator ALLEN. The loans and grants for the purpose of providing

communities with sewage disposal systems alight well coustitute
small. portion of the overall activities of the bank contemplated b'
this legislation''

Mr.(imutor-L. That is correct. in terms of the variery of municipal
services that are in the legislation.

Senator ALLEN. So then. actually. the objections that EPA is
voicing are merely to providing anothel; agency handlittg grants and
loans on sewage- systetr!s, isn't that right?

Mr. CAttuot-L. "Ves, sir. It is not only a question of funding, but it
is it question of parallel technical assistance programs and guidance
programs. We are trying hard to work with the States to adopt
statewide patterns of river basin planning> We are working with them
on cost-effective methods of constructing their plants. which in
certain cases may be.combined in a number of corlffnunities rather
than having separate' plants for each community. We think that
another agency concerned with the same problems would just lead to
a proliferation of. overlapping confusiun.

63-582- 7ipt,4---419
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enactor ALLEN. I note that the EPA gran 4s limited to 30 percent,
and can go up to 55 percent only if the State pays 5 percent of the
cost. Now, that 25 percent that the State pays is hat what raises
it from' the 30 to the 55, or is that a rise of 30, fron 30 to 55, if .the
States put up an additional 25?

Mr. (IIRROLL, If the State pots up 25 percent and enforceable,
watt A quidity,standards have been established our share could go to
55, so the combined State-Federal share is 80, and the local share is 20.

Senator ALLEN. I see.
Are many States participating in this program?
Mr. DE0Ame. Forty States at the present time are participating

in this program.
Senator ALLEN. Are participating-fully?

whIMr. DECAMP. Well, it can't be halfway, either they have a program
ich by legislation provides that they will pay up to 25 pereent

share, or they don't have that legislation, in which case they don't

Senator ALLEN. I see. Now, where would the other 20 percent come
from?

Mr. DECANie. From the municipality itself.
Mr. CATtaTA. Municipal bond issues or othet fund raising on the

part of the local communities. 4

Senator ALLEN. I .see.
Now, does EPA have loans as well-as grants, or only-grants?
Mr. CARROLL. OnIV grants.
Senator ALLEN. When they go the route of the Farmers Home

Administration, then, you SRN' that you have an 411(1er-standing that
they won't go any higher, they apply this same \ardstick, is that
correct?

Mr. CARROLL. That is correct.
Senator ALLEN. DO these States also participate in the (HA loans

and grants, or is that only the EPA?
Mr. CARROLL. I am not familiar with the State programs.
Mr.DECAme. 4 don't knoiv how the State participates with the

Farmers Home.
Senator ALLEN. If Are4have some 35,000 to 49,000 cities and towns

needing sewage systems, by processing down, do you mean you
realize the grant money, is that what you mean?

Mr. CARROLL, Obligate the money, yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. How mtich has actu:011y been contributed?

(1ARROLL. Our distribution requires that the part of the con-
struction, I can give you a broad figure, that from 1956 to July 1 of
this year, we have -obligkted Federal funds of $2.9 billion. That
suPports about $11 billion in' actual construction. Of ,that, I believe
roughly $3.2 billion represents completed projects, and roughly, $4.4
billion represents construction under process. And the remainder of
roughly $3.1 billion represents projects that have not yet been atarted.
These are either Malting approval of the plan, engineering require-
ments, okitining land, and in Many cases they are going to the bond
issue process to raise the local share of the funds.

Senator ALLEN. And that is how much in money, total?
CARROLL. $11 billion since 1956.

Senator ALLEN. $11 billion.

29t
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Nipr, how many cities and towns did _that cover? And this is
o

since 1956?
Mr. CARROITL. That is right.
That covers over 12,000 projects. In terms of cities and towns, I

think it will be something just slightly under that. You seldom have
more than one project in the timn. And in a few cases, we have
consolidated projects for a number of cities. For example, we are now
working With the city of Cleveland to include one major project,
not only to the city, but 30 surrounding suburban communities.

SenatoroALLEN. ThaVis 12,000 that. are in one stage or another,
starting at the lowest level of obligation of the fund, is that right?

Mr. ( RROLL. The fir4t step, bright.
Senator ALLEN. How many have actually been disbursed in that

.
timer

Mr. CA RROLL. I. don't have the outlay figure %/ith me. I would
have to gixe you that.

Senator ALLEN. Would you estimate it?
Mr. CARROLL. I gdess at tear end, we had a figure in the neighbor-

hood of over a billion and a half.
Senator ALLEN. How iii-any?
Mr. CARROLL. Over a Vii011 ald 21 half. .

Mr. DECAMP. The queson is what you mean by disbursed, because
sometimes it takes 3 yeae to build one of these plants, so we pay
for these projects in 25 percent increments as the construction
progresses. _The payments are spread out while the plant is being
built. The funds, of course, are obligated for those payments, and go
on our obligation side. But whether we have actually disbursed in
Washington,/you know, for the plant which is three-fourths built, I
would have to go'back and get the actual figures on that. We have
obligited all the funds, of course, for-eachas soon as the grant offer
was accepted, ate funds are obligated.

Mr. CARROLL. 1 can estimate that in a different way for you,
Senator.

Senator ALLEN, All right.
Mr. CARROLL. If we had $3.2 billion of completed Construction

projects, that are in operation at this time.
Senator ALLEN. $3.2 billion?
Mr. CARROLL. Yes.
Senator ALLEN:That would be about,5,000 projects, then, wouldn't

it?
Mr. CARROLL. If you asspme an ayerag0 sized plant, yes. I believe,

about 5,000 projects have been put in place.
Senator ALLEN. But some 5,000 have been completed in thih

5-year period? . 4
Mr. CARROLL. That would he a rough computation. I will submit

the exact figures for the record.
(.The information in a f011OWS0

The summary statistics of the waste treatment program indicate that 8,237
projects have been completed since the beginning of the Public Law 84-660
grant program. In the past 6 ears, :3,726 projects Mare been completed.

Mr. DECAMP. Very rough. Possibly more, because the small
communities of which there are a very- small number, %%mild take
very much time to build.

28°'-
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Senator ALLEN. Say 6,000, then?
Mr. DzcAtt4P. That would be a rough guess.
Senator ALLEN. Well, 6,000, then, in 6 years; that is turning them'

out at the rate of about a thousand a year, is that right? a.

--Mr. CARROLL. On the average, since the start of the program,
that, has been a gradually escalating curve, since the program has
grown through this period.

Senator ALLEN. If Tffle estimate the nunil)er of cities and towns
that don't even have a system, that 'would indicate that it isoing_g
to take 30 or 35 years to get around to all of them, isn't it? Under
the present rate of turnout?

Mr. DEQA mi . Only if you say that each town requires a system.
Senator ALLEN. Well, most towns like to have a sewer system;

don't they?
How many applications have you had in thie 6-year period, approved

and riot approved?
Mr. CARROLL. 1 think, if you will, Sen9,4r, 'ice are getting ourselves

in'a box here. 1 will haYe to take a little issue with 'Mr. DeCamp. My
understanding of this surve which we did, was that there was $12.
billion required for the nex 3 years, comprising over 8,6Q0 projects,
which covered roughly tw -thirds of the population of the United
States for sewers. So I would extrapolate from that base, and we
pnd up with only perhaps 10,000 total communitieg requiring Such
services. Now, if there is an unsewered community, then we cannot,
in our ease, go in with ac waste treatment plant. Obviously, there is
no way to get the material to it to process it. And that is why'we re-
stricted ourselves to the 8,600 unit program. That relates to a 3-year
program at about 3,000 a year, whib compared with the 2,000 we
will be processing a year in 1971, if t urve is raised.

I think our largest problem, just as -matter of information in
passing, is the capacity of the construction industry itself to ,absorb
this rate of growth in additional facilities. We have seen some infla
tionary impact in the past 3 years simply because the industry itself
has not been flexible in its size and ability to change; there have not
been major new entrants into that business. And as our demands
have grown up, total demands, that aggravates somewhat the factor
of the delay of getting these plants into place.

Senator ALLEN. Well, it is a big job to take care of all these systems,
isn't it, and furnish the funds?

Mr. CARROLL. A very big job.

2 Senator ALLEN. And if some financing should be made available
---N through another sour5le, it seems to me' that it might be to the best-

interest of carrying on this important work that EPA wants to see
done. I am wondering why, other than the fact that it would be by
another agency, there would be any objection to giving this bank the
authority to make this type of loan. ,

Mr. CARROLL. I guess, as a matter of principle, we don't really care
that much where the absolute dollars come from as much as the com-
munity ability to do it. Our interest is to see that the job gets done and"
the waters cleaned up; that is our ultimate goal. So my comments fire
really going to the question of how it is done. Where, on the one hand,
we feel that there are sufficient_ moneys in our program to cover the
communities you talking about, we also have proposed, or the
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administration has proposed, to the Congress an Environmental
Financing Authority which woulIguarantne bond issues of these tiocal
ntunicipalities. And I think that would have some particular bearing
on rural communities. If they were so small they may not be able to
pay the commissions and overridp fees to a municipid bond house, to
go out and distribute their bonds widely, they may not have ali
established credit rating that makes their bonds salable at a low interest
rate. This financing agencywould allow them to do that, and tap that
municipal bond market for their - share.

We feel that that piece of legislation would help them carry their
portion of the burden. And we believe in shared-cost\system here
between the city and the Federal Government. And with the combina-
tion of such Federal funds with a mechanism to insure local fund-
raising ability, we just simply feel that the problem is well covered.

And in terms of our proposed water quality legislation, the sugges-
tion been made on a number of occasions that mow money-be
provided for obligational authority in the year 1, 2, or 3, and even
extend it to 5 years. The availability oi money now is not the delimit-
ing factor; the delimiting factor is the ability of the construction
industry to put these plants in place. And we just don't believe that
funds are now a problem, at least'would not be under those two_pieces
of proposed legislation.

Senator. ALLEN. You feel, then, that you ought to turn the money
loose as rapidly as the construction indiistry can put the system into
place?

Mr. CARROLL. That is right. In fact, we are working out ways to
accelerate that proves's. And I think it is in a way that will help small
communities.

One of the historic problems has been that there are large engineering
costs associated with the design and construction of these plants. So we
have proposed, 2 weeks ago, I believe, in the Federal Register regula-
tions allowing turnkey construction of these plants.

Assuming that we go through the comment period of 60 days and
issue final regulations, which I hope and believe we will, this will
enable a small rural community to go to a major Manufacturer and
say, this is what I want solved by _next year, and it is your problem.
And they, in the meantime, clo not have to go through that large
engineerind expense without knowing what the results are going to
be, and whether their bids are going to be too high or too low, and
then we have to start the process over again.. We feel That that will
particularly help the small communities.- 1.1-%

Senator ALLEN. By the how mini). applicationgare now pend-
ing thOe at the Department?

Mr. CARROLL. There are approximately 400 applications pending in
our offices.

Senator ALLEN. These applications, are they for the whole system
starting from scratch, or in some cases it might be an existing system
wanting to extend their lands into several new subdivisionsis it a
brandnew system, is thlt what you speak .of when you speak of a
grant or application?

Mr. CARROLL. It is both. We engage in updating and the replace-
ment of obsolete facilities.
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Senator ALLEN. So !IM' OfjIW:e, t hen, arc not the cities and towiis-
that iniv'e-no systems, it is updating cities ani towns that Shave some

stems or hw ant til enlarge or modernize their present systems?
Ir. CARROLL. There is some element of tl it. But we have shown

that the current new construction need as. essment of the present
backlog is soiii here in the neighbdrhood of 80 qr 85 percent, repre7
sewing -either an expansion of the city's population, or entirely ew
facilities, and only 15,to 20 percent of the backlog represents at .his

/ time replacement of outmoded facilities. t
/And that curve will start to change in about 1117C) to 1977. And we

believe under the proposed legislation that this backlog will be worked.
off in the municipal sector totally by '1981.

Senator ALLEN. Recapitulating, then, as I understand it, the only
phase of the operation of the bank as far as this hgislat ion is concerned
would infringe upon the activity of the EPA with those phases of the
bank's authority dealing, with the making of the grants and loans for
sewage system:4 and waste?

Mr. CAttnoLL. Yes, if you are including. waste, not only water
waste, but solid waste, for example.

Senator ALLEN. SO EPA is not in the business of financing
thing, is it, as far as making loans are concerned?

CAnhoLL. As far as loans; no.
Senator ALLEN. So you all are not in the banking business in any

respect, any aspect of this field?
Mr. CAanoLL. We are-not.
Senator ALLEN. So then you express no opinion on the other phases

of the proposed legislation, its w -,dour Or its practicabilit6 or its
soundness? a

('miaow,. That is correct.
Sirfrator ALLEN. What kind of standard for air, %cater, and other

environmental quality do you require of the rural areas under syStems?
NEI% CAnitoLL. We require the same standards in the rural areas, in

the case of water, that we require of urban areas. Those are the stand-
ards I mentioned in my testimony as being set in combination by the
States and ourselves. And we establish the technical criteria, and the
State makes the determination as to what uses they want for that
water. And our authority in that case goes only to interstate waters,
with the exception of the currently activated or reactivated Relive
Act of 1899, which includes ail navigable waters. And. we have fe-
quested legislation which is before the Congress that the Federal
authority be expanded to include intrastate waters.

There are a number of States now which havb adept-cif common
standards for-intrastate as well as interstate waters, where they have
adopted interstate programs in conjunction with us. But I think that
von would find that the smaller communities would be more likely to
have intrastate waters, and there may be some extension of our
authority in setting control standards in those cases.

In the case of air, we have only taken the first step in the standard-
P setting process, whereby we have promulgated our documents and

proposed guidelines for the State to meet regarding ambient quality
levels, and under which they are supposed to submit to us b2,-qanu-
ary 30 of next year implementation plans to meet those levels.



Now, the States have the option to take a variety of met hods.and
plans to reach those levels. And we cannot yet predict what pattern
will he picked by any given State. There are a variety of proposals and
we-would hope that mosvbf them worth"' affect all urban areas alike.
Obviously, most of the polluting prohlems are in the urban areas. And
if a State should take- the simplest_ alternative, for example, is com-
monly referred to as a "rollback," they set a certain level for the major
urban area in that State, and then say, the whole State has to meet
that level.

, ,That,. would proonolY be easiest 'for the rural communities to meet,
because they have less problems. But, as I silty, we don't really know
what alternative they are to take.

Senator ALLEN. What kind of t it plant and industrial de-*
vices to prevent pollution do .vr equir6 in rural areas?

CARRoLL. Weill., again, we require none specifically for. rural
areas. The place thik that might impact particularly is, if you have a
one-industry town, and \ on have' effluent emissions from that plant
which are reducing an adjacent body of water below the levels set for
that use by the State, then that plant would require control, requir'e-
merits. And that would be related to the type of effluent that they are
put tit g into the water. Awl, in turn, that would dictate the cost that
mig have to be borne by that particular company, but not by the
residents' per se of that community, or the municipality, and so on.

Senator ALLEN. Some of these :4111111 sae a cheese factory,
for example, doesn't that create special problem, on waste disposal?
You have special requirements for some things. special conditions.

CA.RitoLL. I ant not familiar with that particular process.
Mr. DE CAMP. I unit soniewkat familiar with it., It, is a problem,

biochemical oxygen demand. It is an organic waste.
.Senator ALLEN. Yes, the .\\ hey of the milk.
Mfr. DE ( 'AMP. It receives the same type of treatment that any other

organic sewage, will receive in a sewage treatment plant. Again, we
don't put the special requirements on thatvplant at the time, but only
the receiving,A\ 40' can receive so much waste, o.you go beyond the
Water quality..9st limbo (I.

Mr. CARROLL, This biological oxygen demand measurement of the'
quality of the capacity or that \\ titer to absorb effluents, of course,
varies from river to river. And I think perhaps one can speculate
broadly that in the smaller. communities which have less effluent and a
fewer number of outflows into that river, it may not in the broad sense
have strictly a .4truldard that needs to be set on that factor y.

There is simply not ac ina v of theta going into common receiving
waters. And that is a functio s: of the ability of that river as re-
lated to its flow and its depths to absorb these effluents4

If you happen to be up in the high. mountains withyr fast-running
stream, it is a lot easier than if you are in valley for that stream to
absorb these effluents and, espeally that one factor unless the
effluent.is especially toxic. Tome materials are k different sort of
question entirely. These have to tie banned, regardless of the ability
of the river or str`eam to assimilate them.

Senator ALLEN. You think,then, that that the time this $12 billion
is spent for waste disposal systems that the problem in that area will
be solved in this country?
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Mr. CAnnom... That $12 billion is only directed at the municipal
waste treatment. We feel it will be solved. NVe still have some in-
dustrial problems, we still have the pesticides, acid . .mine waste, and so
on, and we really haven't been ai: to figure how to solve them.

Senatot ALLEN. They probably would not come under the provi-
sions of this regulation, whereas a municipality would. As far as the
public, entities ate concerned, you think the $12 billion will pretty
well solve that problem, then? ,

Mr. (IARROLL. Yes, sir. I hope 1 hilt We WOOld be put out of blitiine;
by the expendit tit e of that money.

Senator ALLEN. Then they will he talking about replacement and
updating. We would he happy with that for the first step.

We appreciate very much your tvtitnony. I think you have made
some very valuable suggestions, and have given ils some very useful
information. We appreciate very much your coming before the
committee and giving us the benefit of your views and those of the
Environmental Protection Agency. Thank you very much, gentlemen.

Mr t'Altuot.t.. Thank you. -

(Ad.ditional information requested from the Etiir9nmental Protec-
tion Agency is as follows:) ,

Question. What are lire total Inn lx nodal to satisfy Current national yu HIS in the
areas of solid waste in lillagement, au- pollution, null indu.strial-agrirnI6rol-fore:dry
wastes (to correspond to $12 billion quoted for with r Ir(111111, nts needs)/ i

Answer. There are no similar estimates to correspond to the $1.2"binion quoted
for water treat tnen4 needs for t he areas mentioned since the $12 billion relates
specifically only towards meeting th,. needs of municipalities over a three-year
period. However, in the i-i-rond annual report of the Conned on Enviroomental
Quality dated August 1971, on page I 1 l, Table 2, Pollution Abatement Cot
Summary, it indientes that the cumulat ive requirements for the period 1970-1975
for major air, water and 'solid W11.,t1. PXPVIldture4 are as follows: For air pollution
$23.7 billion; for water pollution, excluding c Beet irm sewer costs arid costs to sokc
combed sewer problems, the estimate il, S+3, ,0 billion and for solid waste, $43.5.
Industrial costs are included in the total estimates for4air and water. Correspond-
ing estimates for agrieul t end arid forestry wastes are not readily available.

Qiu xi ion. Provide a specific dollar ligurf for no del municipal sewage systems for
towns under 35,000.

Answer. Since t owns of 35,000 and under comprise about 35r; of the estimateijI
projected need of $12 billion, the specific dollar figure would be $4.2 billion.

QttiNtion. Furnish iaformation as to what EPA does and doesii'lllo -to provide
assistance al COUTtip awl local levels for Nolid avast disposal system3..

Answer. EPA does the following at the local level to help vommunities upgrade
solid waste systems;

1. Stair, interstate, and local planning grants. An essential element of an effec-
tive solid waste program is planning. EPA W21, provided funds to aid State,
interstate, and local agencies to develop meaningful comprellensive plans and to
achieve solutions to solid waste management problems.

'2. Technical assistance. In order that local officials niny develop or ectpand
their exist ing solid waste management systems, EPA. serves as a source of technical
assistance.

3. Financial assistance other than planning grants. EPA provides financial
assistance to State and local governinonts through demonstration and training
grants,

4. Guidelines.----EPA i! currently developing guidelines in all aspects of srilid
waste management. (luidelines pertaining to incineration and sanitary landfilling
have been or are in the process of being developed. We make recommendations to
Congress, and to State and local governments relative to improvements in man-
aging solid wastes; however, State arid local governments have the power of en-
forcement in the solid waste area.

5. Training course,,. EPA provides training courses for public works officials.
EPA does not provide funds to local communities (or the construction of facili-

ties.
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Question. Provide EPA recommt:ndationa as to the requirements of a good "typical"
local solid waste disposal system with different geographic examples such as contained
in our submission to the Subcommittee regarding the standard waste water treatment
rtquired fora city of .5,000.

Answer. A variety of factors are considered in detirmining what type of disposal
system is best for a particular community. These include:

1. 7'he type.of waste generated. Certain types of waste, such as plastics and tires
cause extensive air pollution problems when lairned. Thus, if a demand exints for
tire disposhl, the pitfalls of incineratitin should be considered.

2. Demographic omsiderations., The incinerator may be more appropriate in
densely populated urban di.eas with scarcity' of land whereas' in rural areas,
with a good abundance of land, the sanitary landfill may be the more viable
disposal alternative.

3. Opinion considrrationa.,,Public opinion towards sanitary landfilling is
generally negative because people generally think of open (lumps but a sanitary
landfill, properly operated, is a very effective means of disposal and caumeA no
environmental insults.

4. Economic Ansi& rations.-- I )(pending On the volume of waste generated, one
disposal alternative nia3 be more economical than another.

Since each factor must be weighed in considering t he relative efficacy of a disposal
syst0m, t here is no single "typical" opt imuni disposal syst 4'111.

Question. EP estimate of the cost of waste water treatment for a 1,000 steer feed
lot on the hank of a stream and whether or not EPA finances MIA a project.

Answer. An estimated investnient of 510,000 for construction and capital
costs wMild be needed to establish appropriate controls. This is exclusive of land
costs but would provide a lined catchment basin capable of retaining a 2! 4 inch
rainfall in a 24-hour period and incorporate methods for subsequent land disposal.
The EPA does not finance a project which is IOW ; industrial waste.

Senator ALLEN. Mr. and Mrs. Denman, please?
We are happy to have both of you come before the ccir.nmittee.

We will note that you are from Ellensburg,, Wash. You have come a
,long .wav to testify. We appreciate that, Wid look forward. to your

testimony.
How do you propose to testify? Do both of you plan to testify?

41,

STATEMENTS OF CLAYTON C. DENMAN, PRESIDENT, AND ANNE
SMITH DENMAN, CO-DIRECTOR, SMALL TOWNS INSTITUTE,
ELLENSBURG, WASH. /
Mr. DENMAN. We have,writ ten a joint effort here, and I would like

So read part of it to the committee. '
Senator ALLEN. We WO111(1 be delighted to bear from von.
Mr. DENMAN. I can read portions of it and submit the rest of it

for 11w record, depending »poll the time we have.
Senator ALLEN. You Snit, yourselves., we will be here as,long as

you regnire. So handle it, in any manner you wish.
Mr. DENMAN. Mr. lrairman, may name is Clayton ?1. Denman

and I am president of the Small Towns Institute in 14:11ensburg,

Wash. wife, Anne Smith Denman, and I, are pleased to testify
today on S. 2223. As codirectors of t he Small Towns Institute and
teachers of anthropology at Contra-I Washington State Colhg,e we
have daily concern Avith the problems of rural America both from an
academic piTspective and through the experience of living in a small
town.

Mr. Chairman, we wish to Nnn-wild the Subcommittee on Rund
Development, and the sponsors of S. 2223 for their interest in country-
side Anwrica and their dedication to its revitalization for the benefit
of future generations.
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In developing a program to aid in the revitalization of rural America
e must have in mind specific social conditions which are primary

fo the survival of any small kicioty; for small town America and
rural communities are subject to principles also basic to other stball
societies. Many of these principles are already well known to social
Scientists. We must proceed first by asking what is desirable about
the rural community and then designing economic:programs. which
can bring these social conditions into reality. .We all know that
pouring money into small communities, without knowing the effects
of such funding, may be more destructive than progressive. ,

We 1'141 therefore like to 'examine briefly some of the social
conditions which make small towns and rural areas places Americans
want to preserve.. Atherica had always presented its citizens with
alternatives; but as the committee recognizes, economic conditions
have often restricted opportunities in the countryside. Three dis-.
tinguishing features of small communities are: the sense of com-
munity, the continuity between generations and the unique place
of countryside America in relation to urban America. Our economic
policy should seek directly to promote these social patterns.' '

The "sense of community" in countryside areas and small Wynn; is
.4 crucial. This phrase implies a mutual understanding alai blending of

purpose that links the members of a town or village (or even an urban
district) into a functioning whole. It is only within a community struc-
ture, where agriculture, small business, education, religious institutions,
and everyday livin blend into a functioning ecology, that the vices
so typical of today'vercrowded metropolitan areas are minimal and
unrewarded. Many small towns today still retain the ability to func-
tion as genuine communities: businessmen take part of their, profits
in satisfaction for performing social services, voting people and the
elderly are not segregated into different worlds; and education into
the gays of social and economic systems/extends far beyond the class-
room. We must seek economic policies, which favor the maintenance
of a "sense of community" in countryside America.

P , ..-.
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PROMOTI119 CONTINUITY IN SMALL TOWNS
0"

A secopd important featpre of the small community is the blending
of the enthusiasm of youth, the strength of maturity, and the experi-
ence of old age to insure continuity between the activities, needs, and
.undertandifig of the generatiqps. Much of the alienation of youth is
a result of segregation of adult' economic activities and the education
of young people. But in small communities and especially on family
farms, young people are not subjected to this compartm(ptalization
as they are in cities. The rates of juvenile delinquency, crime, and
mental illness in city and countryside have reflected this difference.
Programs must encourage-youth to be involved in the economic affairs
of rural America.

In many towns people from 20 to 30 are notably absent. It is easy
to attribute this to a lack of jobs or to housing conditions, but we have
noted in towns we have studied that good jobs and business oppor-
tunities go begging and substantial houses stand vacant. Mass adver-
tising and urbtin propagandacontinuously disseminated during the
past 30 years in the communication media and through the schools-
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itave, been telling young people of opportunities in ithe cities and the
good life to be found there.

Education in rural America should allow youth a true 'choice of
reaining,in a community or going to another area. Small towns have
often exported their most creative youth, but they cannot survive if
they encourage the least capable to stay and educate the most intelli,
gent to leave. Modern ellticatioR must train local youth to take over
the 'economic and sotial enterpyise of the community, and Federal
programs should encourage this by favoring loans and grants to exist-
ing local institutions and busines4s which would train youth ,for
continuity.

Our programs should also provide neuY Niivs 9f using the skills of
the experienced in community improvement. We should maintain the
ability of institutions to continue over time, to change, to grow, or to
remain unchanged -as fits the needs of the community. A small town
with 300 elderly people who live in their Own homes should be able to
"retain a grocery store that can deliver food to the many who have no
transportation; post offices sh9uld not be cldsed in remote places; nor
inns and other service facilities be forced to give way' to highway,
rather than community-oriented needs.

The elderly who base chosen retirement in a small town should be
able to depend upon local resOwes which led to their de,cision to
retire there. Economic aid can promote continuity. -

One of the ways S. 2223 can contribute to the revitalization of small
communities is by taking into account such social values as these.
Too often traditional banking institutions have been unable or un-
willing to reirgnize the social profits so important to the management
and clientele of small community businesses.

THE SMALL TOWN IN ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Finally, we must view small -towns and rural areas as part of the
social ecology of a-region and a nation. Scholars like ,Baker Brownell
and Wallace Stegner have pointed out that in addition to their htunan
qualities, rural communities may be essential to the vitality of large
cities because of their role in exporting creative and innovative persons.
But there have been other aspects-of urban-rural relationships as well.

Almost every agricultural nation has hadboth cities and rural
plac6sometirnes symbiotic, sometimes in conflict with one another.
Yet thighout 'history it has been the cities which have risen and
fallep, which have suffered most from overpopulation, disease,, and
from\ their indulgence in the least permanent, things of life._We have
6Aperienced this phenomenon here in America in recent years, but on
a different scale .than in the Europe of ancient times or in the highly
populated countries,of Asia.

In America the larger sissies long ago outgrew a scale of organization
in which men responded quickly enough to correct navigational errors
through the flow of time.. By now, we should know that our urban
stems scarcely react to the courses set by hoppful planners; we had
ample warning Of the future with the massive g#)wth of suburbs after
World War IL The same process goes on today; yet we too often fail
to see that the problem is bound with more basic demographk links
between cities and rural life.

6
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Wh#fe,jities have prospered., they have always drawn upon the
res6urces of a viable country-side for their existence. Most existed first
as trading, centers for rdral products, then a places for the absorption
of excess rural population. As Americaiucities of the 19th century
grew, they increased their consumption of rural products, but discarded
their role as trade- centers among' rural dwellers. Increasing urban
populatikins produced new innovations that for a while enhanced the
patterns of ruratlife n new technologies fed back .to the countryside. a:

But nearly .a century ago one could have preaicted the rural
dilemmas of, today because this symbilatic, relationship, between
country and city increasingly :became a web of technological rather

I '." than human dominance. The ideologies that we have since.4.tin have
broken the delicate strands that bound city and country into a single
ecology. - '

By thT lace decades Of the 19th century, technology increasingly be-
Camq the basis of fanning: .the more Nvealtkrthereased production ily
machinery, mill the poor tried to compete by bearinflarge famine's for

- labor resources. A continuing'exodus to the cities was the result. The
purpose of life in the countryside was no longer the hpman pleaspre'of
living,but.the frustrating task of making money as an intermediate,

'. step in the prOcess of §eeking; pleasure.; .

The cure for our colintryside debility mast involve wrevitalization
of the human relationships and the-human vitality that once tluorished
there. Life must be preserved- and' re-created'on a r Ilan scale where
the affairs of town, village, and farm are clf3ser to nat trethan they are
to the technocracy of urban life.

in the past century we have created a "myth of i himate design"
0ic toward which We believe all society is going, In the 19th- cent ttry, these

deSignA were the basis of -many small 'utopian societies and even of
larwr, worldwide movoinents gitich as communism and Victorian. per-
fectitaigm. Today feW Americans I;aslieve in this ultimate'perfcction,
.b-ut we do believe that our most sacred accomplishments, our doctrine
that technology amt industry calif subdue. nature and subordinate-

-human communities, must be spreacl'to the.faithest glades of wilder-
ness arid to the smallest village;. We call the doctrine `progress"; we
believe it is good but we know neither what it is nor where it ends:

The "my-th of vltirnate design," the creation of 'unified society in the
images of the city, lias been exported, through advertising and educa-
tion to the rOmotest corners of Ira' America. The "mass society," as
Arthur. Vidich'and Joseph Betsman have called it, would spread the

tl.tentacles of urban failure around the 1N-hole body of America.
A century ago the, cities of America functioned well on the utopian

model, planninf.,, for ultimate sizes and sometimes- installing utilities for
populations not yet reached. Today we encourage Ouch rapid change

, that we dare not predict a future which our technology is sure to can-
cel. Rural America can no longer .mortgage its natural seraity and
beauty and sense of human community to the whim of urban needs.

The countryside must be revitalized, but this can only be accom-.
plished if 'we strengthen the functional and fundamental relationships
between city and-country, and abandon the myth that cities and only
cities oiler the model of the good 'life. The rural village is not an
embryonic city; and if we lead its residents to belipve so, if we provide

.0 ,
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A funds to finild in that direction, we will have created a bud copy of
the city, a miniature rural center of urbanic boverty. We not have
succeeded in creating' something of fu it-ef value, but we will have
destroyed a rural village.

As Jpne Jacobs has pointed out in "The Economy of Cities," towns
do not grow into cities unless they are able to create and develop new
kincls, of works new innovations that are fed outward from the com-
munities which created them. But this is not possible in America
t6day because the uhlimited funds of urban, conglomerates are ready to
ingest these small resources long before they benefit thecommurnties
which spawn them.

We cannot begin to, revitalise the. ('ouritryside until'we create in
rural America place for the small farmer and the small independent
businessman to develop free of the intrusions of tax-loss expansion by
corporations so dim in foresight that they can 8nly- progress by buying
up the creativity 'and livelihoods of others.

New economic programs must encourage the small, businessman to
remain independent so that Ms services fulfill community needs, and
so that he can continuetO take profits in pride and integrity as Nvell
as in money. Rural America will suffer irreparable damage if the way
is opened for more corporation intrusion where business is conducted
purely for the benefit of distant investors; where employees mock the
sense of community with programcd greetings; arvI where local
business owners who are themselves investors hi the future are put
into competition with the vast resources of. urban conglomerates.

/1/4--- It is the locally owned and managed business which benefits the
rural community; the branch of the urban supermarket or the dictates
of an outside franchiser leave little with which to build a strong future
economy in the countryside.

Here we would like to use stories of two small towns to demonstrate
specifically why we see urban intrusion as a cause of concern for
countryside America.

Our first experience with this phenomenon occurred in'1967 just
before we began a study in the small town of Cle Elum in Washington
State. This town had lost its payroll lWm the closure of coals mines
in 1960 and suffered a second time fr6m the continuing decline in
railroad activities in the last decade. Stabilized at 1,800 population,
the last "remaining basic industry was a locally owned lumber mill
which employed some 45 wo-ple and was in constant operation day
and night. In late 1966 the company was awarded a Federal contract
fordiimber amounting to several hundred thousand dollars. Within a
month this prosperous industry was purchasd by a Seattle -based
mill whose urban managers, oblivious to small town need_ ,s found it
profitable to close the mill, fill the lumber contract in their urban
plant, and to sell this small town mill at a scrap auction the next
summer. Their profits came from the tax advantages of destroying the
livelihood of some 40 families in countryside America. Cle Elum's un-
employment rate today is over 18 percent and the old people there are
even more convinced-that they are but the slaves of national principles
and practices which control prosperity or destruction.

The most pertinent question that legislators must answer in pro-
posing bias to bring new vitality and prosperity to rural places is
whethWtheir efforts and the expenditure of national resources will

3 0 2
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create only temporary or elusive improvemmt of conditions, before
towns and farms again fall. victim to the design-of an infinite.progrep
that feeds the giants until they burst of their own undigested burdens
or are provided dyspeptic cures by government.

The Cle Elum mill is not 'an isol ted incident of modern economic
waste. The influence and collusion o economic giants, first in industry
and now in agriculture, has a long h tory of destroying the efforts of
rural towns to build a future on the integratioWnf both economic and
human values.

Mr. Chairman, I would like . to pause very briefly -in my prepared
testimony to review in my own words the next two pages.

On our trip out here, we Came bymotoroar in order to visit many
towns of rural America and stop to observe first-hand wha t. is happen-.
ing in any different regions. One of the.places we E; t op pedtw as a small
town in southern Illinois on the Illinois River. Its name A Kampsville,
and A,:4 a town of about 450 residents. It is a town that most people
p sing throughmost visitorswould think of as a declining town. I
co nted few small businesses two gas station, a restaurant, a small
ba k, a bar and two general stores; that is about all that remains..

e stayed there 3 days, and talked to quite a number of people in
the town, including the grandson. of the founder, whose name is
Art Ur F. Kamp. And in talking with this gentleman and with other

the decline from some 700 or 800 people about three decades
town, it occurred to many of us in the discus ions thatpety e in the

Ilhe t W
ago, was not because these small towns were out-of-date, or that the
businesses or industries that had been built there were out-of-date, but
because the town had become a victim of other industriesthe pollu-
tion and the needs-of the pther industriesin' the large urban areas.

Now, you might immediately contrast the fact that there are only
400 residents in Kampsville, with the fact that there are many millions
of people living in the Chicago area. But I wonder, if we count the
populations of all the towns along the Mississippi River and the Illinois
River if surely there aren't millions of small town and rural people
affected by these same conditions,.

In Kam sville there was a button. factory that went out of businessfil

in 1915 wh .11 employed about 40 people in the mill itself, and many
more in the mussel fisheries atong- the river. There was also a small
navigation dim at Kampsville that provided employment; there was
a growing orchard industry; and there were several resorts, since the
town is only 50 miles north of St. Louis. There were, of course, farms
and many other industries established near, this community. The
.deaths of these industries were all reltited to industrial transportation
and pollution of the river. In 1900 the Chicago Sanitary Ship Canal
was cut through, and by 1908, the ship channel throughout the entire
Illinois River system began to silt because the current of the .river
was slowed considerably by the construction of navigational dams. As
a result of-this, the mussel beds were completely destroyed for a time,
which made. it impossible for the button factory to operate. The
increase in the surface elevation of the water, and the fact that the
riverbed was constantly silting in from the slowed current, eventually
flooded the on bards, the resorts, and often the first four blocks of the
town. Today, the main street of theft far back from the shores
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of the river, and though there are many business buildings remaining,
businessmen, point out that they are almost uninhabitable, as they
periodically have ttp to 8 feet of water in them.

So when we loo over the economic history of this town, according
to the residentsand I think their analysis is accurate it is impossible
to establish new indi 4y there, because efforts to do so are constantly
being destroyed b needs of outside communities, the needs of
urban communities.

My suggestion for egislation at this particular pointand will
probably repeat ,it somewhere--is that the economic needs of larger
cities and the economic needs of large industry really ought to be
tempered bY a social conscience. Something in the legislation ought to
be provided to compensate any small town that is going to suffer
from the establishment of distant industries. At least Kampsville
has suffered, and go one has even recognized the problem.

I Will retitrn ta.my prepared testimony.
Legislation mint give'a new independence to small-town enterprise,

focus it on the needs of the community and on local industry which
ports creative things not subsidiary to corporate exploitation. Ulti-

tilate economic viability in the small community must be coupled
with a policy of social responsibility

We are now dealing with an ecological situation in which- urban-
based predators show signs of devouring small towns and countryside

- America. Like many wild things--:the bald eagle, the Bengal tiger,
and the whooping cranesmall towns are 'being destroyed or radically
altered without true understanding of their unique qualities. It is
important to design national legislation so that our funds do not pro-
mote urban intrusion into functional sn)all town lifeways. In general,
we believe that S. 2223 needs !Safeguards so that its benefits accrue
primarily and directly to local areas. It is on the basis of these ideas
that we. would like to make the following recommendations with
respect to this legislation.

SPECIFIC PROPOSXLS

The introductory portion of the bill (title I, sec. 105, 7B (1)-(18)
and. title II, sec. 202, 3 A-0) states a number of commendable goals
which the monetary provisions are designed to bring about. But an
assumption has been made that the mere provision of money for the
development of economic enterprise will questionably bring about
these. ends. From an examination of th auses of present problems in
rural towns, together with the devaI ating results of urban renewal
on communities within cities and the destruction of small farms by
programs and taxes that favor agrifactories, we should be aware of
the need to calculate firm relationships between social goals and
monetary policy. This must not be left to administrative action,
where it is less publicly accountable, but should be specified in guide-
lines approved by the Congress. ,

In order to preserve the sense of community that is essential for the
functioning of a small town and to insure local benefits, businesSes
which are locally owned and managed should be given specific pref-
erence in applying for and receiving loans. Loans should go first to
local businesses and not to relocated urban giants who will infuse
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highly paid executives iut rural life on the pretext of hiring a few
rural poor.

There should be greater provision for aiding businesses and other
institutions in declining. towns on a short-term basis. For example,
a town with many retired people living in their own homes needs the
assurance that grocery stores nearby will continue to exist as long as
the elderly live there. Such a population may be thus concentrated for
10 to 15 yeafs. The bill should allow grants to such small stores to
9,ssure their survival until they are no longer needed. o

There should be an active program of techtiicaLassistance especially
geared to small business, and it should include information on utiliza-
tion of limited and intercommtmity arketing\dreas. Information
should be available to small business based on sound geographical
and economic principles such as that of the "Functional Economic
Area" outlined by Karl Fox and the "Dispersed City" studies by
John Fraser Hart. The technical assistance program should be func-
tinnal for any lootlly owned business, not just those applying for
loans.

Slime we are interested in stemming ont migration of youth and in
the creatio.._of jobs in rural areas, we should subsidize small businesses
through loans or grants, to offer jet) training to young people. After
a speeified iber of years, such job training should then qualify
the trainee to obtain a loan under this bill to piwchase the business in
which he trained:.-This program would also help to develop community.
continuity, and stimulate. an evolution of local business institutions
rather than the more' disruPtive patteru of death and closure or re-
placement. We would also propOse thanhis manpower training pro-
gram be supported through ties with local secondary schools and
colleges.

There has been a popular myth that tural businesses close (and
thus eliminate jobs)`teeause no one is willing to live withivle limited
income they provide, or that rural living is no longer an acceptable
way of life. If this nay t h was ever fact, it no longer is, for urban
dwellers are rapidly discovering that the costs of living in rural
America are nitwit less burdensome' than those in cities and suburbs.
The Congress should encoine. this movement through a job-bank
program.which would make rural job openings known to urban dwellers
who are ready to take advantage of existing rural opportunities.

Most rural towns are free from the dilemmas of cities precisely be-
cause they are small communities. If we wait to'retain these values
which aw primary structures in the backbone of America, we must
find ways to preserve the human Values that come from contact with
the natural world, and from a philosophy of life that focuses on man
in harmony with the things about him. These must be the real goals
upotr-which public- policy is based.

I would be very happy to elaborite some of the things that I.
touched on, or to answer any questions.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you.
MN. Denman, do you clue to add something to your husband's

testimony?
Mrs. DEN MA N. I believe most of my ideas are also incorporated

in this.

1 11;,.,
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Senator A..LLE7c. I dare sty- a large percentage of these ideas are
yours, I just feel like you had a \\ 110Ie lot to do with t he input into
this Yen fine dissertation, on w hich coiq;atulatc

'NEI% 1')ENMAN. Indeed, they are, sir.
Senator ALLEN. We upweitite \ ery 11111h 0111:voming before the

committee and giving us the benefit of your views.
What is the Small Towns Institute that yoll are connected with?
NB.. DEN:NIA:N. Senator, we did a study on that to \\ 11 of Cie Num

under a giant the U.S. Dim! tinent of Labm in i 967. And after
e finished the st udy of (lie community, we felt t hat research shouldn't

lie about on slitIN es. And we had in our academic connections also read
p ('(ft number of research repot t' that N\ Vie I en II% not being 'used to
igeh propel effectiveness. S`o \\ e decided that \\ lint needed to be done
is to make academie resetuch available and useful to local people. It
shouldn't be left in simply the terIlls of all ant 111.01/010g1St or the terIllS
of a sociologist, or an economist ; but it should be presented in such a
way that it could be applied effectively in the local community. And
so \\ e decided that what WaS heeded \\ SOIlle way of getting this
information out ,to the small tow ns, out to the people 11 110 (.01141 use it.
We thought the la-t:t way to do this would be by establis)Ung a non-

' profit Nitwit( ional institution, N\ !dell is \\ hat the Small Ttans frist it ute
As. It \\ 11S started my N\ 1f(1 /111(1 I, b\ a local Ellensburg businessman,
the chairman of the 1)0111(1 of one of the local banks, the chairman of
the economics depaitment of our college. and by one of the majoi
stockholders of the (le Elm]) State Bank. We decided that we would
gather up all of t he information t ham\ e could find on m lint was happen-
ing in Congress, \1 hat WINS happe111110. 111 the (4.01101111e \\ °rid and \vhat
11 as happening among religious and-ether institutions, and put this in
the form of :1 newsletter. We tried to evaluate what was going on,
not to make decisions as to \\ hat should be, but to 1)1;01 hie useful
information for local leaders. For example, the fact that S. 2223 w as
coaling up before C iCongress is useful information for people n a 51111111

tow n. The.v should really have a say about it. Most people have never
heard of this bill along \\ it h the 1111111y other; that are introduced. So
once a month 11e publigh a newsletter with this kind of news.

We also hope to do a hit of tesearch, not to put it up on the shelve..-1,

but to bring together the successful programs that ate beingacc9m-
1tlished all over America, 1.1.11(1 Make the resIlits a Vanalde as \\ e would
the results of laboratory research. The social can't create
experiments. He has to find 11 here programs are carried out and
whether they are successful, or not successful, and use this as a'kind
of laboratory. Fm example. there ale some communities iii America
\\ here urban renewal Programs have been very successful, like Mon-
tevido, Minn., and- other places wheie renewal program,: have failed.
If we can explain to people why the suecesses and \Vily the failures,
it would be very useful toward helping people make decisions regard-
ing direction and change in their communities.

I mentioned John Fraser Hart's study of the dispersed city. This
study was in Indiana, 1\ here 101.1d people ft equent ly complained about
the economic (hipline. As he did it study of the economic flow in the
several communities, he found that the perception of this decline was a
false one: in fact, what had happened \\as that the economic institu-
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tions had simply changed from what people normally expected in the
small town. Viable businesses had dispersed themselves among-several
communities, so that in one community besfound an autombile agency,<, and in the next one a large grocery store or a department store which
Aerved several towns. If you weeded out all the failing economic
institutions, and took all these eight towns together, you would have a
dispersed city that was really quite healthy. In the report he asks why
chambers of commerce are competing against one another for an
economic prosperity thatodready exists and can be improved if only
recognized.

In STI, we felt that this is the kind of information that communities
need to share with one another.

Senator ALLEN. It is quite obvious that You both have a love
affair with the small towns of America, I think.

Mrs. DENMAN. We do.
Senator ALLEN. I think that is very fine. I assume that Ellensburg

is a small town.
Mrs. DENMAN. It is. It is a small college town. It has about 13,500

people, including 7,000 students.
Senator ALLEN. That is very interesting. These 7,000 students

could well take over the town under the recent constructions of some
of our voting statutes and the recent amendment to the Constitution.

I have enjoyed so much your presentation of the values of town
and country America and the role and the necessity of small towns in
this country. It is quite obvious that you feel that Main Street
America is the-backbone and the life blood of America.

Mr. DENitiAN Very much so.
Senator ALLEN. tour comparison of small towns with urban

areas is very favorable toward small towns. And this sense of com-
munity spirit in a small town is certainly one of its finest aspects. You
feel an identity with the town and you feel you are part of it. You
know everyone in town, whereas in the larger cities you might not
even know your next-door neighbor. It is a joke, but the average New
Yorker is not a native, and wherthey find someone that is born there,
that is the oddity. And the same thing is true of the city of Washington,
.most people are from small towns in other sections of the country.

It is obviously your thought, and I agree, that the small towns
have been feeders which have made the urban areas and kept them
green and *owing by their ability to draw from the cream of the
small towns. I wholeheartedly agree with you that we need to pre-
serve the identity of our small towns.

Mrs. DENMAN. I might mention, too, Senator, that we feel very
strongly that the city life and suburban life and smalltown life and
rural life are alternatives, and it is not that we think that everyone
should move to small towns, b"ut we think that Americans should be
presented with a more viable choice than they have been. And I think
this bill will go a long way toward increasing the alternatives open.

Senator ALLEN. I think so. And you express the hope, if not in
these words, certainly in the spirit that if the legislation does finally
emerge, that it be charged with a social conscience?

Mrs. DENMAN. That ls correct.
Senator ALLEN. I do believe that is part of the purpose of the

ao proposed legislation.
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I feel, too, that it is to maintain the drying elements and attributes
and qualities of rural America and of smalltown America, twat is
surely one of the primary purposes of the legislation.'

Now, as to. the suggestions that you have made,. I assure you that
they will receive the careful consideration of the subcommittee and
of the full committee and of the staff. And a complete record will be
made of all the testimony taken here today and all the hearings, and
each Member of the subcorgimittee will be furnished with a copy.

We appreciate so much ydu coming. You have made a very valuable
contribution to the mission of the committee.

Mr. DENMAN. We are very pleased to have been invited to testify.
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Jack flapper, please?

STATEMENT OF JACK HOPPER, MANAGER, TECHNICAL:ECONOMIC
GROUP, SPINDLETOP RESEARCH CENTER, LEXINGTON, BY.

Mr. HOPPER. Mr. Chairman, I have a written statement which is
-more in the form'of a paper. And if I may, I would like to submit it
for the record and summarize orally:

Senator ALLEN. That would be lane. We would appreciate that.
Mr. HOPPER, I am Jack Hopper, manager of the TechnozEconomic

Group, Spindletop Research Center, Lexington, Ky., and I would like
to discuss some of the findings and information that I have uncovered
in research in KeAtuck3-, particularly on three studies, two of them
published, one to be published in December. These two studies are
available for the files if they are needed. The first study, by the way,
is entitled, "Banking in Kentucky," the second study is entitled
"Credit Trends in Kentucky." Both of these were done for the banking
commissioner of Kentucky. The third study will be called "Financing
and Economic Development in Kentucky, "_ and is being done for the
Kentucky Department of Commerce. It will be finished some time
later in the year.

The statement that I want to make is related to the problems of
. financing rural development, as I have found them to be.

Senator ALLEN. Would you relate those problems to the pending
legislation; then?

Mr. HOPPER. Yes, sir.
As a matter of fact, I would like to outline,my statement. First, I

want to trace the flow of funds, capital funds, between rural and urban

Second, I want to examine and review the performance of the rural
financial system.

Third, I want to review some of the chales that I think are needed
in this system. '

And then, finally, I want to comment on how the Federal develop-
ment credit system would improve the rural financial system.

If we begin by looking at the flow of rural funds and flow of urban
funds, we will find that rural funds flow primarily into the citiesinto
the intermediaries in the city, and into investment in the city. Rural
funds do flow locally; in other words, they do go into local banks and
other local institutions. But it is my feeling that most of the funds in
the rural areas go into the cities. Now, they go to the stockmarket
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the natiorral stockmarket the bond market, insurance companies,
pension funds, and trust ftpds. If you will notice, most of these areusually located in cities, few are located in rural areas. Therefore younaturally have an out flow, of rural funds.

If you look at the reverse flow you will find that there is some flowof urban funds back into the rural areas, but not so Much. Theremight be some flow hack to large corporations. Thereare some smallamounts that flow backward from Fedgral lending institutions, butis my feeling and understanding from pry research and the w (Irkdone in other research, that we are-dealing here with a one-way flow
of fund----it is an outflow of rural funds to urban areas, This suggeststhat rural areas aren't maintaining and using their own funds likethey might be able to if things were different.

Now, if.you look at the flow of urban funds again, private funds,primarily, and if you look at their use in the lurid areas, you willfind that there are some particular problems with some of the insti-tutional forms of using funds. For instance, .310 stockbroker willordinarily handle a stock issue less than $500,000. No municipalbond house will float an issue less than $500,000. No insurance com-pany trust . fund, or any other large institutional lender, will ordinarily
yonn money in lumps less than $500,000. These tiLree areas are prettyimportant lending and equity areas. I don't want to Intderemphasize

the problem of equity funds. But what this means is that the small.-
and medium-sized businesses, people who heed less than $500,000,are restricted in their sources of funding. You can see the problemof why urban funds don't_flow hack into rural areas, because you don'thave too many

Senator ALLEN. You are talking about rural funds. An individual
haying funds there, he has no choice but to put it, in his local bank orto carry it into the city to put it in' the hank. So it would be hardfor him, would it not to do anything more than maybe make a loanon his farm or something of that sort? There is no concentration ofthat money. It would be a small bank that couldn't service any of

. the needs of the ritralareas, except maybe a crop loan or two. So there
is a hatdship there. And it is difficult for rural money to be utilized
for rural deyelopinent, is it not?

Mr. HOPPER. Yes, sir. I would say that we are talking about a
Fathering problem. It is hard for those funds to be gathOred locally
In any kind .of volume. And I have touched on the problem of bankshere because there is a serious outflow of funds from the local banksto the urban areas.

ButI want to wind up this little section with the idea that rural
areas are extremely dependent on small and medium businesses, and
will be in the future, for job creation.

Now, the larger firms and the ones that a able, to come in fromoutside have access to internally generated "Inds and the national
money market, the investment market. But it is the small and mediumfirm that can't tap that market, and those whose needs are less than$500,000 mat not have access o internally generated funds. So we
tire dealing with a financial sys .m in the rural areas that is a littlebit different from the national_ the overall financial system.

Now, this rural financial system has fewer kinds of institutions,
and probably a fewer numbsr of institutions. I mentioned that yeti
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don't find, any country insurance companies,'or country mutual funds,
or country pension funds. Those are all urban types of institutions.
But you do find country hanky and you do find cOuntry savings and
loan associations. And also, of course, we live the State lending
institutions that are public and do lead, to the rural users. SO we are
dealing with SBA, EDA, REA, the Farmers Home, and also State
guaranty and State lending type agencies. They are all involved in
the rural financial system. But, of course; not all of these agencies
lend to small businesses, nor are they able to help generate jobs. So
if you emphasize the problem of job creation, then I think we have
to restrict the list of Federal lending agencies to SBA, EDA, and REA,

,and maybe one or two others.
.

The result is that we arc stuck with a system that is made up almost
completely of smalhown banks? That is our rural financial system.
These are the inietutions that small and medium-sized businesses
are going to depend on in the future to finance their growth, at least
to a large extent.

-Let's look at the characteristics of these rural banks. First, these
banks are usually- small. That means that they hav4limited banking
services, limited banking facilities, and limited expertise, and they
are usually a one-man operation. They profbably can't provide; the
local businessman with expert adviwe on where to go ,,to get more
money.. The problem, of course, i that they have, small markets.
Usually these small banks have low amounts of money in loans, and
high amounts pf money in Government bonds. In other words, they
are exporting. a good bit of the community's money just by this
process of conservative operation.

A second characteristic is that they are very seldom aggressive
competitors. Many of these banks are the only bok in the county,
and Many of them are the only bank in their community: they operate
in monopolist markets. T_ hey have been operating this way for years
and years.

!Another characteristic is that these banks have conservative lending
tilices. There is nothing new in all of what I am saying here. They

aye very cOnsertattive lending practices. They have -a tendency to use
short-term lending:, to operate with zero risk, to be very proud of
the fact that their; loan loss is zero. They lend to familiar people, to
kinfolk, sehipin to strangers, and they are not interested in loaning
to many brsinesses. They -may be unfamiliar ivith many -businesses,
especially ate with new technology or one that is out of the ordinary.

Let me point out that this picture is not true of all rural banks, of
course. There, are numerous small banks and rural banks that do a
great job for their communities. They do A tremendous lending job;
they do everything that most of their customers want. So we are
not really dealing with a total system here. But at the same time, my
feeling is that the rural banking system looks like this; this is typical.

It i certainly true that a great number of banks are small. There
are early 5,000 banks 1n-this country-out of 14,000, that have less
th $5 million in deposits. The minimum economic size for. a bank
to ay is $10 million. So we are dealing with banks, a great number
of them, most all of which are in the rural areas, that simply aren't
economic in their operation. They can't be, they _never have been,
they are not ever likely to be economic in size.
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I would like to comment on section 710, which provides technical
and financial expertise in the rural areas. 1 believe this is badly needed
right now. I would like to give you a new twist to this thing.

Small businesses are riskythey are risky because they are short on
technical and management expertise, and by definition, a lot of
lenders. won't touch them. Now, if lenders knew that these small
businesses were receiving better support, technical mit ement
support, if they knew they weren't so risky, they might e more
inclined to put money into them. At the same time, if you ca train?
the lenders to assess these risks a little better, you will allow thew to
assess what they think their risk is so that they will be more inclihed
to put money into these ventures.

So 1 think these two sections here are extremely important, and 1
think they need more consideration, maybe, than they have been
getting.

saidNow, we that the rural financial system needed both expansion
and improvement. 1 want to talk about improvement that is separate
from this bill S. 2223y. I think the bill needs to be considered in the
light of this onsideration here. To improve the performance of the
existing rura financial system, we have to improve the performance of
rural banks. Fe must reorient their thinking. We can do this in two
ways. We ktust reorient bank regulators so that they give some
authority to the value of that bank's participation in local community
development. They don't do that now,

I think Congress might be able to do that because we have three
Federal agencies involved, the FDIC, the Controller, and the FED,
the Federal Reserve. All three of these agencies are examining banks
and reguyAing banks on the basis of liquidity and deposit safety. We
need-tS'set the standards so that they require banks to get involved
with the local community. That should be a consideration in the ex-
amination of these banks.
° The next thing I think that must be done, is going to have to be

done at the State level. We have to expand bank market areas. In
other words, we have to expand branching. There is no other way out
of this situation. We have to expand bank markets so that banks can
become bigger, more competitive, so that banks can provide better
service for their community.

We have made proposals in both these Kentucky studies that have
stirred up some storm that banks in Kentucky be allowed to branch
outside their counties, throughout their multicounty jurisdictional
development districts.

We thought that this would serve two purposes. Kentuckians are
extremely insular in their county attitude. Kentuckians are from a
county first and from a city incidentally. And we want; to have these
people think about broader areas for developmept. So we thought that
branching in these districts would allow the banh to participate in all
the counties' activities, and they would be able to expand through out
the district.

We would be able to integrate these districts, which are now nothing
hut planning districts. We would integrate theft into economic en-
tities. We felt that an expanded branching system might be the thing
that would help do that. Because as it stands now, as the banks operate
in Kentucky, they don't care anything about development outside of
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their county. There is no flow of funds between hunks and between
counties. There is poor mobility in the use of futids in the State right
now, and we would like to integrate the counties into economic de-
velopment. districts.

'We have also recommended the allowance of holding companies,
which are not legal in Kentucky.right now . We think that whenever
you have rural banking, you have unit banking, because rural banks
are usually too small to branch. So if you can allow some breadth ift
their market activities, larger banks can move in, the smaller banks
can expand, and the whole system becomes more competitive and
supports the development process much. better. It is my feeling that
this is absolutely essential if we are going to got the maximum from
rural tlevelopment.

The new system proposed, the rural development credit bank, %vitt
go a long way toward this. But let's ribt kid ourselves we are trying
to wire arotiltd a had system, and we r.e.irvitio. to supplement some-
thing which not working very well right now. We nee( to do both,
we need to supplement, and we Heed to make it work bette

If I could sttminarize what I have said, I think that the s P4es and
the volume of caPital funds available to rural areas and their rural
development are too low, and need to he increased.

I think that 51111(11 and medium businesses are going to have to pro-
vidtt much of the development in rural areas.

I think that rural businesses are highly dependent on a rural financial
syst('rdfor their growt It and expansion, and 1 think we are t al king about
dependence on rutid and local banks. I think t ha) the rural financial
system does not serve rural businessmen as w ell as it should. I think it
Deeds to be improved and expanded.

Last, I think the rural development credit system and those (emit
banks that are proposed would laa'ntajor improvement in providing
the kind of financial support that small 1mi:1:Messes are going to need to
make the rural areas grow and develop in the future.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of .\ Ir. Ifopper follows;)

VrEit NT OF MR. ilocrra

This statement circuses problems of financing the rural development of Amer.
Ica. It examines I he sources of new jobs and the capital funds needed to support

Mhos' jobs, On the basis of research in Kentucky, it characterizes the rural financial
system and its shortcomings. The statement propeses several changes that are

°needed for the system to he effecti've, and supports the mied for a new rural
financial institution stack as the Federal Rural Development Credit System,
proposed in S. 2223.

citom.tAt IND CAUSE

Employment in rural areas Ine.f`itlways depended almost completely on agrieul-
ture, dither diNsitly on the farm, or indirectly in servicing the farm community.
The decline of agriculture as an employment base means that commerce and
industry must provide nearly all the additional employment if rural areas export
to stop the loss of their population.

Small businesses located in rural areas encounter difficulty in obtaining the funds
they need to create new jobs becluise of two factors:

(1) Small businesses everywhere have higher risks, and lenders avoid as much
risk aspossible.

(2) Ittiral businesses depend primarily on an inadequate rural financial system
for funds.

The attempt to increase capital Nfld..; to develop rural America must aim toward
reducing the riskiness of small rural businesses). but the primary emphasis should
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be placed on expanding the ability of the rural financial system to provide capital
funds.

The rural financial system does not provide enough capital funds to develop the
rural economy because the system is almost completely made up of small unit
banks, which in too many areas fail to connect their local communities to the capi-
tal fund system at the state and IILLO)Ilal levels; rural banks actually export rural

(funds to urban areas. In many areas rural bankers do not have the knowledge and
experience to assess the risk of mutiny busitio;(tes, they grant only those loans that
appear risIdess. Small business risks could he reduced and assessed if more technical
and financial expertise were available to both lender and borrower in rural areas.

Numerous studies of tanking and finance have been made, including several in
Kentucky, and details of Allis research will be discussed in the next section. There
has been less research on the relationship if finance to economic development.

. :Many fortunate communities have been able.to compete slit.cessfully in the
scramble to attract large industrial plants. Unfortunately, most communities
have not, nor can they depend on large industry to provide the new jobs that are
needed. Most communities must expect to depend on small business especially
the home-grown variety.

Rural ateas will depend to a large extent on the formation anti expansion of
small commercial and industrial enterprises for the creation of new jobs. To the
businessman, the most important element hit (inning a new busines.s or fxpanding
and existity; one bo capital funds and any attempt .to impritve rural olevelopment
must deal Vorith the availability of business funds.

FIN t MANG DEVELOPMONT IN KENTUCKY

Kentucky has a number of large businesses which have access to the national
capital market. Smaller firms have less access to state and national funds, and
the small firms slur quire restricted in their sources of both debt And equity. The
restrictions are as much a !natter of scale economy as risk. Exchange- member
brokerage firms will seldom handle a stuck issue much below $.500,000, nor will
they handle an industrial bond,or niunieiptd revenue bond issue much below this
size. Insurance companies do not hke to make investments in less than this
aimitint, and trust and pension funds are required by law to invest in secu 'ties of
firms with high credit ratings.

Small businesses in Louisville and IAxington have access to venture capital and
to intrastate brokers, firms. They have access to very few banks or savings and
loan associations which make long term business loans. Louisvilhe businesses also
have access to a minority enterprise small business in*ottnent corporation and
the Louisville Industrial Votindation) Small businesses Faye limited access to two
federal sources the Small Business Administration and the Economic Develop-
ment Administration; to one state source- the Kentucky Industrial Development
Authority; and to one special source the Business Development corporation of
Kentucky. More than 100 'oval development corporat ems provide. financial sup-
sort. fur small industrial firms in the state. Despite these other sources, small
-.business has heen shown toilte highly dependent on banks for credit.'

Thene is almost nothing known about the sources and amount of equity pro-
vided to small businesses*. Much of it Nimes from personal savings Of individuals,
but several dozen stock brokers provide an unknown aniount. Although these
equity funds come from both rural and urban investors, most of the funds appear
to go tO urban firms.

Stock issues are regulated in Kentucky without regard or interest tot their effect
on economic development, and no studies have been made to assess their (greets.
Apparently,drund businesses have made little use of the intrastate equity market
in Kentucky, possibly, for NI'ventl reasons: (1) the securities laws may he too
restrictive, (2) rural businessmen do not have adequate inforttiation and advice
about this method of getting money, or (3) small businessmen do not want p give
up equity.

Since small rural businesses are so dependent on local banks (or credit, the
growth and development of the rural areas depend on a highly developed and
efficient rural banking system. Unfortunately, rural banks in Kentucky as a whole
have been shown to perform relatively poorlY.9 In 1964, Kentucky's rural banks
loaned 59 percent of their deposits, compared to 67 percent for urban banks!

'Kentucky has no Small Business Investment Corporation other than this ME r.
a Sea Jack Hopper David Whitehead and Dprrell "Credit Trends in Kentucky," Sphulletop

'Resfarch, Tne., ,14. 13.
0 See Jack Hopper and L. Randolph McGee, "Banking In Kentucky," Spindletop Research, Inc., 10,

p. 46.
The loan to depoalt figure for all banks in the United Rates MIS 75 per cent.
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Only 59 of Kentucky's 120 counties 1:140e savings and loan associations. Savingsand loan associations could provide some long-term mortgage money, to businesses,but they apparently do not. One reason may be that in the 55 towns with S & Ls,banks have inter-locking officers and directors in 32. Forty-severr of the state's135 S & Ls are interlocked w. h 47 banks.
These figures fail to show oCeourse, that many rural banks give outstandingfinancial support to their cal community. Those banks are usually short ofloanable funds, other ha in the same or adjoining counties maintain low loanlevels, and put the remainder of the funds in treasury bills. In 1968, 34 of Ken-tucky's 345 banks had more funds in treasury bills than in loans.There are two reasons for the poor support that rural banks give rural develop-ment in Kentucky:

the structure of banking
'the lac bf awareness, understanding, and coordination for financingdevelopm t.

Kentucky operates two bankin ems: 133 larger, more progressive branchbanks and 212 unit banks.5 Most e unit banks are too small to provide fulla service banking to their comm Many have no interest ip getting corre-spondent participation in loans above their loan limits; even less buy state indus-trial revenue bonds; almost- none make long-term loans to business. Kentuckyrural banks have enjoyed what.can be called a states.maintained mondpoly positionfor years.° Many rural banks continue to be run by elderly men past retirement
age who remind themselves daily of the bad days of the 1930's'.7 The lack ofCompetition and the restricted markets have resulted in an excessive number ofsmall, uncompetitive banks which cannot or will not provide more financial servicefor businesses. The banking structure perpetuates, these conditions, and insuresthat rural development does not get adequate financial support.

Although a different banking structure would give better support to develop-ment, other changes will also be needed. Financial and business leader.: in ruralareas must become mole aware of the need for more planning, cooperation, andcommitment to development. Not enough financial institutions are involved inand provide financial leadership for community development. Rural businessesavailable sources and methods of debt and equity funds.One chronic problem seems to be that of getting the financiers interested indevelopment planning, and getting the planners and developers interested In thefinancial aspects of development. Only one or two of Kentucky's 12 functioning
area development districts has established a committee of district' financialleaders to provide financial advice for district planning and development. None 6fthese districts has established a financial agency of its own to provide a source offunds and advice to district businesses. These multicounty agencies will neverbe effective without the active participation of the bank and savings and roanpresidents in each district. In Kentucky, financial institution leaders are generallyunaware of the district councils and their activities. Kentucky is fortunate inhaving a state agency, the Kentucky Indhstrial Development Finance Authority,whose director spends all his time helping businesses find financing. It may hethat, states without this advantage but with a more effective financial systemachieve better rural de pment. States without cc ordination and. with nobetter banking system do worse.

Although there had b m overall study of financing development ih merica,research conducted in a num er of areas suggests that financial conditio in therural areas of Kentucky may be typicarin many states, especially in tho e thatrestrict branching.

FiNnuctrio DEVELOPMENT IN THE R OF THE UNITED STATES
Strglies of banking in Kansas, Minnesota, Indiana, Illinois, and Appalachia,and other states confirm that limited branching leads to limited competition andto a poorly functioning rural financial system." The characteristic performanceof most rural banks in these states is the same:'low loan volume, high volumeof treasury bill holdings, reluctance to lend to unfamiliar types of businesses,lack of cooperation in community development, and lack of awareness of re-sponsibility fer econonfic development.

toBranches afalimited to the county. but home race protection prevents intraconnty branching in manyns Holding companies are not permitted.
ItOnly six new charters have been issued in 15 years.
7 See "Banking in Kentucky," p. 54.
0 see p. 13 for bibliography. Th
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Many states have programs that assist in their efforts to attract and expand
commerce and industry; 23 states have business development corporations to
provide long-term debt. Eleven states guarantee loans made by private lending
agencies, similar to SBA's guaranteed loan program; six states operate direct-
lending agencies. Forty-four states authorize municipal revenue bonds.

The impottance of finance is often overlooked in these efforts at industrializa-
tion, howevdr, because of the overemphasis many of them put on attracting sub-
sidiaries and plants of large firms. These businesses generate their own internal
capital funds and have access to the national capital market. Industrial develop-
ment agencies generally give less emphasis tq developing new, hyme-grown
businesses, and in helping existing firms expandethis emphasis is natural in the
political climate that demands impressive short-run employment gains at the
-expense of more balanced long-run development.

A long range goal to encourage small business is essential for rural development,
and 'every state should give attention to the effectiveness of 4,he rural financial
system that supports the development program.

The study- conducted for Congress by the Fedcral- Reserve Board in 1958 ro
slulwed that small businesses have difficulty finding long term debt and equity
funds. There have been few changes since 1958 that would make these conclusions
different today, even though a new institutional form Of equity, the small business
investment corporation, was invented as a result. It seems apparent that regard-
less of the success of the S.B.I.C. program, it has probably not provided much
additional equity to small rural businesses.

The securities IttiVs in the United States belong to the legal profession; develop-
ment planners and economists seldom give them much consideration. The people
who work in development finance to Aiverlittle attention to the sources and
problems of finding equity fu s And yet, balance sheets that show higher
equity can support higher debt; the problems of providing more debt for develop-
ment could be partially solved if more equity were available...

For all investment ventures, the lower the risk, the easier it is to find either
debt or equity funds. More funds would be available to rural firms if their owners,
had better planning, economic, and business skills.'More funds wouldbe available
if lenders and investors were better able to evaluate risk. Rural borrowers and
lenders, especially, need to upgrade their business skills. I

PROPOSALS FOR STIMULATING AND INCREASING THE Ft NANC1AL StiPPORT OF RURAL
DEVELOPMENT

The Americap economy operates as a result of the decisionsof private individ-
uals who seek economic gain. The private sector controls the bulk of capital funds
and their uses. GOvernment can supplement these funds And help encourage the
direction of their flow, but government must accept the primary role of private
control of lending and investing.

The government can play an important part in directly suppleMenting the
volume of funds available for rural development from private sources. It is clear
that rural areas 'are not able to generate as large a volume of savings as urban
areas, and will therefore needutriore funds. The trend in the flow of rural capital
funds has been the same as the trend in the flow of rural populationto urban
areas. Reversing the flow of funds is not likely to occur without a dramatic move
Os indicate a national change in values and goals.

Probably more important, however, is the need to change the attitude of a
more important group: the business, financial, and political leaders in rural areas.
There is no reason to think`that they are all committed to rural development, but
is dramatic move could help generate the necessary change in attitude in both
population and leaders.

An indication of congressional intent will be necessary to provide a second
important change for rural improvement: an improvement in the rural, financial
system, and in rural banks, the core of the system. Rural banks must become
larger, More modern, and more competitive. Above all, they must accept their
responsibility ands importance in economic development. The rural banking
structure should he changed by expanded branching and by allowing holding
companies to operate.

9 "Financing 6=41 Business," Report to the Committees on Banking and Currency and the Select
Committees on Sm11 Business, 1958.
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Multicounty districts can be strengthened if district banks were allowed tobranch in all the counties. Banks which cannot branch out of their county are
not likely to be concerned with the economy of the other counties in their district.In fact, they may continue to perpetuate intercounty rivalry, which prevents
the district from becoming a strong economic unit.

The attitude of bank regulators, especially at the federal level, must also change;
bank regulation must recognize the importance of banking in the development
process. Regulatory agencies should consider bank performance in support oflocal and regional development when they examine banks. Aggressive lendingshould he a worthwhile goal for thinks, in addition to the safety of depositorfunds.

THE FEDERAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT' CREDIT SYSTEM AND BANKS Pi. 2223)

A new credit institution created especially to provide financial support for
rural development would' be a dramatic indicator of the need to restore a balanceto national economic growth. It would signal the intent of Congress and thenation to a redirection in values and goals. It would focus both urban and ruralattention on the n Jr rural development and help get the commitment fromthe

Thpopulation
areas.

e Rural Deve o lellient Credit Banks would increase the amount of capitalfunds available to rural commerce and industry. It would stimulate greater useof rural funds for rural businesses. It would stimulateand improve the performanceof rural financial institutions and spur them to provide financial leadership and
assume responsibility for local development: The Rural Banks would providecfianneLs for a two-way flow of funds between urban and rural areas. It would be
a major step toward equalizing the urban and rural financial systems.

Two'aspects of S. 2223 appear to be particularly important: Section 501, which
provides technical and financial assistance to rural areas; and Section 710, which
adds a financial capability to the multicount.y development agencies. The availa-
bility of technical and financial expertise will help assess and reduce the risks of
rural businesses. The result will likely be to increase lender and investor confidence
and increase the Volume of capital funds flowing to rural businesses.

The addition of financial ability to inulticounty development agencies wouldhelp redirect their emphasis from a planning and political orientation to that of
economic development. These agencies will not be giVen a full trial unless they
are integrated into their regional economies. They cannot become effective bypreparing district planning documents and acting as a tool of grantmanship.
They must also participate in the job-creation process4Their ability to advise and
finance rural businesses would make them development agencies in fact as wellas in name, and give them the power and focus that they were originally intended tohave.

S. 2223, to create a Federal Rural Development. Credit System, would be amajor step in improving the quality of living in both rural and urban areas. It
deserves the*support of everyone concerned witlt the quality of life in this country.
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Senator ALLEN. hank you, Dr. Hopper. I appreciate your testi-
mony. You certainly have a good grasp of the credit structure and
the credit needs there in your area in Kentucky. I appreciate your
coining and sharing your knowledge, or some of your knowledge, and
some of your views with us.

I wisleyou would tell me a little IiirrioRpt the Spindletop Research
Center.

Mr. HOPPER. Spindletop Research is a nonprofit research organiza-
tion established by the Commonwealth of Kentucky. And it is com-
petitive with Southern in Birmingham. It is one of a number of regional
not-for-profit research organizations, unique in the sense that the
Commonwealth established it. We have a very close working relation-
ship with the Commonwealth, but we are not controlled by it, we are
independent of it. So we are seeking research contracts wherever we
cari, because we have to break even or make a profit to survive.

Senator ALLEN. I didn't.realize that Southern Research goes over
into the field of business and finance. I thought it was strictly engaged
in research along scientific and medical lines.

Mr. HOPPER. Southern has been in medical research for many
years. But they have a little bit of economic axd business capability.
I think it comes and goes. But this is not their major orientation. And
when I say competitors I guess I mean potential competitors. We com-
pete with Gulf South in Baton Rouge, which does very much the same
sort of thing in planning, regional and area development.

Senator ALLEN. These are multicounty development agencies, if
they were properly implemented, they are designed to serve a useful
purpose; are they not?

Mr. HOPPER. 'Yes, sir. They are designed to remove some of the
problems we have in having too many counties. In Kentucky, we have
120 counties. One of these counties has only 2,220 people. We desper-
ately need to coalesce some of these political subdivisions such as
counties into something bigger for development purposes, and these
agencies are, in theory, good vehicles to do that.

But I am. a little bit disturbed at their progress so far with the
direction that they have taken. I am sure that it was to be expected,
but I am concerned that the agencies have not involved more influen-
tial people such as bankers and other financial leaders in their
operation.

Senator ALLEN. Your point touches home,Aiecause recently I went
with a group of Alabama constituents to visit a governmental agency,
and they were suggesting action through the multicounty develop-
ment agency. Some of them in the delegation knew who all was on the
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agency, so they called back homeand found out that one of the con-
stituentsin the delegation was a member of the ageny back home,
and he didn't even realize it.

Mr. HOPPER. They don't seem to have any meaning. It is a peculiar
sort of thing. You have a lot of these paper organizations. In Kentucky,
we have two or three that aren't. We have some that are funding and
financing and entrepreneuring, and it is going to be interesting to
watch them. Whether they are successful or not, they are trying. I
figure the chances of their success are better than some of these others
that are playing a game of grantsmanship, which is what most of them
do.

Senator ALLEN. Has the State set up any lending agency in support
of rural development?

Mr. HOPPER. There are a number of States which have iu series of
different kinds of institutions. There are 23 States whih have passed
legislation for organizations called business development corporations.
They are long-term lenders, who are not exclusively devoted to rural
areas, but they are available to rural areas. A number of States have
direct lending programsKentucky has one. A number; of States have
guaranteed lending programs that go beyond SBA's 'eluting limits. A
number of States, of course, have industrial development bonds, which
I said seems to be better for bigger business. Some States are trying
to encourage the small business investment corporations, but they
don't seem to be working too well in rural areas. There is a limit,
really, to even 'the State organizations than are trying to help rural
areas. And, of course, once again, some of those State agencies are not
in rural areas, their emphasis is on urban lending. So even some of
these special financial systems are not doing the job that w e would like
to see them do for the rural areas.

Senator ALLEN. How well do the present Federal lending agencies
support the rural development?

Mr. HOPPER. Well, I think they do as well as they can. But they are
limited, first, of course, to funds. They are limited, second, according
to their program. EDA is only allowed to lend in designated areas. In
Kentucky, less than half of the 120 counties designated. SBA has
drifted over into a guaranty program. And, finally, they usually de-
pend on a local bank for funds.

Senator ALLEN. What about the farm credit system?
Mr. HOPPER. The FCA doesn't lend to business. It apparently does

a great job in agriculture. We found in our credit study that in 1960 the
FCA system held 22 percent of all agricultural loans in the State and
in 1968 that figure had gone to 35 percent. Now, in contrast, the bank-
ing system held 46 percent of the loans in 1960, and the figure had
dropped to 40 percent in 1969. So the FCA has been picking up lending
slack here that the banking system did not pick up. But the FCA does
not lend to businesses and it still leaps a gap in small and medium,
businesses lending in rural areas.

Senator ALLEN. I was interested in comparing both your own com-
ments and Mr. Denman's comments about the smalltown institutions
and their departure from the scene. Your comments were along the
line that the rural banks were not doing an adequate job, possibly on
account of lack of funds, and lack of know-how. And one of your pro-
posed solutions is that there be some way to work through the rural
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development bank, and that there would- be some way to get rural'
funds. But it seems to me that your thought of branching might destroy
some of these smalltown institutions, or certainly weaken them in
doing a good job. They would lap up some of the 'available funds
themselves, making less available for the smalltown institution.

Mr. HOPPER. Well, remember, that the distinction we made waa
that we don't get too far away from the local community with branch-
ing. We are talking about district branching among counties. That to
me is still sdiTof local. We are not talking about statewide branching
or nationiff branching, we are still talking about branching within
almost contiguous counties. I have a feeling that banks which want to
survive and can survive and want to qrow'are going to grow in that.
environment and not be destroyed. 1 he ones that are going to be
destroyed are the ones that are ready to lb up right now, and them
is a tremendous number of those in existence. Now, other people can
talk ,about the kind -of branching system 'they want, but this is mine.
Mine is bound by economic district lines. But we are talking about an
intercounty flow of funds and intercounty operation of the financial
system, And if you consider that there may be counties short of
funds, and counties in the,same district which are long on funds, it is
a crying shame that you can't get those funds transferred back and
forth between those banks in different counties. We made projections
in the credit study as to the credit needs of housing, agriculture, and
business in the next 5 years.

We found that there is a good deal of variation between the 'avail-
ability of funds in countiesand between counties. Traditionally when
a banker doesn't want to loan the money out, when he wigs- o-be
liquid and feel safe, he puts his money either in a correspondent bank
in Louisville, Cincinnati, or Nashville, or he sends it to Washington
by buying bonds, Now if that same banker could move that- money
instead to the next county, or if he could in some way or other move
that money around the district, he would be maintaining the local
use of those funds. That is what I think,this branching system will do..

I am also surethis is aside from the issuethat there are too many
of these small banks, and a lot of small banks don't need to survive
because they are too, small. We are talking about nearly 5,000 bank;
that have less than $5 million in deposits, and we have to see, a lot of
mergers to make this system more viable.

Senator ALLEN. Now, I note on page 4 of your prepared statement,
that better rural credit sources will not help in attracting multi-
national and foreign corporations that generate their own capital.
Does it follow that if rural America is to attract this kind of capital
that we will need to establish a kind of rural location incentive pay-
ment or some other incentive? Would you care to comment on that?'

Mr. HOPPER. Yes, sir; I think it is obvious that the marketthe
free marketis notgoing to allocate a lot of firms to the rural areal. I
think that thefe are some kinds of firms which will automatically go to
the rural.areas. And I think those firms don't need any incentives. But
I think we need to distinguish between the two. I think we ought te
think about some sort of incentive for the kind that ean go both ways..
As an example of the kind that can't go both ways, we have a plant in
western Kentucky, the Westvaco Co., where the local community put
up $80 million, floated municipal bonds, and put up a brand new plant
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for that national company. And vet, that naliofial company cannot
locate in an urban area, it has got to locate in somebody's rural area.
That company doesn't need that subsidy. But there are a lot of simple
type operations and a lot of clean-type operations, and a lot of opera-
tions that need to be close to their market, which would save money by
being close to urban areas, and they may deserve to be compensated
if they are going to expend their money On transportation and locate
away from the urban areas. Yes, sir; I think we need to be judicial, but
I think there may need to be some sort of compensation in some cases.

Senator ALLEN,. On .page 6, I note that you find considerable merit
in the provision of subtitle (d) to designate and utilize financial sub-
sidies of the rural development planning in the development districts.
Would you expand on your evaluation of this bill in that regard?

Mr. HOPPER. I believe that once you get these agencies, these multi-
county development agencies, involved with lending, )vith assessing
lending, with reque4ts for loans, with the need to fund businesses in the
area, I think that these agencies will become important. They might
beedme so important that many county governments could lose their
distinction.

Senator ALLEN. It would be a step in the right direction.
Mr. floPPErt. Yes; I believe if we will do this we run solve two or

three problems at one time.
Senator /WA:N. You feel that that is a definite field of operation for

rural development banks contemplated by this proposed legislation?
Mr. IloppErt. I believe there is a vacuum in funding here. Vhen I say

funding, I am speaking of credit primarily, althougl equity is at prob-
lem we haven't even talked about .m1101. This S.VS n won't help too
much with the equity problem, but it ran adprovide ice about sources

q

of equity, and that It; important. But I believe that small rural busi-
nesses have so few sources of funding that we just need to offer some
more, and I think this bill would offer some more. I think it would be an
important movement forward in providing funding for small businesses
in rural areas,

,Senator ALLEN. What is your availability of equity funds in the
rural areas?

Mr. HoPPErt. Well, the rural areas, I guess it is fair to say, must de-
pend mostly on (private sources -on the personal savings of individuals,
relatives, and this sort of unrecorded funding, which we don't know
much about. There is another source of equity- available, the Local
Development Corp. The LDC, in effect, can 'KO a form of equity. '.,.

It builds on the entrepreneur's own Money, 'allows him then
to leverage his equity with two or th e OtlYer lending agencies.
We probably need to get Into the issue o ie security lavt, to see if we
can't expand the expemption funding: In'the study w are doing for the
State of Kentucky right now, we are loaling at this closely. BilVmost
exemptions limit,the number of offerees or buyers. I think we need to
make it easier and cheaper for local people to sell stock to hical people.
But. that is linother issue, I guess.

Senator ALLEN. What do you think of the tax-free revenue local
development bonds as a method of financing plantS?

Mr. HOPPER. I must confess that I have a mi ed opinion. The
example I gave of the Westvaco Co., I think, was an xtreme example

:-.
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of how the system can work. We have a $5 million limit on bonds now,
and and offhand commentit really is offered without having done any
work on the subject, is that it works pretty ,(tood.

We are dealing with small firms and medium firms. These are the
Ones that really need the help. I see no point -Avell, at this stage, I see
very little pointi subsidizing the major corporations %Ouch...are
going to locate in the ruratreas anyway. Subject to the provision that
I made earlier about the need for a subsidy if firms could go both ways,
there may need to be some change..I think this system has been fairly
successful in.some areas, but I have not assessed it I don't know if it
has attracted maleyNurban firms into the rural areas, and that is what
we were trying to cloWhat we may have done`is simply to attract some
rural businesses from one State into another, because not all States
hove this prograrp right now, and not all of them are as successful as
others.

So to repeat my answer, I think I have mixed feelings about this
system.

Senator ALLEN. These studies that you have, would you make them
available to the committee. Also you mentioned another study that
you thought you. would probably go through it h before the year's end.
. Mr. HOPPER. Yes, sir; I will.
Senator ALLEN. If you would send us a copy of that, we will file, it

with the edinmit tee.
Mr. HOPPER. I will.
Senator ALLEN. We appreciate very much your testimony and your

corning before the Committee and giving us the benefit of your views
and experience. It will be most helpful to us.

Mr. HoeeEa. I am pleased to be here. Thank you very much.
Senator,ALLEN. We will place in the record at this point, a statement

by Senator John C. Stennis of Mississippi.
'(The statement is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. STENNIS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE Or MISSISSIPPI

Senator STENNIS. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to
place in the hearing record a statement on S. 2223, the Consolidated
iarin and Rural Development Act.

I am a cosponsor of this legislation. I view it as urgently needed,
and essential to the revitalization of our rural areas, The latter, in
turn; is essential to balanced

balanced
of our country in the coming

decades. That we must have balanced growth, and put an end to
the urbanization of the vast majority of our population, is so well
accepted in principle that there is no need to belabor it.

The President's Task Force on Rural Development recommended
establishment of means by which rural areas could have greater access
to capital, which they must have as the first, and most difficult, re-
quirement for development of jobs and the creation of local economic
growth. Thislegislaton is responsive to the recommendation of the
task force, and it is responsive to the ?ractical problems that exist
in the small towns and rural communities of our country today.

We are all too .familiar with the problems that have been caused
by the vast migration to the cities, and what it will cost to cure
them, if indeed a cure is possible. They include almost every aspect
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of community lifehigh costs of living, inadequate transportation,
ghettos, poor schools, pollution, high crime rates, growing welfare
rolls, the unemployed and the unemployable, deteriorating inner
cities, and bankrupt local governmentsthe full gamut of tremen-
dously expensive and frustrating national problems.
"Rose who migrate from rural areas to the big cities are, of course,
in search of economic opportunities.. They are looking for jobs: For
the most part, they are young people, who may not wish to leave
home, but are forced to do so if they hope to prosper.

The State of Mississippi increased moderately in population be-
tween 1960 and 1970, by about 1.8 percent. Nevertheless, of the total
of g2 counties in Mississippi, 48 counties declined in population. These
are rural counties, of course, for we are, in general, a rural State.
There are 23 counties in Mississippi that the census indicates as having
no urban population. That is, there are no towns of 2,500 population,
or more, in those counties.

The rural problems, then, are very close to us, and very important,
to us. I agree with the President's Report on Financial Assistance to
Rural Areas, where it says that "rural development is primarily
depeildent upon expansion in nonfarm job opportunities in rural
areas." There is no way to create the jobs without providingft stim-
ulus in the way of capital investment. This bill is designed to do
exactly that.

Mr. Chairman, in the Agriculture Act of 1970, pasSed last October,
the Congress committed itself to a sound balance between urban and
rural America to the revitalization and development of rural areas.
S. 2223, the Consolidated Farm and Rural. Development Act, will
make great strides toward fulfilling that commitment. I urge that
the bill receive the favorable action, of this subcommittee. Thank
you for receiving this statement.

Senator ALLEN. The subcommittee will stand in recess until 9
o'clock in the morning.

(Whereupon, at 4:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned to recon-
vene on Wednesday, Septetnber 22, 1971, at 9 a.m.)
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URA!. DEVELOPMENT

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1971

.1-.5. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RURA L DEVELOPMENT

or ThE COMMITTEE ON Aulticuurt-RE A ND FORESTAY,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:10 a.m., in room 3.24,
Old Senate Office Building, Hon. Hubert II. Humphrey (dm irMan)
_presiding.

Present : Senators Humphrey 511(1
Also present : Senator Burdick.
Senator IIUM MEI'. We will now open the hearings.
This is the second (lay of our hearings this week on S. 2.223 intro-

(lured by Senator Herman Talmadge and myself, and on amendment
' No. 153 introduced by Senator James Pearson to the pending Farm
Credit Act legislation.

I want to thank Senator James Allen of Alabama for sitting in for
me yesterday.

STATEMENT OF HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator Ht-me nuEr. Not long ago. this subcommittee heard testi-
mony from an economist who suggested that t he kindest thing we in
Government could do is let towns of fewer than 50,000 people die it
quiet death.

Now this gentleman represented a major planning organization. and
I suppose that he qualified as an expert in certain fields.

But I think all of us on this committee would agree that what he said
was nonsense.

He eon hi not have read USDA's Economic Research Service ma-
terial which shows that small towns of 1,000 population are one of the
fastest growing segments of our Nat ion.

But he also missed another important point. This committee as well
as the present administration believe that it is time we plait for bal-
anced national growth in America.

We still hear from a few people who simply don't believe that there
are any alternatives to urban sprawl.

There are others who say that the trends of the last five decades are
irreversiblethat there is nothing that can be done to keep people
from moving to the metropolitan centers.

I think that's wrortg. thinking.
A number of respected pollsby Gallup. the 'Minneapolis Tribune

and othersshow that moss people would prefer to live'in rural Amer-
ica if the opportunities were made available tot hem there. .

(317)
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Look at the ads in the papers for mountain property, bleach -f rout
property. get away-from-it -all. 118(1 other escape developments. It must
he paving off. I 'understand they take you to dinner and give you a
silver tea service or something if, you buy property.

Why do people flock to their own little plots of grass in some sub-
urb even tholgality lack many amenities like parks, sewers,
and adountte tire protection Someone once called them "slurbs.-

ruconfrolled suburban development is part of it system that is creat-
ing Strip cities along our coasts.

I believe strongly that there is a future for rural America. I he
that our farmers can he assured it decent living. and that we can

infuse investment capital into the small towns to provide it diversity
of employment opportunities.

I believe we can give people what I call It "Freedom of Residence.'
so that they can choose where they will live rather than being literitl y
forced out of their hometowns because of lack of opportunity.

C. Phillip liam»el at Iowa State University Extension Service.wrote
an interest InO. paper a few years ago that makes un important

I Iv wrote that in the early (lays of our country, the availability of
natural resources in an area was an important factor governing the
location of industry..

But now, he says, we have complex and relatively efficient t ranspor-
tat ion and commuicat ions systems. which means flint a substantial num-
ber of jobs (10 not have to be located in any particular place.

)e this premise liatimel calculates that about half of the labor force
in our 100 to 500 metropolitan areas-- people whoUre,engraged in (A-
port-oriented work---is composed of workers with jobs ;hid' can he
located anywhere.

As we all know; one-fifth of the population of this country moves
every year. And liaumel estimates that out of it total labor force of SI)
million workers, '2 or 3 million people a year could be influenced to
locate in smaller towns if the jobs were available.

We will have an additional 100 million people in the next few years,
and clearl business will exptind to serve their needs. The question is,
where will it. expand.

I believe the legislation before us teglay by Senator Pearson and my-
self addresses itself to the beginnings of a solution of the problems
confronting .us in regard to national growth.

Rural America is starving for investment capital. In many places
you cant ''et enough credit to buy a decent home. Thousands of cOM-
munities don't have water and sewer systems, because they can't tailse
the money, or because the Government won't release the grant money.

These measures we are discussing would inject new investment cap-
ital into rural America and offer incentive to business and bullish..
to locate in rural areas.

Rural America needs more than rhetoric and flowery promises on
the national growth question. It needs action. And that's what this
legislation is all about.

In a report on regional variations in economic growth and develop-
ment. the Agricultural Research Service concludes:

Rural development problems are multifaceted in nature, and are not likely
to be solved by a collection of single purpose programs, each directed at a seg-
ment of the overall problem.
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Rather, a rural development program in needed which 1110VOS on many fronts
at once, and simultaneously deals with many segmeuts Of the problem. Findings
of this study indicate that efforts...to close such a gap need to involve coordi-
nated programs relating to quality of the labor force, labor force participation,
Weal r.,,,overninent services, Industrial oceupation mix, higher-wage jobs and avail-
ability of central city services, to rural residents.

Both of these proposals here today stress this broad approach, treat-
ing not only eommercial development but vocational training, commu-
nity services, and the whole. quality of life. Bath proposals rely heav-
ilyily on regional planning.

I believe some form of this legislation must he passed if we are
really going to renew the countryside---if we are really serious about
a national growth policy.

I have a statement from Senator Milton Young of North Dakota
which will be placed in the record at this point.

( The statement is as follows :)

STATEMEN;e0F HON. MILTON R. YOUNG, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator You poi. Mr. Chairman, may I take this opportunity to ex-
press by; appreciatioU to you and other members of the Subcommittee
for your prompt action in scheduling hearings on legislation designed
to expand the availability of investment and development capital in
mild America.

I have always felt that, the basic strength of rural America has
been and will remain in agriculture. A strong agricultural economy
is vssential to maintain, not only rural America, but to a large degree,
the strength of industrial America. Directly or indirectly, agriculture
provides more jobs for Americans than any other occupation.
Farmers are the largest consumers of petroleum" products, chemicals,
steel and rubber products. Maintaitping and improving our agricul-
tral economy can and should be our primary rural development con-
cern.

A brief review of the development of this. the greate:t ,cation in the
history of the world. reveals that we have always looked to our rural
crests for the resources to meet pressing needs and to spur Our growth
115 a mit ion.

In the early years of our national life, this Avas only natural as there
was undeveloped, untamed land facing the nation as it looked west-
ward. The Federal government recognized this need mid responded
with aid to assist the railroads in spanning the Continent. with the
Homestead Act. and similar land grunt legislation to aid millions to
realize the dream of farm and ranch ownership and to settle the
land: and ill a myriad of other programs designed to open up the
new land and to make its products available to the nation and the
world.

As the frontier passed. a period of consolidation took place and the
flow Of people into the rural areas gradually reversed. An expanded
industrial economy demanded a larger work force. The rather rudi-
mentay cultural facilities and opportunities in many rural -areas
caused some to seek a livelihood in urban areas. For these and other
reasons, the nation's rural areas have experienced a net out-migration
for the last 3)) years or more.
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We ['lave now reached the point where 70 percent of our people live
On less than two percent of our land area. Our great cities are faced
Ivith crushing social and economic problems that threaten to engulf
them. More and more of our people arc .expressing dissatisfaction
with the ,quality .of life even though we enjoy a standard of living
unprecedented in the history of the world.

At a time when we are ,groping for solutions to the problems con-
fronting our urban areas, It is rather incoitgruous for our rump areas
to he faced with many sintilrrr problems -often for the opposite
reasons.

Ditninishwt population in rural 'America has led to the decline,
abandoment or failure to establish the necessary services to support
the standard of living most Americans demand. The lack of these
services has cruised many people to leave the rural areas and delayed
or prevented many others trom returning.

An even more basic problem gists, however. This is the lack of
employment opportunities for people in rural America today. Each
year thousands of well- trained young-men and %mileu leave the high
schools, colleges, and universities of rural America. A high pert nt-
age of them fire fOrced to join the trek to our urban areas because of
the limited oyportunities available in rural areas.

In recognition of this most basic problem, President Nixon's Task
Force oil Rural Development made a number of far-reaching pro-
posals aimed at strengthening rural America and providing a better
ha lance of population.

C,pngress, too. has reco,?!;nized this need. Title X of the Agricultural
Act of 1970 stated :

"The Congress commits itself to a sound balance bet w Pen rural and
urban America. The Congress considers this balance so essential to
the peace, prosperity and welfare of all our itizens-that the highest
priority must Is given to the revitalization and development of rural
areas.-

Rural development has been a subject of discussion, debate, re-
search, and review for years. There is virtuAlly universal agreement
that strong steps need to be taken-to renew the vigor of life in our
rural areas and to lay the groundwork for national growth during the
balanee of this century and beyond. There have been s une substantial
efforts in this direction in recent years and these have produced a
number of notable results. 'These. however, have been too limited in
scope and too few in number to even dent the total problem.

1 feel strongly that the bills before this Subcommittee provide a
framework for meeting one of the most critical needs of development
and expansion in our rural areasilw need for investment and de-
velopment capital. I am a co-sponsor of the legislation introduced by
the distinguished Senator from Kansas. Mr. Pearson, as well asoS. 222:3
.introduced earlier this year by the distinguished Chairman of the
Subcommittee and the distinguished Chairman of the full Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry.

141ave joined in sponsoring these efforts because I feel se pro-
posirls provide a vehicle for the development of programs to meet the
needs of rural areas for investment capital.

In making a decision on the selection of a place to live, Americans
today must answer many complex questions. What are the employ-
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meat opportunities? What are the social and cult und opportunities!
Are educational facilities adequate? These and other questions must
be answered. Too often a negative or unfavorable response to at least
one of these questions rules out life in rural America.

It. is my hope that this Committee, working with our colleagues in
the Cogress, with the Executive departments, and with interested
groups and individuals from throughout the nation. will be able to
.develop legislation aimed at dealing with a number of these problems.

I do not wish to portray rural life as undesirable. Iiaving had the
opportunity to enjoy it as an active farmer for the better part of my
life, I feel there is no better place to raise a family. Nowhere else ran
'one feel the very real sense,of renewal and growth as the seasons pass.
Given the supporting elements we deem essential today, Americans
van realize the "good life.' to an extent previously undreamed of by
a return to our rural areas.

I would like to express my appreciation mite again, Mr. Chair man.
for the effort being put forth to formulate solutions to one of the most
basic problems we face today. There is an urgeney to this and I
sincerely hope that we can move forward to the development of pro-
grams that will provide meaningful and workable solutions.

Senator 11i NI PI I REY. We are very privileged to have Senator Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina with DS. And we are not going to take
any more of his time than we have to. We are going to have the Senator
proceed as he iislres.

We welcome you. Thank you very much for coming, Senator.

STATEMENT OF HON. STROM THURMOND, A -U.S. SENATOR FROM

THE STATE OF SOUTH. CAROLINA

Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and
gentlemen of the committee.

It is indeed a privilege for me to appear before the Sufwommittee
on Rural 1hbvelopment concerning a subject which I believe is of vital
int oortanee to the future of this country.

President Nixon has recently taken bold steps to restore otir mon-
only, and he has called upon t'ongess to help him ill this endeavor..
Ii?wever. for (air economy to rout inue to prosper after it has recovered,
it is imperative that we implenabnt the necessary programs to revital--
ire and stimulate the economic development of the rural areas Of our
country.

Mr. Chairman, in the Agriculture Act of 170, Congress recognized
the need and committed itself to the development of the rural areas
of .America. In title IX of that Act Congress declared:

The Conaress commits Itself to a sound balance hot wren rural and urban
Ameriea. The Congress emishlerm this halalleib-80 (N8(.101111 to the peace. peosisbr-
ity and welfare of all our citizens that the highest priority must he given
to the revittili 741 t 1011 and devehmniclit of rural areas.

Recent census statistics demonstrate t1).ts continuing trend of popu-
lation shifts in this cmintrfrom runtl areas to metropolitan centers.
Presently, over i3-percent of our population lives on only 2 pereent
of the land,'area in Anwrica. It is estimated that` if this trend eon-
filmes, within 30 yeas more than two-thirds of our people will be lv-
ing in three or four giant megalopolitan strips.
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The question .that must be _answered at this point is, "What do
these statistics mean to the quid it y of life in America ?"

An examination of the conditions in our larger cities affords an
obvious answer to this questign. However, the migration from rural
to urban areas not only places an unbearable burden on our cities, but
it is also a imajor factor in the degradation of nur rural areas.

Most cities were not designed to accommodate the mass influx of
population which they are presently experiencing: Even the most prii-
gressive and economically stable cities simply cannot keep abreast of
this influx. The result is that vital services which people need are
not a,vaable. Our cities are decaying from within because of the over-
bearing burdens upon them. .

Mr. Chairman, the problems in out-cities are indeed serious, how-
ever, they are recognized. In our news media we are constantly seeing
and hearing of the_plight of our metropolitan areas. In Congress we
hear continuous oratory a -nd are continually called upon, to appro-
priate funds to aid our cities.

The attention our cities are receiving tfi the exclusion of our rural
communities has not only. resulted in the neglect of our rural popula-
tion, but the answer to the problems in our cities has b obscured as
well..As I previously indicated, migration to urban cent uts placed
a strain on the vital services offered city residents. This timid has been
even more damaging to the vital services needed by our null citinkns.
For eiample, for the period 1967.-6S more than WO was spent per"
pupil in urban areas whereas the expenditures per pupil in rural amens
were more than $00 less. In 1970, the unemployment rate in agri-
cultural work was 7.5 percent compared with a national rate of4,5.2
percent in other occupations.

Mr. Chairman, there is'an imperative need for programs to revitalize
the economy of the rural areas of this country.4f such programs are
initiated the economy of our country will be greatly belated and
the quality of life in America will be vastly improved_ Both the rural
and the urban areas of our Nation will benefit. With the economic
revitalization of our rural communities these areas will prosper and
the quality of life therein will be improved. This improvement will
carry with it a reversal of the trend of mass migration to the cities ,
and will enable metropolitan areas to catch up with the needs of zillion.

z residents.- - I
Mr. Chairman, the way in which our rural communities can liz, eco-

nomically revitalized is for there to be made ay iloble the necessary
financipg for economic growth. Available capital is it necessity and I
heartily endorse the purpose for which these hearings are being,held
to fulfill the need for rural development credit and investment
legislation.

The President's Task Force on Rural Development recognized
this needgand said : :

The Task Force recommends a new credit institution to provide rural areas
with greater access to private capital. This institution-:to be named the Rural
Deyelopment Credit Bankshould be structured in law as a wholly new
title In an amendment to the Farm Credit Act.

,The dist ingu. .i§hed Senator from Kansas, Mr. Pearsondrafted this
proposal into legislation and I was a cosponsor when it was introduced
in the Senate. While I am a cosponsor of the Pearson bill, S. 742, and
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not of the pending bill under con ideration, S. 2.2'23,, I believe that
the purpose of these two billstis the same. Th6 primary intent of both
is to provide the necessary investment and venture capital for the rural
areas of our country.

Mr. Chairman, it is my hope that your subcommittee will act favor-
ably on legislation to accomplish the primary intent of S. 742 and S.
2.223 to make available the necessary financing to revitalize our rural
economy. To that end I pledge my support.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Senator.
We'are, as you have indicated here, giving consideration at the s,tme

time to S. 742, and the objectives of the two bills, S. 742 and S. 2223,
are identical. And we welcome your support, of this intent and of the
basic structure of thislegislation. Obviously by the time we get through'
with these hearings we will make some alterations and Changes, as we
all know. That is the purpose of our hearings, to find out how we
can improve it.

Senator Bellmon, do you have any questions of the Senator?,
Senator Bray.Arox. Mc. Chairman, I would like to ask only one

question.
In your statement you have figures comparing the cost of education

in rural and urban areas. Have you ever seen figures comparing the
overall costs of government in the rural areas compared to a large
city ? I am talking about the costs of police and sewage and transpor-
tation anthill the rest:

ir" Senator THURM6ND. I haven't seen any recent figures. Some years
ago I think saw some figures showing the cost of government in
,cities being very much more than in rural. areas. &It I haven't
seen anythingrecently on it.

Senator BELLMON. It seems to me that the Federal Government
has a real stake, aside from improving the quality of life and the
productivity of our citizens, we have a selfish interest in trying to
have our citizens life in -circumstances where we can provide the
services they require at a reasonable or even a minimal cost. I have
never seen fignres either Comparing the costs of government in the
various sized localities: And I wonder if they even exist.

senator HUMPHREY. You may recall when former Secretary of
Agriculture, Mr. Freeman testified, he gave us some figures along
that line. I have been likewise interested in that, Senator Bellmon.
And I think we will ask .our staff to try, through the' Library of
Congress, or the Department of Agriculture or the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, to see if they can't find some more
reliable, credible figures that relate to the costs of services in com-
munities of different sizes, for example, in a community of 5,000 as
related to a community of 500,000 or a community of 2,000 as related
to one of 2 million: I think I know what you are after. And I believe
that there must- be some very important statistical data. I think we
could get that. We might even be able to get it out of the Census
Bureau, they have figures on practically everything. We can check
it ont.

Sen,p.to,r THURMOND. Generally I believe it is true that the larger the'
governmeipt the greater cost in proportion. Which means that if we
had more communities throughout the Nation, instead of piling these
people into cities and urban areas, the costs .of govermbent should
be much cheaper.
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I know down at. North Augusta, S.C., which is just across from
Augusta, Ga.you are faniiliar with it, Senator.

Senator 1-41:1111,ixtz.. Yes.
. taxes (in homes in North Augusta are

1 robably a half or a third of what they are in Augusta, (i.. That is
I of city services. I don't know whether they are more
e 'cientin North Aughsta or not. But it seems that the bigger the city
t le more patronage and the more expenditures are required to operate

I don't know whether you have ever thought 4tbout this figure that
I brought out about the fact that 73 percent of the population in the
country live on only 2 percent of the land in America. That is an amaz-
ing figure. All the land we have in this country, why jam people up in
New York and Philadelphia and Chicago, when we corn get them out
in the open, establish more industries and have smaller communities
around? I think we would have far less crime, and more eViencv in
the government, and healthier living, and a lass polluted environment.
And I have often thought it might be helpful to take steps to establish.
cities in the South and the West where there is plenty of land available,
and'eneourage people to move out there. And it may be necessary for
the Government to take some steps to get that going, in order to get
people otst of these congested-areas where there is so much welfare,
so much el-r me, so much pollution, and soinmeh Ilisease. And it is some-

t:-thing, I think, that this committee might give some thought to.
Senator BELL:mix. Mr. Chairman, on this cost-of-government serv-

ices, I saw an article in the Sunday paper almost weeks ago which
had a plihtograph of this new highway to the Pentagon. And the per;
on that wrote that article says that that 1 mile of highway is costing

$56.1 million. And this impresses me, beeause the State of Oklahoma
has a total of $60 million a year to maintain all our State highway
systems, that is, our State funds, the Federal funds that come in for
interstate are on top of that. But it costs them as much to build 1 mile
as it does to maintain the highway system for the entire State of
Oklahoma for a year. .

The sane thing is true for the subway. It is $3 billion for 90 miles. is
the figure I 'remember. 'Mat is $33 million a mile.

Senator IlumeintEv. That is the earlier estimate, Senator.
Senator I3Ebt.3rox. If we could somehow lump all the figures to-

getherI think we would find that there would be a huge saving to
State and local governments if we could cause our population growth
to occur in a more orderly fashion.

Senator IIrmettaEv. Mr. Thorton of the staff has indicated to me
that there is a followup study by the Advisory Commission on Inter-
Govermental Relations that will give us some information on this.
And when we get fiat we will circulate it among the members of the il

committee, those that have any interest in it.' Senator, we want to thank you very much for a very fine statement.
We welcome you-here and thank you for your helpfulness.

SenatOr TiitamoNn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I know
of your deep interest in agriculture as well as that of Senator Bellmon.
And I feel and hope that ,something may come out of this effort under
yonr leadership.

Senator HUMPHREY. I hope we can do so. Thank you ,very much.
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We are privileged this morning to have members of the Independ-
ent Bankers Association of America with us for testimony: And 1
would like to ask Mr. Carlson, who is president of the Independent..
Bankers Association, to come to the witness table, and Mr. Parsch,
and Mr. Du Bois.

Mr. Carlson is from Elmhurst, Ill., president of the Elmhurst
National Bank,

And Mr. Parsch is the president of Lapeer County Bank & Trust
Co., Lapeer, Mich., a na chairman of the Federal legislative committee
of the. Independent Basikers Association of America.

And Mr. Du Bois is president of the ifirst State Bank in Sauk
Centre, Minn.

And I might add, Senator Bellmon, he and his family have taken
the lead for years in the 'work of the Independent Bankers Associa-
tion. And I see him here with justifiable pride and delight.
'Pat, glad to have you here.
Mr. Dr- Bois. It is good to be with you.
Senator IltNtriiiir.y. Gentlemen, the very first thing we want to do

is thank you for your cooperation. I know that you have met with
members of our staff and have worked together to improve the pro-
posed legislation. And we welcome you here not so much with the

. objective of asking you to agree to what we have suggested, but to seek
your counsel and advice. And it is the objective of this committee in
its work to cooperate with you and not to try to bypass you or in any
way take over the invaluable credit services that you perform for rural
America.

I think we have found in our hearings as we have been out, in the
countryside the tremendous service that our bankers, particularly our
independent banlcers are performing. We were in Oklahopia and
Nebraska just recently, and we found there that much of the leader-
ship in the revitalization of local communities in rural America was
coming from the rural bank, and from that local institution that was
providing credit services to the farmers, the business people, and the
homeowners. We also found out that there was a greater need than was
able to be supplied.

So with that as an opening, we welcome you.
And Mr. Carlson, you go right ahead, or however you gentlemen

wish to proceed.

STATEMENT OF DONALD M. CARLSON, PRESIDENT, ELMHURST
NATIONAL BANK, ELMHURST, ILL., AND PRESIDENT, INDE-
PENDENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. Ciarsox.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you too for
your kind remarks, and for letting us have the *help of your staff.
We have worked long and hard with them.

As you say, my name is Donald M. Carlson. I our president of the
Elmhurst National Bank in Elmhurst, Ill., and appear here as pres-
ident of the Independent Bankers Association of America, an orga- ]
nizatiOn with a membership of more than 0,000 banks in 40 States.

With me today are other officials of our organization, in addition
to your introduction of Mr. Du Bois and Mr. Parsch, II. L. Gerhart,
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Jr.. Of Newman Grove, Nebr., first viee president of the Independent
Bankers Association of 'America; Fred T. Brooks of Dallas, Tex.,
IBAA second -ice president; Howard Bell of Sauk Centre. :Minn.,
executive director of our association, and C. Iferschel Schooley, man-
tiger of the IBAA Washington office. I asked these associates of mine
to be on hand today in the hope that the presence. of these members
of the I BA A _official family would underscore for this committee
the great interest our association has in the Consolidated Farm and
Rural Development Act.

Any proposal affecting rural America has a direct impact upon
members of our association. Primariry, our membership consists of
country banks in smaller communities." Recently, we conducted a
stu-dv of the:geOgraphic distribution of onr member banks that dis-
closed the following:

About one-half of our 0,609 members are located in conuntinitie,s
having a population of 2,,()1 or less.

About-two-thirds of our member banks serve communities having
a population of 5,000 or less.

Finally, the study showed that 90 percent of our member banks
are located in communities with a population-i-if 30,0011 of less.

our ',word oI concern for the welfare of rural America is well
documented. We have conducted in -depth studies of the depressed
farm income situation, published numerous -articles on the subject
in our magazine, sponsored conferences on agriculture, conferred
with top officials of the 14'ede;a1 Government and testified before
committc.s of the Congress.

Over the years, our primary concern has been a fair price struc-
ture for agricultural production. In pasuing that objective, we have
worked closely with farm organizations and farm-oriented religious
grou ps.

We like and endorse the objectives set forth in S:2223. At the
same tone, we wish to express our conecra.about the additional, permit-

,nent banking system it would create- We .would preferan altenuttive
that would operate, for exam pie, in a .manner similar to the Small
Business Administration.

Now, to resume comment on the legislation before you. The pro-
posal would channel much needed risk capital into the countryside.
More jobs and a higher quality of life in rural areas would be achieved
hr this infusion. The goals which S.2.22:1 seeks to attain are identical
to those that have been affirmed by OM' association for many rears. A
reaffirmation of these goals was most recently expressed by a resolution
on rural development adopted at our 41st annual convention in Min
neapolis last March. Here is the text of the brief resolution:

it is increasingly recognized that many of the problems of our eities stem from
the foot that rural Amerlea is tumble to retain its people due to a shortage of
economic opportunity.

It is apparent that rutal America must become a better pimp to live and work
anil play in an effort to stop the out-migration of rural people to the eitie,.

Therefore. the IBA A will siipport Icgislation and other efforts at the 11411,
'`tare and 'rational levels to promote the development of rural America.

One thrust of the hill that we like is its emphasis on the importance
of good planning in developing rural areas. One of the best statements
we have ever seen in this regard was enunciated by a distinguished
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member of this subcommittee, 'Senator Bellmon at a hearing before
this group last April 23. The Senator observed, and I quote:

An idea of the importance of rural development can be gained from a look nut
the windows of this building acaoss the slums of this city where thousands of once
rural people live in til pinion Hal this Nation followed an intelligent, conscious
and t ffective program Or rural d*elopmeut during the past :40 years. WII sling-
ton and sections of most other cities of this Nation would not today virtually
he ungovernable, unlivable and unproductive. ,,,,c,--

It pleases us that the proposal before you contemplates cooperation
and participation by existing commercial banks. Whatever procedures
are set up to implement the obj ctives of S. 2223 will have a better
chance of working well if banke 4 are active in the planning and ex-
ecution of various programs.

,

Bankers in Sial America know firsthand the. problems of their
areas. Their roots are deep in the countryside where. their banks are
located. A c intry banker has his entire financial stake in his com-
munity. My c iv iction is that the ultimate success of any program for
rural develop' "Hit depends upon substantial involvement in the vari-
ous programs iy leaders in America's commercial banking system.

In attempt' ig to analyze tile impact of S. 2223, we have studied two
prints of the bill, the latest of which is labeled a Star print. In a gen-
eral way. this statement will offer comment on various provisions in
the Star print. Our suggestions for specific changes are set forth in an
appendix to this statement. The appendix keys the suggestions to
pages, section numbers and lines of the Star print.

SUGGESTED CHANGES IN S. 2221

The bill defines a rural area as one that does not include a city or
town having a population in excess of 35,000. We replize that it is
difficult to establish a sound definition. But the one in the bill will
impress many as being more urban than rural. Therefore, we propose
that in administering the act. special consideration be given to areas
that include communities having a population of 10,000 or less. With-
out this direCtive to administrators, we fear that most improvements
made possible by the bill would go to larger centers. This, in our
opinion, would frustrate the main thrust of S.' 223.

We already have indicated our belief that the "rural area" defini-
tion in the bill is liberal. On page 12 of the Star print is language
that spells out how administrators could broaden the definition even
further. We believe this provision should be stricken. This language,
too, offers a means of thwarting what the bill is supposed to acco,mplish.

Section 403 on page 19 of the Star print proposes that a pa rt if.ipating
institution assume full responsibility for the payment of principal and
interest on a loan. As a practical ijaatter, this provision alone would
preclude participation in S. 2223 by commercial banks. We therefore,
propose the substitution of language that makes it pl that a par-
ticipating institution is not responsible for repayment of wincipal and
interest represented by an obligation originated by tl institution.

Since the proposed legislation has as one of its ohjectiv the raising
of money in the central money markets and channeling those funds
into the countryside, we are suggesting that this procedure be spelled
out in the bill. If not, the possibility exists that an agency set up under
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terms of the bill would be competing in local markets for deposit funds
that cmunercial bunks require for proper performance of their mission.

Finally, on pages 97 and 9S of the star.print, we propose language
designed to protect the confidentiality of reports on the condition
of commercial banks prepared by various supervisory agencies. Also,
we propose deletion of language that would require the Comptroller
of tlye Currency to make additional examination of national banks at
the request of the Farm Credit Administration. The Nation's commer-
cial banks already are closely regulated and sspery ise,d.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement, but I ask your per-
mission to include in the record the appendix attached to it. As men-
tioned earlier, the appendix details various changes that we propose.

We appreciate the opportunity of testifying on a bill of such great
potential. If you have questions to ask me or any of my associates,
we'll (10 our best to answer them.

Thank you.
Senator III-mrinmy. First of all, my thanks to you. And may I say

We Will of course incorporate in the record the appendix item that you
referred to relating to references in the Star print of S. 2223.

(The appendix is as follows :)
A PPENDI X

(All references are to Star print of S. 2223 ). 1'. 4, Sec. 105, ( 7) (A), line ;8--
Change punctuation 'after "thereto" front a period to a comma, then add this

language: and weird ronsideration shall be giren to arras that do not include
a community haring a population of 10,000 or more.' 1'. 9, Sec. 201, line 13

Insert and participant between words "borrower- owned." 1'. 10, Sec. 201,
subsection ( 6) line 13--

-Insert between "complement" and "the" the wonls the nation's existing net-
work of rommerrial banks, I'. 10, Sec. 201, subsection (6) line 15

I)elete "urgently." P. 19, See. 403--
Delete lines 21,22, 23 and 24, and substitute therefor this language: Ors such

erideners of obligations as it shall sell to insure or obtain guarantroa for, or
disrount with such. Agency. In no ease shall a participating institution be re-
quired to assume responsibility for repayment of principal and interest rep-
resented hi; sorb obligation. 1'. 35, See. 401, line 16

Delete "branches" and substitute ()fliers; P.35, See. 601, line 18--
)elete "brunch" and substitute offler ; P 4 5 S. 601, line =

Delete "branch" and substitute oilier. 1'. 37, See. 601, subsection (10), line

Between "borrow" and "money" insert : in the central money markets of the
nationP. 49, See. 607, lines 14 and 15

Put period after "agency" and delete the words "and participating institu-
tions." I'. 97, Sec. 1003

Delete lines 23 and 24, then substitute this language : Administration- to fur-
nish for the exritisire and confidential use of a regional Rural. Development
Credit Bank such reports. P. 98, See. 1003, line ."--

Insert perkid after "power." Delete the rest of line 5 and all of lines 6, 7, 8
and 9. P. 98; Sec. 1004, line 14

Delete "bank of the" from line 14, and insert regional between "a" and
"Rural." P. 08, Sec. 1004, line 15

Delete all of line 15 and substitute therefor this language: Credit Rank, for
its exclusive and confidential use, file with surh bank its written ronsent to ex-

Senator Humeinmy. I would also say we are working now with the
Comptroller of the Currency to revise the language to accommodate
the suggestions that you have made there. And we will have his co-
operation in that. -

On the item on page 7 in your middle paragraph, I think you are
abolutely right, we must spell out in the proposed legislation the proce-
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dure that we would hope to use in raising money in the central money
market for channeling these funds into the countryside, or at least to
make it explicit that it is our purpose, not to drain off what would
be deposit money for the normal banking structure. Such develop-

tent would be of no help at all. It would be just compethiag for the
a 'tillable resources in the community. And that surely is not our
in nt. And this willing flag that you have raised there is one that
we definitely will tne care of.

I have asked the staff to work with you, as you know. And the mem-
bers of the committee have all wanted that to be done. The definition
of a rural area is always subject to alteration. Really we just sort of
slide in between several definitions that the Government has. It would
be rather gOod to get a more clearly defined description of a rural area.
And we will take a good hard look at what you3have sugegsted here.

The tendency is, as you have said, to have these funds, go to longer
areas, unless you pin it down. So we will be fully aware of that.

And on that part about administrators we need a broadened inter-
pretation.

I am just noting this for the record so that we can cheek back again
to make sure that we have not opened up a gate that can permit a wide
definition of a rural area. ,-

Now, to this part in section 403 which pr poses that a participating
institution assume full responsibility for payment, of principal
and interest on loans. To probe you a little more on that, are you sug-
gesting- there should be a collateral relationship established in the
bill between the local bank and the regional bank which would have
the local bank be looked upon as a service institution not having prime
responsibility for collection and for payment of loans?

Mr. CAtu,soN. I think we might assume prime responsibility because
that is how we. are brought up and made up. Ifuwever, in the case of
a small hank in the country with a capital and surplus of, let's say
$250.000, the most that they could. lend as a national bank would be
$25,000. And we are talking, I am sure about loans much larger than
that. ,.

Senator 11 UM PI IREy. Right.
Mr. CAR.r,soN. So we couldn't legally guarantee these loans. So this

would automatically close the doors there.
Senator IIrmetinEr. Have you talked to Mr. Baker and the other

members of the staff about this ?
Mr. CAnsoN. Yes, sir; we have.
Senator Ilt-met !REY. Do you think you have come to some under-

standing with them?
Mx. CARLsoN. I think we have. Maylie Mr. Baker doesn't think so.

But he understands our point 'very clearly. He understands, too, that
both we as originators and the local agency would be supervising the
loans at the outset to make sure that they are good loans.

Senator I-11-32ntlEY. Absolutely. Of course, that is the bask pur-
pose. The local bank has a better understanding of the community
than any new established structure could possibly' have. And one of
the reasons that I felt it was so important to tie in the local bank in
the commercial banking structure was because of that intimate knowl-
edge it has of the community and the needs of the community, and
what other resources are there.
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\e-
braska or Oklahoma --1 have forgotten--I think it was in Ok homa,

We saw this, Senator Bellmon, when we were down in eit ier Ne-

at Perry.
Mr. BP:Lt.:nos. Right.
Senator I It.mm RE. I 11 Perry we were told of a local banker %dm,

a fter everybody e se had turned an applicant down, loaned the
lgt

appli.-
cant the money he ved because the banker had some understanding.

of this man's capabirtv, his family's background, and the potential
involved. I re made the loan even though lie was scolded by super-
visory officials of the banking structure..

I QM very sympathetic to vour suggestion here.
Senator limi,Nrox. NI r. Chairman, cmdd I ask a question ?
Senator 1 liNi en HEY. Yes.
Senator BELLNtoN. Mr. Carlson, yon are not suggesting that the

Murk not assume any responsibility; you are suggesting that the hank
take responsibility up to the limit?

Mr. CARLsoN. No, I am not suggesting that, sir. ITopefully each
community will have a number of these things. And we just feel that
it isn't proper for us to hdw this guarantee responsibility.

Senator BELLmoN. You are not taking any responsibility?
Mr. CARLSON. Not as guarantor.
Pat, did you want to 101(1 something?

STATEMENT OF PAT DuBOIS, PRESIDENT, FIRST STATE BANK,
SAUK CENTRE, MINN., REPRESENTING THE INDEPENDENT
BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. DuBois. I would like to reply to that.
I think the language in 403 as it presently is in the bill is restrictive

to the Janie that any bank that is a participating institution that
enters into the operation beeomes basically responsible, fully liable
for the principal and interest of the obligation of a loan so made.
This would prevent almost all private banks from becoming partici-
pants. In fact, the requirement is unnecessary in view of the guarantee
and insurance loans. Moreover, the institutions of the rural develop-
ment credit system have final say On a loan anyway, so you don't need
an endorsement by the private franks. I think as bankers we are per-
fectly willing to assume all the responsibility we possibly can in mak-
ing the loan, servicing the loan, and protecting the loan as best we can.
But when it conies to the actual liability for principal a»d interest
payment, that goes beyond, I believe, the capability of oti present
banking system, or even a desirable capability.

Senator limixoN. Under the Small Business Loan program, if you
as a local hanker partki pate in a SBA loan you assume 10 percent or
2 percent.

Mr. ('suit ox. Yes, si -10 percent usually.
Senator BELLAurc. Do you intend to assume a portion of the re-

sponsibility here?
Mr. Cmu.sos. We can't answer that question because we haven't

deliberated upon that.
Senator BELLMON. I can't quite see a system working if the individ-

ual or the institution making the loan assumes no responsibility-gor
it. You would have some pretty sweetheart deals.

Mr. CARLSON. Is it all right if I disagree with you, sir ?
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Senator Br:m.310N. I can't see why you wouldn'tperhaps you
wouldn't, but 'I can think of bankers who might put together some
shaky schemes.

Mr. DuBois. The thrust of the legislation provides that the farm
agency has the final say as to the worthiness of the loan. The

bank doesn't have, as the bill is presently written, the bill doesn't pres-
ently provide that the bank shall have the final smy as to whether or
not the credit shall be granted.

Senator BELLmoN. They don't under the VSBA program either.
Mr. DA-Bots. That is right.
Senator BEI.1,atoN. The bank still retains a share of the responsi-

bility.
Mr. Dulitas. I think that if this bill finally went in that:direction

.434iat there would not. be too much quarrel from the banking industry
for a participation of some type, because the bank could pick and
c !loose.

STATEMENT OF ROD L. PARSCH, PRESIDENT, LAPEER COUNTY
BANK AND TUST CO., LAPEER, MICH., AND CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, INDEPENDENT BANKERS ASSOCIA-
TION OF AMERICA

Mr. PAnscil. I wOuld like to talk to that point too, Senator Bellmon.
On SBA loans I am sure that all commercial bankers, with the

language that is written in the billit is similar to SBA loans as
indicated by President. Carlson. that the bank would assume that
responsibility without any question at all. I don't think there is any
question on that particular point that you have made that the banks
would ass-tune that. responsibility.

Senator Ilrmemon-. Under the delegation of powers in this bill,
or delegation of authority, each loan is negotiated independently, and
the arrangements for each lout in a sense are negotiated separately
and independently, and therefore I suppose the degree of participation
of each bank would be negotiated separately or independently, and the
arrangements for repayment.

I think the point that you were raising, Mr. Carlson, was that the
total liability was far too much.

Mr. ('AELSON. Yes.
Senator III-mmittrx. And I think that is true. And if the language

indicates that, I think we have to alter it.
And now that we have 'raised this point I think we ought to go into

it very carefully. That is tin whole purpose of this hearing. We are
not. ready to doqiny final work on the bill yet. We will flag that oye,
and look into it and get hack to you. Because we want your coopera-
tion on it so that we can work out a mutually agreeable situation here.

Senator Bellmon, do you have any more questions here ?
Senator BELLmoN. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise

two points.
Senator IlinsteHaEir. Would you ask about that suggestion one of

your banker friends made?
Senator BELLMON. That is one of the points I was going to raise.
This banker at Perry, Okla., his name is Carl Hamm, raised the

pointand the chairman has already discussed itthat,this was a
6S-582-71pt. 4-22
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very fine potential industry for Ids community, and he made the loan.
And immediately lw was criticized by the examiner. And the exami-
ner continued to criticize that loan until this new industry actually
had more money on deposit than the amount they owed the bank,
which to him was ridiculous. It was obviously a good !only !most from
the day it was made. And he suggpsted- -and we have a memo from
him, but I don't have it in my hanRe---t hat perhaps we should amend
the Federal banking law to allow a local bank to make loans of up to
In percent -of their capital structure, for the purpose of community
devek» u

a

....knd these loans would be exempt from criticism by thedt
bank exmis rs only up to lo percent. ., bank that has a capital struc-
ture of $.250,000 could loan up to $.:).;;;-,000, and even though it looked
like it might be a questionable loan, this would not be subject to criti-
cism by t la., bank examiner.

Air. CARLsoN. Are you asking for an opinion from us!
Senator BELi.moN. Yes; I wonder what your organization would

think. .

Mr. CARLS()N. I W0111(111.t object to that. I feel that the supervisory
agencies would object to that, because I think they measure not only
that im.rticular loan but all the other loans as at percentage of criti-
cized loans, on especially large loans, in relation to the entire capital
account. And it may lw not Only this one that they picked on at that
particular time, they may hate picked on several, I don't know. I-would
guess that they would not like it. Hut as far as I 11111 e011(1`1.11(1, on a
guarantee pogram, such as this bill included, they don't usually
(Tit icize t hose roans.

Senator BELLMON. We are not talking about this bill, we are talkine-
about the loans that are already being made. And this banker feels
that many hankers are more timid than he is.

I might Sa V that this little company that he helped finance in its
early shaky days now has ,IOU employees, and has annual sales of $15
or :4.20 million, and provides the real backbone of the economy of that
town. If he had refused the loan and the company had folued, or if
it had mom' to Oklahoma City or Tulsa, this community would prob-
ably have lost a third of its population. And he feels that banks in
many cases refuse loans they would like to make because they know the
next time there is an examination the bank examiner is going to he
very critical of these loans. And he feels that the 'milking structure
should be able to absorb up to I() percent of mistakes, if they actually
lose on every one of these loans that it wouldn't %veaken his bank no-
ticeably, if he were to lose just 10 percent, and it would encourage
local bankers to be a little more aggressive in (-eying to build up their
communities.

Mr. CARLsox. I wouldn't object to that at all. I think the Comp-
toller looks a little more generously now on loans to help urban and
rural areas. I know in our particular town we have acquired some prop-
erty, and they have not bothered us about that. I think you have a good
point.

Mr. PAnsen. Senator Bellmon, could I speak to that subject, because
it is very close to me.

I have bank- examiners in my bank right now. And yesterday after-
noon we discussed a loan of exactly the type you are speaking about,
where we financed a small manufacturingbusiness that was in a deficit
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position. And we took over the loan because we wanted to keep this
manufacturing concern in our county, employing about 50 people.
We knew the people. And it was a new customer to us. And after I
-talked to the examiner about it he agreed with me. I used exactly
the same arguments. And he said, "I am not going to classify it, be-
cause I agree with your philosophy."

Senator BELLMON. That is a very enlightened attitude. I am afraid
there are not many bankers like that.

I might say that this bank examiner that was critical of the loan
said he was doing it for his own protection, that if something went
wrong he did not want to be in the position of having failed to call
it to their attention.

At the present ti the SBA does not make loans for agricultural
production purposes. Would you feel it would be an advantage to the
areas, the communities you knowbefore I ask the question, at the
present time demand for credit for farm production purposes is going
up rapidly, units get larger, and the costs of operations go up? Would
you feel that it would be to the advantage of the communities you
serve if you could use the SBA to make agricultural production loans?
In other words, if that prohibition were removed, so that if you had
a local cattle feeder or a local poultryman who needed more money
than you could loan through your regular commercial channels, that
you could make him an SBA-type loan, would this he a good thing?

Mr. CmusoN. Could I yield to Mr. Parsch or Mr. Du Bois on that?
They both run agricultural banks.

Mr. PAns,ir. My answer very definitely would be, "Yes," I would be
very much in favor of this. because now we go to correspondent banks
in Detroit or Chicago to handle these loans. And we use SBA on ninny
of our business loans, of course, and we would like to use theni on our
agricultural loans.

Mr. Du Bois. Mr. Chairman and Senator Bellmon, my field is agri-
cultural. And our community is basically supported by agricultural
people. And the greatest portion of our loan accounts are agricultural
loans. I would disagreeand this is Inv normal role with this groiip.
I think the SBA has a field.of its own. But the bill that you are talking
about, S. 222:3, goes to the heart of the problems we are talking about.
that, plus the FHA program, provides funds in the rural area of agri-
cultural loans. Wally what is needed in rural America today to the
farm is an insured loan program that can he made by the banks. and
then a secondary market, so that once the loans are made and properly
insured, and under a good deal of decent supervision, they can be laid
of from time to time so that the banks continue to make more k us to
provide for the needs of their customers.

Yen are absolutely right when you say we have a shortage of un-
able funds to provide for agrieultural needs, because of the larger
demand that is going on. And this bill goes in that direction. But we
could improve the Farmers Home Administration by having an insured
program where the bank could make this under an insurance arrange-
ment similar to the Federal Housing,Administration, which has been
highly successful in this country, and they provide some form of sec-
ondary market. And I believe the insurance factor alone would provide
the secondary market.

Senator HUMPHREY. Under the Farmers Home Administration?
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Mr. DuBois. This is a vehicle that is presently functioning, and
functioning well, in lily judgment. And it could be expanded.

Senator liaxoN. The problen4with the Farmers Home Adiis-
tration up to now is that the ( oligress basset such low limits that they
really can't ndhe it typical commercial agricultural loan. We have
had `less than ::i.,oanio on operating loans and it :4100,00o limit On real
estate, loans for the Farmers Home Administration. And these, loan:4
aren't large enough.

Mr. That is right. They are reduced in capacity because of
that. Itut they are also reduced in capacity because of the basic amount
of money that they have to operate on every day comes from a budget.
And if we had an insured loan program. tlieb we would use the funds
that are in the banking system or in other financial institutions to pro-
vide t he pitch needed credit.

Senator liEla.moN. Would it he in order to ask our witness to per-
haps give us a memo on how he would like to see this work?

senator HU Al PIIHEY. Yes ; I would like very much to have that.
In fact, I have never understoodneve understood for the life of m we why e didn't laave
in the Farmers Home Administration the. same kind of insured loan
program that SHA had directed to farm operating loans. The whole
problem here in the Congress is. our economics and agricitIture are
about 20 years out of date. We are just not up to date on what it takes
to run at modern farm, where you have lots of cattle or hogs or wh6re
you have a big operation. which is required today in order to survive.
And I don't think we re ever going to get needed loan funds out of
congressional approprn

I think your point is we I made. These appropriations run up or
down like it child's fever. And we have to get into insured loans to
be able to tap the conimercia I market with partiiimting loans. I would
appreciate it if your organization will do that.

Mr. CARLSON. We will do that.
(The memo is as follows..)

IBAA Mn)s.0 ON IN,srann Amucrurcar LOANS

The farm capital and credit needs of American agriculture have increased
substantially in recent years and projeceed need indicates further inereass..

The major portion of agriculture credit has been supplied by commercial banks,
the Farm Credit System and the Farmers Home Administration.

American agriculture needs more credit and it needs it in the form of long
term capital loans for farm ownership and fa rm operation.

The Farmers Home Administration is restricted in its credit granting by loan
dollar limitations, eongmtsional appropriations and Bureau of the Budget re-
strictions. The Farm Credit System has certain built-in -reservations and restrie-
Hons. Commercial hunks are limited because of liquidity requirements and the
lack of a secondary market for long term loans.

We prop(me that congress establish an insured loan program for farm owner-
ship and operating (+edit.

We propose an insured loan program patterned after the highly successful
Federal Housing Administration Act which provided much needed long-range
capital for home ownership in the towns and cities of the nation.

We. suggest an amendment to the Farmers Home Administration Act that
would provide for FHA insuring agriculture ownership and operating loans, with
a portion of the interest charge dedicated to an insurance fund as provided by
the Federal Housing Act.

We suggest that the amended act permit commercial banks to participate as
the originating grantor of the credit and the servicer of the loan, again patternedafter the Federal Housing Act.
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We further J.antgmt the neeptAty of .the establishment of a necondary marhet
similar to FNMA which has provided liquidity when needed for the originator
of hoiming credit.

An enpa !Wed Impaired loan program an nuggeated above will provide much
needed long term eapital for American agriculture and do no With 011e V4KA to
the American hotwayer.,

Senator The reason I bring this point up is that sonic of
the. bankers in our State claim that when .they take a good. loan into
a correspondent bank the correspondent may go ahead and participate
this year, and by the next year they deal with the customer
directly.

Mr. That:is not true in my case.
Senator BELimoN, That keeps a lot of bankers from going to the

correspondent. and t s holds down the farm operation and causes
many to go to the (m "fiction credit or sonic place. , ,

'And schnetimes the e agencies fret overly conservative, and the credit
soury dries up, it .0,4 isn't available.

1 hat is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator II C M PI I HEY. I think you gentlemen should know that ten -

ator Bellmon keeps an'eagle eye on this whole farm credit structure
to the ad.vantage of the farmers of this country.

Senator 13t:m.31°N. The reason is, I am .indebttbd up to my ears.
Senator Join the club.
Before we let you gentlemen leave use li vish we hail a photographer

would like to call attention to the publication recently issued
by the Independent Bankers As.sociatiou entitled -Guide to Federal
l'uo,..,-Luis for Rural Development. ItAis an amazing publication. I
would like to ask you, if you would perniit ussto reprint this riublica-
tion as a cOmmittee print, %dile') would he very helpful to us. We would
like very much to take the material that you Slav(' divulged heregiv-
ing full credit and recognition to the Independent Bankers, and print
it as a e,filunittee print, which would then make it a type of official
document. And it will he. as we say, material gathered by, prepared
by, amid published by the Independent Bankers Association of Amer-
ica, but it monies out as a eommittee print of the Senate Committee Oil
Agriculture and Forestry. If you would let us do it we would be very
honored. Because we think we could do you some good and, maybe, the
country -4minb good.

Mr. i'Ani.soN. Permission is certainly granted. Mr. Chairman, with-
out question.

\%e would .like to give Mr. Baker credit on helping us too.
Senator III-meninx. This is a tremendons document. I don't think

there is anything like it. I guess it is the only compilation like it.
Mr. DuBois. Mr. Chairman. would it be in the role of this commit-

tee, then to update it
Senator Hu NI PI IREY. Yes.
Mr. Di-Bois. A document will not be of much value if it isn't up-

dated.
Senator Humeinanr. %\ will keep it updated, and also in a coopera-

tive relationship provide von, for your own purposes, all the updated
material. That is a deal that we will make with youunless there is
a conflict of interest. which I overrule at this momentwith your
consent, Senator Bellmon.

Senator BELLNfoN. I agree.
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Mr. CmitsoN. Thank you.
Senator IluMPIIlllit. All righf, gentlemen, thankybu.

continue your cooperative work with our staff and with
.tho committee..

Our next witness is Mr. John W.
FREDERICK. I am Mr. Frederick in place .of Mr.

Senator Ill'MPIINEY. Well, we welcome anylxidy that
Nalionlitl Grange.

nd please
members Of

Scott.'
comes front

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. FREDERICK, kEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL GRANGE-

Mr. Fammutic I apologize for Mr. Scott. Ile was out of town, and
he jaist, got back last, night. I had told him in advance that I would
present our testimony.

I 8111 Robert, M. Frederick, legislative director of the National
Grange, with headquarters at 1 61 6 II Street NW., Washington; D.('.,

Nk9ther I nor the Grange is the expert in- farm credit that Senator
I4;d1mon or yourself, or the preceding witne:is is.11owever, we have a
sftong interest, as you know,,in- rural America, and have had for a
good many years. And having 14d a second opportunity to Ao over the
bill in more detail than \N-Aid prioF to the writing of the 'statement,
I would think that I could say tmequivocally that the National
Grange would be in strong support of the legislation, with the refine-
ments needed by any piece of legislation. Like a piano, it needs fine
tuning. Lthink there are some areas, as I have heard in the previous
discussion, that could be tuned more properly so that it will do the
job that we all want done iiLrural .America.

'Senator /11:31PIEREY.Thallk you NVI'y Mulch.
Mr. FaEntanc.K. The-_Grange is a farm and rural-urbaa family and

community organization, with deep roots in rural; America. The
Grange is composed of more than 650,000,members, representing over
7,000 local' communities in TO States. .It has been estimated that at
least two local Granges are meeting each night of the week, except
Sunday, somewhere in the 40-State area. Therefore, the Grange today
continues its 104 years of service to agriculture and tura) America.

The Grange appreciates tAiis opportunity to add to the record of
its cont hilted expression of citucern with the impoverished conditions
in which thousands of rural Americans' exist. If we haYe any one
intemst, that stands ahoy(, all others in our over a century of service
to rural America, it is our interest .in Mies-lilting the conditions in
Amerietui life which set those-who obtain their economic rewards
from the soil, or other residents of rural areas, apart 'from the rest,
of our society,' both in income and the opportunity to enjoy increasing
social benefits.

The National Grange -appears Lasefore you today, dedicated to a
second century of service to rural America, anddeeply concerned
over the failure:of that section of the economy to even keep n with
the social benefits available to the, Nation as a whole. Residents of
rural areas should receive .their fair share of the benefits realiz-
able from an increasingly prosperous .Nation.

To date, farm families,- the' lyackboue of rural development, hax'e
not shared in the economic hehefits that are derived from an Indus-
trialized country. They have not received just compensation for their
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contribution to the general welfare of the Nation. Farm families,
on an average, have only 78 percenfof the purchasing' power of their
city'cousinsand I might add that other -residents of rural America
who are not fortunate enough to be euga,t1red in productive agricul-
ture have even .far less phrchasing power, than that 78 percent
while at the, .sitine time their etliciemYlof produetion has increased
35 parcel it,si nee 1941 -48.

In the recent 'Meeting called kty President Nixon to discuss with
farm leaders the provisions- of phase II of his program to control
ilkflation,',National Grange Master John W. Scott emphasized the pro:
ductivity'ollinerivan agriculture. Mr. ,Scatt informed the president :

The National Prange for years has been informing Congress and the execu-
tive that low farm income and the lack of opPortunity of farmers to share in
the Nation's economic advanceinent, in relationship to the other segments of
the economy. has not been because farmers have not been efficient or prodbc-
tive.,Quite the contrary is truethe American fanner's .efficiencyhis tremen-
dous capacity to producehis productivity. ziwre now- one farmer feeds 48
persons-.has almost resulted . in his own self-destruction.

The ability of American age filture to continue to maintain full production,
with increased efficiency, has lade possible for less productive and less
efficient industrieS to pay higher ages and sell' at higher prices because of
the smaller amount of expendal e Income needed by the consumer to purchase
food and fiber.

I bring this to the committee's attention, Mr.Vhairman, to empha-
sizeb today, as we have in other appearances before this and other con-,
gressional committees, that the very heart and lifeblood of a prosper-
ous rural America is a strong, healthy, independently managed 'fam-
ily farm structure. In Our haste to improve conditions in rural areas,
let's not lose sight of the fact that agriculture is, and should remain,
the cornerstone upon which to build stronger rural communities.

I realize that I need not remind members of this subcommittee of
tlie importance of continuing and strenothening farm programs. The
committees on agriculture have. worked long and diligently on pro-
grams to improve the economic position of the Amerisan farmer, but
much remains to be done if we are to have a balanced economy in
rand areas.

In our appearance before this subcommittee on June. 16, we discussed
the need for a national growth' policy. We pointed out at that time
that, in our judgment, rural development should play a dominant role
in any national growth policy. We would like to reaffirm that posi-
tion .today.

It is abundantly clear that unemployment and underemployment
in rural and nonmetro areas has caused and, unless corrected, will con-
tinue to cause, major problems for metro areas. The facts make it clear
that the income levels of farm and nonfarm families in rural and lion
metro areas must be increased if America is to continue to grow. The
neglect of their problems surely will bring the major metro areas
tumbling down upon the greatestconntry mankind has ever known.

The hearings held earlier by this subcommittee were well docu-
mented with facts and figures to emphasize the problems, that are
facing rural areas; therefore, we feel that it is not necessary to review
them in order to prove or substantiate the need for additional legisla-
tive authority. ,t

It is' because of our firm conviction-that the answers to tomorrow's
urban problems can be found in it healthy, strong economic rural
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America, that we support legislation to provide for the establishment
of new or expanded job-producing industrial and commercial estab-
lishinents in rural areas. In tact, It ig because of our neglect of the
.problems-of rural America that our urban centers are in such a state of
poverty, confusion, and overcrowded conditions.

We have cautioned against -rural development programs that fail
to -recognize the ipportimm of the contribution that can be made to-
ward the economic stability of rural America by family agriculture.
Iiowever,. we also realize, and would like to emphasize, that there are-
many. problems of rural and nomnetro residents that present programs
'have not only failedto solve but were not directed to solve.,

The legislation before this snbcoinmittee today addresses itself to
these problems. The type and form of legislation reported by this sub-
committee and, hopefully, passed by Congress is of great importance
if we are to, at long last, address ourselves to the entire problem of
the rural economy:
. It is obvious that the Government cannot dictate to private industry
where it should locate its plants, nor can it dictate the whole policy
of the allocation of resources and economic development. However,
it-can compensate for those factors not available in the areas where
it -feels there should be some additional industrial or agricultural
development and a..}dune some of the risks inherent in *is hind of
operation. Such planning could and should obviously Hite into con-
sideration the social factors involved. as well as the ptissibility of
the simple making of a profit by a private entrepr(neur. .

We have been concerned that programs designed to-alleviate some
of these problems have not functioned in the rural areas as we had
hoped. Congress made provisions for rural water and sewer s).stems
on paper, through the passage of legislation without adequately fund-
ing the programs. The neeessity of upgrading our rural electric and
telephone systems has always been and still remains, a constant battle
in Congress. In addition, we have seen the Office of Management and
Budget withhold appropriations of the Congress for services which
are badly needed in the rural areas.

Even with what has been planned and accomplished, we.fappear to be
attacking the symptoms of the problem instead of attacking the prob-
lem at its roots. We feel that the legislation before this subcommittee
is addressing the roots of the problem as we see, them in rural America.
We need greatly expanded manpower training programs for rural
areas and, mostly, the abandonment of the laissez-faire system for al-
location of the human and financial resources on the basis of eflicielfcy
only.

It is the stated intention of Senator Talmadge and you, Mr. Omit-
man, as well as other sponsors of S. 2223, to limit the present activities
of the Farmers Home Administration and the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration to furnishing credit to farmers. Likewise S. 2223 would con-
solidate some functions of FHA and other Government agencies that
depend upon annual appropriations to carry oei their development
programs in rural America. by setting tip a similar credit structure for
nonfarm rural borrowers under title II of a new "Rural Development
Financial Resources Act.- In our judginent, this should avoid the prob-
lem that,we.have had in the past of having good legislation passed
only fo discover that the programs were either inadequately financed
or the appropriated moneys were withheld.
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However, title I of the bill, in amending the Consolidated Farmers
Home Administration Act of 1961, under a new title of "Consolidated
Farm and Rural Development Act," actually enlarges the powers of
the Secretary of Agriculture in this field, so that there is a considerable
overlap of powers in the FHA provisions as amended by title i and
the new title II.

.T,In most cases this overlapping of powers could lead to administra-
tive difficulties. However, in this case, this should occasion no real
problems in operations, since S. 2223 reorganizes the Department of
Agriculture to provide brother agencies, the Farm Development Ad-
ministration and the Rural Enterprise and,Community Development
Administration, under a new Assistant Secretary of Agriculture. Con-
flicts should be avoidable under any duplication of powers or alterna-
tive courses of action may, in fact, be of value in some future situations.
The use of moneys in the existing Farm Credit Systemand here we
are referring not to the Farm Credit Administration but to the other
credit agency within FHAas a supplementary source of financing
for some future rural project may be of considerable benefit in achiev-
ing the overall purpose of developing rural America.

The Grange has some apprehension about setting up on entirely
new administrati authority for rural development;although we must
admit that, in doing so. we would avoid the problems we have had in
the past of inadequate financing of rural development programs. We
would hope that this could be accomplished by amending present stat-
utes to provide them the authorities necessary to carry out the pur-
poses of the pending legislation. and here we have to rely upon the
expertise of the staff and Mr. Baker, and yourself. Mr. Chairman. it nd
Senator Be llmon and other members of the full senate Agriculture
Committee to make the determination of %vhether it can be done that
way. We have reservations at this time as to whether it can or cannot.
In other words, expand and increase the lending and borrowing au-
thority of the present Farmers Home Administration.

Mr. Chairman. the legislation cosponsored by you and other Mem-
bers of the Senate is a very comprehensive and complicated bill. While
we support it in principle, we do hope that the objectives can be aecom-
plished by other means. Amendment No. 153 by Senator Pearson, to
S. 14s3, has distinct possibilities and we would urge that a great deal
of study be given to the several proposals now pending before the
subcommittee. As I mentioned earlier, as we study it longer, we :ire
inclined to believe that it. does provide the answers to the pobloms
we have seen in rural America for many years.

I might add that one of the reasons we have hesitated in giving it
any firm or strong support at this time is that the National Grange
policy is made by a delegate body at our aimual session.

Senator Hum IMA'. Yes, we understand that.
Mr. FREDERICK. And we have not had an opportun; y to meet .with

our agriculture committee and with the delegates on this approach to
rural development. Our next meeting is in November of this .year. I
would hope that the bill is passed by then, but. if it is not, we would
like to have perhaps a staff man attend our annual session and meet
with our agriculture committee and hilly explain 'the bill. Then he
could answer any questions we had and 1 would expect that we would a.
come out in support of the bill.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, sir.
Mr. FREDERICK. The National GranFe is in support of legislation to

establish a "Rural Development Bank t' to help rebuild rural America.
The rural areas of our Nation have been neglected far too long and
legislation is long overdue, However, we respectfully urge the sub-
committee and the Senate to move with caution before enacting legis-
lation that will be difficult to administer and which would lead to
further frustration of an already difficult problem.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman., as the problems of rural communities
become more pressing, rural development will be increasingly in the
news, for itotters the promise of infusing new economic life into these
areas. However, rural development does' not take place on its own,
nor does having adequate funds available insure its success, If it is
to succeed, farmers, nonfarm rural residents, and other community
leaders must take the initiative in encouraging the community to study
its problems and preserve in seeing that the conclusions based on
these findings are carried through to a logical end.

To my knowledge, every successful attempt at rural development
has been because people became involved in problem solving. I think
the Senator's example of what happened in Perry, Okla., is an excellent
example of knowledge of local conditions and emblem solving tliruogh
involvement of people. They have got to get off their apathy and
become concerned and go to work to make their community programs
work. Communities in Pennsylvania, Iowa, North Carolina, Nebraska,

North Dakota, to mention only a few, have successful rural devel-
_ opment .programsall because people cared about what was happening

to their towns.
Despite Government activity and creation of a development bank,

success really depends, as we have seen, on what is done within each
community. The national planning of overall programs and adequate
funds for development can be supplied. but the programs must be
executed through State and local committees, with the initiative and
decisionntakingin local hands.

Leadership, initiative, ingenuity, judgment, and application are
potent forces in community growth and development. Rural develop-
ment cannot be spoon fedgovernments, Federal, State, and local, can
supply the overall plan, but implementation must come from within
the community, and may I digress to say that I think this is an
important aspect of this legislation, RIM it does involve local banks
and our good friends from the Independent Bankers Association. I
am glad to hear their support in working with the committee to
develop that kind of legislation.

Senator Ili-menaEr. As you know, we also concentrate on developing
ii multiplanning and multicounty agency. So the whole structure is
related to local initiative, local planning, and local connnunity action.
And then the funding is by the bank.

Mr. FammucK. I notice in Senator Talmadg,e's remarks when 12e
introduced the bill von referred to the local tricounty development in
his own state. And I think it is very essential.

Senator I fumrunEy. Yes, indeed.
Mr. FREDERICK. In fact, programs devised by men, that supply only

moneys and plans, will breed apathy, Inek of interest, and 'I don't
care- attitudes'on the part of the recipients.
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Since action within the conmunity is vital for successful rural de-
velopment, it is obvious that leadership and active participation must
also come from within the community. Enlightened self-interest is at-
the baswof community development--be it rural or urban.

In rural development, results flow from a combination of effective
application of effort and available resources. Communities will not
achieve their potential merely because resources are there. Little can
be expected where there are no ei;(mrces; but well - conceived, con-
certed effort, intelligently applied, can produce worthwhile results
even when resources are liimited. /

Mr. Chairman, although we have not been too specific in our rec-
ommendations, we do feel that the type of financing sets forth in the
pending legislation will a y'oid the many pitfalls of the past and can
bring together the .necessary financing, planning and private invest-
ment to make rural development work to the benefit of all America.

Thank you, Senator I iumphrey, for permitting the National Grange
to appear before this distinguished subcommittee. You and Senator
Talmadge. are to be commended upon this new pproach. to solving
the problems of rural areas. We have faith in th wisdom and judg-
meat of this subcommittee and know- that legish ion will be forth -
coming that will have the support of the National Grange. We wish
you well in this undertaking and pledge our support of programs
that address themselves to the total problem of rural-urban imbalance.
We believe von are on tracktoday they say "right on"---Mr.
Chairman.

Senator Iirmelliv. Thank you very much for yobs testimony.
Just one point I would like to raise with you, and then I Avant to have

Senator Bellinon question von
-We have had the Extensiop Service people in. They gave us some

very good testimony. And we 1111(1 a suggestion adc Jr the chancel-
lor of the University of Nebraska, to the effect that the land-grant
college, through the Extension Service, would operate rural develop
ment institutes that would give a push to the whole concept of rural
development and to coordinate the ninny facets of the rural develop-
ment program withflut actually. being the action agency, these in-
stitutes would provide the framework in which there could be dialog,
discussion. the organization and the planning that would make for a
better program of rural development. We would like very much to
have you look at that testimony. I am going to have a;copy of the
testimony sent over to the Grange. I would appreciate your views On
it. And I think in fact we should ask those witnesses that come before
us from farm organizations to give us their views on that particular
testimony. I'ou maybe haven't seen it thus far, and it would be too
!ouc to ask you to make a valuable judgment at this moment.

Mr. 14'nEnEine.k. I haven't seen it.
Senator Iluliellavv. But I just call it to your attention. and if von

will give us a little memo one wav or the other. I will ask the staff to
get whatever, testimony we have had both in the field and before the
committee here in Washingtonotir key witnesses. the Independent
Bankers, the Grange, the Farmers I'nion. wilatever groups testify, the
NF() and othersand get their views on it. .

I believe that would be a good idea, don.4 you think, Senator
Bellinon?

or
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Senator linu.mor.r. An excellent one. '1
Senator Humvintr,y. Any questions, Senator Bellmon?
Senator BEnnmoN. Mr. Frederick, on page 4 you say : It is obvious

that Government cannot dictate to private industry where it should
locate its plt tMs." The point I would like to make is that it seems to
me that by n glecting to provide tiip necessary credit, awl in some cases
other suppqrt services, that the Government is dictating to industry
that it locate its plants always in the big cities.

Mr. Fanimucu. Indirectly I would agree with you, sir.
Senator BEL,Latox. And I think this is where a problem arises. There

are, many companies, I think, that might prefer to locate in n less con-
gested area if there wak any way of getting the capital and the sup-
port that they need. But up to ;um, it hasn't been possible for a small
community. to corn .

Mr. FREDERICK. I would agree. Indireetly, perhaps, they were direct-
ing when it should he located. But I think there has to be some cau-
tiondepending a great deal on responsive planning for industrializa-
tion in the rural areas. If it is a mere shifting of an industrial plant
in an urban area to a rural area, I don't. know that this is the type of
rural development, industrial rural development, that we want be-
cause it would just be a translocation of a resource from a city to the
country. I thinkwe have-to develop new ones. I know that this is the
intent of the legislation, and I think that this is what we want to do.
I don't sec any benefit in taking a plant out of Buffalo. N.Y.. and put-
ting it out in rind New York.

Senator linm,moN. Don't you think it would be a benefit to New
York City if they could have perhaps a third of their population lo-
cated some wl w re else

Mr. FnnFanc K. Perhaps New York City it would.
Mr. BELL:stos. Perhaps Washington.
Mr. FitnniQue K. In large cities I would have to agree. But then this

would have an effet on the people who had been working in the plant,
if the plant moves from Washington or New York to sornewhere else.
This would have to be a well-planned and well-thought-out operation.
I think the national growth policy is really referred to in our tes-
timony. So you would have even more people on the welfare rolls in
New York and Washington if you moved the plant out. If 3-on relocate
people you haven't helped the unemployment situation in the rural
areas.

Senator linm,mo>.-. The reason a lot of the people are in New York
and Washington now is because there wasn't any way to make a liv-
ing in the mild areas where they once worked on the farin. And it
seems to me that had the Government been alert at the tiine we had
this mass outmigration from the rural areas, and had to provide in-
centives, or opportunity for jobs to 1w created in those areas. that
we wouldn't have (Le cwigestion we hasp now in tli citi..:,. an we
wouldn't have the heavy welfare burden caused by people who just
don't have marketable skills that they can sell in the cities.

Mr. FnEnninen. I couldn't agree more, and it is unfortunate that
we didn't have this type of program in effect 1 or 25 years ago when
the first migration really started.

Senator Br.m.moN. What we are suggesting, I think, in our work
here is that peope ought to have a rhowe, if they prefer to live in the
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rural areas, they should have 11 way to make a living ther And if
they prefer the eity, that is tine. but lip to the present t me they
haven't had that choice. , I

NIT-. FREmatick. They have had very little choice. t,

Senator BE1.1...moN. Thank you. mr. Chairman.
Senator 11( MPIERE 1 . Thank you 1 ery much. WI, 11111 he fp touch.

NI,if II you. We appreciate your coming before us. . \
()lir next witness is Dr. IN'eldon Balton. assistant directoii of the

legislative services of the National Farmers I -11 ion.
Welcome. Please be seated.

STATEMENT OF DR. WELDON V. BARTON, ASSISTANT DIR TOR,
LEGISLATIVE SERVICES, NATIONAL FARMERS UNION

Mr. B wrox. Before I begin, Mr. Chairman. 1 would !dip ) ac-
knowledge the presence in the room of Mr. Lewis Johnson, the ' resi-
dent of the Arkansas Farmers I-nion. .

Senator H U II en aliY. Let him, come right up. I like to see Oiiose
Arkansans. .,

Mr. BAtrrox. Ile is testifying tothorrow before the committee.'
Senator I ll'All'Ill:EY. I will be here to hear him. I saw him wit\ 1 k

through the door. Every time I tier him conw through the door I fee a
little stronger, healthier, and better. \NI r. B %irrox. Thank you very much, SI r. Chairman.

1.

Mr. ( liairman and members of the committee, I am Weldon Bartm .\
assistant director. of the legislative services of the National Fanner..
Union. N

,

1 have a iii.epa ret1 statement that I would like to request be published'.
in the record in full. 1 would prefer this morning to simply sum-
marize and hit some of the high points of that statement, if I might do
this.

Senator I Itmeilimv. It is so agreed. We will have the statement
published in its entirety in the record as if read. And you may pro-
ceed to continent. .

Mr. HAI:TON. Mr. ('h8111)1 1), fhe delegates to the National. Farmers
-Union National Convention. which met here February 24 through 27
of this year, adopted a statement of policy in support of rural develop-

' meat and especially in support of a rural development, credit bank.
I will not read it, since it is in the beginning of my .prepared state-
ment. Let ine say that the policy statement adopted by our delegates
way -)1110%01;a narrower and didn't have the broad scope of the present
legislation. however. Mr. Chairman, I think it was the clear intention
of our delegates meeting in convention to support a fully NVOCka ble
alai comprehensive VC fillanCial system for rural development. Conse-
quently, I think in general we would fully support title 1 and title
of S. :1. There will ,of eourse he a need for"some tinkering with
details and tidying up of the bill in this regard.

I would like to comment very briefly, then, Mr. Chairman, on title I
and title of the bill.

Title I proposes what might be called an incremental approach to
expandi»g rural development financing. That is, it starts out from
where we are, with the Farmers Ifome dministration, and it reorga-
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nizes the.li'artners Home Administration and expands the funetons
of the Farmers Home Administration into new and advanced areas
of finaneing (Or rural development.

An important addition to the Farmers Home we think is to make
loans to attract new industries into rural. areas. As I said, Farmers
Union supports title 1. We fully agree with the idea of strengthening
the Departinent of Agriculture as the agency through which farm
and rural development programs are to be spearheaded and admin-
istereAl. We think that the Department of Agriculture is.t he Agency
that is best equipped to handle rural development programs in con-
junction with farm programs, and we support title 1 in part on this
basis. We think that title 1 is a realistic and workable alternative to
the rural community development revenue sharing plan and the de-
patmental reorganization proposals made by the President earlier
this year.

We also support enactment of legislation patterned after title 2 of
S. 2223. This of course is a much more comprehensive, system of rural
development financing, and for that reason is likely to be somewhat
more controversial than title 1..1[owever, we are glad to see that you
have come up With sonic legislation that you might say -goes for broke"
in getting the kind of large-scale and comprehensive program that we
need to tackle tlw problem of rural development. After all, rural devel-
opment-in fts *Wei. ramifications is not likely to be successful if it is
undertaken on a completely piecemeal basis, or on a halfhearted basis,
or in a financially-starved manner. Tit le 2 we think provides at reason-
able mix of administrative structure of hard loans and of cash grant
which, if enacted, would set the stage for tray meaningful rural re-
v ita lization.

r. Ch a irman, I am not prepared this morning to go through the bill
On a section by section basis and comment upon it. We may have specific
additional comments on specific sections later. I would like to turn for
just a moment to my statement, the 110 two pages of the statement, and
comment upon the 3;),1 t1 population cutoff.

Senator FREY. Could I just say at this point that we would
,appreciate having you look over the bill section by section. You might
want to talk to our staff about it and give us a memoranda, giving ns
your analysis that von might wish to add to your testimony. We will
keep this record open for a period of time, so there will be _plenty of
time for you to do so. I know that this is a complicated piece of legisla-
tion. But your organization, along with others, has a big stake in it.
And we think that if von and any of your associates would find the nine
to work with some of our people here; we might conic np with added
improvements. So you feel free to do that

Mr. BARTON. We Will certainly do that, Mr. Chairman.
And let say that I have studied the bill in detail. If von want to

ask questions about specific provisions, I will be prepared to answer
questions on it. And we will respond to your request for further com-
ment on the details of the bill.

Earlier this year, in our testimony on ,the farm credit legislation
before another subcommittee of the Senate Agricultiire Committee,
Farmers Union recommended that rural housing loans of the Farm
Credit System be limited to owners of housing located in open country

i.
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and in places of less than 2,50 inhabitants. Our intention was .gen-
crafty to etworage the FCS' against the financing of housing in the
suburbs and in larger urban places, and to emphasize, housing- assist-
twee in open rural areas and in small tawns.

We view this question somewhat differently in regard to S. 2:423.
We recognize that effective rural development may need to be focused
upon larger communities and towns that offer potential for further
growth and development.

However, we think that there needs to be ft,eareful distinction in
this legislation between promotion of new towk that are essentially
satellites of larger metropolitan areas, on the one and revitaliza-
tion of communities that serve, and are served by a 'tirrounding- area.
on the other. While it may be highly desirable and t coarse it is a
matter of public poliey now in a title of the Housing Act of 1970
to develop new communities or satellite cities on the periphery of our
ibran centprs, this is at best what might be called a "trickle out
approach 0( rural development.

We do not object to the 35,000 population cutoff ri2 lulling the size
of communities eligible for grants and loans nude S. 2223. How-
ever, we would suggest that the connlittee might want to consiiier
the following amendment, or an amendment patented to some e.xtent,
after this suggestion for definition of a rural area on pages I and
11-1.2 of the bill:

4
A rural area shall AM include any area In any city or ttou'n tuts a poptiln-

Hon In e'xeess of 3.1.1100 inhabitants, is located within an urbanized area. or is
less than (Malik from the boundary of any urbanized area.

Senator III-memo:Y. Getting away, in other Words, from the suburbs
concept here

Nfr. li.virox. Exact Iv.
Senator I lumeoury. The bill is not sufficiently clear on that, I agree

with von. I have had some comment from others about it. W are not
trying to finance suburbs, because the Housing and lrban Develop- -
menti-Department and IlEW and other.ageneies do that. This should
be related to communities like Senator Bynum!' and myself have in
Our respective States. I am thinking about a colnnannity like Worth-
ing-to, Minn., where I was Saturday, or Delano, or Buffalo, Minn.
These are little towns, and some of them rim 10,000, l,000, 1:,000.
and 35,000. That is really what we are getting- at, rather than talking
about Blooming-ton, Minn., which has 50,000 and is a suburb of Min
neapolis. So we will strengthen that language.

And if we are privileged to report a bill, we will make it very clear
in our report or legislative intent what we are talking about.

And also on the matter of new towns, I think that point is well
raised here. IVe have legislation for new towns. The purpose of this
bill is not basically to finance new towns. It is to rehabilitate and re-
vital izeexisting structures and existing communities.

Mr. limros. This is certainly what we are ,trying to emphasize,
Mr. Chairman. We recognize the difficulty in structuring language
that would get at this more directly than getting the intention into
the record. I have worked with the Census Bureau on this, and the
concept of an urbanized area as defined by the Census Bureau does
have strict laimdaries. So from the edge of an urbanized area to the
beginning of a community qualifying for assistance under S. 2223,

r
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you could have a specific area. It wont n't be acourate to call this area
a butler zone, but it would be an area r .ound each of the.cities or towns
that would 1* egigible for loans, so ti at you would have in each case
at least a certain amount of miles 0 rural area around those towns
receiving grants or loans under S. '2'223 that would draw upon liose
towns, and the towns would in turn draw upon the rural area. So
in such instances you would have real rural development in terms
of supporting these communities.

Ni w, Mr. Chairman, I will proceed to the final paragraph of my
prepared statement.

Amendment 153, authored by Senator Pearson, is in Our opinion
basically an alternati%.e to title i I of S. 2223. We think that the finac-
ing system in title I I is preferable to amendment 153for to
reasims;

First, rural development of the comprehensive scope proposed in
these bills should not be restricted to poverty areas. Rural develop-
ment is a broader and somewhat different problem than alleviation
of rural poverty. and developmental assistance should emphasize but
not la. restricted to poverty areas.

Second, in our view title II offers a more balanced and complete
treatment of the various problems of rural development than does
amendment 153.

Consequent lyt we support title II of S. 22.23 over amendment 153,
since in our view title I I is a better approach.

Thank you.
The prepared statement of Mr. Barton follows:)

Mr. BlanN. Mr. Chairman. members of the committee:
Wildon V. Barton, assistant director of legislative- services

of the National Farmers Union, I weloom the opportunity to testify
before this committee today on S.2223.

The delegates to National Farmers Union's 1971 Convention
adopted a policy statement calling for the strengthening of financing
in-titutions fur rural development :

WI. lime the Congress to create a new. federally chartered !Oral Itevelotrment
Credit Bank to provide lacreasd (11100 fluoridate for )1 wide roan, of rural
development programs The bank 8110111d lie independent of the Farm credit
System and other existing farm and rural erislit institutions It should be
started with "seed money" appropriated by the Federal Government perhaps

should operate as a public-private eorporatloa. The bank would
pialie loans for rural housing. water iimi sewer systems. water resource projects.

fadlitiomand other actIvitieg for the removal of rural areas of the
ruttiou,

The Hand Development Credit Bank should be supplementary lo arid in no
way competitive with existing farm credit lending programs.

S. .23 Would go considerably beyond the "Rural Development.
Credit Banksus outlined in this Farmers Union policy statement.
h, bill proposes two complementary ways of promoting, rural devel-
opment financingspelled out in titles I anti __ respectively.

Title 1. the Consolidated Farm and Rund Development Act."
might he described as an 41(.114)1(.0-al approach to expanded rural
development financing.. It would reorganize the Farmers Ifonie Ad-
ministration and strengthen Fl I A loan and grant programs to farmers
and for a wide range of other rural development purposes.

Farmers Union supports enactment of title I. We support this title

3rz
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with the expectation that not only industrial but also agricultural
loan programs of FIFA will be expanded. IVe cannot and must not
avoid the, fact that farming is the No. 1 business in rural America,
and farming is the major activity that generates the income of
bankers, grocers, automobile, and farm implement dealers, and others
in rural communities and small towns.

In this .tense, farming is the foundation on which any sustainable
rural development efforts must be built. It is especially important to
expand the loan programs of the Farmers Home Administration,
;lire these loans go to small farmers who are struggling to place
the:r ul erations on a sound economic basis. An Fl IA loan at the right
time can be the decisive factor On whether Or not as farmer in this
category will he ;dile to stay in farming and in rural America.

We support title I be..atise, in our VIVW, it W0111(1 :-;t 11911011(91 the
U.S. Del/Mill:01H of Agriculture and the Department's potential for
carrying out effect it it farm and rural development programs. In this
sense, 2:22:; is a prvi'crable ;lite:1110i t. to the rural community
de \ elopoleht l'eN ellHe Ala 1:111,0: hill J1401 the departmental reorganiza-
tion proposal: advocated by the Nixon administration- both of which
\\mild tend to acaken the nationwide farm and rural development
progiani, administered ht the Department of Agriculture.

Title I of S. 2.223, by roilinating agricultural and rural develop-
ment loans Wider a Angle .SASHIlIt Secretary of .kgriculture-Rural
De.,elopmcnt Crvolit, is dearly preferable to the scattering of farm and
rural development programs under separate departments and levels
of ( imernment, Integration of these programs within the USDA
will facilitate Hose cooperation between farm and other rural pro
!..rrailei, and enomirage a working relationship betweena rural develop
mem loan programs and other agencies in the Department FAten:,ion
Service, Farmer: Cooperative Service, etc. that are also involved in
rural development activities.

Title II, the Rural Development Finaneial Resources Act, would
create a lleW bald:111.E! Sy-teIII for development of rural areas patterned
after the Farm ('relit System, coniph,:o NN.th a network of field offices
and 11.0'1011:11 1 allIkS. -;1'4te111 41'00 ld Ile (-011(11111V separate from;
t110 Fa tilt CVC(Ii7 S1z4V111 gaud the ralIllers 110100 Administration of
the Dcpatt.t.lent of Agriculture, and could complement the- PTS and
and Ill.\ bv naakiu, mo:tly nonfarm rural development loans.

Farmer: I 'Ilion supports the enactment of title IT. We think that
it is at (oxl idea to push for this kind of comprehensive attack with
grants as well as loans upon the problem of rim) revitalization,.

We support title II in the understanding that the Rural Develop-
ment Credit System will draw money and credit from the general
monetary ,4ourees of the Nation, and will not he directly competitive
with existing farm credit/programs. In light of the increasing strain
on agricultural credit sources, we anist be careful not to overextend
the present scarce sources of farm credit by trying to make agricul-
tural credit sources fulfill the entire credit needs for rural develop-,

Title II, Ave think can avoid such an unfair burden on farm credit,
and at the same time give a major impetus to the long overdue move-
ment to develop and renew the rural areas and countryside commu-
nities of our Nation.

(13 5R2- 71 pt. 4 23
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Mr. Chairman, we have not chosen to present a detailed, .se'ct ion-by-
section examination of S. 23 to you and your subcommitk) today..
At this time, I want to discuss only one specific provision of the bill
the definition of a -rural area as a city or town not in excess of 35,00
inhabitants, We may want to comment on other specific pritviston',.
at a subsequent time,

Earlier tltis year, in our testimony (tit the farm credit legislation
before another subcommittee of the Senate Agriculture Committee,
Farmers Union recommended that rural housing loans of the Farm

-Credit System be limited to owners of housing located in open country
and in places of less than 2,500 inhabitants. Our intention was gen-
erally to encourage the FCS against the financing of housing in the
suburbs and in larger 111.1)1111 places, and to emphasize housing assist
ance in open rural areas and iit small towns. .

We view this question somewhat differently in regard to S. 223.
We recognize that effective 1111.111 development nay need to be focused
upon larger communities and towns that offer potential for further
growth and development.

However, we think that there needs to he a careful distinction in
this legislation between promotion of new towns that are essentially
Aate Ilites of larger met ropolitan areas, on t he one hand. and revitali-
zation of comninnities that serve, and are served by a surrounding
rural area, on the other. While it may be highly desirable to develop.
new communities or satellite cities On the periphery of our urban cen-
ters, this is at best what might be called a -trickle out'' approach to
rural de(lopment. ,

We do mit object to the 3),000.poptilat ion ,titon. regarding the -ize
of comniunit ies eligible for grants and loans under S. 222:3. We would
like to :AT a clear legislative directive to the effect, that, insofar as.con-
sistent with the _objective of promoting viable town; that show poten-
tial for further development, the emphasis be placed on smaller places.

Specifically, we suggest the following wording for the definition of
a "rural at*it on pages 4 and 11-12 of the bill :

A rural area shall not include any a rot in any city or town %Odell has at popu-
lation- in excess Of 35.000 inhahltants, is loated within :in urbanized area. or itk
less than aides frght the boundary of any urbanized area.

. AlnentIllient. 153. ttilthored by Senator Pearson is, in our view, t..
basically an alternative to title II of S. 2223, We think that the financ-
ing sv:tent in title II is preferable to amendment 153- -for two
reasons: (1) Rural development of the comprehensive scope, proposed
in these bills shoidd not be restricted to poverty areas, Rural develop-
ment is a broader and somewhat different problem than alleviation of
rural poverty, and developmental assistance should emphasize but, not
be restricted to poverty :treas. (2) Title II, in our view, offers a more
balanced and anoplete treatment of the various problems of rural de-
velopment than does amendment 153.

.Senator Ill-mrnnEy. It has been my judgment, that when ye direct
so much of our legislative intent these da

as
-s to what we call the poverty

are, we forget that other areasareas can soo become poverty areas unless
they have a chance to grow and deve op. And the best answer, of
course, to poverty is not a direct approach per se to poverty, but .a
direct approach to 'the development and the Investment in the growth
of the community that absorbs people so that they can get out oftheir
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poverty syndrome that is so often evident. And that, is the purpose.
of title II. The title II purpose is what I call preventive medicine, and
also curative in the sense that as you develop, jobs open up, the econ-
omy improves, the social services improve, but you basically attack
the root causeq that bring about poverty.

Mr. B.urrox. WO certainly agree with that, Senator. We think that
it is a positive approach tfiat, as you say, tries to get ahead of the
prcbles.

(hie' thing that we like about title I.I of S. 722-3 as written is that
it does go beyond what we have talked about for years--tlw idea of
mild-urban balance in the sense that the fluid areas should be alio-

- cated their -fair share- of Fedval moneys in terms of the total pie.
This is ft concept that we certainly supported in the past. But this
Icgi >Iation gets on a nun? positive note and says. let's get together with
urban people, and let's develop the rural areas of this country that.
they iv il serve both rural and urban areas. In this sense, al-o, it goes

.beyt.nd the poverty and the rural urban balance approaches. and takes
as priit ve attack.

Senator BELL:tr.. Nlr. Chairman. Mr. Barton has made a tine state-
ment, and I appreciate it. I have no quest ions.

Senator I I HEY. I want to thank you very. very much. I appre-
elate your coming before the committee. And itgain, we do want you
to have a continuing interest in the proposals and get back to us with
whatever you can..

r. Rurros. l'hank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
Senator I I U M PIIREY. As our next wit ne.ss we have Mr. John T. Par-

ran, Jr.. Chairman, 'Tri-County Couneil for Southern Maryland. Wal-
dorf. Md.. also representing the National Service to Regional
cils.

And we do welcome you, sir. Will you explain hgius your work,
particularly with the regional councils and the Tri-City Council for
Southern Maryland.

STATEMENT OF .JOHN T. PARRAN, JR., CHAIRMAN, TRICOUNTY
COUNCIL FOR SOUTHERN MARYLAND, WALDORF, MD., ALSO
REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL SERVICE, TO REGIONAL
COUNCILS

Mr. PARRAN. Yes. Mr. Chairman.
I might say you are really hearing from a rural area now. I live

some 30 miles South of Washing-ton. D.C., in a place called Charles
Comity.

Just as a matter of personal interest. You don't know it. but I was
your campaign manager in Charles County, and we are still rooting
for you.

Senator IIrmrnaEY. I want to say right now. Senator liellmon, I
think, this man is an outstanding, witness before he testified.

Go right ahead.-sir.
Mr. PARRA N. Mr. Chairman. I ain today representing the National

Servie,e to Regional Councils. They have a board meeting today and
were unable to be here. And frankly. a regional council is that organi-
zation .which helps pomp governments tti solve intergovernmental
problems.
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In' Allay laud we have started to
q

form regional" councils, and I am
the chairman .of what we Call the. Tri-County Council for Southern'
Maryland, which is -three small southern Aiaryland counties right
outside the Washington. D.C. area.

1 have af prepared-statement, sir. I am not going to read it..
I hare served in theMaryland I.ckis"lature before, mat I know that

you' consblittee work and time is valuable. I would like to make, my
st7atement a part of the record,if possible.

Senator- (*PI IREY. Do we 11/11,(' extra copies of yluir statement,
here?

Ali. PARRA N. 'rho- are making some for me.
Senator I lum.rinmY, We will put the statement in its entirety in the

record, tied you feafree to comment.
PARIZAN. Yes, sir. I will just summarize it very briefly.

Speaking on behalf of the Nation:al Service to Regional Celine-its,
4lw most important aspect of these bills to the national service is that
they encourage, a region'al approaeh to .rural community development;
and' we -feel that this is a valid approach, and fully -endorse and suP-
port it. -

The nteager resources available to local governments in t rural
lea have made it difficult for them to maintain and enliance the living
environments in those areas, 14ewise opportunities for emplovnient
are also declining. To a large (,:kfent the shortage of investment 'capital
to attract industrial and commercial development is the basis for
this Afeeline...The very shortage of financial resources in itself is a
justification for requiring a regional, approach to rural de-velopment.

As we have alreath indicated, the State and loeal governments in
rural areas have been exercising oTeat initiative in developing regional
-Mechanisms for the solution of their problems.

We approve Of this regional approach. and we feel that it will work.
And in summary, as far as the hills themselves are concerned, I would

like to give' you the idea that the Natidnal Service to Regional
cils has.

Senator IIUMNIREY. When you say the National Service to Regional
Councils. explain that to me, will you ?

Mr. PARRA N 'Phis is an organization with its headquarters here in
WAqiinp-ton and fielps regional councils all over America,. For in-
stapee, the small regional council that we have ni sonthern Maryland.
three counties-

Senator Ilu3u>rttn EV. In other words. these multicountv groups?
Mr.' P N . That is right, yes, sir. And this National Service to

Regional Councils is an institution that feeds them information and
keeps them up to date. on what is. haripening in Congress, and helps
them functioiwand is a very helpful tool foi the regional councils
all over the country.

Senator REY. Th a 11 k yon.
Mr. P.kaitAN: Here is what their attitude on these hills is. No.--1,

S. 2.223 permits .area wide planning and developing agencies to receive'
loans. make loans, to become stockholders. and to serve.as local agents
for rural development banks. We prefer this approach to S. 1-183
which simply makes such agencies eligible to obtain loans. butt not to
carry out any other functions.

r
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Point o.2, S. 2223 provides the.financial agencies of areawide plan-

ning ap development districts may become owners of banks under. cer-
tain circumstances. We feel this is an important aspect of the legisla-
tion, and prefer it to the lack of any such authorization in S. 1483..

Point No. 3, we prefer the definition of Oral region contained in
S. 2223 to that in S. 1483. Moreover,, S. 2223 contains the authorization
to broaden the definition when special Circumstances may justify such
expansion. We believe this.type of .flexibility should be encouraged.

In closing, I appreciate the chance to be before your committee. We
again endorse this regional approach, and certainly hope. you have suc-
cess with the bill.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Ptitran follows :)
Mr. PARRAN. Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to be, here today on

behalf of the National Service to Regional Councils. I have been asked
to represent the National Service during these rural development hear-
ings, since a board meeting prevents a member of the NSRC board from
attending. For the record, I have had the' pleasure of serving as the
chairman of the Tri-County Council for Southern Maryland since
1968. .

. ,
Let me begin with some introductory comments about our organiza-

tion which will serve to make cjear our point of view. The National
*Service to Regional Councils was initiated in 1967 to assist the rapidly
growing munber of regional councils in setting up and improving their
programs and activities.

Regional councils, siniplY summarized, are areawide organizations
Which involve, more than one local government and encompass a total
regional community. Regional councils exist both in densely populated
metropolitan areas and in sparsely populated rural areas. Their prime
purpose is to increase communications, cooperation, and coordination
among local governments, to review certain Federal grant applications,
and to develop policies and programs to meet mutual problems and
challenges. The term regional council encompasses several different
types of organizational structure, the three most, prominent being
councils of governments, economic o local development districts, and
regional planning commissions. Close to 600 such regional councils
have been established to deal with areawide problems. The governing
bodies of these councils are composed primarily of local government
elected officials or their representatives.

Many regional councils serve as the basic coordinative device for
Federal funding of local government activities. This function is per-
'formed as a result of the ' review-4Ind cminnent" provisions of section
204 of the Demonstration Cities nd Metropolitan Development Act
of 1966,. This provision was subset i ntly expanded by the Intergovern-
mental Coo j' erationAct of 1968 an implemented through Circular A
95 of the Office of Management and Midget. Regional ,councils des-
ignated as A-95 agAcies review Federal-aid applications of local gov-
ernments prior to submission to the Federal funding agencies. The
councils review the applications to assure their consistency with the
regional adopted plans and priorities. For the committee's informa-
tion, I am attaching a recent National Service publication with more
detailed material on what regional councils are doing, and a roster
of the National Service board.
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NATIONAL. POLICY

Of the nearly 300 regional councils who are members of the National
.Service, more than one-half have been organized in nomnetropolitan
rural regions throughout the *United States. And additional rural re-
gional agencies are being established every. day: As in, the case of our
metropolitan areas, local governments in rural America have recog-
nized the benefit which can be derived from pooling their resources to
solve their- intergovernmental problems and enhancing their orderly
growth and development. In short, Mr. Chairman, the Nat ionial'Sery ice
has an immediate and direct interest in :the legislation now pending
before your committee, 'especially S..14$3 and S. 2223. Both of these
bills would provide financial support to our rural areas for the purpose
of making these areas vital forces in our economy.

Before I make any specific comments on the proposed bills before the
committee, I would like to recall briefly some of the testimony that
the National Service was privileged to present to you, several months
ago during your general hearings on' rural development. We em-
phasized one interest above all. We urged the development of a eo-
hena. and rational national balanced growth policy, which encom-
passes rural and urban America. To a large extent, the various pro-,
posals pending before you on rural development reflect that need and
mandate that suelra policy be developed. It follows; your lead in recog-
nizing the need for a balanced developmental 'as reflected in the
Agriculture Act of 1970. We cannot overemphasize the importance of
the aspect of rural development, but it is not solely/a rural issue. We
need a balanced development policy if we are to manage said solve
many of our urban andnetroi>olitan problems. This legislation, there-
fore, transcends rural interests. It is national in character and for that
reason we not only hope to indicate our feelings representing rural
regional agencies of local ,government. but also our members who come
from the metropolitan areas of the *United States.

It t'R.1 L DEVELO P,N1 ENT

The proposed Rural Community Development Bank, S. 1483, and
the ConsolidatM Farm and Rural Development Act. S. 223. have
the same general purpose.. While these bills have different approaches.:-.
they both would provide venture and mortgage capital required to.
adequately finance rural development. In the case of S. 2223. this would
be accomplished through an investment and credit system that wonld
combine and expand existing operations of the firm Credit Adm in is-
tration and the Farmers' Home Administration. chi, bin would apply
mainly to rural areas of under 35,000 population which are not con -
tiguous to large nmnicipalitieg or metropolitan areas.

S., 1483 goes. in the sante ,direceion but uses a different structural
approach to creating the mechanisms for the extension of such itredit,
in rural areas. It also defines the eligible rural :cress differently, by'
providing that the credit could be made available* for nonfarm rural
development in SMSA's and metropolitan planning regions, a long
as 15 percent, or more of the families living in the area were below
the poverty level.
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The bills would extend credit for necessary public facilities, such as
libraries, health clinics and water pollution control facilities, Appro-
priate private developments could also be financed through this credit
system. For example, industrial parks, communication facilities, and
other commercial activities which would engender employment and
promote orderly development would also receive assistance. Prolmbly
the most attractive feature of these proposals in the view of the tax-
payer is that they will require minimal Federal expenditures. The
bulk of the money contemplated wider these hills will come from pri-
vate capital and investmeht. The legislation would guarantee such
investments and assist in providing direct links between central money
marketsauctrural credit needs.

The most(important aspect of these bills to the N'ational Service
is that they encourage a regional'approach to rural community de-
velopment. We feel this IS a valid approach and fully endorse and
support it. The meager resources available to local governments in
rural America have made it difficult for them to maintain and enhance
the living environments in those areas. Likewise. opportunities for
employment have also declined. To a large extent, the shortage of
investment capital to attract industrial and commercial development
is the la-is for this decline. Tlc very shortage of financial resources
in itself is a justification for requiring a regional approach to rural
development. As we have already indicated. States and local govern-
ments in rural areas have been exercising greater initiative in develop-
ing regional mechanisms for the solution of their problems.

imiloNm. APPliOACI

Four-fifths of all States have sulalivided into regions. Consequently.
the requirement, that projects for wIlich. credit is extended must be
consistent- with areawide planning. and development should not inhibit
the wide use of this type legislation. And those few States and rural
regions which have not established regional mechanisms, this require-
ment in the law will encourage such development. It is important to
point out that this concept regional developmentis completely
compatible with the administration's proposal on rural revenne shar-
ing. That legislation proposed that each State establish regional agen-
cies and for those agencies-to develop. in cooperation with the state.
a state rural development program. In. short, the benefit of this re-
quirement, in our opinion, will make marginal units of local govern-
ment viable. It will itssure that duplicate and overlap is kept to :a mini-
mum. And most important of all, it will provide the mechanism by
which public and private developments within the rural areas.will he
consistent, not only with the regional development plan, but consistent
with State development policies. Vlti&ately. this interrelationship
can be the mechanism for implementing national balanced growth
policies as they are developed.

In completing our statement, Mr. Chairman, I would like to sum=
marize these points on proposals in the41-iills:

(1) S. 2223 permits areawide planning and development agencies to receive
loans. make loans, to become stockholders. and to serve as local agents for rural
development banks. We prefer this approaCh to St. 14S3 which simplt makes
such agencies eligible to obtain loans, but not to carry out any other functions.
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8. 2223 provides the financial agencies of arenwide planning and develop-
ment diotricts may become owners of hanks under certain circumstances. We feel
this Is an important aspect of the legislation and prefer it to the lack of any
such authorization in S. 141.43.

13) We prefer the definition of rand region oontained in S. 22'2.3 to that in
1483. Moretyen S. 2223 contains the authorization to broaden the definition

when special reumstances may justify such eNlmnsion. We believe this type
of flexibilit oiild he encouraged.

SUMMARY

Lti closing, let Inc again emphasize that we urge the regional ap-
proach to rural development contained ill both S. 1483 and 5: 222;i,
We further urge the use of existing regional councils involving local
government elected official:4in carrying out this whey,

Congress has already given regional counciTs some laisie tools to
relate various Federal and State functional programs within ti re-
gional context. The legislation before this committee will give regional
councils important additional tools to see that rural development is
related to the goals for overall community development.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks, and once again 1 want
to thank von and the members of the committee. for inviting us to
appear'. before you today. It has been a pleasure.and I hope Our testi-
mony will assist the committee in its deliberations On these proposals.

Senator III-men am Senator Minion
Senator BELLmoN. I would like to inquire you live -30 miles from

Washington ?
r. l'sna..N, Yes, sir.

0 you consider your area to be a rural area ?
Mr. P.kartAx. Most col ainly so. We have one building in our county

that has an elevator, it is \ rural. And we have only -10,000 people in
lily county, which is ('liar`s. St. Mary's has about the same, which
is below us. And Calvert Cm itv only has about ` ,0,0(a) people. But at
he present time one of the pr Adonis that we are going to face in the

expansion of Washington, and we are talking about a new city concept
that might just sit right in the heart of Charles County.

Senator BELL,Nrox. You heard our previons witness suggest that we
redefine, or rewrite the section of the bill that defines rural area. Would
you say that this bill should apply to communities 10 miles from the
city limits of Washington, or miles, or 30 miles ?

Mr. PARRAN. Yes, sir.
Senator BELLAtos. Wlicre does the rural area begin ?
Mr. PARRA'N. I am not sure where it does begin and where it stops,

because although we are rgral right now and 30 miles from Washing-
ton, 10 years from now wio-are not going to be rural, we are going to
be right'on the outskirts of Washington, D.C.

Senator BELLMON. How are we going to fairly define a rural area
Mr. PARRAN. I don't have an answer for-that.
Senator I3ELLmoN. Well
Senator HumtinnEy. I imagine, Senator, that we will have to define

it once and then redefine it as we go along. As a previous witness was
testifying, I was thinking of in own experience. I live' 39 miles west
of Minneapolis in definitely a rural area. It is at dairy area. And on
Highway 12 the first community you come to is Wayzata. Ten years
ago there was a belt, you might say, a buffer zone between Minneapolis
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which has as its snIntbs to the west Edina. tit. Louis Park, and (;olden
Valley (those are the three SUbtlrbiln C011111111111t.MS):Atid then there
was an area of about In miles which %HS open country, \diem we had
truck gardens and small Imsinesses. And then yon mine to the Lake
Minnetonka area. And then there was Wayzata. %%inch was a small.
VVV 1110deSt little tOWII, Which would surely qualify under the terms
of this bill even now. but would qualify even more so as a rural com-
munity. But then from Wayzata as You move out, you (quite to Long
Lake.

Now, all of that area is in a sense becoming part of the metopoli-
tan area today. But when you come to Long Lake there, is a big sign
there which says,"We invite you to bring your industry to Long Lake.
We invite You for rural develOpment." That is a little town, one maul
street going through town, which is the highway going through it.
But just as surely as we are at this table, 10 veaN from now that will
be embraced in what we van. the metropolitan area of _Minneapolis.

And then you go a few miles down the road, and it is Maple Plain.
Now. Maple Plain has a new plant. 11 is called Washington Scientific
Instruments, and it employs a hundred or more people. Well, that
has changed the whole town.

And then you come from Maple Plain to Delano. And actually- the
metropolitan area beginning to reach out that far. And Delano is
311 miles west of the city limits of Minneapolis.

And then fl miles On the other side of that is 'Mine I live. There
is a little toWIA in between called Montrose. Montrose has a little elee-
tronies plant. the sort of thing we are talking about, which has just
changed the whole communit y for the good.

Awl then eon come to our little town, IVaverly.t.hich has no plant
as or yet, which proves that I haven't done very well by it, I guess.
And it isJake country all around there. Again, I think most of the
people who own property around that lake are holding onto it be-
cause it is the new development that you are waiting on.

SO I think we will have to redefine what, we mean by
a rural area. Q»ite obviously, most of these little towns that I have
mentioned would qualify as rural areas. .1nd around there there are
a number of other .little towns. We have a new town coming in,
Jonathan. It is one of the "110W 3finnesota, and %ye have
towns like Chaska, Watertown. Waconia, and 1Vinsted. These an
qualify.

T ha to get you out there.
Mr. 1'. 1{R I think all of us are in the same boat. You describe

an area e7.:actly like ours. And although we are rural. there is no ques-
tion about it right now, our problems are created by the cities near
us on tlw people coming into the counties now. more and more people
eolotng in, And we hay( one Of the new cif concepts that is solwduled
for C.Itcrles County which might dump in iron people in a vomit v that
has something lira^ ::0,00() or lopoo people now.

Senator Ift-memax. 1V( heard some testimony here some time ago
from somebody in Maryland along this line wherea comity was getting
a trekndons influx of people, but unsupported by the needed in-
frastucture. and no funding to provide it. 'This often happens when
you :2,Pt a big, plant thit eoine,4 into a small coatmunity winch brings
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Nvith it it tremendous number of additional peopIe. Th, ,ehooi, are not
there yet, the ,ewer and water systems are not developed yet and the
park system is not developed. You get all of the people, but you don't
have the basic structure to provide the services for them, and no tax
base in the beginning to finance it.

PARR-+N. out of fhe thugs that these regional councils
catt help cope kith,

\o\v. the three southern 'Maryland counties, the structure if our
council is mostly gove annent officials, elected officials, comity com-
missioners, natmliers 0 he legislature, and the people of that nature.
IN'e arc all aware of tit ew city concept, and we have already started
to stud it. And some g of this nature is Dery helpful. We are not
lust doing to have it dumped ill our laps. hope we will be ready
for it.

Senator Thank you very much.
Mr. I'Altit,1ti.'Illank you.
Senator IIi-meita4. Senator Bellinon, I have a statement here from

Senator NIilton Voting. Senator Voting has asked to have it incor-
porated in t he record, and I \\ ill place it in the record in the appropriate
place.

Now, do we have our \vitness from 'Mississippi !
No response. I

Since e do not. ::t w ill recess now and reconvene at
SInwt recess.]

Senator if will recoil\ env the heart g.
Senator liellnion will he ith ery promptly. imt I thought we

V, 0U Id (ro
And w aelconte Senator Quentin Burdick. of ,N.ortli Dakota and

others that are \\ ith hint. \P have I fr. Kenneth A. Gilles. Vice 'Presi-
dent for Agriculture. North Ifak.ota State rniversity. Fargo, N. I>ak.;
I. I, 'I'liorndal, president, Bank of Norih I)aliota4, Iiismark, N. I>ak.;

Stanley lwako, president. Farmers State liank of fleaton. IIcaton,
N. k.: and James Lew is. executive vice pesi(lent. National flank
of Ilarvey, (limey. N. Dak.

These gentlemen are here with Senator Burdick. \l'ould von gen-
tlemen like to come ill) here and it along side. welcome you, and
von trill he asked to make comments as we go along.

:Senator, proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. QUENTIN N. BURDICK, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator livituihl. Air. Chairman, I want to thank you for this op-
portunity to testify.

North Dakota is the most rural of the farm States of this country
with 55.7 percent of the State's population living on farms or in small
communities of between 1.non and ,:0)() residents. according to the
1971) census. In the decade .1961) to 1970, North Dakota's population
diminished by .3 percent, but that figure does not reflect the move-
ment of People from the rural counties into the more urban Nullities
of Burleigh. ('asst. Grand Forks, and Ward. In the In-ear period 1(1
North Dakota comities lost more than Is pereent of .their population.
That means that the 'small communities of those eitunties have been
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slowly dying for 10 years. Business places on main streets are empty,
fit houses and barns full to pieces. and the people who provided
services to farmers have been forced to move away, seeking new job
opportunities.

This week I received a letter from a 49-yea -old veteran of World
War II which said, in part : -I have an auto and machinery repair
shop lwre but the little fanner has been moving away to the extent
that I had to give it up in I 966. I worked in a snall town 22 mires
south of here for 4 years and operated my shop at night and on week-
ends. September I11, 1970. I went to work at the nussite site.- That
would be more than 1,00'iniles from his small home community-.

am a family man. 'We have five children at home. Being, away
from home is not good for me or my family. Can yon tell me tf there
is some government- or private enterprise that I could maybe assemble
parts or equipment for, or build some kind ,of equipment, or anything
that would supplement my income so I card-' operate my shop again. I
have a fairly well equipped shop, although it is old, it is still in good
shape. I have both electric and gas welding equipment, a press, and
other equipment. There is need here for a good mechanic but just not
enough to keep a fellow going. It is a nice place to live, a great place
to raise children. It is too bad that the little towns can't survive. With
a little help I think some of them could. Everybody can't move to
the big cities, they are too crowded now. I have got two good hands
and am willing to use then: if I can get the chance.-

I think this man's letter otters direct and striking testimony to what
is happening in the rural counties of North Dakota and in the farm
areasof other States. We need action on a national scale, a positive
national policy on population and indust nal growth- -policies that will
permit the people of rural areas to work together to have some on-
trol over their future. We need action that will provide opportunity.

Of cousejnisic to maintaining or rebuilding rural areas is the need
for much. better prices so farmers are not forced to leave the land. This
has been a great year for farmers in North Dakota in terms of produc-
tion. We have record crops of wheat and barley and oats. As a farmer
friend wrote to me iwently, "We had a cadillac crop but a bicycle.
price.-

Senator I It NtenaEv. I tell von, there is more wisdom in those .farn)-
ers- -von could go to Harvard for 30 years and not come up with a
better quip than that.

Senator lit'atutc. Mr. Chairt»an, I have here wit h t»e today a group
of outstanding North Dakota leaders well qualified to discuss S. 2223,
a proposal to make available to rural America additional sources of
credit, credit that can help provide ,T)tmounity services, new business
enterprises, and .einplovt»ent opportunities and so keep rural areas
alive and prosperous. I am proud to be one of the 52 cosponsors of
this bill. -

Mr. ('hairman, I would like to present :
lIerbert Thorndal, president of the Bank of Nol'') Dakota ;

1)r. K. A. Gilles, vice president for agriculture o the North Dakota'
State University;

Stanley Kwako, president of the Fa»ers State Bank of Heaton;
and

James Lewis. executive vice president of the National Bank of
lIarvey.
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These gentlemen would like to present their; views On S. 2:1 to
you and discuss with volt the impact of this proposed legislation ou
the people of North Dakota.

I had hoped to have with me Mr. Lloyd. Ernst, assistant to the gen-
eral manager of the Basin Electric Power Cooperative. Due to previ-
ous commitments, Mr. Ernst cannot be with its today, but I understand
that he is scheduled to appear before this stibcommittee on Friday
aftern(on. I am pleased that he will have an oppottmity to discuss
S. 223 with von, as I feel rural electric cooperatives are in a position
to make tremendous contributions to rural community development.

Also. Mr. Bruce I,. Bartell, director of ortlf I)akottt Business and
Industrial Development Department, had hoped to be here today to
present it statement. As he was unable to rearrange his schedule, he has
asked me to request that his statement be made a part of the hearing
record.

The statement of Mr. Bartell follows :)

Si %it Ht. 7,, r or Bat t: L. liAirr( u, Ditti.:("10a. 'Slat 11. I) \Ii(Er.1 itt NINI.:Ss AND
INOt sl Ilio't.rolMENT 1)YrAltT \JEN r, litsm ut( 11. N. 11\K.

North Dakiita is the most rural of all of the states in the nation. Eighty-five
per cent of new wealth generated ill this state is attributable to agriculture. .1.
diStallt SIonni source of primary inonn. is inanufaeturing, follow(s1 by tourism
and mining in that order.

surla it is fil0 ions that the evonfiniir ell-being of all North Dakotans is
dependent neon oral production and farm prices on a year-to-year VaSia.

It IN hot iii.vtsary, in the text of this presentation, to detail the plight of the
nations farmers and the effects of national policy on the agrirultural sector. It
11 ill suffice to say that the cost-prim, squeczi, is eat/sing the consolidation of
the farms into larger. core cconondeal units, forcing the marginal farmer off
the land. resulting in tire decreasing importanre of the rural (minnunity as a
viable economic force. The of farming units continue to (Moline by

about 1.111111 per year.
I Mring the post ten years verisus period. North Dakota has l'ealiZell an absolute

population decrease of I 1.11S., or per coot and was one of three states to show
a population (Moline. During that same period, the state 111111 an out migration
of' .ippr)\iniately 1,000 INS4111'4. A rl'Vellt study shu11rd that the majority Of
the se nib rants. forms' to have the state because of the lack of job opportunity,
total to im the younger. better (sit/cobs] nod of the higher ranked oecupationnl
catezorii s Not only is I Id': '-it '11111'41. far serious evonomle onevrn but also
rause for nalh social eoncern The aforementioned sandy further shoms1 that the
majority or the respondents 1111111( have preferrist to remain iu North Dakota
had jobs been available.

Other results or (rop/1(1(.1mo on a single sector evotionty are reflected ill ineonle.
-nu. 1- S. Dein, rt Input of Conaneree recently released figures estimating /nr
rapita income of North Dakotans nt S'..)..!afri ns oompared to rt United States
average of S:1.921. Only four other states. :ill in the South, showed lower pr
capita ligares This gap is continuing to 11 bleu 1111)1 mitsf be stoPflzed.

The pi. to North Dal.ota's olionlie His is through a brodening
of the .lat. through job ;1/1(1 tax has" expansion in sectors of the
rro,nnuy other than agricultare Irriz,tion development %%ill. at best. stabilize
agricultural employment in the affected areas It will by 110 means begin to
provide jobs for no approximate 9.100 persons who are leaving each year lieeause
Jobs do lot mist.

1Vhile mining and mineral exploration have stabilized in North Dakota and
there his been it steady if not drain/ale rise in tourism, manufacturing and
processing must leo ohieflv resironsible for providing economic balance in the
years to enure. )lone legislative ineentives have been created in recent years to
allow the state to both remain competitive with other states in the region as an
industrial !oration site and to partially offset gem.rraphie disadvantages. These
inventive,: have helped but have not solved our problems by any means.
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We in North Dakota are not presently concerned with attracting laborer!) from
other areas. Our pridiary goal must be to create Jobs for North Dakotans and to
decrease our mans export of educated youth.

This will he a tremendous tank. We realize that it cannot be done without fed-
eral assistance. Neither local governmental inning or state governments in rural
areas have the resources to do it alone. It Is it problem mamma to rural America,
and North Dakota- is the epitome of rural America.

Although thin legislation is not the sole answer to our problems, nor is it without
Its weaknesses, it is any considered opinion that its passage would be a giant
step in the right. direction. For reasons stated above. I would respectfully hope
that the Rural Development Subcommittee take favorable action on the bill.

Senator lIt'm minEY. I believe we il;lye 1110;1 VOVollSof5, to '2223.
I anktold the number is abiait :a). We are going up.

Would pat like to present your first witness. Senato?
Senator ItrimicK. Mr. Thorndal, in the order we have mentioned.

STATEMENT OF H. L. THORNDAL, PRESIDENT, BANK OF NORTH
DAKOTA, BISMARCK, N. DAR.

Aft.. TuoaNuAl.. Thank Von, Senator, and member., of the committee.
I hat e subMitted the copies Of my testimony.
Senakr. I IMPIIREY. YOU inav proceed, Mr. Thorridal.
Mr. Tiroaspm.. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank

you for the opportunity to appear before you. I would 4ilso like the
record to show my appreciation to Senator Burdick of North Dakota
for making arrangements for me to appear before this committee.

I am most enthusiastic about Senate bill 2'223., which amends the
Consolid:qed Former-. llome Administration Act of 1961. According
to definitions described in this act. North Dakota is the most rural
State ill the Nation. We have long felt the decline of our population
and the decline Of the (conomies of the smalle nullifies of which
our State is primarily made up. We are also aware the nnbala»ce
of population and the mounting pressures Tented by this imbalance
timing!' the migration of our rural. area p 1)111116(ms find especially
the migration of our young people to the metropolitan areas. We io
NOrtlt l)akota felt that the United States would be better off economi-
cally and socially in these population trends were slowed, stopped, or
better vet teversed. Two ways that this can be accomplished are to
create economic opportunities and to sustain the. opportunities for
good standards of living in our rural areas. I believe that S. 2.223 will
help accomplill this. I am not going to go into detail about this bill,
as the sponsors have already entered their comments in the ConoTes-
sional Record, and I believe, have appeared before this, committee.
There tire certain features of this bill that I heartily' endorse.

One is the concept of 11) regional banks to help. implement the de-
velopment aspects described in the bill. The Farm Credit System
composed of the Federal land bank systems, Federal intermediate
credit banks, and the banks for cooperatives, and also the Federal
Reserve System, are outstanding examples of this rggional concept.
This decentralized procedure will 1101p !italic this proposed system
closer to the people in the communities it is to serve and will, I believe,
tend to keep it from growing stagnant through a centralized bureauc-
racy. In my opinion, one of the reasons for the Outstanding success
of the Farmers Home Administration program is their county-by-
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county administrators td local boards. This proposal will work with
Farmers Ilome Admint talon along similar lines in helping to orga-
nize multicounty or redo 1 development agencies. This will bring the
program close to the peopl it shall serve.

Another one of the reason. am enthusiastic about Senate bill 22.23
is that the bank I am presid it and manager of was organized for
similar purposes and is still do i for North Dakota what this pro-
posal Hurst] I )evelopment ('red System is to do for the Nation.
The Bank of North Dakota has h gran outstanding success. Because
Of its correlation to this bill's prop sals, permit me to inject a little
bit about the unique organization iv ch I bead.

It is the only wholly State-owned h tk in the United States. The
Bank of North Dakota, by legislative el rtment, opened for business
on June 20, 1919. The enabling art stated " r the purpose of encourag-
ing and promoting agriculture, commerce, nd industry the State of
North Dakota shall engage in the business (»anking under the
name Of the Bank of North I htkota.-

The hank was capitalized by the sale of $2 million in bonds which
have since been repaid from the bank's profits. Ske its organization,
the bank has had cumulative net earnings of ovel,,,,,$60 million. But
more important than these earnings is the service irperforms for the
State. In addition to its net earnings the bank has paid for all of its
operating expenses plus millions of dollars in interest on time deposits.
Throughout the 1920's and early 1930's the bank made approximately
16,500 farm ownership loans on 4. million acres of land for approx-
imately $40 million:Without this help the farm economy sould have
collapsed sooner and more drastically than it did. The bank Wits forced
to foreclose on 6,500 tracts, but since then we have sold all but seven
of them.

In 1941 the legislature directed the bank to retain 50 percent of the
mineral rights On these foreclosed tracts. We now own approximately
750,000 mineral acres which have returned to the State almost $6 mil-
lion through leases, bonuses, and oil royalties. The hank has continued
to aid agriculture through the purchase of approximately $40 million
in Farmers Home Administration farm ownership loans since 1957.
Through the leadership of the Bank of North Dakota, the Farmers
Home Administration farm ownership program has been highly suc-
cessful in North Dakota, and the Farmers llome Administration was
able to reach more fanneis sooner in our State than most other areas.

The bank also created a tweondary market for these Farmers Ifome
Administration loans by offering to buy them at current market rates
friim other financial institutions around the State. Today the Farmers
Home Administration, through certain security dealers and brokers
are selling these mortgages on a national market. However, North
Dakota was several years ahead of this by providing a secon (la r v
market for our own hank,. through the Bank of North Dakoti.

Ile Bank of North Dakota Ims hominy the leading, underwriter for
political subdivision bonds in our State. We have purchased over :463
million worth since 1957. Many of these issues are from our smaller
communities. They are unrated and would have been very cogtly to
market for these political subdivisions. Some recent examples are a
rural fire protection district that borrowed :41,00t) to purchase a
fire truck. Another .was a small school district that borrowed $60,000
to build a music room onto its high school.
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The bank has created a market for these bonds, at it reasonable cost.
Through this service, the bank has saved the taxpayers of the State
millions of dollars. We have also, in the past year and a half, created
national markets for North Dakota tax-exempt issues, selling many of
these bonds outside the State, thus creating new capital for a capital-
short State such as North Dakota.

'I'lle economy of many of our rural communities has declined to`'
the point where selling their obligations at the most reasonable price
available, which is what the Bank of North Dakota attempts to do
for them, however even we must follow the bond markets quite closely,
is no longer good enough.

Many of Ithese conmninities, in order to develop themselves and
become more desirable places to live, need outright grants and subsidies
in order to improve their. condition. Allow me to give you a personal
example of this. .1y family started a bank in a small northwest North
Dakota community sonic 17 years ago. 'I'lle population was about (150
at the time we cure ied the bank in 195.1. We sold the hank in 196(1.
During this 12-yea riod the community installed a sewer and water
system, .nrb and Butte .y we even paved the streets.

I ()Wiled a house in this community, until early this year. The
population had declined to 450 according to the 197)) census. In order
to sell the house, all of the special assessments needed to be paid in
full for sewer and water, curb and gutter, and paving. This amounted
to nearly $2,000. Now, you can see that it is almost impossible for a
rural-community to finance needed improvements at a cost in excess
of S.2,000 per house when they are losing population and the average
family income is below the national average, and in many cases below
the federally defined poverty level.

Surely the people 'In rural America are entitled to adKputte .water
supplies, good sewage facilities, and mud-free streets. Without these
services no one will wish to continue to live in these communities,
Certaitd:, no new people will imove there or new busim . ss( . s seek to
establi.Th themselves there. titil these population trends are-reversed,U
and addi mal economic bases .ere established, our rural eonmumities
will have to have some type of help, either outright grants or subsi-
diyed debt to secure and maintain adequate piddle facilities. Senate
bill .2:22:1 will mike this possible. In addition, it will help alleviate
a national problem by removing the debt securities of ninny of these
smaller rural communities front the imarketplace, which will make
'more funds available for the issors of our larger cities, which at
times, during the past couple or-rfars, have liflen hard pressed in
lindiag markets for some of their dcilt securities.

.kt the present tbne the Bank of North Dakota is carrying on a
Si ;amide F11.1 till VA .insured mortgage purchase program. We
have a pproximately 1,Cou single-family residential mortgages through-
out the entire State. In order to provide more service to more people,
we have set no a mortgage purchase program offering to buy from any
elieible lenders, from anywhere in the State. FlIA and VA insured
mortgages. We have vurcluised over 1 million so far and expect to
purchase :41-million more before the end of the year.

YOn Ina V he interested to know that we are buying these at 9s percent
of face amount, which is the lowest cost market in the United States.
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The Federal `I Tome Loan Mortgage C6rporat ion in :4 recently lowered
their purchase price to 91 percent. The Bank of North Dakota has
established it 'statewide market for our homeowners, at one-third
the cost of the Federal Home Loan MortgAge Corporation national
system. Only' in the past couple' of week, has the national FHA and

price come down a little, but it i; still at approximately 94 percent
in most areas. We do not know how long we (.1111 continue this mortgage
purchase program at these reasonable costs in our State, but we think
we can meet the demand through 1972. Senate bill 2223 will make R.
possible for all of rural America to benefit by low-cost housing through
the Farmers Home Administration and where necessary through spe-
cial programs of the Rural Develotmlent System, as proposed in the
bill.

The Bank of North IMI:ota preseifily has over $s million in Partici-
pation loans with other banks throughout the State, plus nearly S3
million ill special numieipal industrial development obligat ions. Nearly
all of these loans were to new- wealth trite ;On-tries, that is manufac-
hiring, processing, or warehousing. 'The majority of them Ina ve been
concentrated in the agrilmsiness area. This has created Or retained
over 1.901) jobs thromrhout the State.

We feel we have been quite successful in this area and that Senate
bill 2223 would make this success possible ill all rural areas. It would
do even more. It 'would bring a measure of expertise not now available
and directly stimulate the locating of Iry Inisinesstand new economic
efforts in rural America. I AM cP111111 it 'has been pointed out to you
that the bill provides that there cannot be any pirating of businesses
from one area to another.

Last year the Bank of North Dakota's net profits exceeded S-1-.3 mil-
lion. We are going to pay to the State general fund :446.5 million during
the present biennium, plus 5.4500,001) for a special industrial mortgage
insurance trust. This i4.;7 million is a pretty good return on an invest-
ment of $2 million, all of which was made on borrowed money, long
since ret mid. Therefore. f prediet that the Federal Rural Development
Credit System as authorized in Senate bill 2223 will not only succeed
in alleviating social problems in rural America. but will be 1l eco-
nomic success as well.

Members of this coniniittee, years ago when the Rural Electrification
Administration waS established there were those who said that it
couldn't work; that it was economically unsound; that it was dooited
to failure. The rural electric cooperatives elf America have been all
outstanding success. They have done more to raise the standard of
living of our farm families than any other organizations in the Nation.
They have also been a sound financial success.

Now, I know- t here-inn y be those that say that they were successful
only because of an interest subsidy. 811(1 I personally don't believe that
their interest costs were a subsidy. No other Government agency
stimulated overall business activity and stiles of consumer products
throughout the Nat ion'than did the loans made by the Rural Electri-
fication Administration.

. The rural electric cooperatives have done an outstanding job in
improving the life style of America's farms. They have also stimulated
the economic development of rural America. But the Pluitl electric

"Th
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cooperatives have expansion 911(1 improvement problems today and
aro faced with increasing. c( is and shortages of borrowed flunk 'They
cannot take care, by themselves, of the economic development Of rural
America. A. new agency such ustIn Feikrat Rural kvvlopmekit 'redit
System as priposed in Senate hill 2.223 is needed. .

In my 01)1111011, this bill will provide the stiniultis for loal action
and will make provision for keeping the polices esponslie to local
needs and to the people it will be serving. As I stated before, this bill
will do for all of rural America what the Bank of North iDalzot a 1ms
been attempting to do for my State. With our limited resources we
have been quite successful. With the Much greater resources avaihlble
to a Federal Rural Dev6lopment Credit System, their success-will .be
even more far"reaching. This is a start in the right direction of revers-
im-the population trends of this country and curing some of the social
ills that these trends compound.

Thank you gentlomen, for the opportunity to apper before you,
and I urge your enactment of Senate bill :-.,)2,123.

Thank you.
Senator II1 MP wan% We thank you very much, Mr. ihorndal.
I want the statement of the condition of the Bank Of North Dakota

to be printed in the record at this point.
(The document referred to follows :)

The Bank of North Dakota statenii at of condition

'RESOURCES

('m,11 and Due from Banks

.;0, Pr; I

$10,140,
1.S. Government Securities. 19, 712,

Federal Agencies Securities 34, 032,
Bankers Acceptances and Other Investments__ 24, 532.
State and Municipal Securities _ 13, 958,

Federal Funds Sold 1, 300,
Other Securities 115,

LOANS

Farmers Home Administration Notes_
Federally Insured Student Loans
FHA and GI Home Loans
GI Farm Lottiv
R. B. ContractsFarm
Loans to State Institutions
SBA Participation Loans
N. 11, Bank Participation Loans

017. 51 #
707. 10
417. 32 1
s51. 12
729. 48
(100.00
000. 00

ls, 932, 051. (J(;
14, k09. 411, 75

1. 1 s3, 706, 02
91, 372. 97

203, 1140. 74
2, 613, 037. 24
3, 348, -412. 45
3, 930,

Total I, 149. 330, 95
Accrued Interest Receivable 1, ((09, 075. 08

Bank Building and Equipment 2.00

Total resources

LIABILITIES

1514, 310. 191. 10

huna nd 14eposits :
Individuals, Partnerships & Corporations 2. 250, KO, OS
Deposits of Banks 3, 546, 951. 72
State & Political Sub-divisions 01, 492, 545, 65
Official Checks, etc 1, 410, 731. 31-

Total 69, 007, 15s. 76

63-5n-71pt. 4-24
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Ike Bank of North Dakota gtatement of condition Continued
*I

mAtatarmscontinued
Ttuie & Savings Dep Omits

eIndividual, Partnerships &"Corporations $11, S22, 075, 36.
State & Political Sub= divisions 56, 214, 296. 93

Total
-

68, 033, 375. 29

Total dep0Ait5 137, 040, 564.05
Accrued Interest Payable _ 476, 660. 00
Reserves -- 2, 724, 020. 98

Capital 2, 000, OW. 0()Surplus , 4, 000, 000. 00Undivided profit 13, 005, 946. 13

Total 19;068,7946, h

Total Iiabilitles, reserves and capital 159, 310,1111. 1(i

(All securities are carried at par or cost whichever is ower.*
Senator IIUMPI1REY. This is truly remarkable testimony. And.what

you have done here in miniature, so to speak, is what we .are trying to
Flo on a-national and regional basis. It is very similar to what we are
trying b«) under title -11 of our I of coure,i,xpands the-
operatiOnS of the 'Farmers Home Administration, and gets in sonic 'Of.
the things you are talking about:L-41w necessary grants for vkral de-
velopment or notunetr(ipolitan area development that makesVossible
decent living in these towns,.

In inatus:'`Of these communities like the one von mentioned where
you estabiished a bank, thHc have gOod in ftastruCture: 'they. have
streets, water, sewers, and they have all of the things needed to
establish small industries if they could provide them with the financ-
ing,they often w4t. And I want to maku,-,snre that some ot'. my col-'
'leagues on this committee get a copy of , your testimony. .And .1 am
going to ask the Matt' to see that this particular piece of testimony be
.rent with a covering note-from OW to each number of the subcommit-
tee, calling it to their attention. It is, cry heldo1 to us, because it
fi ornettozil experiviret; of what call he (lone.

Yon paid oft all of Hie i'api.taland the loan laa long
lwell retired!

Mr. Tittatmow. '
Selintor 1.11-tr1119 -i-. It i' lire mu'-PCA's and (an. Federal Land

Bank ansl all of these great structures. They have all repaid, so to
spVitk and performed a very valnable function.

I mention thi; bewuse I 11111. -.111..(0 have some people say,
what we are trying to do i- ,in-it site somebody a big-grant of money
ora hi!, loan that would ne.voi. hoxepaid.y,,n do,, quit, %yen.

nd you have Ian million hack into the, State fwasitr': is flout
correct ?

noRNIY11.. That is COITeCt, SellOtOr.
:4(AlatOr Ift-MPIEHEY. That is very good. It is doing better. than

IIiimplirey's Drug Store.
Mr. TnortNoL. So fAr thisyeal e rnings are ,running $276,000

ahead of last year o Te same date.

871
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Senator lIttistruarx. Senator Burdick, who is your next witinttss!
Senator BranicK. I believe Dr. Gilles is next.,
Senator Hu mrotiEy. Dr. Gilles, we welcome you, and we are going

to ask von a few questions.
Von have an extension service, don't you /.

STATEMENT OF DR. KENNETH A. GILLES, VICE PRESIDENT FOR
- AGRICULTURE, NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY, FARGO,

N. DAK.

Dr. GILLEs. Yes, sir.
Mr, Chairman, I am very pleased to be able to appear before your

committee at th6 'invitation of Senator Burdick. I have a prepared
statement.

Senator ITUMNIREY. may proceed.
Dr. GILLEN. My name is Kenneth A. Gilles. I am a resident of

Fargo, N. I)ak., and am employed by.Nort h Dakota State Universi tV as
vice gresident for agriculture. I have the administrative responsibility
for the College of Agriculture, the Agricultural Experiment Station,
and the CoOperative Extension Service.

This presen,tation is in support of S.,2223, to amelid the Consoli-
dated Fifitiners Administration Act of 11411. The proposed legislation
recognizes the need for additional filiancial resources in rural areas to
reverse the trends otout-migration which has. been ocethrring through-
pat rural .1ineriea. Inasmuch as North Irakdta is highly dependent
upon agricultureand receives only 15 percent of its new wealth in
such area aS.niankfacturing, tourism, and mining, we believetthat'l
some comment re ve to trends in North Dakota can be used as an
illustration of the types of trends that appear to be ixcurring through-
put the rural.are,a of the Great Plains" and in 111211V other rural areas,
"of the I-tilted States as v ei . -

.

According to the recent census ( 19(i) 7t)), North Dakota has realized
hi population decrease of .1 1.,(;s5 people! a population decline of 2.3
pvivent. During this sanre period, the State had au out-migration
approximately 1,000 persons. It is particularly significant to note that
there were certain trends within -afire groups. Specifically, in the g'roup
of -1) years, them was a deline of :17.5;>(; people. In the nae tzroilp
In -2 I. there was an increase of appoximately ;29472 people. In the
are group 25 -51, -there was a deoline or .20,,,;:r) people: and in the
:1W' '!.rroilps of 5,5 and over, at! iocettse of 11,1-:14.

Senator lit-memtEv. You say in, the ;ivy oToitps or :)5 and ml'
trtert, was an- increase of 11, -l3 l. So that the .elderlv, or many ttf bent.
are ShlViWr on, and thou productive irtoup bet wet"1 the lyresof -25 and
51), there was an out-miutration of that ironp, and then an ont-migra-

. Lion of vou r pro 1.(:-;-1.10111111.1* traaiited and 4;i110(1 people.

)1'. GILLES. Yes.
to rewendons social 1.roblctinsSenator Hi-meninx. Which leads t t

mid burdens on-State and local 01)V0111I11V11t.
P0(1111(' that are hest able to assist in this are the people

that lea ve, mi fortunately.
Two elements of change are readily apparent. First, a deoreae in

the tyres 05-5 1. the niost productive years of life: the gronD that
,mist productive, most 'P'apable of :1:-;iStill(r t11(`111-ely('S 1,1111(1 society.
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Serowt, an incea:-.e in the 10 4 arc' group. It is this group which
the next decade inav influence greatIN thtocial and economic

golvtli and success of rural Anwrii.a. The challenge is to reduce their
out-migration.

'I'lw illigration of people out of North Ifakota is not tile classical
rural to urban migration of iiiipoveisheti people that has been going
On for a ittinibtr of decades or oven centuries in much of the NNorl.d.
It is a.--itifgratioa that is representatiN e of an industrialized societ.

out-migrants grow to young adult !tossd anti are educated in North
Itakota "f North Ifal:ota ranks 1Tigh in percentage of people reaching
age 5 that 'have college degrees or a \ aren't y Of po.-t high school types
of eiltteaticm.). have the state and enter professional,-technical,
anti managerial employment in urban areas where there are social and
economic opportunities.

Thischange has been in" part catalyzed by the increase in technology
and managerial ability wllic h permits OW. tutu( to Stio'reStiftlily farm
more than a th011S:111(1 acres of land. Obviously, as the area of land that
tate man can sac cess fully faint inereat-t,s, the need for employment of
supportative people in the community diminishes. As this need

people leave rural Aluerl.(a 1111(1 seek 01)11(1r1 111111.v Ill the larger
cities NN hero nonfarm employ-went prok ides an opportunity 4for eco-
nomic success that isnot apparent in rural .\ itterica.

tendency of change in size :tin] organizat Um' of rural communi-
ties also seems to follow detni;to patterns. Tho!-:, communitie-; having
less than Limn population tend to grow smaller: those communities in \./.?

the 1,0011 to .2,:ioo,populiition range appear to he relatively stable in
population; and tlio- e'cotli,i,nn'tos havingtopulations greater than

ttpp'nr to have the gre:ItA":4 tendency to grow.
um' 01)tierVO''. these t1'11(10110it'S ;I sliong: the 211 most rapidly grow--

ing communities in our State. some trends are'levident. ()f the towns
\\ Mich had less than 1.00o population, G.winner ha,-4 .(2:rown.15.7 percent
i,ti the last devatle,thie to the suecessfill operation of 0 farm machiner)-
manufacturing plant. 'hie communities of Arthur and Grandin have
grown approximately 27 percent each as a. result of new iviricultnral
processing. plants. Stanton has grown :1t; largely 1-dlip to the
erection of three electric generation plants. Horace, anti SinitliNyest
Fargo each have grown appinximately percent largely', as a result
of -laying bedroom cOmmilnities in the -Fa rgo-loorlwatl area. Nrhile
these trends could he ditiCIISSNI iirgrcat detail, I think the concept re-
mains efear. Where there is opportunity for liniment.] input,. coupled
with social opportunities, grovvfli appears to be siOtficant.

l'he...need for low -cost. long-ratig,e credit in rural A inericit is para-
naluitt. ('Hrrently, one of the areas of great need is in Nitinininity serv-
'wes. To supply ado(pulte water.for many of the small vommiinities tied
rural ttreas Is a goal not yet attained. Many small towns and farms do
not have a dependable loe41 water supply. Recently, it nonprofit water
risers corporation Avas crea'ted to,supply a rural \vater system for (irand
Fork; and Traill counties in the east central area of North I takota.
system will cover nearly 1,0N) still:ire, miles in 22 townships. Similar
types of Systems have been developed in Kansas. Nebrasl:a, awl South
If:II:tan. However, considerable financial .resotirees need to be brought
to bear to solve these types of problems in many areas of the Great
Mains so that the quality' of c(munimity serviceSwill increase to ap-
p.roxiiimte the levels enjoyed by n let ropolitait coinnui n it ies.
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The need for long-range credit for manufacturing and processing
industries in the rural areas is also of great sioniticance. The decen-
tralization of the feed and fertilizer industries, for example, provides
an opportunity for people with ingenuity and managerial ability to
maintain or expand these industries in the rural areas.- However, the
problem of lack of adequate long-tem, low-cost finance frequently
arises. I' have been informed that the loan ,lending limit of half of
the North Dakota banks is of the order of $50.000, and 81) percent have
limits less than $100,000, sums inadequate to finance many of the types
of imhistries and community improvements that are necessary. Con-
ceivably, the Rural Development Credit Bank, in cooperation with
existing credit agencies, would provide long-range, long-cost creclit to.;
assist in overcoming this financial limitation.

Technical advances in blending and mixing activities, both dr,Land
liquid, have nuide it possible to localize certain fez-mutation opeaf ions
formerly performed by centralized chemical manufacturers. The feasi-

v of 'nixing and blending nutrient materials to customer formula
has been an important factor in the proliferation of blending plant
operations. By far, the largest concentration of these latter plants is in
the .Midwest.

)ecent ralization in formulation and blending operations is evidenced
by the large increase in the number of hulk and liquid mix plants (;oin-
ing into operation lettaeen 19.)9 and 1968. Estimated number of bulk
plants in the United states increased from ..,),(11 in 1959, to 4,140 in 1968,
with over Ti percent concentrated-in the north central region in 1968.

The need for regional planning for guidance of the total economic
development of communities is recognized in S. 2223. When effective
economic planning occurs. population increases and business activity
increases usually result in increased economic activity for the mutual
benefit of all of the population. It is evident in recent yen rs that when
financial resources were made available for such things as housing
projects. electric generation plants, agricultural processing plants and
manufacturing units, population trends have shown that out-migra-
tion has been reversed in these selective communities where, economic,
and social growth has occurred. These are the types of reasons that
prompt its to speak in support of S. 2:3. We recognize that many of
these accomplishments nrot or will not 1)(` made with private capital

consequently. the assistance of the Federal Government in
stimulating growth in rural America is very important. It is on opin-
ion that passage of this legislation would be a significant step toward
human resource and rural dev'elopment in America.

Irpuld suggest that there may be some areas Nvh ich would require
chiiOation before \rhe legislation was ultimately adopted, While we -
favor the concept of providing additional financial resources to en-
hance the quality of rural life, the organizational mechanics for the
Rural Development Credit Bank might receive further consideration.
For example, would it be advisable to include the Rural Development
Credit Bank as a fourth agency under tlpe genci'al jnrisdiction of the
Farm Credit Administration ? The FCA is endnently successful in its
field and has the administration and resource personnel which could
be able to guide the Rural Development Credit Bank very effectively.

Another area that might require clarification pertaigs to se:ions
710(c) and 708(12) and (13). The agency is authorized to encrage in
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research and i formation elttlwring and to disseminate, in formathm.
While we recog ire the need for these types of activities, it may be
prudent to defin he intent of these sections to avoid du dication with
services currently provided by other agencies, such as t land-gr;24/
colleges.

In stinn»ary, I would like to tyiterate that we Support the copcept of
the bill and believe that, its written, it %you'd have marked significance
in rural communities and specifically, in North Dakota. The th:finition
of a rural area as any place of under 35,00u population that is not con-
tiguous with a larger municipality is of significance also. This, provi-
sion would provide the benefits of this hill to the entire State of North
Dakota with the exception of only the three major cities, Bismarck,
Fargo, and Grand Forks.

I thank you, senator, for the opportunity to provide this testimony
and to appear before you.

0,0.73,Senator ILUM "
PIIREY. Just a couple of brief observations. ,57,5v;

In reference to the structure of the organizational mechanics: as '
you point out, the Rural Development Credit Bank, we oil gr11'
deal of thought as to whether or not it is advisable to incrudcdt under
the Farm Credit Administration. And since this title Ii Of the.bill
establishes a system of banks that are primarily related to nownefro-
politan units rather than direct farm operations. we are of the opinion
that it would be better to keep it separate. But that is subject to reex-
amination. I think since you have flagged this to our attention
will want to discuss it again. And it is a matter just of organization,
as to whether or not this type of structure could fit under the total
mantle of the Farm Credit Administration.

Also-one thing thaf we have tried to do in this bill is to design a
Runt! Development Credit Board that relates itself directly to the
econoinic, and community development of rural communi
ties. It should have people on it .who are specifically equipped by back-
ground, experience, training, and living patterns to understand rural
'"Americit. And one of the dangers that we get into witlt these big
boards is that the first thing you know, some top economist from some
great institution is selected that is brilliant able, but who knows
little about the, earthy problems that one lots to deal witlt when living
in rural America. There is a big difference between the theoretical
knowledge and practical experience.

The best of all worlds. I should say, is a blend of both.
But we have insisted that even at tlw regional bank level that peo-

ple who serve on their boards be from the area, so that we don't go of
and get a.regiona I bank board member from other States.' We want to
have people who understand their regions they are to serve, because
there are major differences among the various regions of this country.

The oncbthing I find in Federal legislation that is so difficult is that
we legislate for the whole country as if it were just one monolith. And
everyone here knows that the problems of the Dakotas, the Plains
States, are very different than those, say, of the seaboard, or of the
Gulf States, and vice versa. We need regions that are related to the
needs of people in particular areas. And we try in a sense to deeen-
talizeovithout having a total discontinuity of operation.

Mr.,Baker, who is our staff consultant on this bill, has suggested
that we might ask you, Vice President Grilles, to give us some specific
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language of clarify sections 710 c) and 70s, 12 and 13, on research and
technical assistance. We think that your voila is well made there. We
don't. want to duplicate it. And the land-grant college has been brought
into this discussion a number of times, particularly the extension serv-
ice- aspects of the land-grant college. We have :dl our schools of agri-
culture, agricultural economists, but there is a whole new breed coming
forwa rd in terms of rural community development.

The president or the University of Nebraska suggested having these
great land-grant colleges establish rural development institutes for
long term research, for the dissemination of information, and for the
holding of conferences awl seminars. I think that there is a great merit
to this. and we ought to look into.it. This goes beyond our hank hill,
but I think it is something that we really ought to look at, because
those land-grant colleges tend to become just great universities, like
my own University of Minnesota. And sometimes I and afraid they lose
the sense of their original mission, namely to really be helpful to
smaller towns and communities that are seeking to develop.

So any language that yon feel that you 'would like to send to us in
the form of a lefter or a memorandum, Ave .would appreciate it We are
in the process now of just adjusting this legislation, and marking it up.
1Ve may have to rewrite a lot of it Senator Burdick knows that, if
you get ; hill in and it passes with yom. name still on it, von have made
a substantial achievement. We don't expect that the original language
would survive all your tests.

Sl`118101' 1PUMPHREY. Senator Burdick, who is yolll' OVXt witless!
Senator BURDICK. The next witness is Stanley Kwako, president of

Farmers state Bank of I leaton. This witness represents a bank in the
interior of the state in a rural community.

And it slight be of some interest to the chairman that his brother
resides at Detroit Lakes, Minn., and is a druggist.

Senator HUMPREY. His brother is a very fortunate man in both
categories, both hi terms of his profession and his residence. That is
Becker County, I want the record to know. nd one Of the finest
summer festivals in the State of Minnesota takes place in Detroit
Lakes. We have- our Wateram there. It is very nice;

.

One of the advantages of being eh:thn:in of the subcommittee is
that yon get to brag on your home State.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY KWAKO, PRESIDENT, FARMERS STATE
BANK OF HEATON, HEATON, N. DAR.

Mr. KwAko. Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank you and Senator
Burdick for ;.,rising us this opoortunity to appear before roar com-
mittee and express my views on

To give yoo a little background on myself, I have been affiliated
with the banking fraternity since 034. I presently own the Farmers
State Bank of Heaton. The community of Heaton represents a polio-
lation of 35 peOole.

St;intor HUMPHREY. I would SilV that you are a unique witness. We
haven't had anybody from such a large metropolitan center:

Mr. KWAI:O. NOW, ill the State of North Dakota paying and receiv-
ing stations have been authorized hr the banking department. And
we have t WO paying stations, one at Bowdon, N. Dak.. a town of 00

3'7
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people. andone at Svkvston, with approximately Dr; people. The bank
has footing on $3,1iftillion, and a capital structure 111111101iZeS

loaning,limit of $25,00.
As A-mt can recognize front this background, this bill would not affect

1111' operation greatly. However, being a lifelong resident of the State
of North Dakota, I have been able to witness the decline in pi)pulation
in our State. And the most significant cause of this decline' has liven
because of the lack of opportunities for business development in Our
State.

The Government has been able to offer assistance to us through the
Farmers 'Iona. Administration. which has enabled many of our farm-
(N to continue their program. Without this help. many of our farm
operators would hale had to leave their farms, thereby causing a
further decline Of population ill our State.

Now, we have many communities in oti State and thomrliont the
Nation that would benefit greatly by this rural credit s.vstrin. And
think this is a wonderful opportunity for Illi the vommunities in
('N cry State Of the 1'114(41 States.

I want to thank von lcindly. Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to ap-
pear before you this morning.

Senator III E.W alio, for a community as small as Ilea-
ton, v on have a rather substantial bank.-Tell me. how is that

V. K WA Ko. Senator, I was a former bank examiner, and it. is bard
to boy bnks, an(l.I was fortunate enon(di to be able to buy this batik

ith only $50,00 in deposits. In only s years we have incleased
the footimrs to $3 million.

Senator III 111'1110.Y. WhO (10 V011 WrN-(
Mr. KW Our farmers. We have the most efficient farnters'in the

State of North Dakota. ..1nd I am bramring, Senator. We have the
most of ..ient farmers. Our farmers are 7liersilied. We have cattle.
shrep, and grain farming. some of our farmers have 20 to 30
bins of grain spoiled and dumped on the ground. They have just
thousands of bushels, :mil they haven't :Inv storage at this time, So
NN e :111' greatly concerned.

Yet ice know that this will .,vork out somehow, because NV( 1111Ve

efficient farmer,.
Sonal or III. NEVIII:lV. Where I- Trento! loell1e(1.)
NIr. IC.w Ko. We are about 7 or so miles northwest of Jamestown.

Wo west of Carrington, about '24 miles. and south of Fessenden.
Sell:Ito!. II! 111'100:1". DO yoll have elevators there in IIenton ?
)fr. Kw mo. 1Ve have lost these. Peavey has closed up. But -what

ha !veile(l, Senator. Peavey closed their ele,ator ill Bowden-- We 11:1V('
l':111011 rip tliorP- but We. two farinerµ and the hank. the three of Its

Prot togother .1.id raised :4N),0o0 to maintain that elevator, and we are
dointra trona ndoits job there.

..4eno tor Trum !marl% 1)o y(in have rail tra nsportat ion ?
M.1% KW ti:o. Yes. the Great Northeni.
Senator III;Armittr.y. it still comes through ?
:\ Tr. Kw \ A-es, very good service.
Scliator If-t-rmfar,1 . Is there ti lot 'of wheat farming up your 'way,

or feed orains?
Mr. KwAKo. Lots of wheat farming. And we have lots of cattle. too.
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Senator III-Nrettiwy. You mentioned this grain storage problem.
That of extmse is beyond the jurisdiction .of the subibmnuttee, but it

ever present in my mind. While I was lank at my office- a moment
ago I got ;mother call about our corn and soybean ',rives. They are
(roins down the drain. I 11111 waging :1 into 111:111 IV:11' bark

ono man, but I am getting after the newspapers, and, -o forth; he-
cause they don't publicize our farm problems. Do you know what they
published in the New York Times yesterday on the corn situation ?
No one ever did iind out the price per bushel. Lt. was the difference
in the stock market of it point and a Half. don't know corn from
a ukulele. I looked through the whole paper, and I said. \dint is the
price_ of corn ? 'They were only writing about the guys that were play-
ing the market NA'11, 1101 the farm pl.odm.er. \l'hat he is gett mg for
the corn?

_11d this is a problem and, gentileman, while I have you here, this
is a problem with this Government. Tiw pt.opii down Iwiv, they ;1,4
plain forget- eNcept your Senators and a few of us that are in the
Mittwe.-it, or from the Southern States there is a °Teat body of inter-
est, may I ray, between Our southern friends, as you will see on this
committee, and those of its N1110 are front the Mid w(-t, when it 001tIC:, to
this al ricultural problem. But we nonetheless live here in'an environ-
ment in which there is never anybody that talks about the cattle, pork,
oats, rye, barley, grain orghtno corn, soybeans. wheat. The only
thing they ever talk about is that the Canadians are soiling the Chinese
some wheat. That i about as muelt acquaintance we get
hear discit,.ion about .trrmin futures, and. Al that sort ',f business.
which, of course.. is a part of the grain trade, but it doe-..dt !Yet down
to what effects that farm producer.

And I :tin here to -ay to von- and I want it for this record- -that if
our Nations- Capital were omved to Chicago, Minneapolis, Denver,
Kansas City, in' Milwaukee, there NVOIlld ha' a different agricultural
policy in this. country. I -,11 ear then' W0111(1 be. If the farm people
really km w 1111:11 lid- happening to them down here they would make
the-4, hippie.; and others that have been runnifig around here demon-
strating, look like they were kindly social workers. I am going to lead
a little ern :de around here for them.

Senator Rt-unn k. \VIM is the price of corn in Minne.-ota right
now

Senator Iii mrintEy. i think it is about 93 vents.
Senator Bumucx. I heard it, was in the upper so.:.
Senator Ih-Ntroutly. That is the market, but what we get file it may

he or S7.
Can you imagine what would happen if the price of 11401001;11CS

(1101)df`d, 1116 ,ante percentage as what has happened to our corn crop?
.Tust imagine that.

N(4)(nly down here talks about that.
Mr. KWAKO. But, Senator, we have the most efficient operators on

these farms, and ill spite of all of this they surviving.
Senator TIUMPIIREY. I know. But lalleve me, .we make it t0110-11 for

them. They must be a hardy breed.
It is hard for me to contain myself, and I generally don't. I am going

to make a real Jolla speech over in the Senate on that. I will let you
know when I am going to do it.

00 0
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The next witness.
Senator Bunnu.K. The next witness is James Lewis, executive vice

president, National Bank of Harvey, Harvey, N. I)ak. And Harvey
Is a little larger town, but still in the heartland of North Dakota, the
rural area.

Senator Humentirr. Central North Dakota_
Senator lum.x. That is about what it is.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. LEWIS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL BANK OF HARVEY, HARVEY, N. DAK.

Mr. LEwis. Mr. t'llaian, I do nut have a prepared statement. But
I would like to thank yon for letting me appear, and to thank "Senator
Burdick for inviting us down to Washington.

And let me give you a little background on myself. I have been in
banking IT years. I tipping] for a job as a bank messenger because I
felt that the hours were right, from :00 to 3 :00.

I am sure you are familiar with the First Bank System. I was an
examiner for them I years out of Minneapolis. And then I wanted to
go back to North. Dakota. My dad had at creaMery in Beulah. N. I Mk..

.1: in the thirties. I am a North Dakota boy. I was born there. And
I NN mail to go back and do what I could for North I hikota.

At 1 Mr. Kwako here went to the I hi rvey communit vol 2.36.) peOpIP
in 5 and charterett a national bank. This is what his ae tiu t was. Ile
went from door to door trying to sell stork in a bank. Ile did get it off
the ground.

We started the new bank in Ha ri-ey in 1 ta;5. And our footings as of
yesterday were a little over million, in a community of .2.30o, where
we- also have another bank. We have been able to grow. And I think
one of the reasons we have been able to ,(TrOW 1S that we have been able
to support our outlying small areas.

One thing I would like to point out is, like Dr. Gilles said here, on
this idea of loan limits, we have a problem. In North Dakota without
the Farmers Home Administration I grant you that we probably
wouldn't prospe the way we have prospered, not only !Weans(' of the
fact that thee- can make the money available to us, but also the terms.
This is one thing about the lauds, I ant sure you realize the fact that
when we go out to make a loan we have to probably limit ourselves to,
say, 4 or '-five years, which, for a person just starting out- -you just
cannot make the required reduction in 4 or 5 years. They have to have
au opportunity like this to be able to go ahead: aond prosper on this
thing.

Harvey is a e (annum ity of 2,300. We are not a county seat. And so we
are not dependent upon a comity structure.

We have a creamery there which we have converted now to a cheese
plant, and we will have the best cheese plant the State of North
Dakota within the next couple of years. At the present time our income
from that cheese plant is about "$900,000 gross. This means that this
money is going back into the eommuntiy. This-is what we have to have.

Now, with this tvile of program, as long as they say that they cannot
get any other credit, where are they going to get a program like this,

' and I ant for this thing because of the fact that we have to keep these
small communities surviving.
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And one thing I would like to point out. We had an election yester-
day. I am treasurer of our school board. We have a mill levy on schools
valuation of Harvey has remained the same for the last 10 years. And a
this is the maximum levy that can he levied without a vote of the people.
Now, the costs of our operation of this school have gone up. But the
valuation of Harvey has remained the same for the last 10 years. And
the people cannot understand why we have to have money for the
school. Now, if that valuation had continued to go tip there would be
no problem. But the way we are sitting there,'we have the same valua-
tion. Now, we are requesting an increase to 70 mills, which in our sit-
uation there in_I arvey would raise our taxes $1'6 per hundred over
what we are mow p sing.---which isn't out of line. Our taxes are low.
But we have the problem of this :15 and over. People in the small com-
munities are staying: brit they are not able to support this as far as taxes
are concerned, and this is our bignproblem.

So there ail. ninny things I think that we have got to look at. But
I .lint feel that this type of program would be very good for North

19iikota. For one thing, we have 1C4; banks in Nortb Dakota, and of
those 114;, about h0 of HIS) are less than $5 million in deposits.

Senator f Ivmpi HWY. V011 understand that this bill would permit the
local bank to be ,the first agent, so to speak, which we think is so
important, because you know the community, ,von know the potential
borrowers, you work with these Inuit icounty planning groups. And
I am unalterably opposed to 11:1611(r a lot of new people collie in on top
of a cmmnunity.

I think we have the talent out there. Y011 Call sell your paper to your
regional bank, which ports you in business and permits you to have
pa rt ici pa t i»g loans as well.

We had it discussion on that this morning, and J would like your.
views On it because we have some good bankersihere with us. nide'.
the -SBA, for example,'the bank can take a piece of it and the SBA
guar tutees the rest. Von make an actual loan, with a guarantee be-
hilt it, FHA doesn't permit that at this time. What do yon think

(2

about FHA having that right or that authority?
Ur. LEwts. This is the thing I was looking at when 1 reviewed this

,bill. I was wondering how it was actually different from the SBA
program, because with SBA of cotirse you guarantee a portion of it.

Senator liymmutcv..That is right.
Mr. LEwis. In this program here vein are participating out to this.
Now, one thing I feel is that this 1 percent which I don't think is

out of line for an outstanding balance, because, well, let's be 'honest,
when volt look at it -we participate with another bank on .one of our
hians, but we participate with the understanding that we have a com-
pensating balance at that hank. If yon look at, say. $2 million, with
20-percent compensating balance, yon are looking at $400,000, and if
you invest that $400,000 at tS percent, you get $24,000. And in the long
run we are better off under this program.

Senator HUMPHREY. I think you are by far.
Mr. Iff,wis.'I think the Farmers Home Admipist ration, if they could

handle it this way, it would be fine.
Senator I IUMPHREY. Any other continents ?
Mr. KwAxo. Jim covered that quite well.

t,
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I I we have money to give to somebody for 10 017 20 years for eco-
nomic development which We may have to do as a part of our world
re :seen think the same principle ought to apply have at
home relating to our own domestic development.

Interestingly enough. the Inter Anwricon Devvlopnient Bank is now
making money. It is able to sell its paper, as you ionic:, and the World
Bank also is able to sell its paper in the money markl They don't
sell that paper by going broke.

You call see we are rather steamed up on this subject. And we hope
we ran do something a boot it.

Senator Bt-tancii. We appreciate very much the time yon have given
us.

Senator lItNtrultEy. I should indii-ate to von that Senator Yonng
presented a statement to us which is incorporated in the record here.
So both South nakot a Senators have participated in the development
of this legislation.

And we are very honored to have Senator Burdick and Senator
Young as cosponsors of our bill. 1Ye think we are going to make some
progess. and push it as hard as we can, gentlemen.

Thank yon.
Next we have. Mr. Walley. Mr. Walley, I am. sorry we had to pass

you.
Mr. W \ LI.Ey. That is all right, Mr. Chairman.
This is Rex MeRaney, who is going to give assistance in presenting

our testimony.
Senator IIumminLY. I and sorry that Senator Bellmon isn't here

today. But we do review this testimony carefully with our staff, and
what pm say will be carefully noted.

Would you identify yourself and your associate who is aceompany-
ig you.

STATEMENT OF PETTIS WALLEY, RESOURCE DIRECTOR, SOUTHERN

MISSISSIPPI PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT, HV-
TIESBURG, MISS.

Mr. W.U.LEY. I all Pettis Walley, I am resource director of Smithern
Mississippi Planning tuff DeNelopment District, made up of 15 comi-
ties in southeast Mississippi, which is in color here on the map on
the front of the statement.

Seventytli percent of the budget of our agency is supported by
the Economic Development' .Administration, EDA, and 25 percent by
the counties and munieipalities. It is our duty to be the catalyst in pro-
moting local coinntunity development. This is accomplished by assist
ing local governments in obtaining Federal funds.

Senator I rum pility.y. You have a multicounty district. then?
Mr. W.u.rxr: Yes. We are the largest district in Mississippi. EDA,,

is primarily interested in the creation ,o of permanent jobs. and before
we can do the things that are necessary, it is this old idea of whether
the chicken or the egg collies first, and, we can't get the hell, so we can't
get the egg. This is our problem. -

Yon have our presentation here, But to conserve your time, if I may,
I would prefer to speak on this report.

38
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Senator, our problem in south Nlississippi and I am so.rry tlyat I
don't represent the entire State of Mississippi. but it..is our responsi-
bility to represent these rt counties which have a popttlat ion of aPprox-
iniatelN- )01),o0o people. from the Nlississippi gulf roast..mm:41rd into
the hill counties of 'Mississippi, about 100 or 121) Miles;

You will find in this testimony that we have askistml in creating, Or
been responsible for creating, some 1o.00o neNN jobs for people that live
in this*district.

The largest number of jobs have been created hi ;Jackson C(»intyv,
Mier(' the Litton Shipyard industry is located. 1Iost of the1'1e people
have come there 1).N- migration from the rural counties in tfle (listrict
1(11(1 SUIT01111(lillg areas. .111(1 so .Jackson ('onlity now has a. problem of
water, sewer. and housing which we are trying to help then" solve. Auld
this 'piece of legislation,-if it is enacted, and if there could be much -of
the relit-111w (10' Which keeps the district from moving forward, In help-
ing the communities this piece of legislation is the thing that Nvetieed..
I live ill :1 c(miltv in southeast 1lis5issip1)i that, has about 10,000:popu-
lation, and we have ball a population loss in the last lt; years. fix of our
15 counties, I believe. have lost poptlation. We show a gain of popu-
lation, but it has come because of this tremendous shitivard. the Litton-
Industries, in .fackson County.

So our area is a farm area an(' our pe(*ple are the small farmers, and
they have disintegrated. they have gone out of business .because they
could not support their .families. .1n(1 they have 1111(1 to turn them out
1111(1 they are gro l.ving up in What We (1111 (101\11 there sage grass and it is
not productive any more.

.1i1(1 we feel that this bill, if it is enacted, 1611 give us the tool by
which we might be able to bring in(lustries illfQ 0411' counties, 1111(1
0101140re give gainful V1111)10\111(414 1)11(1 birsiness opportunity to our
people. 11-any of our people, \\tell tli(y, drop 01If Of 5e11001 01' tilliSil
school. Seek elllplOylllellf ill the Illefr01)(dit:111 arellS alld they are (Te-
at i more problems ill those areas than they already have.

Amj tlierefore. that this legislation won1(1 keep these people
at hotna where they want to stay and gi e them gainful einPloyment
and business 01/1/011(1111ifaieS Nyhe're(they ea support their families 1111(1
take care of their livelihood.

1'111) rlli volt.
The prepared statement of fir. '1'111ey follows:1
Mr. WALLEY'. Mr. Chairman and distintruished members of this coin-

it is 11 real pleasure for me to appear here t()(lay ill unqualified
s wort of the Consolidate(1 Farm an(1 'T2 lira] 1)evelotmient Act. I f ever
there was a piece of legislation- whose NMI( it is Senate bill

For it is no itxaggerat ion to say that rural .1nierica is ill deep and
grievous trouble --and that its steady disintegration threatens the very
fabric of our national life. We all have come to realize, I think, theft the
wesome, frightening problems tliat beset the great 111.10010 centers will

continue' to defy the best efforts to resolve them until the root cause is
boldly assaulted and eliminated. And iti there any- lingering doubt that
the root cause lies ill the economic decline of rural A ineripa Itself?

As I'residelit Lyndon 'Johnson said in 19(;(h, "N ()t just sentiment de-
mantis that we (lo more for rural America-- the welfare of the Nation
demands it.'' I will return to this theme in a moment, Mr. Chairman.
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First, let Rte say that I speak in behalf of Senate bill 2223 not for my-.
self alone, but also for the 15 counties that make np the Southern Nlis-
sis,ippiPlanning and Development District. hese counties, most ly
rural, have joined together to present a united stand. against the
massive problems that beset the whole of rural .kinerica. The strategy
of regional and regional cooperation is stalTeding -and it is,
of course, regionalism that-is the basic concept of the legislation that
von haNT,' under consideration today. To those who would say that
rural America is beyond redemption, to those who nta.ntain that ill-

' duAtry and people will not settle in the countrysine. I say they are mis-
taken.. We in southeast Mississippi are clearly making progress in our
efforts to revitalize Our ecPtomy, to rebuild onr. communities, to de-
velop new 'jobs and to put a stop to the lima way migration of our rural
families to tlw big city. Let me briefly cite a few examples of what has
been accomplished in just, the last 4 or 5 years: Modern water and
sewer facilities have been constructed in 14 of our pities and towns:,
more than 111,00(1 industital jobs`have been created; a regional airport
is under construction; the important Port of Gulfport is being ex-
pftnded ; medicAl and educational favilit Ws are being enlarged and up-
graeed ; programs are underwayto improve the quality of rural hous-
ing and 'to promote the welfare of senior citizens. All of these ac-
compli. nents have been achieved in an area that is a microcosm of
rural America itself. Eight of our 15 comities have a population of less
than 20,000; only four have as many as 5(1,000 residents. During the
1950's, Mr. Chairman, five of our 10 purely rural counties lost popula-
tion,''and the rest barely held their own. But, significantly, during the
1 960.st they actually gained 10,000 new resident 5- a percentage increase
of about, 8 percent. So we have succeeded in retersing an ontmigrat ion
trend that dated back 0 yea and we are moving ahead on the eco-

manic front after a generation of stagnation and despair.
This is our answer to the claim that rural America is as out of (late

at, the model 'I' and the corner grocery store. But the truth is that the
progress we are making in community development, in job opportu-
nities, and in the stahiliation of our rural population could not have
been remotely possible without heavy Federal grant and loan assist-
unite. hr; truth is that we still have a very long way to go before our
rural areas become self sufficient. I. am confident that we will kro all
the way if the the broad credits psoposed in Senate bill 223 are in
fact made available to us. As you know; rural areas have always been
capital-deficit areas; their people in the main have always laeldirri7the
-equity money for really adequate housing and for business oppbr-
tunities; their financial institutions have always lacked the resources
to help develop industry and jobs in the volume that is required. For
example, only one bank in southeast Jlississippi has'assets of as much
as l00 Million---and not even the combined lending power of all the
banks in the length and breadth of rural Mississippi can match that of
the typical metropolitan bank in New York or Chicago. Moreover, the
'vast majority of our towns and villages lack the tax base to finance the
kind of public improvement programs that industry and individnals
want and demand. So indnst ry stays away and Our people go elsewhere.
Sirwe 194(1, Mr. Chairman, 4 million rural Americans have gone else-
where; they have abandoned the eountryside 'and fled to the urban
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areas in S4`;!rr I of jobs and the better, life. Today, romp 150 million
Americans. of percent -of the popalationlive,in the c'ity=and they.;
are jammed and iraillined and packed into just 0 little 1110re than 1 tler-
ent of the Nation's total land .area. The worst unity be yet to come.
The Bureau ot,t1n Census eqintates that the population Of the
I"nited States will' -increase %by about 10 million during khe 116ct
30 years.

1.3resident. Nixon has stated. mull quote ititit : "Whereahey grow up.
and how. will !pore titan tnty One thing measure the ouaTity of Amen-

*, c. n life iii t!((' years lioad. We know Without a doubt that the quality
Americar life ha ,;. f,Toded,in dirmtpropOrtion to the exodus from

rural pri%as. This 11dg-14d-ion has placed intolerable burdens on the. New
Yorks and Pliiladel phians. and C Wleands of,Am L-aericirnd. in a great_

ma ny ,01-tatii,:es it has robbed our rUra I areas of their brightest, young
men and ;women * the hope for the future. Today. rural America
acce,mts for only abotit 7 !tenpin of the national populationbut at

,ante time it accounts for fully iu peremit of the Natim'svoor.
".1 -,orne onair ritual counties in Mississippi, the per capita income is

; ,r1 even 70 percent belqw the national it Veri.ige. and the_ unemploy-
and underemploymelerates Ore the shame of n nation. Listen to

11 ha, Air. J. Lyford .writes in the Airtight. ('age: "W14;, he asks,
1.,.;00 cno,entatiOn4'of unemployed and untrained human beings

cont;uue ). pile up in unstabfe cities that no lowwil have the jobs. the
housing. tL education opportunities or any of the 'other (necessities)
for :t hettit v. productive life ? Why do we treat the consequences and _
ignore thels lust's. of massive and purposeless iii oTarion to the city!
Why are we not developing new uses. for those rural acres that are
rapidly becoming depopnlated.-

.
I think that Senate bill' _?.i0.1.2,1 does treat.tIle causes of ,:t he purposeless

ini,,,rat ion which Arr. Lyford speaks. I think the bill would permit
us to find new tt-es for rural acres that have been barren since the
.agicultural revolution wiped out the small farm that once was the
pride and glory of a natitn.

Those pf ns who have spent our lives in the countryside are con-
laced that industry and people would beat 0 steady pith to die,

modern laird community. with its cheaper larch costs: its more equita-.
-t:ucture ; its open spaces and cleaner air, and its less, frantic .

pace. The alternative Is the slum-ridden, trallic-cengested hip.' cit\
witlt its swollen budgets and skyhigh taxer: its polluted air, and
pit:so:ad : its alarming crime r ter; and-its hurrie5tl, coldly int--
1)1'1'4MA life style. 'A report e ,xonomic Development Askrt;knis-
tration e-timated that lioy 197.5 the major urban centers of the
excluding those in ('alifornia. )vill have a shortage of 3 million jolts
unle-s the migratioirfrom rural areas is not only Gaited but reversed:
We, believe that this increasingly explosive situation van be defused,
MA Chairman, by the passage of the Consolidated Farm and Rural
Development, Act. The bill would provide financial assi*t.ance to in-
dustries that want to lorate out of the sprawling urban areas of the
Nation. Nothing could be more desirable at. this point and time in our
history. I can truthfully say that seldom does a day pass that the
Southern AfississippOiconomic Development. District. does not receive
inquiries from businesses that want to come to our area. Far too often
the necessary financing cannot be arranged. The ED A. program has
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served us well, lint its minimum loan$350,000---excludes smaller busi-
nesses from consideration. The SBA program is not as effective in our
area its'it might be. It itisually peovides only bank guarantees. And as

. I have staid. ours is a cipital-deficit area as is most of. rural America.
The busines lona provision in Senate bill :L i,-23 would supplement the
two existing programs--EDAand SBA arid at the siyne time pro-
vide an entirely new and necesktry 'funding vehicle. Second, the legis-
lation contains .fads, for continynity improvements, such as water and
selyer systems and housing developments. One`nia.jor reason 'for the
disintegration of ruritLAnwrica is that it has been unable to provide
modern community facilities;. » .

We st' 'have towns in Mississippi that are trying to compete in the. ,,1970's with public utilities that date back to the turn of the century;
-we still hyre towns in Mississippi that do not have sewer systems at
all: we still have tokns'in Mississippi who% taxrkases are so low that
they cannot qualify for grants and loans tinder existing Federal pro'
grains. :So we strongly,endorse the 19an provision of Senate bill 2223.
and urge, its approval. I would respectfully request that the doinmittee
consider an amendment that would authorize 100-percent loans to i.
connnunity that is unable to purchase stock in the multicounty.finance
agency. Or,Iperhaps, the capital -hives Nit could be deferred for a
period of 3 to 5 years. Even the small t and poorest community ought

.:Ato be given the chance to forge ahead fit is willing to pay the price in
bonded indebtedness and higher utili y rates. ,

'Mr. Cikirman, rural America NN tits to look after its own. We do
not Want to go on export nigiur problems and our poor to other areas
of the country. We do not want to becoine everlastingly dependent on
the welfare dole. We want to stand on our own two feet. Mayor H. H.
Lawler of the small town of Rosedale, Miss., spoke for rural America,
I think, when he said : .

We have repeatedly tried to attract industry without success because our
munlripai facilities are inadequate. We cannot obtain sufficient monies to make- improvements withota economic' and industrial progress, and weeannot make
economic progress without" mproved municipal services. Thus we are hopelessly
stalemated. We want our people. black and white. to stay in Rosedale. This is
their home. They cannot 'cope with big city life and the big cities cannot cope
with them. I am certain that federal funds spent here in Rosedale forindustrial
and municipal development, for raising our standards of living will accomplish
much more than the tremendous funds that will be required to provide for these
rural people if they are forced to move to the city.

Mr. Chairman, Congress has never shirked its responsibility to rural
America. 'We can all point with pride to such legislative landmarks
as the Rural Electrification Administration, the Tennessee Valley
Authority; the Farmers Home Administration, the Farm Credit Sys-
tem, and so on. We urge you to now take the next giant step forward
and enact into law the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development
Act. You will be glad that you did.,

Thank you. ,
Senator Ht5tPIIIIEY. I.notice that you, say, "The vast majority of

our towns and:villages lack the tax base to tame the kind of public
improvement programs that industry and individuals want anal de-
mand." And then you note later that you get a number of inquiries
practically every week.

63-592-71pt. 4-25
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Mr. WALI:F.Y. Tile is right.
Senator Hut:mind. From indhstries that re (Inning in.
Mr. WALLE.Y. 'chat is t \'ue.
Senator Ifustruarv. And according to your testimony, I understand'.that the main thing that you find is the lack of adequate credit,

resou rces.
Mr, WALLEY. That is right. In other ords, many of the industries

that want to come in do not want to come into a community that does
not have sewer, water, or industrial parks but still have cesspools. And
our district_kits 42 connnunities, from a village of around 20 on up f6
50,000. This 500,010 popu tat ion is attempting to live in these communi-
ties. where FIIA does not go out and make loans for sewage and indus-
trial parks. They will put in the water, but they won't put in sewage
and industrial parks, and we will like to bate sewage and many of
these small towns are having to put their-t.'iriage into the streams and
pollute the streams:And the Federal Government has said that theyhtive got to stop this by a certain time, and we don't, have the money'to (10 It with. The only way we are going to be able to do it is through
Federal Government coming in and subsidizing its in some Way. EDA,
even - though they have done a great job in southeast Mississippi, doesnot go into a community unless you.are creating jobs, and you can't
create jobs unless you have gbt the facilities to do it:

Senator II tNtriniKv. This is where the chicken and the egg analogy
comes in.
' M WALLEY. That is right, and we don't have the-hen and we aredoing. without the egg and our people have to go 100 or 150 miles to
Alabama or the gulf coast to get employment, and they can't get
houses down there, and so they have to commute hae,k and forth home.
This is the problem in southeast. Mississippi. And this bill, "without-

' a lot of the redKqw, will go far in alleviating our problems.
If you notice, in this, area we don't have the large banks, we only

hate one bank that has over S,4100 million of deposits.
And most. of these communites in our area are communities which

have the chicken and egg problem. They will not advance this money
that we bare to have in EDA to small larinesses where you have to
go out 811(1 put up 10 or 15 percent of tlw:Capital stock and this is one
of the recommendations that we have made for changes in this bill.
that the smaller e01111111nlitieS not be required to put this 10 or 15 per
rent of the capital stock up.

Senator lit 311'111tEY. I noticed that you felt that every community
ought to have a chance to participate.

Mr. WArl,Ey. That is right.
Senator I It-mini8Ev. And there might be a period ( f grace, so to

spe4k.
Mr. WALLEY. Now, the corporation could put it 11 initriany com-

mtnities, and of course this is on a better basis than 14; A. or the SRA
requires, hecanse they require local people to put it up. And when
you start putting $150,000 or $200,000 in a large industry over a period
of 20 or 25 years, -there is tobodv that has got the money that waets
to put it in there and leave 't in for thtjt length of time. So, therefore,
we are without industry.

Senator HUMPHREY. I think this point is one that is very valua-
ble for your consideration, because many times we have people say, if
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all we really needed to do was to get industry into town fine, but did
industry won't conic into town unless you have certain bommunity
facilities.

Mr. WALLEY. That is right.
Senator lIuminim:Y. Thereforq, you have a sort of in-and-out opera-

tion all the time. When you are negotiat,ing for an industry and they
are ready to .tome in, they say, what about your water system, what
about your streets, what about. your street lighting, and what about
you'r sewage system.

And you say, we can't afford that right now, and then they say
they can't 'come in. Mali f you could get them to move in they would
broaden your tax base so you could afford to make the improvements
that both of you want. .

MrArvkhEY. This is whatwe are talking about inthis, that we
ean'e get them in there and we will have to say that these facilities
are not available. Many of the communities cannot buy 'the land
for an industrial and many of them want 10, maybe 40 acres
and the small ennmmity is not financially able to buy that land up
and ,say,7we hare got this land, it is near the railroad and manrof
our communities don't have natural gas and that is one of the things --
in EI)A we are barred from carrying natural gas to these communities,
and that would make it tragic for industry, because many of the in-
dustries have to have natural gas for the prOcessig of their products.

Stniator f I'MPJ lIO:17. We, will take note of youi testimony where you
say.:

I woyld rciqmwt fully request that the committee consider an amendment
that would authorize 100 percent loans to a community that is tillable to pur-
chase stock in the multi-county finance agency. or perhaps the county invest-
ment couldpe deferred for a period of three to five years. Even the smallest and
poorest community ought to be given a chance to forge ahead if it is willing
to pay the price in Itxmded indebtedness and higher utility rates.

We, will take that, under advisement in that weitr6 going to be look-
ing over thi:-; bill again, and its specific language.

I notice the statement of Mayor Lawler of ,Roedale, Miss. I think
that it is an excellent statement. I think 1w summarizes so well what
we have been saying :

We have repeatedly tried to attract industry without success because our
municipal facilities are inadequate. Wit, cannot obtain sufficient moneys to make
improvements without economic and industrial progress, and we 0111111ot make
economic" progress without improved municipal services.

And this is where this new structure comes in between, without,
we think, violating the purposps of SBA or EDA. It provides that long
term credit that makes possibM what we call an industrial development
loan or a business loan out of SBA, or out of E1)X, because it provides
the community with the kind of services that might be needed.

Mr. WALLEy. Well, EI)X will not go below $50,000 in their industrial
loans.

Senator IlymPIIREY. Not above, you mean ?
Mr. WALLEY. They will go $5o,o00 and above.
Well, `SBA many timel comes in .and says, all right, we will issue,

to the bank a guarantee on 90 percent of it, or maybe 80 percent of it.
Well, the banking institution of that community or that area don't
have the capital that they could put into it and it is what is further
hindering us.
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Senator Ilumenntr. And our title II program would provide for
assistance not only 'to conumnities and multicounty finance agen-
cies, but to private industry, And to nonprofit .eorporupons, for in-
dustrial parks:and for financing industrial development, as well as for
community development.

NEI.. \V eta We have found in some instances-- and of course
where We ban._ the indust-rial ,park, and maybe we have gotten an
industry in, wig :that. industry has mov41 out, we are able to fill that
building again if we have &indicting already situated with those
other facilities. And many times 'we have bonded ourselves --I heard .

sinne gentlemen here talking about the tax struchreand we do have
in most of our counties around 70 mills on the average, and we are
putting about 30 nails into education and the tax structure is on about
50 to 60 percent of its real value. And in our community of Perry t+e
Federal GoveAment, Out of 4/11,000 acres, owns 132,000. And another
large corporation owns all of the rest of it, with the exception. of a
little,over- 100,000 acres, is what is left for us to try tp improve and
elip.and expalid on these 10,000 people.

Senator Iftmenii v. Do you have any comment on -that which you
would like to make?

STATEMENT OF REX MeRA.NEY, VICE PRESIDENT, MISSISSIPPI
BANK. & TRUST CO., JACKSON, MISS., REPRESENTING- THE
SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT

..

Mr. MeRANEt. Mr. Chairman, I am Ite'ic,,McRaney. I have met you
over the duck, situation about 10 years ago, if you recall.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, sir. _

Mr. MCRANEY. Senator, I haVe one suggestion. I have kirwn Mr.
Walley a long time and I thinke it ties in with this bill. I ,am with
the hank now and" we are a deficit-financed Stag in Mississippi and
we have to have outside capital, because our bank base and our local
capital income is the lowest in the Nation, a little above $1,200 per
year, and you can see what that, moneywise, does to its. And our banks
are not structured financially well enough to assume a lot of roles,
even though the bill provides for it. But the one thing ( obse,rve that
we are doing in Mississippiand this' may be 'done in other Stafes
that is going to hurt us in the end is, we are developing water systems,
and beekuse there are only 100 or 150 people in the community, we
put in a water system that will take care of-those needs and the main
trunklines are 1- to 2-inch trunkli es; and by developing the water
system it will cut the price of a h me about, $1,500, because it takes
about $1,500 to build a well if you g.it yourself. But once you !Tit
these 15 people on the water system, we Have already obligated our-

. selves to this system, and it is not capable of adding any more to it.
Senator-HUMPHREY. Exactly. I am very familiar with this.
Mr. McRANEY. So if this Can he done on a multiple-eountv pftsis, like

rural, electrification, I believe it would solve many more of our prob-
les, if we could put down the basic facilities, the trunklines anyway.
And it would-appear that we could put the sewer and water and per-
haps the gas system-all in one trench, and if we could do that, it

/
a
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wouldn't cost but very little more in tike beginning, because youripbor
:is in your trench, and the' additionpl cost is in the size of the pipe.
But it would serve the needs of the community for a long time to
come and we could turn this outmigration around and get these people
to stay there, Alt the little system that we are.developing is defeatkg
its own purpose.'

Senator HUMPHREY. I have seen that happen in a locality that
arn'familiar with where 8 years ago they put in a sewage system, but
it was just big enough toohandle the number of people already there.
Then a little company wants to come into tpwn,.and they had to say,
we can't handle you. --

Mr. MeRAIKEy. I hope you will give some consideration to deferreC
payments on these hums for at least a period. of 3 years. if you can
!..ret,the farmers and other people by.3 years, they,(an make their own.
That first 3 years is where they have most of their problems, aud

"what we try to do is keep the rural people, and get.othemto tome back
to rural America and we should be sure that we will accomplish that
purpose. And I believe, by .deferring the payments, giving them a
grace period of :3 to 5 years, that the intent of the legislation here will
he served, and it will serve the people.

Senator II,UMPIIKEY. 17611 heard What I said. %V ha ye, done that in
semw of our international aid programs, because of the serious eeo,
nomic underdevelopment in many countries, and the problems of the
people.

Mr. McRxxs,v.fAnd. Senator, I just 'want to comment, on the pre-
pared statement of Robert Frederick. I think 1w Mt the nail on the
head when he said, you still have got to have the.initiative of these
local people. And I hope in creating this bill von will realize that
these local people probably know their own conditions a little hit more
than an:vbody else,. And when the people of your stature come into the
rural areas of America, if you would not talk on the points like the
New York Times that you referred to. but if you would just tell them

,what you are trying to do, and that you need their heir locally. and
S,ou want to give some time and suppoitt to itye ha% e many people
that won't read this hill, but if Senator Humphrey would collie to
Perry County and hil the eounties around there, and von explained
it to them, it adds something to you encouragement of the local people
to do it.

Senator Ilymenany. Right. We have been conducting as you know.
some field hearings. We have been in Alabage and in Georgia, and
we have been in South Dakota, Iowa, 7.sfebrask% and in Oklahoma.

Our problem around here r9, every Senator is so darned busy with
various assignments. Like today, I have two other committees that
are holding very important hearings that I really would like to be
attending. but it, is also very imnortant for me to be here since I am
chairman of this snbcommittee. We just run a little short of time. But
we have scheduled a number of-bearings on this legislation, and on
other legislation,4wfore this subcommittee including a number of field
hearings. For example. I was down to Memphis. Tenn.. not long ago:
addressing the League of Municipalities. I talked to them about this
legislation since it, involved local officials. And I was with the assess-
ment officers up in, Boston ye'sterday morning, We had about 3,000
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assessment officers who are the men that make`the assessment valna-
. tions, and I told them a little bit about our proposal, about our farm

and rural development credit system, and urged their participation.
turFed that they study thislegislation

e will do a great deal of that. I ti ink you are right. None of this
will work unless-the local people win to make it work. This is just a
helping hand.

Mr. MeRANEr. If the local banks, the leadershiP in the banks, would
get behind this bill and cooperate with it, and if. you coulit tindlisome
way to get them to read. it and see what von are really tr3ling todo, I
thikyon couhl do it.

Senator IluMPIIREY. We had the Independent Hankers Association
in today and we are very fortunate in having their cooperation. And
we are going to enlist the support of the othe'r blinking institutions,
because this legislation is not injurious to them at ill. It is supplemental.-

, Mr. WALLEr. Let me say this, Senator. We certainly appreciate
the.privilege of appearing here and offering this testimony. We ap-
preciate your staff sending this information on this bill out to these
planning and development districts. And I have spent about 3 weeks

- talking to chambers of commerce and bankers and public officials, try-
ing to explain what, this legislation w0111(1 do for tlien. And there is a
great deal of interest and support in our area for this regislation. And
we are certainly very grateful to you for taking up onr

Senator You know that your two Senators, Senators
. Eastland and Stennis.,' are cosponsors of this legislation'?

Mr. WALLEY. I know that.
Senator IIVMPHREY. We have 50 now, so we are coming along.
Thank yin very much, gentlemen.
We will adjourn until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning. ft
(Whereupon, at 12:55 the subcommittee wAf adjourned, to

reconvene at 9 a.m., Thursday, September 23, 1971.)
0

o
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RURAL. DLVELOPMENT L
..111z....

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
S (TIWOMMITTEE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

T9131Com M ITTEE ON A [CULTURE AND FORESTRY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommiL,e me , ursupnt to recess,' at 9:15 a.m., in room
324 Old Senate Office Building, Hon..Hubert H. Humphrey (chair:
mitn) presidia( R.

Present.: Senator Humphrey (presiding).
Also present : Senator Pearson.
Senator Humentiny. We will operi`the record and proceed with

our hearing, hoping that our colleagues will 1w here shortly:
Our first witness is the Honorable Edward T. Breathitt. And he is

} accompanied by the Ilonoralile Norbert T. Tiemann. Both gentlemen
are former Governors of Kentucky and Nebraska, and cochairmen of
the Coalition for Rural America.

Will you proceed?

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD T. BREATHITT, CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD, AND HON. NORBERT T. TIEMANN, PRESIDENT, COALI- .4
TION FOR RURAL AMERICA' _

Mr. BREATI MT. Before I proceed I 'Mint to express my apprecia-
tion to you and your subcommittee and the chairman of the Semite
Agriculture Committee for your leadership in this area.

I, tyyself, have had some experience in problems affecting rural
areas. I have had the privilege of serving as chairman of two Gover-
nors .conferenc,ei3 conference committees concerning these problems,'
Chairman of the :Appalachian Commission, and Chairman of the
President's Cominis.sion 'on Rural Poverty. And after I left office
I headed the Institute for Rural America.

We have filed some very fine reports pointing out the problems in
rural America, the ontmigration of our citizens to the city, and the
need for glanced ,newth in this country. After we filed those re-.

ports, Senator, we hargeten nice pats on the back, some rood edi-
torials, and nothing else, until you provided thi leadership. and your
subcommittee, and the fine leadership also o Senlitor Pearson. T
now have some hope that we are going to get s me action on what I
think is 'a vital problem, 9,,nd. one of tremendous concern to all of us.

In our study we found that 50 million people had left rural AmeE- , ,

fca for the major cities, the largest inigratipn of'hunian beings in the
° r history of the world. And our farm population has dwindletrto the

point where 800,000 farms produce 90 percent of rill of our food and
(385)
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fiber, and 95 percent of our Rople live on 10 percent, of the U.S .,land
area. And 141'1111140n 'people have been left behind in rural Amerie\a,in
terrible poverty.

The President's National Advisoyy Committee on Runt! _Poverty,
which I chaired; concluded in 1967:

ittrral poverty is no widespread, and no acute an to he a national disgrace, and,
its consegtiences have swept into ourcitles violently. The urban riots during 11167
had their roots in considerable part iv rural poverty. A high proportion of the
people crowded into city slums today came there from rural slums.

And through a complete lack of -any governmental policy we have
permitted rural Ame.rica.to deteitiorate like a rusting hand plow lan-
guishing in it,fallen down barn, while the social and econoniirprob-
lems once scattered across thik thousands of square miles of our great
land have become compacted into urban ghettoA, where they have be-
come both more evident and more volatile.

As your colleague, former. Secretary of Agriculture Orville Free-
man says, this process couldvet have occurred in a more efficient way if
we had planned it in our national policy councils.

you know, Senator, Governor Tiemann Reid T hate been chosen to
lead the Coalition for Rural America, anthwe are very grateful to you
for keynoting our organization! meeting.

In directing the activities of the coalition we will & guided by these
principles : e are strongly m support of a structure of agriculture
that includes prose roux Thruily farms and an economically viable
marketing and procng system based in rural areas.

In building a rural America, our Aim is to see that development
consistent with the preServation and enhancement of a'quality envi-
ronment.

We are concerned not just with the aggregate development of the
economy,.but With'eliminating the causes and ameliorating. the

effects of rural poverty, through such theasures as welfare reform and
public service employment.

We are committed to the principle ofequal concern for 'and equal
involvement for, all the people'of rural America without

for,

on any basis.
Admittedly, these are very broad purpbses that take in a, lot of

territory. But the need clearly ekists. The people who live in rural
America need a voice, and we hope to give it to them. Certainly there
are a number of fine farm organizationsnow existing. and we support
their basic aims, and we will work closely with them. But the fact is
that the vast majority 'of the people now living in Countryside,
U.S.A. are not farmers. And this was a very revealir* fact to me
when our hearings and our work pointed it out. to us in our Rural
Poverty Commission. These pedple, your county school superin-
tendents; your teachers, your small town bankers. your small town
hardware dealers, *our automobile and tractor dealers, the people
who live on a little family farm but can't make a living, and arewOrk-
ing in some plan n some places in Kentucky they commute 500
miles, also have a vit stake in an economioally viable rural America.
Interestingly, whenev -e have located' a- plant in our rural areas,
particularly the Appalachian areas,of our State. we find we have a
ready labor supply in Detroit and Cleveland, and they come home.
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Since the depression we have heard tol* about rural development,
but something seems wrong. Sbmehow there has been only talk and
not much action.

In 'the past 10 years we have heard a lot of talk about balanced
national growth, a balance between rural and urban America. And
again we have just heard talk. There are about 200 Federal assist-
ance programs designed in whole or in part Whelp rural Americk_and
somehow they are not having an economic impact that would promote
balanced growth:.

Clearly some iiew approaches are necessary.
Some of our rural programs, especially some of the farm programs,

are relics of an earlier time when things were different than they are
now. These programs were developed withOut a realization of what
farm mechanization, three wars, and vast urban industrial expansion
would do. As a matter of fact, there is considerable evidence,that
much of the continuing research and human development efforts of

"the Federal Government do not promote balanced national growth,
but merely speed up the migration process from rural to urban
Society.

Take a look at the age of our farm population. And this has c,on-
(illed me in our study. It is old. Obviously certain factors will take
hold to prevent this trend from continuing. But at the present 'rates
01 farm family outmigration, in 20 years there will beano one left in
America that knows how to operate a farm. Now, if this were to hap-
pen, no amount of fancy new machines will be enough to restore our
proud claim as the best fed nation in the world at theowest cost in
te-riis of take lionie pay.,

Obviously theme trends won't continue, and we can't letd.them con-
inue. BUt who are our farmers likely to be if these Irendsontinue?

They will be employees of large corporations. The rural land now
populated with family farmsand these familio who teonsume the

,,Roods of our industry and make the countryside4conotnically viable.
and are a base for the strong values in this country that, haire made it
sound. and have minhi it grow. are, going to be gone.

I have been tremendously impressed with your statements, Senator
'''Pearson's statements,' and the statements by the chairman of this

committee, Senator Talmadge.' And I am 'grateful for the hearings
that this subtommittee, has held throughout the country, because
whereas our commission held hearings, we hado ability to implement
our recommendatiops. And this committee and the CongreSs does have 4

that ability. And we as a coalition intend to stronglysupport your
efforts. We applaud your efforts. And so we are here today to give
you our support and encouragement.

Again there are those who are going to give you reasons why this
will not come to pass, the predictions that I have made. But few can
contest the fact that a young man today who is not born into the
ownership of farm land will find it very difficult to get a start in
agriculture.

I will give you a personal example, Senator. When I left the
Governor's office and wanted something to do I thought about going
back to my county, which is the largest agricultural county in
Kentucky. My grandfather lived on a farm, but we lost it in thei de-
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pression. I decided that I -would go back, because vou have got to do
something with former Governors. So I decided I would farm.

When I hot into the question of the capital investment necessary
for me to have a viable farm, it was just impossible 'for me to make
that kind: of investment. And the fanners' in Christian County that
are now farming, the young men who have inherited the farms, have
made their money somewhereAse, and then have just chose to iest
in farming. I Ifnow of almost no one in my countY who has been able
to start out, borrow the money, but a farm, and make it work.

Senator DsieusEv. I think that is 0, very telling point. And this
is the charitcteristic throughout the country.

One thing that running for office does for us, as we all 'know, is
that we get acquainted with the people we represent. And when you
are in office like.I haVe been for a long time you tend sometimes to get
away from the people that you represent. During the time I wasMajority whip in the Senatel was very busy, and during the time I
was Vice President I obviously was not giving as -much attention to
my own people in Minnesota as I would like to br as I should have.
But when I got back home, by the will of the electorate. after1968,
and had a chance to travel around my State, and then ran for office
sgain, I really got a feel for what was going on. And I have spenta lot time in Minnesota. And I now continue to go home very
regularly. And ',find what you are saying as absolutely true. I 'clon4t
hardly recall and I get around a great dealwhen I've known of a
voting person who has started a farm on his own. They either inherit'
it from their family, q they are the son of a doctor who made it, or
the son of a corporate executive %vim made it, or a successful _business-

"- man, or they married the dangleer of a fanner that had 4(10 or (00
acres, which is a good farm, and that is the way they got started in
farming.

rou talk about indliendent business. This is the. most independent
of all businesses,_And there just.aren't any'lople going back into,it.

We saw this age feet or problem in ono of thf countivis we recently
visited,. either Ok Alliout or Nebraska, where the average age was
about 55 or 56.

Mr: TIEMA N v. Hed Willow County, McCook, ,y'ott were visiting.. 1 Senator ilumeonEv.vVes. And of course that is quite static.
In my own county, Wright County, there are iey few young

farmers. There is beantiful land there. It is rich. black earth: And it is
good dairy country as well. But it costs a lot of money to start a dairy
farm, l'ott have got to be quite well oft'.

Go ahead. Excuse me.
Mr. IIHEY'rn err. Go right on. Senator. I like what you 'are saying.
Senator 1,11.311.1110:Y. 1, 011 knot". it saddens rue. And I must say. the

last few days as we ha ye been holding these hearings, and as I travel
around. I have a very peculiar million. I am quite angry. I am angry,
for example, that we can hate -it !Waring around here about sonic prob-
lem tinn relates to the relugees from Pakistan. and-the place will be
packed. every newspaper inert will lie in here, and the cameras will 1w
on. And while I am interested in refugees in Pakistan, I want to tell
you something, we have got sdme refugees in thernited States. but
the press are just plain not interested. We finally got one nian to come
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in here. I am 'not picking on any one man, but I cannot get any na-
.tional interest. I am planning on sonic way, somehow, calling together
the farm leaders. I don't know whether we will have to picket the
newspaper offices or what we are going to do, but there has got to be

' something done to get some interest in whatthis country is all about.
Now, the price of corn went down 2 more dents yesterday in the

Midwest.
Governor, look what happens when the stock market drops a few

points. They have a headline as big as'if it were tr declaration of war,
"Market Drops Five Points," or two points. Corn prices have gone
down from almost $1.40 down to 96 cents. That is bankruptcy, And I

Awill bet my life 'right now, and give up my whole career and all my

' about it. They just Oon't understand ,it, and they can't spell farmer,,t4tivings.
if you can find (me line in any of these eastern newspapers

f-a-r-to -e-r.
I am going to' be on Tv Sunday, and if I can just get Amiebo,tly to

ask me it question, I and going to explode, anevery damned tube in
the country will go oil.

you cali't do anything,. You get some banker that lost.; 50 bucks, and
they have it on the front page. Or if the automobile prices drop- -
that would be'news which I would be for. Or if the Giant Food store
has a drop in profits by I percent it is all over the Washington Post.
But we can have a drop in cattle and hogs and poultry a ml nobody
seems t$ care. My GOd, take the farmers who are producing oats, they
would have been better off if they had never planted them.

I had better not say any more, or I will get in trouble. But I know
what I am thinking. Lam glad i:,:oniebody can't read by mind.

'MP:MANN. Y011 W011't "go in trouble in talking to us.
Mr. linn.trurr. You sound like the lady that was in t he Int rher-Thou

with a tittle boy when I was in there. And she said, "Governor Brja-
thitt,.I am ,ad to see you doin. something- that Onounts to some-
thing. But there is one thing about it, you are. not doing much good,
because our corn-price hasn't gone up any.-

Senator HUMPHREY. GO ahead.
- Mr. linEvritrrr. For the. very reasons ill-one that you have pointed

think it is imperative that the Congress adopt the farm credit
legislation %Zhich has been introduced by .Senator Herman E. Tal-

\madge, the chairman of the senate Agriculture Committee. And I
hope it will be adopted withoiit further dilution.

Ion might ask, if present Federal programs and policies are not
working, then what should be done!

Again I say, youoinust stop talking about that national balanced
growth and begin to do 'something. with it, and take a look
has been done in the past to stimulate economic development in rural
areas. such as waterway development, or reclamation projects. They
worked. And they stimulated iievelopthol where,there was none he-
fore. And they were among- the few federa0on act Mos planned and ex-
ecuted on the'hasis of cost-benefit ratio.

The Federal liovernment is a large employer of hundreds of thou-
. sands of people, who take home hundreds of thousands, of pa checks.

But where are our Federal facilities located? At one time they were
in the central cities, and in Washington. But now the Government
4oesn't even have the courage to leave its)obs in the central cities. It
is moving them out to the suburbs, following the trend of private
business.
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And .whereis Julie U.S. Department of Agriculture located? Is it init rural area?
How long has it been since the Assistant Secretary for Rural Devel-opment spent a protracted period of time in the portion,of the Nation

he seeks to improve?
Is the Bureau of Indian Affairs located where the Indians are?
Is the Small Community Section of the Departngent of Housing and

Urban Development located anywhere near asinall community that isnot directly-p.flected bysome of the profits? . -
IAvetnhe !regional offices of the departments which are totally con-cerned with rural development ard3sinack dab in the riddle, of hun-

dreds of thousands of people ho have forgotten the_rural people'leftbehind. .

Obviously much can be done,to gtimillate`economic development in
existing rural growth centers if the Government would adjust its policyof locating-Federal facilities, so that they are closer to the people theyserve.

Now, title IX of, last year's farm bill I think is an excellent begin-
ping in this regard. But it must be implemented.

Each year the Government Spends millions and millions of dollars
-for many kinds of research and development. But where does the' oney'
go ? It goes to gie Harvards and the MIT's and the Berkeleys. And itmight be argii01and I heard this argument as Goveroor when We
were trying to get some money for research and developmentthey
said, yes, but the institutions are producing our Nobel Prize winners.
Senator, I simpli, ask if the Nobel Prize winners. aren't there because

Dthe Federal R.& D. money is there.
Senator HITIIIMREY. That is exactly what happened. We conducted

hearings in. the' Government Operations Committee with Senator
tatisChe, the former Senator from Ohio, and myself. And we traced
the use of.the Federal dollar;we tracked it right down: Anti what hap-
pened'? If' you put up enough money for a place.; then you start to
attract the most impressive, the most capable, talented, gifted people.
And then theargument comes, look, we have the best scientists, we have
the Nobel Prize winner., Therefore you must give us the money. So

'then yob give some more money. And then they get another' Nobel
Prize winner. That is exactly *hat happened. And the claisic example
of this is in' Berkeley, and in Cal Tech 'where the Federal Govern-' mentMIT, is another' one -where the Federal Government poured

huge amounts of resejtrch money. And the talent follows the money.
I have often said, if you take enough money and put it out to' the
-university of South Dakota at Vermilliongoing back to My nativt3
Stateif you-give them enough Money out there, or at the State Uni-
versity at Brooking, S.D., where they have got a good, engineering
school and a good pharmacy school, they will get Nobel Prize winners,
they will come there to do that research, no doubt abotikit. And I want
to say that we didn't make much progress, but we got out a good report.
We had the evidence. We convicted them, but we couldn't hang them.

Go ahead.
Mr: BeE4Trirrr. Senator, I think if we can try-some of that money at

the University of South Dakota, or Minnesota, or Nebraska, or Ken-
tScky, we will certainly attract them.
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And, we have seen that happen. The Council of State Governments
is now at Lexington, Ky.. And the .very bright people working with
them and working with the State and the Governors are there,

, whereas they used to be at the Vytiversity of Chicago.
The Federal Government is certainly one of our great consumers

o yf goods. And theyhave a tremendous number of employees.
And I think if Federal resources can bring talent into loCal corn-

_ munities and into our rural States., it will be tremendously important.
I will giveyou an example. We developed a community college pro-

gram in,our State and in our economic development district. We di-
vided the State into 15 districts. When I became Governor there were
p different types of aTea devejoliment organizations. The county
,]ridge or the local community leaders didn't know which meeting
'they were attending. And as a result, we have organized lb distriks,
we have a community college located in each district, or in the process .

of being located there: as a center fontaient and leadership. And there
is money being spent there. And they are having young people come
in for youth orchestras in the summer, and they have art programs .
and cultural enrichment programs, and their lives are being broadened.
If the Federal Government would do what we are dhing, and 'I know
the other States-are doing, with this sort of investment, instead of
spending it at the main university in Lexington, it would provide
center of talent and development and leadership that would serve for
the development of all these areas. Just the same as when we have
an industrial parkand these community colleges help us in develop-
ing our industrial parks. It also makes it more attractive for an in-
dustry to locate there, when you have a community college that baS
these advantages. The same reasoning I think can be applied to the
expenditure of Federal moneys.

I think the President's call for an investment tax credit will do much
to stimulate economic development in rural areas. But it is MS() going
to take healthy doses of Government- finance and credit to
permit low collateral entrepreneurs to ktif into the' action and keep
Main street F.S.A. a busy place.

In some communities there i% leadership needed to make surpluo
development funds available to those who e-nuld want to take a chance
on the development of rural America. In too many others there are
just no surplus funds available even for, those.towns which would ex-
tend themselves to the utmost to generate growth.

Mr Federal assistance programs are tine. But what is needed in
the countryside is money, investment money that can go directly to
work. Manpower programs and other similar forms of Federal assist-
ance can only supplement this basic need.

I remember when I was Governor, we had a great program to ex-
pand our vocational schools. And we put them all over eastern Ken-

- tucky. And by George, all we were doing were training people to move
to Cleveland or Chicago and ,Detroit. We were helping their labor
supply'. But we found out that before we put of g vocational programs
in, or at least at the time we did, we had-to have a program to furnish
jobs and economic opportunities. And we had to have investment capi-
tal. And we got hung up time and again, Senator, on just the very
thing that you have recognized. And that is the need for adequate
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investor capital in rural- Kentucky. And I Tan speak 'from knowl-
edge in ucky. And there is no point in moving until we have that; fundam ntal problem solved.

And or these reasons the Coalition for Rural America will support
measures like these we discussed here today to improve the availability
of credit and financing in rural are for nonagricultural enterprises,
public facilities, and housin r, as well as agriculture. The need is there.
It is not being met.

All of us from rural Ame ca, or tlo. are vitally _concerned about
rural America, owe a tremendous d gratitude to you and to
Senator Pearson, to this subcommittee and t.. Senate Committee on °
Agriculturesand Forestry.

I think the future of this country depends or the solution to iheAe
problems. And thank goodness there are some eople who are in a,
position to act that are acting.

And you are going to have our total sumo And my colleague,
/'-Governor Tiemann, and I are here. And we will e here whenever we

can he of any assistance.
Senator Ift-memiEy. Thank you very much. .

By the ways you mentioned' the Institute for Rural America, Gov -.
ernor Breathitt.

Mr. 13REATHITU. Yes.
Senator. Ifumemmy. Do we have the report from the Institute of

Ruriil America ? I would like to get it.
Mr. BRE.vrnrrr. All right, sir.
Senator Ilt-me namy. And then there were a couple of reports you

mentioned from the Governors conference. I guess you headed sub-
committees of the Clovernors conference.

Mr. Burxruirr. Yes. One was on natural resources. And we got into
many of the,se problems. 'The other was on interstate and regional
development. But the two committees also got into the total problems
of rural development.

Senator HUMPHREY. I just want the record to note my interest 'in
these. We should get them for the purposes of our total record.

The other thing I wanted, to mention is, when we .started out this
su committee, I asked otir staff to get a copy of the report on rural
po sty, and to make a study of it, a staff study, and to see to what
ex t the recommendations of the 110;7 Rural Poverty Commission
hav or should I say, have not been implemented. And we are going
to h e that report and make it available.

It was always my judgment that when the,President appointed one
of these commissions that the Congress should simultaneously appoint
a joint committee to follow what happens to those recommendations--
sort . of an oversight committee or monitoring group. The President
gets a commission's report on violence, or upon rural poverty, or auto-
mation or whatever it would be, like the Kerner Commission report,
and all that often happens is that there is merely an in-house look at
it,by the executive branch. I served a Vice President during the time
when a number. of these reports were being completed. But there was
never anything organized in the Congress to really follow up to see
how well these recommendations were being implemented. or to put
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it other vi ay, t e see whether or not those recommendations and ob-
se ations could I substantiated in terms of the congressional at-
ti de, congression I research, and whether or not those recommenda-
tions were being i demented administratively, and what laws were
needed to be changes or enacted"to implement them legislatively. We
have neverolone ith t. And I still feel that this is important. I am
going to try to get s mething done about it around here because we
have had all these mi ny commission reports, and they have just; been
filed away. at he ones we have had on law enforcement and
crime. Ther dozens of them. Of course the Judiciary Committee
takes a look a em once in a while, but there is never any,total follow-
through. And our committees of Congress are not structured in a way
that joti can really take a report and put it in just one committee. You
can't. put it in the Banking and Currency Committee just because
your report on rural poverty deals somewhat with housing. It also
deals, with education, health, and it deals with job. 'et our congres-
sional procesS remains splintered. What you need joint committee
which does not necessarily have to have legislative a thority, but au-
thority to'hold hearings and to back up those lee mendat ions land
to try to get action at the congressional and ex ittive level. We are
going to do something about that. I want you to know that this study
is being reviewed very carefully, and we are goingo make an analysis
to see what has been done.

Governor Tiemann.
Mr. TIEMANN. Thank you Mr. Chairman, and Senator Pearson.
I couldn't help but reflect on the comments you were making. Senator

Humphreio, with regard to an implementation committee to follow up
the commission's report. I guess maybe you could call the coalition that
we represent, Iced, that type of organization.

Senator IIIIMPIEREY. That is what we hope it is going to
Mr: TIEMANN. For rur development..
The procedure we followed during my term in office.lifter we re-

ceived a commission report, would" be to ask the legislative branch to
send over a couple of people, somebody from the executive branch, and
they then would develop immediate legislative recommendations based
on that commission report,. and then I woad, as Governor, introduce
those measures, so that you didn't have a report gathering dust.

`We will most certainly, as a coalition push for the implementation
of everything that we can and supportthose things that we feel are to
the best interest of the development of the rural America. And most
certainly what Governor Breathitt ,has called for we do ,support.

Since the odepression, our Federal Establishment has been a govern-
ment which largely puts its money and effort' where the needs are
Today, the needs are in the core cities and in the rural countryside.

These are the areas of our social and economic structure where the
so-called "good life" has not yet been adequately infused. I would hope
fervently that those who have acquired the new political poyver rend-
ered to them in State legislatures and in the Congress by the one-man-
one-vote decision would not forget that their legislative responsibili-
ties are broader than their own immediate constituencies.

I would hope, for instance, that our new organization could criticize
the U.S. Department of Agriculture or any other agency without fear
that the department might be censured. 1~ would hope that we could
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question Federal assistance programs for rural people with confidence
that these programs would be changed for the better, rather than be
abolished.

As the State and Federal legislative bodies continue to move from
their rural to their suburban orientation because of the migration of 30
million people out of rural America, I hope that there will be a con-
tinued spirit of cooperation in forwarding the progress of our Na-
tion. There is still far too much ta be done. National greatness cannot
be derived from pettiness.

At this point I would like to expand ou what Governor Breathitt
had to say about the Federal influence in rural America.

You will notice that the coalition's innnediate legislative objectives
are based on the direct infusion of dolls into the rural economic
systemthe investment or job tax credit, rural credit, and the regional
approach toward public works assistance.

Our reasoning is simple enough. Our orgaiiization includes a nu
ber of 'former governors on its board. Through sometimes brutal ex-
perience, they have learned what works to stimulate economic develop-
meta .

The indications are that the older approaches may be the host ones.
Before much work had been completed on the Arkansas River Wa-

terway project, Life magazine criticized it as a $2 billion "pock barrel"
project. The Tennessee- Tombigbee project gotitimilar

But these projects were built on the basis of a cost-benefit survey by
the Army Engineers; that is, efforts were made to determine hose much
economic development ,these programs would stimulate before they
were begui

It woult appear that many oAhe 200 Federal assistance programs
established all or in mrt for rural people, were established on the
basis of guesstimates that this or that program might be agood idea,
with no planning beforehand, to determine whether they would ac-
complish anything worthwhile.

The basis for tlis criticism comes from a report done for the Eco-
nomic, Development Administration by the Center for Political Re-
search. This two-volume report has not lite much circulation and
that is a shame, because it is the first attempt that I know of to deter-
mine which Federal programs truly influence rural nomic develop-
ment. and which ones do not.

Senator I IumPHREY. What is the name of that repor -?
Mr. -TirithNs. It is a two-volume report that was done for the

Economic DeYelapment AdministraTion
report

the Center for Political
Research. And we can furnish this to you, Senator Ilumphrey.

Semito III xirliam I just want to make note of that. I would like
to have somebody get it for us.

Go ahead.
Mr. Tir,m.t;NN. The report states that even with substantial modifica-

tions of jriorities, funding levels and administrative processes, the
capabilities of most Federal assistance programs to alterand pat-
ticularly reversegeographic patterns of economic deielopment is
extremely limited.

The report concludes that broad economic forces in the private sec-
tor are the major determinants-of economic trends and decisions, and
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that, many progranis are not designed, administered or fuUded to . t
achieve a significant impact on economic development.

This, I think, is why there is sult.4 a clamortoday to get the Gov-
ernment down to the local level wheltv the most important decisions
have to be made about local destiny.,

President Nixon'siefforts to get the bureaucracy out of Washington
to where the problems are is an important beginning, but it is only a
beginning. The question is, will it world The last three Presidents
had similar ambitions, and found that the bureaucracy had in many
ways become stronger than the Presidency. -

We believe that aid to business investmentincluding loan gua ran-
tees, subsidized plant and equipment, and subsidized loanshas the
greatest and most itnmediate effect of stimulating economic develop-
ment.

Aid to public facilities and other infrastructurechiefly direct
grants and subsidized loansis important in removing barriers to
further economic development, but as the EDA report concludes, does
not appear to stimulate the process initially*.

This is not to say that the 200 Federal assistance programs are
worthless. That determination, if it comes, will require further study.
But we do say that the first steps in rural economiic development and
national.growth determination must be aimed directly at the private
sector where the bulk of new development will come from.

The report makes some very - sad predictions about the present and
continuing course of national development.

It says:
. .

The employment trends of metropolitan areas will result in higher unemploy-
ment rates among non-whites anfrunskilled workers; the demographic pattern
of (metropolitan areas), continuing past trends, will concentrate these ititpacts
within central cities. Substantial' sub-employment will be an additional dimen-
sion to this central city problem. In sum, the imbalance between job opportuni-
ties in the metropolitan area and the employability of central city residents will
worsen. -

Non-metropolitan areas will feel the impact of agricultural chnology as in .

the past, but even for those persons who are employed, the Ion -term trends Of
small town decline will continue. Only in industriajized states e it be assumed
that growth centers will be viable. The very high incidence of poverty in non-
metropolitan areas is not reversible, in the abgenee of substatnial public and l
private investment. The trend is against such investments by business and non-
federal governments. \ ,...

That is a bleak and brutal conclusion. But it implies that heavy, di-
rect investment by business and governments could change all that.

There does appear to he some hope, but then you get into the assess-
ment of the 'executive departments -' view of their role in the business
of influencing national growth, and the overall picture once again be-
comes bleak.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development regards its
programs as supportive of economic development, but the Department
does not seek a role in strate su% porting relatively few growth cen-
ters, because it would limit t bre i d base of political support sought
for department programs.

The Department of Transport tion believes it is providing the in-
frastructure which is a necessary condition for continuing economic
growth. They assume that highwa mass transit, and airport pro-
grams are directed toward developme I objectives, but they perceive
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their programs in terms of improved economic efficiency rather than
as developing broad economic trends. In other words, they believe that
roads don't create development, but only support it.

Although the Department of Commerce has a good grasp of its po-
tential role in economic jlevelopment, and the growth center concept,
it has little money or other assets to concentrate in these areas.

For instance, no one knows if the title V Commissions could be
worthwhile because they were never funded at levels that would allow
them to do anything significant.

They know what's going on at the Department of Agriculture,,and
there are some excellent perceptions within that bureaucracy of what
must be done to prOvide rural renewal. But USDA is involved in an
identity crisis. Neither the bureaucrats, nor the policymakers can de-
cide whether the Department ought to be commodity oriented or con-
sumer oriented or committed to total rural development.

There is not much doubt in my mind that the Departnient should
use the talent of its people for the broader approach.

So where does all of this gloom and doom lead us?
As Governor Breathitt said, we are, at this point, only talking about

how nice it would be if we had a balanced national growth policy.
But there is significant reason to believe that some things are going

rightfil'he r I bave,been citing says :
Program. designed to assist business invOs ent appear to have the greittest

Impagt_geo aphically by inducing additions economic activity. This occurs be-
cause p ?ra s of this type are oriented toward Specific objectives, strh as small
business firms, housing and manufacturing, With sufficient safeguards to mini-
mize the govern 'rent's and the fivestdr's risk.

Some of th programs of the Farmers home Administration, SBA,
HUD, and F A are selected as examples here.

As to Fe eral credit programs, however, the report says there is
little evidence That the intricate operations of existing Federal credit
operations actively consider their possible impact on community or
.regional qconomie development ; the Federal Reserve System is con-
cerned ifith' macroeconomics, the farm credit system focuses on agri-
cultural production and marketing, and.the two housing credit agencies
respond to existing pattering of market demands.

The end conclusion of' this important report should make. Senators
Pearson. Humphrey and Talmadge quite pleased with the legislation
here today. The report says:

A. federal development bank to assure credit for essential state and locaI gov-
ernment facilities would Je' a logical extension of existing federal credit mecha-
nisms for horsing and agriculture. The Environmental Financing Authority pro-
posed by the Nixon Administration IA a limited version of this mechanism. A
development bank Could assist a growth center strategy by assuring availability
or credit for infrastructure investment at critical points in- the investment proe-
ess. This function is not now well served by federal grant and loan programs
which'are Inherently less flexible in tinting and distribution of funds.

In another summary section the report says :
Among direct activities. the greatest potential would appear to rest in feder-

ally sponsored credit programs and direct provision of infrastructure. A self-
liquidating 'federal development bank to assure credit for essential state and
local government facilities would be a logical extension of existing credit mecha-
nisms.

And importantly, the report stresses the importance of regional or
multicounty planning and devolpoment.
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I would pause here for a moment find hope that after I lucre (An-
. eluded, which will be very shortly, we could talk about some specifics

in the way of making available credit not Daly to the rural business-
man but also to the agricultural sectors, amendments whirls could logi-
cally be considered here.

4 think, Mr. Chairman, I understand that neither you nor Senator
Pearson see youilmislation as an emi-all ; and th4..ou°expect it to be
improckaaS it makes its way rhniugh the legislative process.

It may require certain improvements in language, but there is a
definite need for your legislation.

A rural developinkm bank. or whatever label you want to put on
making rural credit available is essential to the future of rural Amer-
ica, and most important, to any national program of balanced national
growth.
, For those interested, the report. I have been citing is the final report
on "Federal Act ivities Affect ing Location of Economic Development."
It comes in two volumes, and it was prepared for El)A by the ('enter
for Political Research. For sonic reason, EDA has. chosen not to give
widespread distribution to the report. I am prepared, if you wish, to
provide segments of the report for the record which show the effec-
tiveness of certain Federal. programs on local econoMic development.

Thank you for giving us this opportunity.
Senator Ih-mrmo;y. This is excellent test in,mny, Governor. t
I want tp thank both of you very much. And I feel that you have not

only hit the problem, but have given us some insight as to what we
(lo.

let's talk it little bit about what you have indicated regarding some
specifics.

Mr. Tii:31.vs N. It occurs to me that the general thrust of the bill has
to do with provisions of credit, principally for the rural businessman.
It would occur to me that andJ speak now as having spent nearly
15 years as a rural bankerthat there is sufficient credit available
presently for agricultural operators for operational purposes. There
is not a sufficient amount of credit available when it comes to capital.
improvement. I inn talking. now about. irrigation systems, buildings,
land renovation, grain storage. Here what we have to have is a vehicle,
which wouldTrovide the linkage between the money markets and the
rural areas. And this bill could well be that vehicle. I don't think that
we have tapped enough of the funds in'the private sector that could be
.funneled into those rural areas.
4As ati example, if we had some type of .a security that could be
1Ssued that banks could buy or banks could originate or private in-
vestors could purchase, Government guaranteed, tax exempt, that
security could become part of iliac bit. k's investment portfolio and not
part of the loan portfolio. Then the banks could utilize their funds in
long term low interest loans, rather than being a part of loan port-
folio which of course would shorten the maturity. Right now a tenant
farmerfollowinglGovernor Breathitt, even on a dryland farm, can't
find enough motley around unless be inherited it to get started. And
if you irrigate it is doubly expensive. In our area, as m all agricultural

' producitig areas, 'if we are to continue our food producing capability
we have got to irrigate more land. And we have somehow got to stabil-
ize agricultural prOducAion.
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XS I indicated in.the hearings you had in February, if we lose our\
bility to produce food. this Nation will be in bad shape. You cantalk about grand strategy and the great American dream, but they

will simply vanish if we lose Nur ability to prodce fool.
Now, people- may argue -and say, we want a differential in the tax

I incentive, tax investment Credit to those companies that are willing
to go into the rural areas to provide jobs, or that" we' are coddling in-
efficiencies. But, Mr. Chairman, we are at witriticai point here. We have
this great otmigration of our people frOpi our, farmland, and from
the farm areas. And Senator, Governor Breathitt tom:lied on a point.In the years ahead we may not have anybody that knows how to farm
anV more except a giant corporation. And then if we want to talk

. al,out the price of food going highwe haven't seen anything yet.It would seem to we that with some rather central amendments to
this language, that the pattern, or concepts such as that which I have
described might well solve this thing I talked. about.

Senator HumenitEy. In other Words, for our present farm credit
structure, you have your FHA, which is, as we often term it, the more
socially oriented soft loan. And you'have your Federal Land Bank.And then you have your FHA operating loans. And you hive your
PC,,A, which i$ really a source of short -term loans. And you have your
Bank for Cooperatives, which is for the purposes, of marketing and
distribution. But we are inadequately financed. We are speaking now
strictly of farm producers, when it comes to capitask outlay; for the'kind of farming that we have today; which is much more sophisticated
and more expensiire. I think we will just note this, and check into itvery carefully. .

Mr. Baker, we want to check into that very carefully.
Mr. Baker is our consultant on this matter.
And We will look into the financing apd capital structure of workingfarms. .. -, . *
Do you halve any comment on that, Jobn. ..

Mr. BAKER (consultant to the subcOmmittee). How much of this
'wmild be taken care of in the revised and recodifird Farm Credit Actof 1471, is one question.

The other is, you may be addressing part of your question to the
' upper limit on size of real estate loans on account of legislative re-

strictions in the Farmers Home Administration Act. The witnesses
yesterday testified that it was much too low for modern farming.

Mr. T1EMANN. I think this is quite true.
Secondarily, discussing the financing of an irrigation syatem. for

example. unless you have got some clear land to put up as security
you simply can't get a loan from the Federal Land Bank or anybody
else. There isn't any way in the worldlft hat a young farmer that May

'k be, an equity landowner can get a to together on that irrigation
business. Mlle is a tenant farmer he can't do it at all, he simply doesn't
have the security. The commission lender won't give it to him, ,the
FHA can't do it, and the PCA won't,'because they are operating loans.
And the Federal Land Bank can't, because there is no security
involved. . --

Mr. BARER. Mr. Chairman as you pointed out yesterday, it is per-
fectly clear that the needs that Governor Tiemann is talking about,
plus the regular farm operating and the larger-development loans of
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the kitid you Ore Calking about,-are eligibleonder 2223. If they are
not clearly eligible, weought to work up some specific provisions to
make them so.

Senator IITYMPUREY. What we are 'laying here in substance is that
we will examine what we now have on the books in terms of capital
loans, and farm purchase loans, and farm improvement loansl and see
whether the present,law under the revised farm credit administration
program that we just passed through _the Congress, is adequate. And
second, we will take a look at the bills that we have before us in this
committee now, the S. 2'223, and then the Pearson bill; take a look'to see
what that language has in it, and we will make the changes that are
necessary. That is what we have got to do.

I think that we oughtao examine very carefully the whole structure
of the farm loans in the light of what we said yesterday, what will be
the demands for financing agriculture 5 to 10 years from now. And
.these land prices are going to go up. Obviously, no matter what kind
of wage-price freeze you have in the foreseeable future, or whatever
kind of controls,' machinery costs are going to go up, and labor costs
are going to go up, this is inevitable. And if you have that happen,
you have got to have a related credit structure. I guess that is the best.
way to put it. And' we will check it out and see what we can get.

And we appreciate any other advice that you can give us on it. In
fact, after we checked it out I would suggest that we get back to
Governor Tiemann and see whether it seems to make any-sense in it.
I have had a aor of experience in this, and we are going to put you
to work, free.

Mr. TIEMANN. As Ned says, we have got to .do- something with
former Governors.

Senator HUMPIIREY. Senator Pearson, you are here not only as a
welcome guest, but also as a working Senator. So ifyou have aliv com-

-inent you would' like to make, with reference to this testimony, or any
questions, I certainly want to welcome you to the committee..

Senator PEAusoN. Lthank you for yOur invitation, Mr. Chairman.
don't think dna we need any further evidence of the interest in this
general sikject, except that I would like to report to you that on
Thnrsday and Friday of last week my office in cooperation with
Kansas State University held two meetings. One of them was in !lays.
Kans., Mr. Chairman. That is out in the western part, of the State.
And. the other was in Topeka. And we knew there was a good deal -if
interest in this. But 304) people attended the conference mum Ilay, and
4(s) shpwed up the next day at Topeka. And they endorsed, they talked
about, and they developed thil 'same theme that you both developed
today, the lack of credit. All of these concepts really involve more than
poverty programs. There are capital investment projects in the rural
communities that could stand on their own feet without any qualifica-
tion, if there was any money out there.

And may I jigt--.comment on one other aspect of what Governor
Tiemann said. I find arta fear and apprehension that always exists
with legislation pending among the rural hankers in Kansas relative
to these hills. Are von running into the same, sort of apprehensiot ?
And if we worked in that added recommendation as to loans for
farming I am afraid we would accentuate that.
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Mr. TirmANix. I don't think so, Senator Pearson.
P'Senator PEARSON. I am talking about the practical politic's of pass-

im the bill now.
Mr. TIRMANN. I understand. I have visited several bankers prior to

your coming out to Nebraska, and their comments were strongly in line
with what Senator Pearson said. They said, there is plenty of credit
available right now, but what they were talking about was operating
loan credit. I agree with this. Mt what I am talking about is money
for capital irnprovemOnt. And that money simply is not available, and
every commercial banker will agree to that.,But I think if it is spelled °
out very clearly that this is in fact the ease, thi4 you probably won't
get but normal apprehension when the Government may lay its heavy
hand on the banker again. They are pretty sensitive now because they
are pretty well regulated.'And the only time that there is a possibil ity-
or the specter of another regulation being added on they get a 1;, :le
bit jumpy.

Mr. BarArurrr. That might be one service that our coalition can
render, Senator, to have our members and our officers and directors
visit with the bankers and discuss it with theinso that they feel a part
and involvement in the development of amendments that might be
made to this legislation, and perhaN remove the major objections that
they have to it and have them as willing partners in this effort, and
support us...

Senator PrnasoN, I think it is an educational process, that always
there is apprehension of anything new.
. Senator HUMPHREY. Senator. we are asl ng representatives of re
speetive banking groups to meet with our all to try to iron out as

it
. many of the diffienIties or prospective problems.as can be anticipated
so' we can come to a meetin,, of the minds as to how this program will
work. We an. not in the business of trying to compete with private

dkfinance.
We Itre trying to augment the availability of private capital.

It is sort of like love. There isn't too much of it around, so you just
need a little more.

Senator PP.AilsoN. I think it would be helpful.
Senator Humping:v. I come from a small town -basically. even

though I later. mAked to a big town, Minneapolis. But my roots are
basically in a smalrtown in Minnesota, and it doesn't do much good
to have a hank there if everybody goes broke. It 18 an uphill fight..
And the best way to get a good bank goir4T, is to have a lot of busi-
ne'ss going in town. If you have 200 Or 301) employees in a shop, and
Yon have a farm out there where a youno. man 35 years of age who can
buy it and 1w can get a loan to help pay for it and be able to operate a
productive farm, then that affords ,the possibility of depositing some
money in the bank. That is what it is all about. And sometimes T think
we are all so worried that somebody is going to take.our pitwe of IN,
My theory in Jife is; make bigger pies. get more people in the act..r
never worried about an extra irrugstore coming into Huron. S. Da k.,
as long as we had people working lathe shops or at the packing plant,
or down at the railroad or the trucking cotripany. But it is when the
employees started to leave town and another store came inthat both-
ered us. As long as they are coming in and they have those cheeks and
that intome, everybody gets a little hunk of it.
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And as far as the Government is concerned, they have the best sys-
tem in the world. It is ealled withholding. And I have talked to a 'lot
of folks about getting people at work and how much it costs to put
them to work. I said, it doesn't cost anything to put a. person to work,
but it costs an awful lot when people aren't at work. Because, if you
get people .to work you have a little salami machine called wilithold-
mg,-and it cuts everybody. Of course you get it back. But on welfare
you have no such machine, you have just a disposal unitthat just
grinds it up and destroys it.

And many people have the economy all mixed up. All the people I
have ever known that made money, went into debt to make money. The
problem with me was that I was in a depression and was afraid to go
into debt. My wife had to beat me over the head to make me get the
first mortgage on the house. All bean remember is seeing Inv father in
debt. Il t the people that really make money never make it front work-
ing. I I anted that from dad. You make it big by investing and getting
other eo titt to worlt for you.

Mr. TnrAANN. The day after .President Nixon's economic 'policy
speech the stock market went up almost 33 points. But I had a stock
that went down that day. So you had better he careful what you invest
in, too,

Senator IIImennEv. That is right.
,Senator PEARSON. When I got out of law school the only job that I

could find were with the great big firms in the great big cities, and I
didp't want that. St I got out Martindale Hubbel and I tried to find a
yufinnunity where there weren't any lawyers. I found.soine, but there
wasn't any law business there either. So I backtracked and went into
a community where there were a lot of lawyers, and there was a lot of
laic business.

Senator Iiipurnm:v. Gentlemeth we thank you very, very much. And
I want. to thank the coalition. Any time you can get hold of an edu-
cator, publisher, or TV commentator, get him in a dark roam and work
hith over here. We can't,. get any interest in this outside of Mc('ook,
Nebr.

Mr. TlEMANN. I should say for the record that the coalition has at-
tracted nationwide interest. People have expressed interest in just the
meeting that you attended here.

Senator I ItrAtemtEr. That was a very good beginning for us.
Mr. TIEMANN. Yes. And we appreciate your giving us th44 oppor-

tunity.
Senator flumtnat:Y. Next is Mr. Robert I). Partridge, general man-

ager, and Mr. William E. Muieray, legislative representative of the
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association.

We thank you very much for coming to us this morning.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. PARTRIDGE, GENERAL MANAGER,
NATIONAL larRAL, ELECTRIC COOPEATIVE ASSOCIATION

Mr. PeirrnmoE. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittees:
My name is Robert I). Partridge. I am general manager of the Na-
tional Rural Electric Cooperative Association.

Senator Joimmc. Mr. Chairman,,I just want to make an appearance,
as I have to go to another meeting.
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Senator HUMPHREY. All I can,suy is, to get, your important bless,
mg here is like having fresh troops come into the fray.

Senator JORDAN. My powder, is dry, and I am ready to shoot any
time. ,

Senator BrittenitEy. 'Thank you, Senator Jordan.
Go ahead.
Mr. Parrauxu,.. Gentlemen with me to my right is William E.

Murray, our specialist in rural development legislation.
The National Rural Electric Cooperative Association is the nations&

service organization of 9g$ rural electric systems operating in 46
States. These systems bring central station electricity to 24 million
farm and rural people. Their lines serve in 2,600 of theNation's 3,100
counties, an area constituting approximately 70 percent of continental
United States. We appreciate this opportunity to express our views
on S. 2223.

Since their inception, and particularly during t e past decade, the
Nation's Hirai electric systems have been actively supporting pro-
grams aimed at improving the economy and quality o ife in rural
areas so as to stem the migration of displaced farmers and rural
people to urban centers. Rural electrification, in itself, has made sig-
nificant contributions to the economy of rural areas by helping to
create thousands of new job opportunities and also has helped sub-
stantially to raise living standards. Were it not for the rural electri-
fication program, there would be little or no\hope of revitalizing rural
areas which many of us consider essential to achieving balanced na-
tional growth.

In our opinion, nothing short of a massive, nationwide effott can
halt the decline of rural America and the resultant migration from
the countrySide to the cities. 'While a number of 'Federal programs
have been established with the objective of revitalizing rural com-
munities, the overall thrust in rural development so far has been char-
acterized by insufficient funding in comparison to the needs and by

a a considerable amount of overlap, fragmentation and lack of coordina-
tion because of the multiplication of agencies dealing with rural
development.

We believe S. 2223 could make available a vast amount of financing
which will be required toaccomplish the kind of sound rural-urban
balance which_Congress committed itself to in title IX of the Farm
Act of 1970, and mainly from private sonrces..ilased on past experi-
ences. we do,,not think it is likely thatthe executive branch would re=
quest or the Congress would approve, the billions of dollars required
in direct appropriations. In addition, the legislation puts together a

nnplete tool kit with assistance for practically every facet of coni-
!nullity development. Nothing less than the kind of massive, compre-
heasive-itproarh as contained in S. 2223 has any real chance of balt -,
ing the deterioration of small towns and relieving the crushing lair-
dens on our cities from the rural population flowing into them.

The' migration of over 30 million rural people, of whom 20 million,
were farmers. since 1940. is, of course. one of the basic reasons for the
serious nopulation imbalance which members of this subcommittee
and other Members oftrongress -recognize as one of the most serious
domestic problems facing the Nation. Unless we can find a solution to
it. much of rural America will he reduced to a depopulated waste-
land and most of our great cities will be rendered unmanageable.
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Still, the migration from country to city continues. The 1970 cen-
sus shows that about as many countiesapproximately 1,500lost
population in the 1960's as did in the 1950's. One eminent demogra-
pher points to the high fertility rate and the large number of young
people in many economically depressed areas as indications of the
large potential for future, rural -to urban Migration.

The predictions are that there will be another 100 million U.S. citi-
zens by the year 2000 or shortly thereafter, and that 70 percent of
them will reside in 12 metropolitan areas and that about 50 percent
of the population will live in three giant strip cities. However, we
do not have to wait until 2000 A-.D. to see the consequences of this
kind of population concentration. We read about them day after day
in the pages of our daily newspapers. Pollution, vicgence, bad hous-
ing, traffic jams, expanding welfare rolls, and the human misery of
every kind are the clearly apparent manifestations of overcrowding
in the cities.

While the caitmigration has slowed somewhat in recent years, it
cehtinue,s at a considerable rate. This is bad for the Nation as a whole
and it should be stopped. We 00 not see it as a matter of forcing peo-
ple to remain in rural areas or forcing people who now reside in the
cities to relocate. Recent public opinion polls indicate that most Amer-
icans would prefer to live in rural areas or small towns.

We think it is a fair assumption that most people now in rural
areas would want to stay, and that millions of city people would want
to return providedand this is the key to where people live, it seems
to usthat there are opportunities to make a decent living along with,
modern community facilities and services. These are the flags which
the legislation before this subcommittee would assist in supplying.
That is whrour association and its membership, in resolutions over
the past years, have supported this typef legislation which seeks to
rebuild rural America.

Moreover, our association and its member sysOms have urged for a
long time that the highest priority be given to solving The grave im-
balance between urban and rural America.

Last year at their annual meeting the membership of our associa-
tion adopted a rettlution which emphasized the importance of a sound
rural-urban balance. The resolution noted :

The future health and prosperity of the Nation depends upon the solution
of the imbalance between rural and urban America. There can be no lasting
solution to this imbalance unless social and economic opportunities In rural
America are sufficient to not only halt the outmigration to the cities but to reverse
It as well . . .

The legislation before this subcommittee has as one of its main pur-
poses the achievement of a better population distribution, terming it
essential to the prosperity, general welfare and domestic()tranquilitv

of the urban as well as the rural communities of the United States."
It also calls for a "more general, better-balanced geographic distribu-
tion of profitable private economic enterprises, income earning oppor-
tunities, and high-quality public community facilities, services and
public works" as necessary to reverse the population flow from rural
to urban areas.

S. 2223 is one of the boldest, most imaginative pieces of rural de-
velopment legislation ever proposed. We support its concept and, as
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r, npreviously mentioned, beli4 that it can provide the board, massive

assistance necessary to produce successfUl, comprehensive ruraldevelopment. ,

As to some of the specific details of S. 2223, we have not as yet
had the opportunity to get the reaction of our membership. In regard
to title I, the only significant feature of it on Which we have to re-
serve endorsement the provision for increasing from 5,500 to 35,00Q
the population lim t of communities eligible for Farmers Home Ad-
ministration assi nee.

We have, before this subcommittee and the House Agriculture Coin;
mittee, recommended that areas eligible for Farmers Home assistance
for water and sewer programs be increased from 5,500 to 10,000 sous
to be consistent with the. authority Congress gave that agency last
year to .}hake housing loans in rural areas up to 10,000 populpon.

We Taught add that year when the matter of increasing the
limit to 10,000 for th ' ing.loan program was before Congress,
there was a division a our membership, for and against. A num-
ber of our members felt that this would dilute the scarce housing
funds with the smaller towns receiving less assistance. However, since
Congress did see fit to'increase the limit fqI housing, and since water
and sewer are so necessary to developing rural housing on a large
sdale, it seems only logical and practical that both programs should
operate in the same areas. We .would strongly advocate, however, that
the funding levels of these programs be increased commensurately
with the additional demand which will be put on them.

We mould ,,recommend. that there be hssurances that communities
below the 5,500 limit will receive adequate assistance. These gener-
ally are the rtiral communities which-have the greatest difficulty in ob-
taining funding for. projects. If such assurance could be included
in the lekislation, we believe it would largely,satisfy the fears of our

' members that funds would be siphoned off from places.-under 5,500
to meet the derminds of larger communities.

In regard to- title II, we would have the same reservations as to the
35,000 population limit. We really will not know the feeling of our
members on this until our next annual meeting, which doesn't come
until February. In -addition, title H contains a great, many technical
details and complexities which we will not be in a position to commit
our membership to until the:1 have had a chance-to study them in more
detail and to give us their views.

0I shall ask % .Murray. who specializes in rural development legis-
lation, to pres NRECA's recommendations in regard to S. 2V3.
These recommen tions are made in the spirit of impf ving the legis-
lationnow being considered by the subcommittee.

Senator HUMPHREY. All right, Mr. Murray.

STATEMENT OF %WILLIAM E. 'MURRAY, LEGISLATIVE. REPRE-,
SENTATIVE, NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE AS-
SOCIATION

Mr. MrRR.vv. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For the record, Mr. Chairman, I am William E. Murray; legislative

representative for rural area developniept of the National Rural Elec-
. tric Cooperative Apociaticm.
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'As Mr. Bob Partridge pointed out, NRECA supports the concept
proposed in S. 2223. In our judgment, it is consistent with the concept
in a resolution adopted unanimously by our membership at its 1911
annual meeting, which called for an expansion of the Department Of
Agriculture's capability in rural development to enable it to under-
take it comprehensive, nationwide development program.

We prevuiusly submitted a copy of this resolution to the committee.
Senator Iluttruasy. Yes; we have that.
Mr. MURRAY. As we previously testified 3 months ago before this

subcommittee on the questions of the administration's proposals re-
lating to reorganization of the ri(1)artment of Agficulture and to
special rural revenue sharing, it seems to, us ditich more practical to
build on the present extensive development capability of the Depart-
ment rather than to dismember the keyartment and distribute its
agencies among a number of superdepartmeia which would be con--
cerned primarily with urban problems.

The resolution referred to recommends that the Senate and House'
Agriculture Committees supply the Department with the additional
authorities that would be required for it to undertake nationwide,

'comprehensive rural development as well as expansion of a considera-
ble number.of existing authorities which it has for this purpose, and
provide the changes or innovations in existing USDA structure that
will be necessary to successfully implement the effort.

In our opinion, this is the approach S. 2223 seeks to take. It would
bolster the pepartment of Agriculture's existing rural development
components,;such as financing for housing, community, and recrea-
tional facilities And farming.

In addition, it would supply important "missing" components such
as the authority to finance job-creating enterprises along with prActi-
cally 'an unlimited number of other kinds of prtijee ts and services so
essential to successful rural revitalization. And the' structural changes
included in S. 2223 also seem to make (rood sense to us.

By dividing the functions of the
good

Nome Administration
into rural developmentunder the Rural'Enterprise and Community
Development Administrationand the farm loan functionsunder
-the Farm Development Administrationtall under, the direction of an
Assistant Secretary for Agriculture, Rural Development Credit, we

. believe that both the farm and nonfarm segments would benefit to a
much greater extent than is possible at present.

These innovations' closely approximate the recommendation in this
regfird which we made to this subcommittee on June 16. At that time
we also recommended that the Department's name be changed to more
clearly reflect the mission an4 responsibility for a nationwide rural
development program which S. 2223 implicitly assigns to the USDA.
We suggested as possibiljties the "Department of Agriculture and
Rural Development" or the "Department of Rural Development."

SenatorIlinttruurr. At this point I want to make a note of the im-
portance of that suggestion And I am going to introduce a bill that will
try to get this done. But I think the emphasis thd we had all through.
tht testimony relates to what you might call "the new dimension in
rural America" called rural development, without downgrading the
importance of our commodity programs and our farm operating loans
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and the storage progidIns and everything that relates to agriculture;
becausewhen you really get down to it there won't be any rural devel-
opment if you have farmers going bankrupt. You have to have somerural prosperity.

I like that idea of the Department of Agriculture and Rural Devel-
opment, just like we have the Department of Housing and Urban DP-

dAuiopment, there would be a Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development. I think that covers both of the fronts that we are talking
about, rather than dismember the Departmentwhich will never hap-
pen. it is not going to happen around here at least. We should be try-
ing to strengthen the Department and infuse it with the kind of tal-
ent and sort of mental attitude that lends itself to a rural development.

I think the one problem we had with the Department of Agricul-
ture was that it has been overwhelmingly a commodity-oriented De-
partment r the years including clear back to the Roosevelt period.
It traditi ly has not given enough consideration to the other rural
aspects o rat life on the total living environment of people living
on the farms and in the smaller towns.

I like your suggestion and I want you to get Your people all read'
for that, because I think it is something we shou'ld do. I think we will
need to find'a lot of support here in this city for this.

Mr: MURRAY. We will be very pleased to *do that. I think Governor
Tiemann also pointed out that the Department of Agriculture has an
identity problem.

Senator HUMPHREY. YON. I think that is very true. And the Depart-
ment gets pushed around; with the many forces that are at work today
it is having a problem as to whether it is commodity-oriented, con-
sumer-oriented. or development-oriented. And it seems to me that if
you have "rural development" as its mandate, you should at least be,
able to cover most of those problems. This of course would require us
to reorganize the Department.

Go ahead.
Mr. Mpaa Ar.'Mr. Chairman, both you and the chairman of the full

committee, Senator Talmadge, have stated that you feel that the bill
can be improved and that you are desirous of receiving suggestions to
this end. We have some recommendations which we believe will
strengthen S. 2223, and we hope the. subcommittee will give them con,
sideration. Some of these recommendations are technical, but never-
theless extremely important in our view. Others are more general.

One of the reasons that rural development efforts have been less suc-
cessful than they might have been is that no one agency or department
has been given the primary role of leadership. The official assignment
to the Department of Agricultwe of the rural development "mission"
and responsibility for coordination of the efforts of other Federal,
State, and local agencies should be made explicit in the legislation.
Ldon'tkhink there is any question that the 'legislation implies that the
Department is to assume this responsibility.

Senator HUMPHREY. We might be able to spell that out, too, Mr.
Murray. We introduced an appropriate resolution for changing the
Department's name to delineate what we mean by that change rather
than just to change the name. We could do it in both places. I think
it is very important.
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Mr. MURRAY. We would recommend that rural development goals
be established.

In our opinion these would serve a very useful purpose by establish-
ing the dimensions of the task to which this legislation is addressed,
and also by permitting this subcommittee, other members of the Con-
gress, and the public to measure the progress being made.

I think an example of the importance of- gcials. can be seen in the
Housine1/4,Act of 1968. The goals established there had a great impact
on moving the housing pr9grams at a much more rapid rate, and we
have something to measure against each year.

We would) also recommend that the Rural Enterprise and Commu-
nity Development Administration be authorized to participate in loans
and grants with other Federal, State, and private lending agencies.

This could increase the impact of all Federal, State, and private
agencies which are presently 'OTgaged in providing financial assistance
for rural development. Stich authaity could also be of great benefit
to the banking system established under title IL This authority may
presently exist by virtue of legal interpretation, but in our opinion it
should be clearly- spelled out.

/Senator IIrMPHREY. Would you be kind enough to spell out for us
in specific language what we ought to do on that.

And again Z am going to say to you, as I have to other witnesses,
that when you come to these practical suggestions I want you to follow
through with our staff here. We have all the menibers of the staff pres-
ent for the hearings as well as staff members of the other Senators that
are keenly interested in this legislation and we would like to get your
specific suggestion. Mr. Baker is here, and you can work with him and
Mr. Thornton is here, and Mr. McLeod, and you can work with theim,
or any of the men that we have here, to try to work out the language,
so that we can get it up before the members of the committee for re-
view again.

Mr. MrimAY. We would be very happy to do that.
We would also recommend that the Rural Enterprise and Commu-

nity Development Administration be authorized to fund nonragtro-
politan planning districts, including funding for employing perma-
nent staff.

Although the Department of Housing and Urban Development was
authorized in the 1968 Housing Act to fund these and other rural plan-
ning organizations, the results to date 'Awe been meager. HUD has only
been able to supply grants to a relatively few districts and in amounts
too small to enable the districts to effectively perform the functions
for which they were established. Moreover, without adequate funding
it is difficult to understand how these organizations could perform the
funCt ions assigned to them under title II.

Senator HUMPHREY. There again it may be that we can peel off
that part of the HUD authorization in the 1968 Housing Act and
consolidate the funds for rural planning organizations, such as your
multicoiinty units and so on over in this Department of Agriculture
area, to kind of give it better lines of direction and more concise perim-
eters in which we work.

Mr. MranY. We have another recommendation which goes into that
as well as how the money might be raised.
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Senator HUMPI !REY. Again I want yon, in each of these recom-
mendations, if I may say so, to it down with the appropriate people
here- on our staff, make an appointment and develop some suggested
language. We will then ask the staff to bring that hack to the members
of the committee and discuss it.

Mr. MunnAy. Recommendation No. 5 deals with the need for
capability in research and development which we think the Rural
Enterprise and Community Development Administration should have.
This has been a tremendous vtid, particularly in fields of water, sewer,
housing, and industrial development. The Farmers Ifome bias the
assignment to provide rural housing. but it has no capability to de-
velop better kinds of housing and to tnvestigate the general dimensions
of.the problem.

Senator HumennEY. And the standards.
Mr. MURRAY. That is right.
Senator Hra PI I REY. )foil see, the retptirements for housing in a

metropolitan area as compared to a specific rural area ran be very
different, find possibly ought to be very different.

Mr. MURRAY. We are running into the problem where, in many
States yott can't build more than a certain number of houses without
central sewage disposal systems. For instance, in Ohio now you can't
build more than 10 houses without a central sewage sys4em. This is a
good provision but how do you provide a sewer system that doesn't
make the house so expensive that the people can't afford it ? There must
be ways of doing this and I think we need some research to find them.

No. 6 is a recommendation to eliminate the $300 million con-
struction grant ceiling. This amount is approximately what is required
annually at present for a realistic rural water and sewer program. A.
Farmers Home Administration survey sets the price tag of approxi-
mately $1 billion for mind water and 'sewer needs. With the expansion
of the grant authority to include the other kinds of development proj-
ects enumerated in title I, $300 million would be far from adequate.
We think it would be better to take the limit oil entirely-.

Senator II UMPIIREY. To take it out and just leave it open in the light
of what appropriations you can get

Mr. MuttnAv. That is right because you are going to need all of the
;:100 million if you are going to put in the kind of a se I\ Tr and water

prGgeitin that is needed, and that would leave nothing for the other
programs.

No. 7 would be the elimination of the $15 million planning
grant ceiling in the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act
of 1961, section 306(a) (6), and amendment of the paragraph so as
to permit grants for other kinds of planning besides water and sewer
projects- and for funding of nonmetropolitan planning districts as
previously discussed.

Senator I IUMPIIREY. The metropolitan-type planning?
Mr. MURRAY. Yes. And this wouldottlso be for funding those non-

metropolitan planning -districtsas previonSly discussed. It would be
up to the Appropriations Committee to decide how much money to
provide for this.

HUD is only putting up $. or $3 million a year for the nonmetro
districts right now. So I think we could improve things there.

No. 8 would be to authorize Appropriations. Committees to set the
level of insured programs.
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As Mr. Partridge testified, successful rural 'development will re-.
quire billions of dollars in financial assistance' and the lack of suf-
ficient funding has been the main reason for the rather slow progress
in revitalizing rural communities. While title I could make available
financial assistance on the tremendous scale necessary, it will rest with
the Administration to determine annually the level of funding for
all of the programs under title 1 since they will be financed through
insured loans, not through congressional appropriations. Experience
shows that the Administration has not set the level of Farmers Home
Administration insured loan programs at realistic levels. Moreover,
last January we saw how the Administrationg without any consulta-
tion with Congress, cut a half tilli% dollars from the fiscal 1971 in-
sured rural housing. loan program.7his was approximately a third
of the amount ($1.5 billion) which the Administration had previously
authorized for rural housing in fiscal.1971. Fortunately, the Adminis-
tration changed its mind and restored the program to the original
level.

We would recommend that langUage be included in titl I author-
izing the Appropriations Committees of Congress to set t le level of
the Insured programs under title I. We believe that (long' ss would
be more responsive than the Office of Management and I udget. It
would seem to us that if Congress agrees to pass this legislation it
would be committing itself to funding it adequately. Incidentally,
the Administration requested Congress to assume4his
last year in legislation which was then being considered by another
subcommittee of the Senate Agriculttire Committee.

And so we recommend that the committee agree with the Adminis-
tration on this point.

Senator HUMPHREY. We will look into that again. Each of these
recommendations we will ask you to follow through on.

Mr. MURRAY. We would recommend amending the second sentence
of section 306(a) (3) of the Consolidated Farmers Home Adminis-
tration Act of 1961 to extend from October 1, 1971 to October 1, 1973
the deadline for completion of comprehensive plans required as part
of community facilities projects. It is our understanding that a sizable
number of rural communities have not as yet completed their coin-
prehensive

Senator HummraEr. That is true.
Mr. MuratAr. And if they don't, they will not be eligible for con- !

struttion grants. We think they should be given more time to do this.
Senator HumpintEr. I thoroughly agree with that. I thinkthat date-

line is nolonger relevant to our consideration.
Mr MURRAY. And number (b) may seem a rather unimportaf

recommendation, but we think that if you were to talk to count
supervisors, you would find that they consider it very significant. The
recommendation, is to change the type of bonding now requited for
Farmers Home Administration employees, who would be employees
of the Farm Development Administration and the Rural Enterprise
and Comfnunity Development AdMinistration, from faithful per-
formance of duties bonds to fidelity bonds.

Present bonding is an inhibiting factor in the delivery of FHA
programs, since it holds FHA employees financially liable for losses
resulting from procedural errors or errors of inadvertence, as well as
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losses caused by fraud or dishonesty. Fidel3 y bo ds would protect the
Government against losses from fraud or dishonesty, while removing
the requirement for imposing fiscal penalties on employees for techni-
cal, procedural, or inadvertent errors.

Tn some cases pensions of county supervisors could be taken away
from them and they would suffer very severe financial losses because

some of these erroWof inadvertence.
Senator HUMPHREY. The Federal Housing Administration has that

same type of bond?
Mr. MURRAY. I don't know.
Senator Humennsr. I am told it does.
What is the purpose of that? In my of I have to assume re-

sponsibility for my employees. I don't go around fining the employees
it something is going wrong. If you are the boss you are in charge.
What is this business about holding an employee accountable?
- Mr. Mramay. They are supposed to perform their duties faithfully.
They have all kinds of regulations that they have to follow and if
they don't follow one of them then they may be in trouble.

senator IliTmeniti:y. You can fire them. can't you ?
Mr. MURRAY. Yes they can fire them.
Senator Humritut:v.-Demoted
Air. AlumtAy. We are not talking about dishonesty or fraud. For in-

stance, if a county' supervisor forgets to have the fire insurance re-
newed on a home which he has made a loan on, he could be held
responsible.

Mr. MURRAY. If there is a fire. This makes Lin more cautious than
'Senator I 11-31 PIIREY. If there is a fire ?

they would be otherwise, because they have this tremendous burden.
Senator IIUMPHRF.Y. I suppose there is a reason for all of that.
I must say that I have hired some peoplewe had to have fire in-

surance on our business, but I never held a bookkeeper accountable.
What kind of a crazy regulation is that

Mr. NIuttitAr. I would like to know. too.
Senatoe We would have to look into that. The're must

be a good reason for it somewhere along the line. or maybe somebody
just got angry with someone.

Mr. MURRAY. Recommendation (e) relates to the extension of pro-
grams'authorized under the Consolidated Farmers Home Administra-
tion Act of 19,61 for at least 4 years. The authority for present FITA
programs and.for those proposed under title T of S. 22.23 will expire
October 1 of this year unless extended. We understand that the chair-
man of the full committee has introduced legislation extending the au-
thority and that similar legislation has been 'introduced in the House.
Eight days from now, present cone unity facilities programs of FIIA
will beout of-business unless Congress takes action before the Octo-
ber 1 deadline. .

As to (d), provisions of S. 1806, we would suggest that the subcom-
mittee consider including in title I certain provisions of S. 1806 which
the Senate has already passed but which the House has not yet begun
to consider. Title I apparently assumes that the House will approve

: 1806. If the House does not, however, title I would lack some very
important authorities. most significant of which is the increase in the
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ceiling of Agricultural Credit Insurance Fund from the present$100 million unit to $500 million. Without such an increase in theACIF ceiling, it would not be possible to provide the extensive financ-
ing for the various rural development purposes under title I. In fact,the $500 million limit approved in S.1806 might well be increased sub-
stantially or eliminated in view of the billions of dollars 6f financing
which will be required to carry out the purposes of title I.

We would point out that the ceiling on the ACIF is not a spendingceiling. It is the limitation on the amount of notes that can be held
in the fund at any one time. The present limit is $100 million, which
of course is not enough.

The Office of Management and Budget sets the level for the various
insured loan programs, the funds for which are raised bythe sale of notes on the private market.

Another significant provision of S. 1806 is the increase in the stat-
utory limit for a water or waste disposal loan from the present $4million up to $10 million. The existing ceiling could prevent rural
water and/or sewer associations from merging since the total amount
that can 1w owed 14'11IIIA cannot exceed $4 million.

In addition, it is likely that under the comprehensive rural devel-
opment authorized by S. 2.2.23, the $4 million often will be inadequate
to finance the larger water and sewer systems that will be needed.

Senator Ilumpiumv. Where is S. 1806 now?
Mr. MURRAY. It was passed by the Senate.
Senator HUMP! %REY. Is it now in committee?
Mr. MilutAy. The House has not started considering it.
Senator IIumrtiu Isn't that the legislation to extend all these

programs?
Mr. MunaAv. It is the legislation to make operating loans insured

and to do a number of other things. I think I hare it copy of it with me.
Senator IlumpnitEr. We will cheek it out. I just wanted to be sure

what the status of it was in the otherbody, whether there have been
hearings.

Mr. MunitAy. It has not come up to hearings. I think its provisions
will be included in other I louse bills.

Chairman Poage is introducing a bill today and Congressman Pur-
cell introduced a bill last week which contains most of the provisiimsin S, 1506. It seems to us that if title I is going to he a complete bill
it might be better that it doesn't assinue that S. 1Stb6 is going to be
passed.

$enator IltmellitEl% This is our total farm credit bill; isn't it
Mr. Mut:1m% S. 1806? No; it just goer to these particular points I

ne.ntioned phis some others and it makes operating loans insured.
(e) Amendment of section 33 of the Consolidated Farmers lloine

Administration Act of 1961 so that applielitions for loans made for
the purposes enumerated in title I art' not required to la. submitted to
the FM11. county committer for certification of eligibility. They
would have to be submitted in our view, if that amendment isn't
includt.d.

This is the same kind of exemption accorded now to FHA comt-
munitty facility loans, soil conservation loans, and emergency loans.
I don t think- that this subcommittee or- our organization feels that
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there is a necessity for submitting loans for industrial development
to the county committees. They serve a very useful purpose, but I don't
think that this is one of the things that they would want to be con-
cerned with. ..

Recommendation No. 10 has to do with additional personnel. In
recent }ears Fa ers Home Administration programs have been
greatly expanded, articularly in the fields of housing and community.
facilities. The sh age of personnel is making it extremely difficult

'
for the agency to deliver its existing programs. It is logical to expect
that unless it is able to increase its staff by several thousand employees,
it. will not be able to effectively discharge the additional responsibili-
ties which title I assigns. Thus, in large measure, the successful im-
plementation of this legislation depends on a solution to the problem,
and we would urge the subcommittee to do everything in its power to
solve this very crucial problem.

Recommendations Relating to title II of S. 2.223, known as the
"Rural Development Financial Resources Act of 1971."

As Mr. Partridge pointed out, we are not in a position today to
comment specifically on the numerous technical details and complexi-
ties of title II. Therefore, our comments and recommendations will
be of a general nature.

First, the overall concept, as Mr. Partridge mentioned, is something
we can fully endorse. 'Without access to huge amounts of capital, there
is little likelihood of revitalizing rural America, which we consider
so essential to achieving a sound balance between the countryside and
the cities.

It is our observation from reading the legislationthat either title I
or title II, by themselves, Could supply the massive financing neces-
sary for the rural development purposes listed in the legislation. The
purposes cited in title I and title II are nearly identical. Thus, either
title I or title II, as separate pieces of legislation, have the potential
of making possible the kind of massive, comprehensive rural develop-
ment program that is needed. Title II has the additional advantage,
however, of providing for capital augmentation and interest subsidies
which are certain to be of basic significance in creating new job op-
portunities.

While theestablishment of a Federal financing institution, as called
for in title IL would undoubtedly be of tremendous benefit to rural
America and we feel very definitely it is needed, we do wonder whether
it would' he best to establish at the same time all of the additional
machinery, including 10 regional banks and several hundred district
lending agencies.

It is possible that the entire b nking system mad be so overbur-
dened with structure and staff in its early years that its' chances of
succeeding would be hampered. could recommend that the com-
mittee give this matter very coitfu study and consider as an alterna-
tive having the banking system .evolve more gradually, as the needs
reouire.

It is our feeling that title II, in its present form, may have too many
restrictions and that because this is a, pioneering venture, it might be
wisest to make the legislation more flexible. It can always he tightened
at a later date.
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Title H specifically requires the Farm Credit Administration to
perform a number of important functions which undoubte_d)_y would
make it necessary for F `A to expand its staff considerably. While this ,.d
would appear to be ogical and practical arrangement, we do ques-
tion whether the F rm Credit Ad-ministration and its members would
agree to taking o these tasks.

During the consideration of recent Farm Credit Administration

llegislation
we observed that a number of its constituents were re-

uctant to assume new activities. Whether FCA has agreed to taking
on the assignments spelled out in title II is something we are not
aware, of. If FCA has not agreed, then it would be well, it seems to
us, la revise the legislation so that alternative sources can provide
t he se ry iceA /

to conclusion, we reiterate our feeling that the banking system
established by title II may be overstructured and that this could prove
detrimental to its growth and success. We would recommend that
provisions be made for the system to evolve more gradually in keep-
int? with the needs as experience indicates.

In brief, we suggest that-title II be simplified and, in addition, be
made more flexible so as to avoid creating any more strictures than
absolutely necessary. Redtape, has been a primary factor in stifling
and slowing down rural development. This legislation shonld seek to
keen the redtape to an absolute minimum.

We congratulate the subcommittee on the,efforts it is putting forth
in behalf of rural revitalization, as demonstrated by this compre-
heisive and imaginative legislation.

And. Mr. Chairman, I, would like to bring to your attention two
resolutions which were passed at recent NRECA regional meetings
which Mr. Pa rtridue pi-tended. These resolutions commend this corn-
Nittee, and yon in particular, for the tremendous job you are doing on
the focusing the Nation's attention on the netql for rural development
and we all MVP yon a deep debt of gratitude for your work on behalf 4
rural America.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
We will put those in the record here.
(The resolutions referred to follow :)

RESOTTION ADOPTED AT XRECA REGIONAL MEETINGS. COLUMBI13 OHIO, SEPTEM-
BER 12-14,1911. AND DEB MOINES. IOWA, SEPTEMBER 15-17,1971

RrRA 1. DEVEI.OPMIENT if FARTNOS

Whereas, governmental actions In the field of rural development still are
frazmentN1 and inadequate despite the congressional commitment in the Agri-
cultural Act of 1970 to give highest priority to this problem area: now, there-
fore. he it

Resolved. That we commend the Rural Development Subcommittee of the
Senate Agriculture Committee including its chairman, Senator Hubert H. Hum-
phrey, and its members for holding bearings in various parts of the country to
determine what government actions are needed: and he it further

Resolved. That we urge the Congress to follow-up promptly on the basis of
the Subcommittee's flndings with legislation and financing to carry obt more
aggressively rural development programs.

Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Murray, may I say that I think vour4ob-
servations in title II can be very helpful to us. I think it Would be very
helpful to us, because when something like thisiis too complicated it
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always raises doubts and questions and causes us more difficulty in get-
ting it enacted. We don't want that to happen. The idea of title II was
not to involve it in the affairs of the Farm Credit Administration, ex-
cept to use FCA fora few' functions.

For ekam pip : The Governor of the Farm Credit. Administration
would sit on the board. That is just so that we have a sort of an over-
allgview of all types of credit that are being extended to rural America.
and get the benefit of this man's judgment and bis experience. We are
recommending that the bank'exammers of FCA be used so that we
wouldn't have to establish another structure of this type.

After all, the Farm Credit Administration bats experience in ex-
amining its credit facilities.

, And third, we would use their salesmen, so to speak, for-the purposes
of selling securities. Other than that the Farm Credit Administration,
doesn't-Move any other functions to perform.

Therefore, we didn't think we were overburdening them except to
ask them, No. 1: To have their governor serve on the board; and see-
011d, to have their bank examiners do whatever examination is re-
quired; and third, to use their salesmen in selling our securities.

Now, you have the National Board, the Rurtil Development Credit
Board. That is unde.r title II, which establishes the Rural Develop-
ment Credit System and the regional banks. The purpose of the latter
is to give due consideration to regional differences in the country.
When we fail to allow for these differences we ran into all different
kinds of problems. There are many variables in this Nation, particu-
larly when you get into development.
°In the case of REA, to be sure, you need electrical- energy tal across

rural America. But when you get Into rural development and the kind
of industrial development and the kind of community facilities that
you need you run into geographical problems, problems of climate,
problems of social habits and patterns, and we thought that the re-
gional approach would give more intimate attention to the needs of an
area. And, those regional banks would have to be staffed by-people who
are from the region. Val don't reach out and pick out somebody from
New York to be a regional board member in Denver, or somebody from
Albuquerque to 1w a regionarboard member in the Boston or New
England area. You try to keep some identity with the region being
served.

A far as the othsrs are concerned, they are already established
groups. The multic6unty financial agencies are already there; they
will become .part of the multicounty planning groups. Andthe local
banks and- the Government units are already' there. They are really
not new offices. In fact, th# idea isand we may not have spelled
it out correctly, which is why we need to review this very ear ally
that we would use -ongoing, existing offices, rather than to esta Sh a
whole new network of offices.

No,w, I would suggest that when you get the time that we might
want to go over that with the staff and prepare a memorandum on it
for the members of the committee. I am sure that the eommittee would
be very interested in your observation to simplify title II to avoid de-
velopment of a whole system of offices with hundreds of thousands of
new employees across the country. That is the last thing I want, I can
tell you.
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I think that we ought to be pulling things to the> ather than
adding another layer of bureaucracy or banking structu or what-
ever you wish to call it. So, we will look into that.

I have talked with Mr. Baker while you were mentioning that.
We don't want to create a monster here.

Mr. Mmutvy. We agree that the arrangement with FCA is a sensible
one but we raise the question as to whether FCA wants to do this.

Senator IITTmiliaEr. Y'ou are wondering if FOA really wants to
do it?

Mr. MtititAy. Yes. You may need to add an alternative source for
these services in case FCA. does not want to provide them.

Mr. RurrinnuE. Farm Credit, as the chairman, I am sure is aware,
does have some problems in a couple. of districts which have not ,sup-
ported the expansion of the authority to Farm Credit specifically. The
Houston and Berkeley Districts have not been in accord.

Senator lIt-mein ay. One of the problems that we have with every
one of these agencies, once they get established and have made it,
they don't want to move into new or other areas. Now, the Farm.
Credit Administration has been a very Successful enterprise. I think
oue of the reasons that we are somewhat encouraged-by this kind of.
proposal is that these banks pay back, in a relatively short period of
time, this investment of primary or initial capital provided out of the
Federal Treasury.

We had amazing testimony here yesterday from the Bank of North
Dakota. which was established in 1919, which had to be considered
obviously as a Communist. Socialist plot at the time. They put in a
couple of million dollars of capital and it is paying out this year $7
million alone in profits to the State of North Dakota. It has paid out
millions and millions of dollars and of course all .the state's capital,
or original investment has beeii repaid. It is kind of hard to lose money
in banks unless the country just goes 'brWe; it has that interest that
works 24 hours a day.

I want to mention one tiling else. You mentioned this research and
developmeat---1?. & I).--- program: that the bank is authorized to do.

Mr. MurtriAY.1 was speaking of title I.
Senator Iirmetrimy. FHA would beauthor6d to do all that.
Mr. NrCIRRAY. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. We have had some comment from the State

agricultural exvriment stations as to whether they might fit into that
pietiire, and our extension service.

Mr. MvartAY.J think theagency that is responsible for. say. making
the loan, whether it is a housing loan or whatever else, ought to have
also the authority to run the research program. Now, it is possible they
could contract with the State experiment stations to do specific things,
and certainly they should if they-have this capability. But we have
research over at the Department now : ERS. but it really doesn't relate
to what kind of housing is best in the rural areas, or physical research
that is needed in the housing field. Itow do we get houses that people
can afford? TheSe people make less than $8,000 a year and lots of thOm
make only $5.000. How can we solve the sewer problem ? And if we
don't solve the waste disposal problem we cannot have much of a hous-
ing program ?
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Senator HUMPHREY. We have actual testimony on this and there are
all kinds of problems. with rural housing development which I agree
have not been met as yet.

Mr. MURRAY. We did a little research, a very minor thing, on : How
can you step up Farmers Home delivery of its housing program? Now,
normally the county supervisor has to interview every loan applicant,
and make out a lengthy application. It took him a long time to do it.
Our people developed a self-packaging application, where the builder,
or Rum! Eleetric, with some instruction from the county supervisor,
would.get thiS-material for him and save him hours and hotIrs and
weeks of time:.

Mr. l'Airriunog. Mr: Chairman, on the research and development,
the Rural Electrification Administration had for many years a Tech-
nical Standards Division, a relatively small division, but it did do
work through the Agricultural. Research Service, and through the
extension service, and thrOngh the Tirivate sector as well, with manu-
facturers. Centering, though, in REA's as it did, it did have the re-
sponsibility for developing standards for line materials and equip-
ment. And the same thing might be translated over to %%Atter and sewer.
It was a very, very key factor, we think, in the success of the rural
ele0 rifle:a ion program in redoing costs and standardizing so that
egnipment and materials, et cetera were the same fim, one system to
the other. 'The reduction. in cost %vas directly attributable to that work
and of course eons of these systems that were built are capable of

Ao linking to other systems, which is also a tremendous advantage.
The same thing could apply, I am sure, to water and sewer, and as

Mr. Murray mentioned, there is adnitionally the need for research
and development in housing. Some of this is being done currently at
the State levels. We know in Illinois, for example, the State of Illinois
has done a good bit of work in this field, but it has not been specifically
related, I think to the needs of rural people.

Mr. MURRAY. HIM has this capability, and is given money to do
this kind of thing.

Senator HUMPHREY. The financing of rural housing other than
FIIA is a very serious problem.

Mr. PARTRIDGE.. Yes ; it is.
Senator HUMPHREY. You can finance a house in the metropolitan

suburb and you get a 90-percent loan guarantee. And you go out to a
little town 25 or 30 miles from the suburb in the country, and they
give you .a 60-percent guarantee..

vMr. PARTRIDGE. We know this very well.
Senator HriurnnEy. This is gross discrimination, This is where a

gov,ernmental policy actually works against urban and rural people.
It is contrary to the law. I get so fed up with the Government because
it so often violates the law itself. It is all the time putting people in
jail hecause they violate Iiiws but nobody puts anybody in Government
in jail because they violate laws.

They have a law on the books that rural housing the highest
priority in the Nation and then they get regulations that absolutely
violate the law.

And we have an employment net which says you are supposed to
have maximum employment, MO, but no one pays any attention to
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those laws. The one that they like to enforce is the revenue service
law and a couple of others.

You really ought to pound away ill your journals on tills, and I
am sureiyou have.

But, 'what excuse is there for financing a home in a suburb of a
metropolitan area, or a new development. They just get the sheep off
the ground, and remove the trees, hrcause that is the first thing they
always do: clean out all of the trees; and then you bring on the bull-
dozers; the bulldozers arc against God; they come in and clean out all
his works immediatelyand then they come in and they finance it at
90 percent. But if you are out 5 miles beyond the new subdivision you
get 60-percent financing.

Mr. 1).% truing:E. If you can get it, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NI PI I KEY. If you can get it.
Mr. Ptrrt000E. You often camitt. As a matter of fact, we agree

completely with the chairman. It is our observation that our housing
programs in this country work in the direction of expanding urban
sprawl, rather than placing housing, water and sewer and jobs, and
so on, out into the open country. This has been our observation and it
st ill is and we are very much concerned about it.

Senator Hu:grunt:v. I like what you have done here in identifying
mein by "rural territory. Rural territory is not just the 6 or

S acres or'a thousand acres of farmland; iris that and the rural co -
munity, the small fo%1 n. the small city of rural America. And of course
that is where .your I? are fitting into this picture so-beautifully.

I th;nk for the purpose of rain) elect riciation we have to be thinking
in terms of not just a line foni-one farm to another, but when we
start to talk about rural development we are talking about a farm and
market. farm and community. what you might call It nonmetropolitan
community, the farm areas. And we have had some good comment
from some of your members on that as ive liave traveled around the
country. They have been most helpful, t might add.

I have kept you long enough.
Mr. PArcriunvE. We are appreciative of the time you have given tiff.

We are very lunch interested in. this legislation, and we will look
forward to working with the committee and the committee staff as the
legislation develops.

Senator HmrunEy. I want you to- know that the reason I occa-
sionally interrupted you with these little outbursts is that I am hope-
ful that an agency of the Government will read this testimony, but
having been downtown for 4 years, I don't expect it.

One of the great disillusioning things in _my life was to be -sort of
a hybrid member of the executive branch. That is why I same back-to
Congress. I know why Congress is frustrated and angry. They sort
of feel downtown that they are sort of stupid up here; that they don't
know what .we are talking about and some of us are kind of cagey old
rascals, you know; we might know how to trip them up a little

Mr. PAirrituxiE. I do think that this legislation, centering as it doe
in the Department of Agriculture, has full and expanding authorit
will go a lot further than anything that 'has happened thus far
correct some of these problems.

Senator Ht-Krunnv.Thank you, sir.
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(Additional
;
information submitted by the National Rural ElectricCooperative Association is as follows :)

NATIONAL Rt'RAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION,
'Washington, D.C., September 29, 1971..Mr. Joan BAKER,

Subcommittee on Rural Development, Old Senate Office Building, WRshington,D.C.
DEAR 'Jou C : In accordance with Senator Humphrey's request, we are sub-mitting specific language for most of the recommendations which we made dur-ing our testimony last Thursday, September 23.
Recommendations for Title I:
1. Assurances that communities below 5.500 pots llation will not 'be disadvan-. taged-becanse of the increase in, tbe population to 35,000. This provision couldperhaps be included in section .105 as additional language in the amendment tosection 306(a) (7.) of the Consolidated -Farmers Home Administration Act of1961.
2. Change name of the Department of Agriculture to "Department of Agri-culture and Rural_Development." This could be included in Title I, or offered asa separate bill.
3. Assign mission for comprehensive, nationwide rural area development tothe Department of Agriculture and the responsibility for coordination with otherfederal agencies and with state and local organizations. This could be eithersimple statement to the effect that the Department of Agriculture is assignedthe mimion and responsibility for coordination, or it could be expanded to in-clude the rationale for so doing.
4. Rural development goals : These could include an line of the dimensionsof the overall task of rural development, phis genera nd specific goals.S. Authorize the Rural Enterprise and Community Development Adniinisltrit-tioh to participate in loans and grants with other federal, state and privatelending agencies:
"The Secretary may participate in joint financing in rural areas with the

Economic Dev.elopment Administration, the Small Business Adininistration, andthe Department of HoMsipg and.crban Development and other federal and stateagencies, and with private' and quasi-public financial institutions through jointloans' and/or grants foi the planning, development, and construction of ruralcommunity development projects."
6. Authorize R.E. &C.I).A. to fund non - metropolitan planning and development

districts as defined by the 1968 Housing Act, as well as Economic Development
Districts as designated by the. Secretary of Commerce under Title IV of thePublic Works and Economic Development Act of 19-65, and Local Development
'Districts. certified under section 301 of the Appalachian Regional DevelopmentAct of 1965.

Section 306(a) (6) is amended by striking all after the word "grants "-and
inserting thereafter "to public bodies and non-metropolitan, multijurisdictionalagencies. or other agencies as the Secretary may determine for the purposes of
preparing comprehensive plans for rural area developthent and of -employing
permanent staff for the multijurisdictional agencies." (The above amendment
also eliminates the $15-million planning grant ceiling which was part of ourrecommendation.)

7. ',Provide R.E. & C.P.A. with research and devillopment,
'Ads could be an amendment to section 331(c) : "Within the limits of appropria-

tions made therefore, make necessary expenditures for purchase o? hire of pas-
senger vehicles, for research relating to rural area development, andlor such other
facilities and services as he may from time to time, find necessary for the proper
administration of this Act ;"

8. Eliminate the $300-million construction grant ceiling in section 103:
' e Secretary is authorized to make grants to finance specific projects for".

'9. Authorize appropriations committees to set level of insured lendingprograms:
. "The Secretary may insure. loans as provided in this Title in such amounts as

may be authorized in appropriations acts."
10. Extend deadline. for completion of. comprehensive plans required as pare

of community facilities projects:
"Section 306(a) (3) is amended by striking '1971' and inserting in lien thereof

'1973'"
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11. Change type of bonding fr m faithful performance of duties bonds to fidelity
bonds :

Section 331(c) is amended by deieting the semicolon after the word "Act" and
inserting in lieu thereof a comma and by adding thereafter the following : "and"
may obtain fidelity bonds protecting the Government against fraud or dishonesty
by employees of the Farm Development Administration and the Rural Enterprise
and Community Development Administration in lieu of faithful performance of
duties bonds under section 14 of title 0, United States Code, and regulations issued
pursuant thereto, but otherwise in accordance with the provisions thereof ;".

12. Increase from $4-million to $10-million, or better still, eifminate entirely the
ceiling on water and sewer loans in section 306(a) (5). If ceiling is to be increased,
then section is amended by striking "4,000,000" and inserting "10,000,000." If the
ceiling is to be eliminated, the entire paragraph (5) should be striken and the
subsequent paragraphs renumbered accordingly.

13. Extend authorities for loans under the Consolidated Farmers Home Admin-
istration Act of 1901:

-Section 308 is amended by striking 'until October 1, 1971' and inserting in lieu
thereof 'Loans'."

14. Increase ceiling of the -Agricultural Credit Insurance Fund from $100 -
million to $500-million :

Section 309(f) (1) is amended by changing "$100,000,000" to P$500,000,000."
15. Other provisions of S. 1800: The language for these wottid start with line

3, page 2. of S. 1806. and continua. through line 4 of page 3.
Title II of S. 2223 :
1. Assurances for communities under 5,500 population that they will not he

disadvantaged because of the increase in the population limit.
2. Provision to permit the banking system to evolve gradually.
As we pointed out in our testimony, we are desirous of seeing the banking

systeni succeed and have reservations that if it is overburdened with too much
structure and staff in the early years, its chances of success might he hampered.
Therefore, we would recommend that consideration be given to a more gradual
development of the system. For example, perhaps instead of ten banks in the
beginning, provision could be made to permit a lesser number to be established,
as the needs indicated.

3. Provision that in case Farm Credit Administration cannot or does not wish
to provide the services which Title II makes it mandatory for FCA to furnish,
another source for these services could be used.

4. More fiexihility in Title II:
Generally, we would recommend that the restrictions be kept to a minimum

go as not to create unnecessary red tape that could be detrimental to progress
in rural area development. As we pointed out, the legislation can always be
tightened at some future date if such tightening is necessary.

Some specific recommendations in regard to the above would include endorse-
ment of the Co-op League's suggestions dealing with Section 611 and Section
805(b) (5). Further, we would recommend that section 804(b) (5) also he
amended in the same manner. The word "substantial" gives a little leeway which
might make it possihle for otherwise worthwhile rural development, projects to .
he undertaken, whereas the present wording would automatically prohibit them.

As Bob and I both emphasized, S. 2223 15 one of the boldest and most imagina-
tive pieces of rural development legislation ever to he proposed. We hope our
recommendations will prove helpful in strengthening the bill.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM E. MURRAY,

Legislative Representative.

Senator I-IrmettREr. The next witness will be Monsignor Weber.

STA T OF MSGR. JOHN GEORGE WEBER, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL CATHOLIC RURAL LIFE CONFERENCE, DES
MOINES. IOWA

Monsignor WEBER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my name is John George Weber. I am the executive director of the
National Catholic Rural Life Conference which also constitutes the
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Division of Rural Life of the U.S. Catholic Conference. Our organiza-
tion has offices in Des Moines, Iowa, and Washington, D.C.

I am grateful for thisropportunity to appear before you today and
share with you our viewpomts regarding rural development. Through-
out our 47-year history we have been committed to the betterment of
rural people and their communities.

Before I continue kavill say that I don't claim to be an expert of
rural credit, and so on, and therefore my presentation is going to
center more on the philosophical approach and the moral approach
on this rural development.

During this past decade our Nation had an annual average of
600;000 casualties in rural America from the cost-price squeeze war
raging in agriculture. They came limping and hobbling to urban centers
and ghettos seeking first aid. As a compassionate Nation we have
responded with many different kinds of aid and assistance.

However, as a, Nation we have not halted the war which is causing
these casualties. It is indeed noble to aid the victims of any war, but
it is much wiser, 'more just, less expensive, yand more lasting to stop
the war in the fiziliplace.:

The proposal contained in S. 2223, the Consolidated Farm and
Rural Development Act, it seems to me will go a long way in stopping
the war itself. I need not' remind you. that the purpose of any govern-
ment is to promote the cbmmon good. Public authority must bear in
mind the interests of the whole nation. This means it must strengthen
all three areas of productionagriculture, industry, and services and
simultaneously and evenly.

This has not been the case for American agriculture as wienessed
by the great exodus from rural America and by the poverty stricken
people left behind. Experience has taught us that unless public au-
thorities take suitable action with regard to economic, political, and
cultural matters, inequalities and imbalances between citizens tend
to become more and more widespread, especially is this true in the
modern world.

The American farmer, as all of you well know, has been subsidizing
indirectly the American public by low farm prices and by sending
many educated sons and daughters to the cities. Because farmers have
to wait longer than most people for their returns on investment, labor
and management, and because these are exposed to greater hazards,
farmers have always found it harder to obtain the necessary capital
to increase their returns. Much has been done in this area to assist the
farmers. We have the Farmers Home Administration, and the Farm
Credit System which includes the Federal Land Banks, the Coopera-
tive Banks and the Production Credit Associations.

However, credit for rural community development and industrial
enterprises ifi rural areas by private entrepreneurs has been rationed
severely. This is an area where more credit is needed and which the
S. bill seeks to supply. We all realize that as a nation's agriculture
'develops, fewer and fewer farm workers are needed to produce the
food and fiber, but this does not mean that the surplus farm workers
have to go to the metropolitan areas to add to their problems of con-
gestion, pollution, and transportation.
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No` by bread alone does man live. He needs living space; he needs
fresh air and sunshine. Rural areas have these in abundance; why
not use them? The Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act
has its main thrust in this direction.

It is based solidly upon our American democratic heritage and ob-
-eryczs the two basic principles, solidarity and subsidiarity, of human
ociety in order to permit the proper functioning of the government

and safeguard the dignity of the individual. As envisioned in the act
the moneys would be repaid o the Government as the. self-help pro-
:rams become productlye and rural America flourishes with industrial
development and human beings who've thankful for the opportunity
to live in rural America.

Solidarity of action and direction is assured in the restructuring
of the Farmers Home Administration uniting all activities under one
head, the Assistant. Secretary in charge of the Rural Development
Credit who is appointed by the President of the United States with
the advice and consent of the Senate.

The subsidiarial aspects, assuring the smaller units their proper
function, are delineated in the all-inclusive scope of the act of projects
which will develop rural Americn, iii -the areawide planning required
by the act, through the exclusion of cities which have a tiopulation in'
e xe.iss of 35,000. and through the part icipat ionof individuals and local
banks and local units of general government.

There are pitfalls. however, which must be avoided and perhaps
should be spelled out more clearly in the act. The first can he called-
oncretism. This means that administrators of the acl would say to

individual of the community, "This is Idle you need and this is
how we will help you." I. grant that the plans and projects as en-
visioned in the act, must originate at the local level, but Vie established
policy and regulations of any agency can pretty .well control what
will be approved and what will be rejected. Admittedly, there have to
be regulations and guidelines, but local initiative and understanding
must be safeguarded.

The second pitfall to be avoided is that of power. Education itself
can become a form of power when we think that we are helping people
by presenting them with our value system as the ideal way of life.
Many well-intentioned projects- written up by many well-educated
people have been ignored and even ridiculed by those who have other
values and perspectives. Here I ant thinking of some of our minority
groups such as Chicanos and Indians. The act calls fot' technical assist-
ance. Let's make sure that it is assistanceqhe people will want. Some
poverty stricken people prefer to die with what self-respect they have
ra'her than to live with the feeling that others have to keep them on
their feet.

A third danger to be avoided is that of bureaucracy. This danger
consists in establishing so many controls and so much "red tape" that
the program becomes very expensive to administer, and poor people
who are usually not versed in the matters of filing detailed forms are
hesitant to participate in the program. If a situation like this became
prevalent, it would defeat the purpose of the entire program.

Before concluding may I urge prompt action on title I of the act. In
general, title I enlarges the scope of existing and proven procedures
and, therefore, is the quickest way of adding muscle to the revitalizing
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of rural America. In conclusion, I commend Senators Talmadge and
Humphrey and all the other sponsoring Senators on their efforts to
halt the war in American agriculture and revitalize rural America to
use the resources of space. fresh air, and sunshine while at'the same
time alleviating some of the problems of urban society as envisioned
in the proposed Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act.

Respectfully submitted.
SVUHOP HUMPREY. We are very grateful to you for your counsel

and advice Monsignor. I like, your analogy of binding up the victims,r- as compared to getting at the stases of the war and putting an end to
it. It is a good way. I think, of describing what we are attempting to
do.
.We are ;going to be very cognizant your observations, particularly

as they relate(1 to filannin have the'same feeling that you do. Some-
times we have people o do so much planning for other folks, they
are planned right t of it and we hope not have that happen. And
we are going.to e mine this legislation very carefully because one of
the reasons ant to decentralize it completely to the regional, dis-
trict, and local level, is to get the input of

,r1
people at that level and not

to have it cpme from the top on down.
And second, the point that was raised by the members of the Na-

tional Rum! Electra. Cooperative Association and that you have e-
phasized here, namely, the overstrueture problem, I think we have to
be very careful of that. And lam saying d a so that we will look back
over this record as a committee and staff' and really examine into bow
much structure we have there that could impede the progress of this
effort.

You place particular emphasis , on title. I, as did tlke preceding wit-
ness, as a possibility of getting something moving' rather rapidly.

Monsignor WEBER. Yes.
mmSenator Ilrmey. I thank you verv'mueh, Monsignor. Lean only

express our thanks to you again fpr the wonderful work of the Na-
tional Catholic Rural Life. I have worked with your organization, as
you may recall, for a number of years, with Monsignor Ligutti.

I hesitate to remeiler that far bark, but I was a young man when I
started.

Monsignor WEBEn. Thank you.
Senator I lx-viennEy. Our next witness is from the investment bank- .

ers. We have Mr. John Fogarty, vice ,presidt.nt, Stern Bros. & Co..-
Kansas City, Mo., and chairman, municipal securities ponimittee, In-
vestment Bankers Association of America: Mr. Thomas Masterson.
Underwood-Neuhaus &('o.. Houston, Tex.: Mr. Lee Murphy, Dinkins;
(Ladd) & Co New Orleans,'La.: and Dr. John Peterson, director.
municipal financing division, Investment Bankers Association of
America.

Gentlemen. I have had the prk-ilege of meeting very briefly: with
the witnesses here yesterday and we have had a preliminary discuSsion.
And I am looking forward to this testimony. However before we do
we will take a little break.

Short recess.]
Senator IIrmennEy. Well, gentlemen. we want you to proceed now

and just give us the benefit of Your counsel here.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN F. FOGARTY, VICE PRESIDDNT, STERN
BROTHERS & CO., KANSAS CITY, MO., AND CHAIRMAN, MUNIC-
IPAL SECURITIES COMMITTEE, INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSOCIA-
TION OF AMERICA

Mr. Foomrry. ThaultSyou, Mr. Chairman. I am John Fogarty, of
Stern Bros. of Kansas City.

I am sorry Senator Pearson left. I live in Prairie Village next to
him.

I have with me Thomas fasterson, a partner, Underwood, Neuhaus
& Co., Inc., Houston, Tex. Lee Murphy, partner, Ladd Dinkins Co.,
New Orleans, La.; and John Peterson, director of municipal finance,
investment Bankers Association. I have asked them to accompany me.

We fake filed a rather lengthy statement hilt I have a brief cetral
statement here, and then we are open forquestions.

We are authorized to testify on behalf of the more'than_ 000 inve4-
meat firmsboth securities dealers and bankswho underwrite and
make secondary markets for bonds of the 50 States and.their political
subdivisions. Our membership has extensive experience and expertise
in financing the capital-needs of State and local government. We also
underwrite and make markets in the securities of private corporations
and the Federal Government, including its many agencies.

We do.not believe that the massive new credit system embodied in
S. 2223 to assist community facility financing is necessary or desir-
able. Rural and small communities do have access to the financial
markets of this country. Three of us at this table have spent our busi-
ness careers serving the credit needs of small municipalities.. There
is a ready market for the bonds of most cities and school districts.
. We have found that a good percentage of investors prefer invest-
ment in rural areas to that of metropolitan areas, where a vast variety
of problems exist. The regional dealers throughout the country have
develeoped a dependable market for such securities. In addition, they
have wig orate financing for hundreds of small and inter-
mediate-si'zed cor tions, many of them based in rural areas.

s

We -find technical problems in the legislation. The system itself
is very complex and overlaps functional areas in titles I and II. The
new rural development program duplicates existing activities of FHA,
EDA, HUD, ILEW, SBA, and could promote interagency competi-
tion. Eligibility of borrowers is confusing: Section 302 sets up eligibil-
ity if assistance is not available from any other source; section 506
qualifies this to available at a"reasonable' cost: The vagueness of the
relending rate must be cleared up and guidelines or e,yen formulas"
set out. We also question whether municipalities can purOase
stock, as is envisioned by S.2223.

The proposed legislation would create a new. Federal bank that:un-
less specific guidelines are included, might follow the precedent of
other such agencies and shift financing. from areas themselves
to the large money market centers and the largest rms. There is much
similar legislation for the creation of many of Federal banks to
finance specific problems. Should all worthwhile p grams be enacted,
we would see a Nation seeking its financial help from Washington to
an increasing degree.
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We believe it would be helpful, both from a municipal or corp
standpoint, to make provision for the possibility of "joint-financing."
For example, a bank or investment dealer might wish to participate in
a loan for some percentage which would bring private-sector funds
into play, and the regional bank might or purchase the balance
of the loan. Through the ingenuity, ad qh incentives, the existing
,market structure can be utilized for such purposes.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Fogarty is as follows:)
Mr. Foomrrv. I am John Fogarty, vice president of Stern Brothers

& Co., Iansas Cit , 'Mo. and chairman of the municipal securities
committee of the Investment Bankers Association of merica. I am
accompanied by Mr. Thomas Masterson, partn r, derwood, Neu-
haus & Co., Inc., HouSton Tex., Mr. Lee Mur , partner, Ladd
Dinkins & Co., New Orleans, La., and Mr. John etersen, director
of municipal finance, Investment Bankers Association of America.

We are authorized to testify on behalf of the more than 600 invest-
ment firmsboth securities dealers and bankswho underwrite and
make secondary markets for bonds of the 50 States and their political
subdiyisions. Our membership has extensive experience and expertise
in financing the capital needs of State and local government. We also
underwrite and make markets in the securities of private corporations
and the Federal Government, including its many agencies.

In our testimony today, we will focus on S. 2223, although ,many of
the things we ;hall say are applicable to related measures: We would
like to examine several aspects of the proposed rural credit mecha-
nisms as they pertain to community facility financing. First, we will
look at the presumed need for this new Federal lending agency. Sec-
ond, we will discuss the technical difficulties with this measure which
cast doubt on its usefulnesg as an efficient means of giving assistance.
Third, we will consider fundamental policy questions raised by the
creation of a new Federal program involving general credit assistance
to State and local governments. Last, we will discuss alternative meth-
ods of financing State and local government assistance in the most
efficient manner.

It is our conviction that a clear need for the rural bank complex
contained in S. 2223 has not been shown Igor has the implicit assump-
tion that local borrowers are unable to secure sufficient credit at a rea-
sonable cost been demonstrated. Furthermore, even to the extent that
some present or future need could be determined, it has not been shown
that the banking system embodied in 5..2223 would be the most effec-
tive way to meet it.

THE QUESTION OF NEED

The underlying justification for S. 2223 as it relates to community
facility finance is the apparent belief that the existing market for
State and local' securities is somehow not getting the job done. For
that reason we should take time to review the performance of the
municipal bond market, both overall and, in particular, how it well
serves smaller borrowers.

Following the tight money period of 1969 and 1970, the municipal
bond market has seen a strong resurgence in bond sales. For all of
1970, over $18 billion in long-term municipal bonds were sold along
with an additional $18 billion in short-term notes. In the first 6 months
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of this year, municipal bond sale volume has been over $12.5 billion
ifor an indicated annual rate of about $25 billion. Short-terin borrow-.

ing for the first 6 months was $13.2 billion, for an annual rate of about '.
$26 billion.

As tables 1 through 4 document, the rapid growth in municipal
bond sales over the past few years has been broad-based. Examination
of the expansion in bond sales as classified by use of proceeds, regionst
of the county, grades of issue, and types of issuers show that all cate-',
s,fronts of borrowing and borrowers have shared in the increasing and ',
robust volume of sales.'

Despite the great increase in the supply of municipal bondsand
the general pressures of inflationary financeyields on municipal

. bonds have4somewhat improved in relation to those on corporate
bonds of similar quality. As table 5 displairs, yields on municipals are
approximately 70 to 71 percent those of comparable corporate bonds.
an improvement over 1969 and 1970. This improvement has been ex-
perienced despite the fact that municipal bond financing has nearly
doubled since the doldrtral3 of 1969. (Corporate bond sales in con-
trast have grown at only half this rate.)

Another important fact which should not be overlooked is that
yields on the lower grades of municipal bondSthose supposedly with
the weakest market positionhave . own through the 1960's a sus-
tained improvement relative to simi r corporate bonds.

Of course, future directions cann be measured simply by review-
ing'past performances :-There must be projections into the future and
comparison of the supply of and demand for State and local securities..
On the basis of most projections, it is evident that the markethitsby
and large kept pace with demands and should be able to do so in the
future. Most projections have set the size of the municipal bond mar-
ket at approximately $25 billion to $30 billion by 1975. We would like
to point out that bonds are currently selling on the verge of these
annual ratesfully 4 years ahead of schedule. There will invariably
be deviations around the trend. but sales volume has keptand re-
cently has exceededits scheduled growth.

A recent study undertaken by the staff of the Federal Reserve-Board
concluded that, although there is anticipated to be faster growth in
the level of State and local spending than in GNP over the next 10
years, "the problem of municipal financing in credit markets remains
within manageable size." 2

In any event, the study concludes that the municipal bond market
will experience 'fewer difficulties than the corporate bond market. This
study therefore gives good reason to believe that municipal borrowing
will maintain and perhaps improve its relative cost advantage over
taxable borrowing in the foreseeable future.

The assertion is often made that there is some intrinsic marketing
problem relating to the size of the community or the size of the issue

- that keep certain units from borrowing needed amounts. However,
communities of all sizes have been and are able to borrow money, ex-
cept when they were prohibited from doing so by legal restrictions,
such as occurred in 1969 and 1970. Communities, of course, do pay
varying rates. This reflects that they fade varying market situations,

1 Tables will be found in the appendixes.
2 S. P. Taylor, "A Long flange Projection .'for Financial Markets In 1980" (Jan. 21. 1971),

p. 4.
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represent different degrees of investment risk, have indivi tial require-
ments, and borrow at different times during the year.

,i1t this point, we would like to discuss the situation of small bor-
rowers. in particular. By and large, our own investigations in I IC::
area have failed to discover a significant market gap or discrimination
against the smaller borrowers. Thus far our findings- using the, most
recently availa e -data the second quarter of 1971 indicate thatili,

(1) On averi e. smaller borrowers do not pay discernibly more to
borrow than larger borrowers. To the extent that there is a systematic
relationship between issue size and cost of capital, it seems to be that
smaller issues paid somewhat less than larger issues for borrowings
with an average life of less than 12 years (the maturity range where
the greater number oftbond issues are sold). Conversely, they paid
somewhat more for borrowings of a greater-than-12-year average life.

() Taking into consideration the type of instrument, grade, and
maturity of bond issues, there is in fact no direct relationship between
size of baud issue and the net interest cost it commands,

While these results are heartening and in line with our general ex-
perience, they should not be interpreted to mean that the market has
real4ed to change or that there is no mom for improvement. There con-
tinue to be new developments directed toward improving access to the
market and lowering rates of interest for smaller, lesser-known cred-
its. Attached to this testimony is a brief memorandum on such new
developments as private and state bond insurance plans, bond banks,
expanded use of consolidated borrowing procedures, and improved
technical aid in debt management are being added to traditional meth-
ods of borrowing assistance. Solite ideas will prove useful in sonic
places, others will not. The point is that both private and public parties
are always seeking better procedure, lower rates. and improved liar-
ket i lig methods. .

Let us summarize: First, we have yet to find convincingevidence
that small borrowers, as a class, are disadvantaged in the municipal
bond market. Furthermore. even in the face of restrictive and infla-
tionary markets and intermittent attacks on the tax-exemption ruin,
elide, minnicipal sales have soared and interest rates on these bonds
have more than held their own in comparison with those on taxable,
corporate bonds. In fact, municipal bond yields for the lesser credits
have shown a notewoth improvement in their relative market posi-
tion through time. Moreover, these accomplishments have not required
massive Federal expenditures or intervention. They represent the free
market's response to the demands of State and local governments.

There is an excessive concentration on the "cost-A- of a free market
on its supposed inability to instantly reflect changing public needs and
primities. Conversely, there is too little recognition of the great benefit
it entails as an efficient tind impartialt.allocator of necessarily limited
resources. And one of its best benefits is the competition for good ideas
and better ways of doing things. J

ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICAL OBJECTIONS

As this committee knows well, the new financial system contained in
S. 2223 constitutes a sweeping and exceedingly complex approach to
the problem of rural developments. Now we should like to consider
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what we believe to be various technical and administnitiVe difficulties
with 4.222:3 that would detract from its effective opera( ion in the area
of financing rural community development. Later, we will want to
examine some of the larger conceptual and policy issues involved in
the use and abuse of Federal credit assistance and the excessive reli-
ance on Federal agency financing as a means of helping selected bor-
rowers.' The institutions created by S. 223 and similar rural develop-
ment are alike in many points; we shall concentrate our remarks on
the former.

ADDS, TO C0i1PLEXITY OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

First, let us consider the reldtionship between the existing powers
of the Farmers Home Administration that would be enlarged in
title I of S. 2223 and those that would be newly initiated in title II
of tharstime bill. As has been pointed out previously, section 103
expands.,the purview of the Farmers Home Administration to encom-
pass all of the rural community development projects as defined in
section 105.3 Evidently, this gives duplicative authorities to both FIIA
and the Rural Development Credit System. This opens the door to
many policy and administrative questions as to how the budgets of
the two agencies should be coordinated, how the terms and conditions
of the two agencies for loans for the same purpose will be the same
or different, and a host of similar operational complications.

Not only does S. 2223 add to the general level of complexity in the
rural aid delivery system, it does not address itself to thl overlap
between its new purposes and authorities and those of other depart-
ments and agencies of Government now offering loans and 'grants in
rural areas for similar purposes. Similar community development
programs are found in the Economic Development Administration,
Small Business Administration, Housing -and Urban Development,
Health, Education, and Welfare, Department of Labor, and others.

The glaring need is to reverse the trend toward greater adminis-
trative complexity and program overlap. As the President's Annual
Report on Financial Assistance to Rural Areas stated:

The lengthy inventory of Federal. programs administered by many Federal
agencies contained in this report dramatizes another important problem related
to financial assistance for rural development, The proliferation and organiza-
tional fragmentation of Federal assistance programs too often result in unco-
ordintaed piecemeal approaches. State and local officials are confused and
hampered by the variety of separate programs, each with different requirements
and conditions. Although substantial sums have been made available through
Ftderal programs in recent years, the results have been disappointing, Continual
increases in the level of assistance, without basic reforms in the delivery systems,
will not solvErtlie Problems of rural communities.'

Both the Rural Development .Credit System (RDCS) and the
Farmers Home Administration (FHA) under its broadened powers
would compete in program areas now served by many other'agencies.
Because of their extensive and locally based delivery systems, the
RDCS and the FHA would have a great advantage in promoting their

Statement of lion. J. Phil Campbell. Under Secretary of Agriculture, before the Rural
Development Subcommittee, July 28, 1971.

4 Message from the President of the United States, "Annual Report on Financial Assist-
ance To Rural Areas," U.S. Government Print1,4 Office, July 26. 1971, p. 4.
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particular programs. Inevitably, this would lead to competition with
existing programs and RDCS and FHA would be able to preempt
the programs of other agencies.
Loose definition of eligible borrowers

There are several shortcomings in S. 2223 with respect to the deter-
mination of eligible public borrowers and the terms and conditions for
such credit assistance as may be provided by Rural Development
Credit Assistance program.

e of the purposes of the System as contained in section 201(b) of
. 222 is that it is the policyaf&ongress "to bring rural credit needs

into effective contact with the great central money markets of the
Nation." Yet the implication of the provision i sec n 301 is that
preference will be shown to communities and areas t "have demon-
strated and who have established records of final ciat stability." It
would appear to us that financially stable borrowers are able to
compete effectively i the conventional credit market under existing
conditions, that, in f ct, no lack of contact with the national money
market now exis he unfortunate consequence of this instruction
may be to give assistance where it is least needed by most measures,
something that wotipld dilute the program and divert it from its an-
nounced aids:

Of greater operati nal consequence, however, is the question of de-
fining 'what is meant the unavailability of. credit. Section 302 of S.
2223 stipulates: "The potential borrower must demonstrate that, the
financial assistance applied for is not availabl from any other public
or private credit source. '

Section 506 (a) later elaborates:
A District Rural Development Credit Agency is authorized to make loans and

provide other authorized assistance under this title directly to any applicant
eligible for such assistance in any rural area in which there is no participating
or cooperating institution able and willing to supply on reasonable terms and
conditions the credit needs of such applicant.

We endorse the intent of such language, which is to restrict lending
assistance to hardship and high-cost cases. But. to assure adherence
to this intent, it is necessary to he much more explicit in what is
meant by "available" credit and "reasonable terms and conditions."
We strongly recommend the requirement that there be a demonstration
of need in the form of a bona fide market test. Furthermore, any
market test should be coupled 'With some explicit and realistic state-
ment of key market-related items that are to be considered reasonable
and, especially, should stress the avoidance of submarket lending rates
that aretotally out of line with the conventional market.

prPrike inNti.wtion on interet rnte8 and term.q
Section 506(h) states that DRDC's may set rates charges "to pro-

vide types of credit needed by eligible borrowers, at the lowest reason-
able costs on a sound business basis. taking into account the cost of
nioney to till- agency, necessary reserves and expenses of the agency.
and services provided to borrowers and participants."

While the instruction (rives several elements to consider. there is no
guarantee that in fact the terms and conditions will be on a sound
lasis or really will reflect the agency's cost of money or the services it
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provides. We-can only surmise from history that the contrary will in
fact be the case. Demonstration of inability to borrow has been lamely
interpreted in the past and this, coupled withp tifically low Telentling
rates, has led to unwarranted and wasteful mpetition with eonven-
tional credit sources.

Similar provisions are found in the Farmers Lome Administration
Water and Sewer loan program (which would be greatly expanded by
title I of this bill) and the results have not been happy. These are
outlined in the memo in the appendix to this testimony. The FHA
frequently has financed projects which could have borrowed at com-
petitive rates in the conventional market. FHA's totally unrealistic
relending rated statutory ceiling of 5 percent), discriminatory pro-
motion of its own services, and penchant for designing financial instru-
ments so they are practically unsalable in the market have precluded
best use of both program funds and conventional market sources.

While we have continued to discuss our difficulties with FHA and
hope for a fairkresolution of them, we are anxious that lessons be
learned from the past.

Without concrete definition of what constitutes an inability to bor-
row and realistic interest charges, this legislation would expand and
approve such conduct by FHA, resulting not in assistance to "prob-
lem" borrowers, but in unnecessary assistance to borrowers at a cost of
the Government and the taxpayer.

BROADER POLICY QuEsTioxs

The largely technical details that we have outlined above bring to
question the whole concept of enlarged agency financing as an effec-
tive, much less desirable, means of speeding rural development. Once
we move beyond the complex language of this measure into the real
world of its implementakon and administration, we are faced with
many costsand major policy problemsthat are too easily lost in
the maze of rules and regulations.

First, there is the cost of duplication and program overlap that is
incurred by the would-be community that must plod through program
requirements and certifications in the hope of getting a loan at prefer-
ential rates. But all this must await establishment of rules and regu-
ations by the various boards, banks, and agencies involved.

S. 222:3 would require the establishment of a Federal Rural Develop-
ment Credit Board and directs'it to establish policies regarding terms
and conditions under which assistance may be made Available. Once
such' policies are established, the Federal Rural Deveop nt Credit
Agency is directed to formulate rules and regulations p rsnant to
chose policies. The potential for a developing backlog of ap 'cations..
during the time when policies, rules and regulations are being drafted,
reviewed; and established is clear. The experience of the. Department
of Housing and 'Urban ,Development is that delay results from such
a backlog. The question is this raised as to whether this legiSlation
fosters rapid assistance to rnrul-areas or effectively delays such
assistance.

This problem is compounded by the need to establish from a stand-
ing start an entirely new banking system. That will take time. That
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means that the program will be slow in starting while its complex
operational structure is put together.

Second, the RDCS, as woilthwhile as its desired aims may be, could
operate to weaken the position of state and local governments through
the aggrandizement of its own bureaucracy and policies. Public in-
terest groups connected' with State and local government are generally
apprehensive about Federal banking systems such as this legislation
proposes. A primary reason for this apprehension is their fear of in-
creased Imireaucratic intrusion into local decisiomnaking. A major.
problem----one with which they are painfully familiaris the cost of
creating a new institution to handle every new problem. As problem
solvers we have "institutionitis.- We tend' to concentrate on new in-
stitutions rather than zeroing on the desired new product.

We cannot -associate with every point contained m the President's
Special Rural Development Revenue Sharing proposal. Nonetheless
we applaud the evident desire to rationalize and simplify the disburse-
ment of Federal assistance. For these reasons, we-have gone on record
in support of the general revenue sharing concept. With respect to this
'egislat ion. we therefore affiliate with the view that furnte credit sis
sistance directed toward State and local facilities should be aimed at
strengthening rather than reducing the role of State and local gov-
ernments%

As President Nixon indicated in his letter of transmittal on Finan-
cial. Assistance to Rural Areas:

strongly believe that it wonhl be hetter to establish a series of State and local
special credit institutions than to create a nationwide federally-sponsored com-
munity iMak. sirup the former course Naves responsibility fur ileci:ion ni;:kiwt
and action closer to the people who require assistance.'

A third policy issue involvedone which we have emphasized re-
peatedly in the pastis that of proper rationing and restraint in the
use of credit assistance subsidies.

It is evident that the fulcrum for the RDCS loan programthat
element which makes submarket rates of interest available to borrow-

fonnd in section 801 of S. 2323. Through interest supplements
the difference between the true costs of the rural credit system's opera-
tion and the returns.on its loans would be covered by congre:sionally
appropriated -funds advanced by TreaSury.,This method of financing
gives the subsidy a high degree of leverage and effectively removes
much, of the system's lending program from Federal budgetary con-
t ml. The substitution of off- the budget, privileged agency lending
and borrowing operations has been overdone and promises to ;want!)
the capital markets, unless some order and priorities -can be estab-..

lished. For the economy as a whole, it is not a cheap and easy way out.
1 final p6int deserving this committee's attention, we believe, is the
sequence of presumably bringing rural areas in contact with the

major money markets through the device of a new Federal agency-
bank system.

To the investment banking industry as a group, in relation to their
private interest- of underwriting and dealing in governmental secnr-
nips, it is a matter of 'indifference whether the funds are raised by a
Federal agency or in the market for State and local securities, as at
present. Someone, somewhere, will do the business. But the Federal

0 Op. rit.,page III.
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agency procedure such as envisaged in S. 2223 will tend to content rate
the bioness into the large money market centers and the largest firms.
Correspondingly, it will shrink the market of small and regional deal-
ers Who have developed an effective market for tax-exempt State and
local issues.

The cost ofthis, not only to those investment bankers affected, but
also to the governments that no longer have a functioning alternative
to I rbank, would he great. Once the conventional market is disman-
tled, local governments would be effectively at the mercy of the cen-
tral banking authority. The alternative of an activil, broadly lard
tax-exempt market would cease to exist.
if (1 ior prolde with Federal (Twill wodsdanee

We are deep concerned about the large army of Federal credit as
sistane programs that are growing at an exponent ial.rate and dramat-
ically changing the composition of credit flows in the economy. Else-
where lye have examined the consequences of these developments in
great detail." Therefore at this point. let us quickly review the major
difficulties we see in these trends.

In fiscal ,vea 1972. if the budget deficit requires some $.2.5 billion in
public borrowing, as many observer, think. and if federally - assisted
credit programs grow by approximately $30 billion. as is scheduled,
then the combined total of federdly-assisted and direct borrowing
will be about $55 billion. This %vo ld represent approximately to per-
cent cif net (Tight demands p aced on the capital markets in the
next fiscal year. By fiscal 1972. th .ombined i;:i.2.'") billioff in publicly-
held outstanding Federal direct -and assisted obligations will equal
about one-half of the GNP in that year.

Such a rapid explosion of Federal credit demands should be of
parannimit public concern, especially because most of tliem are beyond
titepale of budgetary. review and control. while others involve awk-
ward, expensive, and discriminatory financing arrangements.

Federal credit programs are preemptive in their demand for credit
and generate heightened competition for funds and higher interest
rates. In effect Federal agency lending operations take would-be
debtors 'that have been price-rationed out of the capital markets and
reinject them as an agency borrowing with Federal Government back-
ing. Since these programs do not increase the total supply of savings
in the economy, their operation merely pushes the pressures along.
Market, rates of interest go up to create a new margin of hardship
cases in some urea that is not insulated.

Federal credit programs can be perverse in their impact on monetary
and fiscal policy. Under conditions of restrictive credit, when mone-
tary policy is forced to work overtime to curb- demands by squeezing
out would-be borrowers, the injection of new, strongly-positioned de-
mands by Federal agencies intensifies the restraint. <, A

Furthermore, the ultimate influence of Federal credit programs on
credit flows and resources is unclear and may be counterproductive,
since any rearranging of credit flows as-a means of levering resources
from one use to another always involves a loser who has been bid out
of the market.

6 Appended to this testimony Is a condensation of problems with Federal Credit Assist-
an,e. A more extended analysis is contained In our testimony of Mar. 23. 1971 on S. 1915
(Environmental Financing Authority) before Senate Committee on Public 1Vorks.
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It is not our intention to indite the particular areas aided or to deny
that the programs can have individual merits. But we do mean to call
attention to a method of finance that can be subject tia'abuse and over-
us? and to a dangerously myopic at titude that paper can be turned into
resources.

Many share our concerns. The President and the Treasury', as well
as a legion of financial authorities have acknowledged the problem5
raised by the existing and growing number of Federal .Credit pro-
Lt-itm--.. In a recent speech dealing with Federal credit policy, rnder
Secretary Of the Treasury Paul Volcker announced'the concept of the
Federal Financing Bank which woulicl carry out President Nixon's
mandate to bring review, coordination, and consolidation to Federal,
lending programs. Moreover, in testimony before this committee,
Under Secretary of Agriculture Campbell stated the need to consider
the Federal Financing paink before building a new tangle of credit
programs.

We do not know the details of the Federal Financing Bank pro-
posal, but its consideration, 101 ielt we hope, is imminent, Fill provide a
much needed and long overdue forum for examination of the operation
and impact of Federal credit assistance. Suirely, broad sweeping pro-
posals such as the rural credit system envisaged in S. 2223 siould',
await Is examination.

CRITERIA FOR FEDERAL CREDIT ASSISTANCE

This year our association testified in both the Senate and House on
t he capital financing provisions of such varied proposals as Coastal

',Zone Management, the Environmental Financing Authority, and the
-Urban Development Bank. In the course of that. testimony, we have
repeatedly challenged the concept and application of the Federal agen-
cyspecial flank method of extending credit assistance to State and
local governments. Alternatively, we have suggested the following
criteria that could be used in judging the merits of various methods of
Federal credit assistance to these units:

1. The need for such assistance should be firmly 'established and
carefully documented.

2. Once a particular need is demonstrated, then the credit assist-
mice mechanism used t meet that need should be designed to avoid
creating situations where there is any unfair and wasteful competition
of such assistance with the private capital.market. Wherever possible,
it is better to allow the market mecluviism to continue to allocate credit
among competing uses.

3. Credit assistance should not inadvertently lead 'to ,a demoraliza-
tion of State and local government fiscal responsibility or an unfair 6
distribution of overall financing effort between aid recipients and the
Federal GovernMent.

4. credit assistance prOgraths -.,hould be designed so as to clearly
reflect the degree and amount of subsidy fhey contain and the other-

.costs entailed.
45. Credit assistance Programs should be as simple and straightfor- -

ward as possible. They should hot lead to a proliferation of neW
hureacracies and institutions to handle each particular -problem.,.

R. Any credit assistance should hot constrain the freedom of .action
and ready access to the;market on the part of all State and local gov-
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ermnents. A strong and sensible attract* to the existing municipal
bond market is.that it peimits these units to borrow as much as needed,
when needed to fulfill their own particular policy objectives.

7. Credit assistance should not be used instead of grants-in-aid where
the latter are preferable and required.

In summary : The financing of the State and local assistance should
be soundly grounded on a substantial and clear commitment of public
funds; the real need lies in more adequate Federal appropriations dnd
a firm commitment of Federal. funds, rather than the creation of a new
vehicle to help local governments -ineyease their indebtedness. The
la.ttet type assistance should not be provided by what we believe are
unnecessary and faulty credit 1,»echaniknis. It should not be diluted
by any n6tion that somehow budgetary economies may be effected by
shifting financing from a visible claim on current revenues to a largely
invisible draft on the capital ,markets. As an economy with limited
savings and resources, we cannot male that shift and we can overtax
Tmrselves in the attempt in many ways.

In our testimony we have addressed what are basically technical
issues. We -cannot as professionals presume to pass judgment on the
broader question of policy priorities, which is the responsibility and
prerogative of till's committee and, in the larger sense, of Congress.
-What we have sought to do is point out the costs involved and to sug-

, gest how purposes might be achieved most efficiently and effectively.
If, however, we do carry a special. brief, it is a belief that a market

mechanism broadly based on private capital and institutions should
continue to play a central role in our economy, and .that responsi-
bility-with adequate resonrces=should remain with local governL
Mem in planning and executing its own expenditure plans.

(Tbe attachments are as follows :)

TABLE 1. USES OF PROCEEOS OF MUNICIPAL BONO ISSUES

[In millions]

1966 1967 1968 \ 1969 1970 19711

Education $3,477 $4, 244. 94, 639 $3, 146 $5, 035 96, 220
Transportation _______ _ 1, 833 2, 052 2, 829 2, 441 3, 173 4, 904
Utilities and conservation,. 1, 856 2, 359 2.775 1, 686 3, 471 5, 860
Social welfare 1, 071 1, 372 1, 620 1, 467 1, 654 2, 992
Industrial__. 504 1,397 1,606 51 110 176

Public service . 112 150 186 211 365 501
Other._ _ _ . . 696 757 979 2, 655 4, 200 4, 538

Total___ _ _ 9, 549 12,331 14,634 11,657 18,008
-

25,238

8;025 8, 658 11, 783 17, 849Short-term borrowing 6, 524 26, 400

1 1st 6 months annualized.

TABLE 2: -BONO SALES BY REG1ON$

/In millionsi

Northeast Central -South West

1966 _ $2,941 $2, 520 $3, 558 $2,216
1967 _ 3,863 3,119 4,677 2, 580
1968_ 4,738 3,818 4,733 2,957_

1969 4,228 2,542 2,988% 1,903_ _ _
1970 6,151 4,426 6,640 3, 988

Source: Investment Bankers Association of America.
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TABLE 3.-BOND ISSUES BY TYPE OF UNIT

lln mink:Ms!'

States
Municipalitias

Counties and townships
School

districts
Special

districts
Statutory

authorities

1966. 2,330 731 2,360 1, 575 768 3.3221967.. . . . 2, 649 1,284 3,757 2,036 866 3,8421968.. . 2,657 1,845 3, 727 2,27E 1,301 4,6081969.... ... . 3,264 1, 126 2,287 1,483 556 2,9851970.- 4,16$ 1,684 4,533 2, 127 1, 160 4,39219711 6,560 1,754 5.688 2,786 1,364 7, 260

t 1st 6 months annualized.

Source' Investment Bankers Association of America,

TABLE 4, -BOND SALES BY GRADE OF ISSUE,

II n

1966s' 1967 1968 1959

Aaa $338 $1,424 $1,193 $1.229Aa 2,701 3.725 3,831 3,029
A 2 679 , 3, 452 5, 528 3, 603
Baa 2, 018 2, 597 3, 033 1, 754Ba (and lower) .. 105 134 128 66Unrabil . 2, 703 2, 973 2.603 1,934

Total .. . II, 087 14, 434 16, 315 11, 703

1970 1971 I

$1.529 $2,938
4,691 6,530
6, 754 *7, 992
3, 176 3, 968

72 40
2.021 3, 938

18, 052 25, 306
1 _

I 1st 6 months annualized.

TABLE 5, RATIO OF NEW ISSUE MUNICIPAL TO CORPORATE BOND YIELDS

IBy Moody's ratings, 20- yoarsl I

Year AAA AA A BAA

1955.
1960
1965
1966
1967
1968..
1969..-
1970.
1971 ,

69 71 79
68 74 76

81
79

70 71 72 73
67 68 70 70
64 65 67 67
64 65 67 N 69
70 72 73 V3
73 73 73 70
71 71 71 69

(Municipal yield/corporate yield)X100,
2,1st half of 1971.

Note.,, Details may not add to totals because of rounding and slight definitional differences.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MARKETING SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED MUNICIPAL
RON D ;OWES .

State and local bond debt outstanding has grown from $16 billion in 1946 to
over $140 billion cuently. New municipal bond issues in 1970 totaled almost $18
billion and areanticipated to climb about $25 billion annually this year.

Part of this remarkable record of growth and market performance is the re-sult of an ongoing, effort by public and private bodies to assist State and local
borrowers in obtaining better interest rates on their bond issues. New marketing
techniques have been created to help small and medium sized bond issuers of good
financial quality. who are often unable to compete with large well-known issuers
because small issues may be wanted. have complex terms, or be exposed to un-
certain reception by the public.

Three innovations-municipal bond insurance programs. State consolidated
borrowing concept, and State municipal advisory councils-are designed to assistsmaller and weaker borrowers.
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PRIVATE' MALI IN SUDAN CE PLANS

The newly created and licensed Ainericau Municipal Bond Assurance Corpora-
tion (AMB.V..7) offers a partial answer to the problem of the small and medium
size borrowers. The AMBAC, a Ixiiiky_private capital venture, has been formed
to insure the payment of principal and interest on municipal bonds such as those
Just described which arecomparable to "A" and "Baa" ratings. Within certain
limitations, AMBAC till insure both revenue and general obligation bonds.

The increased interest of dealers and banks in au insured issue and the lower
interest costs the insured bonds will command should result in average gross in-
terest cost savings considerably in excess of the cost of the insurance. according
to Company spokesmen. Standard and Poor's, a nationally recognized rating
service, has agreed to Wye a rating of "AA" to AMBAC-insured issuers.

AMBAC will limit itself initially to insuring municipal bond issues, the prin-
cipal and interest of which do not exceed $d million in total amount (approxi-
mately $3 widitm pair value). It expects this maximum to be Wert' ised through
arrangements for reinsurance to $110 million or more.

IL STATE CON SOLIDATION R AND COORDINATION OF RoltROW I N

.4. Bond banks
In 1980. the Vermont Municipal Bond bank was created by the enactment of

Public Act so. 218. Simply stated, the Vernoalt Bond Bank packages bond issues
of small and medium size (Immunities in the St,tte and sells the packaged bonds
on the open market. The Bank is obligated to pay the principal and interest on
these Inaids from the revenues and funds of the Bank, and the repayment of its
bonds is secured only by the revenues and funds it expects to receive front its
ownership of bonds of the nninicipalities involved. Although the Bank's debt is
not guaranteed by the State of Vermont tan "Ala" credit) its bonds receive in-
terest rates lower than those the individual community might otherwise com-
mand because the state Legislature 1:4 authorized Mut not obligated) to make
up any short-fall in payments,

In December, 1970, the Bank sold its first issue of bonds in the amount of $46
million due serially December 1, 1970 to 11990, ranging from 4%% in 1970 to 51/2%
in 1990. The proceeds of the series were; distributed among 44 separate political
subdivisions, 36 of which were school districts, four of which were villages, three
of which were towns, and one of which was the City of St. Albans. The amounts
of municipal bonds of these political subdivisions purchased by the Bank ranged
from $90.000 for one town school cdistriet to $3.875 for a high school district.

Legislation similar to that which created the Vermont Municipal Bond Bank
has been introduced in many State legislatures, not only New Jersey, Alaska,
California, Connecticut, Florida, and Ohio. Proposed methods of securing banks'
obligations vary Considerably : the State may guarantee the bonds, or the Bank
may have the authority to levy some taxes, or to receive money from a State'
reserve fund.

The State Bond Bank concept appears to work well in a state like Vermont
where there are numerous small and unrated communities and school districts
and few local investment banking firths, but in other states (such as Texas which
has approximately 600 Moody's ratings and a strong Municipal Advisory Coun-
cil), studies indicate that for most units. lower interest can be obtained in the
open, market rather than through a State municipal bond bank.
B. State school building authorities

Several States, for example, Pennsylvania, Georgia, and Maine have public
school building authorities, which issue bonds for the construction of schools. The
school authorities lease the buildings to the local governments, and use the in-
come to repay the interest and principal of the bonds. The local governments ob-
tain ownership of the buildings when the bonds have been repaid. In the States
mentioned above, additional funds from the State are available if the Authority
is not able to meet its payments schedule.

The Virginia Public School Authority has powers quite similar to those of a
bond bank. This agency issues its own debt and, with the proceeds, buys local
governments' school bonds. In addition to the funds the Authority receives from
the bonds it owns, it gets semi-annual payments from the State school construc-
tion fund. Er

C. State debt management and advisory services
An increasing number of States are creating authorities to package small is-

sues of their local governments or to insure these issues. These agencies may
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handle bonds of any type or they may be directed at helping bonds issued for a
particular purpose, such as pollution. North Carolina, Virginia, New Jersey, and
Ohio, to name a few, have agencies to assist local borrowers. (See Advisory Com-
mission in intergovernmental Relations: State Technical Assistance to Local
Debt Management, 1966, for an extensive discussion of State assistance to local
borrowers. This study includes recommendations on further actions states might
take to aid their local units in issuing debt.)

Another new plan is being put into effect in Minnesota which has recently passed
legislation whereby it will guarantee the bonds of Its local units. The ilitate.
Auditor will guarantee the local general obligation bonds, which are certified by
counsel to be calla, in return for an immediate payment of 21 /2% of the bond prin-
cipal or $1000, whichever is greater. Should the local government default, the
Stale will advance funds to cover the deficit. State law limits the principal amount
guaranteed to $400 million, and the State may appropriate up to $20 million to
cover defaults.

MUNICIPAL. AD% ISORY COUNCILS

A third relatively new mechanism to assist the marketing of small and medium
size bond issues at lower rates is the State Municipal Advisory Council. There
are many benefits to bond issuing localities which are afforded by the Councils, but
they all add up to a dependable reservoir of capital funds at a minimum rate of
interest. These savings are accomplished Primarily through the financial report-
ing activities of the councils. By providing financial information and reports on
the borrower, the municipal advisory councils have given rating services such as
Moody..s and Standard & Poor's Corporation the information needed to properly
rate hundreds of municipalities w'Lich might otherwise have gone unrated or
received substandard ratings, and would therefore have had to pay a higher inter-
est rate on their debt. According to the Municipal Advisory Council of Texas,
( perhaps the largest and best known of the councils), the number of municipal-
ities rated ro:-o from 200 in 19:171, the time Of the establishment of the Council in
Texas, to about 600 today. and the savings in interest costs to be paid by the
citizens of Texas is on the order of $9 million to $12 million annually. Other
advisory councils report similar savings. Thus, it would appear that the services
provided by municipal advisory councils, particularly in the field of financial
reporting have proved invaluable in those states where advisory councils have
been formed and are active.

In summary, innovative programs aimed at increasing the size of issues of
local government bonds and making financial information available on small bor-
rowers have been instituted In many states to improve the marketability and
credit rating of the bonds of their local units. The concept of municipal bond
insurance written by private corporations, he creation of State bond banks and/or
authorities, and services performed by municipal advisory councils are ail mak-
ing it possible for small and medium sized communities and agencies throughout
the country to Issue good quality bonds at Interest rates comparable to those of
large, well-known issuers. As these programs grow and expand, even greater inter-
est savings to issuers would seem to he a certainty.

PROFILENN WITH 14:DERAL C'REDI'T ASSISTANCE

There is already a large army of Federal credit assistance programs that
ate growing at an exponential rate and dramatically changing the composition
of credit flows in the economy. A key reason for this rapid growth has been that
this form of financing permits the instatement of large new programs without
the resulting expenditures being reflected directly in the budget.

Quite apart from the usefulness of the underlying purnoses hereby financed,
there are ninny problems with this method of program finance,

Before reviewing the ramifications of these. we should like to discuss the
massive dimension of the programs. As the chart from the Special Analysis

7 of the Budget indicates. total Federal credit assistance outstanding will haved
grown by 20 ner'pnt over the last 11 years. from $100 billion in 1960 to q con-
emplated $250 billion in 1972. While that part reflected in the budget will have

grown hardly at ell in the last four years (approximately $50 billion 01#011 ntl-
the from fiscal 1968 through fiscal 1972). that tot& off the budget will Qboot from
8100 billion to over $200 billion, thereby thudding in four years. In fact. I etwecti
fiscal 1971 and 1972, ditect inul,,eted loans will increase by $2.7 billion. while
off - the - budget loans will grow by 82S,7 billion.
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NET FEDERALLY ASSISTED BORROWING FROM THE PUBLIC INCLUDING GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED AND
GOVERNMENT-GUARANTEED AGENCIES

; ttlifnp d#OntrT,. 17,

Fiscal year

1969 1970 1971 1972

DirscLFe 'oral harrowing
Federal! assisted barrovang

- $1 t a21 201

$25
30

Total 12 , 20 21 55

Net credit raised in capital markets . 90 94 115 125'Total Federal shore al net credit (percentagg) 13 21 36 44

I Estimated.

Sources' Federal Reserve Flaw of Funds, The Budcat for Fiscal Year 1972; Sonia! Analysis, Table C 8 Minufacturer 'sHanover Pal Co Economic Report February 1971,

How does this $31 billion increase in Federally-assisted credit fit into the totalcredit flows of e economy? The accompanying table gives some indication ofthis rm ring net financial capital flows (funds raised) to that amount alt -sorbt sew direct 10(deral and Fl derally-assisted borrowing. Tilts fiscal yeait :wet rn that the Federal direct 31 s 1 eel share of new capital raised willbe over 30 percent. In fiscal yeatr r, if the budget deficit requires some $25
billion In public borrowing, as many servers think, and if Federally-assisted
credit programs grow by approximately $30 billion, as is scheduled, then thecombined total or Federally-assisted am ! direct borrowing will be $45 to $55billion, Thin would represent approximately 40 percent of all net credit de- -
man& placed on the capital markets in the next fiscal year. By fiscal 1972, the
combined $525 billion in publicly-held outstanding Federal direct and assisted
obligations will equal about one-half of the GNI' in that year.

Such a rapid explosion of Federal credit demands should be of Paramount
public concern, especially given the fact that the bulk of it is beyond the pale
of budgetary review and control.

1. Federal Credit aaaiatance a8 a circumvention of the budget review and con-
trol.Federal credit programs can distort the budget as a document for orderly
choice among program priorities and as an instrument for economic control.

The problem arises from the way in which the government has chosen to keep
its books and ,a peculiar accounting 'convention that encourages the conceal-
ment of Federal credit activities.

The principal attraction is that large amounts of resources can be allocated
without Immediate budgetary impact. Guarantees are viewed as costless (ex-
cept in the case of defaults or defaults that are only staved off by elaborate
refunding or grants). Subsidized borrowing through agency borrowing or loan
sale operations requires seemingly small appropriations to cover the debt-service
subsidy. However, of course, these subsidies (and the attendant administrative
costs) grow through time, and each fresh crop of new commitments brings
higher future levels of outlays and contingent obligations. Thus, programs build
in uncontrollable expenditures that snowball through time and reduce the lati-
tude available to future ronarefiSes and Administrations. And the budgetbe-
cause these items art, excbule(1no longer shows the economic plan of the gm-ern-
meat or its pervasive Influence over resource flows. This in itself is bad. But.
when the fact is that putting expenditures outside of the budget has come
to he viewed as a positive virtue. things are worse yet.

Federal credit programs often involve awkward. expen-sive, and discrim-
inatory financing arrangements.Mach Federal credit assistance is awkward
and exnensive as a method of financing. In part. this problem is a product of
the multitude of programs and varieties of securities which the Federal govern-

-ment sponsors. Although explicitly or implicitly these all constitute Federal ob-
ligations. they command varying rates of interest ne they comnete with n
another as well as other securities. For example. in 1971 Federally guaranteed
loans typically carried gross yields of 9.1/2 percent (while borrowers, after
subsidy. pafd rates ranging from zero to 6 percent). Federal budget and no
moiffet affentes that rear borrowed at frl tee ly.tweern 7 and 9 percent.
direct Federal lending generally commanded still lower interest rates.
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Some programs are financed by sales of loan assets to private investors
as 100 percent obligations which do not appear as budget items. This device
may be used by agencies that have no lending or borrowing authority of their
own ; but a relatively small amount of seed capital placed in a revolving fund
can be converted into a large-scale loan-brokering operation as the fund Is
turned over several times a year. All of the additional financing' costs are ab-
sorbed by the Federal government, including the servicing of tip loans, after
they are sold. These programs are thus able to influence the flow of credit
and allocation of resources outside the discipline of the budget. -Moreover, this
is done without taking advantage of the. most efficient means of financing: direct
Treasury borrowing.

A related problem is that some programs not only assist liorroWers lint may
actually elevate them above the impact of both monetary and fiscal policy
and reward them with unintended and unwarranted gains from inflation and
credit stringency.

3. Federal credit programs are preemptive in their demand for credit and
generate heightened competition for funds and higher Interest rates.In effect,
Federal agency lending operations take would-be debtors that have been price-
rationed out of the capital markets and reinject them as an Agency borrowing
with Federal government backing. Since these programs do not increase the
total supply of savings in the economy; their operation merely pushes the pres-
sures along. Market rates of interest go up to create a new margin of hardship
eases in some area that is not insulated.

It is patently' incorrect to argue that a reshuffling of securities by Agency
lending operations, such as the proposed Environmental Financing Authority,
in some fundamental way lessens the pressure for all credit markets by re-
cycling the rationing process at the,new, higher interest rates needed to ration
the limited supply of credit. Carried to extremes, it will simply accentuate the
overall financing problem for State and local governments and everyone else by
driving up rates of interest.

4. Federal credit programs can be perverse in. their impact on monetary and
fiscal poiirv.One of the ironies involved in proposals for credit assistance is
that the greatest pressures for 5(1(.11 assLstance develop iu tinier.; of restrictive
credit a161 higNinterest rates. Vet at that very time. the infusion of an addi-
tional demand and a reducing of the interest sensitivity of greater amounts of
borrowing exacerbates the problem of bringing the economy under control. At
such times, when monetary policy is forced to work overtime to curb demands by
squeezing out would-be, borrowers, the injection of new, strongly-positioned de-
mands by Federal agencies intensifies the restraint. Other borrowers-----of lesser
priority perhaps only because the e unknown or unrepresentedare forced
out by a process which drives up all in est rates, Unless we give every worthy
borrower a Federal subsidy or guarant e or Agency loan, we must come to
realize that in times of credit` stringen 37, capital market demands must be
lessened, not intensified. This is done by encouraging savings and by financing
out of current revenues. To the argumen that such action requires raising taxes
or making hard choices among expenditures, 'it must be replied that those who
borrowed (or could not borrow) because of the recent high interest rates in
effect (lid pay taxes. These taxes are collected in the form of higher debt service
costs and fewer houses, public facilities, and other investment opportunities
that are priced out of the market.

1. The ultimate influence of Federal credit programs on credit flows and re-
.V01/ rl.f ie uflNeur and nig,/ be ronatel*Productire.Federal credit assistance is
necessarily discriminatory and certainly stimulative of total credit demands. lint
our knowledge of the longer-term vonsequences--the -details of restrictive credit
and resource flows and their economic and political implications-- remain ha7.3
at best.

The answer that these credit programs merely rechannels existing credit flows
misses the point.

As we and others have repeatedly pointed out, any rearranging of credit flows
as a means of levering resources from one use to another always involves it loser
who has been bid out of the market. Just the budgetodoes not reflect the bene-
ficiaries of these programs, neither does it disclose the activity that no longer
takes place. The net results may be ennlplete1y counterproductive.

The ultimate alternative could be one of scrapping a free capital market and
the substitution of blanket Federal credit support. The only borrowers then
wool(] be those with "priorities."
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PRoptsito WITH FABSIICIIN HOW: ADMISU4TUATION HANDLING OF PUBLIC FACILITY
LOANS

The purpose of the lending program in the Farmers Home Administration Is
to provide funds for rural communities which would he unable to obtain sutheient
credit elsewhere to finance vital public projects that will further the economic
development of their areas. In our testimony before this Committee In 1907 and
In sevemi statements to the FHA, we have discussed problems in the administra-
tion and broadening scope of the lending program. Yet-in its handling of the
community facility loan program, the FHA has continued to skirt its statutory
powers and to Ignore Congressional intent by lending to financially able com-
munities for projects at submarket rates. Many of these projects could, by no
stretch of the imagination, be considered necessary or a benefit to the general
community.

The FHA has repeatedly made loans to communities who could otherwse
have borrowed in the market. Units with very good credit ratings (such as
"AA") have received FHA loans. And towns whose population far exceeds the
current population guideline of 5,500 have also gotten FHA funds. Even in cases
where private bids have been made on the loans, the FHA has persisted in taking
the issue itself. Clearly, the intent of FHA financial assistance was violated in
there eases. Unfortunately, nothing in the pending legislation would assure future
i'ompliance with Congressional intent and cure the unwanted and expensive
eireumvention of the conventional market.

In addition, there is evidence that many of the debt issues nrken by the
PHA could have been financed in the open market had they not contained
unusual and unnecessary provisions which made them unacceptable to private
investors. There are many features which could discourage investors from taking
bonds. These might include an odd issue size, small and unusual serial maturities,
a legal opinion by an unrecognized bond attorney, or unusual call provisions.
The FHA should institute the requirement that bond issues it considers should
first be tented in the market to see if they can be sold ; and FHA should dis-
courage tailoring of an issue to make it unattractive to private investors.

At the local level. FHA has actively recruited borrowers with the promise
of a grant if an FHA loan wad accepted; and has at least threatened implicitly
that the penalty for financing through p`rivat sources would he the loss of such
a grant. Such recruitment of loans by the FHA ties up its funds, which might
better be used to help poorer communities.

The FHA relending rate is frozen at 5%, an unrealistic and unreasonably
low figure in light of interest rates in the market today. At such a low rate,
the FHA is undoubtedly finding no hick of borrowers, for the interest rates
for most long-term municipal bonds of any grade are now above 'that level.
Any new legislation must provide a specific definition of "reasonable rates".
In 1966, the Administrator of the FHA stated to the IBA that his definition of
"reasonable rates" an set forth in that Act was "the rate currently prevailing
in the community for credit for similar purposes and for the periods of time
in which the specific 'borrower will need to be successful." Almost immediately
thereafter the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture wrote that "the FHA is not
attempting to determine whether such rates are considered reasonable in the
current money market." This conflict of interpretations clearly demonstrates
the need for " reasonable rate" to be precisely explained. Furthermore, the
definition of "reasonable rate" mustr'allow the relending rate to fluctuate withmoney market conditions.

In 1962, FHA began a program of making loans to associations for, the purpose
of providing rural residents with outdoor recreational facilities. A recent in-
vestigation by the General Accounting Office (August, 1971) concluded that
projects financed by the FHA benefited only a limited number of rural residents.
In fact, Included in the GAO review were 14 projects for golf facilities whichserved less than four percent of the rural residents in the areas in which they
were located. GAO also found that some FHA financed projects served primarily
urban rather than rural residents, In other cases, facilities established restrictive
membership policies creating, in effect, private clubs build under a public pro-
gram. FHA financed projects also. competed with existing projects, and oftenincluded land and/or facilities which were lb excess of project needs.
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The GAO report underlines the disregard for project objectives and.for statu-
tory intent which has characterized the FHA's administration of its lending
programs. It is difficult to understand expansion of the scope the range of the
Farmers Home Administration, particularly in the absence of corrective measures
geared to end 9buse of the discretion granted in the existing Act, The following
letter suggests measures which would correct the problems outlined above.

Hon. JAME51 V. SMITH,
Administrator, Farmers Home Administration, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C..
Dr-en DIR. SMITH : As requested, we are pleased to submit herewith recom-

mendations from the undersigned Committee of the Investment Bankers Associ-
ation which we suggest be incorporated in your policies to permit conventional
capital to participate in municipal waterworks and sewer projects now being
Federally financed wholly by the Farmers Home Administration (F.H.A.).

1. In all cases, at the iniffai point where F.H.A. is called in at the local level
to discuss assistance with an applicant, an investment banking firm should make
an investigation and submit a written opinion to confirm that it is not feasible

capital arket at reasonable interest rates. This should be done before
for the lt plicant to Obtain the desired amount of financing in the conventional

ta
makes a financial analysis. The investment banking firm should have reasonable
time (perhaps fifteen business days) upon receiving engineering, economic, and
other supporting data in which to analyze the situation preparatory to render-
ing the opinion. On the other hand, should such investigation and opinion find
that financing from the conventional' market is feasible, it should to the extent
possible include a atement assuring F.H.A. and the applicant that under cur-
rent- market condit ns such financing could be reasonably expected to be con-
summated successfu . Fundamental to this entire concept should be the clear
understanding tbat a advance financial analysis of the applicant's particular
circumstances by a competent investment banking concern is a prerequisite to,
the entrance of F.H.A.

2. Experience indicates that once discussions with an applicant begin at the
loc41 level by F.H.A., these talks lead more often than not to F.H.A. financing,
regardless of the availability of credit elsewhere. It is recommended that the
F.H.A. not seek applications. If, however, an oral or written promise of F.H.A.
aid has already been made, it IS suggested that any such agreement shall not
become a funded commitment until an investment banking firm has advised
F.H.A., in writing, that all or a part of the financing is not obtainable through
the conventional market at reasonable interest rates. The transaction of such
financing through the conventional market should not be compromised in ad-
vance by any P.H.A. inducement of a loan. At this time such loan would be at
5% interest for an amount which, when added to the grant, would accomplish
100% of the financing.

3. F.H.A. should adopt a policy that grants and loans are to be considered
separate programs. The proposed loans should be made in conjunction with
grants only after bona fide testa of conventional capital markets have shown the
unavailability of conventional loans at reasonable rates. Such tests should he
far more definitive than declination of the loans by two or three local banking
sources.

4. F.H.A. policy should clearly define reasonable rate as meaning interest rate,
not individual user rate per month. The interest rate concept is in line with
the ". . prevailing private and cooperative rates and terms in the community
in or near which the applicant resides for loans for similar purposes and periods
of time." The preceding phrase is a direct quotation from Section 333(a) of the
Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act of 1961. where this definition
of interest rate originated as a directive from the U.S. Congress. Through the
years the F.H.A. has always used this original definition for its farmer programs
and rural housing lending. It is continuing to do so today. The F.H.A. should
employ the +same definition for its water and sewer loans (under the same Sec-
tion 333(a)) to farmers and rural people grouped together in the form of water.and sewer districts and rural municipalities.

We understand that F.H.A.is now requesting a change in the Federal statute,
from the present maximum municipal (water and sewer) loan rate of 5% to a
Treasury costig-money formula. The Investment Bankers Association supports
such change and will cooperate to bring it about. There is no question that the
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5% subsidized rate has in many instances delayed progress by enticing local offi-cials to try for an F.H.A. loan whether or not the municipality could obtain creditelsewhere. Meanwhile, we recommend that "reasonable rate" referred to abovehe such as to yield a return at a rate not less than 110% of the verage market11yield for the immediately preceding calendar month on municipa bonds of thefourth investment grade and of maturity comparable to those of he obligationseligible for purchase by the F.II.A. Another alternative might be to use theTreasury's cost-of-money ( plus 1%), maturity for maturity, similar to a formulautilized by F.H.A. for certain individual rural housing loans. There could beother formulas that would be equitable.
S. It Is recommended that the relative proportion of the grant and loan for agiven project be such that conventional funds can be attracted to the loan por-tion. This would release F.H.A. monies for applicants which cannot obtain credit

elsewhere. Conventional funds can be attracted only when the annual operating
income minus annual operating expenses provides annual net operating incomesufficient for customary market coverage of loan debt service, beyond a break-
even point. Without conventional coverage and consumer rates in support thereof,
it would be unlikely that F.H.A. could be relieved of any portion of the financing.
Although it is recognized that social implications are involved when coverage
exceeds debt-service requirements, it should be remembered that the ultimate in-vestors, not the underwriters, require such protection. More important, though.
conventional coverage is consistent with sound banking practice and in the longrun works to preserve the applicant's credit standing.

0. In cases where conventional capital sources cannot underwrite the loan
portion for an appileant. it (*conies especially important that the obligationstaken by F.H.A.Care In a form which can be marketable at a later date as a
Farmers Home Insured Note. We are aware that, at this time, there is no cen-
trallzstioZ of obligation standards and covenants from State to State. Moreover.
present F.H.A. policy with regard to such mechanical features as denominations,
maturities, call proviisions, etc.. are at variance with conventional methods. The
1.11.A. would he happy to provide n committee to cooperate with F.H.A. in at-teuipting to standardize all such obligations, with a view toward trying to work
out a form of promissory note which will he marketable.

7. Investment hankers are available notion-wide. Their assistance to F.I.A.
can be valuable in the determination of credit elsewhere. To this end, we have
suggested, in paragraph 1 above, that an applicant seeking Federal assistancethrough F.H.A. have the service of an investment banking firm experienced in
municipal bond financing from the inception of the project. Evidence that com-
petent banking services are being provided to the applicant should he furnishedin writing to F.II.A. There is also the possibility that a dispute could arise be-
tween F.H.A. and a local community with regard to credit elsewhere, The I.R.A.
would cooperate to furnish members to a national review committee to arbitrate
such disputes. No such industry-government cooperative or liaison group now
exists.

S. Compensation for investment banking services should be based upon the
overall project and the total amount of the applicant's financing. Such compensa-

al should rightly be considered an eligible and fundable item of project cost.
%-elt same as engineering. legal. accounting and other similar costs of the project.
,airt:.lionld also be remembered that there is a difference (not fully recognized here-
toTore) in the type of knowledge and counselling that can be offered by bond
attorneys 314 compared to investment banking firms. As a matter of fact, a com-
petent. investment hanker can effect efficiencies in time and money for an appli-
cant by coordinating his counsel with other problems and costs, such as those in
connection with the engineering. legal, and accounting.

Respectfully submitted.
William S. Magnus, Cincinnati ; Robert M. Kirchner, Denver ; L. F.

Murphy, New Orleans; John E. Petersen, Washington, D.C.; Glenn
R. Schultz, Little Rock; Alvin V. Shoemaker, New York City ; Ar-
thur Tresch, Pittsburgh ; A. J. Warner, Louisville; Robert II. Worde-
man. Cincinnati : Stanton Aby, Minneapolis: John F. Fogarty, Kan-
sas City; David E. Hartley, San Francisco : William R. Hough, St.
Petersburg; Donald A. Meyer, Seattle; Peter C. Mohr, Montgomery..

Cochairmen.
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Mr. Foo4urry. One example of this was the program the Economic
Development Administration used to follow on many loans in de-
pressed areas, where they would take up to 65 percent of the loan in
a Subordinated role if 20 percent could be underwritten from the
private market in the primary role; and then the remaining 15 per-
cent was e ity money or community money which occupied a third

is worked beautifully.
That hasn't happened in a -long time. Now the Economic Develop-

ment Administration takes it all. In that practice we think that there
is a little lack of expertise and a little carelessness.

Mr. Murphy will further expand on this. He has worked with the
Farmers Home Administration, and has had a number of meetings
with their entire top staff. I am going to ask him to tell you a little bit
of his experience.

senator HUMPHREY. Yes, indeed.

STATEMENT OF LEE MURPHY) LADD DINKINS & CO., NEW OR-
LEANS, LA., REPRESENTING THE INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSO-
CIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. MURPHY. At this point we would like to take.a, few moments to
discuss the problems that have been encountered with the Farmers
home Administration handling of public facility loans. A number of
these difficulties would, in all probability, occur in the application of

')02.3.
Even though. FHA's mission is to provide funds for vital public

projects in rural areas where credit is unavailable from the private
sector of the market, we have found the FHA ignoring congressional
intent by lending to communities that could obtain credit elsewhere.

In addition, and as we have pointed out to the FHA in previous
testimony before this committee, many of the issues that are financed
by FHAwhich could be privately financed are made unacceptable
to the private sector because the bond issues have been structured in-
correctly or have contained unusual and unecessary provisions making
them unacceptable to private investorssuch as lark of proper bond
indentures, faulty call provisions, unrealistic structures, et cetera.

A further serious problem has been the allocation or 'division of the
grant and loan moneys. Here we have found FHA promising grants
of considerable size if the community accepted an FHA loan. Wouldn't
the congressional intent be followed more closely if a grant aided a
community to finance through the private sector? ,

Further, the FHA lending rate at the present time is frozen at 5
percent which, its you know, is lower than rates have been in the mar-
ketplace for the last few years. Obviously at this rate there is and will
be no lack of borrowers from FHA.

In 1962 FHA began making loans to provide rural residents with
outdoor recreational facilities. An investigation by the General Ac-
counting Office in August 1971 states that these loans only benefited a
limited 4nd select number of the residents involved. In fact, it was re-
ported that 14 projects for golf facilities were found which served
less than 4 percent of the rural residents of the area.

However, more disturbing than this was the fact that 29 percent of
the borrowers were delinquent in payments on these loans.

83-682-71- -pt. 4-29
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I might add that in our meetings with FHA earlier -this year some
considerable concern was expressed as to the default records on a num-
ber of FHA loans.

In summarizing this aspect of our testimony, is not the question
basically this: view of the fact that there are not enough ,kyuls
to finance, these kOgni shouldn't we encourage all borrowers to
utilize the private sector of the market to its fullest extent before we
utilize Federal moneys r

( The attachnient to the statement of Mr. Murphy follows :)

CRITERIA FOR FEDERAL CREDIT A SS IsTANcte: To ('o M t NITIEH

Any need for credit assistance should be tirmly established and carefully
documented.

(Mee a particular need IM demonstrated, then the credit 'assistance meehanisni
used to meet that nets! should be designed to avoid unfair and wasteful compe-
tition Nvith the private capital market. 1Vherever possible. it Is better to allow
the market mechanism to continue to allocate,credit among competing uses.

Credit assistance programs should, he Resigned so as to clearly reflect the std.-
silly they contain and the other costs entailed.

Credit assistance prograins should be as simple and straightforward as possi-
ble. They should not lead to a proliferation of new bureaucracies and institii-

- thins to handle each particular problem.
Credit assistance should not constrain the freedom of action and ready access

to the market on the part of all State and local governments.
Credit assistance should-mit be tise4 instead of grants.-in-aid where the latter

are preferable and required,)

Senator HuNiewiEy. I hope that we will be able to fashion legisht-
hole hen. %vhich will encourage the use of the private market with the
proposals that we offer to be short, of sweetness in the sense that they
will hike a share of the loan, but not necessarily the lion's share, the
great share, I think these participating loans have great merit. We
have had discussions about it with other witnesses, about FHA being
able to have the insured. loan program and the partieipating loan
program, like the SBA. or Sinai! Business Administration.

And I was rather interested in what you said here, Mr. Fogarty,
about the EI)A. I didn't know that EDA has stopped that practice:
that is, a participating loan where you have about 15 percent local
equity capital.

Mr. Foomrry. Right.
Senator II i-meinit:r. Or in kind. I siwptisc, but a local equity, pm.

could call it and then percent would 1PEDA -
NB% Foomrry. Twenty percent in the open market.
Senator IIi-m1'1112EY. And 20 percent in the open market.
Mr. Fou%IrrY. W haven't wen the 20 percent in the open market for

a number of years. I think perhaps they are getting 15 percent in the
community, but the EDA is taking the rest.

Senator IIi-nruar.y. But, with the desperate need for capital We
ought to be tapping every source that we can and finding every way
and means of being able to do it.

I want to clear with you that I un not interested in developing a
mechanism that stifles the flow of irwate capital into the community
need and job development, economic development. What we,ought to
be looking for and what I hope we will be looking for, and what we
will come out with, is something that stimulates the flow of private
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capital and that this bank proposition and the title I and II, howg-er
we ultimately design it, are supplemental, not to supplant what you
are don?, but sipplemental.

And am going to say to you earlier what I said to other witnesses,
that after we are through with this testimony and after you have made

o your presentation, and we have some cross-examination questioning
here, that as I mentioned yesterday, I want your staff people to meet
with our staff people, go over your suggestions and see how we come
out, and see what solutions we can find, what modifications or adjust-
ments. We may not agree, but we may in many instances. Let's see
what we can do and that is the instructions to bur staff for people of
your quality that come in here with your knowledge of banking and
background.

We have said the same thing; as you have noticed, to the rural
electric people here; and to the independent bankers; we have met
with the independent bankers and we have said it to some of the,fartib
ornizations. We want their advice.

Now,go ahead with the net resentat ion.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS MAW
CO., HOUSTON, TEX., REPRLSE
ERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

ON, UNDERWOOD, NEUHAUS &
THE 'INVESTMENT BANK-

Mr. MA8TESON. Senator, you have made my, presentation for me,
and I couldn't more wholeheartedly agree tal your comment. It is
the thrust of -my remarks to simply echo and agree with what you
have just said, that it is our hope that the purposes which you are
trying to serve in this legislation can best be served by combining the
resources of the public and the private sector.

We believe that to the fullest extent possible the resources of the
private sector should be utilized, and the funds from the public -see-
torthe Federal sector-Lshould be available only as a lender of last
resort.

We have some suggestions which we would like to otter in this con-
nertion,- both in keeping with this legislation and in keeping with our
attitude towards the Farmers Home Administration program. One
would be that we feel that eligible borrowers should be required to
offer their bonds for public sale in the open market within the interest
rate limitations imposed by State law.

Secondly, we feel that liblids should be offered, as Mu'. Murphy has
suggested, in a readily marketable form. in a manner designed to pro-
duce the lowest possible net interest cost for the community.

Finally, we feel that the interest rate 'specified in the Federal loan
program for a Federal bank should be at least sompetitive with rates
in the open market.

Senator HUMPHREY: I think we do provide that in title II here.
Mr. FoGARTY. It is just a little vague.
Senator hUMpHREY. You May want to take a look at that. but that

was the intent. And if there are loans that have to be assisted, we will
set up a real way of- identifying that assistance so that it isn't covered
up. Vie -idea was to get it out in the open.- If we are going to subsidize
a loan. let's say we are, and not try to put it under the table and fool
somebody.
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Mr. MASTERSON. You can appreciate that 4;;Lk concern from this point
arises from experience with the Farmers Home program.

Another povit would be that we feel that participating communities
should have the right to redeem securities held by the bank at any
time. despite the fact that there might be an absence of call 'provisions
in the'bond indenture. Many local communities that prosper and grow
,would desire to pay off their bonded indebtedness faster, and perhaps
redeem it and reissue it at lower rates of "nterest in the public market.

Other things could be considered. Litt at this juncture I think it
woUld perhaps be best to leave it to a disco ion between our staff and

- the eoniniittee staff, as yon have already suggested.
We would like to point out to you some of the innovations which we

are .attempting in tlai.-private sector these days to lower borrowing
costs for smaller units of local government. Some States have. created,
and others are in the procestt of creating. municipal bond banks to pool
the Issues of small units of local government into a larger issue to
bring to the public market as one big block of bonds. Vermont bs

- done this.
Senator lIrnrintEr. How do they do ? What is the formula for

that
Mr. MANTEusoN. In the case of the State of Vermont, we had an is-

. sue last December 14 in which they pooled some 47 local communities,
"4 many of them nonrated-bonds, and put them Under a State_bond hank.

. In this instance, they did not lend the full faith and credit of the State
'but merely lent the credit of each one of the communities to the credit
of the others. And by pooling these issues they sold them as a double-
A rated bond in 'die open market, and got a very favorable. rate of
interest.
WI your State, Minnesota, there is a program underway by which

the State: has agreed to guarantee the obligations of --Small units of
local government. This is another great step forward and r compli-

--`111-Plit your State on its progress--in thisarett
This type of legislation is under consideration in inninnerable States

and we commend it to you as one of the things which the private sector
is doing to accomplish the goals which vdu seek in this legislation.

Senator ItumeitnEy. I think- we onglit to note for our record pur-
poses, and any report that we ultimately make, if we can report out
any kind of legislation here. that these, efforts are beidg maije now,
these innovations are now. And any informtltion that you can present
to us in more detail. on the innovations in the. private bond inarkek5how
the public sector is being served by thesethis new type of consortium
arrangetnent, pooling arrangementwould be very helpful. I think
that we want to get that into 011B record. We are going to publish a
'committee print of the Federal programs that are of help to rural
development.

I think we ought also to have as many instances in there. examples
of private programs of help, as well as what we are doingat the State
level, like Vermont. I remember this Vermont issue. 'I can recall that-it
was in the Wall Street Journal. I saw an ad about that;

Mr. MAsTEnsos. It got a great deal of publicity.
I would suggest that there is another new program which we feel is

.very significant in which private insurance companies are insuring the
debt of small units of local government. This is just getting off the
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ground, perhaps this Month. In this connection the insurance company
Is r a fee guaranteeing the obligation of that small unit of Ideal

ernment to the purchaser of the bonds. And in doing so they also
e getting a "double A" rating in these small.credits. And we antici-

pate that this will be a great savings to many small borrowers.
Other devices are being used. In my \State, for example, Texas a

municipal advisory council has been in existence for some 10 or 15

years. Our units of local governnient have benefited from the use of
greater reporting activities, better information, better credit flow, the
establishment of standard procedures for bookkeeping 'and accounting
at the local government level; and if you will permit me, as a Texan,
to say this: I think the record will reflect that Texas municipal bonds,
in large measure as a result of these efforts, sell at premium prices in
the market today.

There tire still other devices which the private sector is involved in
and engaging in and without taking further of Your time today, I
would again suggest.that'our staff will be glad to help you.

Senator HUMPHREY. I've got to speak to the California State Muni-
cipal League in San Francisco Monday, and I.would like a little com-
pilation. You have Mr. Peterson down1here; he is a good sharp man
and I would like a little compilation of these things that have been
developed, because there is always the tendency, when we talk to gov-
ernment people, to talk about what-fOvernment can do for govern-
ment. I would like very muchand generally, you know, when you
are a Federal official of Congressovhen you are always talking about
what Congress can do and the Federal executive branchI would be
interested in a kind of listing of these; I don't mean just a laundry
list, but a little explanation, to-ti o` that out, tnget some of these
other municipal officers thinking in these terms, because every legisla-
ture responds somewhat to the call of the local city council and mayor.

Mr. F(XIA.RTY. I believe they are in our lengthy statement.
up Senator, we-hirce4ppe-nde,d it to our main testimony.

Senator HUMPH-REY. I will stegi 4f, as if it is original. One of the
greatest traits of public officials is plagiarism.

Mr.') lAsTEnsoN. That concludes my remarks, Senator, except to say
that I think one of the real problems that we have encountered in
Federal programs to date is that they tend to be counterproductive
to the desires and goals which they are set out to create: in the Farmers
Home Administration program today there are delays up to 2 years be-
tween the time of-application and the time of funding. And this is an
area in Which the carrot of 5-percent money is so attractive that bor-
rower4 are willing to wait to obtain that, whereas costs. continue to
rise and escalate, as you are well aware, to the point that the fact that
this is an opportunity or semis to bean opportunity, can actually turn
opt to be a very costly expetWee.

Senator Iit:ImPuns.Y. That -point you raised in your discussion ;
think-that is something that we ought to take careful note of. Some-
body says: "Y can get a 5-percent loan if I just wait." And in the
meantime the costs of construction have gone up. Some of these coin-
-munities 'also have issued their own bonds as a participating part, and
they have that money hanging around that hasn't, been invested. There
are real delays today that raise costs. And I think it is a valid criticism. II
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Mr. Foomrry. Mr. Chairman, I think we should add one thing: we
are concerned about rural communities, because basically that is where
our businesses are but also we are a little concerned about the Fed-
eral Government. We, have the responsibility of financing it, too, and
that is not gettingany easier.

Senator HUMPHREY. I don't want to take that on this morning. I
would like to stay with communities of less than 50,000.

Mr. Foomrry. I am with you.
Senator HUMPHREY. It does become a little bit difficult to finance .

the Government.
Anyone else here?
-Mr. PrrEasoN. I have no statement.
Senator. Iltmritany. You were kind enough to give us advance

copies of your' testimony. And we have some questions that are worked
out here for the purpose of just getting a little more information and
some of them may be -rather provocative. For example : on page 4 of
your testimony you speak of the small borrower. And I just wonder,
what is your explanation for the fact that rural communities are re-
quired to pay higher rates for longer term bonds. Also 12 years isn't
very long when we are talking about rural development.

Jh FOGARTY. Twelve years is an average. For example, most eonn-
munities issue 20-year serial bonds. So the average length of that loan
is 12 years, because they are paying off sonic each year. So that is why
we have that.

Now, there-are 30- and 40-year bonds, which cost more for any sized
community-, a little bit more because the question is: what happens
to a town of 3,000 over a period of 40 years? A tornado might hit it,
and its chances of hitting the town and wiping it out over a 40-year
period are greater than over a 0-year period.

Tom had a lot of computer work done in this area. Maybe. he can
add something to that.

Mr. Masymisox. I can say to you, Senator, that we became concerned
about the lack of information on this point. And we began to compile
statistics merely on the second quarter of this year: 1971, and this is
the answer which we get from a very preliminary study of the subject.

I would be happy to -furnish it to you if you Ivonla like to look at
it, not necessarily for the record, but for your own information. It is
simply a milliliter printout. It does not draw any conclusions, but it
does list the issues We sold during this second quarter. And I think
the interesting thing about it is that it points out many, many issues
of $75.000, 100.000, $150,000. that sold at 33/4. 4, 41/2 percent., and rates
such as this, during the second quarter of 1971. It is a very interesting
study and I must be frank to admit that I didn't realize that the small
borrower was doing as well as lie is in todhy'S market.

Senator IIi-mrilnEy. TIte rates are down some, then, aren't they?
Mr. MASERSON. Yes, sir: and I would suggest to you, just picking

a pair' at random in hereperhaps you could look at it. This is the
size of issue and this is the interest rate on the far righthand column.

just opened it without regard 'to any specific page, but you can see
the size of those. The columns are arranged by size of issue, and when
you see the interest rate which those borrowers paid on those very

_small issues, it is quite impressive.
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Senator Ilumenamy. Yes. They run through 3 and 3.9. And there
is one up here, that Dade 'County Port Authority, that must be a
long term one.

Mr. FOOARTY. That is one of those for the airport wherethe author-
ity leased to about 20 airlines.

Senator HUMPHREY. Dade County Port Authority special, it says.
Is that $24,800,000?

Mr. FOGARTY. Yes.
Senator Ilumemmr. Eight percent.
Mr. MAsTERsoN% A $24,800,000 issue.
Mr. FHGARTY. I think it was for Eastern Airlines.
Mr.- MAsTERsost. The $24 million issue is a very large one. The point

of ofir discussion is that those at the top of the page are the small
issues, and they are all doing very well.

Mr. Foomrry. New York City a few weeks ago sold an issue at 71/2
percent.

Mr. Mtwity. That is what I was going to say, Mr. Chairman ; there
is a market psychology here. Take the three of us sitting at this table
I could sell Cottonport, La., at a better interest rate than New York

because 1 know where to sell that in a gi ven area.
Mr. FocAirrx. Or Philadelphia or Boston.
Mr. M unptt v. Or any others.
Senator IfuNtriumr. I understand.
(hi page 3this is just a commentarywhere you say there is ex-

cessive concentration on costs of the free market, my question is: do
you feel that the credit market should be responsive to national
priorities, such as rural development and environmental protection?
What it really boils down to is: some loans are better than others from
au economic point- of view, but how do we make this private credit
market responsive to certain priorities, things that we just have to
do ? When you get into it it may be easier to build a particular kind
of industrial plant that has a guaranteed earning or relatively as-
sured earning than to launch a program of environmental protection
that requires a good deal of public facilities.

And that is where we run into the problem of the credit market. And
it seems to me that what we ought to be trying-to fashion is a way to
get the private, sector's money, going more and more into the indus-
trial and economic development in cooperation with the other part
what we call "public facilities." I don't think that the private market
can finance all of the economic development, because, some of it is
pretty risky and therefore you need participatino. loans. But, we are
trying. The argument comes up : Can you get industry to come to a
town when it doesn't have 'a sewer or water system, and good schools,
et cetera, or does it require good schools, a water system and so forth
to get industry to come to a town? Which comes first, the chicken or
the egg? And I guess when you really et down to it and look at it, it
has to develop together ; it really does. .

Mr. FooARTY. I mentioned this o you yesterday about Metrecal.
They went to Mansfield, Mo.; and they required tremendous water
supplies. And Mansfield told them they would have the water if they
put their plant there, and they did.

a
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Senator Hu3frnaer. Of course, that depends on leadership. You
have to have dynamic leadership that has some sense of discretion and
good salesmanship in terms of their public.finaneing.

I just thought that we ought to, voteat least from my personal
apoint of view as it Senator and as n individualon the question of

whet tr the credit market ought to be responsive, at least to some de-
gr o national priorities On rural development. 7

Illt then on page 6 you have a statement here which I want to ques-
tion. You are talking about the different titles.: title I and title II and
you say : -Evidently this gives duplicative authorities to both FHA
and Rural Development ("irdit System." It is our view that there is
no duplication. Applicants that are not eligible for title I assistance,
may be eligible for title II.

kr. Foolarrx. John, do you have a comment on that?

STATEMENT OF JOHN PETERSON, DIRECTOR, MUNICIPAL FINANCE,
INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. PrrEnsoN. The functional areas that can be assisted are indeed
the same, and I think the problem that we are trying to foresee is
this: When you fully get into the substantive difficulty of designing
your eligibility requirements, which program is going to have juris-
diction? In other words, you are going to have concurrent programs.
One may not be eligible for title II, and therefore it is eligible for
'title I, and vice versa, but you are going to be running concurrent
programs. I think the Administration suggested simply to coalescing
them into one of the two titles.

Senator HUMPHREY. The point I make is that title I is the social
development, the soft loan approach, which requires a certain amount
of grants and low interest rate, et cetera. That is the FHA-type, of
approach, which has a social objective tied. to it.

Title II is much more like a regular banking structure. Now, we
do find, under title II, some loans that require what we call "equaliza-
tion payments." But, the loan is made on the basis of the going rates
of interest, because you have to get your money for title II, with few
exceptions, in the private money market; you have to bring that money
into this banking structure.

It looks like we might be duplicating; we. ought to take a good look
at that language. I think you have flagged something herb for us
which I will put you to work o9,,,

Now, yesterday the representatives of the Independent Banker's
Association wanted to make that statement that you have on page 7
where you say:

One of the purposes of the system as contained in section 201(b) of S. 2223 is
that it is the policy of Congress "to bring rural credit needs to effective Cantract
with the great central money markets in the nation."

And our banker friends yesterday, the Independent Bankers. said
that they wanted that to be an even stronger statement. I don't know
how they meant it when they said:

Yet the implication of the provision in section 301 is that preference will be
shown to communities and areas that have "demonstrated and who have estab-lished records of financial stability."

o) r.
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I think that the Independent Bankers were saying that they felt
that there was a need to fortify that statement in our bill. I don't quite
see what the comment is here oh that.

I guess we will just pass that.
Mr. FOGARTY. I might say this, Mr. Chairman : This is your home

ground. For example, for years St, Paul Fire & Marine insurance
Co. has been a purchaser from us of small rural securities. But they
know the area, and I would say that that is typical of financial mar-
kets of the Nation that the rural areas are in contact with.

Senator HUMPHREY. On page 8, just running down it quickly ; you
have here

We endorse the intent of such language, which is to restrict lending assistance
to hardship and high-cost cases. But, to assure adherence to this intent, it is nec-
essary to be much more explicit of what is meant by "available" credit and "rea-
sonable terms and conditions."

And I would suggest that that is where we get together and see if .

we can't more specifically state that language so that we don't leave
it fuzzy.

Mr. MURPHY. We are having a discussion with the FHA on that
now and they are cooperative.

Senator H . :1. Y. On page 9 you talked about this: You say :
Similar prOvisio are found in the Farmers Home Administration water and

sewer loan pro (which would be greatly expanded by title I of this bill) and
the results ha not been happy.

You discussed that on the interest rateyou are discussing this
whole nation of the interest rate and the delay and the lag time.

M'. FOGARTY. We have some other things in the appendix.
S nator H1714-PITHEY. Now, when it comes to title II you know that

we o not put a maximum on the interest rate.
Ir. FOGARTY. Right.
enator VtISIPUREY. And that is why I was trying to differentiate

het a monffiht ago.
n page 10 you say :

First, there is a cost of duplication of program overlap that Is incurred by the
would-be community that must plod through program requirements and certifida-
tions in the hope of getting a loan at preferential rates.

Mr. FOGAWTY. That just goes back
Senator Htnirmirr. That goes back to your discus of the de-

lays oh that.
I think we ought to ask the FHA people to give us som tter docu-

mentations to their processing, the time that it takes an what the
effect, of that time is on the cost of the project, and what it r lly, means
ultimately in terms of an actual interest rate, because the i rest rate
relates to the principal. But if you hold the project back, the costs
mount. What does it really mean in terms of interest rates?

"Aff. FOGARTY. I believe they would like to hay the relending rate
upped and not have that statutory ceiling of 5 rcent. They are pay-
ing 8 percent to borrow.

Mr. MASTERSON. It is also quite obvious that if the private sector
cainereve,FHA of a. substantial percentage of its loans we can expedite
and hasten approvarof the remainder.

Senator HUMPHREY. I just want to note for your attention a comment
that we would like to make pertaining to your statement that we are
aware that we think that title II makes full pirticipation and part
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ownership in the rural development banks by local and State govern-
ments and their areawide multijurisdictional and planning and devel-
opment districts and therefore we think we are tieing in very care-
fully that interest into this proposal, and not in a sense weakening the
local participation or bypassing them. I think that it does stretigthen
it. You have here 'some emphaeis about the impdrtance that future
credit systems directed toward State and local facilities should be
aimed to strengthening rather than reducing the role of State and
local governments.

We feel that the kind of development we have bete, using local banks,
using the multicounty financial agencies, and asking those borrowers
to actually participate and own a share of the stock, own .a share of
the bank, that they do take a greater interest in it. And of course, as
I said to other witnesses: The planning of this is not done on top: it is
done on the bottom. And we are not trying to let a retional bank tell
somebody what they are going to do; the, regional bank is there to serv-
ice the local akthorities, -the local banks and local government units,
the multicounty units, the districts, the city, the village or whatever
group it is that seeks to use the facilities of this bank.

I am not going to g4 -over the balance of those comments. We have
noted, and you will see it in looking at a number of places in the testi-
mony, where I -think our two staffs ought to lock horns, so to speak,
and see if you can come up with some better understanding.

A number of our witnesses have said that the great need of rural
America is for available credit, not theorerreal, but available credit.
They said that the financing requirements are far beyond what is avail-
able under our present regulations or present money supply . . . or
the present capacity of local governments to finance their own develop-
ments.

Do you concur in that general observation ?
Mr. FOGARTY. I don't think I do. I can giye you my best experience.

We have, I would say, about 11 men who do nothing but travel in
calling on small units of government seeing how we can help them.

After all, this is the merchandise that we exist on. So we are out
looking for loans and it is a .rare that we can't handle. one of the
problems that we do find is this: You can authorize loans to communi-
ties, but if the people won't vote the bond issue. there is nothing that
you 'or I can do about them making, a loan. And that has become a real
problem.throughout thd country.

Twenty years ago bond elections were just sort of the routine, YOU
assmned that they would he carried. But it is a rare one now that does.
I happen to be in a State which takes a two-thirds vote and it is
pretty hard to do.

Mr. Mrartr-r. I don't think capital would be available in situations
where the project is not. feasible. Suppose you want to build a water
supply for 40 people and its costs $250,000? I don't think we would
have the capital available for that. And that is one of the things that
the FHA officials are concerned about that they mentioned; that
they are financing some of the projects that aren't feasible and they
are already having defaults.

Supose they had to take this paper and dump it in the market. It
wouldn't sell; it is a default. The only reason. that the number of de-
faults hasn't been greater so far is that most of them escrow interest
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in this initial period, and they are still arriving on this interest
escrow.

Mr. FOGARTY. This comes to your determination, isn't that a na-
tional priority'?

Senator HumPHREY. Yes.
Mr. MasTralsoN. The Congres , in my judgment, must determine

that this is a national priority, , d provide greater assistance to this
type of borrower in terms of higher percentage of grant funding.
I happen to believe It is an important national priority. But I do not
think it is fair to impose water and sewer rates oma small customer
who happens to live in a situation, such as Lee suggested, where there
may be only 40 connections to a $250,000 system.

They may have to pay five times the rate that I pay for my water.
That is not fair, but it is inevitable if you build that size. system for
that number of customers.

Senator HUMPHREY. One of the advantages of the multicounty plan-
ning system is that you get bigger areas and thereby have more users.
For example, for public facilities. We have one now .is northern
Minnesota that, covers all of St. Louis County, It is a sewer and
water district. It is the first time one has been authorized.

Now we, can take in all of these little towns up on the Iron Range,
into one large, hopefully, modern, efficient waste disposal system. Or,
that could fall under the Vermont-type of bond. issue that we are talk-
ing about, where a number of communities pool their resonrcec. You
have a pooling-type of bond issue, or your State, as yon have indicated,
has the.insured-type of hond proirram.

But again, we have had people 'down here talking to us about how
FHA ean't be of any help because it is too big a project for them. And
they are talking about the need of long-term money. These people feel,
of course, that their countryside is going to be there for 2(1 to .10 years.
And they need long-term money and a fairly reasonable rate of inter-
est. Thus far, of course, tbey are only in the preliminary stages of
their work and haven't had to go to the private market.

But again, it has been my view that it is much easier to market these,
types of bonds, b do this type of financing, if you have cooperative
financing between the private sector and the public sector.

. Now, that is our design here. We are trying to work this thing out.
We are not trying to take over the credit business. There is no bank
that the Government of the TThited States can establish if it takes
over the entire system. which I don't think it will or should, that is
going to finance anything. or finance all of our needs.

. .
These are supplemental financing structures. I hope that we are

not, only supplementing public facilities, but that we are financing
something that will earn some money. Quite frankly, we have heard
testimony from so many peopleon -the road we have heard from
many business peOple. good conservative people, who said :

We just can't get financing. We have beeiiin Oklahoma, Nebraska,
Georgia. Iowa. and South Dakota, and we have heard lots of witnesses.,And
maybe they are not talking with the right people. but a number of them ,4ay
very frankly : "In order for us to get a business enterprise or industrial park, or
in order for us to get a new manufacturing plant we have to be able to get the
financing."

Mr. MAsTF.nsoN. Not for community development projects, water,
and sewer systems.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. And even for private enterprise them-
selves because present banking restrictions sometimes prevent or limit
financing for that kind of thing also.

Mr. FooAirrr. I think commercial banks are very reluctant to com-mit money for a long term, because they do have to watch liquidity.Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, they do. Of course you are in the long-
term business and I think that we need to get your advice even more
than we do from the commercial bankers because we are talking here
about long-term enterprises; we are not talking about operating
capital and we are not talking about the short -term loan.

I thank you very much. I could spend a lot of time with you but we
are going to have to come back to you anyway, later on, before we
are through with this proposal.

And Mr. Peterson and Mr. Sinall will work with Mr. Baker and
other members of our committee. And we will come back to you with
what we think is reasonable, and we will present your suggestions
to every member of the subcommittee. We will see that they all get it.

Mr. Poomrry. Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. The committee will recess until 2 p.m.
( Whereupon. at l2 :2(1 p.m. a, recess was taken until 2 o'clock the

same (lay.)
( Additional information submitted by the Investment Bankers

Association is as follows :)

I N% ESTMENT N ICF:RS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.
Washington, October IR, 1971.Hon. II I BERT I I I *NI PH RE V,

U.S.
Office lading,

senate,

Washington,
DEAR SENATOR IIcm pony : In response to your request for suggestions to im-

prove the operation of the Rural Development Credit program envisaged in S.
2223. Amendments to the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act of 1951and the Federal Rural Development Credit System, we respectfully submit the
enclosed memorandum.

'rhe memorandum is addressed to three phases of the rural development credit
mechanisms that would be established under Titles I and 11 of S. 2223. First, it
makes several technical suggestions relating. to the execution of the existing
Farmers Home Administration community facility loon programs. The FHA
programs are considerably expanded under Title I of S. 2223.

Secondly. we suggest that Title II should be dropped entirely or at least stream,
lined to retain only the interest and Capital Augmentation grants that are to be
established under Suhtitle 0 of Title 11. These constitute the trit obvious
subsidy elements contained in that 'Title and, if they are to he implemented. this
can be done without setting up a sprawling superstructure of new development
hanks and councilti.

The third and last set of suggestions are submitted in the event that it is felt
that the elaborate new Rural Development Credit System structnre set forth in
Title 11 is mandatory. While we would view this as lamentable and ill-advised,
we can. In that event, suggest a number of technical and procedural amendments
that would help prevent wasteful and unsound financing activities on its part.

In closing, we want to reiterate our belief that great core must he exercised
in designing a program that will he of significant long -term importance in at hicv-
in_g rural development. It is our belief that setting forth specific requirements on
both-the eligihtlity and execution of such credit assistance programs and working
for their combination within the existing administrative structure will pay divi-
dends in the form of n more rational and direct delivery of available funds to
problem areas.

have taken the liberty of sending copies of this letter and memorandum to
other members of the Subcommittee and to Mr. John Baker.

Respectfully,
JOHN F. FOGARTY%
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,;(The memoranclom is us follows:)

REcolutt:NDED cumwEs IF K. .T223, IiIIENDItracTs TO THE FARMERS ROME AD-
MINISTRATION AOT or 1001 TITLE I) AND FEDERAL RURAL DEVELOFUENT CREDIT
.SYSTEM (TITLE II)

I. eoRtMellvEs FOR THE CONSOLIDATED FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION ACT OF 1051

In several appearances before the Senate and House Agriculture (mmittees
over recent years. the Investment Bankers Association has pointed out FHA prac-
tices which unfortunately have served to direct assistance away from those bor-
rowers that Congress has sought to assist. (The primary sources of contention,and the substance of our experience with Farmers Home Administration, were
(o"utlined in II memorandum attached to our September 23rd testimony.)

Based on our experience with FHA, the high level of application backlogs, andpast rejection due to lack of funds, it is evident that available assistance must be(tunneled to those for whom it is intended. To accomplish this, -we recommend
the following set of amendments to the Consolidated Farmers Home AdminiStra-tion Act of 1061 :

1. Section 307 of the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act should
be amended by deleting the 5- percent interest rate limitation on FHA loans and
substituting in its stead a lending rate derived by formula, reflective of .current
market conditions. (FHA made. this same recommendation in testly before
the House Agriculture Committee last February : FHA Administrator William
Smith suggested the use of a cost -6f- Treasury bbrrowing formula.)

Alternatively, we would recommend a different formula. We suggest that the
FHA gear its lending rate on community facility loans to ogle hundred and ten
percent of the market yield on municipal bonds of the fourth investment grade.
Compilations of such an interest rate series are regularly published in various
.Federal publications. This formula gives flexibility to the FLIA rate and reflects
the average interest rates on the most comparable class of State and local se-
curities.

Insert prior to the last sentence of Section 307 la of the Act the following:
"Any purchase of public debt instruments by the Secretary shall be upon such

terms and conditions as to yield a return at a rate not less than 110 percent of
the average market yield for the immediately pr calendar month on mu-
nicipal bonds of the fourth investment grad and of turity comparable to
those of the obligations eligible for purehas .y the Secre ary pursuant to this
Section of the Act."

2. Section 333 should be amended to provi e a more accurate and fairer as-
sessment of a potential borrower's ability to obtain credit elsewhere by explicitly
requiring a bona fide market test.

Add, at the end of Section 333, a new subsection as follows :
"t f) The applicant, if a public body, to certify that it has been unable to ob-

tain sufficient credit by a bona tide attempt to sell such obligations in readily
marketable form at public sale at a rate equal to or below the lending rate as
determined in Section 307 of this Act, at the same time the obligations were Of-
fered for public sale :"

3. The Consolidated Farmers Home Act should be amended so as to afford pub-
lic borrowers the opportunity to recall obligations financed by FHA in the event
that the borrower is later abie to finance his obligation at a lower interest rate.
This would offer an opportunity to lower its borrowing costs if, subsequent tq
accepting YHA financing, improvement in market conditions or the borrower's
financial position should make it possible to finance at a lower rate. _.

At the end of Section 333, a new subsection should be added :
"(g) Regardless of the redemption provisions specified by the obligation of a

public body, it shall be agreed between the Secretary and the issuer, that the
issuer of obligations held by the Secretary shall have the right to call, at a price
not to exceed that price paid by the Secretary plus accrued interest, all or any
part of its obligations held by the Secretary at any time upon thirty days' writ-
ten notice to the Secretary. Before the Secretary shall offer for sale any obli-
gations of a State or local government held by it, he shall give notice in writing
to the issuer of the intention to offer such obligations for sale, and thelssuer
shall have thirty days from the date such notice is received to exercise its op.
Hon to call such obligations for retirement, refunding, or resale."

4 6,
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4. In addition to the above three procedural amendments, Involving the terms
and conditions for eounnunity facility loans, we recommend that Section 30(1
(a) (7) of the Consolidated Farmers Houle Administration Act not be amended
as proposed by Section 1O of Pith. 1 of S. 2223. The proposed expanded defini-
tion of rural to Include units of 35,000 or less could diffuse F.IIA programs. Such
a diffusion, in e fleet, could deny assistance to the very small communities, which
might profit the most from assistallee.

Rural communities (particularly those under 1,001) population) may some-
times encounter spoehil financing problems due in part to lack of credit ratings,
extremely small issue sizes, or the marginal eVonoully feasibility of the under-
lying project. Such communities have benefited in the past from FHA assist -
ance. An expansion of the definition of what votuditntes "rural" without ex-
tremely large inereaNe$ in appropriations can only exacerbate the problems of
backlogged and returned loan applientionst. Our experience indicates that other
than the very small communities discussed above, rural communities meet with
suceess hi marketing their debt instruments, particularly when compared to
large and highly indebted metropolitan cities. For those reasons we would
recommend against expansion of current definitions of "rural" to embrace
larger, urban arises.

II. AN ALTERNATIVE TO TITLE II OF H. 2223

It is our conviction, as we stated In our testimony before your Committee
this September 23, that Title If of S. 2223 is both unnecessary and extremely
cumbersome in Its structure. White we continue to hold that position, we none-
theless must take cognizance of the fact that Congress may decide that, as a
general matter of policy, the cost of credit should be lowered for selected bor-
rowers who desire funds for rural development purposes.

We are convinced that this purpose can be achieved more rapidly and directly
through use of the enlarged powers granted to the Farmers Home Administra-
tion under Title I and recommend such an approach. however, should this he
thought Inadequate, then the direct subsidy program contained III Subtitle 0,
the Interest and Capital Augmentation Supplements, could be grafted onto the
FHA administrative structure set forth in 'title I. In other words; there is
absohltely no need to create the Rural Development Credit System envisaged
in Title II to accomplish the purpose of cheapening the cost of credit or of
redlieing the amount of borrowing needed (under the capital augmentation pay-
ment 1. While we do not think that these programs are advisable, such a change
would at least have the merit of Implementation within the existing institu-
tional framework for rural development.

Such a consolidation of programs---both the loan and the interest and capital
subsidy-phasesunder the newly constituted Rural Enterprise and Commu-
nity Development Administration in FM1 would cure the following difficulties
with S. "223.

1. it would replace the unnecessary, elaborate. and controversial new banking
structure, envisioned in Title II. This would lead to considerable economy and
Milky Do program simpler and easier to administer, Selective credit assistaae
does no require a new' institutional framework to be effectuated

2 .The problem of program overlap that now exists between Titles I :ind I I of
the bill would be obvia tell. The entire program of expanded and cheapeinsi credit
would be left within the bath% ick of the reorganized Farmers Home Administra-
tion.

3. Maximal' usage of existing public anti private credit facilities would be
ensured, rather than promote their erosion and circumvention as might he the
case with the Rural Development Credit System.

-1. Energy and resources world lie focused into the newly (Tented Offlee of
-Runt Enterprise and, Community Development Administration, thereby al-
leviating rather than contributing to, the diffusion of agency responsibility for
niral development and the real or Plitential threat of wasteful interagency pro-
gram competition.

No attempt huts been made to ftwmalize this recommendation in terms of the
necessary changes in the language of the bill. However. it would require a re-
structuring of the Rural Development Equalization Administration to integrate
it into the new organizationaI framework set out for the FIIA in Title I of

) ,S, 2223.
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AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II OF S. 2223

If the ('otnmittee decides 111 favor of the banking system proposed in Title II,
we would suggest amendments along the same line as we have proposed for
Title I, in order to channel assistance to borrowers with demonstrable need.
Thus, the following changes are proposed :

On page 12, Section 202, .line 9, strike "thirty -five thousand" and insert "five
thousand, five hundred".

On page 17, Section 303, line 17, after the word "Conditions.", and before
the words "the terms", insert -Of /".

On page 17, Section 303, line 19, after the words "to be used", insert :
"(b) Ally 'purchase of public debt instruments by the Agency shall be upon

sull terms and conditions as to yield a return at a rate not less than 110 percent
of the average market yield for the immediately preceding calendar month on
municipal bonds of the fourth investment grade and of maturity comparable to
those of the obligations eligible for purchase by the Agency pursuant to Section
302-of this Act".

"IC) Regardless of the redemption provisions specified by the obligation of a
public body, it shall be agreed between the Agency and the issuer, that the issuer
of obligations held by the Agency shall have the right to call, at a price not to
exceed that p aid by the Agency plus accrued interest, all or any part of its
obligations held b, Secretary at any time upon thirty days' written notice to
the Secretary. Before e Secretary shall offer for sale any obligations of a State
of local government held by it. he shall give notice in writing to the issuer of the
intention to ,offer such obligations fr sale, and the issuer shall have thirty days
from the date such notice is received to exercise Its option to call such obliga-
tions for retirement, refunding, or resale."

In order to be consistent. the proposed new Subsection (b) should also be
inserted 0,t page 31. Sol ion 5110, line 5, after the words "the agency." and before
the words Such regulation". The language should also be repeated on page 46,
Se.dion (105, line 11, after the words "rural areas served." and het are the words
"The loan ", except that "Section 302- should read "Section (106 ".

On page 17, Section 302. line 10, after the words "credit source.", insert :
Such demonstration. if the potential borrower is a public body, shall take

the form of a bona tide attempt to sell its obligations in readily marketable form
at pulthe sale at a rate equal to or below the lending rate as determined by
Section 303 of this Act, at the same time the obligations were offered for public
sail'.

The above language should also be inserted on page 45. Section 606, line 13,
after the word "conditions", except that "Section 303" should read "Section 605.

INVESTMENT BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.
ington, D.C., September 24, 1971.

Hon. lit-tinirr 11. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Burnt Development, Senate Committee on Agricul-

ture and Forentry, Old Senate Office Building,Watthington,
DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY : Your Subconinfittee is conducting hearings on S.

2223 and Amendment 153 to S. 1453 to ere) te new credit banking institutions to
provide 11 specialized form (If eredit servickl^rritral areas (define(1 in the bill as
"any area ... not part of or contignous to any municipality having a tomidation
of 35.000 or more") .

The proposed Federal Rural Development Credit System would be authorized
to (world. finandal assistance to public as well as private !simmers who demon-
strate that needed funds are "not available from any other public or private
credit source." Since representatives of the Municipal Division of the IRA are
testifying before your Committee with respect to assistance to public borrowers,
comments in this letter are directed only to the proposed assistance to private
business enterprises. The Investment Bankers- Association represents over 600
investment banking firms with over 2,100 branch offices located throughout the
l'nited States. Our mend ' firms are engaged In underwriting, trading, and
acting as agents in securities of corporations and federal. state and local
governments.

The implicit assumption behind the proposal to authorize a new program of
credit assistance for private companies is that they presently are unable to
secure sufficient credit at reasonable costs. However, in 1970. despite the down- N.,
turn in our economy, investment bankers underwrote over $31 billion in new

r
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corporate securities for firms of all sizes. During the ten-year period, 1961-1970,
the investment banking industry handled either RR an underwriter or agent over
$220 billionnot Including bank loansof corporate financing.

Focusing specifically on financing for small business enterprises, $223 million
of Regulation A issues were filed with the SEC in 1970. These were all issues of$300,()(X) or less. For the previous five-year period, Regulation A issues totalednearly $1 billion.

Furthermore, there already are available a variety of federal programs to
provide credit assistance to local private borrowers. The proposed aurae Credit
Development System would overlap with the existing community development
programs of the Departments of Labor. Housing and Urban Development, and
Health, Education and Welfare and programs of the Economic Development Ad,
ministration and the Small Business Administration. These latter two agencies
alone provided over $3.5 billion of financing to small and underdeveloped regions
and business enterprises in the last six years. Any additional proliferation Or
further fragmentation of federal assistance programs for rural development
would be clearly contrary to the President's goal to reduce administrative com-
plexity and program overlap. If any additional credit is needed for these areas.it should come through the expansion of existing programs. not by creating a
new complicated and administratively expensive banking system.

During periods of monetary and fiscal restraint some borrowers may be ra-tioned out of the capital markets by both interest rates and thI, overall avail-
ability of credit, however. since federal credit programs do not Increase the
total supply of saving in the economy, their operations neither increase the
aggregate of lendable funds available nor reduce interest rate pressures. In fact
to the extent that the free market is replaced as the allocator of limited resources
by a federal agency program, a whole new set of unsatisfactory credit demands
may evolve. which may be unsound and counterproductive.

We respectfully request that this letter also be in-eluded in the printed record"'
of your hearings.

Sincerely yours.
GORDON L. 1'ALVFItT.

Executive Director and General C'outn41.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator HUMPHREY. We will convene the hearing of the subcom-
mittee on rural development.

It is a privilege and honor to have with us Senator Hollings of
South Carolina and Governor West of South Carolina.

May I just say, gentlemen, that we have had some very good testi-
mony and some excellent hearings and we have obtained a solid body
of information relating to the needs of our rural areas of America.
And I am beginning to feel a little ray of hope. 'Wt have a committee
here that is as united,on trying to do something for rural America
as you Can get without regard to partye,' or without regard to region.
And I won t take any more of your time except to say that in the
forefront of our efforts, Governor. to do something for our count.
and particularly for our rural areas, is your distinguished Senator
from South Carolina, Senator Ito!! ings.

And we take special joy in having him come to the subconimittee
and be with us. Senator, do you have some statements you wish to
make

STATEMENT OF HON. ERNEST F. HOLLINGS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator Hou.rNos. I will file a little prepared statemeigt here
out objection, and take this opportunity to present our nistinguished
Governor from South Carolina.

)
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It is always a privilege for a Senator to preSent his Governor, but
it ,is equally more so, I would say, a pleasure when you know your
Governor is going to appear and know what he is talking about. lie
has an experience and a feel for the particular subject, because while
you. Mr. Chairman, started your political career representing farm
groups in Minnesota, this gentleman started his personal career
that farm.

Only last year his little TV shorts showed him as a plojwboy be-
hind that mule in Kershaw County, and he has kept that interest
going. Immediately after his inauguration he was down into the rural
area of my section of the State, out on John's Island, trying to insti-
tute a program there for rural development, trying to solve the hunger

*..- problem, the housing problem and developing a comprehensive medical
service.

The rural areas of America are really the beginning of the problem.
I know in this day and age what we try to do, rather than give bandage
treatment, is to get at the source. Ana when you come and talk about
urban and ghetto problems, urban crisis, it starts in the rural area.
There is no growino. rural poverty. No one leaves the city to go out
and join rural poverty; we all leave the rural areas to come, into the
city. because as bad as it is, it is better in the city.

Twenty-eight percent of the rural housing in *America is substand-
ard, compared to only 14 percent in our urban areas, and down in our
section, the southeastern part of the United States, 66 percent of all
rural housing is substandard.

So you could give statisticafter statistic emphasizing this and I
think this legislatimi is a must. I don't know how it passed our atten-
tion for so long with all the various financing programs, but I join
with you and with the distinguished chairman of the Agriculture
Committee, Senator Talmadge, on this particular bill. I think this
should be one of the phase II or phase Iii, or whatever these differ-
ent phases of the programs are, as it immediately puts moneys into
these particular programs in contrast to, let's say, a 7-percent excise
tax on automobiles.- .

If there is one thing that is causing us problems, it is automobiles,
from a health standpoint, from the environmentaj standpoint, and
from every other standpoint, So, the administration would exacerbate
one problem and continue to neglect the long-neglected.

It, is with that feeling that I present our distinguished Governor.
He is knowledgeable in the field and is doing an outstanding jobn the
rural areas particularly. His entire program in his inauguration was
to start right at this particular point. And I want to listen to what ht.,
has to say and I associate myself with his 'remarks.

(The prepared stattement of Senator Hollings follows :)
Senator HOLLINGS. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before

this Subcommittee on Rural Development to express my support for
S. 2223, the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act of 1971.

I am pleased to be a cosponsor of this bill as I feel it will make im-
portant studies in the revitilization of rural America.

The rural areas of this country are facing a serious crisis in re-
sources. Migration from rural to urban areas has definitely resulted
in terrific population pressureS in the cities. But it has also drained the

63-552-71-pt. 4 -30
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rural areas of the manpower so essential to its vitality. While we are
attermitinft to solve the urban probleras, we cannot continue to ign9re
the conditions in the rural sections. While 14 percent o city housing is
substandard, rural_ substandard housing is 28 percent f the total.
Tn my part of the country, the south. (18 percent of rural dwellings are
without either heat. electricity. Aiiater, of toilet, fadilities.

S. 2223 goes to the root of the problem of rural impoverishmeni in,
&der to make these areas attractive for development. The interest sub-
sidies and direct gfants to worthwhile projects provided by the bill
will provide the incentives.needed to encourage business and industry

.to locate in these remions of unused potential.
Tn my State of South Carolina. we have been working long and

hard to encourage rural development because. we recognize it as the
only way to improve the qualify of ,life enjoyed in these areas.

T have the honor of introducing to 'the subcommittee the distin-
guished Governor of South Carolina. the Honorable John C. West.
Both as, Lieutenant Governor. and now as Governor, John West has
been an active force in the di-velopment of southern rural America.
His clear insight into the difficulties that must be faciid in revitalizing
rural areas shall be. of invaluable assistance during this committee's
consideration of S. 2223. I mil pleased to have this opportunity to intro-

nce West, and I would like to associate myself with his
remarks.

. .
Senator HUMPHREY. We are very grateful to you. Senator.
You are a cosponsor. as I recall. of S. 2223?
Senator ITor.mxos. Yes.
Senator ITrmruraur. We now have 50 sponsors and are doing quite

well. We have had several Governors who have appeared, before our
committee and seeral es- Governors who are now with the Coalition
for Rural A nierica. We had Governor Breathitt of Kentucky and Gov-
ernor Norbert Tiernan]] of Nebraska here this morning. They a re co-
(41raiirman of that Coalition for Rural America.

Governor. you are a busy man and T am not going to keep you any
lornter. We are going to have the statement of Senator I Tojlings. along
with his oral remarks. made a part of our record.

And now we welcome one of tlie fine and good Governors of our
Federal Republic before this subcommittee. W look forward to lwar-.
i ug,,vour testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. WEST, GOVERNOR, S_ TATE OF SOUTH'
CAROLINA; COLUMBIA, S.C.

;OS'11101' WusT. Thank you,.SPIlator Humphrey.
And thank you. Senator
I always appreciate kind remarks even though I know they stem

from 30 years of continuous, unbroken friendship and perlrnps are
colored a little bit. but I still appreciate the remarks. And I especially
appreciate the opportunity to testify before this committee on this most
vital piece of legislation.

I feel that you, our distinguished neighbor from the great State of
Georgia, Senator Herman Tahn ov, our own able, highly dedicated
and outstanding Sen4or from the ate of South Carolina, the Honor-
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able Ernest F. Hollings and your entire committee, deserve the undy-
ing gratitude of our State of South Carolina and the entire country
for the farsighted leadership you are giving iwthe introduction of this
legisliition. I consider S. 22.23 absolutely vital to the future of this great
him! of ours.

In trying to arrive, at an approach to this testimony, recognizing
that you have had many capable. people giving views, I considered
many alternatives, among these the deep research and the told hard
facts and figures, most of which I am sure you have already received
from numerous other witnesses. I thought to perhaps delve into the
past and offer background on the growth of our country which would
justify the position I will take. I even thought to bring numerous
witnesses with me and by sheer weight of numbers, show the very real
and vital concern of the State of South Carolina for this bill. While
any erne of these approaches might serve to dramatize our deep con-

., Victims., I have decided' to instead address myself to an overall diag-
nosis conceptual approach to the problems facing us now and in the
future.

Mr. Chairman, South Carolina has just celebrated its 300th birth-
day. In the early days. tomorrow was full of promise and men worked
for that tomorrow with singleness of purpose and the dignity that
comes from building their lives and homes in the greatest country
on the face of the earth.

The day has now come when we must attempt to profit from mis-
takes that have been occurring in the growth pattern of this Nation
since-those early days. We must analyze what has happened in too
many areas of our country and try to profit from it. We must, ii0ome
way; strive toilket urn to a day filled with that bright promise of fromor-

,row rather than observe all too often a day filled with the bleakness of
despair.' This is exactly what is happening in the larger metropolitan
centers. We have reached the point-of diminishing return on the in-
come dollar revenue of these areas and are having to pay out a dis-
proportionate cost just for the purpose of trying to maintain a stand-
ard of living that is decreasing each year.

We: have seen in the past 100 years the growth of- sprawling urban
giants that swallow' tax dollars as they have swallowed the future of
their inhabitants. We ha ve, seen the rise of bitter reaction to the lack
of concern evidenced on the part of too ninny of these metropolitan
monsters * * and yet how (Id we manage to stem that tide that is
carrying us ever closer td the waterfall of self-destruction ? Our popu-
lation is increasing at an alarming rate and will soon reach unbear-
able proportions. The high perCentageoof these new arrivals still head
for, that urban monster as the moth seeks the candle flame * * * and
why ? The answer is that the small community can no longer offer a
job with a future. unless it is one of the very few fortunate enough
to have an example of -our dynainic and profit-oriented free enterprise
systeM located there. Why is.it that, other small communities though
have not been able to, provide these well-paid jobs for their Inhabitants?

o p It is simply, gefitleanen.- a chicken and egg proposition. Unless there
is a tax base to hull& SUpport faCilities, without which industry will
not locate. such -as.ho.s0a1 beds. educational institutions, recreational
facilities, lihratie's441age treatment and water treatment facilities,
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energy capability, and all the rest, it is impossible to attract new job's
and new industry to your community. Without that new industry an
those new jobs though, how-do we build the tax base with which to
construct the support facilities? Too many of our small communities
do not have the borrowing power necessary to construct these facilities
and so each day that passes they dry up a little more and a few more
Of their people move to the urban areas and the specter of both urban
and rural armageddon looms a little larger on the horizon.

In South Carolina we have been trying for some time.to deliberately
disperse our industry and so disperse OM' pOpillat ; to turn our
State into a community in which man can commute from his home in
the countryside, from his home where his children can run and play
.unmolested; and from his home where he, may si ill know the pride
of possession to a job offering good working conditions at it .fair and
just compensat ion.

After my 4-year term is up iil Columbia I am going to run to that
spot 5 miles out in the country where I have a fish pond and can getaway from other things.

I made an awful faux pas the other day. I went to a Governor-'
meeting in Atlanta with the Governor of Georgia and after having
waited an hour to get, into the city of Atlanta I told him that I hoped
that no eity in the South ever got as big as Atlanta. a

At any rate, the ultimate answer seems tri--plave industry where it
will do the most good for the comthunity priluarily, and through it
the incoining busiue4s.

Popidatiou figures and growth centers have been minutely studied.
grOwth trends mapped and future growth predicted. A detailed study
of all services-available in any commupity of our Stale to industry
has been prepared and is diagnosed in light of the 'needs of the in-
(liming industry.

I might say that the distitrguished dirrtoc of our development
board, Bonner Manly, is here.

Senator HUMPHR Y. If you don't mind making the introductions,
would you identify the gentlemen here with von for us.

Governor WEs'r. Bonner Manly; who is director of our State de-
yelopn tent 'board.

And Lee Iferbert", who is director of supporting services.c
Our development board has produced a computerized program of

manpower facilities. We can punch .11 button literally and tell au
industry what facilities .they have in hat ,area, or what labor ca-
pacity is and its availability. It is only,in that wfiy that we have been
able, despite the recession that our country Juts had for the last 2
3Tars, to keep areasonabje economic growth pattern-in South Carolina.

-Senator HUMPHREY. What do you mean by the supporting services
Mr. HERBERT. Manpower services, resource services, and industrial

seta' ices.
-Senator HUMPHREY. That i4 related to your economic development

operation.
Mt. LEE HERBERT (Director, South Carolina Supporting Services).

That is correct.
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STATEMENT OF J. BONNER MANLY, DIRECTOR, SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE DEVELOPMENT BOARD, COLUMBIA, S.C.

Mr. AfAm.r. If I may emphasize what the Governor is refs o
We have actually canvassed every county in the State as to where tli
people are. We are the only State who has done this and we have
validated our figures against the Bureau of the Census. I told George
Brown he was within 1 percent of being correct on his latest census
when he checked it out.

Now we are building profiles by county on skill levels of individual
people, so that we can place people intelligently and attract industry
IQ the same vein ; we can get people and jobs together all over the
State.

Governor WEST. We have proved conclusively that peop e are train-
able through our State technical education system under ich some.
468,000 citizens of South Carolina have been trained and r trained for
better jobs in a new tomorrow. This is out of a total population of
some 21/2 million. The State of South Carolina has invested the finan-
cial backing for this program, the citizen of South Carolina, their time
an and energy without compensation, and all of our citizens will reap
the rewards in an increased standard of living.

Senator HUMPHREY. You have sort of led the way in the schools.
Governor WEST. I might comment that this program wasinstituted

when Senator Hollings was Governor and I had some small part in it
on the legislative committee, along with former Governor McNair.
As it is said in South Carolina with some truth, that we all three took
all the credit; we could for it. It was enough to elect us, all three, to
higher office several times.

So, there was fortunately enough credit to go around and we didn't.
have to fight over who was entitled to the most of it.

Senator HUMPHREY. We have heard a great deal about it. As a
matter of fact, I know that they put in a new system of Vot -Tech, as
we call them, vocational-technical schools, in Minnesota. And they
are doing it around the country since enactment of the vocational
educational program at the Federal level. But you had pioneered this
before that.

Governor WEST. 1961.
Senator HUMPHREY. I remember when we held hearings around

here about the vocational-educational program. Your *ate was al-
ways cited as an example of what could be done with these schools.
And now it is iust catching on ; it is getting popular.

Governor WEST. I may say that Mr. Manly was one of the original
committee onvix that formaatea the program under the legislation
proposed by Governor Hollings in out committee. Mr. Manly has re-
mained on the board since that time. He was at. that time an employee
of Owens-Corning, but since then we have got-hi m on the development{ .

'boa rd.
Senator HUMPHREY. That is an incredible fimire 480,000 citizens

have been trained and retrained; 480,000 out of 21/2 million.
Mr. MANTyr. Ana they have gone to work. That is the important

fact. We have trained for known jobs rather than trained fop the sake
of training.

Senator HUMPHREY. That is a difference.
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Gov Ea:coa WEsT. Two things: You get thou ouvation of the individ-
ual in knowing that if he completes the grog am his skill would enable
him to earn more money. And second, we aye had the involvement
of the business con inutility, and recoguizin that this is a must we are
able to tell an int stry today in South Ca olinaand we have for 10
vears-----that if y will locate in South'Ca olina we are not, going to
give you any sir ustantial tax break or anyt ying, but we have you
a trained work force ready whe your plant completed.

Senator I TUNE That is remarkable.
Governor WEST. So we have invested in tltis prooTain and we tied

it most rewarding, most productive. We have tried, as a,intrt of our
tremendous industrial development program, to disperse industry de-.
liberately throughout our State and we lurve attempted-to profit by the
mistakes of some of our sister States, and to have our growth 4. con-
trolled (inc. But still we have been unable to place industry. in 'man
appropriate placesin 'South Carolina Simply because we have mit Intf
the support facilities there.

If I might depart' from my testimony a moment, let mejteThvory:a.,
story involving. both Senator' Hollings and I. Whilehe was
ernor and I was in the State Senate, we had persuaded the Itlle
Co. 'to come to South Carolina and 'to locate at a little tolvii-421
"Blaine.- And one of the inducements we otrereil that we wonldAlinge
the name to Elgin to get them to come,

Senator III-IrepltEY% You go a ,long ways doWn there.
Governor WEs-r. Well, the problem Wati that- one Of,the, things they

needed' was a water s.vstem. butt the tax base in Blaine WAS .

wnothing. In fact, it as such an .impoveished area T think:the..tOtal
0 assessed value was; less than '.''),000 on the books. The chitirnian told pm._

at the time, when I asked him about the tax le6-, he said: "Well-..we
have just got a tax levy, but AT only apply it- to Ow railroad and,the
telephone company a hd the power company and we dOn't tax no
citizens.-

But, thanks to a grant under the aceelerated public :works bill=--we:
got a grant of, I think, $00,000 and built it water system. And today
that rural community has come alive. The Elgin Co. phased out, but
the B. F. Goodrich Co. is there. ;old provles .I00 jobs for this rural
community that was dying on the vine.

I think that the ,Elgin Watch ('o.. or the Elgin situation is an ex-
ample of the fact that if'we have a vehicle where we can provide the
supporting facilities we can get industry and jobs back into the mind
area in the environment that I think means so much.

I feel most strongly tilt/ S. '2223 will provide as cornorst One ut)on
which the nural areas of our country, might build their own economic
ffiture and thus assist' greatly the economic future of the heavily
urbanized centers. By providing available investment dollars to con-
strncIthose facilities without which an industry will not locate in a
community. it is possible for us to help that rural community to build
its own tax base and thereby undergid the development efforts in its
area. 'By dispersing industry to rural locations. takifr people off the
welfare rollS, training them and putting them on the payroll, we
are cutting down on the amount of money that must he spent to sup-
port through welfare programs the uncontrolled mass growth in our
population centers.
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to bring to your attention the fact that
b5 percent of all the comities in the State of South Carolina Qxperi-
mired out-migration between 1960 and the year

i1970.

Unfortunately,
however, this was not an even out-migration either in geographical
dispersion. racial dispersion, or dollar dispersion. Since even though
65 percent of our counties experienced, out-migration, 96 percent of all
of onr counties experienced an out-migration of black South Caro-
linians, and geographically, while 52.4 percent of our population in
1970 was rural, this eompared with 56.8 percent in the year 196.

What I consider the most serious tree ()ugh. is the statistic that
79.f, percent of all population growl it ou State between the years
1960-and I97i) was in the metropolitan areas. Iran only conclude that
this trend will continue unchecked through he next decade if steps
are not immediately taken to shore rip our sa ging rural economy.

I have included as part of my testimony so ne hard-cost figures as
they relate to the various industrial segments of our State economy.
Rather than go into them in depth now. they have been included as
an addendum to the outline which is being filed.

I 10 wevOr% to summarize. we find the actual investment per employee
in new and expanded plants in the State of South Carolina for the
years 19641 through 1969 to be S23,343 per employee. It has heiqi pro;
riveted that the total employee growth through the year 19174 will be

1101`," jOhs 111.011I
This, gentlemen. projected fry the average employee investment,

means that from somewhere will have to come '41.161.711.000. This is
a great deal of money for an v State. particularly one in the Sonoi
that has been suffering from the effect of lack of industrial investment
for so many years. Thp projected employment growth by industry
ty; ie also has been included w.;11,1 addendum.

When you add to this figure the amount needcd to perform tho,e
service,: that are now retprired of 11-4 under law. progrioris to improve
water quality and sewae-e treatment. health call'. school systems !Ma
the like. von ran 'see that our future depends very haavily upon moneys
such as the grants muter title I and title 1 I. NVIIIC11 I feel are comolttly
justifiy'l incentives for rural development and the inv,stment iii ('cim-
iniinity growth through loans as well. I would personally- much tirefor
to invest my money this way than to spend it to cure urban ills that
have resulted from lack of planning.

(lent !viten, we still suffer in this country front a firehouse operation
when it conies to anst'ering our country's needs. We wait until we
hear the screams of the oppressed or the solbbings of flip deprived be-
fore we take action. I congratulate you today for Nhot you arc doing
in establishing for mice a preventive maintenance prO'tn1 M. Timing])
your farsighted leadership, this country can look forward

with
a future

of secure controlled and vital growth, to a future filled with many
bright mornings and the certain knowledge of the good life for all its
people.

In South tiarolina the air is still fresh and sweet and even down in
Charleston we are keepin,, the air sweet and man wakes each 4110111-
ing to a day tilled with challenge and satisfaction. I pray it will :lay
this way. The vision of man is limited only by his willingness to see.
In South Carolina, as in the rest of the-Nation, a man can see not only
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his future but tA*,-futiimpf his generations to come. I have discussed
this future witfi a greatAnany of our top industrial leaders, leaders in
the social mc/ppment, elected representatives of the people of the State.
and they are all strong in.their determination to see this bill 'enac'ted
into law. I would like at this time to read you just a couple of the letters
I have received within the past week concerning my testimony today.

And now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to file and to milntion briefly
three letters that I think typical. One is from W. W. `Tootle" John-
son, president of the Banker's Trust of South Carolina, who whohb-

rtedly endorses the bill.
Senator HUMPHREY. 1Ve will give you back your original after we

have taken the text.
(The letter referred to follows :)

GY

BANKERS TauHT OF Aot-ru t'Anou NA.
Columbia, N.C., September IS, 1911.

lion. JOHN WEST.
Governor of South Carolina,
Slate Capitol Building, Columbia, S.C.

DEAR GMERNOR WEST: The future of South Carolina and even the future of
our country depends in great part on the dispersal of our population and

a industry.
Under existing conditions, suitable taxi bases cannilt ta.fbuilt by small coun-

ties. They are. in many cases, unable to generate sufficient revenue from present
sources to construct support facilities for working and living. Without these
facilities, they cannot attract new and vital industries to their county.

As a hanker, I wholeheartedly endorse Senate Bill 22-2a and urge,you to use
every means available to you to move for its passage.' It IS I )11 e of the most im-
portant pieces Of legislation to Our state that has yet appeared.

Sincerely,
W. W. JORNMON, Arcxid(

Governor WEsT. And front the vice president of the Citizens
Southern National Bank of South Carolina, %dila also expresses c0111-
plete approval.

And I think rather significantly, a letter from the president of the
Small '['owns Association, Mr. Henry, %vide,' expresses vholeheated
support.

Senator II-t-menttEv. These letters of support for the hill are very
fine letters. I though this oneif I may just read i line:

In my opinion, in the long -ton this legislation will not cost the Federal Gov-
ernment, but will, in reality, effect a savings for them.

I tlibtfilit that WaS very effective. This is from the Citizens &
Southern Bank of South Carolina.

And these letters are from bankers who see that there is a chance
for g-reat cooperation between the private financial community and
the government of the-community.

Thank von.
(The letters referred totfollow :)

THE CITI=NS AND SOUTHERN NATIONAL. BANK OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
Columbia, S.C., September 21, 1971.

Hon. JOHN C. WART,
CA V( rnor, State of South Carolina,
Columbia. S.C.

DEAR GOVERNOR WEST : Thank you for the opportunity to review 52233.
This letter is to clearly indicate my total, unequivocal Support of this Bill.
Unless we have this or something quite similar, the migration to the large

urban areas will continue and will intensify.

4'7O
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This law will enable communities to develop the facilities to attract industry.
That will provide the jobs and the tax base to keep People there and to provide
governmental sery leeti to them.

In my opinion, in the long run, this legislation will nOt cost the Federal Gov-
ernment but will, in reality, effect a savings for them.

I plan personally to do everything I can to work for its early enactment into law.
Sincerely,

.HAROLD S. Jeuvis, Vice President.

A MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTH CAROLINA,
Columbia, S.C., September 16, 1971.

Hon. JOHN C. WEST,
Governor of South Carolina,
State House, Coltimtria,13.0.

DEAR JOHN : The Municipal Association staff in Columbia has informed me of
your interest and also the interset of the State Development Board in the Rural
Development Bill (S. 2223), and I am most happy to endorse the said legislation.
Although there are some certain benefits to the municipalities, this legislation
will be of great benefit to rural sections of the country.

I am most hopeful that you will be successful in obtaining one of the regional
banks for our great State of South Carolina when the legislation passes.

Wishing for you the best when you testify in Washington on September 28,
I am

Sincerely,
GORDON HENRY,

Treatflent, Small Town.. Asabeial ion.

Governor WEST. I think those letters are 11 good concluding state-
ment of the way I thank you gentlemen for your interest and concern
demonstrated by the meeting of this subcommittee. 1 know that you
will investigate very fully the impact of this legislation on your great
Nation.

I a4sure you, gentlemen, as Governor of the State of South Carolina,
that while South Carolina may not always be first, it is never in doubt.

(The attachments to Governor West's statement are.as follows:)

CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN SOUTH CAROLINA BY THE M4NUFACTURING INDUSTRY, 1960-69

Industry Employment Investment

Investment
per

employee
(dollars)

Food and kindred products_ _ 4.927 $49, 709 310,089
Textile __ . .7 -- -- 44.054 918, 546 20, 850
Apparel_ 32. 069 99, 424 3,100
Lumber and wood products. 6. 580 73, 253 11, 133
Paper, printing and allied _ 4,553 329, 337 72, 334
Chemical and al lied _ 25, 055 1, 366, 664 54, 547
Stone, ay, and glass._ __ . _ ..cl 4,189 142, 929 34, 120
Metalworking . _ .. .. 44.30E 793, M9 17,917
Remaining I.._....,.. .. 3, 069 166, 663 it5,305

Total__ . 168. 804 3, 940, 374 23, 343

I Includes tobacco, petroleum, rubber and plastics, leather, and miscellaneous industries.

Source! Research Division, South Carolina State Development Board.
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PROJECTED EMPLOYMEST GROWTH BY INDUSTRY TYPE AND CAPITAUZATION REQUIREMENTS, 1970-75

Industry
Employment

growth tthousands)

Capital
required

$6,053
4,170

17, 360
2, 227

217, 002
332, 737

Industry
Employ7

or th ousands)
aired

Food and kindred products
Textile. ,.Apparel . .
Lumber and woad products ...
Paper, prihting, and allied..-.
Chemical and allied .. . . _

600
. 200

5, 600
200

3.000
6, 100 .,

Stone, clay, and glass.
Metalworking
Remaining

Turd

4,
11,
4,

000
100
600

136,
198,
249,

164,

480
879
803

71135, 400 1,

Source: Research Division, South Carolina Stale Development Board.

40'

Senator Hummiam Thank you very much, Governor West. ..

I want to note. for the record just a couple of points -of your
testimony. . ..

The purpose of S. 22'23 is not just a program related. to the poor and.
the needy who are already the victims. of deprivation. But as you
have put it out so well, it is to establish for once a prevent ve main-
tenance program to get at the problem -of development, t provide
community facilities that encourage the entrance of and the location
of industry and to provide capital for those community facilities and
to provide capital for these industries.

In other words, this is not a' wel fare program. We have over here
on this chart, title I, which is the _Farmers Home Administration
operation expanded considerably. And this is for what we call socially
motivated loans on the soft, loan program, accompanied by the tech-
4iical assistance program. And then over on the other sale. under title
II we get Into the banking proposition, where you are really talking
about mdustrial, economic, and community development, where you
reach into the money markets all over America to sell your paperi-so
you are not dependent on congressional appropriations.

The Federal Government will make an initial investment of $200
million a year for a In -year period. Ml of this is repayable.. And our
experience with these banks that ie have helped establish like the
Federal Land Bank, the. Batik for Cooperatives, the PCA's, all have
repaid the Government back their initial capitalization.-

Go ve rhor WEST. RFC.
_Senator. Hr-mmittEy. The,rwc was a classic example. It provided

a long term financing that many of our communities can't get ahold
of. So this is,' as the Governor has well put it : preventive and it is
developmental. It is not a substitute forle,O, and it is not a substi-
tute for HEW or for welfare reform. These are other programs that
relate to t$"e needs of our people, but this is a developmental one.

And I also remarked about a couple of other things here: I heard
Senator Hollings say something that I hadn't heard before. lie said
that he had heard of many people migrating from poor. poverty-ridden
rural America into the poverty areas, of the cities, but he hadn't heard
of very many people leaving the poverty areas of the cities to come
back to rural America.

Now, there are people that leave the cities to come hack, but not the
poor, And the reason is that there are so fey jobs. The whole problem
relates to jobs. We are thinking for the first time here in the Congress'
about the overall rural communitythe rural producer, his priced,
the community in which he lives, the total community.
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Look at many of our local people in Minnesota. We have some small
farms where you can't earn enough even if you could get a good pee.
But you can do it if you can get a job along with it where you have
a supplemental income, or where another member of the family can
work at the job. And there isn't any doubt- as I said, when you get
one of these industries, the-town begins to take on new life. I have
seen it all over. .

-.:
.

We will have it job on our hands getting this bill through the Con-
gress. I want yon. GoVV/110/*, to know how inuch we appreciate
support. I would urge Upon you and otherri to proselyte. I thin we
could pass Ow bill at this session if we can just work at it. And I
don't-know ()Anything that could he more important.

I want to say this : 'When we talk about economic revitalization, you
get More for your dollar in rural America than any, other place.

We trove statistical evidence showing what you talked about, Gov-
. ernor. l'though your language was _impressive about, how the urban

monster just eats up the revenues, and consumes sometimes, even the
people. We can put a dollar in rural America and have it be equivalent
to r7;3.111 other parts of the country, in terms of actual production.

Would you like to add something to the testimony of the Governor,
Afr,1 an ly !. Do you ha ye sonic commentary !

Mr. d %ALI-. Very briefly, Senator. I would like to reinforce the
Governor:~ statement. perhaps. in a more specific way. You see. for tbe
last 10 cars we bale 15911 very, yel'.1," hard at work building the eco-
manic base of our State. I just moved into this job about a year ag:oe,
after .2o years in industry. And I would 'View this bill:that we are sup-
porting here. from that standpoint, as more of au investment than any
kiwi of vxpeaso to the taxpayers of America. I think the return On
that investment would be boyOnd measure in a' few short years, and in
tei HIS HI' 1V11:II it can do for the people all across this Y:A ion.

Just tirgive voii some idea of why we have such a firm belief in
getting ',itch a vehicle of this nature. in .he last :2 years we have
(-loss ,led the per capita income in South Carolina. It has grown from
appr \ boatel v SF.:;oo to better than $3.0. With that fantastic growth
we are still about 17th iwper capita income. So we have got to really
catch ul --

But. I hink the pertinent-4point is that we have been hard at work
doing is cur State. one of the poorest States, one of the smallest, what
t his pie( , of legislation could make happen in a very accelerated
matiner.

The very nature of our State defines that we are in business to
develop rural because we had an agrarian economy, for all
practical purposes, until the end of World War II. This is when we
first hegan to move On the industrial-scene.

As recently as 10 years ago we were getting about $100 million an-
nually in ne v or expanded industry. The year before that we passed
$700 million. And it was down a little.last year, around $300 million,
and we,are well beyond that at the midpoint of-this year. So, while the
rest of the Nation is suffering for the cooling down of the economy,
we are enjoying one of the lowest unemployment rates. We are still
putting people batik to work.

4'7 (3
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But I think it all gets back to the basic thing that we are all eon-
eerned with here: human resource development. There are all sorts
of mechanisms involved Jhere are all sort of vehicles needed, but when
you get down to the final analysis if you can find that person- and
motivate that person to learn how to do something. it has been owr
experience, as the Governor says, with over 400,000 people out of two
and a half million we have found very few that you can't motivate.
The ones that so many are inclined to say are not worth a tinker's
damn, they are sitting there in the rocking chair; they don't want to
work. We have disproven all these old witch stories. We haven't found
people who don't want opportunity. We have found that once people
understand, once you teach them to wash and to clean lip and learn,
and start with the basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic, then
with a little training they can go into the job slots and become wage
earners, and they become proud people lieeanse they have found self-
respect and self-esteem, and they are not concerned any longer about
throwing bricks and rioting and thiakind of thing.

We are late in starting but it is in, view that we are fortunate from
the standpoint that we have not made some of the horrible mistakes
made in the metropolitan areas, so surely we can profit from that:

But 11 would be so presumptuous as to sliggest, as evidenced in the
technical education program--we had 35 wonderful State delega-
tions. and I think your fine State was among them, to see how it works
in South Carolina. We have consulted with the States of Arkansas,
Missouri, Oklahoma. and even Alaska, trying to help thew. I really
believe that our State. because of our slhw start. and the la& of neves"-
git v for a lot of undoing, such as there is in the metropolitan areas, I
think we could serve as a model in the implementation of this plan.
If it is not presumptuous I would like it to go in the record that we
would stand ready to do that on the basis that all of our 'experience
would certainly be available to any other of our sister States as it re-
lates to bringing people and economic opportunities together for the
betterment of our ivluile country.

Senator IIrmeinn:y. You see. we are beginning to find out that there
is a mixture required, as von have indicated : you have to have com-
munity failities but you also have to have trained manpower for jobs
that will be available and that are related to job opportunities that
are either present or on the way. And I gather that you tie in your
industrial development efforts very closely with your school system.

Mr. MANLY. Yes. We are the only State that by law has a dialler to
bring human resources and development through the technical .educa-
tional program into the industrial economic development scene. We sit
down with a prospective industry, as the Governor has stated, and we
assureiim that. we will find the people, screen them, test them, and
train them while the plant is being built. They go to work and they are
highly pmductiye.

We frequently call our technical education committee the committee
for starting, i, in the black.

.The Elgin Swatch Co.we had a letter from them and many other
companies and when they were: coming to South Carolina they told us
that the new plant would be ready on a given Monday. The trainees
became employees on a Monday morning at 8:00 o'clock: By their own
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statement, about 3 :00 o'clock on Tuesday, the following day, they were
making a profit ; they were in the black.

I want to emphasize that they were payinglhe same rate of pay that
they had been paying in Elgin, Ill.

I also want it to emphasize that South Carolina is not one of those
Southern States that courts runaway plants. We still believe that what
is good for Minnesota or Wisconsin or Ohio is good for South Caro-
lina. We are looking for expulsion, normal growth in the southeastern
market. We don't want to create problems elsewhere. We want to cure
our own and hopefully help others cure theirs.

Senator Humeina:y. How -I wish this story could be more fully
projected.

You know, we are all the victims of a certain amount of what I call
"media despair." I hear the bad news.

And this offers real hope. What you are saying here about your rate
of employment, that is quite a statistic that you have given us here.

Seilato Hollings.
Senator Howxus. Let me add two things, and then I hope you and

my Governor will excuse inc. I am going to have to catch a plane.
Senator Hultman:v. Yes. indeed.
Senator How:Nos. In competin, of course, there should be two

things ,emphasized, one related to the bill and one related tp you and
me as Senator;. The one related to the bill has put to rest for all time
that the poor, rude, dull country fellow can never learn anything, and
it is wasting money. And Mr(Manly has emphasized in an eloquent
way their willingness to work.

I will never forget in Elgin. Ill., they told me: "They will never
really learn : we will never really get started up." But the point is:
In Blaine. S.C.. I don't know whether the majority of people in Blaine
owned a wrist watch : that is how rural it was, and how undeveloped
it was. But they learned it in good time when the finest of aptitudes
and the finest of attiNdes, so that at 4:00 o'clock they were t14:),:e and
by Tuesday the plant was in the black. So they can learn.

And in years we were 15 percent 'over and above the productivity
rate of Elgin. Ill., and they. were telling me: "We had these watch-
maker: whose families who had been watchmakers for 200 years, since
the beginning of the Nation and they were special artisans and every-
thing else." And' I said, "That is fine, but we can learn to do it. too."
And we have proved it time and time again, with whatever industry
von want to name.

But the main-thin(' isnow we get back to phase II and phase I Il
ls that the country

main -thing
not have a trade polies. Now, as a result of

baying a trade policy. yon can take this bill, ana put all thismoney in
to rural areas and this thing can work. Now, look around. Elgin, Ill.,
has now gone out of business; they are still making Elgin watches.
but not in the hilted States of America; They had to go completely
offshore.

Similarly, the tool industry is headed in that direction, the'elee-
trollies industry, the radio industry, the automobile industry, and
many others.

. Senator II I'M PI I REY. You are talking to a man that understands that.
Senator I loi,LtsGs. You unastand what I am talkink about.
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So that is the real crux of thi"A thing. I hear some of our colleagues
on the floor crying protectionism. It is just good common sense that
3,.-on have got to he able to give that opportunity and then 1w able to
protect itnot unduly, but when on the other hand it is being unduly
carried overseas. because we just couldn't compete with the wage rates
_and the conditions and the other cartel systems, and the banking
practices, you might as well just not start your rural program.

So, I want to urge you and everybody, on this 10-percent trade
poliev, let's get a trade policy out of the Congress so that we won't
export the opportun it ies we are hr I king about.

Senator ilumenrrrv. 'Tire interesting thing is that 1rftir they move
these plants and the goods-come hack, they don't seem 'to Ile, an y cheaper

ito the consumer. We-impqrt,Italian ,hoes, and we make shoes in Still-
wate and Red Wing, Minn., and you doo't save one dime by buy ng
them from Italy, as far as the consumer is concerned. I don't know,
who is getting the profit in between.

And the same thing is true t hat watch.
Senator lIor.r.txus. Exactly. For .1 years that vhole thing vas

worked out, everything was successful, and We Wen* even 011tprOttiir 111;2:

Elgin, IiI., but after years they were gone: they couldn't compete:
anywhere in the United States.

Senator I trop mravy. Look at the electronics industry, Take ).catr TV.
I think that there are only one or two made,,in the United States.

Senator I loraallos. Radio appliances. tOrters, 04.a re going 1)versoas.
Mr. MAxt.Y. This is a very ba;ic point tXnothe thing that we hae

found in the teelinique.of training people is that we have instilled in
them a sense of pride and self-respect, we vt(ry carefully and purposely
infused into them an understanding ;)f tulle competitive enterprise sys-
te and the need for makina a profit, and explainikd to them how this
connects up with good vorknanishiAnd of eieney in the factory on the
line and on the job.

Now, if there is a salvation for the future of this country from the
standpoint of economics and I honestly believe from the standpoint
of basic freedom the American work lig people must face up to the
need for increased productivity if expect mereased rewards. And
I don't care where you are: Northeast. Southwest there is no escape
from that. Ff tire entrepreneur cannot get those efficiencies that are
requisite in the form of !MIMI fartn ring and marketing, he is not going
to be able to compote: it doesn't matter whether you are talking. About

-------onuestically or internationally.
I think that we have in our State shown that we have found a. way.

VVV.rallk fifth in foreign investment, and we have inoe West German
capital invested in South Carolina than any placoin the world outside
of West Germany. One of the reasons for this is:

We can take former cotton pickel1; and soy bean pickers, as we did recently in
one plant, and start out and teach the metric system first, because the tierman
blueprints are in metrics. And then we start them in the basic training to learn
how to cut and shape metal and turn Out a '$-15,000 machine that can he sold all
over the world and will be sold, through the Port of Chiirleston, internationally.
This is the answer, really. We have got to have a good trade.poliey."

Butt the American workel.s have got to be equipped to produce
competitively.

Senator lIt-mmotEy. I am going 'to ask the stall to send a copy of.
Governor West's testimony to evory member of this eommittee, not
,lust the subcommittee, No. 1.
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And No. 2, Mr. Manly, I want your testinum excerpted in terms of
what you have done With these trade schools, and the experience which
you have given to us, and have that mimeographed. I want every mem-
ber of this committee to get a copy of it. You came here to testify and
this is so'good. that f think it will 41s, very impressive to our committee.

Mr. MANLY. 'Thank yon very much.
Senator IfumenaEy. -Now, we have my friend (iewis J. Johnson-

and I ant. delighted to have this wonderful. citizen -Hpresident of the
Arkansas Farmers ITh ion, and chairman of the !maid of Rural-Vrban
Develoimient 'Association, to' testify. And he has been a most patient
gentleman. 0

But I am pleased that y'.011 waited because you have heard some of
the testimony, and I thought you might want to make some statement.

STATEMENT OF LEWIS J. JOHNSON; PRESIDENT, ARKANSAS EARM-
ERS UNION, LITTLE ROCK, ARK., AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
RURAL-URBAN DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. Jouxsox. Thank yott, Mr. Chairman,
I would love to give a copy of my statement for the record, and I

will,lust briefly rover a few things. .

First. let me do away with a few .iceties that I want twSay. I am
54) delighted that you, Mr. Humphrey, are back in government. A lot
of us, of eon rse, wanted you over in a different place its goverwment,
but we are still delighted to have you ,here, since we didn't get you
there. .

Senator Ilcurarv. Thank you very ninth.
JoitssoN-. I have stated before that laving you Mick in the

ate, as far as the farmers a re .concerned is just like- having money in .

the bank.
SenatorIli-N-miary. We hope we can get a little money in the -lank

for those farmers.
Mr. Jon xsox. I. do want to let you know how much t've*appreclate

your being back.
And thank you for the opporte&ity to say a few words about thiS

Senate bill 2223. Just let Hie -say first : We are for it.
Second, I want to rom'plinient you on retaining Mr. ftaker as your.,

consultant. f mp y Own opinion he is one of the best rural .ero'nminsts.
in the country. .

Senator Ili-mew/try, We don't have too many of them, do we
Mr. Jon NSONt. Not rural economists: we sure don't.
Senator' HUMPHREY. That is right, We ha ve 'been talking about that.
Mr. jouNsox. And I find that it is-- -well, I don't want ro brag on

Arkausas: I don't- haVethat much time, but South'Carolina do!sn't
have till,:the goodies. Some 1 or It') years ago we built some trade'
schools and we set up a water pollufion'sonnnission, the Arkansas
Industrial Commission. .

Now, really, we poor-mouth -a lot, bur we are not that poOt: any
more. We just got through, thanks.-fo ongreSS-iind our inner tiaie
friend here, developing one of.the biggest waterways and the largest.

waterways in the wOrld,in the, Arkansas River. And.'of t',0111-Se we 10
Oklahoma share 'in that

the
a little because they are good

.neighbors. So you see we have been moving.
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And our, industries that have come in leave come in clean. 'We rank,.
No, 5. I'believe. in good,,elea.a, cool water 'in the Nation. We raiik No.
5, I think, in-tourists and limiting and fishing licenses in the, Nation.

7 So, we hagtgot a, lot of things to be proud of.
But, neve eless, there are a few things we still need.
Smator-Humeitasv. Speaking of your tourism. there in going to be

a good deal more ttcretition .now that you have the Arkansas River ,

d'evelopment, isn't there?." JofiNsttx. Certaigly. In 19Th welnid 17.6 million people. travel-
ing in Arkansas from oft"t of State. The State collected $105 million in
taxes, and the local people collected $12, milliomintaxeS. The tourists
traveled 2.5 billion miles in "1970: And services related to businesses for
tourists and recreation employ over cipoo people, which 11,300 firms
are participating, like service stations, motels, places like that., )

:We are showing a 10.- percent gitin each year in tourists. Now, I
wanted to bring that out because after all this particular bill you ,.
have here, we don't. want to leaVe out the recreation facilities and thOse
things.

Senator HumetinEy.,We hive included that as part of onr'listin 'g.
Mr. JOHNSON. That is one of the greittthings in Arkansas.
Now; we in Arkansas have over a billion dollar income from farm

income. We have over a billion dollars from industry. We have a
billion dollar economy now. &vet 'lied economy. We are not proud
with our achievement. We are pleas d that we have gone as far as we
have. We have made a lot of strido . We, have made a lot of therm
since the days. Sena*, when wi' uge tve an 'old coon dog when I
was a boy and we coop hunfethin the winter to help supplement our
income from cotton, because cotton was worth 5 ceStsA pound in those
days. and coon hides were worth about $5, so a bale of cotton wottld
get von $25, and if we could catch. five Coons on a winter night they
would he worth $25Sola coon dog was a great source of income back
on the farm in Arkansas When I was a boy..

lint the fur isn't worth that much any more, and we have had to
turn to, other programs. And I have been working with rural people
for 38 years. What little I know I got most of it from Mr. Baker.

Senator HUMPHREY:We think the world of him.
Mr.,..fouNsoN. But I do want to say this:. We do need better prices

for our farm families. We need a different concept of parity, and it
ought-to be based on the'cost of production. Labor has it on the cost of .
consumer prices. All of industry has it on their cost of production and
their prices are based on it, The farmers' price is 'based on something
that has got nothing to 'do with production and it isn't right and it
never has been right.

Now, I don't want to bring the Civil War up, but you know, since
the Civil War the South has never been treated right.

.deflator HUMPHREY. And by the way, they didn't do too good with
the Sliddle, West, either.

Mr. JorrNsos. We have always got the had end.
After all, there are a, lot of good things in this country. Things are,

o much better than they used to be. We have got a lot of things to be ,
'proud of. We have got a great country, a great people. But actually

1 there are a few things that we need to do.
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The Farmers Home Administration has done a tremendous job. I
listened this morning as Our big financiers talked about the Farmers `.

Home Administratiou. I.have never heard where these people had {my
kind of rural" development program, have you ? I hope you don't let
them mess with your bill too much.

. Senator 14-MPITREY. I don't think you need to worry.
Mr.. JOHNSON. I just wanted to tell you that. These people conic along o

and get the gravy after the work has been done. We put it in shape to
where it can produce and where they can sell bonds and then the good
bonds they don't let the little people have them; they let some of their
preferential friends have them.

Now, I want to bring this up. I hope you fix it in this bill to where
the bond that you.sell will be tax deductible like municipal bonds. That
is very important. That has been a tremendous help, as you km*, to
our municipalities.

Well, let me hurry along to say this is a good bill. It won't solve all
the problems, but it will be a big'sfep forward. And what you need to
change about it later on, after some experience we can change it.

Now, I hope you put in this bill about our trade schocils. Now, Mr.
Manlyand I like South CarolinaL---but we had our program long
before Mr. Rockefeller invited Mr. Manley to Arkansas. We had 10
trade schools already bunt before he got there and three more on the
drawing board. I served on that committee all the way through, I
served, on the pollution committee, which is 16 years old. I served 14
years on that.

So, we had our trade schools, our industrial commission, our pollu-
tion commissionand we have one of the finest iii the Nationset up
long before Mr. Rockefeller brought in Mr. Manly. Now, we are proud
of what they are doing in South Carolina, but Mr. Manly didn't bring
it to Arkansas. We were going along before he got there.

Now, if you are going to give away some money for pilot programs
you remember this in Arkansas. Weave gp't more good people in the
jobs oifFederal programs in Arkansas than anyWhere else in the coun-
try, Jivhether it was REA's first establishment,. or soil conservation's
first establishment ; we have been first. ,

So, if you want a pilot project, don't forget You come on
down there with it and we will do you a bang-up b.

"Now, Mr. Chairman
Senator HUMPHREY. I haveessage.
Mr. JoiiNsoN. I know you, Mr. Chairman, and I not only respect

and admire you,. but I think you are one of the great Americans of
our time.

Let me go aliead, then, to say this :
In your trade schools let's.have this bill po that the people can participate in

these grants and these loans. Now, don't you let nobody talk you out of putting
in plenty of grant money. Those boys said this morning: it is not feasible' for a
little city of 50 to have a sewage system and water system; that is why the boys
and girls left there, because they got tired of that outside toilet. Why can't we eiP
build the facilities there large enough for 50O, and make room for them to come
back and have a decent home and a modern home, and bring in industry and it
will come back?

Mr. Chairman, we can drive 50 miles now to work. We don't have-.
to .have industry in every little community. You put it within _p0 miles
of us and we will get there...,

63-582-71pt. 4-31
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I know, by the wa..that you will like this. Down within a half
mile of where I was born the-boys built a jiark an(l named it "Red\
Jackson Park," .and dedicated it to me the other day and I as very
,pleased. Aml we have the railroad that furnished the itO acres right
beside it. It is the only steam engine locomotive left in the country
and they haul oil front Waterloo, .2s miles down to the Missouri-
Pacific tracks.

Now, they put oil a passenger coach, and they run it tourist excursion
and they built this beautiful park and named it in my honor. Now, the
railroad people got so carried away with it that' they have set-aside
.200 acres of land adjoining it, and they are going to build it motel,
a swimining pool and .a golf course, tourists attraetions.

Now, that was brought about .by -a. bunch of "Green 'numbers.'
doing the work of building this park. Now, don't leave these peope
out of this program. They have got to have a place, You don't have
to have industry 'in every :trim to redevelop rural Arkansas but let's
have sonic jobs out theri% and let's build recreation areas for the people
to mute in.

And our older people hav6 got to have a share in it. I just wanted
to mention that to you be sure andsee that they don't get. left out.

Senator lIt-menimy. I think that the language fhat is in the bill
presently, won I d include recreational dtwelcipment.

Isn't that right, John
Mr. BAKER. Right.
SenatorTh-meintEr. We listed that as' ne of the improvements that

we felt ought to be emphasized.
And you arc so right.; this offers not only a better quality of .life,

but is bk4aning an .income-producing property, as we know.
Mr. JOHNSoN. Well, Mr. 'Chairman, I tell you, I don't care how

much you talk, you have g6t, to have money in these rural areas. In
some of them it won't be industry, but it will be work jobs.

.Arkansas we are:fortunate. We have the Ouachita Mountain
Range, Boston Mountain Range, and part of the Ozark "Mountain
Range. If you need one,thivg, it is more and. better recreation facilities

afor the general public and W is sort of foolish,.sinee we own that land,
that we don't develop,it. It is a great investment in the futi'ire of this

' country.
Now, I am sum that there will be a lot of things that will come up

later on that you may need to change some. .I found one Of the best
statements that I had read On rural development was put out by W. C.
Motes, who is Director of the Economic Development Division, U.S.
Department of Agriculture. Now, he sets out in no uncertain terms
the cold-blooded facts of life, and this strategy that you are going to
have to 'use in 'this development, and.it.deals with everything; with
all of your facilities, with the people.and everything that you are
confronted with.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to put that in the record."'
Senator Et-m.1mm We surely want it in the record.
Mr. JOHNSON. It surely is a great statement.
Senator 1-Iumenarr. I want to put it in the record and I want to be

sure that I have 4, special copy of this on my desk. Will- you see that
we get a xerox of it? We will indeed put that in the record.
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(The doeumekt referred to follows :)

RURAL DEVELOPMENT :tCOIVOMIC CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF OUTCOME, AND FOR

RESEARCH. INPI"IS

(W. (': Motes '',)

iy. (.. mote. In Director of the Economic Development Diviniom ER(4,1'14, Department
Agriculture. '111141 paper In prepared for dellvery before the Rural Sociological Sock y,
Denver, Colorado, Augunt 27, 1971 viewa are those of the author and nhould not he
construed fun t eprenenting Departmental

It has seder been the purpose of the American people simply' to get by, We have
purposed greitt things tend we have achieved Many. But great efforts cap and do
lead to great disasters. He who would make no little plans must expect to make
no small mistakes.

1'. Moynthati, Report of the National Goals'Itesearch t-Itaff. July 1970.

It is faShionable atid perhaps even prudent when addressing learned societies; q
(or at least groups (If economists) to (lepton- the assigned WWI! As I understand
the procedure, one first finds fundamental fault with the assignment and then
argues that be has no choice but to proceed. In a somewhat different direction.
This is not my intention. I am pleased with-the approtrCh implied by rhe assigned
toplo. The topic in;' of course, too large to cover here. But I believe. it is One that
is highly appropriate for social scientists to consider and I include economists
in that group).

1 want to talk first about rural development, what it is and isn't ; about a gen-
eralized concept. of criteria and goals; about the assessment and evaluation of
rural development ; and about my biases toward priority research.

RURAL DEVELOPMENTTHE CONCEPT

It is also faSillonable to say that rur41 development cannot be specifically or
adequately defined. To some extent, this is true because means different things
to different people,and to the sameveople, sometimes, in different circumstances.
still, we can say quite a few things about

1. Rural development is the process of improving.*the use of /available re-
sources----human, economic, and natural resources to fulfill human wants and
needs. This includes resources not nowApresent in local areas, especially capital
and labor. Reduction of current and future human problems is the reason and
justification. Income transfers technical assistance, planning and research are
the tools.

2. Rural development includes ecOnomic development but it is much more. A
basic element of rural development is the creation o jobs in rural areas. Thus,
economic development is important as it creates jobs ml raises income, thereby
permitting people a higher standard- of living and, wi er options for themselves

s-and their children. But, it is perfectly conceivable at economic development
- may,reduce the number of jobs in some local areas, lough still leading to higher

incomes and/or better services for people who one lived in these areas,
3. Rural development means those processes %%hereby communities adjust toN.

their opportunities or to their lack of opportunities. ComMunities a re'said to be
developing if they adjust in a manner that permits their citizens to improve their
incomes and onditions of life even ,given very restrictive constraints.

This means facing the fact that some residents of some local communities trust
seek opportunities elsewhere. A major concern is that .thtse who leave be
equApped to succeed, and that the transition minimize the hardship for the people
intidved.

Perhaps just as important although often forgotten is the concern that those
who remain in communities that are adjusting to a static or perhaps even declin-
ing economic base must be able to afford the basic amenities of life for them-
selves and for their children. This concept is not always included in definitions
of rural development, but it is basic to ti realistic perspective of the development
process.

4. The rural development process is costly in effort and in dollars. It always
faces important constraints in. terms of limited resources And non-complementary
goals as it is undertaken in specific areas.

Rural development implies delineation of an area and identification of the
economic, social and cultural characteristics and Coals di the population and the
organization of all resources of the area.
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5. Why Rural Development and not just "development ?" Itural development
is a topic of special concern lbecause of special rural problems, 'just as urban de-
velopment is also a special topic. The justification of breaking the topic into royal
and urban parts depends on the independence of the problemsan uncertain
justification becaubT the problems a re nntlonal, closely linked problems. The
problems and the approaches are treated separately because they are Somewhat
different from urban problems and separated they appear to be more manageable,

Development processes, are ubiquitous ank persistent and their impacts nre
undirected reactions in terms of local resour0 use to national and local economic
and social trends. Rural development as an Ideal, a policy, or a program neces-
sarily includes the invocation of strategies designed to take advantage of the
ongoing processes including economic and social intervention to focus and change
processes in a manner advantageous relative to development goals. This generic
definition of rural development proxides the perspective for the specification of
rural developinent strategies.

GOALS FOR DEVFLOPAIENT

In operation, any rural development strategy implies certain development
goals, but I do not know specifically how they are determinednor do Kneed to.
In fact, discussions of goals make me uncomfortable because they'invelve norma-
tive absolutes that (a) are not stable over time, (b) mean different things to
different people, and (c) are frequently conflicting. I)iscussions of gOals lead to
traps called "optima ;" "maxima."

'Goals describe where We want to be; processes d strategies coneethow we
are to get there; and criteria concern measures of effectiveness of strat gies.

It is the proper function of politicians, policymakers, and-Other value oriented
philoi(ophers to describe goals. Goal definition presumes broad areas o( agree-
ment la \produetive and rewarding job for each worker ; quality education for
all ; adequate housing for all families, etc.). This is an overstatement, but more
true than false.

Rut, there are wide areas of disagreement on the strategies of achieving the
goals. First .of all, there are many and obviously none is best in all respects.
Second, goals frequently overlay each other and the choice of a strategy witlunit
the,friction this implies is difficult. For example, efficiency is a goal, and So is
human equity. The choice of a strategy that retains incentives for efficiency and
distributes the returns from production on an equitable basis'is always a difficult
one.

To facilitate (hoick among strategies, we depend on sets of criteria that tell
us something about whether or not we are moving in the direction implied in the
statements of goals. 'We need criteria to tell us (without judging whether or
not one goal is better), whether or not two goals are consistent or exclusive or
have an interaction somewhere in between.

I do not mean to, imply any special us of the term "criteria," and I do not mean
to focus these measures on the goals. Goals may be taken as given (at least In
short run circumstances) and the goals suggest their own criteria as measures of

fT.mire eness of strategies.
This allows urs to get to the tough problems; the disagreements about trade-

offs. Changes in one direction frequently must be traded off for changes in ari,
other because there are never enough resources to effect all of the changes that
everyone would like to seeand some are contradictory. b, .

Thus, a strategy of developmeht is more effective as it brings together more
rather than fewer of the preferred kinds of changes. Assuming something about
prioritits, conclusions can he made that one process; one approach; one program ;
one strategy istibetter than another. These crude tools are the best economists
have. They provide partially objective measures that (at least) allow the same
analyst to make the same conclusions in the same circumstances twice in a row
a rule of thumb I judge to he some measure of objectivity if not an entirely
satisfactory one.
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There Is little new and fettling mysterious In the use of criteria in this way.
The list of criteria can be-Mtaust Infinite. Many are closely related parts of
community characteristics. As examples, I list the following t

More and better industry. Increase 'population level and rate of
Better services. growth.
Better rural-urban balance. Increase (decrease?) population dens-
Reduce outinigration. ity.
Resource conservation and protection. Increase variety of elioice, available to
Reduce poverty, people.
Find jobs for redundant labor. Increase privacy.
Raise income level and rate of increase. Individual equality.
Improve Income distribution and sta- Improve sense t f community, demo-

!ditty, erotic participation.
Raise level and stability of employ=

went.
Therein one fundamental criterion-for evaluation of any development tictIvIty

How well does It work, If at all? For examPle, there is considerable disagreement
on whether-¢r not the agricultural commodity programs, forest management
programs, son conservation programs, and many other programs have either
direct or significant effects on rural development. To some extent, many of these
programs are part of the present rural development strategy. Their relative
effectiveness remains a matter of considerable conjecture largely,because careful
and critical screening of their impacts according to whatever agreed on criteria
are necessary' to evaluate rural development programs has not been necessary
to justify the budgets and costs of these programs.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT DTDATEOTES

Any rural development program Involves intervention Into the economic and
nodal processes of rural communities. Strategies of, intervention that are avail-
ahle fall roughly Into one or more of five categoriessingly or In c(mThination:
(1) An implieti or explicit laissez faire strategy of letting national trends and
local developments work themselves out ; (2) a dispersal strategy of attempting
to inspire development evenly across sparsely settled areas; (3) a growth node
approach of picking "natural" centers of activity and trying to speed up their
growth through economic intervention; (4) a new communities approach ; and
(5) the community adjustment approach that concentrates on community prob-
lems and outiTnes those activities that will ameliorate these,problems.

Strategies 2, 3, and 4 are justified largely on the need for growthand the need
for [HOOP jobs for agricultural and rural people. The fifth assumes that job crea-
tion is only part of the problem; or that It Is not a reasonable possibility for some
communities but that all cofnmunities need and want adequate levels of services.
It assumes that It is In the national interest that rural people be educated,
healthy, well- housed and have basic amenities of water and sewer facilities and
that government should help ensure the availability of these services. The first,
like the fifth, concentrates on problems but It may include a strategy of avOlding
long4erm, commitments to a development goal.

In fact, the options are somewhat narrower. Because'inbst development objec-
tives involve some form of industrial activity that depends to some degree on
external economies of agglomeration, concentration, or scale the plant In the,
cornfield will probably continue to in Isolated phenomenon widely diactissed-N
and highly visible but hard to replicate. tK

Rimilarly. the new town(will be a kind of a fresh-start Ideal ; an architectural
showpiece and perhaps a ,snelal showpiece. Hut, these towns compete with exist-
ing communities; Hwy are hard to finance and organize and I expect them to
have mixed success on their own anll provide little more than curiosity value
fOr development:We could build new -and better towns if we wished to do so. But
it is correctly perceived that new towns as a rural development strategy would
'have only a small likelihood of effectiveness.

The two strategies with the largest chance oc effecting viable development In
rural communities Include numbers (3) and (5)intervention in the process of
development and growth of loyal renters of economic activity and intervention
In the process of adjustment of communitiN to stable or declining population and
stable tax bases. These strategies appear to guide most active development efforts
today.

These strategies are generalizations, of course. In addition. they are desig
for entirely different sets.of local circumstances, This Implies the need for

%
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of criteria to measure 1111 likelihood of SIIPCPSS Of 4.21111 ana to point out whee
one type of strategy would be more appropriate than another. 'Phis involves de-
termining the spoific characteristics of a commuhit or 2111 II ren and interpreting
these as the area's relative advaiagt. for growth.

1112i11ESSION ON GROW.' II
,

%Iould like to digress a moment on groou th.-.Ainwricans always rom our
earliest days, have been preoccupied with growthof tiopulatioli, roduction,
and excellence in culture and arts..

Toclay ve find thoLt growth is a matter of ntroversy. it Is controversial
beca&e, as Moulding says, we are realizing' that %v1 enever we find (ourselves with
more goodA, we inevitably find ourselves with more -bads"and we can no longer
reasonably hope the "bads" will go away en their own.

The problem Is beyond technology, according to the National Goals Research
Ski IIIP211154 111 II IPP11110100211 I struggle (overcoming gravit, for example)
those apart from the struggle are. indifferent to it. Almost no one is rooting, for
gravity to wtn this struggle.

But social questions always involve varied and conflicting interests and those
whose interests are lessened must have reason to remain a part of society.

I suggest that it is in the Nation's interests to understalggrowth as the Nun-
plex of changes tliat It Is. The need is to direct and guide growth to understand
its CI121 rn eteris tics and interactions amI to strike the necessary balances betveen
losers and gainotrs that will :follow growth in those areas vhere we want it, but
focus it so that quality 1s a fitndamental criterion. We must preserve the quality
of our communities without destroying; the interests of those who 41111 contribute
to that quality.

One aspect of this is recognition that growth and development are not the
sameiffat growth, for some communities under some circumstances is a highly
acceptable strategy. For othurs, it may lw a delusion.

Most of all, we need to be able to tell the difference. I am posing a rough
framework for such a process.

Tilovoifys ox DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

Such measures 41111 be In:1de ninny ways, using many scales. One way to do
this is lo find proxies for a set of characteristics huportant to development and
lit communities Into development categories on this basis. Lyn Ihift modified

V an etteller Perloff 0 array to shim' how capital investment, market accessibility,
Lynn m. iloft. Undintillshed manuscript. May 1969, Staff II(.02101111H1 Group, Office of

the Secretary, USDA.
vllaney S. Perkin' and Vera Sr. Dodds flow a 'Hendon Grows. (New Sark: Committee

for Economic Development, I 9113 I , pp, 211 MI.

and labor force could be deduced from a series of proxies and community- types
designated on that basis.

The proxio:s are:
Value added capital investinotnt and eomparative advantage.
Populationlabor force and 10111 market.
Metro proximity --int eractbar with major um rket s.

The categories are:

High value added
Low value added

Naar Metro Far from Metro

large Small IMO Small
population population population population

II , III
V VI VII

IV
VIII

Which. regions are candidates for groWth policy? Clearly...Type i regions with
capital, labor; and markets. Joist :is clearly, Type VIII regions have the least
going for them because they are short on capital, labor and markets. And, the
"Orowt li" Intervention strategies in Types 1 and 1 1 1 would include;
f'omprebensi*. planning;. Labor . adjustment information and
t'oniniunity infrastructure expansion. training.
'Industrial incentives and credit. Business servievs.
Transportation facilities and assist- Industrial sites.

a nee. II0Ine loan capital.
Labor market information.
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For Types VI alnd ragioilMt.Mtwttagles WO111(1 111(.111(10:
Ilicrease in tile effectiveness of wattle service dell dory of great dis nce4,
1.alwr 11114)1110. assistaii(v.
Planning edoperatively amoug several counties,
hitside 111yestinent In social overhead capital.

Teelinical assistance in decisionmaking itavolving multieolinty at .118.

thher types of areas fall, in between. They Imre at range of roo/parp ivi. ad-
vantages and disadvantages and development strategies should be [rased on these.
!fair example, Type VII regions hate labor but lack capital and markets. Perhaps
their best titralegy is labor force training »ad relocation. Type' IV regions have
capital but lack labor and markets. Perhaps investment ,19. transportation. facill
ties can make this type region more competitive.

TO recap-this discussion, I am proposing three relatively elementary ideas,
-110110 11(.11" 1111(1 11010e revhlut ham ry

Different regions have ve different potential for 1/01*0101/0)(0/t,
Development strategies should alw designed with the potential of Individ-

ual regions prominently in mind.
Development goals include at considerable range of m but not all

outcomes necessarily include economic,and palatial ,rowtli,

INIPIACA 1- IONS FOR E10RES.A.'11
i

If there is 11 (4111(.11041011 to be made from this discussion, it is that rurkIflevelop-
malt, as I define It 11'101111 he more advanced today had strktegies and programs
been mole aiiwcificatIly designell aerording to,the needs of the target 11 reas. 1 argue
that Hirt.; abstract case can be batklied up by specific program resnIts in Appalachia
and other places where this approach has liven, more closely followed.jiI would' further argue tat at major reason why this prairedure for defitaing
strategies has not been al ell more widely Is that adequate itiffdination 11118 110t
lawn a 11111111110 to guide 1 .

-,

For 011e thing, we 1011't. hew' preoccupied with growth. I believe we have spent,

too nincli /time frying tol fIgnre out how to make growth occur In some areas
where the el /Mt Of stimulating vhible growth is greater that» the benefit. Too

'seldom has match thought been given to quality of growth and too ofteh the
focus has beet. on quanty tits! rate. Although Owns tire signs emerging here
and there that greater' thought is being given tar quality and less to qmantity,
only at few communities today. are willing to question whether or not they need
growth to have potential developtiwnt.

Generally, we have concludetl, that there must be something wrong with our
pj.ogra Ins 11(4'1111MP t Iwy do not work equally well everyilliere.

I'm suggesting that researchert: halve an obligation to policyntakers to define
development criteria .sptwitically so flint profrant can be defined specifically.

l'rogranis designed to help communities adjust are to) titated mostly in terms
of highways; water and sewer ),0 st (mix ; hospitals and Vachools and occasionally

'dams and parks. ..),ccomplishments from these programs are diffict4 to hold in
perspective. lIainanu benefits have been real, but progress in the broadest sense
seenim N1111111 relative to need.

Growth strategy areas have fared better, but thisainay be mostly by 00(.1(1ent.
The movement to at better community is too oftett lanolin 7.11rd. There are otter
Jobs, more Income, more planning, better servica.s and this is progress and
certainly minutid not be denigrated. hat, 110 one effort, has "put it all together."

W1111t (111 researchers do? I'erhajos ive, more than anyone else, haVe the job
of putting things together in concept, if not in practice. For starters, we ha we
tlw responsibility of learning how to put reseati.ell tennis together to tackle some
of the really- tough complex problems. Our multi disciplinary coopetlitive proj-
ects atre practically tion!existent. Anal, multi-disefolinar3 research across State
and regional lines is au even rarer bird.

I aunt to and 113 pointing out. I ty)es of projects that shook' have very high
research priority, in my opinion. They involve inultklisciplhaary research teams.
information tussled very soon, fail real and Important problems to be tackled:

1. Assistance reqiiired to ameliorate the impact of mechanization of harvest-
ing and curing tine -cured tobacco. t

'2. Iteva.loo and evaluate alternative adjustment strategies for rommunities
with stable tax bases and increasing needs for community services.

3. Determine 1111(1 v,valainte changes in the characteristics of rural life. the
impacts of these changes on the values of rural people, and the extent these
attributes can be made Ilvailable to non-rural people.
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4. Evaluate the relative effectiveness of alternative .ee0111)inic intervention
policies in increasing industrial development and income in rural communities
of various types and locations.

I am arguing in this paper that rural development goals come from inter-
pretations of human values, and that processes- and strategies involve the use
of all the well accepted criteria to turn up good decisions and forge proper and
effectli ye policies and progaiims. It sounds straightforward and even easy. Wherc'ss'
the catch?

There are two: ( 1 I Iltinmn goals are very complex, unstable, and hard tO con-
vert into isilieles and, programs. As a result, the trade-offsthe hard decisions
probably he unstisfaetory to some most of the time and to most some of the
time, keephut the policies and programs controversial all of the time and reduc-
ing the cominitment to programs and researchprobaMy holding them below
the "critical mass', level and perhaps holding them Out of sight. ,

Stwond, the problems themselvek technically are vastly more eontallcated than
is generally understood: For example, the interrelationships among objectives
such as education and industrial incentives and !homes -of poor people in the
'firstor 10th yearof a program are extremely difficult to determine, let alone
anticipate. As a result choices must be made with very little good information.

But I do :not tIoneltule that the task is to difficult. Instead I think an increasing
number of people are more_clearly interpreting the challenge and setting to work
or it.

Mr. JonNsox. Please right now, Mr. Chairman, let me just give
you some actual facts. We are moving out now to the small areas and
the Farmers Ilome Administration does have the authority to make
water loans and grants and sewage loans and grants.

Now, here is onone' thing, and I want to call your attention to it, be-
cause it is really important. I believe now that the authorization for
the Farm Home Administration is $100 million, but they got $40
million. The authorization by Congress said that you can go up to 50
percent on. grants. What do they do? They get $1 out of $10
instead of 50 percent ; it is one out of 10 that they can use. Now, it
seems to me like, if you get this program going here, and then the
Budget Bureau over th&re, can say it ain't worth, a,.darn and we are
not going to give you and money for it, you are wasting your ime.

Senator Ill -mminEY. That is one thing we can't do to title, II, Title
II will operate despite the Office of Budget Management.

Mr. JonNsox. that is fine ; I just wanted to tell you what the Prob-
lem was out there, because these small communities are coming in; and
rightly so, to get these loans and these grants, because you can't build
rural America without having the facilities out there.. And our
youngsters demand it nnw, and rightly so. They have got just as much
right, to have a bath out in the country as they'have in town, and they
have always had that right. They didn't have the opportunity.

I have t an old J0-gallon- tub we used to bathe, in. My mother
would ( .aw the water in the summertime and we would take a bath
that ni it. But that day is gone. Our people deserve more and expect
more, Mr. Chairman, and they are going to have more. It is just that
simple.

Let. me say this: To go out now and to make a loam in the rural
areas to th&ie small townsyes; the Farm Home Administration can
go up to 50 percent. How are they going to go up to a 50-percent grant
when they only have the total sum of 10 percent ?

Now, Ifuotice a statement here from my friend from over in ecology.
We go, it seems like, front one thing to something else. But the man
from the ecology department.. over here came outit used to be the



)
polliiticui; but it is ecology now. And I want to read a statement out
of his statement, and I want you to listen to it.

He said :
Major differences between the FHA. mint program and the EPA program are'.

the level of funding and eligibility grant reeipier4s. The FHA basic grant is
authorized at TA) percent, whereas Ow EPA grant is limited to 3o percent, and
can go up to 55 percent only if the state pays 25 percent of the cost of the project,
and certain water quality requirements are met. FII4 grants may be made to
associations and corporations not operated for profit,

and so on.
But here is what I waited to tell you. He says here :
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To discourage shopping by prospective grant recipiehts FIIX has informally
agreed to limit Its grant to EPA maximum.

They have gone and browbeaten Farmers Home Administration and
said, "NOw, you cut-your grant back to 30 Apercent." Now, isn't that
something? We, are talking about developing rural America.

I know, I served 14 years on that Pollution Control Board and I
contacted them the other day. Now, one of the big problems they have
is making loans. The Pollution Control Board has a wonderful staff,
but the "red tape" they are required to go through in making grants
to rural communities makes them less effective in their work. All tribu-
taries lead to the big rivers and the U.S. engineers'must approve all
pollution control grants. EPA must approve all of them. And there
are so many pots on the fire it is almost impossible to get a grant
through any more..

Now, I wanted to bri,ng Out 'that' point,be,cause it is real. I would
hope that the Farmers Home Administration can be gig en the grant
money. They would go out in the small ommunities,4nd give them
50 percent of the grant and loan them the other 50 percent 'find put them
in business. Its just as simple as that. That is all they need.

Well, I don't .know, Mr. Chairman. r feel deeplY about. this rural
buginess. I have been working with these.people a lifetime. They are
my folks.

Now, you grew up in town. I grew dp in ,the, country.
Senator HUMPHREY. I didn't grbw up in very big town it was COO.
Mr. JOHNSON. BA I will say this: I don't think any other man has

had .a greater feeling for the rural people than you, Franklin Roose-
velt, and Harry Truman.'

But there are some things that you are going to have to pin down
and fix where the Budget Bureau can't cut it out.

NOw,.this is a good bill. And there is nothing wrong with it.
Senator IIi-3trifitEv. We ought to'get into that FHA business on

the grants. I know that is slightly beYond, your jurisdiction, but I think
it falls within the purview of this committee. After all, these sewage
and water programs are vital to community development., And I think
we ought to find out from FHA, bring fhem in here and find out what
is going on. I think they are short of money.

Mr. ,Torixsox. They are short of grant money. It is not their fault
the are short of grant money. So you fran't put that blame on them.
These boys this morning. these big bankers. they make my heart bleed.
You know, here is the difference between the program .now and what
it was years ago when he .was working under Mr. Baker on the big

I-
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projects In South Carolina and he was regional director with the
Farmers Home Administration. Every time we turned. around they
called us Communists. Do you remember those days?

Senator Hrmrnany. Are youkidding? I should say I do.
Mr_ JouNsoN. I haven't heard anybody call you a Communist

lately. They have berated the' farmer awl talked about him over the
years. I remember the Committee on Economic Development came out
in the late 1950's with a.great big thing ana they recommended doing
away with all the farm programs, and doing away with this and that
and, of course, Congress was wise enough to put it in the, wastepaper
basket ; that is what we asked them to do with it and we bad no pride
in it. But now lye find, the great businessmen, the Mayors, the Gov-
ernors and ei'verybody, with their hats in their hands begging now. It
used to farmersjust the farers in there begjing and now they are all in
begging.

We feel like the Government has a responsibility to help. private
industry, help the big cities, and to help the States. We are not against

,it, but goodness, they ought to help the rural farmer.
Now, we told them. and you know years ago, you weren't

solving your problem ; you were just moving it to the towns. And it
fell in on them and thatis what happened.

Now, in Arkansas and Sout4 Carolina-41 will speak up for them
we have got a migration back ter Arkansa.c.-And that.old song that you
hear now : "I "'aunt to Go Home." We want to have something to go
with it and say to them : "Come on home"; we are ready for you and
we can do it under this redevelopment bill, because. we will have the
facilities out there to welcome, them home and to give them a. job so
that they will have a-edecent life in a decent society in one of the finest
places in the world to live, the rural areas.

Mr. Chairman, I have taken up too much of your time.
. Senator HOLPHRF.Y. No, you haven't.

Mr. Jouxsas-. I would have come if you hadn't, let me say a word,
because I wanted to come and visit with you unit to listen to this fine
testimony and you are onathe right track. We pledge to yon all of our
resources that we have at our command to help you in any way we An.

(The prepared statement of Mr, Johnsoni follows :)
Mr. JOHNSON.- Mr. Rhairman.and membersapf the Rural Develop-

ment Subcommittee :
I have lived a long time, hoping for a day such as today when the

Nation's most powerful lawmakers would turn their full attention to
ivays, and means toreally revitalize and recapitalize rural America on
a. significant scale, not for the sake of rural growth itself but primatily

?to improve the lives and environment of all the people in both rural
and city areas, and to give them kfreedom of choice of-where to live
and work. .

I am 1l resident of the Arkansas Farmers 'Union, member of the
hoard of the National 'Farmers Union, and member of the board of the
National Green Thumb, Inc., and other mainstream proje&S in Ar-
kansas, and other Southern States, and administrator of several health
and manpower development 'programs for the aging and migrant
workers which .we carry out under contract with the Federal Govern-

' ment. I am also ehairMan of the board of the Rural-Urban Community
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Development Services, Inc., a nonprofit association chartered under
the laws of the State of- Arkansas.

Mr. Chairman, I was-born and raised in rural Arkansas. I obtained
my high school arid college diplomas from educational institutions in
rural Aakansas.,My work since graduation has been with and for the
people, of rural ArkanSas. . -`

Front my experience and observation,J am convinced one thing is ,
. a-clearrural America cannot prosper if .we do not take action to im-

. -prove prices and income received by Ainerica's family farmers. The
Conunittee on Agriculture and Forestry labored mightily to enact, a
-better farm 'bill than is. now the taw. We appreeiate your efforts.

Since we .dfil not get the better farm bill we, wanted, we, still mush
look fo'r other ways'-'to improve family faelyi income even before 66:

. present Agricultural Act of 1970 runs its course. T realize this is not
the subject d your hearing today; but I know that you agree with me
that an es,. ttial basic part of building a stronger rural America is to .'' -:

raise family farm income above, its present depression level..
Rut, Mr. 'Chairman, I want to say firmly that better farm family

,incoine and a good`farm credit system, which the committee has also
acted to improve this year, will alone not be enough to raise the quality
oflarm life to where it ought to be. Nor is improved farm income and
credit programs all that we need to revitalize rural America. The qual-
ity of life of farm families is dependent not only upon the adequacy
of farm income but in almost every case upon the quality of general
services and institutibnsin the rural communities where farm families
live. Moreover, many farm families are increasingly dep'endent upon
wages from nonfarm, jobs to augment their farm income so as to pro -
vide an adequate standard of Hying.

No longer are rural communities made up largely of
living. ,'

families.
Each farm family in America has from five to 10 nonfarm rural neigh-
bors. Farmers and nonfarmers share the benefits and share the costs
Fold share the deprivation from the absence of community Trvices and
facilities they all use and pay for together. Stipp rt of community ...

services and'faeilities continues to depend large y upon local taxes and
the strength of the local tax baSe, still unlortu ately, largely property
tax and sales tax.

it But the situation would_ho the dune even if ill local revenues came
from income tax. The nbil a v of a rural column' ity to construct,

i

main-
},\tan. and operate rider mite facilities and servi Ts, for farmers and'

other residents. depends ipon those nonfarm residents as well as farm-
ers having an adequate opportunity to earn higher incomes than are
now available in ingst rural areas. The farm family is uniquely de-
pendent, upon the nonfarm family and vie% versa in modern rural
eommunities. ,--'

With ninny farm families choosing for whatever reason to say on
the land in the face of billing farm prices and income; many of them
have been forced to find and work_in nonfarm jobs to augment thfir
farm incomes. This. many have been able to do, but not enouglqbf
tlIPM.

The non fnrin families in rural areas,.even more than farmers, are
dependent. if they want to stay in or near the countryside, unon non-
farm economic opportunities for themselves and for their -children as
they grow up.

a
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Some monfarm jobs in rural America are dependent directly, upon
good and adequate farm income, Mit pot all of them are. We need-
diversified economic activity and opportunities throughout our rural
areas if they are to become prosperous, attractive, and aThome for an
increasing proportion of the Nation's population, as I hope, in the
national interest, they will become.

S. 2223 provides the economie'rfansele necessary to bring about many .
of the improvements that are needfd in;the countryside. One hilrutred
and fifty years of rural - urban miaration. of people ands chi adverse
balance of trade against farmers and rurabbusinessmen hap drained
1tit-ill America and bled' it "white as faas capital resources and invest-
ment Minds are concerned. Your committee.. has 'already., printed the
statistics of thelost -investment represented by each child that migraNs
from rural America after receiving its education there, supported
hugely by rural. taxation. Your comthitteethe Committee pn Agri-

. culture and Forestryhas wrestled for years trying to overcome the
capital and ,incom'e- drain represented. by fertilely adverse terms of
trade ,where farmerS pay what they a-re asked, as Chairman- Hum- .

,phrey has said so many times in these hearings, and take what they .

. are offered.: ,

Moreover, recent research is begitniking to reveal that even a-large'
share of the profits and savings that-farmers and other rural residents
are able to eke put under adverse trading conditions and weak bar-
gaining powera large share even of 'those profits and savingsdo
nostay in rural America bukfor whatOver reasons find their way into 0..
-large city investments of one kind or another, and ai lost to rural.
America.

The-result, Mr.' Chairman,- is a' cm-dinning and heavy drain year
after year on the productive.resoiirces,an pedple-of rural America.

, S. 2223., when enacted and implemented, will be a large step in the
direction of .correcting these -adverse and debilitating conditions in
rural America. Mr. 'Chairman, I support S. 2223 and urge its early
enactment. ,"

Amoing other needed improvements, rural America must have more
, better. 'and higher quality community.facilities and services,and more

and better paying jobs and higher, firm income. Rural Americans in
adjoining counties need to be able to wqrk together in th(1 thodern en-,

-64a-,rged multijurisdictio rural community to plan fOr and bring about
these developments ;a mprovements in the quality of rural life. One
of the be coldly anal foal papers I have -seen on the strategy for
rural dement is this paper delivered recently by Dr. William C.
Motes, Di ctor of Economic Development Division, U.Ss Department
of Agriculture's.EconomiCResearch Service, to the recent meeting of
the American Agricultural Economics Association. I request 'permis-
sion to insert it in the record' of the hearings at this point in my

testimony.
S. 2223 meets these essential' eeds in a direct and comprehensive

fashion.
. bettor paying jobs requires prosperous economic enterprises
industry, 'outdoor recrqation, Government installations and contracts,
and business activity Ad all of them require financial investment of
large magnitude.

.49t,
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Better community facilities and public works require investment of
.a.Jarge magnitude:

,

Opers.ting%those better community facilities and upgradiVthe qual-
ity of rural, community services require the ongoing Meow to'cover
opt7ating costs. A pbor cpmmtinity cannot afford good schools% oreven
a sewer or solid waste-Management system that will meet antipollu-
tion standards.' ,

We are demanding, and settingreveT higher standards of quality in
environmental proiection, education, and alluther phasespf life, as
We should, and as testimony of other witnesses here will bring out.

tint if a rural community does not have the tax base and income to
meet those standards no matter how Muelt.,its fe:;;idents would prefer
the higher' quality services, the commtmity has no recourse except to
fold up and help it residents to.intAT away thus Heighten impact upon

flt,ttly overcrowded cities.
. Chairman, we need not only more investments flowing into rural

America, but the need to restore the confidence of .businessinet and
investors Huh they can make Money by !mating in rural America.

S. 2223, as you have introduced it; will meet a' large part of these
needs. S. 2223 combines rural lociition incentives in the form of capital,
grants and interest supplements with available credit to insure the
building and establishment of public and private facilities, services
and economic enterprises, and th14r successful and profitable operation
olya sound businesslike basis.

The sound, hid nosed, long term approach, Mr. Chairman, is pro-
vided in title II; title I will provide financial resources that are needed,
immediately on what might be called a soft- credit basis, while the.
title II institutions are getting underway and rural prosperity is being
restored.

One of theNtst satisfying experiences of my .life, Mr. Chairman,
was in connection with Farm Security Administration, assisting
former sharecroppers thrOugh a combination of loans and gran4 to
become owner-operator farmers. One of my greatest satisfactions nom k
is to visit with some of the sons and daughters of those Ilirmer share-
croppers who wereonabled by the increased family income to go on
to college: Many went on in life to superior leadership in rural affairs
and many into positions iltrenown and great contribution to the Na-
tion in all kinds of, professional Work, art, and music. My _Point is:
Rural people want to work, want:to earn decent incomes, want to par-
ticipate in the mainstream of national life, -and if given an opportu-
nity, are fully capable of doing so, even beyond the age 62, to 65 retire-
ment cutoff.

S. 2223 would provide for 01 rural America the same kind of oppor-
uuity that we earlier provided to the families on the project. The
people-of rural America will respond as successfully as did those for-
mer sharecroppers. . .

Mr: Chairman, the credit and investment resources that would be
provided by S. '2223 are sorely needed in rural America. Existing pri-
vate' banks and'other financial institutions simply cannot cope with the
situation lAcause they do not now have the" needed lending authority.

S. 2223, *titer than setting up a competitive rural financial struc-
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tore, wil instead vastly strengthen the ability of the existing private
-rural fin; vial structure to !met the needs in the rural- America. The
permanen privately owned institutions provided in title II working
with perm theta private rural banks will be vastly superior to adding
still anotlu r Federal credit bureaucracy.

The Fed' ral programs we have are doing some good as far as they
go. But the are not, nearly adequate to the need.

Farm CI lit Administration is limited, and probably should he
limited strictly to farm credit,

Farmers Home Administration, in addition to its farm loan's, is re-
...

stricted to water, sewer, solid waste disposal, outdoor recreation, for-
-estry, and a few other purposes.

The loan programs of 11w Department of housing and .kTrban Dc.-

velopment sunply do not extend in a workable way into rural America.
Small Business 'Administration \is restricted to loans of less thano

relatively small size; Alf we are going-to really build rural America, we
have got to provide linancial resources much greater than Small Busi-
ness Administrate n is designed to provide.

Economic Deve opment Administration does not serve at all well in
rural America. M reover, the funds available to it-are so tightly cate-,
gorized and so res ricted, that just one catfish production and proc-
egssing project that ve would like to get underway in Arkansas would
exhaust all of the nds that EDA will have for all purpose's in a 5-
year period.,

sz) If we are going to V uild rural America at the rate we must, some pro-
vision for linking t he central money markets successfully to the tura]
investment needs must he found. Title II, of S. 2223, patterned on a
successful example of the Federal- Land Banks and Banks for Coop-
eratives will do the joh that must be done in the magnitude which will
be required.

The, capital grants and interest supplement payments provided in
title II which amounts to what might be called rural location incentive
grants are demonstrably absolutely essential.

I will not take the time of the subcommittee to -give examples, but
I could present you with the names of a thousand villages and small
towns in the States Allier:, we have been chosen to operate Federal

t programs but the repaymm t ability is not currently provable to enable
these communities to undo ake the full load of principal and interest
repayment and operate the acilities at an adequate level. The part of
the cost Of constrictio an amortization that cannot be met from
revenue must be made up by a special incentive payment.

]want -also, Mr. Chairman, to emphasize the importance of the pro-
visions in the bill for rural, vacation incentive payments to private
economic enterprises. There is a strong feeling among, industry locat-
ers around the country that construction and operation of an indus-
trial enterprise is costlier and less efficient in a rural than in a subur-
ban area. I do not believe that it is to the extent that many industry
location vice presidents seem to think.

But the fact -remains that many economists, many industrial ana-
lysts, and others are strongly convinced of the supposed benefits to
industry of concentration in a congested area-where many otlikr in-
dustries are located; so that they can in some way feed upon and bene-
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fit from each other's adivities and labor pool. Higher casts of -trans-
portation, greater difficulty in organizing for needed community facil-
ities, lack of cultural outlets, educational, and artistic facilities for
management personnel, and a thousand other reasons seem to militate

a.against locating in small towns and open country:
I, think that specific Federal incentives are going to he required to

overcome 'this bias,. if YOU please, against rural industrialization. I
think the kind of incentives provided b the propth4ed Rural-Develop-
ment Investment Equalization Admi tion in S. 2223 are going to
be required to provide a powerful eno centive to- attract really big
national' and supernational and foreig corporations Io make, really
significantly large investments in, industrial plant capacity in- rural
America to provide the jobgrarequired if countryside U.S.A. is going
to provide a home for most of the. expected 100 million population
increase in the next 40 years or so.

Moreover, I think the sponsors of S. 2223 should be commended for
proposing that rural location incentives are provided right straight
out in the open as direCt payment§,,desig-ned to attain a high priority
national purpose, rather than attempting to hide them as artificially
low interest rates or as special tax advantages or other forms of back-
door financing. It the country really intends to implement title IX
of the AgricultnrA. Act of 1970, as I think Congress-intended, then let
us meet-this issue of incentive payments face on.

These payments are not payments to marginal industry ; many of
them will go, I hope, to some of the most successful corporations in
America. They are ne relief payments. They are not payments to pre-
vent business bankriktey. They are outright payments to induce busi-
ness -managers' to decide to locate their plants and new jobs in rural
Atherica instead of locating somewhere else.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I want to emphasize the importance that S.
2223 clearly includes in both titles I and II, vocational technical edu-
cation as a rural development purpose for which loans and incentive
payments may be made. Our Rural Poverty Commission, of which I
was privileged and honored to be a member, was impressed with the
high importance and great contribution of which these institutions are
capable. I understand that your subcommittee has visited someof these
in the course of your field hearings.

The' importance of making certain that these institutions are :in-
cluded as eligible applicants for S. 2223 programs is underlined by the
extreme difficulty with which these institutions are being able to
finance their projects tlgough.existing Federal loan and grant pro-
grams such as Economic Developmeht Administration. I do not know
or sure what the troublsis, maybe it is overcategorization of the FDA

funding structure or its failure to reach into any area which has not
already dropped to the bottom of the poverty category. Whatever it is.
the vocation technical schools and institutions are worthy of and need
the help that could be provided through S:2223.

Mr. Chairman, I worked in Farmers Home Administration and its
predecessor agencies for many years. It is a great agency -and has a
good program. It will be strengthened and improved by the changes in
organization structure provided in title I of S. 2223:

a.s more and more functions have been assigned to Farmers Home
Administration, there was less and less full time attention that the Ad-
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ministrator and his staff could 'give to the critical credit problems of
farmers tillable to obtain credit from conventional sources. The xesult
has been ?fiat farmers 'have felt more and more neglected by FHA;

. and if the additional responsibilities added by S. 2223 should bey placed
on 141 IA in absence of the proposed reorganization, then this neglect
of purely farm credit would worsen.

S. 2223 provides for specialized.administrators.of Presidential ap-
pointee_stature, one purely for farm credit and one for nonfarm rural
development credit. This is a wise provision, Mr. Chairman, and I-urge
you to retain the provisions in the bill.

Now, Mr. Chairman;there has been som question why S. '2223 needs
to have title -I in addition to title II. Mr. Chairman; for those of us
familiar with Why we need Farmers I tome Administration, in addition
to Farm Credit Administration, the answ,Tr should be simple.

I have always noticed that Farm Credit Administration works better
in au area where, there is strong FHA. I have also noticed that there

always some credit worthy projects badly needed to attain rural
de .elopment goahi tha I ply cannot, at their initiation," meet the
stet credit requirements an collateral backing required by the title
II type of funding through s le of bonds and debentures in central
money markets. Most of these arojects will graduate to sound credit
status, just as most FHA bor twers are graduated to conventional
creditors. But rightat the begi ning,they need a source of credit to
provide venture capital, if you' lease, to get started. If we are to re-
vitalize and recapitalize rural America, as I think your subcommittee
intends to the degree necessary to bring about a more general, better:
balanced national growth pattern envisioned by title .I.3%pf the Agri-
culturAl Act of 1970 over the next 3 or 4 decades, the title I is a
necesshrY complement to title II.

Mr. Chairman. there are some minor improvements I would like to
suggest in S. 2223. But I do not want my mentioning them to detract
one bit from my iwliolehearted support for the enactment of the bill.

One improvement I would like to suggest is that private and public
technical vocational schools be made specifically eligible for the loans
and grants provided in both titles I and II for the manpower training
and development and .deveiopment projects they are capable of
sponsoring.

Another improvement I want to suggest is that in addition to the
requirement for review by district planning and development boards,
I would like to see such multijurisdictional boards made eligible to
receive project planning and review payments so that they may ade--
quately expand their staffs to undertake the work that will be placed
on them by S. 2223 if it really goes into full-scale operation.

I realize that this might be considered by some a duplication of ther present. 701 grants; bilt let's look at it rather as payment for service
rendered.

Third, I am not so sure thatS. 2223 should be as careful as it is
not to step on the toes of EDA. SBA, and other Federal credit pro-
grams, nor so careful about not financing rural industry pt the ex-
pense of suburban industry. You gentlemen know better what kind
of legislative problems you are up against in getting the bill through.
But as far as Lam concerned, no more than EDA, for example, is
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doing. I would just as sooji you sent up a program that will just
simply move right on past EDA and get a really significant rural
development credit program underway.

Gentlemen, I deeply appreciate this opportunity to 1iN visited
with you about the investments needs of rural America.

Mr. Chairman, my interest in the national balanced growth policy
that the Congress enacted last year is not in its geography and eco-
nomics, as important as those are, but most importantly because of its
potential beneficial effect upon peoplethe people of rural America
and the people of the/central city ghettos particularly.

It was my privilege, along with other witnesses, to attend field
hearings as a member of the President's Commission on Rural
Poverty.

Gentlemen, this was an expdrience that know you are sharing in
your field hearings of this subcommittee. We found, as I knOw you
are finding, that major urban problems and rural problems are woven
together. As Chairman Humphrey has put it, the crisis flood in the
ghetto started from neglect out on the rural watershed. Our Commis-
sion found rural Americans to be a proud people, a worthy people, a
people who given opportunities for good paying jobs and adequate
community services would out produce anyone under the sun and
enjoy a higher quality life while doing so.

Just one word, Mr. Chairman, to request. your subcommittee to give
particular attention to the needs and capabilities of the senior citizens
of rural America. Our experience administering Green Thumb and
other mainstream programs indicates that these senior citizens need
more income and they enjoy having a job to earn it.

I urge yOu, as earne.stly as I can, to approve S. 2223 and to move
it toward finfil enactment as quickly as you can,,.

T. and the organizations with which I am associated, stand ready
to assist you in any way we can.

Senator HUMPHREY. I notice one paragraph here where you said:
"I have always noticed that the Farm Credit Administration works
better in an area where there is a strong FHA."

Mr. Somrsobt. Absolutely. All the banks work better in an area
where there is a strong FHA.

Senator HUMPHREY. In other words, it provides some underpinning
and some developmental assistance.

Mr. .JOHNSON. Certainly. Well, the Farm Credit Administration
never did go far enough; the banks never did go far enough. They
weren:t set tip to handle the rural problems, and none of them are set
up to handle it totally now. And that is where yon are coming in with
this fine thing to handle it.

These people that spoke here this morning, this type of financing
folks, they .never were set up to handle anything; they were set up
to come in and get the gravy. And then they want to talk about tax.
If they would just check their records, the rural people carry the
heaviest burden of the tax programs of this country.

Mr. Chairman, I have talked too long and I have said too much.
Senator HUMPHREY. It has been very fine, Mr. Johnson.
Mr. JOHNSON. We have been privileged to sponsor a lot of the pro-

grams. We have got some programs out there now that we don't think
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are rural oriented, even the economic rural development program. We
have got eight of them in Arkansas and we are spending a lot of money
studying them each year. And Ozark has become a studying program,
a research program. There seems to be a tremegid 11 (us trend this day
and time to research and to study. Our public healt gervice there got
a half a million dollar grant to study 2 year's. ilio 'whatt To see
whether the rural. people needed any health servicei

S(91:1 tor I I I' NI i.wans. Yes ; 1 know.
Mr. Jon NsoN. Nly, that is one of the silliest thinglie('er hen rd. of.

We are undoubtedly the steadiest researching people ItOthe world. We
have had the privi.legv of spending $22 million of thOioVerninent's
money since 1065. We have handled severitl ditlereit'progas--the
neighborhood youth corps, the green thumb, the displ4ced farmers.
We have been in the training business for (mi trade schtols and our
colleges and our industries, our job and on-the,job training programs,
and the health program for senior citizens---and I want in say this to
you : We know in Arkansas what the needs are. We can pick up our
phohe and put a pro rain into effect tomorrow. All of this stuff about
studying and planning is for the birds. This emergency (nnployment
program they have got now for the Governors, we have got 5 million
in Arkansas. The rural coetnties in Arkansas got '2 million. ft isn't a
(11.01)11111W bucket, and y0111111' talking about an eer(rency program?

Labor here several years ago gave us $2 million in Arkansas, and we
subcontactpd under employment security for n half a million, noticen-
lted employment .progrin. We. remodeled the Farmers Home Ad-

inistration botwowes' homes where they would get a grant f Inn the
Farmers lloe Administration for $1,500 and we would. go tlikvre
with a. training program.and completely modernize that fan irtne.
And you never hear any more about it.

So we hit and run, and don't do (n1014.411 to spit in the Imeket. Con-
centrated employment pogra? What is concentrated about a half ;t
million dollars in Arkansas! Why, it is disgraceful !

Now. I would hopeand I 11111 going to say flits and hush- -I would
Dope trult we end this darned war in Vietnam. Now. you know and I
know that you have got to have a strong national budget. You have
got to have that money going out if you are goimeto have that oney
coming in, and we want to take that money mutt spread it out here in
this rural area on rural development, training people and building
decent facilities to live in. It is a disgrace to the Aerican society. the
tyla. of hornes that some of our people live in, and it doesn't matter
whether they are black, broqn, any color; they are people. They are
all American citizens and \VP ought to do something about it. And we
can do something about it. That is why I am so doggoned glad you are
back.

Thank you, Mr. Chairrnari.
Senator Ilumritm.:Y. Thank youXery, very much. And I only wish

that ever person in the Senate could have heard your testimony.
Mr. Story.
You are from Lexington, Ky.
Go right ahead, Mr. Story.
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- STATEMENT OF BEN H. STORY, TR., LEXINGTON, XY.
a

Mr. STORY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the privilege of being
here.

First I would like to thank you for the privilege appearing here
in the cause of a better wral.urban balance and on *half of Senate
bill S. :22.2:3, or any bill and/or amendment that might be perfected
to further this cause.

A major step was taken when Congress committeed itself to a
"sound balance between rural and urban America" in the Agricultural
Act of 1970, but commitment is meaningless without implementation.

A few week% ago, in a Lexington, Ky., newspaper, I read about
the Rural Devtlopment Credit Act introduced by Semithrs Talmadge
and Humphrey. I was compelled to and did write the Senators of my
favorable reaction' to their proposal..With my letter, I forwarded to
than' copies ,of I had'in August of 1967 with Dr.
Robert Weaver, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, con
cerning the rural. migration problam and its probable resultant in-
fluenee on.cities. This resulted in an invitation to support my premises
before this committee.

Migration problems are not new, or 'is migration a problem per se.
Our Nation was settled by migrants from Europe seeking a new world,
and our country developed through our migration westward. But,
the crux of our problem today is that migration has reversed as people
now move to populated areas instead of away from theM. Many of
our rural migrants are like ricocheting bullets inside a tank. The poor
are trapped in the.center cores of our cities while theqifiluent flee to the
suburbs. The poor rural migrant cannot adjust to the hostile environ-
ment of the city, and the affluent urbanite refuses to be his poor
brother's keeperor his neighbor. The Rural Development Credit
Act coulp release the rural migrants fromthe exploding tank and make
it economically possible for them to go back home. It could 'give some
stability to our country by at least sloWing and, hopefully, reversing
the present migration. -

You should not be expected to give credence to anything I will
say without some information as to my background. So, hoping not
tobow, you, I will attempt to give you some deep firsthand reactions
and observations of a former dirt farmer and rural migrant turned
real estate appraiser and consultant.

My education in rural migration began in 1923 when, as a migrant,
age 9, my pdrents rented a farm on a 50-50 livestock-crop basis, and we
moved from a one-room school neighborhood in Fleming County, Ky.,
to a neighborhood of wealthy landowners with a consolidated school
for grades one through 12. I quickly became Conscious of my relative
status ip life when a rich old landowner poked fun. at my ill-fitting,
bargain 'Atore clothes.

My contact with the "outside world" was still limited for many years.
I graduated from high school in 1931 but couldn't go to college becaus'
of lack of finances, so I stayed a dirt farmer. World War II provided
the impetus for leaving the farm at age 29. After a few months in the
service and at 30 years of age, I enrolled at the University of Ken-
tucky as a freshman. Coming from the Bible Belt, I was due for many
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shocks and adjustments hater I migrated north to Indiana to teachvocational agriculture, but in the early 1954's the low salary of teach-ing guided me to real estate. Since then I have lived in urban areas,but worked with and for both urban and rural peopks. I know per-sonally what it is like to be homesick and lonely for. the rural life.
There is much evidence of desire on the part of the rural migrant to

go back home to work and live. Over the years I have talked to hun-dreds of these people and their families. Let me cite a few cases whichreally symbolize the desires of many rural migrants today.
A young electronics engineer, originally from Wolfe County, Ky.,followed an uncle north several years ago to seek employment. When

Control Data recently built a new plant at Campton, Wolfe County,
Ky., he sought employment there and was told that there were many,many applicants for that job and it had already been filled. If he hidthe opportunity to continue his work here lie would immediately movehis family back to Wolfe County to live. When I asked him how manyhomesick Kentuckians would come home if jobs were available, he
smiled faintly and said : "They couldn't- build enough plants.,"

While working in Harlan County, Ky., I employed a capable youngman who had just returned home from a northern city with his wifeand two children. He gave up a good job with a computer firth because
he was homesick and unhappy. lie was working for -$2 an hour as acarpenter when I met him.

An east Kentucky coal Mine disaster recently took the life of another
young man who had also just returned home with his wife and chil-
dren. To return he' gave up his job in a northern city even though there
.waS no work here other than in the c6al mines he hated.

An-embittered, disabled Vietnam veteran, "holed up" 'in a hollowof east Kentucky, stated that he would never leave home again no
matter' what. He saitliklie would make out some way even though there
were no_jobs available.

There are thousands of case histories of how deeply these people
desire to live in their rural communities and what sacrifices they
make to do so. Just watch .the traffic. on Interstate 75 southbound on
Friday evenings and northbound on Sunday evenings. Hundreds of
the cars carry Kentucky natives who seek relief from northern cities
on frenzied weekend trips home. Their loneliness and homesickness
result from the attempt to adjust to the strange and sometimes hostile
environment of the city.

You don't gain awareness or much knowledge of how rural people
feel from a textbook or from reading the newspapers. You must get
it from the day-to-day contacts with these peoplevisiting them in
their homes, roaming their fields and goods, climbing their hills and
mountains, and most important of discussing with them their
loves and hates, their likes and dislikes, and their dream of js and
economic development for their rural communities.

They understand that rural America has acted as a sponge, absorb-
ing the people when there were no jobs or when jobs were scarce, and
releasing all of the people except the very old and the very ybung when
a war is to be fought and the men are needed for the war, and the
women needed to work in defense factories. They understand what
Os spongelike action does.to a society. They know better than any of
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US that the crisis of rural Amrica+crtated the crises of urban Ameri-
ica, and that, likewise, the cure must agin where the illness orginated.

For 16 years I have been teaching adult night classes in real estate
principles and appraisal at the University of Kentucky. My teaching
and lecturing ha:4 also led me to Purdue University, Kentucky State
College, Eastern Kentucky Uniiversity, Western Kentucky Irni versity,
University of Kentucky SOTherset Community College, Lexington
Theological Seminary and other places. Most of my Ancients have
been natives of, or were living in rural communities. We have spent
many hours discussing, studying, stewing, and even swearing at the
Government about our rural-urban problems.

Unfortunately, many professional lanners and urbanologists today
do not understand rural people. Tin 7y propose moving these people
around like pawns. Theoretically, it may sound like good economics
to transplant people from depressed areas to the -west coast, or to
Texas, or to some other economically developed areas j.L'but, these
planners have no concept of what happens to fam y life and to
individuals.

In Lexington we experienced a doubling in divOrce rate in 1 year-
1956-57, and this is the year our largest industry moved into toWn----
International Business Machine. This increase was caused by fam-
ilies migrating to Lexington but failing to cope with the rapid change 4

from rural to urban life: Any oaf knows that you Can pull up a young
sprout of a tree, transplant it, and with a little care it will probably
live; but he also 'knows that you can't pull up a full-grown tree and
transplant it, give it tdittle water, and expectit to live.

To successfully transplant. that full7grown tree you must treat it
tenderly and move it with its source of energy its roots and soil.
balled and burlappedto its new location. Many supposedly intel-
ligent Ph. ll.'s can t seem to understand that this same pri ciple ap-
plies to human beings. Fortunately, there is a planning lilosophy
today which incorporated all of the elements of man a his settle-
ments. This philosophy is called Ekistics, and I would like to tell you
briefly how I learned about it.

In 1967, having decided that I needed to study urban problems and
planning under the best, I inquired of some planners and urban reL
newal people where I might go to get the knowledge I sought. The
Elcisties seminar at the Athens Technological Institute in Athens,
Greece, conducted by ConstantinoS Doxiadis. was highly recom-.
mended. So, In July 1967 I attended a 2-week Ekistics seminar in
Atliesns, and while there I vowed to do something in my own small
way-to help solve the rural and urban problems in our country. .

After returning home I wrote to I)r. Robert Weaver, Secretary Of
Housing and 'Urban Development, suggesting that I)r. Doxiadis' team
of Ekisticians be employed to study our migration problems. I was
confident they could help us.

I was and am in igued by Doxiadis because he is a thinker and a
doer-,:-most of us e not. We have many people at this moment with
their feet proppe on a desk thinking. and this could be good. And,
we have many people doing and not thinking, and this could be good.

But, if the human race is to survive. then we must have some thinker-
doers. In his book. "Between Dystopia and 'Utopia," Doxiadis writes:
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"The mason thinks at night dna builds during the day." In his simple
way he has to reconcile the two personalities, the thinker-philosopher
and the builder-arehitect. If he has thought enough about his work
he knows that he cannot play God. If he has built enough. he knows
that in the morning he has to pour the .concrete.

There are times when problems are so great that the doers cannot
wait, forithe thinkers to finish their thinking. Today is one of those
times. We need thinker-doers., We need quick action like President

' Roosevelt took`in the thirties when lie implemented programs such us
the Farmers Home Administration, the Soil Conservation Service,
and the Federal Housing Administration, and like President Nixon
took recently when he recognized our worsening economic situation
and called for the 90-day freeze.

My field is not political science, and I liavd not had time to study as
thoroughly as I Would like bill S. 2.223, amendment No. 153, and pro-
posed amendment S. 1483, butI studied them enough to know tit you
are thinking in the right direction and I hope that you will innovate
to the fullest.

It is my best thinking that for proper rural-urban balance enough
credit, subsidy, help or call it what you will, must flow back to rpm]
areas so that.each American can live where he pleases with equal op-
porturitty for. all. ,

With our intelligence, our technology, and our manpower, is it
wrong to believe industry can collie to the people; that community
colleges and training schdols can come to the people, that roads can
be hard surfaced so that those desirivg to live in the countryside

Isn't,live on and drive to work and school over good roads? Isn' ea
home, urban and rural, entitled to facilities for water, gas and elec-
tricity? Do the results of .tbe, Rural Electrification Act- give us some
indications of what can be done? I ask these questions to suggest the
potential of your bill.

I would like to digress for a moment and tell you something that in
my opinion is basic. People must have jobs. To reason with a man he
must be relatively comfortable as far as shelter, food, and clothes. I
will say to you that the WPA, CCC, and the "Happy Poppy" pro-
grams were not good, but they were betker than nothing. A man is
nothing but a vegetable when he has no jobVid when his,pride is gone.
May I give you some examples?

Many of us were and are "survival-oriwited." As a young farmer in
the thirties I was conscious of soil conservation because the soil was the
source of my survival. was not, however, concerned with the social,
welfare of the migrants

,4
T drew from Appalachia. I wasititily interested

in workingthem as many hours a day as possible and ,holding their
pay at $1 per day. No. this was not a living wage,,but it was all you
could pay when tobacco brought 7 cents a pound.

. Today in appraising rural properties we find many residences with
a bathroom but no septic or sewage system. The sewage, is dumped
difectly into the streams with no embarrassment to the rural occupant.
He is proud of his bathroom, but he can't affort a septic syStem. Clrn
you argue, discuss, or debate pollution with one who has to brush snow
from the toilet seat before using it? ,
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Back in the early 1930's there was a tragedy I remember very clearly.
A vaiddlq-aged man with a _large family begged a wealthy landowner
one day to let him raise an:acre or two of tobacco on the "shares," and
he also wanted' room for a garden and enough pasture for one cow.,
The wealthy landowner said no. That night the poor nu hung him-
self in a tobacco barn. When told, the landowner said : "If I had of
known,'I would have let him raise a. crop of tobacco and a garden." It
must be admitted that even today many who desire to work cannot find
work. Do we, as citizens and Congressmen, become the "landowner"
when we do not provide jobs and opportunities in our complex society ?

I asked my friend, Dr. James W. Gladden, of the Sociology Depart-
ment at the University of Kentucky, if my thinking was correctthat
many people still wanted to work and did not wltnt handouts and gifts.
Ile referred me to a study he had made for the Office of Economic
Opportunity (Wring the perio 1965-68, titled "Family Life Styles.
Social Participation Mountai Neighborhood, Unit No. 4," August
1968. This,study was Of the r t'al in Knox County, Ky.,and- on page 3
in the abstract lie states:

The gaeat majority are still resisting chronic dependency. Tile region needs
most a bcreative, imaginative provision for economic development which the
national 0E0 utiden in 1065 and again in 1968 not to implement.

This reinforces my thinking that typically the poor 'want jobs and
equal opportunity rather than handouts. Lour bill should do much
toward providing these jobs and equal opportunities.

Earlier I mentioned D,9xiadiS and Eloisties. Ekistics is defined as
"the study of lintraw ../ettlements." It is my interpretation that
Doxiadis' theory is that all disciplines should be represented when
_planning is done. For example, Doxiadis had a top psychintriiit on
his program one dyear-in 196( 1w had Karl Menninger on the pro -
gram, and somebody said, "Why do you have Karl Menninger ?" But
Doxiadis had a top psychiatrist on his .program because it seemingly
is a fact that there is a direct, correlation between a city poorly planned
and a high rate_of mental problems. Now we probably all con-
cede that in our urban renewal programs we started with buildings
instead of people. I believe we have learned that WO Should have
started with people.

Attached to and made a part of this is a copy of my-letter in 1967
in which I suggested that a study be made so that ('ongress would have
facts so that they could make proper appropriations. I would like to
read a part of thatyt ter

The following are facts as I interpret them : a
(1) A large percentage of the population of Appalachia and other southern

states are not properly housed. educated, fed and clothed.
(2) Farm production is ceasing-to he a problem as such, bite one consequence

is that many humans are being forced from the rural areas Into the urban areas.
(3) The migrants in many cases are not equipped to cope with the urban area

and migration shoal(' be slowed, stopped, or reversed until the migrants are
prepa red.

(4) From all indications, if present factors and forees continue without any
effort to alter them. this steady northward Migration will continue.

(5) Many studies have been made by universities, piddle organizations. private
orgnnizationg, and individuals: but to my knowledge no study encompasses this
entire situation. with its positively interrelated (although they are not immedi-
ately recogniked-as such) mimes. treads. and effects.
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(8) Unless some excellent plans are made and implemented, society in the
Urban areas cannot absorb the migrants any more than the migrants can accept
the urban ghettos; and in this period of transition we can anticipate an increase
in riots, crime, dope, divorce, and build-ups of breeding grounds receptive to
communistic agitation.

(7) If Congress were presented broad, comprehensivt, 'detailed plans and
recommendations, it would be much easier to appropriate money than with vague
and piecemeal plans.

If my suggestion or a similar one had been implemented, then today
you could have the facts with which to judge your course of action.

I talked *ith Dr. Doxiadis in 1967 and I asked him if it would be
possible to measure the cost of moving industry to the people in the
United States and alsoineasure the benefits that would accrue to our
cities. He stated to me that it would be possible. This was shortly
after our major riots. I would suggest that the U.S. Government
can attord the jaest and should use the services of Dr. Doxiadis.

Senitor ITITBIPITREY. I had the thought in mind when I was seeking
the highest office in the land that a number of these demonstration
cities, not the major cities, but some with a couple of hundred thousand
population, could be used for just what you are talking about to see
how it would work, to see if it would bear out our expectation. I think
it would. I think you are right, that you have to put in all-these services
if you are going to get a real evaluation.

Will you continue.
Mr. STORY. I must finish quickly. I am sure all of you dreamed and

hoped for things, had them within your grasp and then they have been
taken away. Please don't give hope to rural migrants unless you are
fairly sure you can implement your plats. Right now many poor people
in the cities are completely disillugipned because HUD's 235 program
for existing houses was suddenly drOpped.

In summary, over the past few years I have talked with many people
concerning our rural-urban problems. These people vary greatly in
education, income, social standards, and likes and dislikes. They have
all disagreed with me and with each other on the causes and effects
of our present-day situation, with the exception of two things. All are
in accord that : (1) It would be good if industry could be moved to
the people instead of the people having to move to industry ; and
(2) that one ofke most damaging things to society and the belief in
our way of life are broken Government promisei.

Thank you, Spator. It has been a pleasure to be here.
(The letter to Secretary Weaver referred to follows:) 4

BEN H. STORY, JR., REAL ESTATE,
Lereington, Ky., August 28, 1967.

Mr. ROBERT WEAVER,
Secretary, Department of Houstng and Urban Dcycloiment, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Mn. WEAvEn: Could you use an "omnipotent, all wise one" today to Help
you diminish our urban problems? Unfortunately, we have none; but how about
a tenm.of experienced Ekisticians?

Citizens of the United States watch your every move even as the rest of the
world watches the United States. Recently while in europe participating in the
annual Ekistics Seminar, I frequently heard questions about our country and
the most common was : "If you can't solve your problems of crimes, riots, poverty,
etc., how can you possibly help iis solve ours?" The implication from the unde-
veloped countries was obvious. '41
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The purpose of this letter is to suggest that you consider employing this*team
of Ekisticians to make a comprehensive study of the interrelation of housing in
some of our northern cities, living conditions in Appalachia and some of the
poorer southern states, and the continuing northward migration.

The following are facts as I interpret them:
) (1) A large percentage of the population of Appalachia and other southern

states are not properly housed, educated, fed and clothed.
(2) Farm pros tiction is ceasing to be a problem as such, but one consequence

is that many humans are being forced from the rural areas into the urban areas.
(3) The migrants in many cases are not equipped to cope with the urban

area ; and migration should be slowed, stopped, or reversed until the migrants
are propared.

(4) From all .indications, if present factors and forces continue,without any
effort to alter them, this steady northward migration will continue.

(5) Many studies have been made by universities, public organizations, privitte
organizations and individuals; but to my knowledge, no study encompasses this
entire situation, with its positively interrelated (although they are hot im-
mediately recognizable as such) causes, trends, and effcts.

(6) Unless some excellent plans are made and implemented, society in the
Urban areas cannot absorb the migrants any more than the migrants can accept
the urban ghettos; and in this period of transition we ca anticipate an in-
cease in riots, crime, dope, divorce, and build-ups,of breedinUrounds receptive
to communistic agitatioe.

(7) If Congress were presented broad, comprehensive, detailed plans and
recommendations, it would be much easier to appropriate money than with
vague and piecemeal plans.

A comprehensive study such as I have in mind would cover, among other
things, the following :

(1) the leveler of housing, income, education, et cetera in Appalachia and
some southern states

(2) the changes that have occurred in Appalachia and some southern states
during the past 20 or 30 years ;

(3) a tracing of Movement from Appalachia and some southern states to
ascertain final settlement places; levels of housing; standards of living; levels
of education, etc. ;

14) an analysis of 1, 2, and 3 to discover what effects, if any, this is having
in `the-northern urban areas ;

(5) if the movement as reflected in et, 3 and 4 above is causing deAnern-
tion in our cities, then recommendations should be made to reverse thejnove-
ment clod /or prepare the migrants so they will not contribute to degeneration: '

(6) an ascertainment as to whether apparent inevitability of Internal talgra-
lion within the United States should dictate changes in our national immigra-
tion policies.

It is impossible to'predict what a comprehensive study and plan might reveal.
It is entirely pro slide that it might convince us that in the long run, it would be
better socially and'econoznicaily to bring morAndustry to our rural areas. even
If by, subsidy. thus slowing down the migration and giving us time 10 condition
the rural people to urban living prior to their absorption by the metropolis and
mega loisol

If more industry must be moved to the people. then precedents have been set.
The leaders In my own state have recently heen able to attract industry thus
slowing migration. With the rapid changes in technology, compute N, satellite
communication, nuclear power, etc., there may he little need for all indtvqry
to help or near our large cities.

The only organization in existence which I believe is capable of miring such
a study and recommendations, as noted above, is Doxindis Associates of Wash-
ington. D.C., with borne offices in Athens. Greece. This organization is beaded by
the brilliant Constantinos A. Itoxindis who has applied his new discipline. Ekis-
tics. to such Problems as ours for many years.

Iroxindis has created cities and worked in many countries including the
United States. I am convinced his experienced Ekistics team could make the
study we need and come up with alternate plans of which at least one would
be palatable to Congress.
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Certainly the study that I...have in iiiind is an overwhelm ng task. Even Doxi-
Mils might he hesitant to undertake it. l in not even sure he would consider such
a study unless we convinced him hemould :

11 ) have the coolairatioirof our,many universities ;
12) lie wrtlittod to pre eat alternate recommendations based on filets lie finds,

with the filial decision of action left to others ; and .
13) be rendering a great humanitarian service.
Many people todaythe young, minority groups and othersseemingly can-

not forgive us for what we have- or have not dune in the past. But the past is
over. We look to the future. Must I answer this question years heifce:. "But,
Grandpa, after the summer of 19157, why dithilit.yatilill do something?"

tiincerely,
BEN H. STORY, Jr.

.

Senator I IUMPHREY. Yon hear the bell. I am going-to have to leave
yOu in'a minute.- Do you have.any concluding 'comments?

Mr. STORY. I would like to Sky just one word : Don't forget we-,have
got to furnish jobs to people. One of the mo. gtroying things in
our society is the people that cannot find work. ;

Senator Humenumr. This is the great gap t see today in all of
our economic thinking. We are all terribly disturbed about inflation,

.s?..._,
and about -other things, be there. isn't enough-attention paid to how
we . can provide these jobs. We have 20 million move people coaling
into our work force in the next 5 years, and with millidns of people

' already imeniiiloyed, that is going to mean a large unemployment.
And this can 'eat the heart out of people and the spirit, out of the

--Yat ion. .. . ,

\Mr. STORY. I appreciate that very much.
F - Senator HUMPHREY. What is your present work?

-Mr. STORY. I km an appraiser in. real estate and I advise people
what to do, peoplelhat own farms, own land, and collegeg, what to
do with their properties, and. things like that.

Senator ilumenany. You have had this educational background-
and experience, and it. is- very helpful to the committee.

Mr. STORY. I didn't get to college until I was 30. I was raised on a
dirt farm, and this gave. me an opportunity to really know what it was
like and I came here, I hope, representing all the people hurt by this . ,

: rural-urban. imbalance.
Senator IirmrnizEy. I will let you go now, and thank you very

'much.
With respect to the multiinrisdictional general purpose areawide

Planning and level' pment districts i il'ized and strengthened in the
Farm and Rural Development Credi oislation. S. 2223, Chairman
Talmadge of the Committee on Agr. ire and Forestry, our parent
Committee, reouested the Department of rousing and Urban Develop-
ment fon additiomil infeui tion to supplement, thiit provided in the
original report on Federal s. stance to planning districts under title
IX of the Agricultural Act of 1970. Theiesponse of the.Department
has now been received. It provides a complete picture, iroofar as the'
Department. of -Housing and Urban Development has it. of the organi-
zation, staffing. and funding of the districts under the 19(8 amendments
to the section 701 Planning giants program as adopted in 1965. Since
this new material has not been published elsewhere, and'since the, in-
formation kas a direct bearing on au important institution upormhich
we rely in the rural development credit system, I request pe,rmission
to insert the reponse of the Department,of Housing and trrrian De-
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velopment in the hearing record at this point. Without objection, so
ordered.

(The information is as follows :)

TILE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
Washington, D.C., July 15, 1071.

HOD. HERMAN E. TALMADGE.
Chairman, Comm itteegn Agriculture and Forestry,
I'.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This is in reply to your letter of June 4, ifeu, requesting
additional information on nonmetropolitan district planning andlIkection 701
of the Housing Act to supplement the November :30, 1970, report to Congress,
submitted pursuant to Section .901(c), Title IX of the. Agriculture Act 'of 1970.

The enclosed statement and materials should provide the informatk you
requested. However, if you should desire further information please let u*-knovv.v,

Sincerely,
GEORGE Rom NEY.

INFORMATION ON A DISTRICT BY DISTRICT BASIS

The following replieS are in narrative form rather than tabular form because
the answers apply to all of the HUD-assiSted agencies liSted in attachment num-
ber two of the November report. Specific Points are as follows :

BOUNDARIES OF DISTRICTS

The boundaries of all districts have been legally established by official State
action. All boundaries are established byveither State law, governor's proclama-
tion or with the governors concurrence.

DISTRICT GOVERNING BODY

. The official governing bodyof each district is organized.

DISTRICT PROFESSIONAL STAFF

We do not have district by district data regarding their staffing. The "701"
program does strongly encourage the building of agency staff capability rather
than reliance wholly upon consultant services. Last year we did conduct a very
general survey of our field offices as to the staffing of districts, The results of
the general survey indicated that approximately 90 percent of all districts hhve
one or more full time professionals employed. Approximately 50 pereqnt of all
districts use consulting services.

OFFICIAL RECOGNITION OF DISTRICTS

All of the districts on the list have been detertnined eligible and have, been
provided assistance. Although the Department does not have an official registra-
tion process, since we have determined them to be eligible one could say that that
constituted official recognition.

DISTRICT FUNDING UNDER "701"

The amount of funds which have been provided by the Department under Sec-
tion 701 to nonmetropolitan districts for fiscal year 1909,and 1970 are shown on
page three, Table 1, of the November report.

AMOUNT AND NATURE OF ZIHER FEDERAL FUNDING

We'do not have information .?egarding the amount of other federal funds which
have been used by districts. Ag indicated in the fourth paragraph of page four of
the November report there are' several federal programs which are frequently
used. That list indicates the natme of other federal assistance which is available.

0.8
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AMOUNT ,OF STATE AND LOCAL FUNDING OF DISTRICTS

We.do not have,information on the amount of state and local funds provided to
districts, except to say that the required matching funds for "701" grants have
been provided. The enclosed repolit) by the Council of State Governments (in note-
book) and the copies of State en ling legiSlation will provide you some informa-
tion in this regard.

AMOUNT AND NATURE OF FUNCTIONAL AND PBOJECT FUNDS MADE AVAILABLE
TO DISTRICTS

We have no information as to the amount of functional and projects planning
funds which have been made available to districts. As to the nature and source
of such funds. please refer to the enclosed three page listing of functional plan-
ning programs as of 1969. We do not have information as to their usage.

DISTRICT POWERS
4

Enclosed are three copies of state 1 tion and/or governor's proclamations.
These will provide you detail infor on the poWers, duties and responsi-
bilities of districts by state. To the be our knowledge only Arkansas districts
havesthe power to carry out development (construction).

(Note. Material cited on file with Rural Development Subcommittee.)
As requested, enclosed are three copies of State legislation and/or governor's

proclamations. There are a small number of states which did not respond to a
request for this information, therefore the enclosures are not complete for all
fifty states.

(Note. This material isott file in Rural Development Subcommittee.)

° HISTORY OF REQUESTS AND APPROPRIATIONS 'UNDER SECTION 701

For convenience, your question has been divided into throe parts. The first part
deals with requests and appropriations for all of Section 701. The second part
identifies requests and expenditures for nonmetropolitan districts (including Eco-
nomic and Local Development Districts). Your items re: commitments and
expenditures have been combined into one item as they are essentially the same.

11n millions of dollars)

Fiscal year-

1969 1970 1971 1972

Pt. 1. Comprehensive planning summary:_grants
Amount recommended by HUD 69.0 120.0 75.0 125
Amount .44noved by OMR ii 55.0 60.0' 60.0 100
Amount i n Presidential budget-- ----- - --..-- ------ - ----- 55.0 60.0 60.0 110____ .-
Authorization limitation 43.8 .4-60.0 +60.0 85
Amount appropriated 43.8 50.0 50.0

Pt. 2 Nonmetropolitan areawido funding summary:
Amount recommended by HUD 9.0 14.0 6.98 5
Amount approved by OMB 4.0 4.5 3.0 5
Amount in Presidential budget 4.0 4.5 3.0 5
Amount appropriated '
Amount expended (actual).

(2. 2)
. 8

(1.9)
2.7

. 3)9.

1 Denotes estimate.

Not Figures in the above'table lino item indications in budget request. Appropriations are not by line item. The
amount of appropriation shown above indicates the result of actual appropriations for the '701" program.

Part 3. This last part is 41 naiktive and covers the remainder of the items in
your question on appropriations and expenditures.

REGARDING THE NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF APPLICATIONS FILED BY DISTRICTS.

The number and amount of applications tiled by districts are for all practical
purposes the same as the number and amount of applications approved (which is
shown in the listing in the November report). Applications are not prepared
unless there is reasonable certainty as to funding. In any event, the Department
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doffs not receive applications from districts. Rather, they are submitted to the
States who have full administrative responsibility for nonmetropolitan districts
and supervision Qf their performance.

REGARDING CONGRESSIONAL LIMITATION ON TOTAL FEDERAL EXPENDITURES AND
PRESIDENTIAL WITHHOLDING OF APPROPRIATED FUNDS

Neither of these have affected the assistance available under Section 701. --

FEDERAL PLANNING ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Program

ao

Department
agency

Fiscal y
96ear19

level of
funding Enacting law

Generat purpose planning:
Comprehensive planning assistance HUD (UMAA).-

Urban information and technical assistance do

Community development training do

Community renewal program HUD (RHA)

Regional action planning commissions Commerce
(EDA).

Functional planning programs:
Economic development area planning do .76

'Economic development district planning Commerce 4. 54

Economic opportunity planning development program
grants:

Subprogram A-Migrants 0E0 (CAP)

Subprogram B Community action agencies do
Subprogram C -Neighborhoods in Mode Cities_ do_
Subprogram D State Economic opportunity offices.. ._ _do. _ _

Air pollution control planning. HEW (PHS).....

Planning and technical assistance for the aging . HEW (SRS)
Appalachian regional development (ARC)
National historic preservation USDI (NPS)___

Federal aid airport program DOT (FAA)

Model cities program planning HUD (IcA)

Juvenila delinquency prevention and control HEW (SRS)
Comprehensive law enforcement planning Justice (LEAH)__

Comprehensive outdoor recreation planning assistance_._._ USD! (BOR)____

Urban mass transportation studios DOTitIMTA)___

Do HUD (UMAA).._

Federal aid highway planning:. DOT (FHA)

Comprehensive water and sewer system and solid waste USDA (FHA).__
management planning.

Solid waste management planning HEW (PHS)
Water and related land resource Water Resource

Council.
Comprehensive water quality administratiqp.___... ..... _ INT (FWPCA)___

Comprehensive water quality management planning do
Statewide comprehensive health planning HEW (PHS)

Areawide comprehensive health planning do

Elementary -and secondary education program planning..._ HEW (OE)

4 Public Law 83 500,

0 P

54.
Law 89- 764,

1966.
5. 0 Public Law 88-560,

1964.
8.2 Public Law 86 372,

1959.
3.7 Public Law 89-136,

1965.

Higher education facilities comprehensive planning grants _ do
program.

Project planning programs:
Urban renewal survey and planning advances HUD (RHA)

Airport advance planning and edgineering DOT (FAA)

Resources conservation and development USDA (SCS)___.
Watershed protection and rood prevention_ do

Public Law 89-136,
1965.

Public Law 89-136,
1965.

.16 Public Law 89- 794,
1964

3.3 Do.
1.0 Do.
.31 Do.

0 Public Law 90-148,
1967.

1.9 Old Amer Act, 1965.
1.55 Public Law 911-4, 1965.
. 83' Public Law 89-665

1966.
0 Public Law 79-377

1946.
22.12 Public Law 89-754

1966.
5.0 Public LaW 90-44 1968.

19.0 Public Law 90-351
1968.

.72 Public Law 813-578
1965.,

5. 0 Public Law 88-365
1964.

1.5 Public Law 88-365
1964.

65.41 Public Law 89-564
1966.

4.50 Public Law 87-128,
1961.

2.00 Public Law 89-272,
2.602 Public Law 89-80, 1965.

.10 Public Law 84-660,19th
89-753, 1966.

1.25 .Do.
7.37 Public Law 89-749,

1966.
7.0 Do.

0 Elementary and sec-
ondary education
amendments of 1967.

4.0 Higher Education Facili-
ties Act of 1963.

18. 20 Public Law 81-171,
1949.

. 83 Public Law 79.377.
1946.

. 83 Public Law 87 -703.
1.25 Public Law 83-566.

1954.

5
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Senator Hum Pnarr. One major -feature of S. 2223 is its reliance
upon the financial subsidiaries of the areawide general purpose plan-
ning and development districts of il*States.

1 he Rural Development Credit Bunking System would rely heavily
on District Rural Development Credit Agencies to provide financial
assistance to local banks and units of general government to extend
credit to borrowers to establish and operate rural development poj-
ets. Borrowers would purchase voting shares in the district agencies
and ultimately become their owners along with participating local
banks and units of government which would also be antborized to
purchase voting stock in the district financial .agencies.

The district financial agencies in turn would own voting stock in
and own and control the re'gional rural development banks.

Moreover, each loan and grant application as a condition of approval
must be checked out by the nthltijurisdictional general purpose plan-
ning and development district board to determine the proposed poj-
ect's consistency with the areawide 'plan developed for the district.

The council of State governments has compiled an excellent refer-
ene source siumnarizing State action toward establishment of sub-
state, areawide planning and development districts, which will be the
parent institutions of the district financial :agencies established under
S. 2,223. I request unanimous consent to insert this document in the
record of the hearing.

(The summary is as follows :)

STATE ACTION TOWARD ESTABLISH NI ENT c S I' 11-StrATE DISTRICTS

The enclosed summary is part of a Council of State Governments study of state
experience in implementing the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of1968. The
study, funded by the U.S. Department of Housing t Urban Development, re-
ports upon recurring problems in implementation of t Act, and offers recom-
mendations for federal, state, and local action toward o ercomig them.

State action toward establishment of sub-state distric s is clearly associated
with effective implementation of the Act. The project notification and review
system, established by OMB Circular A-65, provides a useful management tool
for state and local elect&I officials. Maximum. effectiveness depends urxm the
development of a coordinative planning process at state and areawide levels and
subsequent linkage of that process with the clearinghouse function.

T e enclosed report summarizes state action toward establishment of sub-
sta e areawide planning and development districts, which provide the planning

ability necessary to the A-91 project notification and review system.

REGION I
Connecticut

Connecticut has adopted a system of fifteen sub-state planning districts. Since
July 1969, responsibility for delineation or redelineation of Connecticut's district
boundaries has been located in the Office of State Planning; 1)epartment of Fi-
nance and Control. (Public Act 628 of 1969.)

District organizations, called Regional Planning Agencies, are formed at local
initiative under Chapter 127, General Statutes. Thirteen agencies are presently
staffed and operational. Connecticut Statutes also allow for the formation of
regional councils of elected officials within the district boundaries.

!State support to the Regional Planning Agencies is by regular appropriation
and provision of technical assistance.

A-95 Clearinghouse review is carried out by the Regional Planning Agencies
except for those which fall within the jurisdiction of the Tri-State Transporth-
tIon Commission. The five Regional Planning Agencies within the CommiaSion
area are involved in the review process, but the Commission is the official clear-
inghouse.
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Federally initiated sub-state programs generally conform to Connecticut's
district delineation.
Maine

The official designation of sub-districts in Maine in based on PL 1969, Chapter
352, Section 1, which gives the Governor of Maine authority to designate official
regional planning and development districts. This law also requires that the
Governor, before establishing such boundaries, shall obtain through the State
Planning Office all relevant information related to this tank and afford all parties
affected adequate notice and an opportunity to present their views. The Governor
may, after consultation with the State Planning Office, revise the designation of
districts to reflect changing conditions or otherwise to fulfill the purposes of this
law.

The State Planning Office has established eight tentative o ial regional
planning districts for the state. The eight major drainage basins WMaine serve
as the framework for designation of its official planning districts. These districts
will be large in size but small im number so that they can encompass an many
environmental and deielopment problems as possible. Environmental protection
will be a major consideration in the designation of these. official districts. The
eight tentative districts are now being reviewed with regional planning directors,
Municipal officials, state agency heath and federal agencies. Formal and detailed
recommendations will be submitted to the Goverpor for his action, and designation
is expected loy mid-1971.

Although only two metropolitan districts have the A -95 review process at
present, all official regional planning districts will eventually possess such
functions.

'In addition, they will perform the following four major functions:
(1) Comprehensive regional planning and areawide review authority for fed-

eral. state and local programs and projectS.
(2) Serve as a governmental home for various federal, state and local develop-

ment activities' such as OHO, EPA, Regional Water Resources Planning and
Control and Social Planning and Development.

(3) Act as a vehicle for the stimulation and performance of governmental
functions on an areawide basis through councils of'governments or other cooper-
ative arrangements.

(4) Serve as an agency to receive and administer-federal funds for regional
organizations and Inter - governmental cooperation on common areawide problems.

Mastfachmletts
Sub-state districting is undergoing change in Massachusetts. The state presently

utilizes a set of twelve planning and development districts. The districts were
established under several pieces of legislation over a period of several years.
Three districts were established by special legislation at state initiative (Dukes
('o., Old Colony, and MAPC) ; two under special legislation at local initiative
(Cape Cod and Franklin Co.) ; one (SR Mass.) by state initiative under a gen-
eral enabling statute; and the remaining six by local' Initiative under the same
enabling legislation (Chapter 40B General Laws 1955 as amended in 1964).

These twelve districts, which include 99 percent of the state population. are
primarily utilized for regional planning and development purposes and are sup-
ported by state appropriations, the provision of technical advisors by the 'state.
and federal funds under the Fir') 701 program and other federal sources.

In all cases, 'they are public bodies and must. have a professional staff. The
percent of public official participation varies with the legislation under which
the district was organized. All twelye districts serve as A795 Clearinghouses,.one
is an EDD, and several coincide with'LEAAs.

Massachusetts Is currently adopting a new set of eight administrative districts.
The change is required under administrative hulletin 65 (as ifinended).

The major accent under the new eight region arrangement"will be upon provi-
sion of : ;

(1) administrative districts for ptate departments ;
( 2 ) groupings of service delivery 'areas ; and
(3) geographic areas for program planning coordination both within and be-

tween state agericies and different 'levels of government:.
Federal programs administered on a sub-state basis will be brought into con-

formance as the districts are made operational.

2
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New Hampshire
Seventeen sub -state districts were designated by exectiliVe order December 26,

1984. These are currently utilized for both planning and administration purposes.
Four are currently staffed and operational and five others are nearly ready to
begin functioning. Districts are supported by the provision of state staff assist-
ance and through state administered 701 planning assistance grants. District
organizations are est-4011111y. regional planning eommistsions established under
state enabling legislation, with members nominated by the planning board of
each municipality and appointed by the municipal officers.
Rhode Island

Rhode Island has determined that the 'development of a system of sub-state
districts is unwarranted at the present time. State officials cite Rhode Island's
small size and relative economic and social homogeneity as the primary factors
in the decision.
Vermont

Sub-state districting in Vermont is currently undergoing change. At present.
the state has fourteen sub-state areas sanetloned under Chapter 24. Vermont
Statutes annotated. These areas provide a basis for the establishment of area-
wide planning organizations. District organizations are Regional Planning Com-
missions and membership by a municipality is voluntary. Members are appointed
by participating municipalities with no requirement for elected officials. Profes-
sional staff is encouraged, and staffing is supported by regular state appropria-
tion. Under the existing arrangement, the districts serve as A-95 Clearinghouses.

Vermont is in the process of revising district boundaries for planning and ad-
ministrative processes. The Advisory Committee on Administrative Coordination
has recommended that a set of seven subotate districts for regional planning and
state administrative processes be established. These districts will also be estab-
lished for coordinating federal activities.

Legislation to implement the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on
Administrative Coordination is now before the 1971 session of the Vermont Gel

ederal Assembly. It is expected that the bills will be enacted into law.

REGION II
New York

New York state has established eleven comprehensive planning and develop-
ment regions. The are utilized for local planning efforts and provide an area-
wide focus for functional planning by state agencies. Delineation of boundaries
was originally carried out by the New York State Office of Planning Coordina-
tion in consultation with the various state departments and agencies and local
governments. The regions were then declared by Executive Order #44 as the
official comprehensive planning and development regions of New York state.
Regional organizations have been established at local initiative under Article
5-G and/or Section 239-b of the state's General Municipal Law. These sections
enable multi-jurisdictional planning bodies and interlocal cooperation. AU re-
gional agencies are public bodies, and professional staffing is a prerequisite for
state support.

State support is provided by state matching of fedtral planning assistance funds,
state functional planning funds, and provision of technical and staff assistance.

Federal programs administered on a sub-state level utilize New York's reginhal
boundaries, and regional boards have, been designated as A-95 Clearinghouses in
ten of the eleven regions.

New York's accent in sub-state districting has been upon supporting local
initiative. The Governor's executive order requires state agencie8 to utilize re-
gional boundaries in their functkinal planning activities unless it is infeasible
for them to do so. The order also requires state agencies to review the extent
to whicIr their administrative operations might conform to the same regional
boundaries.
New Jersey

New Jersey has not designated sub-state districts. Sixteen of New Jersey's
twenty-one counties are metropolitan and participate in Metropolitan areawide
planning bodies. The remaining five counties are not contiguous and each is con-
sidered an areawide planning unit. Each serves, as well, as a non-metropolitan
A-95 Clearinghouse.
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'MON III
Delaware

Because of its small size and relative social and economic homogeneity, Dela-
ware has ft'et undertaken, a sub-state districting system.

The state clearinghouse carries out A -93 review of non-metropolitan areas of
the state.
Maryland

A statewide system of officially designated sub-state districts does not yet exist
in Maryland. At present, the state utilizes an incomplete set of sub-state units
created incrementally and for' varied purpose& Now in existence are two coun-
cils of overnment, two regional planning councils, sections of multistate planning
and development agencies antra council on Appalachian Maryland created by
executive order.

Maryland IS moving incrementally toward adoption of a system of seven
officially designated districts and delineation is complete. Formal adoption of
the system is expected to be accomplished by executive order. A-95 review for
non-metropolitan districts is carried out by the Maryland Department of State
Planning.
Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania has a long standing tradition of sub -state organization, al-
though, at present, no single set of districts has been offielally designated for
General use. Since definition of thirteen state pitinning regions in 1964, a
varrt'ty of activities have been carried out on A sub-state, multi-county basis.
In 1968, six Human Service Regions were adopted by gubernatorial action as a
framework for the administration of nine major state programs.

Ten regional planning and development organizations are now operating
within Pennsylvania, six of whirl' are outgrowths of the Appalachia program.

Pennsylvania's basic regional policy is Iarrently undergoing extensive re-
examination. Among other things, a uniform system of ten districts is being
proposed as a basis for unifying the fragmented districting situation now existent
In the Commono ea it h.
Virginia

A statewide system of sup -state districts was mandated by the General As-
_
!viably in July 1968. when tfie Virginia Area Development Act became law.

Twenty-two planning districts were delineated July 1969 by the Division of
State Planning and Community Affairs. Local governments in a planning district
may organize a planning district commission (PDC). but participation is volun-
tary. Planning district commissions have been organized and staffed in nineteen
districts which encompass 93 percent of the state's population.

PDOs are public bodies supported by regular )(tali_ appropriations which
currently toiol 750.000 dollars per year. To be eligible' Tor state grants a com-
mission must have employed a professional staff. The state also provides techni-
cal assistance to districts.

I'I)Cs engage in areawide intergovernmental planning and coordination of
planning efforts at the local level. Their policy making bodies must have a major-
ity of elected officials with at least one from each member jurisdiction.

Virginia has eneouraged federal agencies to focusirdininistration of their
programs through PDC% talx I'I)('s are local development districts. Five are
economic development districts.

Combinations of PDC,s has been designated as air quality control regions and
they are also designated as both metropolitan and non-metropolitan 701 com-
prehensive planning agencies. They also have responsibility for A-05 review.

Several state agencies have voluntarily realigned administrative districts to
coincide with PDC boundaries. In addition, an executive order is being eonsidered
which will bring abont the realignment of most other state administrative
districts to coincide with PDC boundaries.
Weal Virginia

At pie.:Sent, West Virginia deiks not have officially* established sub-state dis-
trit4S. The state has utilized an eleven region pattern estiblished in 1969 under
the Appalachian Redevelopment Act as an ad hoc IntAt: for areawide planning.

Leg lotion introduced in the 1971 legislature would enable the establishment
of a system of multi-purpose, sub -state districts. ['ruler the proposed

63-582-71pt. 4-33
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delineation would take 1)1114e within a specific fillip period from Iona:411m Organi-
zational and functional chit rinteristics of the district organizations amincluded
in the pending bill witch accents achievement of Uniformity in federal, program
administration and coordination Of local planning and development activities.

111.14111N 1 V

I /0 IM (/
Sub-state dintricting was 111/111410,4-41 by, Act 1126 of 1969. ExectalvecOrder

#24 4.1111y 19701 designated eight planning and development- districts. Cnder
Act 1126, regional planning and development commission); may be established
within the designated districta through the exercise of pineal initiative. Regional
eoininit,sions mast include at least three contiguous counties and more than one
limy exist within a district. There are presently ninetsmmilmsions eavering all of
six districta.

Itistrirt boundarlea pmvide a collation geographic basis for state planning and
pn)granuning. ilitifofm alignment of ftsierally initiated sub-state programs, and
areawide coordination of local planning. Regional eontinissions serve as A-95
.1Par1nghtrawn where they have sufficient staff ea fmbility.

Florida
State action in establishing salt-state districts has linen minimal. A 1968 reso-

lution of the Florida State Planning and Budget rmninission recommended a net
of uniform districts an a guideline for local hiltiatiye. Further fiction has been
limited, however, and the official status of the district pattern has become am-
biguous due to subsequent goventmental reorganization and a change of adminis-
tration. Maiti,jurisdictional areawide planning is carried out in metrOpMfhin
areas by regional planning (s)mmismions enabled under Chapter 160, Florida
Sfa t Wes or by medal local act.

Grorgla
Sub-state districts are an integral part of Georgia's planning stricture. There

are presently nineteen such bodlea, formed at local initiative tinder Georgia's
General Planning Enabling; Act of 1957 ias amended Ge4)gia Act 1066, of 1970,
and Georgia Act 5, of 1971 which relates only to Metropolitan Atlanta.

The nineteen districts, called Area Planning and Development Commissions,
form a statewide network. These are supported by a regular state appropriation
based on a matching formula which allows tip to $65.(X)0 annually to em.h Plan-
ning and Development Commission.

All district commissions are public bodies Sand the proportion of elected official
representation is locally. determined. All nineteen Area Planning and Develop-
ment Ounimiasions are in full operation with professional staffs.

While the foci's of Georgia's Area Planning and. Development Commissions
has been upon developing aml coordinating a reawide inulti-Jurisdictional plan-
ning, they also serve as a basis for coordination of federally assisted sub-state
programs. All nineteen districts have been officially designated as A-95 Clearing-
houses, twelve are Economic Develomnent Districts, nix serve as local Develop-
ment 1)istricts for Appalachia. In addition, all nineteen are "701" agencies and
are responsible for Law Enforcement Assistance Planning. Several districts serve
as Comprehensive Ilealth Planning Areas and the boundaries of several districts
are coterminous with those of Community Action Agencies.

While several of Georgia's state agencies are utilizing the district boundaries,
the state is currently reviewing all existing sub-state districts to place a greater
emphasis on a uniform net of districts for planning and program administration
activities at the local, state, and federal levels.
A cats/PO/ ,

Executive Order 67-233 established fifteen multi-purpose Area Development
jastricts for Kentucky. At present, twelve districts, are organized, staffed, and
operating.

State assistante is provided by state matching of federal planning assistance
fund.) and provision of planning and programming assistance on request. Orga-
nizational requirements are administrative and are prerequisities for state as-
sistance. Executive Order 69-413 designated the organized districts as A-95
Clearinghouses.

At present. twelve districts serve as "701" ageneles, seven as Eennomie Devel-
opment Districts, and five an !meal Development Districts. All are utilized as
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Comptehenslo Health Planning Areas. All state agencies are instructed to
recognize the district delineation as the basis for administration of state programs.

isaidaippi
MLssitAppi has a system of ten sub state planning and development districts,

with all eighty-twd counties participating. Seven of these districts receive as their
primary source of support planning grants from the Ecomanie Development Ad-
ministration. Three districts are funded by the Appalachian Regional Commis-
sion.

The ten districts servo as A-95 Regional Clearinghouses for federal programs,
working withlhe Coordinator of Federal-State Programs, Office of the Governor,
as the state clearinghouse and the coordinating state agency for the districts.

Seven of the districts have been designated as Economic Development Districts
by the Economic Development Administration, and the three Appalachian Local
Development Districts have been authorized for designation as economic develop-
ment districts.

Matching funds for distrkt administration are provided through tax revenues,
from the counties tinder Section 2911.3 and Sections 2890.5-01 through 2890.5-08,
Mississippi Code of 1942, Recompiled.

Certain of Mississippi's planning and development districts serve as housing
autljprities, engagt in manpower training, administer programs for the aging,
and administer 701 comprehensive planning assistance programs, and all of the
districts provide n broad range of other technical assistance and planning serv-
ices for local governments within their boundaries.

The districts receive no direct state appropriations at this time. but state plans
call for legislation establishing a uniform structure for the districts along with
regular financial support.

Both state and federal agencies are increasingly relying upon these districts for
Rub-state planning and development purposes.
North Carolina

Seventeen multi-Jurisdictional planning regions were designated by Executive
Order #3 In May, 1970. State responsibility for enconraging multi-jurisdic-
tional planning is mandated in Section 143-341(6) : North Carolina General
Statutes (as amended tin 1969).

Some form of organization exists in all but one of the seventeen districts, al-
though they do not in each instance utilize state delineated boundaries exactly.
Reeently established agencies have organized through local initiative under gen-
eral state stntutem enabling eminent.; of governments or other interlocal coopera-
tive arrangements. There is, therefore. 111) single predominant organization
structure at present. The state encourages structures which are closely linked
to local governments. Organizations of city and county officials have encouraged
council of goVernments.

State support is provided through staff and technical assistance. and the fiscal
1972 budget will, if approved, provide a state appropriation to assist regional
organizations,

Motion toward alignment of federally initiated sub-state programs is underway.
Comprehensive Health Planning Area approach complete alignment and Law
Enforcement Assistance Areas are completelykaligned. Economic Development
Districts and Local Development Districts are undergoing realignment into the
district pattern. Four multi-county regions have been designated as A-93 Reglobal
Cyearinghouses. Three additional regions have been designated as regional clear-
inghouses on an interim basis. State agencies are adopting the delineation at
present. To the extent that can be determined, federal agencies are also conform-
ing to the multi-county alignments.
South Carolina

The official delineation of ten multi-purpose sub -state districts was adopted
by executive order in March 1969. Planning and development organizations have
been formed in all of the ten districts. These organizations are created tit loral
initiative and ran be con:nits of goternments or regional planning commissions.
All are public bodies and IP xlst in form and function pursmint to the state's ettan,,
prehensive planning anti zoning Enabling Legislation Act 487 of 1967.

The ten planning and development organizations ore provided state staff anti
technical assistance on a regular basis. Stfate financial support is anticipated on a
formula basis in fiscal year 1973. The planning organizations serve as A-95/
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Clearinghouses. All receive "701" assistance; law enforcement assistance, and out-
door recreation, historical preservation, highway safety, transportation, -and
water and sewer funds.

Other uses of the official district delineation are areawide health planning'and
cooperative area manpower planning. One district, is a local development district,
four are economic development districts, and four are resource conservation and
development districts. Two districts have been selected as "pilot" areas by the
South Carolina rural development committee. Community action agency:Vs° of
the official pattern Is bewinning to emerge.

Seventeen state agencies utilize the official sub-state districts as geogfletphic
basis for the planning and delivery of state programs.
Tennessee

Executive Order _No. 17 of 1968 designated eight planning and development
regions for Tennessee. A subsequent amendment added a ninth. The districts
are multi- purpose, but focus upon phoning for economic development.

Six of the districts, covering sixty-eight percentof the population, are °mai
nized under the provisions of Chapter 13-1401 through 13-1411, Tennessee Code
Annotated. State support is offered through a regular appropriation (matching
funds to a maximum of 25,000 dollars), and provision of coordination with state
agencies.

Districts.are required to he public bodies and have an approved work pro-
gram in order to receive state support.

Federally initiated sub-state programs are largely in alignment with the dis-
trict delineation, and numerous state agencies utilize the districts as geographic
bases for functional planning and delivery of state programs.

ttre(rt-e.dss.mvIattleemarolyr 1d97tatlr,tchtsowfet've.nrs,etdhett4itattat74nndueprotnootk. aantteoffnoortf ti(i)netfstoabliasbreaastfv:),-r

linois
REGION' V

As of' December 31. 1970, Illinois had not carried out a substate districting

administration of state programs. The proposal includes a first tier of large
regions for state purposes and. ultimately, a second tier of smaller sub-regions for
regional planning and administration of federal sub-state programs.

Formal adoption of the system is expected to have peen accompinhed by ex-
ecutive order by April 15, 1971.
isfiloss .

Executive Order 18-68 designated fourteen multi-county planning and devel-
opment iegions. The order urges recognition and adoption of the regiOns by
state agencies and establishes the Indiana Division of Planning as the admin-
istrating agency. Seven state agencies currently utilize the boundaries.

At presvnt, none of' the state designated districts, have organized, and federal
sub-state program administration is only partially in conformance with regional
boundaries. A proposal for a statewide network of regional planning agencies is
currently under consideration by the Indiana Legislature. A number of councils
of government are in existence under general state statutes for interlocal co-
operat idn. /

Michigan
Thirteen state planning and development regions covering the entire state are

officially designated by executive directive. The directive requires conformance
where possible by state agencies in functional planning and delivery of govern -
mental. services. While Michigan's emphasis to date has been upon utilization of
regional boundaries for state administration, delineation was designed to support
the evolution of a uniform system of multi-purpose, sub-state units.

Michigan Statutes enable establishment of malti-county regional planning com-
missions and economic development commissions upon local initiative. Sub-state
organizations presently include two councils of governments, two metropolitan
area regional planning commissions and six organizations which combine the
characteristics of regional planning commissions aid economic development com
missions under Michigan's Enabling Statutes.

The state does not yet provide financial support to sub-state regions and a
uniform comprehensive planning capability dolls not yet exist within the re-,
gional boundaries.

,
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Adinini tration of federally Initiated sub-state programs does not generally
conform' the state regional delineation patterh.
Minnesot

State a Lion toward establishment of sub-state districts has progressed rapidly
Minne ta since 1969.,Under Chapter 1122, 1969 Minnesota Laws, the Governor

in his e as State Planning Officer, is empowered to designate nub-state "devel-
opment egions."

Executive Order #37 (4/3/69) established a system of eleven such regions to
be uti zed for multi-jurisdietionaiwegional pinnning, and for administration of
fede .11y Initiated sub-state programs. Executive Order #60 (6/70) and ix sub-

nt amendment (12/70) realigned the original pattern slightly. Under the
endment to Executive Order #60, one region was divided into two. The result-

ng twelve 'district pattern will be adopted in final form upon petition for Re-
gional Development Commissions by the newly created regions.

Under Chapter 1122, regional organizations are public Podies and are supported
by the state through ad, hoc appropriations and provision of technical and staff
assistance. One Regional Development Commission has organized under the chap-
ter provisions and a second is expected to thr so in 1971.

One additional region is organized under the legislation establishing theTwin
Cities Metropolitan Council and is unique in its relationship to state and local
governments.

Compliance by federal agencies administering sub-state programs is expected
to follow finalization of the districting pattern. Districts, once organized and
carrying out regional planning, will be designated as A-fr, Clearinghouses.
Ohio

Ohio has not yet undertaken official state designation of n uniform set of sub-
state districts. The existing structure is based upon ad hoc arrangement of eoun-
ells of government and regional planning commissions. These agencies carry out
arcawide pinnning and. in metropolitan areas, serve as A-95 Clearinghouses.

State support to sub-state organizations Is currently limited to provisions of
"regional advisors" and technical assistance.

The state is currently studying a proposal for the establishment of two-
tiered system of multi-purpose districts and enabling legislation (House Bill
#26) was intreduced In the 1971 legislature.
Wiaconsin

Executive Order #22 (August 1970) designated a set of eight snbstate dis-
tricts in Wisconsin. The districts are multi-purpose; serving as geographic milts
for planning and delivery of state programs, coordination of local planning ef-
forts. and uniform alignment of federally initiated sub-state or(ot,rams.

Eight regional planning commissions. enabled under Section 191.945 existed
prior to official district delineation and are encouraged to conform over time to
the state initiated boundiaries. At present. the jurisdictions of three commissions
are in or near completeklignment.

Federal program conformance is presently incomplete, but motion toward align-
ment is underway. Districts will be designated A-95 Clearinghouses as organiza-
tion progresses.

Eight major state agencies (comprising the governor's working cabinet 1 are
required by Executive Order #22 to conform to the district pattern.

al:O ION V I
Iowa

Iowit established a set of sixteen sub-state districts by Executive Order # 11
of 1967. district concept has not been actively utilized. however. until re-
cently. There are no officially recognized district organizations at present. but
Iowa is under king a program to Invigorate Its district system.

District org nization will be in accordance with Iowa's Jot ,xercise
Power Statites and state support will he in the form of staff and technical assist-
ance. State planning officials are exploring the possibility of state funding to
a model district. and are seeking packaging of federal planning funds to support
staff for district organizations.
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Kansas -

A set of eleven =In-purpose sub-state distriefvere designated in February
1971 by eNeentivi order. District organizations will he regional planning eounals-
slims enabled by Kansas Statutes Annotated. 1999 Supp. Ch. 12-716.

' -State support is provided in the form of staff and teehnicul'assistance upon
request. At present. two districts have organized and have Some staff (pacity.
Distriet commissions will be designated as A 95 (lea ringhsnses as sufficient
staff capacity is reached.
of iusottri

Missouri established twenty sub-state districts by executive order In 1967. The
order. issned.under aqthority of CO 251, CRSNIo. 11817 Sapp.. recognizes Mks
sourrit twenty multi-purpose sub -state districts as necessary to effective oordi-
nation of local planning efforts. and encourages state agencletto utilize them
la planning and delivery of state grant programs.

All twenty districts are organized and staffed at present'State support fig of-
fered by provision of aaff and -terlinical assistance. District organizations are
called Regional Planning Commissions, but are composed of elected officials.
All are public

Federally initiated nub -State progranis are in satisfactory conformance with
the district isitterns, and all district en issions (6 metropolitan and 14 non-
metropolitan ) serve as A-95 (lea ringitouses
Ne bra ka

Nebraska utilizes a net of twenty -six multi-purpse sub-state districts. These
were established by gubernatorial action on authority of Legislative Bill 538
(1969). District organizations are formed under Nebraska's Interlocal Cooperks-
that Act (firs 22-2201 through 'Zi-2207'Neb. Rev. Slat). All are public bodies.

At present, four districts have organized. Three are metropolitan and one non-
metropolitan. State support can be offered b, a regular formula appropriation.
state matching of certain federal program funds, and provision of technical and
staff assistance on a regular basis.

Compliance with the &Strict pattern by state and federal agencies is excellent.
Both Comprehensive Health Planning Areas and Law Enforcement Asistauce
Areas are in complete conformance.

The Pour organized districts have been designated to serve as A-9 Clearing-
houses. The remaining districts will be designated upon organization and achieve-
ment of a sufficient planning capability.

REGION VII
Arkansas

Arkansas utilizes a system of eight sub-state districts. Six are metropolitan
areawide Regional Planning Oommissior.s or councils of governments enabled
under Act 26, 1955. All eight are Economic Development DIT,tricth enabled and
designated by Act 11S, 1969. The district system was established for coordination
of local planning and develOpment activities, and as a basis for uniform align-
ment of federally initiated sub-state programs.

State support for the eight Economic Development Districts is by regular
appropriation and provision of technical and staff assistance upon request.

The six metropolitan areawide agencies air organized in accordance with HUD
requirements, while the eight Economic Development Districts must organize in
accordance with Act 11S lu order to receive state support. The art requires that
the EDDs be public bodies, composed of a majority of elected officials. Profes-
sional staff is a condition of assistance.

All eight districts have been designated as A-95 Clearinghouses and receive
funding as "701" Comprehensive Planning Agencies. Seven are Comprehensive
Health Planning Areas and the boundaries of Arkansas' two Resource Conserva-
tion and Development Districts are coterminous with district boundaries.
Louisiana

Eight sub-state districts were established by administrative action in 1970
under authority of Act 2M of 1968. These districts provide a geographic basis fir
statewide planning efforts, A-95 review and comment procedures, and uniform
alignment of federally initiated sub-state programs.

Development of district organizations is underway. The districts were formed
in parallel with existing Economic Development Districts and an EDD staff exists
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within tench. Metropolitan areas within the districts have established regional
planning commissions within their troundaries, and each district has a district
A-it; Clearinghouse board composed of state and local elected officials and rep-
resentatives of several public bodies.

Federally initiated sub-state programs are reported in satisfactory conform-
awe with the district boundaries. -State support to the districts is provided in
the form of staff and technical assistance upon request.
New Mexico

A system of six sub-state districts Was adopted by Executive Order #1 in
January 196i). District organizations are formed at local initiative under New
Mexico's Joint Exercise of Powers1Statute (Art. 22, Sec. 4-22-1 through Sec. 4-
22 -7), or under a :Teethe statute enabling establishment of a regional planning
commission. Two districts, one metropolitan council of governments and one
Economic Development District, have formed.

State support is provided in the form of staff and technical assistance, but
alternate proposals are before the 1971 legislature. One proposal would provide
a regular appropriation to district organizations, and another would allow dis-
trict boards to exercise taxing power.

Federally initiated sub-state programs generally conform to the district de-
lineation. A-95 review and comment is carried out by the two existing district
organizations.

State agencies are directed to utilize the delineated pattern in planning and
delivery of state programs.
Oklahoma

Oklahoma has utilized a system of eleven sub-state districts since June, 1968.
Senate Bill 290 of 1969 established legislative authority for state action toward
further organizing the system. The eleven districts were formed on the basis of
existing Economic Development Histricts and eight are organized and func-
tioning.

In the absence of specific statutory requirements for district organization,
Oklahoma's district organizations are formed in accordance with Economic
Development District guidelines. State support is offered through matching of
federal planning assistance funds and by provision of staff and technical assist-
ance.

On January 15,1971, administrative action was taken under S.B. 290 to realign
the districts. The current system grants to seven counties the option of shifting
their membership between adjacent state districts for particular federal pro-
grams.

Federally initiated sub-state programs are moving satisfactorily toward con-
formance with the delineation as are Oklahoma's state agencies. The districts
are seen as multi-purpose and are intended to provide aliasis for coordination of
local planning, uniform alignment of federally initiated sub-state programs, and
adnpnistration of state programs.
Texas

Texas' system of f*enty-one sub-state planning regions is among the most
highly developed in the nation. Regional boundary delineation was accomplished
by Official Memorandum (executive order) in December 1968 to provide stand-
ardization of boundaries for local, state, and federal sub-state activities. District
organizations, called Regional Councils, are established at local initiative under
Article 1011m V.A.C.S., as amended, to carry out planning and development
activities within the standardized boundaries.

There are twenty-three Regional Councils within the twenty-one districts
(three districts have two councils serving separate geographic areas, and one
district is being organized). Regional Councils must have at least a majority of
elected officials as members in order to receive state assistance. All are public
bodies.

Assistance is by regular, formula appropriation; provision of certain state
functional planning 'funds, and staff and technical support when requested. Pro-
fessional staff is an additional requirement for state assistance.

EAll Regional Councils serve as A-95 Clearinghouses, Law Enforcement Assist-
ance Areas, and metropolitan or non-met Topolitan "701" Comprehensive Plan-
ning Agencies. Six Economic Development Districts are coterminous as are four
Comprehensive Health Planning Areas.
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All major state agencies utilize the Regional Councils in the development of
their"pleas and programs. Hight utilize the district boundaries or combinations
in delivery of services.

REGION
Colorado

Colorado has not designated Ha-state districts by legislative or gubernatorial
action. A set of twelve districts has been established, however, by the Colorado
State Planning, Office. These districts are utilized for coordination of local plan-
ning. Two of the twelve have established areawide organizations under statutes
enabling multi-jurisdictional planning.

State support is in the form of staff planning advisory service and matching
offederal planning funds.
Montana

Slontana has not yet adopted sub-state districts. A proposed delineation pattern
would establish a set of twelve multi-county regions for use by all state agencies.
North Dakota

Executive Order #49, issued in September 1969, established eight sub-state
districts for planning and administration of state Services. Multi-jurisdictional
organization within the districts is guided by North Dakota general statutes en-
abling interloca I cooperation (Chapter 11-35, North Century Code). At present,
no district has a staffed organization covering all or most of ea. Insofar as
sub-state districts are focused upon delivery of state government rvices, how-
ever, organization has not become an issue in North Dakota,

No regional A-95 Clearinghouses have been designated, and boundary con-
formance by federally initiated sub-state .programs is varied.

The North Dakota Departments of Health and Public Welfare are now in
compliance with the delineation pattern.
south Dakota

South 1)akota established a network of si. ub-s districts y executive order
in December,-197,0. The districts form the geographic basis of multi-purpose' orga-
nizations for coordination of local planning, uniform alignment of federally
initiated sub-state programs, and ad stration of state agency activities.

At present, one district has a organ ation 'which covers most of its ter-
ritory. The remaining organ' ons will be formed at local initiative under
general statutes enabling mul urisdictional planning.

State support to the 'Jets is offered in the form of .staff and technical
assistance.

Federally initiated sub-state programs are in a high degree of conformanI
with South Dakota's district pattern. At present. CAMPS, LEAA. CHP and ('AA
programs are in complete alignment, and others are moving toward con-
formance.

All state ageneffis are required to utilize the pattern under the fixeentive
order and South Dakota reports excellent progress at all levels.
Utah \).

Sub-state districts were initially established . by executive order in May
1970. The order established eight districts and encouraged formation of multi-
county associations of governments composed of elected officials, and ollga-
nized under Utah's Interlocd1 Cooperation Act of 1965. Legislation passed in the
1971 session gave legislative recognition to the sub-state pattern. Eight dis-
tricts are established as multi-purpose bodies' for coordination bf local plan-
ning, uniform alignment of federally initiated sub-state programs, and plan-
ning and administration of state agency activities.

At present, state support is in the form of staff and technical assistance,.
A regular state appropiatiO/f will become effective on July 1, 1971. Regular
assistance is conditioned upon district organizational cOnforinance with guide-

. lines prepared by the Utah Department of Community Affairs.
Federal programs are moving toward compliance with Utah's districts. Two

serve as non-metropolitan regional clearinghouses tinder A-95, and the re-
mainder will be designated when sufficient staff capability is reached. Both Utah's
two Economic 'Development Districts and two Comprehensive 'Health Plan-
ning Areas and all 'eight sub-state districts serve as Law Enforce-
ment Assista
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one non-metropolitan. All are in conformance, with one of the mptrapolitan
"701" districts covering two state districts.

With the exception of Education and Natural Resources, planning and de-
livery of services by state agencies will be in accordance with the district align-
ment by the end of 1971.
Wyoming

Wyoming does not utilize sub-state districts and has no immediate plans
to do so.

REGION IX
Arizona.

Executive Order 70-2 established a system of six sub-state districts in Ari-
zona. Two are metropolitan and the remaining four non-metropolitan. The
districts are multi-purpose and are organized under Arizona Statutes Enabling
Joint Exercise of Powers..State officials indicate that organization of all dis-
tricts will be complete by July 1, 1971. State agencies are moving toward
adoption of the district delineation at present.
California

California has established nine sub-state districts for coordination of local
planning and administration of federally initiated substate programs. In the
absence of specific legislation enabling substate organizations. disrict bodies are
established under California's Joint Exercise of Powers Statute and are volun-
tary in nature. Five of California's nine districts are presently organized. State
suPPort is offered in the form of matching funds for some federal programs.
Hawaii

Hawaii's system of government has petuded the need for substate districts. -
f,lach of Hawaii's four counties has a planning department and each of the
Neighbor Island Counties (Hawaii, Maui, and Kauai) has an economic develop-
ment agencyelP

The Department of Planning and Economic Development serves as the coor-
dinator of all planning activities and is the state A-95 Clearinghouse. The Hono-
lulu City Planning Department is the metropolitan clearinghouse for the County
of Honolulu, the only metropolitan area in the state.
Nevada

Nevada does not utilize a statewide set of sub-state districts at present There
are currently four multi-Jurisdictional planning agencies in existence : two metro-
politan areawide bodies in the Reno and Las Vegas SSISAs, one multi -state agency
( Lake Tahoe Regional Planning AgencyCalifornia/Nevada), and one multi-
county economic development authority established under special enabling legis-
lation. All were formed at local initiative and state support is limited to ad hoc
matching of federal funds.

A sub-state districting proposal is being prepared for submission to the Gov-
ernor early in 1971. The proposal would create a network of multi-purpose
agencies throughout the state. Companion legislation would encourage forma-
tion of regional planning bodies under Nevada's Interlocal Cooperation Act, and
would establish a program'of state financial support to agencies so established.

REGION X
Alaska

Alaska has not adopted a system of sub-state districts.
Idaho

Idaho does not presently have a system of sub-state districts. A proposal cur-
rently under eonsideratio mild create a set of six multi-purpose districts by
the end of 1971. Adoption wo he by executive order.
Oregon

Oregon's system of sub-state districts is highly developed and provides a uni-
form. basis for coordination of local planning. alignment of federally initiated
sub-state programs. and planning and administration of state programs. The
system was adopted by Executive Order No. 614--11 in 1965 (subsequently modi-
fied by Executive Order 0111'70-3 in February, 1970). There are fourteen multi-
purpose districts in the Oregon system and thirteen have organized District
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Councils of Governments under Sections 190.003 through 190.110, Oregon Revised
Statutes.

Oregon's system of District Councils provides at single focal point for multi-
jurisdictional plartni within each of the designated districts. They serve, as
well, as the A-95 Reg nal Clearinghouses.

State support tote District Councils is by regular appropriation as well as
through provision of technical and staff assistance. Councils are public bodies
and must be compos of at least two-thirds elected officials (these, must repre-
cent at least three-q rters of the aggregate population within the district).

Federally initiated sub-state programs are generally aligned with the district
pattern and all state agencies are directed to utilize the boundaries.

Oregon's system includes flexibility in the coordination of local planning by
allowing the formation of sub-district councils of governments. Where sub-
groupings of local governments within a delineated district experience specific
commonality in problems or interests, they may form a council including less
than the total jurisdictions in the district. Membership in a sub-council is main-
tained in addition to the dis riot -wide council membership.
Washington

Thirteen sub-s dis cts were established by executive order in August 1969.
Washington's dist et lineation was established to provide a common basis for
planning and &live of services by state agencies.

The establishment of areawide organization for coordination of local planning
efforts has been encouraged by the state, but is dependent upon exercise of local
initiative. Organization of an areawide planning body may be carried out in
accordance with state statutes enabling Regional Planning Commission and
councils of governments. Six such organizations have been established and are
supported by technical assistance from the state.

Federally initiated sub-state programs are generally in satisfactoig compliance
and district organizations are designated A-95 Clearinghouses as they reach
sufficient staff capacity.

Senator Humpnney. The subcommittee will adjourn until 9 o'clock
tomorrow.

(Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene at 9 a.m. Friday, September 24, 1971.)

(Additional information filed for the record is as follows :)

CONCERTED SEnvicEs IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION

PROJECTS BEING CONDUCTED IN TTLIRTMV STATES THROUGH COOPERATION
OF FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL LEADERS

These include programs which illustrate the many activities; being
conducted which aid in education, training, and job development,
and do not mean to imply that local coordinators initiated all of
them. They do tell of many activities that are underway in different
communities

(Progress Report, September 30, 1971)
SPONSORED BY AN INTERDEPARTMENTAL FEDERAL TASK FORCE

JOHN S. MeCAtmEy, Cochairman, Department of Labor.
SHERRILL D. MclirttEN, Cochairman,-Department of Health, Education, and

el fare.W
C. 8. GILLILAND, Executive Secretary, Department of Agriculture.

SUMMARY CSTE QUARTERLY REPORTJULYSEPTEMBER 1971

Activity in education and 4occupational training leading to job development
and placement continued with much success ;Writ* the July-September quarter.
Two new CSTE areas were activatedGarrett County, Maryland, and Skowhegan
,trea, Maine. Local CSTE Coordinators or Directors have continued to work
closely with community leaders and local program administrators in follow-
through activities on training and Job development. A few examples of these
activities from the different areas are briefly described as follows
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WEST CENTRAL MINNESOTA

CSTE work in Hubbard County (added to area last quarter) has started. The
needs,for EPA assistance are being studied. Plana for a veteran's agricultural
class a e underway. Early discussion of the manpower survey and the new
Emerge cy Mployreent Act. are in progress. Plans for the manpower survey in
Ilubbar County are underway. Meetings with the Park Rapids Chamber of
Comm: and the Colin Board of Commissioners are set for October. Assistance
is being given to the co unities of Perham, Wadena, and Staples in obtaining
information and funds or community facilities buildings for library services,
Head Start, social servi es, and training purposes, Several meetings were held
during the quarter with t e Perham committlee. Many contacts were made during
the quarter with county, village, and school officials in planniruk for use of
Emergency Employment Act monies allocated for the area. By coMity the dis-
tribution was as follows: Todd---$118,800; Wadena--$40,800; Otter Tail
;110,000; and Hubbard-4123,000. ,

EASTERN ARKANSAS

Discussions were held with public school representatives in Marianna and
Augusta pertaining to submitting applications for GED progranis. Applications
were submitted, and programs in both ABE and GED will start in October.
Neither of the two towns has had (QED before. Work was done in connection with
the CoordInated Careers for Vocational Education High School Students in
Forrest City. A. program for training firemen In Wynne was set up and will start
In October through Crowley's Ridge Vocational-Technical School. Justification
was written on an MDTA training program in connection with local industry.
The program will provide enrollees with one entry level and three pre-entry level
employment fields. A program to furnish First Aid training to local industry
was worked out via Crowley's Ridge Vocational-Technical School. 100 NYC slots
for the In-School Program were allocated to the local CAA. CSTE has assisted
in placing the students in hospitals and local government offices. An SBA Clinic
was held in Augusta, on Sepember 14, 16, 21, and 23 for Woodruff County
residents.

BATESVILLE, AREA, ARK.

CSTE is working with the Alcoholic Recovery Center, Inc. This is a 24-hour
treatment facility with a preventive education program. The center is located
in Batesville, but serves a multi-county area. The Community School for Train-
able Children of Independence County offers education and training with einpha-
Ws on personal and social skills and self-help skills to mentally retarded
children aged 6 to 12. The CSTE Coordinator has been tive in the develOpment
of applications and funding of a neighborhood facilit at Cushman. The physical
facility is about complete. The CSTE office was in trumental in obfaining the
enrollment of 5 people in the regular program at rkansas College. Loans and
grants made the enrollments possible. Two more people are scheduled to enroll
in the spring semester. Eighty-one people are enrolled in four continuing edu-
cation classes at Arkansas College and twenty-five are enrolled in the College's
Cherokee Village program in Sharp County. CSTE has been and is continuing
to be very active in this field. Programs are now being planned for the spring
semester. Foothills Vocational-Technical School has pledged their cooperation
and assistance. CSTE assisted in planning and applying for four trade exten-
sion courses. Trade extension classes In welding and electricity and house wiring
were held during the quarter. Mountain View Folk Cultural Complex plan will
include at least 22 craft programs, an Annai Folk Festival, an Education Center,
an outdoor amphitheater with a capacity of 5,000, and a skill training center.

SANDOVAL COUNTY, N. MEX.

MA submitted a proposal to EDA seeking funds to develop an Indian Industrial
Park near Bernalillo. Concerted Services supported the project by obtaining
letters of endorsement from 'the County Commissioners and businessmen. The
new Jemez Electric Co-op was approved for REA funds to render electrical
services to Navajo families., Follow-up was made to determine number of fami-
lies who signed up for this service. Coordinated meetings with the Indian CAP
to come up with a plumbing and el7trician tr g program for hiring of

'
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trainees in the site Indian pueblos. The governors of each pueblo will conferfurther to come up with a class. A new Home Extension Agent has been named
tar Sandoval County. A permanent akignment of an agent Is a result of theefforts of a voluntary VISTA (Home Economists) obtained through CSTE andWashjngton 0E0 several years ago. To date, nine extension clubs have beenorganized in the county. Extension Service has been active in cooperating with
the Nutrition Committee of Sandoval County on nutritional aids for families.The Adult Basic Education teacher asked to use the CSTE office once iWeek to hold her adult class of 17 enrollees until she can locate suitablequarters.

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY, N. MEX.

Classes were conducted at the Ulla Area School for the local' Turn -Key IIIunit residents for the Home Management courses. There are 1 to 15 students
in some of the classes being offered. With these students and the regular stu-dents attending day classes and night offerings, there are approximately 294
enrollees. There are approximately 36 individual CEP referrals taking part inthe following courses which are being offered to individual referrals: Welding,
Drafting. Building Trades, Clerk-Steno, Electronics, Auto Alechtinies, and Nurs-ing. Working with Scanlon and Associates. Inc.,,on recthumendations they havesubmitted to our office on jobs that would he opened by the Elk Mountain Road
Project if construction is approved. These people would he trained prior tbbeing hired by the contractors. Coordinator is assisting and cooperating withthe White House Conference on Aging that has formed various committkes.
The Emergency Employment Act (EEA) had made provisions for 16 veterans
to be employed in San Miguel County through the Employment Security Com-
mission. The CSTE office is communicating with local Employment Security
Commission in recommending Viet Nam and Korean veterans who could be
registered on the waiting list for the Emergency Employment Act.

M'CURTAIN COUNTY, oni.A.

Comprehensive Health Planning for the 7-county Klamicht Economic Devel-
opment District was made possible by a recent grant from the euhlic Health
Service of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Mr. Harold
Watson. Director of Health Planning for KEDDO is busy organizing a health
council composed of representatives from the 7-county area to identify health
needs for the area. The Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Tech-
nical Education. Special Schools Division, in cooperation with the Oklahoma
State Employment Service, plans to conduct pre-employment training for persons
interested in working at the new plywood mill at Wright City. This mill will
use both male and female workers. Trainees will receive 8 weeks of schooling,
3 hours per night. `4 nights per week. Tourists and other travelers in McCurtain
County spent $2,789,000 in 1970. This was_ an increase of 127 percent over the
1961i calendar year. Most of the tourists apparently were attracted to the area
by the new Broken Bow Reservoir. Beavers Bend State Pack attracted 440.300
campers and trailers. The attendance at the park was listed as 2,250,100 over
the past year. The Choctaw Bilingual Edtteation Program has been approved and
an allotment of $128,000 to carry out the program has been made by the U.S.
Office of Education. A nonmedical health officer has been appointed to head the
multicounty Health Department of McCurtain, Latimer, and Haskell Counties.
He will have administrative responsibilities, thereby releasing medical directors
to spend more time in clinical procedures. This Is a new concept tuned at giving
medical directors more time to spend with patients and releasing them from
budget and personnel problems.

CHEROKEE COI:NTY, OKLA.

The Cherokee Hills Skill ('enter has started and has 50 enrollees. The courses
tentatively scheduled are : (1) Bulldozing, (2) health occupations, (3) mechanics,
(4) clerical skills, (5) water and sewage upgrading. and (6) welding. There
will be a satellite school in the RC &D 7-county area The Skill Center is located
south of Tahlequah in the Cherokee Tribal Building where the facilities are
much I'mproved from our last MDTA center. A class of 54) persons is taking part
in Adult Education at the Tahlequah High School. A total 'of 113 youngsters
are enrolled in 3 centers in Cherokee County. The centers are located in Briggs,
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Hulbert, and Sequoyah Training Schools. Thirteen adults enrolled in Head Start
Teachers Training. A total of 4 persons at the Mid-West Nursery are partici-
pating in nursery work. One person is receiving training at the Liberty State
Bank. A new exemplary program for the disadvantaged and handicapped has
started in Cherokee County. The In-School phase of the program will provide
special projects for the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade students. Hulbert High
School will be the first school in Cherokee County. The program is federally
financed and Is administered by the State Board of Vocational-Technical Edu-
cation through local school hoards. This program will he attempting to reach
slow learners, potential dropouts, and lower IQ. Boyd will be taught general
Mechanics, small engine repair small appliance repair, welding, rough car-
pentry, plumbing, electrical wiring, roofing, painting, and masonry. Girls will
be taught food preparation, sewing, and nursing care, Each group will range
from 10-24 students. The program will provide funds tlo employ one vocational
teacher.

PARKET:Mill AREA, WENT N A

The CSTE office is serving in an advisory capacity to the Lay Advisory Com%
mlttee for r4Iocational School for the counties; of Pleasants-Tyler and Ritchie.
A Serviee-iMness-industrial Survey was conducted by CSTE to, provide data
on skill needs for the proposal and we have provided various other information
necessary for the proposal. Several students in Pleasants County were used
to conduct the Survey, with a contribution of $250 from West Central Commu-
nity Action for postage. Since Vocational Education has been established as a
problem area for the Wood County MRP the Service- Business- Industrial Survey
was also conducted En Wood County in conjunction with the I'leasants- Tyler-
Ititchie County survey. The results of this survey will be used by the Voca-
tional Education Subcommittee to analyze and begin types of post-secondary
courses most relevant to this area. The Smaller Communities Program is tenta-
tively scheduled to enter Tyler County in February 1972, after survey has been
completed' n Webster County. An underprivileged youth camp was conducted
for 110 youths in Calhoun County.

MOUT EIWF.ST ICENTUrICY

Lyon County became eligible for $417,390 under Sections 5 and 6 of. the Emer-
gency Employment Act during this quarter. Coordinator met with the County
Judge, City' Mayors, fiscal court members, and city councilmen to determine how
these funds could best he used in the County. The final decision was to employ
a total of 18 applicants. Three Adult Vocational Education Extension classes
were established during the quarter in the ('STE area. They were:gleginning
airconditioning and electricity in Livingston County with 16 enrolled, Beginning
shorthand in Lyon County with 25 enrolled, and Ile inning typing in Lyon
County with 21 enrolled. Other classes are presently being considered in Trigg
County with the intention of beginning them in early November. ('lasses being
considered are Bookkeeping and Advanced Typing. Investigations to locate
funds to begin a workshop or the handlopped group In Trigg County have
been made. Contacts have Iso been made with the Vocational Rehabilitation
Office in Howling Green an with the Director. of the Pennyroyal Industries,
Princeton, concerning the ac stion of this program, but nothing concrete has
been established to date.

DE KALB AREA, ILLINOIS

CSTE has been working closely with the I)eKalb County Planning Office to
develop plans which will meet- the necessary requirements for the county to
receive certification as an Area Planning Organization (A.P.O.). As of October
1, 1971, HUI) will no longer release funds to mingles or municipalities for sewer
and water facilities or for open-space unless the certification requirements have
been met. A meeting with HUD officials and local county officials has been called
for early October to proceed with the necessary steps. ('STE Director met with
20 area Vocational Agriculture Instructors and 40 area officers of the Future
Farmers of America (FFA) to discuss with them the new Building Our Ameri-
can Communities (BOAC) program. The program is sponsored jointly by the
National FFA, the 'Farmers Home Administration, and Lilly Endowment, Inc.
The purpose of the BOAC program is to encourage and assist tomorrow's leaders
(FFA members) to become more active in the development of their communities.
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I will work with these high school vocational agriculture departments as they
become involved in BOAC. The Kishwaukee Area Manpower Inventory has been
completed. Final return -mall questionnaires, the business and Industry inter-
views, and the personal interviews are completed in August. The data ltive been
keypunched now and it is hoped that a final draft of the report will go to the
printers soon. CSTE office worked with the De Kalb County Extension Office to
plan a county-wide marijuana control program. The State of Illinois Department
of Agriculture and the De Kalb County Board of Supervisors funded the pro-
gram. We are currently looking into several IIEW (Public Health Service-
National'Institute of Health) programs dealing with special project grants;
grants for training institutes, and grants fq advanced training, all of which
are related to the newly emerging allied health professions. We feel that there
113 a great deal of potential for allied health professions with NIU and Kish-
waukee College so close and so interested with the gishwatikee Community
Health Services ('enter. The De Kalb County Special Edueation Association has
worked out a lease with the Catholic Sisters at Notre Dame High School to rent
their .year old facilities for the next 2 years. The Sisters have closed the
Catholic school because of t11e costs, but they did agree to rent them to the
special education group. The facilities will allow,for the first time the bringing
together of all of the TMII (Trainable Mentally Handicapped) children in the
County. The facilities are excellent, and new innovative programs are being
planned. It 1s a real breakthrough for this segment of our disadvantaged youth.

nous Di P AREA, MONTANA

The Musselshell County Small Community Survey was designed to acquire
more extensive information about manpower characteristics (training needs,
employment, skAls, ete.), education, the elderly, housing (standard and sub-
standard), and additional information concerning the physicalfrand human re-
sources in the community. Copies of this survey were distributed the first week
of September. In any attempt to induce economic development into a community,
a thorough knowledge of the community's resources, physical and humfin, is
necessary. Without a foundation of this basic knowledge, no constructive action
can be successfully initiated. It does little good to bring numerable job oppor-
tunities into the community if there is a housing shortage and nowhere to put the
new people. It does little good to get a low-Income housing project, when those
people who live in suhstandard houses would never move out hecanse they were
"home." It makes little sense to set up a job training program when one has
no idea as to how many people would be interested in enrolling in them. Thus,
in order to bring development into this community in an orderly manner, this
survey and the housing study were conducted to expand upon existing resource
knowledge and to learn more about the people of the community. The bulk of
the information obtained for this report came from data collected from the
Musselshell County Survey. Questionnaires were sent to 1.173 heads of families
and a return of 431, or 37 percent, was received. Data were broken down into
relationships involving the main project areas of Training, Education, effiploy-
ment, Housing, Income, and Transportation. Under the Emergency Employment
Act. this Concerted Services office has worked closely with the Employment
Security Commission, Billings, to establish 7 city and county slots for employ-
ment of local people. Meetings were arranged with county eommissioners, city
council, and mayor to agree on slots and applicants. Applicants were approved
and the slots have heen filled. In addition. as a result of these interviews. Pomp
other employment possibilities were introduced. In its customary expeditious
fashion. the Employment Security Commission also submitted a request on our
behalf to the State for 4 additional slots for Master Planning of an S-county area.

sorrn GEORGIA

A total of 19 students enrolled in the Secretarial course, with 13 students
completing the course. This course was funded through Waycross-Ware Tech and
wag taught by a retired high school teacher. Classes for sewing machine oper-
ators are being taught at Oxford Plant in Alma. Wayeross-Ware Tech'is spon-
soring the training program. This Is n continuous program with new classes
being taught every two weeks. H &11 Sportswear opened a new plant in Willa-
coochee in an old theater building and has expanded to 40 employees in 45 days.
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OPOrdinater is working with IndUatrial Coordinates of Wayeressare Tech
to set up training program. Registered forester from dash Pine Area Planning
and Development Commission appointed a committee to work with appropriate
agencies and private industry to reforest cut-over timberlands of small farmers.
Coordboatoi Is on Committee. Coordinator met with citizens and Community
Action Committee in Pearson to find a solution to ambulance esrvice and the
possibility of securing a doctor for Atkinson County. Also discussed health
personnel that was assigned to rural areas as of October 1, 1971.

BED ants LINTY, TEX.

CSTE sPonsored a Community Education meeting for superintendents and
other admWstrative personnel of the different school districts throughout the
COILIItY. Qlao preSent were persons interested in the educational process within
the area. The Director of the Community Education Center at Texas A & M
UniVersity presented the program. A great amount of enthusiasm was generated
from this presentation. A committee has been formed to survey the posyibility
of Initiating such an approach or process in the Clarksville school system. OSTE
Executive Committee and the County Manpower Survey Committee finalized
plans to start the manpower survey the latter part of October. The survey will be
conducted by County volunteers. CSTE wilinet as the coordinating agent for the
County, with the Mayors, Chambers of Commerce, and eivic clubs coordinating
the survey in their respective communities. The County Extension Agents will
assist in the rural areas through the different organizations with which they are
associated. When the survey has been completed, the Texas Employment Com-,
mission wlli compile and publish the results.

NEBRASKA (BUTLER, SALINE, AND SEWARD COUNTIES)

CSTE Coordthator hosted a meeting held at Educational Ser ce Unit #0
in Milford. In attendance were the School Superintendents of the area to hear
a presentation by State of Nebraska Adult Basic Education Administrator. The
Administrator reported that, due to lack of staff and time, he could not approve
any new applications for ABE, but would approve expansions of existing projects
to include those who were Interested under the existing program. Representa-
tives from areas with existing programs agreed to talk with interested schools.
Coordinator is still working with the Seward Industrial Development corpora-
tion, Jones National Bank, Cattle National Bank, Small Business Administration,
and the Business Development Corporation of Nebraska in putting together a
package attractive enough to entice a Kansas City based concern to the Seward
area. Largely due to the efforts of this office, the Seward Housing Authority
resubmitted RS application for 75 units of low-Income elderly housing to the
HUD Area Office in Omaha. Coordinator helped the Authority interpret and
fill out the forms, which had been returned for up-dating and re-evaluation.
CoordinAtor furnished information to the Chairman of the Community Improve-
ment Pro am for Seward. The needed information concerned availability of
labor and representative wages from the Seward area, which we were readily
able to furiliah.

SICOWIREGAN AREA, MAINE

Met mkith town manager for Skowhegan and discussed progress on Emergency
Employemnt Act proposals. Did some research on Title VI of the EEA to see
how this section of the bill would apply to our CSTE area. -Met with local
Assistant Superintendent of Schools to discuss pending Title III proposal.
Visited Adininistrator of Redington-Fairview Hospital and discussed what types
of training might apply to the new ern wees he expects to hire with the
completion of the new wing of the hospita e summer of 1972. After idvntify-
ing potential training areas, talked wit I TA Coordinator in Augusta and
director of the local MESC. Discussed the local school district's adult
education people and the MESC the pos: ity of tuition-free adult education
classes for low-income people in the area. aced with two problems here: (1)
finding funds to paf the tuition for low- come people wishing to participate
and (2) finding some way to communicatel to the lowAncome Ilkople that these
courses are available. Initial meeting the local agricultural extension
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agents. Spent some time with them discussing CSTE, its mission in the area,
and the programs. Was invited to attend the first meeting of the Rural Develop-
ment Committee to be held October 20.

GAIIIIETT COUNTY, MD.

One meeting of the CAMPS Committee was held to explain the new committee
makeup. The feeling was expressed that there will probably be less local involve-
ment under the new structure. Coordinatorlka been invited III attend the next
regional CAMPS meeting. Coordinator madeMany contacts with local Column;
MO Action Committee. This group is very active with Head Start, Operation
Mainstream. Community and Head Start Aides, Emergency Food. Housing, and
is making efforts to establish a Community Coordinated Child Care project in
the County. A rather lengthy meeting was held with Executive Director of the
Garrett County Development Corporation. An interim zoning law has been set till
for the Deep ('reek Lake area to prevent possible pollution. County-wide zoning
Is being planned. Master plans for sewerage disposal have been made and sources
of financing are being investigated. It is hoped that construction of facilities for
sewerage disposal in this inost important part of the area can begin next year.
The Development Corporation will be conducting a mill survey of the County
within the next month and the Coordinator has been invited to submit questions
to be Included in the questionnaire. The results of the survey will be tabulated
and analyzed by the Urban Research and Development Corporation of Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania. The same corporation will also conduct all actual visual inspec-
tion of every building in the County and will also conduct a land usage survey.
In view of the alms of the cwrE program, the Coordinator has been asked to
work closely with the Garrett County Development Corporation.

SUM AIIY OF WORK OTIIKII CSTE-Tves 1.110JECTE3

kOr.T1IEAIIT NEIIIIAOICA COMMUNITY ACTION COUNCII INC.

Willett Project Infants wear manufacturing. The construction of the 111114111w
is making good progress. Date of completion December I. Will start referral of
40 low-income workers prior to December. Under the Emergency Employment Act,
worked .closely with Employment office along with State Agency. Established 5
slots for employment in two local communities, Humboldt and Pawnee City. Ap-
pileations have been submitted for approval. Also attended the monthly CAMPS
meeting in which there is a new overall structureManpower Area Planning
Council (MAN"). SENCA was one of the two agencies in Nebraska selected for
Training and Technical Assistance from the Boise Cascade Corporation in the
area of Economic Development. This is 25 man-days, starting September 71 to
January 1. 1072, of service. Spent two days in Kansas City in a workshop prior
to mining to our agency.

!BLUE VALLEY COMMUNITY ACTION, INC.

One of top priorities in this 3-county area has been to stimulate community
leaders to improve local service and upgrade downtown areas of their respective
towns.-The film strip, "I Like It Here," was used as the basis for discussing
community development with several civic organizations. The Fairbury Kiwatlis
Club and key members of Jaycees attended the first showing of this film striu.
Discussion of plane and timineing of downtown improvement followed. Worked
with top administrators at Fairbury Junior College where plane are being made
for financing and development, of a combination auditoriumfield house and
classroom office facility, which will be used for instruction purposes. and also
for 11 community meeting facility in Fairbury. Architects' plans iti..now being
drawn up for approval of college and community officials. Attenfred Rural De-
velopment Committee meeting at Jefferson County Extension office. Representa-
tives of all 3 counties (Gage, Jefferson, and Thayer). Including Extension Serv-
ice, ASCS, Soil Conservation Service, and Farmers Home Administration were
present. Met with Thayer County Health Committee to discuss best approach to
recruiting physicians and dentists. Met with Chairman of Departnient of Family
Practice at the University of Nebraska, Omaha, to get direction on how the town
of Hebron should proceed in Its recruiting efforts.

C. B. GILLILAND,
Executive Secretary, CSTE Task Force.
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CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION, QUARTERLY REPORT FOR JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER 1971,
AND CUMULATIVE REPORT FROM OCT. I, Igo, THROUGH SEPT. 30. 1971

WEST CENTRAL CONCERTED SERVICES PROJECT, TODD, OTTER TAIL, AND WAOENA COUNTIES, PAWN.

July I to
Sept. 30. 1971 Cumulative

-----------
'ROTA:

Number of projects approved .

0 15

Number of approved for training ... 38 534

Total cumulative trainees enrolled. ... 478

Trainees, dropouts.... .. 49

Trainees, completing .. 284

Number In training July 1 to Sept. ID, .071.... .. 38 ..
Nelson amendment:

Operation Mainstreamenrolled .
18 ..

Total cumulative enroitees... ..... 164

Green Thumb:
Enrolled 89 .... .

Total cumulative enrollees... 742

National Youth Corpsin school.
Enrolled , - . . 22

Total cumulative enrollees . 492

National Youth Corps summer:
. ...

Ennead. . . .. .... . 159 ... .
...

Total cumulative enrollees.... . I, 060

National Youth Corpsout of school
Enrolled . ..
Total cumulative enrollees....

...
o

.

31

Title VROA:
Enrolled_ . ,. .

0 ._ t?.-
Total cumulative enrollees ..... - 206

Job Corps:
Enrolled . .

0

Total cumulative enrollees_ ... . 16

Head Start:
Total enrolled 1966 . 32

Total enrolled 1987.... 190

Total enrolfed 1968.. 402

, Total enrolled 1969.. 008

Total enrolled 1970... 247

Total enrolled 1971._ 247

OJT (onthe-Mb training):
Enrollled. 1

Total cumulative enrollees 86

Vocational education classes, trade extension.
Enrolled 122

Total cumulative enrollees . 5, 072

Vocational education classes- home economics:
Enrolled . . . 227.. .

Total cumulative enrollees .
2, 510 -ii.m

I "Other" training and education projects
Enrolled .. 824

Veterans farm cooperative program.... 69

Total cumulative enrollees. , .. 6, 737

Vocational rehabilitation:
Placement 29

Total cumulative placements .
341

Adult basic education;
Enrolled- 27

Total cumulative enrollees 224

Grand total enrollees:
Enrolled July Ito Sept. 31, 1970_ , - , 1,616 ...
Total cumulative enrollees 18, 212

Employment security .4 rtiri tics, Todd and 11'adena routilleu.

J11111 1, 1971 to September 30, 1971

Job referrals oll-, -
Placements 14

New applications for work 79_ -
Job orders , 21

Civil service test 1

OATH 2

Referrals to OJT 1 0

03-382----71pt. 4-34

536
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Employment Security Activities, Otter Tail County,
July I, 1971 to September 30, 1971

New applications 314
Nonagricultural placements 189
Agricultural placements 19
Tenting 117
Counseled applicants_ 115
Job-Corp referral 1

Otter Tail-Wadena Community Action Council
Project HELP 105
Youth development 200
Economic development 13
Family planning 200

WEST CENTRAL 8:STE REPORTMint/ABELL 30, 1971

coNcearen SERVICED HELPS IDENTIFY THE NEEDS

Occupational surrey
. The annual fall occupational survey by Concerted Services is underway to

identify current employment needs in area villages.
Community Improvement committees

Concerted Services is continuing to meet with several villages in the area to
organize local committee for community improvement. During the quarter dis-
ussion was held with a group of ministers to outline area needs.
Menahga road needs

Study Is being continued on the need for EDA funds to ['Provide a heavy duty
road for the new wood products plant at Menahga.
Sheep cooperative proposed

A proposal for starting n sheep raising cooperative n the area wan discussed
during the quarler with a representative sheep man a si the Otter Tail-Wadena
Community Action Council. Further study will be given the proposal which would
Involve tow-income farmers.
Historic Rites t

Assistance, was given to the East Otter Tail Historical Society during the
quarter in plans for historical preservation of typical pioneer homestead and
related machinery and tools.
Need for rural doctors

CSTIF4.3 has been in discussion this quarter with several communities in search
of general practitioners.
RDA assistance discussed in Long Prairie

coordinator Mandt joined with a representative of the Economic Development
Administration in discussing possible EDA assistance to the village of Long
Prairie during the quarter, and also met with county commissioners from Todd
County, which recently became an EDA designated county after several years
of attempts to get it re-classified.
Work in Hubbard County begins

('STE work in Hubbard County (las started. The needs for EDI assistance are
being studied. Plans for a veterans agricultural class are underway. Early dis-
cussion of the manpower survey and the new Emergency Employment Act are
in progress.

COM M UNITY DEVELOPMENT AND AW AREN ESA

Community facilities funds sought
Assistance Is being given to the communities of Perham, Wadena and Staples

in obtaining information and funds for community facilities buildings for library..
services, Head Start, social services and training purposes. Several meetings
were held during thquarter with the Perham committee.
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Micro city project
CSTE was involved in recruitment of a survey worker to assist the MicW,city

rroje6f of St. John's University, C'ollegevilled In taking an inventory .0kOln-
Infinity leader attitudes in August.
Youth employment program

Concerted Services is involved in attempts to pand youth employment serv-
ices in the area.
Emergency employment act

Many contacts were made during the quarter with county, vWage and school
Officials in planning for use of Emergency Employment Act monies allocated for
the area. By county the distribution was as follows : Todd$118,800; Wadena
*10,800 ; Otter Tail-406,000 and Hubbard$123,900.
Center schools

Concerted Services is involved in group discussions of the development of
vocational center schools in area high school districts.
Regional commission discussed

CSTE has been involved with the Title I project in Moorhead State CoUege
during the month in plans for public discussion of the needs for formation of
a regional commission in the area that includes Otter Tail County. Plans call
for an area meeting at Fergus Falls in October.
$mail farmer advisory committee

The rough copy of the brochure prepared by the small farmer advisory com-
mittee has been sent to the.. printer. The brochure will present the information
gathered regarding the small farmer and the committee recommendations for
assisting him. Area bankers are being contacted regarding problems.
Hubbard COunly manpower survey in planning stage

Pions for the manpower survey in Hubbard County are underway. Meetings
with the Park Rapids Chamber of Commerce and the County Board of Commis-
sioners are set for October.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION PROORAUS AND PROPOSALS

Regional health planning
Concerted Services is assisting the Min-Dak Health Planning Council in study

of healthneeds and delivery of future health services.
Law enforcement training

Plans to continue the law enforcement training programs held last year
through the vocational schools and junior college extension -center are also in
progress.
Veterans' agricultural programs

Veterans' Cooperative Farm Training Programs are now operating in Staples,
Wadena, Long Prairie and Eagle Bend. Surveys are being taken at Park Rapids
and Porkers Prairie. Perham is joining in a joint area program with Detroit
Lakes.
Piremanship training

A curriculum is being developed by theStapies Area Vocational-Technical
School to help upgrade area firemen. CSTE has been involved in information
exchanges for the group.

Na,

Agile/Mural extension aids
Concerted Services has been in contact with the University of Minnesota Agri-

cultural Extension Service to discuss the possibilities of hiring non-professional
program aides to work on a 1-to-1 basis with small farmers in the area.
Staples economic conference

Assistance Was given to the organizers of the state economic conference at
Staples on October 12. About 1110 area community leaders were contacted by
CSTE regarding the conference.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND EDUCATION
Lake pollution

CSTE met with lakeshore owners on Big and Little Die Lakes during the
month to further study the need for pollution mntrol V1)firoach in the area.
Assistance from the state and university is being nought.
Pollution education

Concerted Services has been assisting other agencies with meetings of con-
cerned lakeshore property owners to view Pollution problems and identify em-
ployment opportunities related to environmental control occupations. Both the
University of Minnesota and Fergus Faits .Junior College are involved In study-
ing the training needs.
EPA grant sought by WadenaVillagi,

Letters of need Were prepared during the month for W'adenn Village in sup-
port of grant and loan for improvement of water service to an area with indus-
trial potential.

- MISCELLANEOUS
Special article prepared

An article discussing the ('oncerted Services concept, and the CSTE activity
In Minnesota was prepared during the quarter for the Federal Extension fierVice.
It will appear In a series on rural programs in action.

Coordinator Mundt participated in the Governor's Conference on economic
development at Grand Rapids in August.

Assistant Coordinator Smalley participated in the state vocational education
conference at Bemidji In August.
Regional HEW representative visits project

rMr, Bert Mettelka, Program Officer, Manpower Development and Training.
l'.S. Office of Education, Region V, met with Coordinator Sherman Mandt and
Assistant ('oordinator Jared M. Smalley at the ('oncerted Services office In
NVadena on September 115. A discussion was held on project goals and plans for
coming year.
Coordinators make Chicago trip

('oordinator Sherman Mandt and Assistant Coordinator Jared M. Smalley
join Mr. C. B. Githiatid, Washington Liaison for the ('oncerted Services Task
Force, and Porter Martin, Illinois ('STE project coordinator, on September 1:3
and 14 in Chicago. The group met with regional Officials from the Departments
of 111'1), HEW. and Labor, the Environmental Protection Agency, and MU to
discuss the ('STE program and obtain current information on new programs and
program delivery.
Texas rsTE coordinator visits area

Mr. Mac Farley of the new CSTE prbject area in Texas spent September 20--
23 with the Minnesota coordinators in viewing manpower and rural development
work. Many personal contacts were made for exchange of ideas.
Coordinator attends special state meeting

, Coordinator Sherman Mandt attended a special estate meeting on the Emer-
gency Employment Act held at Grand Rapids on September 10 to obtain and help
area counties, villages and school districts in identifying needed occupations and
positions that could be funded soon.
Assistant coordinator takes census course

Assistant Coordinator Jared M. Smalley participated in the one-day Census
Users Conference held at the Unitersify of Minnesota on September 22 for pet,
sons involved In using ces information for human resource development.

ACHIEVEMENTS AND RECOGNITION DURING QUARTER

Wall receives 312,000 grant
A $12,000 grant has been made to the Wadena Area Technical Institute by the

Upper G eat Lakes Regional Commission to help finance a $60,000 occupational
training project in plumbing, electronics, telephone and other industries at the
school.
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Wadena radar bane declare "surplus"
The Wadena Alr Force Radar Base located north of Wadena Village has been

declared surplus property. A haul utilization committee Iw studfing possibilities
for future use of the facilities.
Huntersti lle impoundments dedicated

The Minnesota Commissioner of the Department of Natural Resources was
present this quarf7:1- to help dedicate Wadena County's Guntersville water lin-
poundments. The project was developed through Wes Min R(' &L) program
assistance.
Neer hospital approved for Wadena

Wesley Hospital board of directors announces this quarter that 'Construction of
a new $2.1 million dollar Intspital will become a realitay thanks to the efforts of
hospital administrator Earl Schillo in helping obtain a 1111I-Buryon loan for
$1,04X1,000. Construction will hegin in the sprip of 1972.
Seta l.a businessman named to ail visory co I 11

John Rife, Sebeka businessman, was one f 22 Minnesota persons named to 'the
new state Natural Resource Advisory Council by Minnesota Governor Wetnlell
Anderson this month. Purpose of the council is to assist the Department in
'west nting its program, and istlicies to the public, and getting advice on the
wishes and interest Of User groups.

w.

Extension center opens
Enrollment for the fall quarter of the Wadena Junior College Extension ('enter

Is expected to doable this fall. About 80 full-time students are expected.
Training for Alenahga wood products firm

On-the-jab training for the Minnesota For 'roducts Cooperative at Menahga
has been approved. Six well are now intra
Housing study completed

'oncerted Services assisted the WesNli project with a Vesentation on
housing at 'Alexandria 011 July 21. Purp se of the nine iotnity meeting was to
focus attention 011 the housing needs for senior citizens, and the future 1114.11 for
more low and moderate income housing in the area.
Sin vial education cooperative :increases staff

The Todd, Otter Tail and Wadenn Special Education Cooperative wrth offices
tit Wadena has added a new staff member to specialize in Special Learning and
Behavior Problems. Luther Scirtimacher will supervise "some- 20 teachers in
the area and do consultation stork.
Wca-if inn RC d D has nese coordinator

I)arol (Red) Melby has4been named the new Project ('oordiniitor of the
Wes Minn HMI) Project serving nine counties including Todd. Wadena and
Otter Tail. He replaces William Oeinichen. who way promoted to 'assistant
state conservationist In St. Paul,

CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION, QUARTERLY REPORT FOR JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER

1971. AND CUMULATIVE REPORT FROM OCT. 1, 1965, THROUGH SEPT. 30;1971, EASTERN ARKANSAS PROJECT

July I, 1971,
to

Sept. 30, 1971
Fiscal year

1972 Cumulative

MOTA:
Number of projects approved _ . 1 2 22

Number approved for training 20 20 655
Trainees enrolled. 21 21 608
Trainees, dropouts. and transfers ,1 I c: 163

Trainees, completing 15 15 433
Number in training July 1, 1971, to Sept. 30, 1971 20

Adult basic education and GED:
Enrolled. 346 346
Total cumulative enrollees 4. 156

Green Thumb:
Enrolled 6 6

Total cumulative enrollees 108

Greenlight:
Enrolled_ 2 2

Total cumulative enrollees 2
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CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION, QUARTERLY REPORT FOR JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER

1971. ANO CUMULATIVE REPORT FROM OCT. 1, 1965, THROUGH SEPT. 30, f971, EASTERN ARKANSAS
PROJECTContinued

July 1, 1971,
to

Sept. 30, 1971
Fiscal year

1972 Cumulative

Title 111-8:
Enrolled 71 71
Total cumulative enrollees

.,
822

National Youth Corpsin-school:
Enrolled
Teta! cumulative enrollees'

73 1a,
784

Neighborhood Youth Corps out-ot-school:
Enrolled 22 22
Total cumulative enrollees 517

Job Corps:
..

Enrolled 18 18
Total cumulative enrollees

VISTA:
"- .

561

Enrolled 0 .0
Total cumulative enrollees 4S

Headstart:
Total enrolled 1966 S03
Total enrolled 1967 726
Total enrolled 1968 1, 049
Total enrolled 1969 , 1, 244

OJT:
Enrolled ,t," 44 44
Total cumulative enrollees 105

Vocational education classes trade extension:
..i

.I3

Enrolled .... , 240 240
Total cumulative enrollees 4, 995 '

VocationarSducationHome economics:
Enrolled 0 .0
Total cumulative enrollees 111

Vocational rehabilitation:
Enrolled 60 60
Total cumulative enrollees 1, 788

NAB/JOBS:
Enrolled bo. 79 79
Total cumulative enrollees 182

STEP:
Enrolled 14. 14
Total cumulative enrollees 91,

Summer Neighborhood Youth Corps:
Enrolled III 111
Total cumulative enrollees - 1, 837

Emergency Employment Act:
Enrolled 4 4
Total cumulative enrollees 4

Summer orientation program:
Enrolled 1968 300
Enrolled 1970 274

Other training:
Enrolled 244 244
Total cumulative enrollees , , '.4 059.

Grand totals:
Quarterly enrollment total W 1, 355
FisciPyear 1972 enrollment total 1, 355
Cumulative enrollment total 25, 244 .

Concerted Services in Training and Education Quarterly Report for July,
August, and September 1971, Independence County Arkulthas Project:

r4. 1116TA:
Programs in operation '1
Number enrolled
Programs justified by CSTE 1 L7

1.r.

Jobs : ,
Obntracts 1
Enrollees k,. ,Green thumb : Enrollees 14

NYC inIschool : Enrollees 1 4 22
,NYC summer: Enrollees 126
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Head Start,:
HEW Head Start 43
VISTA-locally funded 25

Sheltered workshop: Participants 16
Alcoholism :

Educational program to groups 14
Residents of Recovery Center 49
Completing course 24
Returning for additional treatment 16

Step: Enrollees
College work study Participantsstudents 21
Emergency Employment Act :

Number slots 10
Number slots filled 7

CSTE QUARTERLY REPORTARKANSASSEPTEMBER 30, 1071

Following is a list of projects and achievements to which the Concerted
Services in Training and Education Staff contributed.

(1)i Alcoholic Recovery, Center, Inc.:This is a twenty-four hOtei treatment
faciliky with a preventatiVe education program. Th4 center is located in Bates-
Me, Old serves a M1141-county area.

(2) independence County Mental Retardation AssociationIndependence,
Sharp, and Stone Counties.

(8) Independence County Sheltered WorkshopThis workshop provides for
training and gainful employment of mentally and physically retarded individuals.

(4) Community School for Trainable Children of Independence CountyOffers
education and training with emphasia on personal and social skills and self-help
skills to mentally. retarded children ages 6 to 12.

(5) CollectiOn of Data Relative to Health Problems and Resources of the Area.
(6) Melborue Vocational-Technical SchoolThis school would send service to

a multi-county area which includes Independence County. The State Department
of Education has committed funds for the construction of the school.

(7) Neighborhood Facilities The CSTE Coordinator has been active for years
in the development of applications and funding of a facility at Cushman. The
facility is now.about 99% complete.

(8) Emergency Employment ActCSTE worked closely with state, county,
and city officials in implementing the EEA.

(9) Clerical Cluster-MTDAThis project was in operation when the CST1I
office was opened. CSTE is working with Employment Security and Vocational ,
Education personnel in evaluating the cluster and planning for future programs.

(10) JOBSA JOBS contract for training a laboratory assistant was negd,
tinted by ESD.

(11) MDTA The CSTE office has compidted justifictnion for an Auto Body
Repair Training portion Program. The application is being prepared now.

(12) College EnrollementThe CSTE office was instrumental in obtaining the
enrollment of five people in the regular program at Arkansas College. Loans and'
grants made the enrollments possible. Two more people are scheduled to enroll
in the spring semester.

(13) Continuing EducationEighty one people are enrolled in four continu-
ing education classes at Arkansas College and twenty five are enrolled in the col -
lege's/Cherokee Village program in Sharp County. CSTE has been and is con-
tinuing to be very active in this field. Programs are now being planned for the
spring semester. Foothills Vocational-Technical School has pledged their coop-
eration and assistance.

(14) The Goddard Arkansas Program in Further EducationThis is a pro-
gram totake college education to the people. CSTE and Duane Wells of Goddard
College at Plainfield, Vermont, have worked long and hard to bring this "Test
Pocket" college to Arkansas and Independence County.

RATESVILE, ARKANSAS QUARTERLY REPORT, SEPTEMBER 1971

(15) Head StartCSTE assisted in locating apace for 'the Batesville Head
Start Program. CSTE also assisted in the planning and initiation of a summer
Head Start Program at Cushman. The Cushman program was a local effort with
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no federal funds Involved. Twenty-five children were served in the Cushman
program and thirty-six are presently enrolled in the Batesville program.

(10) Neighborhood Youth CorpsCSTE assisted in the evaluation of NYC
enrollees and work stations. CSTE assisted the NYC Director in establishing
meaningful work stations.

(17) Ozark Gateway Tourist Council Organized as 4 non-profit corporation
to promote tourism in this area.

US) Health Planning Council--CSTE Coordinator is a member of the Inde-
pendence County Health Planning Council.

119) Trade ExtensionCSTE assisted in planning and applying for four trade
extension courkes. Trade extension classes in welding and electricity and house
wiring were held during the quarter.

120) Job Development and PlacemeniCSTE is working closely with the Em-
ployment Service and CAA-0E0 in Job development, placement, andceoungeling.

121) Veteran's TrainingCSTE is working with Independenl.e County School
Supervisors, local School officials, and State Department of Education offilcals
in establishing veteran's training programs. A Veteran's Affairs otecer.was re-
centlY appointed by James Elms, Independence County Judge.

122) Senior CitizensCSTE IN assisting the Newark Senior Citizens, Center
in reestablishing .organized and meaningful activities in the Center. An appeal
to the Office on Agng is being prepared in an attempt to-recover equipment and
furnishings, which were removed by the office on Aging.

(23) Regional Civil Services CenterCSTE is cooperating with other agen-
cies in exploring the poSsibility of utilizing a vacant college dormitory as an
office buildingto house civic and social services agencies. This would provide
a wide range of services in one building.

(24) Day Care- -('STE is working with various groups in seeking to provide
a , dayday care program especially for low income families but not necessarily re-
stricted to tender them.

125) The Human Resources CenterCST is working with Arkansas College
in exploring and planning a human resources center. This center would super-

. impose a community college over the private college. It would also include ARE,
GED. Continuing Education, non-credit and credit seminars, lectures, I lemon-
strations, and workshops. community and school assistance in counseling. testing,
etc., Vocational Technical training, two year associate degree, four year Bach-
elor degree and five year Master degree programs. Many ideas add concepts are
being studied at Vie present tilde.

(26) Swine Lease ProgramThis program is sponsored by CAA-0110. Dis-
advantaged families may purchase sows by paying with pigs produced by the sows.

Following is a list of proje(7tA and achievements which were far along toward
reality when the CSTE office was established. CSTE is now active in these pro-
jects and will be giving some form of assistance in their competition and 'or
utilization.

(1) Regional AirportBatesville has been designated by tile Economic De-
velopment Administration, r.S. Department of Commeree, as a "growth center"
for ten north central counties. A Regional Airport is now under construction
using funds from the Department of Transportation, Ozarks Regional C.ounnis-
sion. and local sources.

(2) Blanchard Cavertk- -The U.S. Forest Service is developing the caverns
as a tourist attraction. Blanchard Caverns is expected to equal or surpass even
Carlsbad Caverns in size and beauty. The Forest Service has estimated that at
least one-half. million People will visit the caverns during the first year of
operation.

3 ) Mountain View Folk Cultural ComplexThis will include at least 22
craft programs, an annual Folk Festival, an Education Center, an outdoor am-
phitheater with a capacity of 50(K), and a skill training center.

(4) Mental Health ClinicThe North Central Arkansas Mental Health Clinic,
Inc. has a clinic In Batesville. This clinic is open one day each week and ap-
pointments can be made for other times. Fees are nominal an are based on
family size and income.

(5) White River Regional Medical CenterThis is to be'a complete medical
facility located in Batesville but to serve a multi-county area.

Olt City Parks and Recreational Area ExpansionFederal funds will allow
for the expansion of Riverside Park and the development of a public golf course
and other recreational accommodations.
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(7) Batesville Housing AuthorityBatesville has been approved for 100 plus
units of low rent-elderly housing.

CONCERTED SERVICES, SAND0V.M. COUNTY, Bearietamo, N. MEX.

PROJECTS COMPLETED,

MDTA.-RAR ; AdultBasic Education ; Title III-B, E0A, HELP, Title V ; Main-
stream Operation ; Cd1ba Adult Program.

Title III-BOlder American Program.
Employment Security Commission.
Title V Project, Welfare Department.

CURRENT PROJECTS AND/OR PROGRAMS (CUMULATIVE STATISTICS OCTOBER 1965 SEPTEMBER 1971)
JULY, AUGIIST, SEPTEMBER 1971

Quarter Cumulative

Bemalillo Vocational Skills center:
Auto mechanics (50)
Office education (94) ....

Electroni (55)_
Home nomics (105) _

Grap c arts (63)
Elec (60). ...
Nursing 41)
Drafting 39)- - .
Agriculture (37) . .. ... .. - _- .. .. _
Building trades (76) .... _
Job opportunities (31) _____ 651 3, 005

Jamez Valley High School:
Industrial arts (70) .
Home economics (90) ._ .

_____Building trades ow _ _ ... 178 215
Cuba High School:

Business education...__
Home economics 270

DEPARTMENT OF HEM TH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Food stamp program:
Persons participating 18,926 234,291
Stamps issued . .... 451, 794 1, 845, 318. 32
Cash received_ $129,289.75 628, 575.25

WIN: Number in program 4 130
Northern New Memos concentrated-employment program, ESC:

Intake order; persons called to jobs. 56 248
Actual training; OJT, move, JOBS 1970. 41 234

Community action programs, GEO, Berrialillo:
Mainstream operation . 37 552

___ -%Emergency food services. 1,463 4,269
family planning services 59 530
Wsta _ , . I-Legal aid services:

0 31

Cases . . _____ ... 208 2, 381
Participants 437 3,149

Headstart 1%5 September 1970 .... .. ___________ . 60 1,673
National Youth Corps:

In school_ 39 1, 825
Summer_ 238 182

Information on Indian programs (,) 0)
Small Business Administration: 1 loan to Apodaca Brothers chile processing plant . _ _ $50, 000
Farmers Home Administration: 13 loans for homes, livestock purchase, and water wells . 5110,000
Referrals for jobs: Training/other agencies 10 82

f Not available.

ACTIVITIES WITH INDIAN AND NAVAJO CROUPS

Patents and documents to establish land ownership were gathered, reviewed
and documented at the Sandoval County Courthouse and deemed correct by
Legal Aid Services for the Navajo families requesting assistance in getting water
wells and storage tanks. Cooperated with Farmers Home Administration and
ASCS in assisting Navajo families in form filling to. get financial help. By the
end of September, 1971, four water wells were drilled and completedToledo,
Herrera, Tsinnajinnie and Smeller.
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lailA submitted proposal to El/A. seeking funds to develop an Indian Indtudrial
Park near Bernath). Concerted Services supported the project by obtaining
letters of endorsement from the County Commissioners and businessmen.

The Jetnez Electric Co-op was approved for REA funds to render electrical
services to Navajo families. Follow up made to determine number of families
who signed up for this service.

Coordinated meetings with the Indian CAI' to come up with a plumbing and
electrician training program for hiring of trainees in the six Indian pueblos.
The governors of each pueblo will confer further to come up with a clams.

SANDOVAL COUNTY CSTESEPTEMIIER 30, 1971

H EALTII

The Cuba-Checkerboard Area Health System application 'hint been funded
$141.000 by Four Corners Regional Commission, which will become available
when the federal' grant from Health, Education. and Welfare is processed and
.approved for the requested amount of $371.528. Utilization of Four Corners
monies as state matching funds will have to be clarified before the application
is given final approval.

As a result of attending Comprehensive health Council meetings, the St.
Joseph-Presbyterian Cooperation Health Service steering committee met in
Bernalillo to determine the interest and support the people would lend to a clinic
if one were establis al in this area. Facts were obtained. and consequently
CSTE will make ledicaid-Medicare survey to learn the number of persons
Who would Mill? the facility if it were available. Contaetia will 1w made with
various lando ers for a land site for this proposed clinic.

At the meetings, Dr. James R. Gay, Director, New Mexico Regional
:Medical Program, spoke to the group indicating that an ambulance for the areas
of Torreon, Lybrook and Cuba would be approved and funded through the
Department of Transportation. Direct communications. via radio. from these
communities to Bernalillo County Medical ('enter. will be maintained. Plans
:are to secure an ambulance for the Iternalillo-Rio Ranchos area.

The Department of Health and Institutions assigned l'at Pratte as Coordinator
for Sandoval County in community mental health services. Miss Pratte will be
acquainted with community leaders and citizens In the county so that hbr func-
tion and role will be known.

CONRERVATIO:V

The Sandoval Soil and Water Conservation District and Soil Conservation
Service developed a pilot conservation project to do all the planned erosion
control and sediment retardation work In the Sandiam Watershed Project. The
Board of Supervisors have authorized CSTE to implement the project by seeking
'funds and/or ideas of other agencies to obtain labor force to do the actual work
on this project. ('STE is working with the Employment Security Commission.
tho mown of Bernalillo, and the Sandoval County Commission in this regard.

EXTENSION SERVICE

A new Home Extension Agent, Mrs. Shirley Hastings, has been named for
Sandoval County, A permanent assignment of an agent is as a result of the
efforts of n voluntary VISTA obtained through CSTE and Washington OE()
several years ago. To date. nine extension clubs have been organized in the
ounty. Extension Service has been active in cooperating with the Nutrition
Committee of Sandoval County on nutritional aids for families. Discussion was
held this month with Extension Agent as to the possibility of getting a 4H
leader for the county.

INDURT;RIAL

The Bernalillo Development Corporation and (3STE has conferred with a
garment manufacturing company, providing the plant officials with data on
Sandoval and San Miguel Counties as to availability of land sites, etc. The
S&L Corporation has started production with two homes under construction In
Dementia). These homes are constructed from modules which are a light weight
sandwich of polyurethane. When this plant is operating on three shifts. it will
be able to tnrn out from six to eight houses a day and the plant will start up
with from 10-15 employees when completed.
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Application to Small Business Administration for a $70,000 loan to build a
machine tool shop was compiled and completed on behalf of the Bernaillio
Development Corporation:

The Apodaca Brothers' Chile Processing Plant In Bernaillio is in full opera-
tion, employing .34 perams in two shifts.

North Central New Mexico Economic Development District forwarded forms
-to our office to be executed by Sandia Buttery Company and Bernalillo mayor
to substantiate data for the EDA application pending for water/sewer facilities
for the Hematitic) Industrial Park.

The people In Ponderosa organized Into the Ponderosa 3Itttuai Domestic Water
Consumers' and Mutual Sewage Works Association. Concerted Services assisted
this group In compiling Articles of Incorporation and liy-La WS. Atpplications for
financial assistance through FHA will be pros sled and futuVe meetings co-
ordinated until project is completed.

movsyva

The Local Housing Authority is applying to HUD for additional public hous-
ing -150 unit. The 76 units are under construction, and applications for occupancy
will be taken during the months to come. Completion is expected in January, 1972.

ANOTHER INCORPORATED VILLAGE IN COUNTY

tlyrrales, situated 18 miles west of Dernaillio, Incorporated recently ele ng
a Allman mayor and council. CSTE has been asked to give this Council het in
getting projects underway.

ZERO RASE BUDGET

Concerted Services in Training and ltducation. GS a Division of the Depart-
ment of Vocational Education, prepared a Zero Base Budget for Sandoval and
San Miguel counties for fiscal year 1972- 11)73. This budget will be reviewed by
the Legislative Finance Committee.

PROPOSED MEETING W IT H GOVERNOR OF SEW M EX I(()

Arrangements tieing made by Ernest A. Vigil,. Director of Vocational Educa-,
tion, for a meeting of the CSTE Advisory CmintOteeand Coordinators with
-Governor Bruce King. At that time an up-to -date revert On CSTE activities will
be provided.

VISITORS

& Mrs. Frank Pollard, Washington ; Patricia Knapp, Las Crui Clarence
Edmond, University of Arizona ; Ed Henderson and Emmet- 'liner. Wins
Regional Office; Fred McCracken, Manpower Division. Employment SeCurity
Commission.

OTHF:II ACC Pi (TIES

Annual reports prepared from draft for the Jellies Soil and Water Conserva-
tion District and the Sandoval Soil and Water Congebvatio District. Follow
up is continued on the conservation plan proposal *deVeloped by the Sandoval
Soil and Water Conservation District.

Provided Educational Writer Staff, Department of 'Vocational Education, with
-a story on the water wells in the Navajo area for their annual report to the
Superintendent of Public Instruction.

President of the New Mexico League of Women Voters asked CSTE to locate
a speaker for their meeting in October who would give the group it current report
on New Mexico Welfare Programs. Mr. Vicente Pacheco, Director Finance
Assistance Division, Sante Fe, was contacted and he agreed to speak before the
group Octoher 6 in Pinellas.

Following an office inquiry, CSTE, obtained information on the status of the
Social Security Law pertaining to the inclusion of a disability Manse making
persons elgIble for Medicare. Through the office of Senator Montoya, It was
learned that this bill was passed .by the House of Representatives: has heen
referred to the Senate Finance Committee where it is pending. Indications were
that it would he appropos for the local people to contact their senators urging
passage of this bill, and the inquirer was so advised. The party was assisted in
this regard, hoping that passage of this bill will help many persons with medical-
hospital expenses through Medicare.

4 4..
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Telephone conversation with C. B. Gilliland, CSTE Liaison, indicates the fall
session of the CSTE Coordinators meeting will be held in Washington, Novem-
ber S-12, 1971.

Arrangements made with a local cafe to have the September Apprenticeship
Council meeting as requested at the August gathering. Approximately 25 mem-
bers will trek to Bernalillo for t s luncheon-meeting.

The Adult Basic Education t acher asked to use the CSTE office once a week'
to hold her adult class of 17 nrollees until she call locate suitable quarters.
Director at the Vocational S lls Center is making room to accommodate this
class.

Clerical assistance given to the Bernalillo Young Men's Organization, the
Jemez and Sandoval Soil and Water Conservation Districts, Town of Bernalillo,
Soil Conservation Service, Bernalillo Development Corporation, ABCS.

',Meetings attended by Coordinator and secretary, Apprenticeship Council,
Local Housing Authority, Comprehensive Health Council, R(' &D, Vocational
Education staff, ASTI), Soil and Water Conservaitiop District, ACP, Nutrition
Education, conferences with FHA, SBA, Employment Security ,Commission,
San Felipe Pueblo Council, Santo Domingo Pueblo representatives on matters
pertaining to county,

CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAININI1.AND EDUCATIONQUARTERLY REPORT FOR JULY, AUGUST, AlID SEPTEMBER
1971 AND CUMULATIVE REPORT FROM APR. 1, 1969SAN MIGUEL COUNTY, N. MEX.

Concerted services referrals

Employment office:

Quarterly Cumulative

For employment .. 3 42TIMM'. .. .... 2 41
SATB . . 0 28

& CEPConcentrated employment program: Training 16 70
HELP Home education livelihood program Training 3 23
R.C. & D.Resource conservation and development protect For employment._ 2 11
CAPCommunity Action Program

Emergency food and medical services , 0 14
For employment or training 0 30
Cottage crafts project ... 0 31

H. & S.S. State health and social services department. For assistance ... 2 7
New Mexico Building and Construction Trades Council' For training in carpentry, roofing,

plasterer, cement mason, plumber, and electrician. 0 8
Area vocational school.

For employment 7 17
For training. . 7 65

High school'
CEO test - 0 11
Adult basic education . 0 10
Night high school I 7

0114131- For employment 2 8)
MDTA

Number of protects approved 11
Numbor of approved for training 146
Total cumulative trainees enrolled -146
Trainees, dropouts_ _ . '9
Trainees, completing 81
Number in training as of Sept. 30, 1971 131'

PEP- Public empldyment program
Total enrollees 31 31
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 31 31

Nelson amendment:
Operation mainstream enrolled 24 74
Total cumulative enrollees as of Sopt. 30, 1971 . 12 38

Title III-B (HELP):
Total enrollees (migrant underemployed seasonal workers) .._ . 58 461
Still enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 . .. .. . ... .. 58 392

New York City:
Inschool:

Total enrollees ' .... 97 243
Enrollees as of Sept, 30, 1971._. . 92 236

Out of school:
Total enrollees ._ 8 100
Enrollees as of Sept. 30, I971.._ . _ _____ .... _____ _. 0 92

Special summer:
. Total enrollees .. 7 310 1, 081
Enrollees as of Sept, 30, 1971 . 310 1, 081

Job Corps:
Total enrollees...- 4 106
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971._ - 4 109

Basic adult education:
Total enrollees during period. . 80 517
Still enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 80 502

See footnote at end of table.
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CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATIONQUARTERLY REPORT FOR JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER

1971 AND CUMMIATIVE REPORT FROM APR. 1. 1969SAN MIGUEL CIIIINTY, N. MEX.

Concerted services referrals

Ileadstart
Total enrollees
Still enrolled as 01 Sept. 30, j971
Special summer lleadStart (Pecos) .

Quarterly

1495
''s194

0

Cumulative

305
304

.146
Table Ill (cooperetive project in special ediltetion):

Total Wolters (program discontinued). ' 0 78
Enrolled as of Sept. 30. 1971 (program discontinued).. _ 0 78

Vocational rehabilitation:
Total enrollees 0 166
Enrolled as of Sept, 30, 1971. . ..... 0 68

CEP Onthe-lob training (unavailale):
Total enrollees. 0 11

Enrollees as of Sept. 30, 1971.. .. . .. .. 0 II
-CEP-- MOVE (multtoccupational vocational education) (unavailable),

Number of projects approved. . 0 1.

Total enrollees... . . ....... .. 0 87
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971.... . _. . ... .. 0 33
Placed in robs. . .. . .. 0 49

OJT SER (service employment redevelopment): ,
Total enrollees . .. ... 0 45
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971.. 0 20

Child development center:
Total enrollees .. . . . ... ..... 46 304
Enrollees as of Sept. 30, 1971_ ... 46 . 304

Follow Through:
Total enrollees. . ..... ... 348 2, 187
Enrollees as of Sept. 30, 1971 348 2, 187

Special summer Folkny Through 0 66
Night high school:

Total enrollees (program discontinued) . 0 52

Enrollees as of Sept. 30, 1971 (program discontinued) 0 52

STEP (supplemental training and employment program):
Total enrollees .. .... 36 165

-Enrollees as of Sept. 30, 1971.. . 36 159

ESC Employment security commission activities:
, NeN applications 960 4, 817

Counseling interviews_ .... .
132 I, 807

Placements on Ms . NS.Service to employer out of Las Vegas .

201
100

2, 448
629

GATB's . 72 426

SATEt's..
.

, 0 34

I JOB 1970 proposals submitted up to date 30

ASCS-AGRICULTURAL STABILIZATION CONSERVATION SERVICE

The La Fragus Puertesito Y Saiz Community Ditch Special Project has com-
pleted part of the work and should complete the entire projeti soon.

The Las 'fuses Community Ditch and the Herrera Comm ity Ditch agents
are in the process of obtaining bids for their special projects, and are very
anxious in getting the work done before the end of the year.

The South Villtineuva Community Ditch Special Project received final ap-
proval from the State Committee for Installation of an ifrigation CMP Flume,
and construction should start soon.

The Livestock Feed Program was suspended by the State Committee effec-
tive September 17, 1971 in San Miguel County. The State Committee felt that
range conditions were adequate to serve the livestock at the present thee. If
conditions change the program could be reinstated at a later date between now
and March 31, 1972.

416 applications_ under the Livestock Feed Program were approved during'
the drought emergency period.

The county received additional funds for Emergency Conservation Practices
and cost- shared with producers in deepening and drilling livestock water wells,
pipelines and drinking facilities to replace structures which went dry due to the
drought.

The County ASCS office, as ,well, as all ASCS offices throughout the United
States have been chosen as information- centers to answer questions from all
citizens on President Nixon's Executive Order which is designed to stein in-
flation and strengthen the national economy.
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The C unty ASCS Ake 14 reedving official aniterers to questions concerning
the Pre ident's1 action, and and person who wants or needs precise information
should g tin Nue]) with the county office.

.

FHA Farm is Hom Administration:
Type o loans an roved:

Rigel housi
°Aerating l n
Farm ownership
Equal opportunity
Coop.. . . . . .. .. ... . ... ..........
Association

On hand:
Rural housing
Operating loan .
Farm ownership.
Equal opportunity
Coop
Association . .

Emergency loans . . .... . ,
Total loans approved for San Miguel County.

-4- -- , .

San Miguel
County Total

S.

0
0
2

I These people were'referred to different places for possible employment.

LU NA AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL 'BCH OOL

Luna'area vocational-technical school courses
The following courses are being offered for the fall term at the Luna Area

School
Welding Electronics
Drafting Auto mechanics
Building trades Nursing
Clerk-steno
I (CEP)concentrated employment program referrals

There Are approximately (36) thirty-six individual CEP referrals taking part'
In the courses listed above, which are being offered as individual referibis.
MDTA programs

The Luna Area School is not conducting any MDTA Training at the present
time.
HUD turn-key III project training

('lasses were conducted at the Luna Area School for the local Turn-Key III
unit residents for the Rome Management Courses.

We have (1) to (15) students In some of the classes being offered. With these
students 4nd the regular students attending the day classes and night offerings,
there are approximately (294) two - hundred and ninety-four enrollees.

QUARTERLY REPORT-SAN 111 IOUEL COUNTY

HOUSING AUTHORITY

There.are (270) two-hundred and seventy conventio tat low,rent housing units.
One-hundred-(100) Turnkey III units are for eventu wneiship by the tenant.
All of the above (370) three-hundred and seventy hou ng units are under con-
tract. The V270) conventional low-rent housing units are for -rental only and
are lensed. At the present time, there are no available vacancies.

SCSsoil conservation service
New cooperatdrs . 2
Technical services 109
Raciplents applying one (1) or more practices 6
Conservation plans prepared A 4
Conservation plan revised 1
Service on resource planning 1Services to groups 59
ECAP referrals serviced 6
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R.C. (f D.resourtv. consecration and development project
Projects completed _ 32.
Active projects and progressing 5k
Temporarily Inactive projects 6
Projects discontinued ( not feasible)_ 24

Total projects_ 120

CAP -DASD= DE CRIBTO COM M N IT Y ACTION PROGRAM

(Not in operation).
FOOD STAMP PM/DRAM

Report for July and August are in, but September report did not arrive in time
to process total stamp participation. Report will he sent to Washington us soon
as all totals for July, August, and September are processed.

cot, NTY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

(Unavailable).,

PROJE,CTS WHERE STE ASSISTANCE WAS INVOLVED

1. Coordinator was appointed member of the Education ('ommittee, Constitu-
tional Committee, and Nominating Committee of the Adelante BC & 1) Project.

2 Working with Seaton and Associates, inc. on recommendations they have
submitted to our office on jobs that would be opened by the Elk Mountain Road
Project if construction is approved. These °pie would be trained prior to being
hired by the contractors.

3. Attended all of the New Mexico Apprentice hip Association monthly meetings
and reported on activities from San Miguel County.

4. Cooperated with Ribers professional weaver in trying to form training for
the local people there. The people are hesitant to try out for this type of project.

5. Coordinator is assisting and cooperating with the White House Conference
on Aging that has formed vatious committees.

6. The Emergency Employment Act (EEA), had made provisions for (16)
veterans to be employed in San Miguel County through the Employment Security
Commission.

7. CSTE office is communicating with local Employment Security Commission
in recommending Viet Nam and Korean veterans who could be registered on the
waiting list for the Emergency Employment Act (BEA).

8. RC & D Constitutional Revision Committee met in CSTE office to revise.
the RC & D Constitution and Bylaws. Coordinator is a member of this com-mittee.

9. Contacted local Employment Security Commission manager and discussed
training recommended by Scanlon and Associates, Inc. for training people for the
Elk Mountain Road Project. This training might be implemented by (MDTA)
Manpower Development Training Act under Section #241.

10. The ('STE office is working closely with the new Gibson Recreation Center
in Las Vegas which has been selected to be used by the senior citizens of the
community. It will provide recreational facilities and will he sponsored by thecity.

11. The Methadone Maintenance Program met in office to make those
attending aware of assistance and are now working on a proposal to be submittedfor assistance.

12. Our office has undertaken a project to help disabled persons as well as blind
persons to request record players and talking hooks from the LIbraryof Congressthrough the State Library in Santa Fe.

13. CSTE office is assisting with any RC & I) proposals for this county.
14. Attended several workshops on the Zero-Base Budget regarding the StateDepartment of Vocational Education which we are a unit of. The Legislative

Finance Committee will bold bearings later la the year with the State Directorof Vocational Education.
17p. A two-day Soil Conservation Service Information Workshop was held inCSTE office where various towns ware represented by sending their representa-

tives of Choir local units. This workshop was proposed to instruct personnel

5 -
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present lectures on better public relations and how to write interesting articles
for their local news, radio, and television media.

PROPOSED PROJECTS .WIIERE COTE 'WILL PARTICIPATE'

1. CSTE will assist on Pecos Valley Crafts Project.
2. Assistant on outright grants for local residents for remodeling homes through

HUD.
3. Work with Helping Hands. Inc. In adjacent county.

, 4. Coordinator will work with R(' & I) Project on their proposals.
5. CSTE 114 considering ABE Classes for residents of the Turnkey III housing

units.
6, Assist the local Extension Service in developing a homemakers program

for Turnkey III families.
7. Cooperate.with Chamber of Commerce In proposed industry for the surround-

ing area. -
S. White House Conference on Aging.
9. Methadone Maintenance Program in Las Vegas.
10. Ga ilinas-River Watershed Project in San Miguel County.
11. Elk Mountain Road Project in San Miguel County.

CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION McCURTAIN COUNTY, OKLA.: QUARTERLY REPORT FDR
JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 1971 AND CUMULATIVE REPORT FROM DCT. 1, 1968, THROUGH SEPT. 30, 1971

MDTA

July 1, 1971
through

Sept. 30, 1971 Cumulative

Number of projects approved.. 0 17
Number approved for training_ 0 340
Trainees enrolled..... .... .

...
20 179

Trainees complebrur . . 0 112
Number in training Sept. 30, 1971 . . 48 207

Adult basic education: . 0 i,,, a,

Total enrollees 23 I,008
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971.... ... ..... . 23 1, 008

Adult education:
Total enrollees 40
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 0 302

National Youth Corps in-school:
Total enrollees 70 457
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 .... 70 497

National Youth Corps out-of-school:
Total enrollees .. 18 138
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 ...... 18 138

WIN program:
Total enrollees.__ , .. 11 68
Enrolled as of June 30, 1971. 11 68

Head Start:
Total enrollees . .. 200 860
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971.... ..... .... ......... . __ ..... .... ... ..... 200 860

Jobs program:
Total enrollees 6 96
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 (these 6 enrollees are left from original 12 in last report). 6 123

Vocational education classes:
Total trade extension enrollees -. _. 825 3, 013

'Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 825 3,013
Homo economics:

Total enrollees 575 2, 196
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971..... .. 575 2,196

Vocational rehabilitation:
Total enrollees in training 42 815
In Paining as of Sept.30, 1971 42 1, 219

DJT program:
Total enrollees 0 43
Enrollees in training Sept. 30, 1971._ . _ ......... ... . _ . ....... ..... . 0 47

STEP program:
Total eprollees . 2 22
Enrollees i n training Sept. 30, 1971._ .... _______ . _ _. ....... . ... .. ......... 2 22

Emergency Employment Act:
Total enrollees .. . .. 6 6
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971....... 6 6

Placed in jobs (September) 120 862

Grand total enrollees in training this quarter 1, 826
Grand total enrollees since start of project._ / . .............................. 9,666
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A grant of $33,410.00 was made by the Ozarks Regional Commission for im-
provements to the Broken Bow Airport. Total cost of the project Is $111,388.00
to be financed by the Federal Aviation Administration, the Sate Aeronautical
Commission, and local funds.

Comprehensive Health Planning for the seven-county iiiamichl Economic
Development District was made possible by a recent grunt from the Public Health
Service of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Mr. Harold Watson,
Director of Health Planning for KEDDO, is busy organizing a health council
composed of representatives from the seven-county area to Identify health needs
for the area.

The Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education,
Sias lal School Division, In cooperation with the Oklahoma State Employment
Service, plans to conduct pre-employment training for persons interested In work-
ing at the new plywood mill at Wright City. This mill will use both male and
female workers. Trainees will receive three weeks of schooling, three hours per
night, four nights per week.

State Farmers Home Supervisor, Mr. Spud Widener, attended ground-break-
ing ceremonies for starting construction on the Mountain Fork Rural Water Dis-
trict. This project Is being financed by a 1.1 million dollar loan from the Fanners
home Administration.

A Comprehensive Plan for Idabel development through 1990 was presented to
the City Council and Planning Commission. This Plan was developed by Com-
munity Planning Associates of Tulsa.

CSTE Coordlinator attended an Industrial Workshop at Arrowhead Lodge.
The meeting was arranged through the State Chamber of Commerce and was
well represented by members of the business community.

CSTE Coordinator attended a Regional Planning Seminar at Eastern Okla-
homa College In Wilhorton. This meeting was sponsored by the KlamIchi
maid( Defelopuient District, University of Oklahoma's Office of Urban and Com-
munity Development, and State Department of Vocational and Technical
Education.

Percentagew0e, McCurtain County led all counties In Oklahoma in retail sales
gains during the fiscal year 1971. This was it gain of 21.29 percent over the 1970
fiscal year sales tax collections.

A new home building firm has been organized by a group of Broken Bow busi-
ness men to build homes in the $25,000.00 to $35,000.00 price range.

The Wilderness Area tours conducted by the Oklahoma Department of Wild-
life Conservation have proven popular during the summer. Many varieties of
plant and animal life are abundant in the area.

The Choctaw Nation Housing Authority will build 75 new homes for Indians
In McCurtnin County.

According to Lt. Governor George High, travelers in McCurtain County limit
$2,789,000.00 In 1970. This was an increase of 127 percent over the 19011 calenoar
year. Most of the tourists apparently were attracted to the area by the now
Broken Bow Reservoir. Beavers Bend State Park attracted 140.300 compels and
trailers. The attendance at the park ryas !1St( .11 s 2,250100 oyes the past year.

klectings have been held to acquaint the public with the Iiittlary
method of solid waste disposal.

The Choctaw Bilingual Education Programb has been approved and an allot
merit of $128.000010 to carry out the program ha. beets made by the U.S. (Mee of
Education,. .1Irs, y re rIP B1'11,41)11, ('aunty SI qterintendent of Schools, has been
chosen as coordinator of the project. Southeastern State College located at Durant
is co-sponsor of the project.

A mobile Health Clinic has been statioped In McCurtain County to take health
services to the remote areas of the county. This Is a needed service for those
who have travel problems, and for various reasons cannot make it trip to the
County Health Department. During a recent three-day stay in Valliant a total
of 151 persons toolc advantage of the services provided. Additional communities
are being scheduled for these serviced.

.k non-medical health officer has been appointed to head the multi-county
Ilealth Departments of NfeCurta in. Latimer and/Haskell Counties. He will ha ve
administrative responsibilities. thereby releasing medical directors to spend more
time in clinical procedures. This Is a new concept aimed at giving medical di-
rectors more time to spend with patients and releasing them from budget and
personnel problems.

Coordinator met with Bureau of Indian Affairs representatives in Talihina
to discuss training and job opportunities for Indians In the McCurtain County
area.

03 552- 71 -pt. 4 35
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sTE Coordinator met with a group to discuss training In health occupations.
Meeting hell in office of Mr. Clyde Hamm, Chief. Community Employment
Development, State Capitol, Oklahoma City. Present for the meeting were Mr.
Hamm; Mr. Bobby Scott, Assistant to Mr. Hamm ; Mr. Bill Bork, Assistant
Commissioner of Health, State Health Department ; Mr. Hunter Keinmet, Eco-
nomic Development Administration Representative: Mr. Harold Watson. lieanitIi
Thinner, KEDDO; his assistant, Mr. Mike Pamplin: Mr. Jim Sniekth, Coordinator
Ouchita Mountains ltr&D Proic,it; Mr. 1:111*White and Mr. Jess Banks, Voca-
tional Education; Mr. riary Lyle, St ate WIN Project Supervisor; and Mr.
Charlie 1Vbenton of the (Wallowa Entphtyment Security Commission.

l'ians were made to identify health needs at an early date, and then call
another meeting NE-discuss training needed to meet the most urgent (10111111MS.

Employment has reached its peak in the'200 million dollar plant construction
projects underway in McCurtain County. With the paper plant scheduled to
begin making paper in December of this year. approxinuttely 210 construction
workers will he phased out as their parts of the plant:, are completed. A large
!mintier of these workers will leave the area to return home, or go to other Jobs
for Brown & Root ConStruction Company. A small force will remain for a while
other the plants go into K(011(41°11 as a maintenance crew to make any needed

The CSTE Coordinator has leen active in working with the ('handier of
Commerce Industrial Committee in securing information, and meeting mint two
industrial prospects who are considering this area for plant locations.

CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION, CHEROKEE COUNTY, OKLA.: QUARTERLY REPORT FOR
JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER 1971, AND CUMULATIVE REPORT FROM JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER 1971

July 1
through

Sept. 30,

1971

1971 Cumulative

MDTA:
Number of projects approved 1 1

Number approved for training.. 50 50
Adult basic education:

Total enrollees 8 71

Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 8 8

Adult education:
Tote I enrollees 50 76
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 50 76

Headstart:.

Total enrollees . . 113 226
.. Enrolled as of Sept. 30,1971.. . .. 113 226
T ester grandparent program:

Total enrollees.. . . .
22 44

Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 22 44
Family planning:

Total enrollees 531 531

Enrollee as of Sept. 30, 1971 137 531

NYC in-school:
Total enrollees . 207 237
Enrolletras of Sept. 30, 1971 207 237

WIN program:
Total enrollees _ 4 33

Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 4 33

Vocational education classes:
Total enrollees 396 773
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 . 396 773

Jobs program:
Total enrollees__ 4 13

Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971.... 4 13

Vocational rehabilitation:
Total enrollees 211 360
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971._ 211 360

STEP program:
Total enrollees . 14 34
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971 14 34

OJT program:
Total enrollees 0 2
Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971-

Other training and educational projects:
o

2

Total enrollees, 1 2 7

Enrolled as of Sept. 30, 1971._ ._ 2 7

Placed in jobs__ 13 16

Grand total of enrollees . . . . . . 1,218 . - ._ .. .

Grand total-enrollees since start of project 2, 097
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Number of projects approved : Trainee;
WIN program
JOPS program 2
MDTA skill center 48
Vocational educational training_________ 1(1
Nurses aid training 26

MDTA
The Cherokee Hills Skill Center has started and has fifty enrollees. The courses

attentatively scheduled are : (1) Bulldozing, (2) Health occupations, (3) Me-
chanics, (4) Clerical skilla, (5) Water and sewage upgrading, and ( 6 ) Welding.
There will he a satellite school in the R.C141). seven county area.

The Skill Center Is located south of Tahlequah on the Cherokee Tribal Build-
ing where the facilities are much improved from our last MIYI'A center.
.1 dul t basic education

A total of g persons were enrolled in Adult Basic Education Classes in
Tahlequah.
Adult education

A class of 50 persons are taking part in the Adult Education at the Tahltsplah
High School. '

Bead Start program
A total of 113 youngsters are enrolled in three centers in Cherokee CoUnty. The

centers are located in Briggs, Hulbert, and Sequovah Training School.
Career DevelopmentThirteen adults enrolled in Head Start Teachers

Training.
Poster grandparent Program

Persons, sixty years or older, going to institutions or schools who will work
with one child for two hours a day.
Family planning

A program for any persons who are interested in different ways to control your
family. 7rhis program offers you help aThI information on how to raise children
you aiready have.
NY(' in- school

The NYC In-School Program hati been very active in Cherokee County. This
program has furnished eMployinent and training for needy boys and girls, allow-
ing them to remain in school and not become dropouts.
WIN Program

Established to heip people referred for services by the Department of Piddle
Welfare. This program is designed to train people from the welfare rolLs and get
them into gainful employment.
Vocational education classes and bonze economies

Vocational Education and Home Economic Classes are taught to high school
students to acquaint and prepare them with the work of today.
JOPS program

A total of four persons at the Mid-West Nursery are participating in nursery
work. One person is receiving training at the Liberty State Bank.
Vocational rehabilitation

Individuals with physical disabilities are provided medical services and train-
ing. Most of the trainees are sent to colleges or trade and vocational schlads.
Placement assistance is also provided for those who need help in getting work
when training is Completed. This program has been very active in Cherokee
County.
STEP program

This program is designed to furnish work to trainees who have completed
training in Johs Corps or MDTA courses and have been unable td secure a job
due to a slow-down in our national economy. This is an excellent program in
our area.

5
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OTHER TRAINING AND EDUCATION PROJECTS

A new exemplary program for the disadvantaged and handicapped has started
in Cherokee County. The In-School phrase of the program will provide special
projects for the seventh; eighth, and ninth grade students. Hulbert High School
will be the first school in Clkrokee County. The program is 100% federal
financing and is administered hy the. State Board of Vocational-TnhnicaL Edu-
cation througif local school boards.

This program will be attempting to reach slow learners, potential dropouts,*teeand lower 1.Q. Boys will be taught general Mechanics, small engine rep , small
appliance repair, weeding, rough carpentry, plumbing, electrical wiring,' flng,
painting, and masonry.

Girls will be taught food preparation, sewing, and nursing care. Each group
will range from 16-24 students. The program will provide funds to employ One
vocational teacher.

Nurses Aid program as started in Tahlequah and CSTE Coordinator bas
arranged for classrooms an storage. Fourteen persons inve completed the course
and twelve persons are attending now.

The, FHA and the Cherokee Tribal Housing have been rapidly increasing in
building low cost 115using in Cherokee County. Two hundred new homes have
been contracted for this county. Twenty are located in Hulbert and the rest
south of Tahlequah. 5

.
CONCERTED .SERVICES IN 114INING AND EDUCATION IN WEST VIRGINIA

Quarterly report for July, August, Reptentber ...

MDTA : Enrollees (eirmulative) 10
Adult basic education :

Enrollees .
-r ' .65

WIN enrollees 14
Operation mainstream : Enrollees 64,
NYC, in-school : Enrollees. . 104 -
Headstart : Enrollees 180
Foster grandparent : Enrollees (cumulative) 21
Vocational education : ,

Secondary enrollees (Wood County) , 1, 898
Vocational adult education

. 316
Post secondary , .z 34.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Vocational school for Jackson and Roane Counties has been approved. The
CSTE Office is serving in an Advisory capacity to the Lay Advisory Committee
for a Vocational School for the counties of Pleasants.Tyler and Ritchie. A Serv-
ice- Business - Industrial Survey was conducted by CSTE to provide data on skill
needs for the proposal and we have provided various other information necessary
for the proposal.-A rough draft is presently being prepared and will be 'prewnted
at the next Advisory Meeting Scheduled for October 27, 1971. The CSTE -Office
utilized several students in Pleasants county jo conduct the Service-lbisiness-

-, Industrial Survey with a contribution of $250 from West Central Community
Action for Postage. We had approximately a 25% return.

The following indicates the work that has been done during this quarter :
Determine over-all goals and objectives.
Complete translation of Industrial-Business-Service employment needs.
Complete projections of potential new industries.
Determine Vocational Education needs to broad circular areas.
Completed population trends.
Determined occupational growth areas.
Development of course description.
Complete data collection.
Write rough draft of proposal.

Meeting washeld in Grantsville (Calhoun County) with representatives from
Gilmer County Board of Education, Calhoun County Board of Education, Repre-
sentative from West Virginia University and the CSTE Office to discuss means of
constructing a multi-county Vocational School. Presently work is being done to
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encourage Wirt County to participate with Gilmer and Calhoun. Another meeting
will be scheduled as soon as a commitment has been made from each Board of
Education.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES

The CSTE Office is continuing to attend Mountaineers for Rural ogress in'
this area. One of the most important concerns throughout the area is N1e lack of
an adequate Solid Waste Management System. Presently the committees are
discussing the possibility of a Regional System whereby the cost for each county
Would be reduced and also would result in the possibility of demonstration funds.
These committees are continuing to pursue solutions to the problem areas estab-
lished at their origin.

Four counties (Wood, Pleasants, Janson and Roane) participated in a two-day
MRP Workshop in Roane County. This workshop was held to discuss methods
of making MRP a more effective Rural Development Committee.

Since Vocational Education has been established as a i*oblem area for the
Wood County MRP the Service-Business-Industrial Survey was also conducted
in Wood County in conjunction with the Pleasants-Tyler-Riithie County survey.
The results of this survey will be used by the Vocational Mention Sub-Com-
mittee to analyze and begin types of post-secondary courses most relevant to
this area.

SMALLER COMMUNITIES PROGRAM

The "Smaller Communities Program is tentatively scheduled to enter Tyler
county. =n February 1972, after Survey has been completed in Webster County.,

SEWAGE SYSTEM

The Town4of Elizabeth (Wirt County) iS eUrrently attempting to obtain funds
for a Sewage System. The City Council has given approval to hire a consultant
to update present Sewage Plan. The CSTE Office has updated the Wirt County
OEDP to possibly secure funds through EDA.

YOUTH CAMP

An underprivileged youth camp WU concluded for 110 youth in Calhoun
County.

Work is being done with Extension Staff of Wood County to secure funds for
youth camp /or next summer.t

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ACTIVITIES

Job Placements-328.

'PHYSICIAN IN IN RESIDENCE PROGRAM

Contacts were made in Calhoun County with Physicians regarding Physician
in Residence Program. The Physician has requested a specialist from the Medical
Center from West Virginia University to consult with him.

EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Wood County has been allotted $485,000 through the Emergency Employment
Act. This allotment has given the county 87 new jobs.

Coordinator, Calhoun County CAA Director and School Superintendent pre-
pared proposal for 32 slots under the EEA. These jobs would be distributed in the
City Council. County Court, Board of Education, Community Action. and Depart-
ment of Welfare. The total proposed ti'roject was approximately $150,000.

LPN TRWINING

Meeting was 'held with representatives from CSTE, Parkersburg Community
College and Regional Medical Prokram to discuss possibility of beginning an
LPN Course in Calhoun County. This meeting resulted from effort of Hospital
Administrator at Calhoun County who determined that State Licensing Board
would bot approve such a course because of the size of the Hospital. However,
a meeting is scheduled in October to work out means of establishing the course
through the Parkersburg Community College and be held in Grantsville.
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CAMPS

Part A of CAMPS Plan was submitted to State Committee in September.

UMITEIILY KEPoliT JULY, A l'OrSiT, SEPTEMBER, 1971
t'SSEI,S11 Ell N Y, MONT.

Mushrown Mine.Preliminary drawings have been completed of the exterior
buildings. At the present time, the preincorporate steps are being taken.

Soil t4arrey.This ottlee has submitted a narrative to the Employment Security
Commission requesting eight soil survey persons and a muster planner for
the eight county South Central Montana Development Federation. It is hoped
that this may be accomplished under the Emergency Employment Act. If this
can be arranged, it should be.possffile to complete the much needed soil survey
In the eight county area within a two year period:

employment.Thanks to the full cooperation of the Employment Security
Cothinission. our city and county slots under the Emergency Employment Act
have been filled and operative for the past month.

Small Community survey.---Copies of this survey were mailed the first week
of September. Having worked all summer with the two WICHE interns in the
office we do miss them now. Evidently Concerted Services made an impression
on them. One of them plans to change tier major to, and the other- plans a minor
in, community development.

South Central Montana, Development ederation.This Federation is to he
the mounding board of public opinion in reference to the alternative proposals
for Wilderness Areas in the Absaroka-Beartooth areas. The Custer National
Forest has requested that we hold meetings in our respective counties, then
meet on October 29th for a Federation consensus. These local inputs are needed
by Custer National Forest by November 1.

Clarence Nyho of the Employment SeCurity Commission spoke to Federation
representatives concerning our area as he sees it, with emphasis on human
resources. Ile explained the Emergency Employment Act and its Implications
for the counties in our Federation area,

A request was made to the Extension Service fOr an extended Dry Land Wheat
Fertilization Study and also for a soil fertilization program with test plots
in our eight county area for both dry land and irrigated grass land.

South Central Montan& Weed Advisory Council. This ten county council,
formed largely through trhe efforts of this Concerted Services office, has done
a fine Job in its first six months. Thanks to appointments arranged by the
Interdepartmental, 'rask Force in Washington last April, Dr, Clyde Hurst was
directed to visit Yellowstone Park for the purpose of finding a solution to the
Dahnation Toadfinx infestation which is threatening drainage areas in the
Council's area. We expect a report on this the end of October.

Planning and Zoning.This office arranged and chaired meeting for the pur-
pose of establishing county wide planning in .Musselshell County. County Com-
missioners of both .Musselshell and Golden Valley Counties, City Council
representatives, a State representative and member of the State Planning Co-
ission were present. As a result, County Commissioners of Musselshell County
passed a resolution to establish county wide planning : a hearing has been held
and we are note awaiting the passage of the sixty day period for registering

protest by petition. If none is forthcoming, this county could be the first iii
the State to institute county wide planning.

Proposals.In an effort to meet a November 1 deadline, this coordinetor
arranged meetings between architects and engineers of two firms with the
City Council and trustees of this school district to draft three vital proposals.
We shall be working very hard the month of Oetober to try to complete these
proposals, and solve the problems of financing. This will mean the involvement
of lay committees.

Miseellanyous.This coordinator was appointed by the Governor as a member
of the newly structured Montana CAM'S, Area V. Also, I was made a director
of the Musselshell Valley Chamber of Commerce.

Assisted Golden Valley County delegation with incorporating procedures So
that it can qualify for S.P.A. loans.

Have had a number of meetings with the new Mental Health Representative
for Musselshell County to assist him in getting established here.
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Spoke before the State Rural Area Development Committee in Bozeman to
explain concerted Services.

As a result of the Federation's efforts, over 150 persons from throughout
the eight county area appeared for the annual meeting of the South Central
Montana Regional Health Council.

Working with the Employment Security Commission, a training program is
being initiated for mill operators at the new elevator in town.

ILALPH G ILDROY, Coordinator.

, 1 111:1018 Ql 'A RTEIII.V REPORTSEPTEMBER 30, 1071

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICEKISH WA U E EE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT CENTER

(JulySeptember, 1071, Highlights)

Two things stand out as significant in the past quarter in terms of their
, effect on the total area. One is the Building Our American Communities program

(11.0.A.C.) being carried on by ninny of the FFA chapters in our area. Our
office met with 20 of the area vocational agriculture department instructors
and chapter FFA officers to discuss and promote the program. The new B.O.A.C.
film was shown and we discussed various ways local chapters could become
involved in their local communities. Our office will continue to work with these
chapters.

The second major highlite was the completion of the Kishwaukee Area 'Man-
power Survey. Although the final document is not yet available, we are encouraged
by the large amount of excellent data which was collected. and confident it
will lead to a, number of important benefits in the Kishwaukee area in terms
of manpower, education, community services, etc,

CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION

QUARTERLY REPORT FOR JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER, 1971, AND CUMULATIVE REPORT FROM AUG. 10, 1970,
THROUGH SEPT. 30, 1971, WEST KENTUCKY CONCERTED SERVICES PROJECT, LYON, LIVINGSTON, AND
TRIGG COUNTIES, KY.

MDTA:
Number of projects approved
Number approved for training

Vocational education classesTrade extension:
Enrolled
Number of classes _ _

Other training and education projects:
Enrolled.___ a _______
Classes ___________

July 1, 1971,
to

Sept, 30, 1971 Cumulative

1 3
1 19

62 104
3 5

17 115
1 4

( 'STE Q L'ARTER.LY REPORTWESTERN KENTL'CK V, SEPTEMBER 30, 11171

ACTIVITIES 41

Mid-Mann gement in RecreationHopkin8ville Community College
During this quarter, a great deal-has been accomplished concerning this pro-

gram. Meetings of concerned individuals began in early July. Since the first
inee4ing, the program has been initiflted and all phases of our plan of action
have been accomplished with the -efeeption of securing funds toy a program
coordinator. Our application for funds did not make application dreadlines with
the Office of Education in Washington, D.C. The advisory committee agreed
to continue efforts in this program and to initiate classes this fall at the college
in hopes that funds can be secured for the second year of the two-year program.
The advb-iory committee feels that the success of the first year will -offer ample
justification in securing funds.
Emergency Employment Act

Lyon County became eligible for $67,200 under sections 5 and 6 of this Act
daring this quarter. Coordinator met with the county judge, city mayors, fiscal
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court members, and city councilmen to determine how these funds could best
be used inIthe county. The final decision was as follows :

Two (2) deputy sheriffs (if $6,000 each per year.
Two (2) radio operators a $4, each per year.
Two (2) county maintenan a pe 0110e1 6/ $4,000 each per year.
One (1) land fill employee $4, 1per year.
Two (2) County utilities loyees $4,000 each per year.
One (1) county library e @ $4,000 per year.
One (1) city administrative officer 0: $4,000 per year.
One (1) county secretary qt $3,600 per year.
One (1) county program director (air $9,200 per year.

A total of 13 employees and total salaries of $60.800, plus $6.080 benefits.
Adult vocational education extension classes

Three classes were established during the quarter-in the C.S.T.E. area. They
were:

Beginning airconditioning and electricity in Livingston County with 1.0
enrolled.

Beginning shorthand in Lyon County with 2.5 enrolled.
Beginning typing in Lyon County with 21 enrolled.

Other classes are presently being considered in Trigg County with the inten-
tions of 'beginning them in early November. Classes being considered are: Book-
keeping and Advanced Typing,
Kuttawa Water Department

An environmental aide le presently working with the City of Kuttawa Water
Department. The aide is being provided to The City through an On Job Training
slot through the Madisonville Area Vocational School and the Department of
Labor. The City hopes to employ the aide upon completion of the OJT as the
superintendent of the water system.
County Case conference

Coordinator has heen appointed as moderator for the Lyon County Truman
Resources Committee that will meet monthly to review special cases for Lyon
County. Coordinator, with the assistance of Mrs. Thompson. Bureau of Public
Assistance, compiled a list of various resource people in Lyon County to serve
as members of the-committee and has invited those prospective committeemen
to the first ease conference to be held in the CSTE Office on October 11th.
Handicap program,--Trigg County

Investigations to locate funds to begin a workshop for the handicapped group
in Triggs County. Contacts have been made with Mr. Wallace. Voeational Rehabili-
tation Office in Bowling Green, and with Mr. East, Director. Pennyroyal Indus-
tries, Princeton, concerning this program but nothing concrete, has been
established to date.
_Pennyrile arca development district

A coordinator has been employed by the Pennyrile Area Development District
to head-up the Human Resources Committee, 1 have closely worked with Jim
Daniels. Coordinator. in proposal preparations for the Pennyrile Area Develop-
ment District in the past few weeks concerning the Emerrney Employment
Act. A Human ResOurces Committee has been formed for the Pennyrile Area
Development District and bur first meeting is tentatively scheduled for Octo-
ber 27.

CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING & EDUCATION

ATICINSON, BACON, PIERCE, WARE cot-N.17Es, GA.

(Quarterly report for July, August. September, 1971)

Forestry project
Meeting held in COTE Office to discuss and plan for site preparation and set-

ting of seedlings on mit over timberlands in CSTE area of Bacon, Pierce. Atkin-
son, and Ware Counties.

Those present for the meeting were: Mr. Harvey Johnson, Bacon County
Extension Agent ; Mr. Bob Dodson, US Forest Service, Regional : Mr. Archie
McEuen, Registered Forester, SPAPDC; Mr. Gus York, SPAPDC ; Mr. Westley
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Ila'rtley, District Forester ; Mr. James Reed, Area Forester; Mr. Kelly Sweat,
Bacon County Forest Ranger.

Next meeting was held in 1Vaycross with twenty five present. Mr. Archie
AlcEuen, a registered forester from slash Pine Area Planning and Develop-
ment Commission. appointed a committee to work with appropriate agencies and
private industry to reforest cut over timber lands of small farmers. Coordina-
tor is on committee,
Health. deliver?) services

Mr. Sam Register, Health Planner, Southeast Georgia Health District, and
Coordinator traveled to Medical. College in Augusta to discuss health problems
of Atkinson County.

Attended meeting in Bill Smith's office of CAA with representatives of Georgia
Regional Medical program and Georgia.fleulth concerning Health Delivery Serv.
Ices to rural areas.

Coordinator met with citizens awl Community Action Committee in Pearson
to find a solution to ambulance service and the possibility of securing a doctor
for Atkinson County. Also discussed health personnel that was assigned to rural
areas as of October 1. 1971.
secretarial course

A total of 11) students enrolled with 13 students completing the course. This
course was funded through 1Vayeross-Ware Tech and was Wight by a retired
high schOol teacher.
Land survey and math course

A total'of 1:2 students enrolled with two being transferred because of inability
to keep up with math requit4nents. Classes being held at Waycross-Ware Tech
with ir registered surveyor as instructor.
Trip to CSTE area, Fort-cat City, Ark.

General discussion of CSTE actlkities. Visited vocational school, 0E0, cashier-
checker, housing project, factories. Green-thumb, MB, sheltered workshop,
Mental health clinic, 10.11.A., vegetable marketing shed, Tucker Prison Vocational
Program. ,

Sewing machine operators
Classes being taught at Oxford Plant in Alma. Waycross-Ware Tech sponsor-

lag training program. This is a continuous program with new classes being
taught every two weeps.
New plant opens in Willacoochee

II & II sportswear opened in Willacoochee in an old theater building and has
expanded to 40 employees in 45 days. Coordinator is working with Ted Whitten,
Industrial Coordinator of Waycross-Ware Tech. to set up training program.
Emergency Employment Act

Governor's Office has designated $12,4tUl to Slash Pine Area Planning and
Development Commission for employment in the eight county area. (1) Atkinson
County requested $4,950 toren motor grader operator 12) Bacon County $4,750
for a Recreation Leader (3) Nerve County $3.700 for a Deputy Sheriff and (4)
Wil re County $1,083 for. Assistant Recreation I /rector..
7/1.; Rturicnt

Alfredo Garvia, an International Institute of Education student, has returned
to his studies at Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College. Alfredo is from Hon-
duras and has been working on a farm in Bacon County for the Summer to get a
better understanding of farm life in the United States.
Airport

Bids received for impt)'Vement on Baron County Airport, This would Include
extension of runway to .000 feet and would accommodate small executive jet
aircraft making it convenient to the 200 acre Industrial Park.
withr and sewage

Willacoochee has inadtb application to Partners Home Administration for water
and sewage. Ninety percent of property (minas have signed for this project.
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CDNCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING. AND EDUCATION RED RIVER COUNTY, TEX.

QUARTERLY REPORT FDR JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER, 1971

Quarterly Cumulative

Adult basic education: Total enrollees
.

New York City in-school; ' w
0 37

Total enrollees .

0 18
'New York Gitycummar 30 30

New York City out-of-school: Total enrollees 0 1

Headstart:
Total enrollees . 25 50
Special summer Headstart (Avery) . 18 18

Job Corps: Total enrollees. 2 5
Vocational rehabilitation: Total enrollees 46 46
Employment Commission activities Red River County:

Number of orders closed 38 59
Number of openings 52 95
Number of placements 43 76
Canceled openings.. 9 9
Number of referrals . 82 82
New applications 45 85
Employer contacts 72 72

PROJECTS WOISKI:g0 IN COUNTY

Clarksville Water and Sewerage Expansion.
Clarksville Public Housingtxpansion Project.
Red River County Hospital Expansion, Program.
Red River County ClarkSviiie Airport. .

Clarksville Industrial Street Expansion.
Avery Sewerage System.
Bogota Water Expansion Project.
.\ (hilt Basic Education Classes and GEl).
NYC Program.
Expansion of Detroit Public Housing Project.
FM Road 1701 Construction.
4-11 Swine Program.
Community Improvement Program.
Marketing System I Contract Growing) fo... Vegetable Growers.
Beef Cattle Improvement Program.
Tomato Research Program.
Intensified Small Farmers Program
Clothing and Personal Development Program.
Vegetable Prt partition and l'se Project.
Money Management Workshop for low iliCOMP families.
4-11 Food and Nutrition.,
4-11 Home Improvement.
Red River County Fair.
Recreational Workshops and Projects.
lloinemakbrs Conference for low income families iConinuality Food Preparation
Insect Control Program.
C.VMPS.
410 Rural Water System.
Detroit Water and Sewerage Expansion.

PROPOSED PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS

State Ilighway 37 13y-pass at Clarksville.
Multi- county Solid Waste Disposal System.
Langford Lake Recreation Area.
Construction-of new County Jail.
Acquiring of additional land area for County office building expansion.
Establishment of County Historical Museum.
Improve tourism through historical site renovation and better access to sites.
Establish numbering system for County roads.
Completely renovate District Court Room,
Expand Avery Public Housing.
Create Public Housing in Annona.
Establish recreation areas in Avery, Bogata and Detroit.
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Nabs Jobs.
Nye out-of-school slots,.
Green Thumb Program.
Cottnty Community Center (Agricultural Improvement Association).
Training Schools.for handicapped and mentally retarded.
Continue Industrial Development.
Expand ABE.
Construction of new high schoolDetroit Independent School District.
Construction of new schoolAvery Independent School District.
Einployment Survey of County.

SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

New district cooperators of record
Do. ,

tonne:Oars receiving techoical assistance
Technical services
Cooperators applying practices
Conservation plans prepared

Do ..
Conleration plans revised
Inventories and evaluatiqns prepared
Assistance on resource cdanning....
Units of government assisted . _ ...
Information provided for resource planning
Referrals serviced_
Noncommercial recreational development._ ... . ..................
Brush control
Conservation croppinglsystem.
Contour farming i

Crop residue manager
Ponds
Fencing.
Fishpond management
Grassed waterways or outlets
Pasture and Hay and management . ..
Pasture and Hay land planting
Proper grazing use.. .

Access roads.
Wildlife area management
Land adequately treated. .
Cropland converted to grassland

Number Acres

. .....

.. ..

...=

7

147
209
107

6

.7
4 .

7 ...._
6
3

42
10

3

10

1,939

1,269

........

2,430
3%

35
-189

99,- 889

12
2, 529
2, 402

188
9, 380

393
2,307
1, 136

FHAFarmers Home Administration
Loans approved: -

Initial rural housing , 11
Subsequent rural housing .9. 1

Rural rental housing 1

Initial operating leans
Subsequent operating loans 4
Farm ownership loans .. :t
Soil and water loans 2

Red Ricer County commodity food progra.s4
Served ,past quarter :
00, llouseliolds 3,094
4' littlid mils 8.067i

. Cumulativ0e:
Households 6.-106
Individuals ... ___ 16.802

CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING & EDIVATION

SE YARD, SALINE COUNTIES, OCTOBER 4, 1971

(Monthly Report for September, 1971)

Training and education
On' September 2', 1971, CoorAnator hosted a meeting held at Educational

Service Unit #6 in Milford. In attendance were the School Superintendents of
the area to hear a presentation by Dr. Leonard Hill. State of Nebraska Adult
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Basic Education administrator. Dr. Hill reported that, due to lack of staff
and time, that he could not approve any new applications for ABE, but would
approve expansions of existing projects to include those' who -were interested
under the auspices of an existing program. Representatives from areas with
existing programs agreed to talk with interested schools.

Coordinator was asked to make a presentation on "What the Rural Employers
Need and Want from the Employment Service" to a regional, meeting of Em-
ployment Service representatives from a four-state area. Kai Mackela, Kansas
City regional office; Don Christensen, Nebraska Department of Labor; Martin
Kenny, Farmers Union; and the Coordinator, were on a panel that discussed
the topic.
Economic development

Coordinator is still working with the Seward Industrial Development corpora-
tion_Joiles National Batik, Cattle National Bank, Small Business Administration
and the Business Development Corporation of Nebraska in putting together a
package attractive enough to entice a Kansas. City based concern to the Seward
area. Many informal meetings acid telephone calls have occurred and a formal
meeting was held In the SBA offices in Omaha on September 21, 1971, with repre-
sentatives of the above-named groups and the Coordinator.

Attended a meeting of the Saline County Economic Development Commission
on September 22. Poor attendance has reaultp,d in a discouraged atmosphere.

Coordinator pointed out the positive accomplishments of the group, suggested
they needed new plan of work, asked them to be .the Sponsoring group for dis-
tribution and pick up of the upcoming Snyvey, suggested that perhaps this might
give them some idea of the areas that the\people thought shouldliave some atten-
tion. They agreed to sponsor the survey and use it as a basis for future planning.
Flood and water retention

Last montb's refiort included an account of a Meeting to discuss alternative
solutions.to the problems of flooding and irrigation along the Big Blue River.
As a isult of that meeting and conversations aterward, this office did a survey
of all of the people who had attended any of the Meetings at which the problems
were discussed,. In order to ascertain what he people thought should be the next
step in this continuing effort. A ietter givi background was accompanied by a
self-addressed postcard. Preliminary returns indicate most people giving support
to a formally organized group effort.
IIOusing

Largely due to the efforts of this office, the Seward Housing Authority resub-
mitted its application for 75 units of low-income elderly housing to the 11CD
Area Office in Omaha. Coordinatbr helped the Authority interpret and fill out the
forms, which bad been returned for up-dating and re-evaluation.

As a -result of the publicity received from doing the above, Coordinator was
contacted by the city -of Beaver Crossing about checking into the status of their
applieation. Coordinator called Omaha only to find out that Beaver Crossing had
been flatly refused.
Pollution

Coordinator was asked by Dr. Philip Heckman, President of Doane College,
to attend a dinner honoring Dr. Robert Rienow of the tate-Cniversity of New
York at Albany, and keynote speakers at a Pollution Symposium at Doane College
on September 2R.`-Opadinator has agreed to serve as a Workshop Leader for the
symposium.. havingilreiury been extensively involved in the planning stages.
Health

Coordinator attended the monthly Seward County Mental Health Association
meeting on September 27. and gave a report.on the progreris that is being mode
in procuring a copy of a fOrtheorning manual on available state and federal pro-

,grams for mental health. Correspondence. and conversation with 13111 .Toern,
assistant director of the Southeast Nebraska Health Planning Connell, reveals
thnt the booklet is about twp tnonths behind schedule.

Representatives of the Sewn rd Industrial Development Corporation (develop-
ers of the Seward Nnrsing Home) enme to the office to solicit Coordinator's advice
on matters facing them.
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Te\ rism
ti

irdinator has had correspondence with Sohn Rosenow, Director of Tourism,
Ne aska Department of Economic Development, about an idea presented at the
Vis n-17 planning meeting in Lincoln last month. The idea is to contact farmers
who would be interested in hosting, urban families on their %writing farms for
a da , weekend or week. Mr. Rosenow.contacted the office for ideas. names and
sugg stions. The reply outlined the program as we see it and offered Butler,
Sewa (1. and Saline Counties as a pilot project area. Also called USDA for infor-

. matio on similar programs in other states.
'Cotan 4 B ity Improvement

Coo dinator furnished information to Mrs. Jean Kolterman, chairman of the
'Comm pity Improvement Program for Seward. Mrs. Kolterthan needed informa-

tion co lcerning,availalfility of labor and representative Wages from the Seward.
area, \v fell we were readily able to furnish.

CO N CER ED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION, SKOWHEGAN AREA, MAINE
,

HIGHLIGHTS AND SUNI MARI', SEPTEMBER 1971

Entergcn Employment Act
The big est involvement for me in the mouth was with the EEA. All told, the(" Wit( Was involved in 12 propottnls, 5 of which we wrote for the small

town gore' nments after they had identified their needs. These were sub-
sequently f t tided, and the total is $47,233.38 which includes 11 new jobs. We were
indirectly involved (by providing research and information in another 6 pro-
posals). Tht e has been no official notification of funding' on some of these as d
yet. but pot tinily we approximate another $52,900or 13 new jobs within the
CSTE area, can go into a great deal of detail describing individual proposals
and would at the request of other coordinators. Minos exclusively. all the posi-
tions funded u ider the EEA were nonprofessional.
Elementary an Serontlary Education Act .

CSTE was in ormed by the local school administrator that they ha(1 been noti-
fied and reques I to submit a Title III proposal. They asked us if we could be-
come involved ith them in this and suggest possible steps.- We advis mat
we would be ha y to provide 'research and secretariat skills in prop al dev
opment. At my uggestion, a committee of community citizens also formed to
identify the area or which a Title III proposal would be written. e Commis-
sion agreed upon n innovative Fine Arts Program for the local se ool admin-
istrative district % hich now has virtually no Fine Arts Program. W e met with
this committee tw ce and with the help of the local Assisiant Superintendent
of Schools-comPile( .1he committee's findings, wrote, and submitted the proposal.
Skowhegan Inds& I Growth Committee

('RTE was approa hed by a local small group of citizens who were extremely
concerned about the ritical situation in the Skowhegan arehof unemployment.
(Present unemployni t figures show 13.9 percent unemployed). They felt this
was due in a large j» t to the cutback over the past 3 years in the shoe indus-
try. At my suggestion, they put together a Illne Ribbon Committee consisting of
7 leading people to ap oach this problem, possibly identify solutions. CSTE will
provide secretariat and research skills. We will bring in experts in the field of
economic development t meet with this committee.
Visit of Department of L bor Personnel

I spent an excellent a ternoon with Ray Welch. MESC: Frank Shea. Boston
regional Department of lyabor office; and Pete Pafridge. Department of Labor,
Washington, discussing t ft CSTE,project in Skowhegan, what I had persont,
ally been involved with In the past 2 months, and I attempted to predict future
involvements. I received s e excellent suggestions from all of these gentlemen
concerning people who con d help me, and wayS to approach some problems. I
plan on visiting Ray 'Welch nd frank Shea very soon in their respective offices.

including a staff meet-t'ith me. IlT litera ly did what I dill for 3 dayi4
The third member of the glt)u, Peter Patridge, at my invitation spent the next
few days v
ing, the meeting drafting the final proposal for Title III, and notifying local
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towns of the pending new EEA money. I appreciated both his insights and the
references he left with me to help solve some of toy problems.
Hedinyton-Fairview hospital training proposal

This project is in its very initial stages. We have identified 3 areas which
'nonprofessional people could be trained for and potentially fill In the new wing

at the hospital. Those. three areas are (1) ward secretaries, (2) specialized hos-
. pital hou4ekeeping, (d) specialized hospital cooking. Research to date show's that

there is apparently little MI/TS money available at this time. The wing is not
scheduled to open until the summer of 1972; and so we are talking about short
training courses, the matter, is not all that pressing. Howevel, it does give me
a Chance to benatie acquainted with the MDTA coordinator in Augusta and
better Informed myself about MDTA,
Mary Donovan Holland school for the mentally 11:tat-ill

As mentioned in my daily reports, I have haul Iwo meetings with the director
of the local )4(.:1141 for the mentality retarded. He indicated ni me that his staff
is not tO meet the demands of the area or his present pupils, I am going
to help him look for addition al funding. and think we have gotten him at secre-
tary's slot out of current EEA money.

stM MARY

The past month 6s been the busiest yet of our fledgling CSTE project in
Somerset County. I am beginning to see the results of the previous month's ac-
tivities in the area and at least some the loval emninunity citizens are no
longer asking "'What is CSTE ?'" 1 am faced with a small problem in that.orea.
(low do I get the co unnity to realize what ('STE is and what CSTE is doing
and still stay ve w profile?

Another area o nuneolinte interest to use is this formulation of a IRD*1111111ellt
zotOtory cowttIltt for my CSTE project. I discassedilhis with ally administra-
tive suhe?Visor in Augusta...1111d we would like to try at least on a pilot basis,

_-another approlch to Problem. Rather than have one ('STE advisory Com-
mittee ti) address a thing that I as the coordinator might be dealing, with, we
will have a differ alt tnninittee of community citizens to address each different
ilroblein thirrt e CSTE coordinator might be working on. For example, the
Skowhegan I e !Istria! Growth Coannit.t.ei) to face the critical unemployment prob-
lem or the Title III community voldmittee who helped identify and wrote the
Fine A . sisal under Title III of ESEA. These committees by nature would
be terminal an I would dissolve why the individual problem that they were
facing was solved,

I have been told of the possible vailability of a comnitmity VISTA volunteer
slot troop nay, office. AI» going ttf research this thoroughly and may aequ'ry this
VISTA. The- only reservation I have is that this VISTA be a particular kind
of person who could fit within the profile we are trying to estaiblish for ('STE
herein the lower Somerset County.

CoNcEirma Si tu 1(114, IN TRAINING AND EDI-tATION- -OAK' A:4),..
Oc-tonEn 2$i, 1971

(sal; 91"ARTIAL1 acctait iota JULY. AI7Iirtir AN D mErolitEa ) 97,1

l'ana'i /innizatlon -

A Lirge SiRtrtl of the quarter was spent la becoming familiar i it the job. A'
major portion of .the 'time was spent operating out of tenipora y quarters. The
permanent office site was not occupied until the last bf Septet» or.

CAMPS activities
One meeting of the CAMPS Committee was,held to explain the new isatnnit-

tee makeup. The feeling was enressed that there will probably he less local
involvement under the new strnet,nre. Coordinator has beeff invited to attend
the next regional CAMPS 1)1(44111g.

Com-mollify action
Coordinator snide "nanny contacts with local Community Action Committee.

This group is very active with Head Start, Opertaion Mainstream, C;mununity
and Read Start Aides, Emeygency Food, Rousing, mid is making efforts to estab-
lish at Commutnity Coordinated Child Care project in the County.
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Eniploynu nt service
Maryland State Employment Service has been very helpful in contributing

information and statistics, as well as guidance for the ('oordinator's activities.
This office is sponsoring MIF)TA and 0.111 projects in the County.
OM Pity rnrnrlcipalitiea

The Coordinator has been invited to speak at Mayor awl Town Council meet-
ings at several towns in the County. The CSTE prbgrain wan explained with
emphasis being planed on how the program could be of service to the Individual
rommunit Les. -

Gaasralt Planning Coln all imrion and Deloanicnt Corp.
These groups have become quite active and the Coordinator has been appriSed

of all their functions. CSTE was invited JO submit questions to be used in a
county-wide survey being emaiticted jointly by these organizations,
lictuth

The Health Planning Council of Appalachian Maryland, which includes Gar-
rett County, has been active for only a year, but lias been (pate II0111(.11thl I III
this period. Among the accomplishments this quarter have been grants for 11
sanitary latoltill and for a county healt officer who will he administering a pri-
!Wiy health care program in the Count
Community aiction :

Head Start enrollees I year-round) 51
Head Start stuff' 16
Neighborhood workers 5
Operation mainstream__ _____

M :

Bausch and Lomb 20
Auto body and mechanics 20
Licensed practical nurses 5

77,
Vocational rehabilitation It
Neighborhood Youth Corps:

Summer in-school 181)
In-school 30
Out-of-school 10

Emergency Employment Act : County road -system__ 1

Cooperative ox tension service: Nutrition aides 6

INTIM* PAR I MEN lAl. 'TANK (IN coN('EtrrEa HERVICEM IN TRAININD AND
EMICATIbN IN H('ILA!. AREAS

Sherrill 1). McMillen rco-Chairntan), Chief, Secondary Prograffis Branch, Divi-
sion of Vocational and Technical Education, Office of Education, Department of
Health. Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

John S. Met 'a niey (Co-Chairman ), Rural Manpower Service. Manpower Ad-
ministration, Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

('. B. Gilliland I Executive Secretary awl Washington Liaison), Program
Leader, Manpower Development. Extension Service. Community Resource De-
velopment Staff. Italia rtment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

Howard A. 310(.11(.11.s, Director, Division of Manpower Development and Train-
ing. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Robert A. Knisely. Program Development Specialist, Evaluation, Intergovern-
mental. Private Sector Liaison Section. Center for Community Planning,
OASCES. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Willis F. Sloan. Assistant Director, Rural Manpower Service, Manpower Ad-
ministration. Department of Labor, Washington. D.C.

Martin Sherry, Program Review Specialist, Community Services .1n1rninistra-
tion, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Washington, D.C.

David Thorner, U.S. Training and Employment Service, Manpower Admin-
istration, Depaytment of Labor, Washington, D.C.

Henry L. Taylor. Civil Rights Coordinator, Rural Electrification Administra-
tion, Department of Agriculture, Washington. D.C.
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John S. Bottum, Assistant Administrator, Rural Development, Extension Serv-
ice. Department of Agriculture. Warihington, II.('.

G. W. F. Cavende, Assistant Administrator, Special Projects, Farmers Houle
Administration, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

Melvin R. Janssen, Economic Development Division, Eeonotnic Research Serv-
ice, Departnlent of AgricitIture.IVashingt on. D.0

Itiairlee L. 11111. Assistant Director, Rural Manpower Service, Office of Rural
I'rograin Development, Manpower Administration..Department of Labor, 1Vash-
Burton, DJ'.

Nfoton Bail], Chief. 1)1viAl(111 of latipower ()thee of Toolinical Assist-
1111CP, Economic Development Administration, Department of Comineree, Wash-
ington, D,C,

Iloward Phillips. .kssoiate Director. Office of Program Review. Office of
Eeonotnie OptAirtuttity, Washingtial, D,C.

Fiore Lekanof, Deputy Director. Community Services. Bureau of II Bain
Affairs. Department of the Interior. Washington. D.C.

Melvin Wittenberg. 3Innpower Spevialist, Appalachian Regional Onllinission,
Washington. DC,

Francis C. DeLucia, Senior Program Officer, (Mee of State and Local :Manage-
ment Assistance, Department of Dousing and lyrball Development, Washington,
D C.

sTE L(11 fir. «Winn-NA roils
Rioilern Arkansas

Dwayne N. Conehman. Bill D Starling. Concerted Services in Training and
Education, 2111 North Rosser `treat. Forre,t ('ity. Ark.
Butes,' le Area. likalnits

.111111eS tintltb. 0)11171.1Pd Sen.-W.4 in Training and Education, Boom :i, Barnett
I-Bidding, e i (Mice Box 3:;0, Batesville. Ark.

Saadonli ('coati/. Mcd'.
Ilenry A. Gonzales. Concerted Services in Training and Edit lition. Post Office

Boy; 717. Bernalillo. N. NI ex.

.nn ingfeci 3/('.
Henry .11rito. Concerted Services itt Trainint; and Education, 223 South Ilaza,

Las Ivegas. N. 3/ex.
Minnesolo

Sherman Al molt. Jared M. Smalley. Concerted Services in Training and Ednea-
3111i Jefferson Street Smith. Vailtina. Minn.

rft rkr)4 rp licsi Fier/ink!
Larry A. 3114'011,4er, t'univerleii Services in Trnining and Education, Pakes-

burg Community College. Route 5, !lox 167-.1, Parkersburg, W. Va. ,

ilel'urlitin ('owell,. Okla.
Edwin G. ()1):ty, Concerted Services in :braining and Education. Box If, Mill el,

Okla.
Cherokee ...-

Bob .1. Atismus. Concerted Service., In Training and Education, 70:i East Down-,
lug. Tahlequah, Okla.
311/nue/shell County, Mont.

Ralph (Milroy, Jr., Coneerted Services in l'ralnIng tad Education, Box 302,
Roundup, Mont.
IleKalb Arun, Illinois

Porter .1. Martin, Re,(inrce Development Center. Kishwalikee ('ollege, Alternate
30 and Malta Blacktop. Malta, Ill.
s6rithirest Keninekn

Robert I). Ilogan. converted Services lu Training and Fainciit ion, Post Office
o Box 207, Kiatawit, Ky.

S011 OPIIrghl
Allen E. Bower, Compiled Services in Training and Education, Post Office

Box 37$, Alma, Ga.
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Red River County, Tee.
J. Mac Farley, Concerted Services in Training and Education, 101 North

Locust, Clarksville, Tex.
Nebraska (Butler, Saline, and Seward Counties) .

James Childe, Concerted Services in Training and Education, 740 Seward
Street, Seward, Nebr.
Skowhegan Area, Maine

Stephen G. Winslow, Concerted Services in Training and Education, ;10 Water
Street, Room 9, Skowhegan, Maine
Garrett County, .11d.

William B. Stemple, Concerted Services in Training aild Education, Garrett
County Court House, Post ()thee Box 215, Oakland, Md.

LEADERS OF OTHER CSTE-TYPE PROJEC I S

SMIthelle8i Nebraska Community .4 etion Council, Inc,
George Drake, Economic Development Manager, Post (dike Box 196, Hum-

boldt, Nebr.
Blue Valley Community Action, Inc.

Frank Mac Knight, Director of Economic Development, Boom 202, First Na-
tional Bunk Building, Fairbury, Nebr.
Vision,-17, Inc.

George Frye, 5555 "0" Street, Lincoln, Nebr.
Community Action Programs, Standing Rock Sioux Tribe

Beeman Dockrey, Manpower Development Director, Fort Yates, N. Dak.

CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND EIn IN SMALL TOWNS
AND RURAL AREAS

IN FILM:PART MENTAL TASK FORCE ON CONCERTED SERVICES IN TRAINING AND
EDUCATION IN RURAL AREASJULY 1, 11171

prohibited.Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 states: "No 'person in the United States shall, on the ground of
race, color, or national origin, be excluded frtim participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
Program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." There-
fore, any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance
must be operated in compliance with this law.

COOPERATING FEDERAL AGENCIES

U.S. Delhi rtnient of Health, Education, and Welfare
1-.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Labor
F.S. Department of the Interior

.S..Depa rtment of Commerce
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
The Office of Economic Opportunity
Regional Commissions

Concerted Services in Training and Educatibn (CSTE) is a cooperative
Federal, State and local venture. It was conceived as a pilot effort toiinprove
smaller communities and rural areas by demonstrating that education and oc-
cupational training, in conjunction with economic development activities, can
significantly increase employment opportunities ; and that educationil and oc-
cupational training efforts, with local involvement, will develop local leadership,
Individual dignity and initiative, and community awareness.

('STE-pilot projects are now underway in fourteen States: Arkansas, Min-
nesota, New Mexico, ttlahoma. West Virginia, Kentucky, Illinois. Georgia,
Montana, Texas, Nebraska, Maryland, Maine and Arizona. These projects
consolidate the ,combined resources 14 appropriate Federal, State, and local
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agencies to meet the occupatIonal training and related education. needs of the
-'residents in,,small towns ail(' rural areas. Cooperation among-local. State and
Federal teilders. is the key to the outstanding results being achieved.

This program grew out of an effort to help Yural areas, which started with
Executive Order No. Ills-t7, issued in 19511, and continued under Executive,
Orders 11122' and 11307. The Cabinet-level' Rural Developthent Committee, es.
tablished under Executive ,i/rder 11122, May 1964, recommended that an In-
terdepartmental Task Force be organized to explore the feasibility of develop-

.oing CSTE projects in three selected rural areas.
The 124-member Interdepartmentar Task Force representing as any different

education and training programs, is drawn from the Departments of Health,
Education, and Welfare ; Labor ; Agriculture; Commerce; Interior ; and Hous-
ing and Urban Development ) the Office of Economic Opportunity; and the
Regional Commissions. A major function of this group is 'to plan and coordinate
csTE pilot projects at the Federal level.

In its' early meetings, the Task Force recognized the urgent needs of rural
people for more education and training. It was especially concerne&about the 3
million rural residents who had less than 5 years of schooling, the approximately
19 million who had not completed high school, and the fact that only about'half
as many eligible rural youth, as compared to urban youth, were going to col-
lege. Although some progress 'was being made in getting rural residents to
participate in the newly established education and manpower training programs,
the proportion of rural participation was still less than half that in urban areas.

The Governors of the selected States were asked by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture, as Chairman of the Rural Development Committee, if they would be in-
terested iii participating in joint Concerted Services in Training arid Education
projects. The responses were favorable. A small task force, representing the
Federal agencies from the national and regional offices, met separately with a
State committee appointed nyithe Governor in each participating State. Follow-
ing these meetings, the State committees recommended the counties that should
be selected for CSTE projects. A small group of representatives from Federal
and State agencies met with area and county leaders to discuss local' interest
in participating in a Concerted Services project.

Participating States and areas are as follows :
.1 rpra.vas.St. Francis, Cross, Lee, and Woodruff Counties.
.11innelota.Vadena, Todd, Otter Tail, and Hubbard Counties..
New .11exico.Samloval and San Miguel Counties.
01/ahIMIC(.MeCurtain and Cherokee Counties.
Wc.rt Virginia.Parkersburg area, Region III. r
Kent lick y.Livingston, Lyon, and Trigg Counties.
illinoix.--rDeKalb area.
If ontaria.Roundup area.
fleorgia.Bacon, Pierce; and Atkinson Counties.
Texas.Red Myer County
Nct»wsko.Seward, Saline, and Butler Counties.
Haryland.Garrett County.
Ma in c,--Skowhegan Area.
Arizona.
Tire present Co,Chairman of the Interdepartmental Task Force, are JoIrn S.

McOliuley. Manpower Admidistratibn, U.S. Department of Labor,' and Sherrill
D. McMillen. Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, andWelfare (HEW). C. B. Gilliland, Extension Service, U.S. Department ofAgriculture, is Executive Secretary. These three constitute an Executive Com-
mittee at the Federal level for carrying out the CSTE program.

Funds for the salaries and secretarial and travel expen4s of the moult: Worm
in ArkansaS, Georgie; Maine, Maryland, Montana, Nebraska and Oklahoma
are made available by the F.S. Department of Labor through the ,State Employ-
ment Serviee: in 'Minnesota, New Mexico, Texas and Arizona by the U.S.. De-pertinent of Health, Education, aid Welfare through the State Division of
Vocational and Technical Education; in West Virginia by the Appalachian.
Regional Commission and the State Division of Vocational and Technical Edu-cation; In Kentucky by the Tennessee ValleMuthority. the State Division of
Vocational. and Technical -Education. and the Cooperative xtension Service;and in Illinois by the USDA through the Cooperative Exten on Service. The
costs have averaged about -$25.000 per area. No separate approp "ition has beelirequested to operate t ese pilot projectfr
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Thecoordlnators are local residents, well trained, with a good knowledge of
the people and their problems, and an ability to work well with people. They
have varied background experiencepublic` education, Vocational educalion,
agricultural extension, manpower utilization, journalism, and community de-'
velppment. The Washington liaissIn between the coordinators and the partici-
pating agencies is supplied by tlfe U.S. Department of Agriculture.

To acquaint the local' coordinators with Federal education and training pro-. Aritins, semi-annual conferences are held In which representatives of the co-
operating Federal agencies participate. In addition, meetings are held with

c(program administrators and staff members of the U.S. Departments of Agricul-
ture; Labor ; HEW; Interior ; Commerce; and HUD; Office of Economic Op-
portunity;,and. Regional Commissions. Federal.personnel have participated iu..
Planning meetings in each area with local coordinators, lay leaders, and pro-
vgeam kepresentatives involved.

In pilot areas a Manpower inventory is made l usally by Smaller Communi-
ties Survey teams, SES). Data are gathered on training interests, needs, and
job opportunities to provide a factual basis'for full development of the CSTE
program. Training projects relating 'to the more obvious needs of each area may
be developed before the survey is completed. The, ongoing programs of the
Manpower Administration (Labor), Office of Education (HEW), and the Office.
of Economic Opportunity (01.10) provide the training to meet the iiiore critical
needs.

Cooperative efforts have resulted in new vocational education facilities; work-
experience programs.; adid basic education classes; occupational training in
many different fields such a. electronics, printing, practical nursing, operating
engineer, farmer-general: 'TA programs': Neighborhood Youth ('ores; and
new recreational facilities. '

Those pilot projects.in t e arious States have more than twice`as many par-
ticipants from the rural are in new training and education programs as there
were before the pilot effort, so as there are now in adjacent rural counties. In
the three original pilot areas, enrollments in.speial education and training pro-
grams have exceeded 30,000.

Although little publicity has been given ti) lichievements under these projects,
several States have learned about the *STE efforts and have requested pilot
programs in their States.
. An independent evaluation of the" Concerted Services approach has been made
by the tienter for Oecupationa1 Education at North' Carolina State University,
Raleigh. The coder found that training opportunities were made available
where none had previously existed, a fuller utilization was made of the services
'available through the public employment service, valuable information and con-
sulting services were provided local leaders, and additional, job opportunities
were developed. The Director of this CSTE evaluation stated that "this project
(CSTE) is long op ideas and dedication of personnel, low oh cost, with benefits
that appear to be highly promising."

INTERDEPARTMENTAL TAst: mut: ON CON1 EIVIED SERVICES IN 'I RAINING
AND EDUCATION IN RUWAI, AREAS

Members
Sherrill 1). McMillen (Co-Chairman), Chief, Secondary Programs Branch,

Division of Vocational and Technical Education, Office of Education, U.S. De-
partment of Health, Education & Welfare, 7th and I) Streets, SW., Room .1624.
Telephone: 963-7723.

John S. McCauley (Co-Chairman), Rural Manpower Services, Manpower
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, Room 1213. LongfellOw
1741 Rhode Island Avenue, NW. Telephone: 981- 33S6.'

(1. I. Gilliland (Executive Secretary and Washington Liaison), Community
Resource-9evelopment Staff, Extension Service U.S. Department of Agriculture.
,Telephone': 38tkr6347.

Howard A. MOtheWs Director. Division of ManpoWer Development-and Train-.
Ma, Office of Edneation. Department of Health. .Education. and 'Welfare,
7th ,and D Sftreets.,,,SW.,-1141n 5662. TelePh one : 063-3712.

Robert A: Knisely,'Program Development Specialist, Evaluation, Intergovern-
mental. Private 1§ectqr J.laiSon Section. Center for 'Community Planning, U.S.
Department of Vealtit.gAticatien and Welfare. Telephone: 962-8504.

,
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7 Martin Sherry, Program Review Specialist, Community Services Administra-
tion, Room 2217, South Building, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Telephime: 1)62-7704.

Willis Sloan, Director, ()Mee of Farm Labor, Rural Manpoer Service, Mttn-
power Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, Room 512, Longfellow Build-
ing, 1741 Rhode Island Av'enue, NW. Telephone; 961-3453.

David Thorner, Rural Alanpoller Services, Mant)ower AdminiFtration,
Department of Labor, Room 1'708, Longfellow Building, 17H Rhode lAtind
Avenue, NW. Tclephone: 961-3748.

Heftily L. Taylor, ('ivil Rights Coordinator, Rural Eleetrification Administra-
tion, U.S. Department or Agriculture. Telephone: 3 8-5981.

John S. Bottum, Assistant Administrator, Rural Development Extension
Service, Departthent of Agriculture. Telephone: 388-2548.

Melvin R. Janssen, Economic Development Division, Economic Research
Service, V.S. Departnamt of Agriculture, 500 12th Street, SW., Room 500.
Telephone : 962-1908.

G. W. P, ca, veil& r, As,;sta Administrator. Community Services, Farmer.
Home Administration. U.S. Department of Agrieulture. Telephone: 388-72S7.

Morton Baill, Chief, Division of Manpower Training. Office of Technical As-
sistant gel/n(1111h' Development Administration, .S. Department of Commerce.
Telephone; 967-5111,

Primeis DeLnelp, Senior Program Officer. Office of State and Local Man-
csif:inent Assistance, Dotal rt went of Housing and l'rban Development. Telephone:
7N5. moo.

Albert E. Abrahams, Assistant Director, Office of Special Programs, Office of
Economic Opportunity, 120(1 19th Street, NW,, Room 436. Telephone: 254-6310.

Fiore Lekanof, Iteputy Director, community Services, Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1951 Constitution Avenue, ROoni"1,42.
Telephone: 343-5701.

Melvin Rottertherg, Manpower Specialist, Appalachian Regional Commission,
1666 Connecticut Avenue. NW, Telephone; 967-2517,

Local coordinators of pilot areas
hocationCoordinator:

Dwayne N. Conchtnan ; Bill D. Starling Arkansas
Sherman Mundt: .Tared Smalley Minnesota
Henry A. Gonzales: Henry Brito New Mexico
Edwin G. O'Day; Bobby J. Ansmus Oklahoma
Larry A. McCollister Wept Virginia
Robert D. ^Hogan gentucky
Porter J. Martin. Illinois
Ralph Gildrny .Montana
Allen Bower Georgia
Jatihrs Childe Nebraska
J. Mac Varley Texas
Wm. B, Stemple_ Maryland
Stephen G. Ranslow Maine

a7

WORKING WITH SMALL FARMEILS

Prepared for the Small Farmer Advisory Conimittee of Todd, Otter
Tail, and Wadena'counties by Concerted Services In Training and
Education as spongored by the Manpower Development and Training
Act thfough the Agricultural Extension Service, University ofiMin-
nesota. in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculturd, the
vocational divisions of the Minnesota State Department of Edu-
cation and the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
and the U.S: Department of Labor.

INTRODUCTION

The survival of the small farmer in Todd. Otter Tail. and Watiena counties
depends on the commitment of resources by a wide range of private enterprises
and government agencies, Without the full cooperation of all those involved in
the future of the rural community. the job cannot he accomplished.

Agencies are being requested and encouraged to, carry on expanded programs
..with small farmers of the area. Such government programs will do a great'deal,
but there is need for Increased dedication by the agri-business community.

GC)
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The business community may ask, "What's in it for us?" "Will it really pay to
put additional work and resources into the small farmer?"

To maintain g viable community we must have people. Keeping as many small
farmers as possible will help provide a good population base and maintain a.high
potential for helping meet the increasing demands on agricultural commodities
as the population of this nation and the world continues to Increase at a rapid
rate.

Admittedly, some mall farmers will quit farming for a variety of reasons.
However, we must consider that large corporate farms may not be community
oriented. They can buy fertilizer, teed, feed, gasoline, machinery, and other com-
modities on a large scale, wholesale basis and bypass local dealers. This also could
happen in the finance field. In addition, fewer farm families require fewer fuer=
chants to serve them.

ALTERNATiv Es

The small farmer helps support local businessmen new, and he could be even
more valuable in the future if he was provided with financial and educational
assistance to improve his economic unit.

Therefore, it is important for the three-County area to devise methods to help
the small farmer survive the years ahead, or he may be faced with the following
alternatives:

1. Leave the farm for a job in a metropolitan area.
2. Seek local part-time or full-time employment. if available).
3. Become a welfare recipient.
What does helping the small farmers means to bankers, busiiiessuien, employers,

government units, the professionals?
1. A stable number of customers in the lot'al community.
2. Continued support of area churches, schools, organizations.
3. Customer* with increased disposable income that would be cilkulated and

multiplied many times within the community.
4. Increased valuation of smaller farms to aidNcal tax base.

DOLLARS AND CENTS

Any new money brought into the rural community hasthe potential of being
recirculated' frog' three to seven times within the area. This multiplying effect
on dollars could increase spending in the three counties.

If the small farmers of Todd, Otter Tail, and Wadena counties could be pro-
vided with the financial and educational assistance needed to operate profitably
In the years ahead, then more new money' would be created for use in the area.

For example, in the three counties of Todd, Otter Tail and Wadena, there are
10.747 family farm operations. Of this total about 3.500 are considered low income
family farms. Many of these units could disappear under severe economic pres-
sure if they do not get financial and educational help.

However, let's assume that one half of the low income operators (1,750 fami-
lies) could survive with assistance, and increase their net income by $2,000 per
farm for a yearly total of $3,500,000 in the three counties.

This new money would help raise their standard of living, and the additional
money generated through increased expenditures by purchases of gas, repairs,
lumber, machinery, and other supplies would he multiplied several times within
the area. ( $1,500, WO X 3 = $10,500,000 per yea r. ) '

1
ACTION COM Xi MEES

In studying the small farm situation of"13(1, Otter Tail, alld Wadena counties,
it \has been noted that many of these operators will be forced off their farm
during the decade of the 1970's if special efforts in financial assistance and tech-
nical education are not undertaken to improve small farm managemept and de-
velop better farm units. .

Action committees working on, the problems of the small farmer have gathered
information that supports the following generalizations:

1. The -small farmer has nearly as large a farm as the' average farmer, how-
ever, he is working less cropland. 1

2. The small farmer has less adequate farm buildings and needs more financial
assistance than the average farmer to make farm changes. ...

3. The small farmer has more need for farm management training `than the
average Burner on a 1 to 1 basis to farm economically.

'5643



Low farm prices and a rapidly expanding technology have added greatly to
the small farmer's problems. Farm prices involve national policy and are beyond
the scope of this discussion. The immediate needs of the small farmer are for a
form -of risk guaranteed loans to encourage private letiders to assist him More
in the years ahead, and for intensive on-the-farm training.

In the next few pages, let's look at some recommendations for financial and
educational assistance for the small farmer of the area, review four categories
of small farmers identified by the action groups, and study some of the ifltatisties
concerning his situation in Todd, Otter Tail, and Wadena counties.

EDUCATION

Many of the small farms in Todd, Otter Tall, and Wadena counties have gross
incomes under $15,000 and show a definite need for an intensified farm planning
program to help them become better managers.

Suggestions for on-the-farm training Include the following:
a. Hiring non-professional program aides through the Agricultural Extension

Service to work on an individual his to help small farm operators learn new
farming techniques and improve local farms.

b. Employing adult agricultural instructors by schiail districts to work with
organized classes of low - income Partners, coupled with manpower training allow-
ance4 undfr the Manpower Development Training Act tMDTA) and participa-
tion by lending agencies to set up a profitable farm enterprise. "Veterans' agricul-
tural classetrmay also be established.

c. Developing marketing cooperatives through experimental assistance pro-
grams. Implement dealers 'could organize machinery rental and custom work
services.

d. More use of vocational-technical schools to teach skills related to farming
needs, including welding and carpentry.

e. Development of regular newsletter for small farmers- providing education
on a variety of topt64 thrmigh Rural Electric Co-operatIve system,

f. 17Re of concentrated 4arn management courses with hours taught on basis
of type of farm enterprise and ability ievids of various small farmers.

g. Area banks wand lending institutions could employ small fartit nth isers. toassist with tinanciiil planning and expendit ttres of
h. Periodic meetings of agencies and agribusiness people in the area to discuss,

problems and opportunities for the small farmer and to. OM Joint action.

FINANUAr. HELP

Because of the large capital requirements needed for expansion of the small
farm operation and high start-up costs for a young farmer, a guaranteed loan
program is needed to reducethe risk by private lenders and encourag( more lows
by them.

hider the present financing system. Farmer's 1101111' AdDlilliStrilti011 require-
ments make it difficult for the small farmer to obtain money Pvolliction Credit
Associations and Federal, Land !tanks have a surplus of money to MI est, but
are restricted by equity. down-isryment and' risk requirements of their stock-
holders which, tend to limit loans to small farm .operators; and local banks
are most often making short-term credit loans of .4 percent on market value
of cattle, :50 percent on machinery, and 75 percent on real estate.

Many small formers in Todd. Otter Tail, and Wadena conntii. could' tmike
needed improvements and necessary expansion of their farm operations if
financial assistance could he brought to bear on the technological aspects of
fanning.

One method of financial assistance would be a palm eed loan fund that could
be used to insfire up to PO pe Tnt of a private loan wi 1 a maximum of $25.4100
per small farmer. For each aTaIlion dollars in the proed fund. several million
dollars, worth of guarantees could be extended to private lenders in the three-
county area.

Other funds are needed to form a revolving credit fund to meet the Own-pay-
ment requirements for short term chattel mortgages on cattle, machinery, and
operating expenses of tie small farmer. As the loans are paid back 1.nto the fund,
newjoans could he made.
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Small farmers could also use larerrv:vernment payments for carrying on
such changes -as pasture renovation, brush control, liming, ,fertilir,iuig. and
seeding.

A guaranteed annual wage shoe ld be made available for these sotali farmers
who have obstacles to becoming profitable operators because of age. health, or
lack of local employment opportunities.
Young larwr

A. His problems
11 f Lack'of funds:
(2) Lack of management ; 4111(1
(3) Lack of education and up-to-date information.

It. l'ossihle solutions-
111 Reappraisal of crelpt terms and condit10115:
(21 Dairy cow herd suggested as bestenterprise for t lie two);
(3) Reinstatment of Economic Opportunity Loans through Earmeris

Home Administration and support of Office of Eeononlic tipping unity rural
development projects:

(4) Provision of machinery rental and custom work services by imple-
ment dealers twrednee amount of capital needed for ownership;

(5) (!uneentrated farm management (Lourse with more hours taught by
type of -farm enterprise and ability levels:

(6) Better land utilization : apd
(7) Newsletter for small farmer by Rural Elect i1 ( 'imperative and

improved information services by business agencies and age/businesses,
35.50 years old

A. His problems
(1) Lack of funds:
(2) Lack of management :
(3) Need for educational programs (technology has moved too fast ) : anti

_ (4) Lack of information on programs.
It. Possible solutions

(1) Reappraisal of credit terms and conditions:
(2) Dairy cow herd suggested as hest enterprise for the area
(3) Specialty crops and special 'enterprises tor some operations:
(4) Reinstatement of Economic OppArtunity Loans through Farmers

Mine Administration and support of Office of Economic Opportunity rural
development projects:

(5) Part-time jobs:
(6) Management training;
(7) Provision of machinery rental and custom work services by imple-

ment dealers to redmp amount of capital needed for ownership :
(5) Education : and,
(9) Newsletter for small farmer by Rural Electric Cooperative.

.5.5 a aq over
A. His problems-

(1) Lack of funds ;
(2) Lack of information on programs
(3) Education assistance: and
(4) Lack of job opportunities.

B. Possible solutions-
(1) Do not encourage over expansion
(2) Increase government assistance through Agricultural Stabilization

and Conservation Service ;
(3) Reinstatement of Economic Opportunity Loans through Farmers

Home Administration and support of Office of Economic Opportunity rural
development projects ;

(4) Specialty crops and special enterprises for some operations:
Improved information services by government agencies and agribusiness ;
(6) Provide skilled manual training in crafts :
(7)Employment through projects like Green Thumb : and
(5) 'Guaranteed annual wage for those unable to farm profitably because

of age. health. or lack of local employment opportunities.
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LIMITED INITIATIVE-ANY AGE GROUP

A. Problems- -
(1) Handicaps physical and mental ;
(2) Lack of education ;
(3) Lack of resources ;
(4) Need reorganization of arm ; and
(5) Limited abilities.

B. Possible solutions-
(1) Assistance must come from personal contact ;
(2) Counseling service ;
(3) Rehabilitation ;
(4) Employment opportunities ;
(5) Education ;
(6) Low interest loans ;
(7) Workable small farm agricultural conservation practice through

Agricultural Stabilization a Conservation Service ; and
(8) Reinstatement o :eonomic Opportunity Loans through Farmers

Home Administrat and support of Office of Economic Opportunity rural
development Projects.

* County

FACTS ABOUT PEOPLE

1970
1906 percent unem-

1970 of low-income ploy ment 1963 cash
population Mathes rate farm JIICOMO

Todd. - 22, 114 30. 5 6.0 $29, 457, 000
Otter Tail 46, 097 25. 7 . 5. 3 1654, 290, 000

Wadena 12, 412 29.0: 6.5 '90, 596,000

Note, Population: 1970 Census of Population, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the.Consus. Minneapolis division.
Low income. Community Profile, Office of Economic Opportunity, Information Center, Washington, D.C. Unemployment.
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics and Manpower Administration, Washington. D.C. Cash Income
Minnesota Agricultural Statistics 1970, Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture and Minnesota
Department of Agriculture.

OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COMMUNITY PROFILE FROM INFORMATION CENTER SHOWED FOLLOWING
DISTRIBUTION OF POOR FAMILIES IN 1960

County

Number
of families Number of Porcont Of

Total number on farm poor families poor tamales
of families operations in county on farm

Todd
Oder Tail
Wadena

5. 754
12,038

2, 955

2, 943
5,215
1, 108

2, 237
3,649

986

60.8
53.1
15. fj

FHCTS ON FARMS
CASH FARM INCOME: CROPS, LIVESTOCK, GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS FOR 1968

County
Government

Crops Livestock payments Total

Todd
Otter Tail
Wadena

Si, 414,
6, 934,

371,

000
000
000

06,
44,

9,

795,
693,
680,

000
000
000

Si, 248,
2663,

545,

000
000
000

529,
54,
10,

457,
290,
596,

000
000
000

5 6b .
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NUMBER OF FARMS, LAND IN FARMS, PEOPLE LIVING ON FARMS DURING 1968 STALE CENSUS I,
1._

"'-
N Number of Land in People living

farms I farms on formsCounty

Todd.. 3,400 448, 964 , 9, 794

.Otter Tad. 5,847 971, 313 15, 627

Wadena 1,500 183, 692. "3, 180

3111LI From: Minneso riculti;ral Statistics 1970, Crop and tlyostock, Reporting Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture
and Minim:Ma Dee nt of Agriculture.

3 Frore: Todd, ail, and Wadena County agricultural stabizabon and conservation otpos.

ADVISORY CITIQUP

0 The following persons have partieipatethin toe Small Farmer Advisory Comml-
tee meetings for Todd,. Otter Tail, and Wadena counties held during the spring
of 1971. This group discussed the problems of tile small farmer and suggested
possible approaches to education and financial asaistanee to help him.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Dylchoff, Route 3. Sebelca Farm
Cecil B. Fleming, Pelican RapidsLake Region Elec c Co-op.
Paul Richter, WadenaTodd-Wadena Electric Co-op . anager.
Dayton Jacobson, PerhamEast Otter Tail ASCS Coun ry Executive Director.
Sherman Arndt, WardenaConcerted Services.
Nick Weyrens, Fergus FallsCounty Extension Agent.
Leslie Bradbury. Vergas-Farmer.
Paul R. Schroeder, Fergus Falls--Department of Manp4er Services.
Mickey. La wson, WadenaNorthern Co-op Inc.
Lennen R. Naley, StaplesArea Vocational Technical School \\\
Roy W. Isaacson, New York MillsOtter Tall-Wadena Comninnity Action Direc-

tor
Sharon Sorenson, Menahga CAI' Outfeach Worker (Youth ). \
Roger Burgau, New York Milis--CAP Pa nn Developer Director
Russ Jacobson, New York Mills--Farmers & Merchants State Bank.
Jerome C. Grain', SebekaASCS Committeeman.
Paul Kersten, UnderwoodCAP Farm Development.
Howard Legried, New York MiitsVeterinarian.
Merlin Jennings, WadenaSCS Conservationist.
Miles Rowe. WadenaCounty Extension Agent.
Thorval Johnson, WacienaTodd-Wadena Electric Co-op.
Betty Cichy, New York MillsExpanded Nutrition Program Aid.
-Marvin Iirguten, BerthaFirst National Bank
Dale Bishop, New York MillsEconomic Developer Director.
Ardys Restad, Pelican RapidsExpanded Nutrition Program Aid.
Clarence Peterson, Pelican RapidsLake Region Eiectric Co-op Manager.
Fred Bergsrud, StaplesIrrigation Engineer, Staples Vocational School.
George Uselnutn, WadenaImplement Dealer.
Do4 Ericson, WadenaFHA Supervisor.
Mr. and Mr. Leo Ja.nu. FrazeeFarm Family.
Hugo Obi. denaNorthern Cooperative
Tom Meinhol er, New York MillsCAP Outreach
David Matti' , WadenaASCS County EXecutive Director.

Plans to a list the small farmer are already underway in the Todd, Otter
Tail. and W dena area. Members of the area action committee will be working
hard in the nonths ahead to develop workable programs for financial and educa-
tional asst ance. Pletise add your support in whatever way you can.

5uu
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RURAL DEVELOPMOT

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1971

SENATE.
SBcommirrEE os Rea.% DEvor.ormENT.

OF' TIFF: Co3iMITTEE ON AGRaTUrrRE AND FORESTRY.
1170411 g to '1. D

The Subcommittee met. pursuant to recess, at 9 a.m.. in room 324. Old
Senate Office Building. lion. James B. Allen, presiding.

Present : Senator Allen 1 presiding).
Senator ALLEN. We are delighted to have you come before the com-

mittee. Mr. Kleppe. We feel -highly honored. We look forward to hear-
ing your testimony. And von may proceed at this time if you
please.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS S. KLEPPE, ADMINISTRATOR, SMALL
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR

Mr. KLEreE. Thank you %Try much. Mr. Chairman.
I would like to introduce the two gentlemen who are with me. This

is our general counsel. Mr. Jack Knel7el. Anti our Director of the Office
of Community Development: Mr. Einar .Johnson. On Tuesday and
Wednesday oi this week I was before the Oversight Committee in the
House. and I-failed to introduce my general counsel. and so I wanted
to get that done early in the hearing.

Senator ALLEN. Fine.
r. KLEPPE. I have a prepared statement. Mr. Chairman. And lw-

case it represents a very terse opinion and view that we have, if
you wish for me to read it, that is what I wouhi like to do.

Senator ALLEN. That is filly. And that will give me an opportunity
to possibly ask some questions 'based on that statement.

Mr. KLEret:. if von wish to interrupt at any time. you may do so.,
Senator ALLEN. I will wait until you get through.
Mr. KLEccE. Mr. ("bairn um. it is 9eprivilege to participate in the

efforts which you and your colleague's are making to find a legislative
remedy for the economic maladies now retarding progress in the rural
areas of the Nation. This* is a project close to .my heart, because I
come from a section of the country %di ich.juis a strong interest in such,
legislation. I know the people there, and I know their problems.

Everybody is aware of the challenge presented to the welfare of
the Nation by the.poverty prevailing. in the urban slums. We talk about
it. We worry about it. We are trying to do something about it. And
that is as it should be. But we 11110 not let this challenge. formidable

(3(IN
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though it is. distract us franc the po% erty and economic stagnation
abounding iii so much of the rural sector.

In introducing one of the hills ( S. 2223) under consideration here
today; Mr. Chairmanand I should qualify this, Mr. Chairman, I
was referring to Senator Humphrey- you made sonic observations

.which deserve repetition. Two-thirds of our substandard housing is
in rural America. Nearly .2o million runt homes lack plumbing, Infant
mortality in rural areas exceeds the nationahayerage. Education and
medical facilities in rural areas are tragically inadequate.

A basic source of so 11)111'11 of this trouble is the groiprdecline
in the rural population. In,..search of better economic opportunities,
people are leaving forhe dies in lagepumbers. The resulting loss,
is particularly grievous because so litany of these migrants- represent
the most promisinghuman material-.- -the young, the talented, the
energetic.

To arrest this trend' we must revitalize the rural economy and
improve living conditions in the countryside, Industry must he brought
in to provide" jobs and generate satellite retail stores and service estab-
1.ishments. Construction must 1)e undertaken on a vast scale to provide.

4 611-- of the amenitiesadequate housing, schools,:, ospitals, libraries,
parks, museums, sewage systems, et .etera. ,

. With these objectives in mind, S. 2223 would establish across the
country a permanent system of rural development credit banks. re-
sembling the lending, facilities created by the Federal Farm-Loan
Act of 191 (1. Under the plan of the bill, most of the capital to finance
th-i operations of the proposed banks would come from private sources.
However, authdrization would he provided for the appropriatiim of
up to :,*200 million annually, for a period of not to exceed 10 years,
to stimulate the growth of the new banking system.

I. am in complete sympathy with the objectiYes of S. 223. and I
admire the sp. .it animating its sponsors. On the other hand, I. do not
feel qualified t«lecide whether it ,represents the besfpossible approach
to the econonCe rehabilitation of rural areas. There is a question in
my mind; for example, w1iether the prOgrams contemplated by the
hill should, as proposed. be operated independently of the rehabilita-
tion projects being vonducted or sponsored in rural areas by the
Economic Development Administratidn and the Appalachian Re-
gional Commission. It seems that, some form of coordination would he
desirable. I am, hopeful that the hearings will throw light on this.
aspect of S.2223.

Let one call your attention. Mr. Chairman, to, the role that SBA
can lied will play, wider existing. law, to strengthen the small business
segment of the rural economy. In one degree or another, of course, all
of our credit programs will serve this purpose. Of particular impor-
tance, however, are the loans we make to local development companies.
pfirsuant to section .102 of the Small Business Investment Art of lffr).
for the benefit of identifiable small business-concerps. .

The increasing popularity of the :,(?'program, as it is known. stems
from the fact that most small communities cannot obtain from private
sources the long-term credit essential to commercial and industrial
development. Loans are made by SBA to local development companies
for the construction, expansion, or conversion of commercial :and in-

.
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dustrial 'including the acquisition of land, as well as the cost
of machinery and equipment. The maximum SBA participation in any
one project may not exceed $3.114,000 for each small business assisted.
The maturity of the loans may &try with the type of collateral offered.
The maximum term is 25 years plus construction time.

The total cost of projects financed since the inception of the pro-
gram has exceeded $087 million. of which SBA provided approxi-
mately $369 million in direct dollars and in excess of $48 million
in loan guarantees. These loans have generated 114,147 new employ-

=,;ment opottunities, and- maintained for -saver) .10,234 jobs, at an
average job cost or approximately $2,2:0 in terms of SBA direst dol-
lars loaned. Of the 3,356 businesses assisted, 1.485 were new ventures.

Except for 1970, when funds were unavailable for several months,
the volume of 502 loans has increased each year for the past 13 years.
It rose from a low of 14 loans, approved in fiscal year 1959, to a high
of 560 loans, approved in .fisca 1 year 1971. A total of 3,356 loans have
been approved under the 502 program since its inception. Approxi-
mately 60 present of the loans in this total were approved in the past
I years.

The 502 program permits a local development company to retain
title to project assets and to lease facilities to qualified small business
concerns. As a landlord, the local development company can provide
management assistance to its small tenants and thereby strengthen
their operations. In those cases where tenants fail in their business
effort, such as in small shopping centers. new tenants can often be sub-
stituted. Because of the advantages offered in this type of financing,
we anticipate a greater voljune of 502 loans in fiscal year 1972.

Aggressive efforts have been made to stimulate participation in 502
loans by the private sector through utilization of the first mortgage
loan plan and SBA loan guaf.antees. This plan permits a lender to par-
ticipate in the financing of a project and to secure his exposure with
a tirst mortgage on all fixed assets acquired with total project funds. A
minimum of Government red tape is involved, and the hian can he con-
summated substantially on the lender's terms. Moreover, the infusion
of SBA direct dollars at 51/2 percent interest, on a second mortgage
basis, usually reduces the effective interest rate on the total project
financing to the prime, or lower than prime, interest rate.

Since the inception of thiS program inliscal year 1959, through
June 30, 1971, the private sector has invested almost $318 million m
local development company projects costing in excess of $687 million.
This amounts to approximately 46 percent.

Since inception of the program a majority of all 502 loans has been,
made in communities of less than 35,000 population. It seems to me,
if I might add this, here, that this is an Unportant*tribute of the 502
program as we discussed the subject matter of the legislation before
this subcommittee,

In fiscal year' 1971, 217 projects were financed in coma unities, -with
a population of 2,500 or less and nearly two-third, or 354 out of 560
loans, were made in communities of 1Q,000 or less where 15,778 jobs
were created or saved. It is interesting to note that SBA gets itsbiggest
return for itsdirect loan dollars in the very small community of 2,500
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or less where the cost per job in Government funds advaixted was
$1,376 as against $2,9,12 in communities of more than 50,00.

It takes a gr t deal of .effort to consummate a 502 loan. Sometimes
people come us with au understanding of how the program works
and with k owledge of the 'small business they wish to assist, but more
often, it is/up to us to visit these communities, to identify 'leadership and
to encourage the organization of a local development company. some-
times several visits are necessary before all of the elements of a suc-
cessful project can be brought together.

We feel that this effort, is well worth while. We think we can do much
more in rural communities and so I have directed our Office of Com-
munity Development to set up meetings thlyoughout the country for
the purpose, among other things, of bringing this and other SBA pro-
grams to rural areas where they are so badly needed. At this time 43
such meetings are schedded between now and the end of the year.

.Mr. Chairman, if you would like a list of those proposed meetings
we would be glad to fuinish them for the record.

Senator ALLEN. We would be glad to have that. Thank you.
Mr. I\LEL'PE. Fine.
I have offered our assistance to every Senator and every Congressman

who might want to sponsor an economic development program in his
own State or district. The response to this offer nmost gratifying and
I am sure that a considerable number of meetings and conferences will
be scheduled where we can tell the 502 story. This activity would result
in more loans and more jobs in rural America.,'

For all these 'reasons. the 502 program is a promising device. We
can and will use it to make a substand contribution to the reha-
bilitation of our rural economy.

This completes my statement, Mr. ('hairman.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Kleppe. We appre-

ciate your statement. And we appreciate our comments concerning
S. ..),223. And also your comments with respect to the work of SBA
and the 502 program.

Certainly it is not the plan or purpose of S. 2223 to take over the
work of SBA. There is enough work for the brink and S-141.1. 1 feel
it is the very firm opinion of members of this committee and of the
entire Congress that. SBA is doing a very valuable job in providing
financial assistance to small businesses, and in no way would this bill
interfere with the work of SBA.

I 'note that you speak of the cooperation that should be maintained
with the EDA, and then the regional commission. I might call atten-
tion to the fact that on page' 47 of the bill it is provided that the bill

work 'with local development districts organized wider the Ap-
palachian Development Act and economic development districts or-
s-46: nixed under the Economic Development Act of 1965.

Mr, KLEPPE. Mr. Chairman, the basic reason I recited this in here
was to call attention to the possibility that there might be duplication
of any kind. And you hare just commented in that regard.

Senator ALLEN, Actually as to both the hank Inid SBA. it might
well. be that if the4administration's rural -revenue sharing passes, the

....round might, possibly be cut out from limier the EDA and Appalachia
also, and those cortimissions might not be available to work with,
other than just the shell of a commission, %vji-11 no funds.
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11r.li.i.r:eri,,.: That is possible.
,, a

Senator Au.rs. So we %%Tint to bear that in mind. I feel sure.
It occurs to me that one di ffcrenee between the concept of the bank

proposed by S. 22.23 and SBA is the different approach in getting in
private funds. Whereas the bank would sell clehrntnres or other
types of securities, SBA. draws funds in 011 the haSiS Of guaranteeing
the private capital thatis put into the luau. Don't you always have
pretty lima a shortage of funds in SBA

Mr. Klyrri:. Mr. Chairman, the answer to that is, since 1 canle
here, no.

Senator.ALLEN. Is that right: ,-/

Mr, MA:err:. That is correct.....:.-E. ...
,,1%.,,,,,

Senator Al.LEN. 1 11111 glad totentthiri. It iSineWS to 111e.
Mr. KLEPPE. When yo?r, say funi.k, I '11111" talking 41bour trulirantee

authority basically. We are at ways short. of direct funds. The answer.
to that is "Yes." I thought you were referring to guarantee funds.

Senator ALIA,* I meant direct funds for the SBA. They giiT out
about the first week, don't they, of the fiscal Year?

Mr. KLEPPE. Yes. The direct funds are %Try, very slue. But otilt;;,
guarantee authority, %dile]] I thought you were referring to, %vlitelki-
(rives us a great deal of latitude .of doing business, takes care"of 'it.
And we have gfOt an emrgmey bill wilier, yon probably recall yon
voted on it earlier this spring----iraises our (,antral ter authority to S3.4.1
billion. We believe that will carry us to tluestftr of this fiscal year.
And we have got another hill in to go beyoi 1 that,. So fro in" that
standpoint, we are in business. But direct fund (̀. direct outlays, yes,T
arc yery short. I

Senator ALLEN. Nov. tinder the 50'2, program yon are masking ax--number of -loalis in .;;Inaller,iptiatinnities. .

Mr. KLEPPE. Yes. .

Senator ACIA:N. Overall how does that stack up. Hal per,'] tage in
what you might. calFTural areas, and in cities?

Mr. KLEPPE. Perrentagewise?
I am not so sure that we have got it broken down for von c;nctly

that way.

STATEMENT OF EINARJOHNSO* DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT, SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Mr. .IonssoN-.,If we are talking.about loans I '4;10 be exact
as a eomplete, breakdown, but in the statement we ha ye it iii the state-
ment. Two-thirds of our loans were made, 502 loans were niade in
communities with a population of 10,000 or less..

Senator AfAA:x. That is 502. But I am talking about overall.
Mr. MA:rer:. No: we do not have a breakdown like that. Mr. Chair-

man.
Senator Ae.t,r.x.. Most of these loans are secured by real estate. a re

they not ?
Mr. MA:rer:. Yon are talking about the 502 loans?
Senator AlAA:x...Yes, sir. -
Mr. KLEPPE. Would you say "YeS" to that. Einar?
Mr. ToliNsoN. Most of them. However. "there .are scone that are

secured. by equipment.
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Mr. We have a considerable amount of latitude its t.o what
we can do with this 0.2 loan. And it adapts itself so well to ouksmaller
counit,iesbetter than it does the larger communities. And this is
why I made such a point of talking about :;02 loans in this statement,
Mr. Chairman. It is a program that takes developing. It takes tinw,
it takes/Contacts, it takeS people, it takes work. And the results are
very, very encouraging when ave can put everything together and get
some 50.2 loans on. the books.

Senator AI.EN. Ilow have the local investment companies worked
,

but?
,Mr. KLEreE. Thesj development comp:mit;
Senator ALLEN. Yes.
Mr. KLEPPE. fielle111V they probably- -correct me if ham wrong,

Einar--but they probably- represent the higher caliber luaus that We
have on our books.

Would you concur that that is generally true ?
Mr. JolINKON. We have perhaps the lowest delinquency rates in the

502 than .ye have in any program.
..... Mr. KI. PPE. Any category,

M tx,soN. Most of the companies have only one or two Projects,
but %e have soe-outstanding examples---in Averill. Mass., St. Clair,
Mich., s, Mo., Coos Bay. Oreg., Imicolnton, N.C.- --where the
local deveslopmen companies have a great many projects, 10,15, 5 in
fact, there are s me towns that ha vti, been almost entirely built in-
dustially and c nunercially by 52 loans, such as Lincolnton, N.C.

Mr: KLEPPE. Ir. Chairman, there is something here th it we should
make sure th you and the committee understand regarding 50'2. No(
only ca tnake,a loan up to ..,',350.000 to the development company,
but we can also make individual loans to tenants, as it were. that might
go in and develop a part of this development project. We can make
each one of them an, individual loan, up to a)0. Oh, SBA in its
authority under 502 has a considerable amount of latitude in being
able to help finance projects alder the economic development, aspect
of our community program.

Senator ALIEN. Is your lease guarantee .Progm 'under 502 ?
Mr. KLEPPE. That is a separate program, but is under the same

statute. And this too is a good developing, prOgriiIn for-us.
Senator ALLEN. In the loan .participation 'program where SBA, I

believe. can guarantee in some cases up to 90 percent-
Mr. KLEPPE. We can g6 higher. We don't like to. Most of our guar-

antees are on the basis of guaranteeing 91) percent, and the bank car-
ries the other 10 percent.

Senator ALLEY, lint theYhtlVe to locate the money ?
6\[r. KLEPPE. We. erlin't go higher: 90 percent is tilie maximum

under 502.
Senator ALLEN. But the lending institution has to locate the money ?
Mr. KLEPPE. They put the Morley up.
Senator ALIEN, 'Do you hash any idea how many direct loans SBA

has on the books now of all kinds ?
Mr. Kt,f,,:rrE. Of all kinds, ,,how much we have on the,l)ookS? Our

portfolio?
Senator ,ALLEN. Direct 'loans: yes, sir.

r
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' Mr. KLEPPEA am not sure that we brought tlait with us.
We did-$13 million last year, and we did $11/2 million the year be-

fore. And before that we did very little. We'almost got tS a point where
direct loans went out of business for 513A; up until last year, when we
got started back a littlehit, antl this fiscal yeaf we are going to get back
a little more.

We have not got the figure you are asking for.
Senator ALLEN. How much do you say you did last year'?
Mr. KLEPPE. In direct loans welid abont .$13 million total.
Senator Ata.E*. $13 million.
MP. KLEPPE. We did $1,200,000 the year beforejhese are direct 7

(a)rlbans.
Senator ALLEN. How much in partiepation loans?
Mr. KLEPPE. IP loans-,,--we had $90 million for dire t and IP's, so

a we probably did around $75 to $80 million, in participation.
Mr. JoitxsoN. That is in SBA funds?
Mr: KLEPPE. That is strictly:in SBA funds; yes. That was our iliare.
Senator ALLEN. In other words, the 90 percent, then, Or the 75 to 90

percent'?
Mr. KLEPPE. Are you talking participation or 'guarantee? They are

different, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ALLEN. Give me t le breakdown on both.
Mr. KLEPPE. All right. .did about $13 million in direct' 7(a)

loam; last year. We-did abou it would- have' to be about $75 million
in our participation, we call i the immediate participation.

Senator ALLEN. Seventy-five percent. That .is the liability that you
assume under your 75 to 90 percent ?

Mr.. KLEPPE. No-; that' was $75 million.
oSenator ALLEN. I udderstand that.

Mr. KLEPPE. And that i4 our share.
Senator ALLEN. But J am talking about the sliding scale on your

guarantee then.
Mr. KLEPPE. That is correct. And on otir guarantee we did$730

million. was it?
Mr. JOHNSON. The whole total of bank participation was over $800

million. But you are correct on the guarantee.
Mr. lir.ErrE. I think if you put down $700 million that would be it

toughly. Mr. Chairman.
Senator ALIEN. On what, now?
Mr. KLEPPE. That we guarantee.
Senator A LLEN.'Is that g,uaranteeing'up tothe 90 percent?
Mr. KLErrE. This is how much we guarantee in our exposure for' 7

guarantee. And Most of it is this 90-percent category.
If you would like dose figures exact I will furnish them. for the

record.
Senator ALLEN. Yes: we would.
(The information is as follows :)

Fiaeal year 471
In minion+,

$13.
SBA share of immediate participation loans 74. 7Loans guaranteed by SEA 737. 8Total hank participation 897.3

63-582\--71-.-pt. 4-37

Direct 71a) loans
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-Mr. KLEpen. But these are in the.ball park.
Senator ALLEN. 011. your participation, what is the percentage on

that
' Mr.' KLEPPE: it varies, 75 percent sometimes. wand 50 percent some-
times. We vary our ptCrticipation, depending upon the quality of loan.

Senator ALLEN. Your participatiou, the figure there is not included
in your direct, what you call the dirtict is where you lend the funds
1( jpercent. Is that right ?

KLEPPE. ( '01Teet.
Senator ALLEN. And then you have the participation where you lend

a portion of the funds i ,

Mr. KI.EI'PE. Correct.
Semttor ALLEN. And then you have the guaran where you guar-

antee a portion of the loan 't
Mr. KLEPPE. Correct, exactly'',
Senator ALT.EN. And you think it was T5'inillion, then, actual par-

ticipation?
Mr. Kt.:nem:This was SBA's outlay.
Senator ALLEN. Actually, then, that is a direct loan, is it not, in a

sense /
Mr. KLEPPE. In a sense.
Seneor ALLEs. You are putting up the money ?
Mr.7KLErien. In a' sense, except for the fact that we have got to get

somebody else to help us put up some also. So it is not asdirect loan.
And the difference is this. The loan that we make directly has got
roughly a 51/2 percent rate. When you get an IP loan, you have got
the bank interest involved. It is higher. So to the borrower it makes
a difference.

Senator ALLEN. You would be pretty well but of business, then,
without the guarantee program.

Mr. KLEPPE. This is far and away our leading activity, I should say.
Senator (ALLEN Now, this actually is pretty well similar to FHA,

Me principle of FHA?
Mr. KLEPPE. No; FHA has much more direct funds than we have.
Senator ALLEN. They don't have any direct funds. I am talking

about the Federal Housing Administration.
Mr. KLEPPE. No I.was talking about Farm Home. We are in the

agriculture committee, so I was thinking about Farm Home. Federal
Ifousing, you are right, it is on that order.

Senator ALLEN. What about your applications? What percOitage of
your applications do you grant, either on the direct, the partiMpation.
or the guarantee?

Mr. KLEPPE. We don't keep track of those that are declined. We have
no real reason to keep track of those, and as a result we don't. We get
a lot of applications that are not completely filed because we see some-
thing wrong and there is no use to pursue it any further, and we tell
the prospective borrower. So we don't keep track of ,that number. I
can't, give you a number on.that.

Senator ALLENt You do nothing in the way of locating the lender on
your guarantee program, do you ?

Mr. KLEPPE. Locating him ?
Senator ALLEN. Yes,

.0
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Mr. KLErrE. They.come in the door, Mr. Chainin'. We are (1( luged
with requests.

Oh,-the lender I Oh, we help suggest if we can, but that is go our
pOme objective.
ZSenator ALLEN In othewords; it is up to the borrower to find the

lOnler that will put up the money I
iMr. KLEPPE. By and large, correct. We. try to be cooperative n this

4rea; but it is not our responsibility. And we do try to direct Ian to
iwhereor say to him, you find a bank that will give you seine money
if we guarantee it, send then maybe we can get together.

Senator ALLEN. Isn't the availability of funds hero on a guarantee
program subject to wide fluctuation, depending on the general avail-
ability of money ?

Mr. KLEPPE. Well, it is getting ninth better all the time. Our ea-
operation with our finance industry is improving to beat tin. band.
And as a matter of fact, we are expecting maybe that we could get
as high as a billion, dollars worth of that kind of activity in this fiscal
year. The reason, I ant sure, is because banks better understand what
our objectives are and what we can do and how they can bolster the
economy in their own ciSnununity. And as a result, our cooperation is
going up tremendously. We almost doubled last year from the previous
year in guarantee activity.

Senator ALLEN. Are you paid a fee for this guarantee; do you get
any fee out of it?

Mr. KLEPPE. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. What .sort of charge is there on that?
Mr. KLEPPE. quarter of 1 percent, roughly, on the average.
Senator ALLEN. Have you had to pay off on many of these

gliarantees?
Mr. KLEPPE. Oh, yes.
Senator ALLEN. A quarter of 1 percent is not taking care of the loss,

then?
Mr. KLEPPE. I should say not. It never was designed to, and I am

sure it never will. In our type of business, we take risks, above and
beyond that which are bankable. But whether it is the guarantee. Mr.
Chairman, or whether it is our own direct loans or participation,
we take risks, and our losses are not covered by the fee.

Senator A/LEN. I am not sure if we established your perct.ntaq
of overall loan participation and guarantee which wcIre made out-
side of the standard statistical metropolitan areas. Is there anyway

Mr. KLEPPE. You are talking about our total loans ?
Senator ALLEN. Total loans, participation, and guarantee.
Mr. KLEPPE. I. don't think we have it broken down that way, Mr.

Chairman:I am sure that we haven't, we have no reason to. We have it
by regions, and we have it by -districts. But that M. itself would not
answer the specific4 that we could give you here on the 502, for ex-
ample. We past don't keep it that way.

Senator ALLEN. Do you feel that the SBA program needs beefing
up to take care of these credit needs of developing rural,Americal

Mr. KLEPPE. I am so well aware of the problems of rural Amer-
ica, having come from the State of North Dakota, and being on the
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Agriculture Committee in the House for 1 years, that I don't know
how much extra effort it would take in rural America. The .credit
needs are large; the credit needs are huge. And inflation is a part
of that. The cost of getting in business in rural America todiry for
a farmer, as a producer, is vast: The cost of real estate, the cost of -

production. today is tremendous. 'SW I don't know what it is going
to take to fulfill tiese credit needs' They are great.

Senator ALLEN. Could you make a loan to a municipality that
needed a miter and sewer system?
r Mr. Krxerv. No: we are not in that, business. We are a Small.bnsi-
liss administration. and We deal with businesses.

Senator ALLEN.'l imderfand that.
Kneerv. And the reason I made the point that I did of our

52 is beeallW of how we can help# tionunnnity oonomically develop
their community: They are not agriculturally oriented, because that
would h conflict, that would be duplication, and do not have
legislative authority for that purpose. e"-lo our financing benefits are
kin'd of fringe from the standpoint of diwctly helping a producer get
into business and to give him credits.

Senator ALLEN. Give me The 52 top categories of businesses to
whom you have made SI3A loans or participation loans or guaan-
tees, in what areas, what general areas of business activities?

Mr. Ku.:rer. Manufacturing, retail of all kinds, nurny in the serv-
, ice i nd

Senator ALLEN. Service of what kind ?
Mr. Ki.v.e,me. All kinds of services.
Senator AUX.*. A (11:y-cleaning plant ?
,Mr.- KLEPPE. Yes; a .dycleaning plant. It might be in food serv-

ices, it "inightibe in janitorial or custodial services, many kinds of
services. All kinds a manufacturing, and all kinds of retail outlets.
Many of what you might call cut-and-sew operations. what you might
et 1 retail establishments and grocery stores, hardware stores you

out name it, we are invoved- iai any kindof a husines ac-
tivity.

Senator ALLEN. What about farm and farm related?
Mr. Kuerev. Agriculture business ? Well, a hardware store, in a farm-

ing community is a business. A grocery store in u fanning community
is a business. And we do make loans to these people as businesses.

Senator AtJA:m. What about 'anything having to do with the opera-
tion of a farm itself?

Mr. KLEPPE. The operation of a farm itself probably would be in-
eligible. I don't know exactly whet von mean. But if you,takelet's
take a feedlot as an example. Now, this is a farm-related activity. We
try very hard to find ways that we can have these feedlot people
qmirlify. So what we try to do is set a percentage of the ownership df
this business that ,is not in the business of raising cattle. But most of
the feedlots that we have are scattered out in our State and the State
of Texas and others. Most of the owners do raise some cattle. If it is
strictly for commercial basis,t obviously would qualify for an SBA
loan. In other words. if some pen own the feedlot and other men bring
in and own the cattle that are fed out there. that is a commercial op-
eration, that is a business. and we could make them a loan. But if some-
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body builds a feedlot and he qw-ils 75 percent of the cattle that go into
it to be fed out, that is part of his farming operation, and that doesn't
qualify. We have a difficult time on some things like fish farms and
mushroom farms. trying to identify qualifieat ion.

SPIlatU ALLEN. You don't lend in those areas
Mr. KLEPPE. We are trying to livery general and very broad, but

we have to watch our' legislative authority from the standpoint of
eligibility.

Senator Alt.EN. Now, isn't it possible that SBA could continue its
fine workand I feel very defibitelv that it is fine workand that
thiere is a field of operation for a rural development bank as envisioned
by 5.2223 ? .

Mr. KLEPPE. 111'. Chairman-4 know you understood my stateent
I tried to take the position of agreeing with the concept and the prin-
ciples and the need. I lanow them; you'know them. I think quit that
was the intent and the purpose of S.2223.

Second, I think you recognized also that I tried to call attention to
the fact that we ought not to get into a pr( ( dem of duplication. whether

Cit is SBA, the Appalachian Commission or What have you. And you
have addressed yourself tothat in response to it.. ,

Third. I wanted to set forth that part of our activity that fits at least;
to sonie degree in fulfilling part of the objectives of S. 2223. .

Now, having said that, in those threel definitive positions, I think
that represents where SBA stands on the question of this legislation.

Senator ALLEN. Well, if such an entity is set tip, it would certainly be,
the poli"cy.of SBA to cooperate in every way that it could with. such
a rural bank.

\Tr. KLEPPE. Sure. ,
Senator Alut...x. Now, what sort of backlog on loan applications do

you have?
Mr. KLEerE. Fantastic. And they are growing at a pretty fast rate

rightnow. I can't help but think that part of it is due to the announce-
ment that the President made that the investment tax credi was a
recommendaion of his. And of course, Congress actedthis is probably
the one greatest thing for small business in America in .this whole
package that the President recommended, is this tax credit. And as a
result, this is the indirect activity that comes to SBA. We get loan
applications. The demands for expansion and money are great. So we
have got backlogs sitting on the desk of every loan officer in SBA that
will probably range some place between 30 days and 90 days, if we
didn't get another application in. So the demands upon our servjces
and. our funding are huge.

SenatorsALLEN. It requires you to turn down by necessity many good
and sound applications, does it not, when you coo get around to con-
sidering them?

Mr. KLEPPE» No.
Senator AdEx. You don't turn down any good applications?
Mr. KLEPPE. No. We ace in business. We have got.. some minimum

direct funds, but-we have got substantial guarantee authority, and if
you talk about a loan like that, no, he is not going to get turned down.

Senator ALLEN. In other words, you could say to a man, we approve
your application if you can go out and find the money.
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Mr. KLEri,E. That is right, yon-find a bank.
. Senator ALLEN. In other words, that is the loan you approve?

Mr. KLErpr,. No, it is not approved at that point. That is our ap-
proval, that is our OK that we will furnish the garantee.

Senator ALLEN. I understand. But you aro not putting that in the
category of loans turned downloans that you are unable to make.
then. I will say, not turned'dovm?

Mr. KLEPPE. There aren't very many of those that happen. The co-
operation that we are receiving. from the banking industry today is
very good, Mr. chairman. \

Let inc just tell you. when I go into any one of our Communities '
I try to have a meeting with the banking people 'wherever -,ye are,
lo.ated. wherever I go. And. I give them a charge, as it were,. because
I used to be n and I know what their esponsibilities'am. They
have got to look at that figure at the bottom of the rage. Tlmt is
profit. That is not the main objective that I have to look at as the Ad-
ministrator of SBA. it is ri different dame. it is a Federal' Agency, we
are trying to perform a service and an assistance. So I say to this
banker. you really can't afford not to use xis. You really need to rise us
and our guarantee authority to build and strengthen the economy
of your communities. There isn't one other Federal prosgram that gives
yon the multiplier effect on your economy that' ours will give you. So
you need to use us as a catalyst to build on. And this works, Mr. Chair-
man. Aii'd I am convinced, of the fact that we have got banks par-
tici tatting, in loans today with our guarantee that just a short time ago,
like a year or two ago. probably. wouldn't do it. So we don't have
mangy" of these people that have been turned down because they can't
get funding by virtue of having our guarantee authority behind
themit is a lot less than it used to he, at any rtite.

Senator ALLEN. As I understand it, you (to not make strictly farm
loans?

Mr. KLEPPE. No, we cant.
Senator ALLEN. You cannot Make loans to municipalities to provide

community services?
Mr. KLEPPE. No.
Senator-ALLEN. So in those two areas yon cannot ,be helpful to,the

riiral economy.
Mr.li-LEreE. That is Correct.
Senator ALLFN. By the way. I might say that I feel that you have

a very fine-office there iu our home State of Alabama.
Mr. KLEPPE. I have had a chance to stop in there and see that office.

and the spirit down there is great.
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Paul Bronson does an outstanding job. Ifc,, is a

credit to SBA and to the Federal Onvernment.
Mr. KLEPPE. Thank you.
By the way, the spirit in Birmingham when I was there was really

,something.
Senator ALLEN. Yes. they are on the move.

, Mr. KLEPPE. This was in a live city, I found out.
Senator ALLEN. Now, I am sure, being from a rural State yourself,

you feel that problems of rural America and the necessity to develop
rural America have a definite bearing on the prtlems of our urban
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areas. and that a solution of some of the problems in rural America
would have a vey definite helpful, constructive effect on °solving the
problems pf urban America.

1 Mr. KLEPPE. .1 stand in agreement with that statemen Mr. Chair-
man. because that is substantially what tried to say in h e.

Senator ALLEN. I was more or less recapituln
Mr. KLEPPE. Correct.
Senator ALLEN. Well, are you offering any suggestions to the Con-

.01° e4 as to further programs to allow you to meet some of the credit'-
needs of rural America, or -are you satisfied to stand on you three
areas of operation ?

M. KLEPPE. I think. Me'. Chairman, I would have to answer that
questiOn by saying that we in SBA would be willing to stand On the
areas of legislative authority that exists for us today. We,feel that ire
are well taken care of from the standpoint of legislative authority for
us: for the thrust that was,designed for SBA. I want again to ,pay
attention to and commend the concept of assisting rural communities,
because of what we liave.reviewed here before. I am hopeful tat the
hearings will open up all areas that might indicate any duplication
whatsoever. You. and I know that it is awfully easy to expand our Fed7
e.01 Government above and beyond areas so that they thereby become'
overlapping. There is a great demand for credit out in rural America
today. I am well, aware of this. I would,only hope that this would be
disclosed.

And then as a third point, I do believe that we have got 'a fringe
program. as it were, that does-assist in rural America. that does assist.
and we are developing it. And I spent a little extra time, probably, in
my statement talking about it, because it is a fit, I think, to the ques:
tion of this hearing:

But I think. Mr. Chairman, that pretty well summarizes our views
at SBA. regarding the pending legislation in question.

Senator ALLEN. Taking as an assdmption your statement and the
very definite, well proved fact that there are express credit needs in
rural America. that a bank that is operating on the concept of a limited
amount of Federal capital, with the thought in mind that the bor-
rower, by purchasing.stock in that bank, would eventually become the
owner, do you think that irconcept of that sort is sound?

Mr. KLEEPE. I can't deny that I think that concept is basically sound.
I think we have had some experience with that.

Senator ALLEN. gasn't it worked that way in the farm credit
system?

Mr. Ku:rm. I think the concept is basically sound, yes sir.
Senator ALLEN. Now, with the eventual pumping in of $2 billion.

that would be the basis of going into the money market and selling.
possibly up to $40 billion in debentures or other evidences of indebted-

. ness, Do you feel that there is enough need in rural Americaand
this would be over a 10-year period, the pimping in of the -Govern-
ment moneydo you feel that that amount of money could be wisely.
judiciously lent for the purpose of developing rural America?

Mr. KLEPPE., Mr. Chairman, if I said yes to tha, it would sound like
I was endorsing S. 2223. and I did not come up here prepared to openly
endorse S. 2223. I would add to .whatever I said before, however; that
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the 'availability to us and others of, secondary markets Tensions. itust
funds, State funds, andAbat have youagain in our operation in SBA
we are doing something to try to develop these funds to thereby shore
up hank funds directly for the purpose of building the economy in a
given community whether it is small business or agriculture. So I think
this is an area also that can well be considered from the standpoint of
easing it, other than just a flat $2`billion over a period of 10`years from
the Federal Governinent. That might be another possibility to explore.

Senator ALLEN. 'W011hin't it be a sound approach to get this money
into the bank for the juirpose of lending, and then irrespective of the
ups and downs of .the)noney market, and the availability or nonavail-
ability of money, and the necessity to continue to sell your guarantee
program to the banks, to get that money into the bankAbrongh the sale
of debentures, and thereby avoid the uncertainties of the money market,
could that he a sound approach ?

Mr. KLEPPE. Of course you make, a very interesting, sound point, I
am convinced. I think we have hail some experience with that.

Sentor ALLEN. That is the concept of the bill;
Mr. KLEPPE. That eerta is.
Senator ALLEN. Which yon approve of in a general way.
111.. KLEPPE. I think the concept makes sense. .
SenatorALLEN. We hope that it does, yes sir.
Thank you very much. We appreciate your coming up and being

with us. You ha e made a very tine contribution.
Mr. Mitchell, please.

STATItMENT OF GEORGE W: MITCHELL,-MEMI3ER. BOARD OF
GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAI, RESERVE 'SYSTEM

1fr. Mrruu.r.. I am Mr. George IV. Mitchell. And this is Emanuel
Melichar. . ..

Mr. Chairman, I have a relatively brief statement, and if yOu don't
object, I think it would be easier for me to gad it. And I think it cov-
ers the ground tharoughly.

Senator ALLEN. We appreciate your e01111 ,r up. Mr. Mitchell and
Mr. Mel ichar. And I look forward to hearing y testimony and being

/145,0

given the benefit of your views with regard to S. 2223.
Mr. lft-norELL. I am. pleased to appear today in response to your re-

quest. that a representative of the Federal Reserve Board discuss the \I
relationships betWeen general monetary policy and expansion of fed-
erally sponsored credit programs in rural alas, such as that proposed
in S. 2223.

At the outset, I :would like to note that the Federal Reserve ecog-
nize§ a' need to accelerate the pace of rural development. It is well
known that average. penonal income of rural residents continues sig-
nificantly below that-of urban dwellers, and that educational, medical,
and social service facilities are mitre limited in rural communities. -"----

Growth in rural job opportunities has for many years fallen far
shoit of providing employment to all the young adults raised in rural
areas, and consequently we have been experiencing both massive mi-
gration-to cities and underemployment of those who chose to remain
in the Country. The inability of rural communities to provide more

..
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Of the. jobs and tho.amenities of. modern life desired by their voung
peoples-ontinnesto aggravate the problems being experienced by our
larger cities. 'Thus, we are all well advised to devote some of our
energies to improvement of the pace and quality of rural development.

Acceleration of economic development in rural areas encounters
problems other than those of adequate and reasonably-priced credit
poblems such as lack of nonfarm resources and distance from- eon-
shiner markets. Case studies of ruraMmmunities have concluded that
local initiative and leadership play a vital role in successful develop-
ment in the face of these inherent disadvantages. Th,is element should
be recognized in the design of credit programs intended to foster cural
developing-it. The credit...pi-1gram can he a catalyst that spurs local
action.

One role, of a credit program can he to help equalize the aceess of
various economic sectors or areas to the ,Nation's flow of capital funds.
A portion of our national savings, in the form of retained earnings
of farm, industrial, and commercial enterprises,' is directly employed
Icy the saver. plo'ws, this back into the 'business. Another portion is
moved front savers to investment uses. in the same community by Meal
banks and other depository institutions. Mit a substantial portion is
gathered by larev insurance companies, pension funds, large banks,
and like institutions, and is made available to users through national
capital and money makets-In these markets, these funds are used to
purchase credit instrmwents otrered in sizable blocks well-known
firms and piddle and private institutions. Smaller users of credit, and
those not known nationally, thus are not ordinarily able to compete
directly for these funds. They may, however, obtain indirect access
either through private arrangements with Iiirger .institutions, or
through a Federal credit program. A'prominent example of the latter
cute is the federally-sponsored cooperative farm credit system, which
'ails to farmers those funds that it raises throe rfi sale of credit in-

s ruments in the national capital markets. The bill you.are conside-ring
add provide similar federally-sponsored indirect access to capita

in. rkets to other rural residtInts, HON, and governments, probabl
th rebv improving upon such indit4t. access as these -groups nifty al-
rea ly have achieved through existing private or public arrangements.

1w addition of another economic sectorin t his caAe, rural nonfarm
has less a IH I governments--to those for whoni Federal credit pro-

, grai is have already been provided would not. in my opinion, signifi-
cant y handicap 'the capability of the Federal ReserVe to administer
mom tary policy. It would, however, affect the.distribution of the im-
pact )f restrictive policy Among sectors, and would ten-Ito increase
the e st of funds raised through all Federal credit programs. The sic,-
nifica ce of these effects would be directly related to the size of the
added program.

Dist -ibution of' the impact of restrictive monetary policy would be
ffecte because federally spoiwored Programs have demonstrated

their al ilitv to raise substantial amounts of funds even during periods
of tigh money. But with restrictive policy holding down the overall
volume f funds available, the funds raised by an additional .Pederal
pogan . beyond those that the sector served would have otherwise
obtained must necessarily he balanced by a reduction in funds raised

o -
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by other sectors. Among thesectorwthat appear especially vulnerable
to this effect are those that do not have access to capital markets.

Although, as just noted, the4bility to raise a substantial volume of
funds is achieved by access to/he market in perigds of monetary re-
straint, the cost' of these funds is likely to be rapidly and significantly
affected both by policy actions and by economic developments in
general.

Rural borrowers from federally sponsored agencies are thus likely
to encounter more rapid "sizable variations ill interest cost than other
rural borrowers who are 'obtaining their loans front typical rural
banks. Beeause rural banks obtain most of their loanable funds dirough
local deposits rather than in money' markets the rates of interest they
charge ',their borrowers have not generally respbmied rapidly to
changes in rates in national markets.

TU rural borrowers gioen market access through a credit program
are likely to find funds available during periods of restraint, but prob-
ably at a relatively high price. Some may postpone their projects until
interest rates fall. Ill. other words, if rural development is stimulated
by improving rural access tb national capital markets, the degree of
stimulus would be related to the prevailing degree of monetary ease br
restraint and its effect on interest rate levels.

The impact of likely fluctuations in interest rates may he- reduced
or eliminated from some borrowers by providing a subsidy ,63ali as
that proposed in S. 2223. More generally, subsidies may be provided in
a Federal credit program as a further stimulus to the activity twilit,
proinoted. In this eventit is desirable that, the element of subAidy be
provided in a form that is readily evident;and quantifiable, as is done
un S. 223, and that thos continued need for and amount of such sub-
sidy be subject to periodic congressional review. On this topic, as well
as on the design of Federal credit programs in general, the recommen-
dations made in 1963 by the committee on Federal Credit Programs
( Dillon, Bell, Heller, and Martin) continue to provide sound guidance.

nave mentioned the Federal Reserve interest in rural development.
Our studies of regional and agricultural lending indicate that for many
ve,ars after World War II most rural banks had funds in excess of local
loan demands. Some years ago, however, this situation began to change.
Banks in many rural areas, such as areas in which the livestock indus-'
try has been- rapidly expanding, have exhausted accumulations of
liquidity and still continue to ''face loan demands that are increasing
faster than their local deposits. To participate better in meeting the
credit demands of their communities, rural banks in this position need
improved access to nonlocal sources of funds, through development of
markets for their assets and liabilities, through banking structure
change that would bring the services of larger banks to rural areas, or
through improved credit ser*es via correspondent banking; the Fed-
eral Intermediate Credit Banks, or the Federal Reserve discount

slechanism. Federal Reserve staff work undertaken in the course of our
reappraisal of the discount mechanism, and since published, noted in
detail and at 'length the disadvantages faced by small 'rural banks in

, attempting to develop nonlocal sources of funds. Consequently, the
Board has under consideration a proposal that would Apand and

4
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routinize the availability of funds at our -discount window for ice'"
seasonal needs faced by these banks..

As a further outgrowth of that work, a-System committee is conduct\
ing a program of research into the ,posSibilities afforded by the other
sources of nonlocal funds that I have mentioned. Our principal focus
in this work is on mechanismS through which rural banks could raise,
funds in financial markets. These markets presently do not accommo-
date the small sizes-and amounts of securities that each rural bank has
to offer. Therefore we are examining ways in which such instruments
could be pooled into larger lots, or endorsed by larger banks, or in
other ways-be made more attractive to investors in central markets.
Other phases of the research program are examining; (1) how well
coreespondent. banking relationships are currently functioning in
terms of supplying. funds to rural banks, (2) the effect that bank
braliching and holding company, activity has Iliad on farm lending by
banks in several States where the law has .recently permitted such
qucture changes, anti (3) the reasons why the mechanism which per-
mit*commercial banks to discount farm loans at Federal Intermediate

,Credit Banks has not been -used to a significant extent. We hope that
our studies and -findings will be helpful in efforts to maintain the role
of rural banks as a credit source for agricultural and other rural
development.

Senator ALL x. Mr. Aiitchell; on behalf of the subcommittee and
the full committee, I want to express our appircilitiou to you for com-
ing before the committee and giving us the benefit of your views and
giving us this fine testimony regarding the money markets. the role of
rural banks, and the problems attenchint to meeting the credit needs
of rural Ameritli. And it does present a considerable problem. as you
have pointed out here.

I was interested in the comments about-the impact of monetary re-
straints, .which of course would limit the overall amounf of money
available for all sources. And your discussion, I gathered. was that
the lapping up of styne of this available credit by a bank as contem-
plated by S. 2223 might serve the exhausting of Ionie of those available
funds. Is that what you are suggesting?

Mr. Mrreruu.L. In a period or monetary restraint what the Federal
Reserve is attem-pting to do is hold down the total volume of funds
employed. What has happened in previous periods is that our markets
have remained free .to function and to accommodate borrowers who
can get into those markets. The rationing device has been price, and
this is the way the Markets work. But the banking system and the
savings and loan system, for example, have been held down- in their
access to these moneys, because of the sinicture of their assets or liabil-
ities, or just by rules relating to what they are allowed to pay for their
deposits. The arrangement that you are talking about here would give
users of credit in rural areas accesslto these national markets.

Senator ALLEN. That is desirable. isn't it?
Mr. MITCITELL. That is flesirable, But rural borrowers worth! have to

be prepared to' pay higher prices than they usually pay. And they
would haiTe to make a judgment as to whether it was better to go ahead,
or to defer their expenditures.
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Senator ALLEN. Many. times a. borrower gets into a position where
he doc,sn't %vorry too much about what it is going to cost him, it is a
question of %vhere he can get t he principal.

Mr. MrrilEm.. I f it is a necessitous situation, he just hits to have the
funds. Bat wise borrower's try t4 avoid getting into that situation.

SenatoroALLEN. Om the credit restraint and. the 'onavailability of
money on the credit xeserve, would .it not be, possible for a bank such
as envisioned by this legivlation to go Tilt° tlke !limey narket with
their'credit instruments. their debentures and sell them when money
was free -and not tight. and 'we were not in a 1)(.104 of monetary re -'
straint imposed by the Federal Reserve Board ? They wouldn't hare
to go in at any particular time. they cou'd wait ntitil t he market was
favorable before they offered debentures.

Mr. MixcliELL. Some borrowers do that. 1. assume that you"' antic-
ipated use of the proceeds sometime in the future, land not ininredi-
atel v ?

Senator ALLEN. Yes,sir.
Nfr. Niacin:Li.. Borrowers go to the marketand this is what cor-

porations are doingto improve their liquidity position they antici-
pate their need for funds and in the interim invest,in some kind of a
market instillment. Later they can either sell that market instrument,
or let it run oil', at the time they will need the funds. Yes, that can be
done', and is done.

Seator ALLEN. It is quite obvious, and I think it is certainly com-
mendable, that the Federal Reserve Board is giving a great deal of
study rq the problems of rural banks, and-to assisting them with
rendering -a better service to the rural community. That is certainly
fine that von are doing that. This thought occurs to me, though, that
the rural bankii of necessity, and all banks for that.matter, in the main
haw to lend flir short periods. for 90 days, for 6 months. fora year,
whereas many of the credit needs of the owns and cities and other rural
needs have to be on a long-term basis, and, therefore, they do not turn
to the bank even if the funds are available, which they are not.

Mr. MrrcitEm.. Some of the larger banks through term loans are
making longer period loans, up to i, 6. i, and 8 Years. °Butit is pretty
difficult jor a relatively small banl1 to do this. I agree with you. The
small banker is pretty much tied in to the'llan'esting cycle or to the
feeding cycle, and he has to protect his ability to adjust to those cycles:

Senator ALLEN. Would it be possible for a city or town needing a
water system or a sewage system to turn for a long -term loan on its
system?

Mr. Mrrcum..r.. Local community banks perform a very important
role here in assisting the municipality in selling' its issues and taking
the short part of the issue. If it is a serial issue. they 'might take the
first 2 or 3 years of the issue. But the rest has to be sold some place else.
The bank may be instrumental and helpful in selling it to the investors
in the area. But of course' there are other devices, such as national
underwriters, who can sell-the issues elsewhere.

Senator ALLEN. W011, a small town of two or three thousand people,
their bonds wouldn't be rated. ,
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,Mr. MrreitEtat.. No. they. are not rated, but there are agencies and
large banks that deal in theSe small issues. I was concentrating my
attention on the role of the Small community bank. Eon a small coin-
munity bahk can be helpful in making the arrangements and taking
the shorter dated inaturities. And through its correspondent or other
cotmections with financial, facilities and financial experts, it can aid'
thqin in marketing their issues. There is- a very largemarket fot State
and municipal issues. And th#' banks are very large buyers of these
iSsueisi not just locally, but all over the country. And that market is set
up in such. a way that, while I think that-the unrated issue is Nandi -
Ica'pped, still these issues can be plaeed, And some of them are
attractive, and very safe.

; Senater AmEN..Do you feel that this concept of a bank to meet or
'itssist in meeting the credit needs of rural America, that has the con-
cept of borrowing the money which is needed in addition to the capital
that the Government puts into the national money Market, and to
provide .for eventual control of the bank byA the borrowers, do you
feel that that concept is around conelvt 1

.

Mr. Mrrciir.m. Well,, in considering _till's testimony today we .have
not focused on: that issue. 'What lye were thinking about in preparing
his testimony was simply whethrthis device would interfere 'with

the proper administration of monetary policy. Our conclusion is that
it would not. There are precedentS for it. We have been living' with .
other arrangements ota similar nature, and we can also live with this
one. I would have to say on your last question, I just haven't con-
sidered it. I think the other thing that I could ,say that we have con-.

Adered, and have a settled view on, is that there is a need.for some
improvement in the financing 'arrangements for rural areas, for com-
munity development, and-for business and for garmers in those areas.
On that I think we have a kind of settled posittion. And \ve have been

- working on improving' our own arrangements and suggesting other
arrangements for sdtving that problem.

Senator'ALLEN. This, concept, then, might be one of the answers _

to te,olving that problem ?
- Mr. Mrrciirmt;. Yes, it might very well be.
Senatmi ALLEN. You state, then, that if this bank is setup, and the

sank goes into the national money market for, funds by the sale of
its credit instruments, that that would be no handicap to the. Federal
Reserve System in controlling the monetary system of our country'?

Mr. Mrrciipx,L. That is my judgment, yes sir.
Senator ALLEN. I believe I will rest with that answer, Mr. Mitchell.
Mr.. MrretiELL. Well, thank you very 'much, sir2I enjoyed being

here today.
Mr. McHale, please
Mr..McHale is secretary of agriculture of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania.
Mr, 1VICHale we appreciate your coming before the committee to

give us the benefit of your views with regard to S. 2223. And we look
forward'with great interest to your testimony.

And you may prdgeed, if you will, please.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES A. McHALE, SECRETARY, 'PENISYLVANIA
'DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, HARRIS/UM PA.

, .

Mr:MolIALE. Thank you, Senator..
° I have presented our written testimony. And I think rather than
go tTirough all of it I will give it off the cuff briefly.

,Senator ALLEN. All right, sir: And then if you wish the entire state-
.

(ment will be inserted in the record as though given orally at this time.
Mr. MCHALI.E. I am James A. McIIale, secretary of agriculture of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. We heartily endorse and urge favor-
able action on S. 2223, the Farm and ,Ruial Developmpnt Act. And I
am speaking both Mr Governor Shapp and myself. ,,e,.:'40

And in the back of the testimony we have printed the pamphlets
"Farmers of Rural America," and 4The Goals of the \Department of.
Agriculture." ,; V ,

Senator ALLEN. We shall see that thatasput in the record. ,

Mr. WHALE. It is printed in the back: /
Mr. Chairman, on behalf of Governor Shapp and myself I thank you

'for the great interest you personally have always taken in rural
America and in farmers small town businessmen, old& Americans, and
all people living in the disadvantaged areas. And we feel it will give
us the real power we need to revitalize aid recapitalize rural Americg.

We are quite concerned in Pennsylvania. The last census showed
that we had an out migration from the State of 400,000 people.

Senator ALLEN. That.was in what period ?
Mr. McITALE. The last 10 years, 1960 to 1970.
Most of the out migration was from the rural areas, about 357,000.

And the real alarming part of it was that we werg losing the youth be-
tween the ages of 16 and 44. We have counties that run as high as 30
,percent (in most rural counties it is 20 to 30 percent) of the population
who are over 60 years old. They are the people who are left.

Pennsylvania,is being depopulated. In rural Pennsylvania, what has
happened is that the people have moved into the cities. When they got
enough money in the cities to move ofil, they went to other States, they
flidn't stay in Pennsylvania. Those treii ds aren't good for Pennsylvania
or rural America either. o='

Wofeel very strongly that today's rural problems are tomorrow's
urban problems. This didn't happen just in the last few years. The
trend of decay and negligence has been going on for a long time.

The Federal farm ikograms since the thirties have helped in the
larger agricultural States, but we don't think they have done the job
in Pennsylvania for our kind of farming. So far as I am concerned,,
it is likt:outting a Band-Aid on a large wound. We think we must
have long -term planning instead of iiist action on a crisis basis from
time to time. We tried in the fifties at the State level to do something
;Jima the problems. But the planners at that time seemed to work in
the urban areas and really didn't get into the rural problems. Rural
America has sent billions of dollars worth of 'young people to the city.
The way the tax setups-are made, it has just drained us, so that there
is Amth ng much left in the rural areas.

1
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e have received Jess for manitgemant fban anyone else. We re-
cei' 1 $50 'billion less for what we sold,,than we paid out for produc-
tion pply costs, rentl'credit, interest, and taxes. ,

J 1, iess the increasein laird prices i8 the only tliing that has really
kept e farnier on the land.

e reed a large new inye,stment in Dural America. We think we
need .$ 00 billion in'the next 5 years to create .jobsrand income. We
don't t nk this spending money, we think it. is an investment in the
future.' We don't think the basic prqblem is money, we thilik it is atti-
tude...Wo. think that as long as we can spend billions of dollars doing

uertain things, like,goiug to the moon, and fighting the war; then we
can spend a little bit of money,to help-revitalize and recapitalize rural

tio w that your interests are the same as ours. We think the
enactment of this bill will go a long way toward rooting out the
poverty in the rural areas.

We need improvements in housing and health delivery, education
for young pe ple, water and sewer. And we need some kind of a high-
speed tranSp station setup so we can move the people and the products.

We held stn poverty hearings in Pennsylvania. I of course have
traveled road,' for years and know the problems. But we decided to
work with sour other agencies and hap some other hearings. We held
them through° t Pennsylvania. And we got evidence thaYeven I didn't
know, aS muth as I had traveled in the. rural areas. We had people
come in, and th y talked about the -Sewage systems.

And the sewage system the lady was talking about was an open
ditch, with raw sewage running in it. And she said it was plugged.
And when we questioned her on how the smell was, she said, on some
hot days it got pretty bad. And they have ,a slum landlord over there.
He owned a small town. And he .was charging rent from $35 to $75

month. And he owned the water system. And he charged $7.50 a
month for the water. And they brought in samples of the water, and
the water was brown instead of the color of this water. And they
brought in the filter, the one lady said had 'been on for 3 days. And
she said that filter really didn't tell the story. YOu really could hardly
stand the smell of it. ut beyond that she said they had taken out the
tadpoles and the greed AO, and one thipg and anQther.

There are some real roblems out there that I think 'we have to get
national help on. I thin the farmers will have to get more credit. We
have to have money available' at the same rates as Lockheed and the
Pennsylvania Railroad and these other businesses. We have got to have
some bargaining power on credit.

The Federal Government needs to put financial muscle behind the
statement of national policy of giving highest priorities to the rural
deelopment component of balanced rural-urban growth that was
adopted last year in title IX of the Agricultural Act of 1970. We pass
bills and enact laws. but we just never folloW up with money where
our mouth is.

We need S., 2223 enacted. And it certainly will give us some break-
through. I think the entrenched. vested interests have really been
calflingthe shots instead of the people.
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Next to the people ill Pennsylvania we have the land. We have the
most beautiful land in the country, I think. It is a better place for
people to live. Beyond that, it is something that really has been almost
untapped.

I like, the fact That your S. 2223 is structured around the small
country banks. You need rurii31 participation, mid you need to involve
rural people.

Iagree with yourCls, of making the banks active agents in reYital-
ization olf,,r4tral Am:, The provision of the bill requiring that board
.members of the rura evelopment credit banks, the regional banks,
and the Federal development credit banks be residents of rural areas.
I think that 4: important.

I think, if we could locate the headquarters in rural areas, that it
would be a help.

Rural America has-been neglected so long that we have to have a
real imaginative, hard-hitting campaign to get anything done; We
just can't do it by talking about it.

The needs are great, I realize this. We are only one out of 5(1 States,
But Governor Shapp and I recommend that the 'U.S. aovernment sub-

ription of, capital in the rural development credit systeni be in,.
ased from the $9 billion provided in the bill to a discretionary $111

billion to be asked if demands for loans requires it.
The authorization for annual subscription of capital stock -should

be, increased from $906 million to $3 billion. It is going to take big
money, and it is going to take action if we are going to. save a lot of
these rural areas. -

No rural development effort can succeed if we do not have adequate
'income for farm families and adequate sot es of credit.

What we are really talking about is this: «e need a full-time Assist-
, ant Secretary of Agricluture, Mr the rura development credit sys-

tern. I think we need. to establish a full- Presidentially apeolnted
and 'senate- confirmed Administrate of the Rural Development
Administration.

We can't do it alone, we need a lot of effo put into this.
To sum'it up, we strongly endorse S. 222. . We will work with you in

any way possible.
(The prepared statement of Mr. McHale follows ;)

'kr. Chairman and members of the committee : I am James A. McHale, Secre-
tare of Agriculture of the Comonwealth of Pennsylvania. When I heartily endorse
and urge favorable action on 8.,2223. the Far and Rural Development Act. I am
speaking both for Governor Shapp and for myself.

Mr. Chairman, in behalf 'of Governor Sharp and myself. I thank you for the
great interest you personally have always taken in rural America and in farmers,
small town businessmen, older Americans and all people living in the dis-
advantaged rural areas.

You have a long and distinguished record for serving all Americans. but I
thank you especially for the many important contributions you. have made to
farmers and all of us in rural America.

To paraphrase Mrs. Roosevelt's famous remark : "You are lighting the candle
you are not cursing the darkness."

Enactment of this legislation would do more than anything else now on the
horizon to 'recapitalize and revitalize rural Pennsylvania and the countryside
of the entire United States.

Mr. Chairman, I suppose that you were as startled as I was to learn, when
you had the Director of the Bureau of the Census before your subcommittee,
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that Pennsylvania had between 19110 and 1970 the largest gross oidinigratien
of population of any State In the Union.

if it had not been for a heavy inmigration of very low income disadvantaged
people from the rural South into our largest Pennsylvania cities, the entire
State would have shown a very heavy net loss in population 'resulting from
outmigration of unemployed and greatly underemployed people from the rural
areas of our State to really far-away cities in the West and Southwest.

More recent statistics indicate' that the largest streams of migration in the
Nation are from rural areas in Pennsylvania to metropolitan areas in the States
of Arizona, California, and Nevada.

The nub of this is : When migrants move to Pennsylvania, they come from
rural areas outside' of Pennsylvania and move to our lowest income,Iarge city
neighborhoods. When peopee move out of Pennsylvania they are le-hying our
rural areas for far distant cities outside the State.

Simultaneously within our State, many of those who could afford to have
. been moving from low-income city areas to the suburbs of those same cities,

have not stopped to establish residence in a Pennsylvania suburb but have moved
out of the Statealong with the large numbers of rural outmigrants.

,The result has been that Pennsylvania is rapidly becoming a State of depopu-
lated rural areas, slowly growing suburbs, and an increasing population of very
Pow - income, phorly-educated people in our overcrowded inner cities.

I submit, Mr. Chairman, that these trends are not good for Pennsylvania and
not good for-the Knited States.

, I am not veal' familiar with the rural problems in other States, but in Penn-
sylvania, the adverse trends in our rural areas have stemmed directly from
decades of neglect, disregard, and discrimination against farmers and small
towns and cities, and their people and institutions.

The Federal farm programs since the early ''Thirtielik have been tailored
mainly to help salve problems in the big agricultural States. I am not saying that
the Pedereil farm programs have not helped In Pennsylvania, because. rural
Pennsylvania would have been even worse off if we had not had the important

. income parity and prim support programs of 'milk and other commodities. Rut
what I am saying is that Pennsylvania reached this rural crisis stage much
earlier than did most other States, acid the Federal farm programs, designed
for the typical or average condition throughout the country just were not Atrong
enough medicine to meet the problems of our Pennsylvania farmers.

Simultaneously. we were faced with and endured a long decline in our mining
activities that left hundreds of thougiands stranded in our small towns and
villages without even subsistence farming to tide them over.

In the 1950's, a progressive State government moved to do something a.bout the
high chronic level of inemployment In Pennsylvania. This was well-Into Itioned ;
and it was effective in our larger middle-sized cities. But those who designed our
State's industrial development and re-employment programs proceeded with
high moral but uninformed zeal as far as rttral areas were concerned. Ap-
parently, the theory was hoth that rural areas were mainly made up of labor
exploiting farmers and that industry would not prosper in rural areas any-
way. In any event, the re-employment and industrial development programs were
dkigned for and limited to the (bides. And these programs remain so, limited to
this day. PeOple of rural areas can benefit from leaving the homes of their
forebearers.

Rural. Pennsylvania with the rest of Rural America has sent $100 billion
worth of young people to the cities in each of the last two generations. The
independent farmers have sold our production for ahout $50 hillion less than
we have paid out for production costs, rent, credit interest, and taxes. The
migration out of agriculture in U.S.A. has been ahout 25 million people in the last
25 to 30 years. The rural problems of the last 25 years are'today's urban problems.

We have received less return on our capital investment than any large in-
dustry. We have received less for our Management than "members of any well-
organized Labor Union. I hasten to point out that I am a supporter and a
friend of Organized Lahor.

Our wives and children have almost always received much lest than the legal
minimum hourly wage.

Mr. 'Chairman, I hope that you and the committee are plan' ng to,do some-
thing which will really help to recapitalize and revitalize Rural Amet:ica. We
need an investment of new money in Rural. America in the order of $100 billion
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lu the next the years. 1 want to emphasize that this will be an investment -which
will create jobsincome and new wealth worth several hundred billion for tin,
future

We need to reeitalIze crerythlag in Rural America.
I' know that as members of the Senate Agriculture COmmIttee, you are all

Interested in bringing the ineodte of farm and all rural people up to a parity of
income and living standards with industry, labor, and the urban professions.

1 know that you must be interested in wiping out poverty in Rural America. I
know that you are interested in bringing up to decent living standards the
mo than 50 per cent Of America's sub-standard houses which are to be found
1 urtii America.

We need a new health delivery system in Rural America.
We need a new delivery system for education in Rural America.
We need new water and sewage systems for Rural E1merleans.

Q" We must have more bargaining power for independent farmers.
We need a high-speed, low-cost mass transportation system for humans.

production goods. farm products. livestock and poultry.
In short, we need investment, we need public and private credit. We need

a dual yardstick credit system that will give us equal bargaining power in the
money market for investment and credit money at the MUM. prime interest
rates and investment teams as big business gets. We deserve it m}we than the
Pennsylvania Railroad. the Lockheed Corporation, and the Defehme Contract
relit extended to America's industries.
I am lint at all sure that Pennsylvania can pull Itself out of these adverse

eircmustances on its own steam even with the help of even larger Federal revenue
sharing grants that have no far been proposed.

We need the Federal government to really put financial muscle behind the
statement of national policy of giving highest priority to the rural development
component of balanced rural-urban growth that was adopted last year in Title IX
of the Agricultural Act of 1970.

S. 2223. nr.sChairman, will, we think,in Pennsylvania, give'us the progressive
impact that we need to break through the entrenched vested interests that art"
blocking progress )n rural Pennsylvania. We recommend and urge your early
approval and enactment of S. 22'23.

We suggest that the language of the bill or ()tithe Committee report make it
eleaklhat mushroom growers and outdoor recreational operators, the largest
rural Ihdustrirs in our State, are eligible for both Title I and II. Likewise, I hope
that the bill efin be amended to'insure that the Indians of northern Pennsylvania
and elsewhere in the tate will not be relegated wholly to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

While your Committee may wish to tighten up and make more specific some
'of the broad vague language concerning rural development purposes that S. 22:23
picked up and carried over from the President's rural community development
proposal. I hope that in rewriting these purposes you will not r restrict the
potential benefits of the program that it will not he as fully useful as tt might be.

We in the present State Administration .do not have any (plank., with the
President's rural development purpories and goabi. And we feel sure that our
Senators, even though they have not co-sponsored S. 2223, are la support of these
goals. and probably will not oppose the rural development credit bill. I an not
speaking for them. understand : I nut merely stating the aspirations I have dis-
covered in countless discussions I have had with rural residents of Pennsylvania
front one end of the State to another la several series of rural development
meetings that my Department has sponsored.

We are strongly opposed to the cynical view of some urban oriented economists
who say that Rural America should be given enough subsidies to die peacefully.

We hold that next to the wonderful people of rural PennSylvanla the greatest
asset 4e ha vein Pennsylvania 18 our open space in our beautiful rural country-
side. More than 50 per cent of the land in our state is in forests and over 70
per vent of our land is outside of the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.

This is our great natural resource which we must save from being exploited
and destroyed. We must preserve and improve this great treasure for the benefit
of future generations.

Bills have been introduced in,the Conunottwealth of Pennsylvania Legislature
to provide for rural development through Public Service Employment.

We are preparing a bill for introduction in the legislature which will author-
ize a $1 billion Rural Development Administration in Pennsylvania. It will b$
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drafted in such a manner that it can provide equity capital for rural recapitaliza-
tion, new developments and rural small cities where a quality of lire can be
built for those who live in rural Pennsylvania now and for those who may wish,
to come to rural Pennsylvania when jobs and Quality Living can be assured.

Mr. Chairman, we support the provisions of 8, 2223 that would revitallie
and strengtlast the existing private structure of small country banks and financial
institutions that exist in rural Pennsylvania. If rural development is to be
permanent and broadly based, it must, among other goals, strengthen the private
credit Structure of Countryside,

We applaud your making counties, boroughs, and municipalities active agents
in the recapitalization of rural America.

We are pleased, also, to note that you 'have drafted the language of the bill
in such a way that recalcitrantor reactionary local banks and local govern-
ments cannot block access of applicants in any area to the financial resources
of the institutions provided In Titles I and II. We urge that you retain this
provision to give applicants direct access to the District Rural Development
Credit Agency in any instance when local governments and banks chose not
to become participants oncooperators in the recapitalization of Rural America.

Although our areawide multi-coutity planning and development districts in
Pennsylvania are in a chaotic condition owing to past errors of recent State
Administrations, we welcome your utilization of these agencies in the Rural
Development Credit System because we think that your initiative in this mat-
ter will help uS in Pennsylvania to clear up and straighten out our confused and
chaotic situation in this regard.

In planning to abolish the State Planning Commission and reshuffling the
planning and development districts set up in the State, Governor Shapp does not
move from a basic animosity to the planning,process or from opposition to the
idea of the broader rural community. Rather, his purpose is to wipe the slate
clean.of the encrustations of years of spider-webbed vested interests whose am-
jor purpose seemed to be to block rather than to promote progress.

The key role given in 8.2223 to areawide general purpose planning and devel-
opment.districts will edable Governor Shapp and me to give a new start and

, a new focus on rural development in the State of Pennsylvania. -The financial
resources provided in Title I and Title II related to areawide plans and the
establishment of financial subsidiaries of the planning and development dis-
tricts established by the Governor will assist the Governor and me to demand
a shift from conversation to block action, to action- to promote and provide
rural development.

The Regional Rural Development Credit Banks are most important in our
evaluation. We welcome and urge that you retain the provision for direct access
to the Bank by individual applicants who are blocked off from rural develop-
ment by recalcitrant local governments, banks, or planning and development
districts. We think this safeguard is most nece4sary.

We strongly applaud the provisions of the bill that require that Regional Bank
Board members and members of the Federal Rural Development Credit 'Board
be legal residents of the rural areas. We hope you will retain the require-
ment that the headquarters of the Rtglonal Banks-be located in a rural area.
When permitted to do so. we have a-,list of suggested locations 4n rural Penn-
sylvania for your consideration.

lastly. Mr. Chairman, let me say that (40-Verner Shapp and I are strongly in
support of the simultaneous co-joint operation of the provisions of Title I andthose of Title IL

We do not look on this as unnecessary duplication. Rather it Is absolutely
essential Insurance that the Nation will move forward to implement the rand
development component of section 901(a) of the Agricultural Act of 1970 which
is a kind of Magna Charta for Rural America of the same high stature in the
hierarchy of national policy as the Employntent Act of 1946 and Title VI ofthe Civil Rights Act.

Rural America has been neglected so long that hard-hitting, vigorous, Im-
aginative, and innovOlve effort is required. Not all of the proposals for develop-
ment will 'be fully sound from conservative banking standards; some, of course,
will. 8.2223 provide for the making available of financial resources for both.

Title H, the hard-nosed banking provisions, will probably meet the bulk of the
needs in rural Pennsylvania when it gets underway, but it can never meet all of
the needs as the continued operation of Farmers Home Administration attestsin the fields of farm credit and water and sewer system loans.
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Consistent%vith the emphasis of the bill on strengthening local financial in-
stitutions, the provisions prevent, even the new rural development banking sys-
teni, from artuming a competitive stance either with private banking or Ivith
the already existing Federal Credit programs in Small Business'Adruitistralion,
Ecomani Develoyment Administration. Apiulachian Development Cotomissbot.
and the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

1Ve.strongly, hold to the Con v let Ion that independent farmers and Rural Ameri-
ans are entitled to obtain credit at the saute interest rates and terms as heavy
industry, processors, and defense plants receive. To the extent that private bank-
ing and (listing Federal Credit programs provide credit and investments on
equal terms-we do not object to the non-copetitive stance mentioned above.

We do strongly suggest.hovrver, that the new rural development credit system
should not be so timid in avoiding competition that it forgets its basic rural devel-
opment mission, as some of the Ixisting agenien appear to have done.

We support the aim of Title II of the Mil that the hard-credit institutions of
the rural developthent credit system' shall ultimately beeow borrower and
participant owned and controlled. We think the NIIMeSN of the Farm 'redit Sys-
tem provides justification for this.

Hat. just as In the ease of Farm Crpdlt Administration. we believe that the
hard-redR agencies and instItutimis of Title II vill do a lwt ter job over the years
If there in 31 in pie provision for a creditor of last resort as provided in Title I.

Mr. Chairman, the rural development credit needs In Pennsylvania are of great
auignittnle, Yet Pennsylvania is .only pne of the 50 states and by no means the
largest In need for rural credit. With our total.' needs In mind, Governor Shapp and
I reeommend that the initial 1'4.3. Government subscription of clipita I in the
Rural Development Credit System be increased [roan the $2 billitin provided
In the bill to 'a discretionary $101111 billion to be used If demand for loans re-
quires it. The authorization for dimwit subscription of capital stock should be
increased from $200 million to $3 bi llon.

..
Mr. Chairman. Pennsylvania is a crisis of rural decline. If you put off the

fleshing out the flnancial.muscle of ,these new rural development credit programs
too. long, Rural Pennsylvania will; already have gone down the drain before
your new rural development bank g system gets into operation. The canary
"died" in most of-ill eFt5iFIM-A ''fa- 'Yenta. The canary is gasping for life
in rttrifiriennsylvania. ; . .

We need in Pennsylvania our share of $1 billion of rural development credit
within the next three years. We urge that ou eixtand both Title I and Title II
so that we may attain these goals.

My Department and the Government of
are dedicated to an all-out effort to reverse t
in rural areas of our State.

We want to do everything, that ea li be d
permanent rural communities through ut our

No do so we need a vast program of recapit
to build modern fully-adequate community
fast-resort patine employment, vastly impro
and eommunity services, and vastly expand t
industrial development required to provid
jobs.

In this regard, Mr. Chairman, I eannot ov remphasize the importance of keep-
ing intact and expanding the provisions in . 2223 for ;rural development incen-
tive payments and capital grants.

Our rural communities in Pennsylvania ve been in a declinnig condition so
long that they simply cannot develop a teas bility cash flow situation which will
fulty'pay off a loan for the cost of the needed acilities.

Not only do we have a "Pollution Contro Gap," but also a tax base gap.
If the Federal Government and the State ,overnment insist upon high environ-

mental quality standards, as they should, our rural communities, without Mi-
grants provided in Title I and Title II, wi I simply be wiped off the map.

It is that serious. Mr. Chairman, in Pe nsylvania and I am sure in all the
other states in the Union.- If we seriously mean to implement Section 901(a).
the Balanced National Growth Policy, we simply cannot do so without grants to
counties and municipalities in our rural areas, and if the jobs and increased tax
base required to maintain an expanding economy and increased incomes needed
to hold' our people and attract others are te be provided, loans must he backed

he Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
e flight Of the people frptil the land

. .

ne to hint.] prosperous. attractive,
State.
lization to provide the funds needed
acilities and public works, provide
e the access and .quality of public
e private business, recreational, and
a rapid increase in good paying
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up with grants in the form of rural location incentive payments to business and
industry.

I am not suggesting welfare payments or payments to marginal Mishit:as enter-
prises. I am sttongly urging greater provisions than S. 2223 malces for direct.
straightforward rural "development location incentive grants or Payments to
solvent. strong national and multi national corporations to induce and encourage
them to locate their expansions in plant capacity in less populated rather than
more densely populated areas.

No rural development effort can succeed if we do not provide parity ineottii,
for family farmers with an adequate source of credit. Therpfore. Mr. Chairman.
we urge the enactment of the provisions of Title I that establish:

1. A full-time Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for Rural Developtnent
Credit. The span S1f attention of the current Assistant Secretary for Rural
Development and Conservation is so wide that he cannot give the full-time
attention it deserves to the credit needs of Rural Anferica.

2. The establishment of the Farm Development Administvation that will
have a full-time Presidentially-appointed and. Senate-confirmed Administra-
tor. The Administrators of Farmers Mome Administration have all been
great in insisting upon ample farm credit. -But. as'tlye non-farm functions of
IrflA have expanded. less and less of the Administrators' time could be

.:devoted' to the credit problems of farmers who cannot qualify for conven-
tional credit. We think farmers deserve a full-time PreSidential-level credit
advora te.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman. let me nay again. Governor Shapp and I strongly
endome and urge your favorable action on S. 2223. We urge your thoughtful con-
sideration of the suggestions for improvement we have made.

Let's get recapitalization of rural America underway. We can perfect the
resulting legislation as we go along in later years.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, for allowing tin to present thin statement. i shall be
happy to respond to any questipnn that the Subcommittee members may have,

(Tbe.exhibits are as follows:) -
COMMON WEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
JAMES A. Meaux, Seorotary of Ageicztituro.'

EXHIBIT APOLICY STATEMENT AND GOALS

The policies and goats of the Department of Agriculture rekt upon the con-
viction that a land and resources policy for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
must he based upon a prosperous and growing rural society.

Prosperous farm families owning and/or tilling' their own land is the Bal-
ancing force needed in the social, economic, and 'political structure vital to the
stability. preservation, and improvement of representative democratic govern-
ment and of an efficient consumer-producer system.

RrRAL POLICY

We believe that the great open -Spaces of Pennsylvania are the heritage of all
the people.of Pennsylvaniaurban and rural.

In the final analysis, those who live and work in the rural areas of our State
are trustees and husbandmen entrusted with the responsibility of conserving
and improving the last great resource we have, other than our people, namely
the Unused and largely unplanned space of our State.

COMMON PROGRESS

-It is imperative that a common set of goals be developed between urban Penn-
sylvanians and these who live and work in rural Pennsylvania. The problems
of each are interrelated: No permanent solution can be reached for either urban
or rural people except by their complete cooperation with each other.

GOALS TO ACHIEVE, POLICY

1. "Create a bridge of understanding between rural and urban People in
Pennsylvania.
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2. Create a bridge of understanding and cooperation between the Federal, the
County, and Township units of government, and the State of Pennsylvania.

3. Improve the income and standard of Jiving of all citizens of rural Penn-
sylvania.

4. Improve the quality of life for all Pennsylvanian's by preserving and im-
proving the rural areas for all the people-- urban and rural.

5. Re-populate, .re-v I ta I ze. re-capitalize rural Pennsylvania.
6. Assist people in rural Pennsylvania to have a more effective and vital yoke

in the policy making pr(sesses of the Commonwealt
7. Create new economic and nonprofit service institutions in rural Pennsyl-

vania through community and regional actions in cooperation with state and
national governmental and private agencies.

M. Ili-velop a functioning practical program of service work for rural and urban
people of all ages.

---FARMEnn AND RURAL AMELUln

It is almost imptaxdble to discuss agricultural nnuic and social esaiditions
without diseussing the total economic and sIsdal l'Onditions of rural communities
in a In rgely urban America.

Depression in rural America since 1952 has helped to bring intolerallie condi-
tions to urban America and to deepen the depression In the cities. The trouble in
Watts, Chit lig°, Detroit, Washington, D.C., and other cities was to a large degie
brought about by the migration of poor, untrained. uneducated rural people seek
ing Jobs, better housing, better health care, better education, and more so( WI
opportunity.

Agriculture and fartnerei runt' mmfarrii neighbors, farming, processing, and
marketing to farm products must be considered as an integrated and important
(lenient ofrunal America.

Rpral America has been de-capitalized by pumping more than $100 billion of
its investment in its young people out of rural America each generation.

It hats de- capitalized to the extent of approximately $150 trillion more by pur-
chasing more goods and services from outside rural America than it has reVeiVi'd
in income and under President Nixon it fell below its 1933 level.

Moreover, the income of nonfarm rural residents has not been on a parity with
urban America.

The fact in that more than 50 percent of the poverty Is in rural America while
acs's than 3,5 percent of the population lives outside of the metropolitan areas.

There are more occupied living (housing) units unlit for human occupancy
(by number) in rural America than in urban America.

RURAL AEfEILWA HAS BEEN DE-VITALIZED--11` ilAS BEEN DEBILITATED

1st. because it has been de capitalized of its young vigorous people,
2d, by bees of dollar income owing to weak bargaining power.
3(1. by totally inadequate health services.
4th, by totally inadequate school buildings and even lower educational quality.
5th, by completely inadequate occupational opportunities including farming.
Phe heavy capitalization of the larger than family farms has not substantially

benefited most of the people in the rural community, including the bulk of farm
families.

Bnn'. AMERICA nAs BEEN DE-POPULATED

Because of poverty incomes and lack of opportunity to live in a quality life and
from the sheer lack of Jobs and pro sing economic opportunities, the young
Peo Pie, year after year. have left in s rch of better opportunity elsewhere.

WHAT ASSETS DOES RURAL AMERICA HAVE?

1. P ople who have withstood Qreat triala and troubles.
2. ext to people, rural America has apacefor more people, more indlISI17,

n10 quality of living opportunity. People need space to live just as animals do.

WHAT MUST BE DONE

I. Increase the income of all rural people, to a full equality living standard.
The incomes of farmers, the old, the migratory work-ers, the lower income work-
ers, small business men and low income professional people must be increased.
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\ 2. A high - speed, low emit, inatm transportation system for people. partieularly
the poor and the aging, clear across, rural America.

3. Improved developmental highways and access roads.
4. A public service "last resort" employment program must' be put into effect

at good standard of living wage levels. Such a program of public serval- employ-
ment ran be tu;t41 to help build and ixperat* riclstls. hospitals, nursing hotes!clill-
dren's day care centem enhance 'natural beauty. conserve natural resmirees, altd
any other economic and social infra-structure needed to build 400 new cities in
rural America. t

5. A guaranteed annual4ncome to all farmers equal to a modern fully adequate
standard of living income in conjunction with a family assistance program. The
floor should be the ceiling on Federal payments to individual farm familles.,The
Federal Government should disqualify any farm family which grows more farm
commodities than he in allotted. Prie supports eould then la eliminated or etnale
lished at competitive world level. Food could then lie sold at free market prieek.

Farmers would have the responsibility of taking inielluate ea re'oit tile soil,
water, and other resourc'e's which they are using itti a eondition Of eligibility.

a. A guaranteed annual Income to replace inadequate welfare systellls equal
to an adequate titantlard of living should be provided first to raise ail Americium
now in poverty to an adequate standard of living.

7. A nationwide. rural and urban land use policy and laud usetaxation should
be put into effect.

This policy shoithl discourage over-erowding people on too little laml. It
should encourage a substantial re-distribution of population. it should place a
premium on using farm land in family type and size farms. Such a policy should
place a great emphasis on obtaining pure water, clean air, and general ecological
conditions conducive to the improvenfent of the quality of life and the general
ima-milpg of human values. This means that emphasis must he placed on the
improvement of the conditions for human growth, improvement, and develop-
ment.

To make a population re-distribution policy workable in a democracy, and td
make it tolerable anywhere, a population re-distribution policy and program
must be preceded by and accompanied by a firm vigorous determined policy and,
program to geographically re-distribute jobs--economic opportunitybeeause
people cannot and should not he asked to live where they cannot make a gitod.
living. An adequate population re-distribution policy also requires an'aggressive
program for rural parity of community services and facilities, of planning and
development aids, and of recreational and cultural opportunities.

To provide additional jobs and economic opportunities in the rural America
really boils.down to four things:

Parity family farm Income.
Rural industrialization.
Location of Federal and State Governmental installations and procure-

ment contracts in less densely populaigd areas.
Expansion of tourism and vacatioliond retirement living in rural areas

through enhancement of rural cultural,- scenic, recreational and living
amenities.

Except for improving fiimIly farm incolne; expansion of business activity and
jobs in rural areas is uniquely dependent upon

A national full employment policy without runaway inflation. -

Deliberate hard pressure by Governors, the President, Congress, and legis-
latures to require that installations be located in rural areas, and that Gov-
ernment procurement contracts be left to the firms that will fill the orders
by production in rural plants.

Deliberate Federal and State policy to provide the loan and grant money
required to bring rural community services and facilities up to at least a
suburban quality standard and even those, of course, could and should be
improved in most eases.

MORE MONEY AND NEW INSTRUMENTS NEE DEO

The problems oeivral America do not necessarily, require more Federal or
State employees. Providing technical assistance and education is important.

What rural America needs is more money to make the investments required to
overcome the artificial handicaps that have been imposed upon the rural areas

C,..
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for two centuries of thinking that migration to cities is synonymous with 'pro-
gress.

It will require an Infusion of investment capital of sufficient amount to move
rural .1.tnerica off economic dead center and start It off on a new growth curve
at a sell' generating take-off point.

This we seem to have been tilde to do successfully in Formosa (Taiwan) and
South 'Kftrea. Mexico seems to have done It. Rural America and rural Pennsyl-
vania can do it too, just as the Marshall Plan InWestern Europe. the successful
post 111' effort in ,Japan. and in Mexico. Taiwan, anil.South

We must put enough money Into rural America to got it tnovIng again.
Money to establish and °itrate new industries.
Money to finance new cultural and recreational facilities to attract tourists.
Mosey to raise the quality of schools, welfare programs. law enforcement, and

other community services.
Money to build and Improve adeqnate community futilities all the way from

fallout shelters to community meeting hails. jails, airports, water systems. and
solid waste disposal systems and sewer systetns,

Money to enable rural people to operate their own planning and development
agencieto%ith their awn professional staffs.

Also needed Is---
1. A land use planning and zoning commission.
2. A Federal land transfer bank GO reduce specUlation and guarantee fair

retort' to seller and buyer when use of land or other physical resources
change. This hank should be backed by $50 billion of capital. It would not
need in the long, run, to cost anything (net), if properly used.

3, A ?Ural development bank of issue and discount to assist by loans.
technical guidance. null planning the relocation of going industry and busi-
ness and the creation of new agro-industrial centers throughout rural
.America, p

4. The building of 4500 neighborhood and cominUnity-wide 'cultural centers
for osittation and (lilt Ufa I revitalization. Sueb centers would encourage
6141-lerre history, folk music.. and self expression for everyone. They would
be the wellspring for the meaningful use of leisure time in self-expression in
skills, crafts, music. and arts.

Such centers could be the training center for services in the field of recreation,
trfivel, entertainment. and the development of new modes of living.

Such programs can be financed because they do nOt use up wealthas warfare
and military assistance does. Such programs create new wealth in the following
ways!

1, A more dynamic. healthier, happier people.
2. Multiplying many times the use of values Of our natural resources.
3. The increased volume of IncOme created by human and natural resource

improvement and more prodnetive use will allow 'a many-fold tax increase
justified by a quality life in which fear of want, fear of old age, and fear of
ill health is eliminated.

Senator Air.r:EN. Thank you, Mr. MelIale, for this very fine testi-
mony. I might say that I believe your statement is one of the most
comprehensive and analytical statements we have had the pleasure of
heaivig in our hearing before the committee. I appreCiate the sug-
gestions that you have made.

I gather that you favor the concept of the bill, but you feel that we
' really are not goino. nearly far enough, that is about, the size of it.

Mr. WHALE. We feel that very Strongly. I think it is a real crisis we
are We-must do a lot of long-range planning. We have put things
together piecenuyal in the past. We must take a look at the way it is.

Senator ALLEN. The people of Pennsylvania realize now, I believe,
along with people throughout the country, that some of the very core
of the problems of the urban areas lie in the rural comuumities, where
the outmigration problem in the rural community is also creating a

' problem also in,the urban areas.
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Mr. WHALE. Very definitely.
Senattr ALLEN. That, though, really -was hot to prevalent 10 years

ago, was it'?
Mr. McHALE. No it wasn't. I think we hart got a real new attitude

coming out of Pennsylvania from our Governor Shapp. He under-
stands the problem. He has put together conclusions back in the fifties
that have all come true today. Some of the things we are talking about
today ti,re things"that ho analyzed back in the tiftim and early sixties:

Senator ALLEN. We haVe noted with a gnat deal of interest his
prompt action and the tine recommendations that he is implementing
there in Pennsylvania. And we appreciate your statement in your Own
behalf; and in behalf of the Governor.

I was interested on one further item here that I. would like to get
Win to comment on ; that is. that rural Pennsylvania, and rural A menet
'have sent about $.200 million worth of young people to the cities in
each of the last two generations. How would you measure. in terms of
dollars, the young folks all of rural America is losing to the cities ?

Mr. McHALE. We did cinite, a bit of study on that,,,and came up with
that figure. But what it amounts to is that the rural people pay for
the education, and we get' them up there where they- can he taxpaying
citizens, and none of them stay in the rural areas. they just lev'e,
because ther is no future.

I milked c -s for lt.,; 'years myself to make the things go the way
ofarm income %% s. The only thing I told my bqy when we sold out was.

hurry. We Just had a predated cheek to buy his Christmas present
vi.ith. The kids don't like that working 18 hours a day and telling. them
to hurry all the time.

This is what is happening out in the country. They see the old man
working from morning to night and no return. So the children !lave
left, and that-is after all the rural people have paid for their education.

Senator ALLEN. 1)o you feel that the approaCh of S. ;2;223 is sound
in providing for this Rural Development Credit Bank ?

Mr. McIELE. Very definitely. . .

Senator-ALLEN. You are familiar, I any sure, with the history of the
Farm CreditSyst m, and the--fac

Mr. McPIALE. ly deputy is better informed. He was the FIIA.
Administrator.

Senator ALLEN. That is a great sucess story i/ moderil day finance,
is it pot ? .

..

Mr. MeHALE. Yes. I pointed out, I don't think it is a cost, it is an
investment for the future that we are talking about in this type of
legislation;

Senator ALLEN. But the borrowers,own the farm credit system, do'
they not ? And that is what is envisioned by this bill, that it eventually
would be owned by the borrowers.

Now, are there not enough credit needs throughout rural America
to take care of any lending institution or lending agency. private or'
public, which has-funds toin vest ?"

- Mr. WHALE. I really don't feel 'there are at the present tittle.
think we are talking about. a lot of monet,. I don't think it is'money,
I think it is attitude. I don't think the people we referred to understand
the problem or would be willing to make the investment. And I don't
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believe they. really could. I think this time we have to turn to the
Federal Government.

Senator ALLEN. Yea. The querAion I asked was. are-there not credit
P needs enough to supply all of the lenders who want to lend? Aren't

there enough nee-do out there to where everybody that wants to lend
can lend ? In other words, this will not encroach on the lending ability
of any other agencies, whether public or private, would it? Aren t
there enough credit ,needs for all the institutions, whether they are
public or prillate?

Mr. McIIALE. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. Iri other words, this will not deprive any lender of

the opportunity to lend if he wanted to?
'Mr. MclIALE. No, it absolutely 'wouldn't ; no, sir.
Senator ALLEN: Do you feel that the bill would have the support of

rural dwellers and city. dwellers-in PlInsylvaniu?
Mr. McHALE. I feel it would. I think our Senators, when they under-

stand what we are trying to do; will support it as well. We are going
far to build a bridge of understanding between Congress and the city
people. made up of our Consumer and Rural Development Councils.
Our Governor is-quite concerned in keeping the people informed and

, making the Department of Agriculture and the other agencies advo-
cates for the, people instead of agencies that do something to people.

Senator ALLEN. That is very fine. And I appreciate your splendid
testimony, Mr. McHale..And I appreciate both of you all coming be-
fore the eommittee.

Mr. McRALE. Thanlc you very much. \I
Mr. Norman, president, First National Bunk, Clarksville, Term.;

and chairman, AgIlcultiire and Rural Affairs grommittee, American
Bankers Association.

Mr. Norman. we appreciate your coming before the corrunittee. I be-
lieve also you are chairman of the Agricultural and Rural Affairs Com-

ittee of the American Bankers Association.
Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.Senator.

-ALLEN. 'WOuli you be speaking in their behalf as well
Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.

. Senator ALLEN. You are appearing both personally and officiilly.
Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much. We look forward to hearing

your testimony. Proceed.

STATEMENT OP EDWARD M. NORMAN, P FIRST NA-
TIONAL BANK, CLARKSVILLE, TENN., AND C , AGRI-
CULTURAL AND RURAL AFFAIRS COMMIT AMERICAN
RANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. NORMAN. Senator, I work forthe First National Bank of larlcs.-
rifle, Tenn. And as you stated. I am chairman of the Agricultural arid
Rural ,affairs Committee of the American Bankers Associatio.

I live in a community of about 37,000people. Our bank has depci*k
of $.10 million. And of course our association has about 97 percent' or
the banks in the country' as members of our association. ^
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We are a country bank. At the present time we participate in some
three FarmersIlome Administration water systems on interim tinanc-
ing.nd We have about five loans with the SBA. as far as agriculture
bcaness is concerned. And many of these activities have as well
a pretty good portfolio of .industrial revenue built in our own
community.

First of all, we, think that rural development is important, and want
to compliment the committee on its ,activity in this'area.

Rural banks, Of course, have a very special terest in such develop-
ment,. since about 60 percent of all the commer 'al banks of the coun-
try aft 'located in these smaller communitie .

We endorse the general purpose of the bill to ure that capital and
credit is available in rural areas for sound ationary economic
growth, and to facilitate the flow of the central money
markets into rural areas.

Our banking system has undertaken s problem through a task
fore& that is currently organized and operating.- And as Governor
Mitchell Mentioned this morning, the.Fed is undertaking special stud-
ies in this area to find some way that the commercial banking system
can effectively support this effort.

While 'we agree wholeheartedly on the objective of this bill, we dif-
fer on how this can best be accomplished. In other words, how can we
make rtiral development really work ? The President's Task Force
on Rural Development told us what rural development is,not.

1. It is not a new agency of Government.
2. It is nist a new appropriation to spend money in, rural America.
3. It is not a new set of directives from the Federal Government.
4 It is not a new program handed down and run from above.
Unfortunately, we see a lot of these very points incorporatecrin the

plan outlined by the legislation before your committee.
We hope to make it clear that our association agrees with much

of the thinking, easoning, and philosophy expressed in the report
of the President's Task Force on, Rural Development, but disagrees
with the recommendation for a news credit institutiop, We do not feel
that the task force envisioned a Federal Rural Development Credit
System of the type proposed in S. 2223. /

, The significant points of the task force report appear in this state-
ment; "The real strength of ri devel6pment is that it harnesses.
local energies and is run by loc ogle who know better than anyone
their own problems, their on bilities, and their own priorities."
Moreover, the report stressesthat rural development depends on creat-
ing ix* opportunities, and that jobs are created by the ingenuity and
ambition of private enterprise. Obviously, then, whatever we .do we
must not destroy the incentives of local people and private enter-
prise. We feel. there are dangers of doing exactly this in legislation
establishing a new federally controlled credit system.

Although it is obvious that some capital and credit needs shookl
be shared by society, we seeno convincing evidence that a "massive
amount of, credit is needed in rural areas, Elsie. suggested by the pro-
visions of the pending bill. Department of Agriculture fesearch, re- \
fleeted in testimony on thisiegislation,supports this conclusion. Since
the major problein in rural areas&ia farni income, providing rural
areas with additional credit will not increase farm krices or provide
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additional inconte. In fact, too much credit dispensed by inexperienced
people is harmful rather than helpfnl.

We strongly urge prudent effort to create more opportunity. for
people in rural America. to upgrade their incomes, and to reverse
the migration from rural areas: but we oppose creating any new
Federal agencies for financing rural development.

The key cord is new, for we feel that necessary Government assist-
ance can be obtained through existing programs..

We are aware that existing programs shonld be made more effective
and we fully support all such efforts. In filet, we hope that this com-
mittee would defer action on the pending legislation and 'reestablish
as its primary objective the improvement of thcisting Federal pro-
grams. We found much wisdom in the statement by The President's
Task. Force on Rural Development concerning, the streamlining of
Federal Programs when it said "The Task Force on Mira] Develop-
ment finds no shortage of Federal programsbut we do find problems
of availability to users. Federal programs must' be made more
effective."

We fail to see how the adding of a complex n rural development
credit system on top of rurrent programs is gc mg to achieve desir ,

able objectives.
The major question we raise ebneerns the great duplication that

could result between -this proposed new credit system and the 80 sep-
arate Federal loan programs referred to in your committee's analysis
and now operating. Either the new crit system or a large' number
of these 80 programs is not needed.

In analyzing existing programs, we discovered the same dimiica-
tion cited by the President's\Tasks Force on Rural Develoknent. How-
iker, we feel confident that with proper legislative and administrative
changes. many of these programs could becothe more effective.toolS
for rural development. I'd like to 'refer to just three such areas:

1. The Farmers Home AdministrationThe American Bankers As-
sociAtion endorses the general thrust of title I of S..29.23 which would
reokganize the Fl-IA by separating farm lending from the rural enter-
prise and community .development credit' service. We believe that it
is wise to broaden the scope of the Farmers Home Administration in
making both direct and insured loans for rural development projects,
as long as they are consisteqt with approved rural development plans
and are confined 'to "soft credit loans." We wonld hope that an ex-
pansion of the rural enterprise and community development programs
will not be carried out at the expense of lOans to farmers. We are par -
ticularly anxious that young farmers be given every opportunity tp
establish potentially profitable farms.

We believe there are additional opportunities to*fe-ngthen the FHA
program, which already has an established national organization
with county or mtilticounty.field offices. We would like to encourage
the FHA to adOntan insured farth operating program as it has in

t the farm Ownership and rural housing areas. The FHA should be
commended for mbvingmOre toward the insured loan basis, thus 611=
taining a grOter proportidit of its funds from the Private sector with
less reliance Ott direct CTovernment money. We would suggest that the
Congress consider a Farmers Home Administration program that
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would proide a gnariintee for farm ownership, housing and operating
loans somewhat similar to the Small Business Administration guaran-
tee loan program. We firmly believe that with some ingenuity, other
risk-sharing programs can be developed where needed to bring about
an effective partnership in financing between private enterprise and
Government.

incidentally, we seriously question the wisdom of substantially
changing the statutory identification of rural -areas from towns of
less than 5,500 people to communities of up to 35,000;in population.
We feel that the intent of the pending legislation would actually be
defeated if the small community is pitted against larger ones in com-
peting for funds.

2. Small Business AdministrationWe. have received excellent re-
ports frorp hankers about the present SBA program. A refreshing
businesslike attitude with e Agency has resulted in many changes,
particularly in procedure ich have really made the program work.
The paper jam was broken , lid' loans are now being placed on bank
books which are helping small businessmen and in turn their commu-
nities. Evidence of this was reflected in the recent report by the SBA
indicating that SBA-bank loans have nearly doubled during the past
year. The total outstanding as of June 30. 1971 was $863 million.

We areconvinced that other things can be done to make the arrange-
ents still more effective. We support, for example, S. 2,471 introduced
on August .6 by Senator Be ninon and referred to the Committee on
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. This bill would expand SBA
authority so it could guarantee loans to businesses engaged in farm-
ing operations for financing. production of agricultural commodities.

. The 90 percent guarantee enables the bank to spin oil' the loan to
other type investors and thus release bank funds for other lending
in the community. It, therefore, accomplishes one of the °main ob-
jectives of S. 2223, that is. to attract funds from outside communities
to rural areas. ..

3. Federal Housing Insured LoansThese are well established pro-
grams. but. unfortunately, lending in rural areas has been somewhat
minimized since it is virtually impossible to get such insurance on home
mortgages 'for pibperties located in rural areas without city water and
city sewerage systems. We believe the abilities of tinFederal housing
Administration to. insure loans in rural areas can be expanded without
sacrificing any of - its requirements as to construction or credit
standards.

In summary. we fully agree that a "new look" is needed for dealing
with the future. but we do not believe it is appropriate for the "new
look..? to be a-complex and unneces.sary credit system.

I Hope the committee in its deliberations does not lose sight of the
fact that established financial institutions,are providing a tremen k
amount of capital and ,credit to rural areas. There has been a substan
tial increase in such funds during recent years. I can cite one signifi-
cant area, that of direct loans to farmers for all purposes extended by
commercial banks, insurance companies, and the Cooperative Farm
Credit System plus individuals, merchants, and dealers. These sources
have 'nearly $60 billion outstanding as loans to fannerstwice the
umotmt of a short 6 years ago.

Goa
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We believe, as Governor Mitchell indicated this morning, that creat-
ing a new agency will not necessarily increase the supply of money. It
would just be another organization in the arena competing for existing
funds with the Cooperative Farm Credit System, commercial banks,
and others already working to meet the credit needs of rural areas.

It is our belief that established financial institutions, cooperating
with existingbut improvedGovernment programs is the best way
to finance, sound economic growth for rural areas. We see no reason
for a new Rural Development credit System with its crippling
bureaucracy, inefficifnt duplication, and contingent, direct Government

<0:financial involvemett.
Thank you.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Norn an. I appreciate this fine

testimony, and the contribution that have made to the record.
I wonder if you could have the mefhbers of your staff or your or-

ganization prepare some of the suggested changes for title I, assum-
ing that we are able to go

i
ahead

Mr. NORMAN. We are in accord on that; yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. That would let you carry out the suggestions that

the Farmers Home be authorized to use the SBA type of loan and also
the Federal Housing Administration type of mortgage insurance.

Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. I know that there is a multiplicity of Federal agen

cies-that agree on that. I was interested in your figure, though, that
there are 80 lending agencies. 80 agencies where money can be obtained.

Mr. NORMAN. I don't think we referred to 80 lending agencies. We
simply took this from the President's Task Force.

Senator ALLEN. kit) what?
Mr. NORMAN. Eighty agencies assisting in rural development.
Senator ALLEN. Financing?
Mr. NORMAN. I wouldn't think they are all financing; no, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Study groups and the like?
Mr. NORMAN. Study groups, 0E0's, and 0E Ass.
Senathir AtorN. We get hordes of studies but not so much money

sometimes. That helps.
I think your comments on the Farmers Home Administration. and

the SBA and the Federal Housing insured loans are certainly well
taken. And admittedly they are doing a great job.

Also I want to congratulate you on the fine work that you are
doing there in your own community. Certainly you are having a part
in the building of your community, by making rural loans and par-
ticipating in the development corporation loans and things of that
sort. You are certainly doing a real fine job there. I think that is highly
commendable.

Do you approve of the concept of the present Farm Credit System
where, on initial capital furnished by the Federal Government, and
then borrower participation and purchaser stock, the system has now
become owned entirely by the borrowers?

Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir; the success has been tremendous. It has con-
tributed to rural areas. And naturally we would all admit that, apathy
on the part of the rural banks which created the system in the first
place. And as was the thrust of our testimony d few weeks ago,
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our own goal is a competitive system in a free and competitive
environment.

Senator ALLEN. Well, the Farm Credit System. do they not now go to
the private sector to obtain funds?

Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. You approve of that concept ?
Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Is that not the concept of S. 2223, initial capital

furnished by the Government which would eventually be replaced by
borrower ownership, and then going to the private sector for the funds,
the lendable funds, Mould that not be a sound concept!

Mr. NORMAN. It is. Our testimony here is that the existing agencies,
the Farmerg Home' with more insured loans, can enter the private
sector. The Federal Housing Administration certainly through FNMA
and the sale of loans throughout the whole system can support it
through the private sector as well as Government funds. And also the
SBA through its loan guaranty program can capture bank funds.
And another thing in the bill, if banks can participate with the agen-
cies, the newly established bank on a recourse basis, there needs to be
some coordination with the supervisory authorities, because they con-
sider that a full liability of the bank. So if we are loaning up to a
hundred percent, the sale of notes to the new credit bank would run
us up in their eyes to 110 percent. So some consideration needs to be
made of that where we can participate and take risks on an equal basis,
rather than ask the banker agency to endorse the paper and guarantee
it in full. It won't serve any purpose unless it does.

Senator
It.

You spoke of spinning off these SBA guaranteed
loans to other investors.

Mr. NORMAN. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. Do you sell those?
Mr. NORMAN. We can sell them to larger banks or individuals within

the community. We have sold participations there. The supervisory
authority does not count that 90 percent guarantythey count that as
a liquid asset as far as the bank is concerned.

Senator ALLEN. How do you carry it ?
Mr. NORMAN. We carry it as loans, but they segregate it into guaran-

teed loans and risk loans.
Senator ALLEN. They allow you ,to put FHA and GI loans there

also ?
Mr. NointAx. Yes, sir, and also Farmers Home Administration

paper purchased by the bank.
Senator ALLEN. You understand that the bill under consideration

provides that a person could not borrow froni the Rural Development
Bank if he could get the money elsewhere.

Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. It would be sort of an appeal of last resort.
Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. So that there would really be- no infringing on the

territory of the existing agencies, you understand that of course.
Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Now, there are enough credit needs to take care of

all of the supply, are there not?
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Mr. NonmAN. At the present time ? Of course. during tight money
everybody was short. But at the present time the Farm Credit Ad-
ministration, the insurance companies and the commercial banks, are
able to meet ;he demand in rural areas.

Senator ALEN.- That is lon -term demands also!
Mr. NoamAx. We have numagedSBA with its up to 10-year pro-

gramwe have floated industrial revenue bonds up to a 20-year Ma-
turity, and we have been able to meet all the needs of any economi-
cally justifiable enterprise. Now, I must admit that this is my area
only, and there might be other areas where-te credit is not available.

Senator ALLEN. Well, Clarksville is a town of 35,000 or 40,000.
Mr. NORMAN. 35,000 v es.
Senator ALLEN. And your deposits are Tip around $37 million.
Mr. NonmAN. Yeasir.
.Senator ALLEN. Obviously you could do a whole lot more. And you

are a community-minded bank.
Mr. NoamAN. Right.
Senator ALLEN. Many of banks are not as community-minded as

your bank, so I am inforthed.
Mr. NORMAN. Well, our interim financing at the present time is from

three small towns in the trade area approximately 20 miles away. And
we handle the interim .financing and the Farmers Home Administra-
tion makes the final loan on the water system.

Senator ALLEN. This is the interim financing.
Aft. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Sellator ALLEN. Who is going to make
Mr. NorimAx. One ig the Government's own agency. the 0E0. And

the ogler is the Farmers Home Administration.
Senator ALLEN. So the Government is through some of its agencies

filling that need there?
Mr. NORMAN. Yes. sir.
Senator ALLEN. I notice that you do speak approvingly of the Farm-

ers Home Administration,: the Small Business Administration, and
the Federal Housing* Administration. You think these programs are
good and operate in the public interest..

Mr. NORMAN. Yes. Now. in Federal Housing. whether they are au-
thorized to or not, we either need- to encourage them to enter rural
areas or make it so that they can.

Senator ALLEN. You would favor, then, the approach, if-there is a
demand that is not being met, of beefing lip existing agencies rathir
than setti a new bank?

Mr. NORMAN. Exactly yes.
Senator ALLEN:Even though the new bank would get the bulk of its

lendable funds groin the private sector ?
Mr. NoEm.N. Yes; sir.

ALLEN.LLEN. 'hereas all of the Farmers Home and a large por-,
tion of the SBA is all Government money?

Air. NORMAN. Yes, sir. And we believe, as stated in Gni. testimony,
that the insured loan program sold to larger banks, giVing them a de-
gree of liquidity much as a Government bond. would enable theM to
,penetrate the private sector much more for their funds. and to depend
less upon appropriations. Now, this is true both of the Farmers. Home
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Administration and the SBA. That will enable themto penetrate the
private sector much more than they are at the present time.

Senator ALLEN. Are you familiar with the provisions of S. 2223
that provide for banks, savings institutions, participating under this
program as participating. rural development financing institutions
whereby they could make loans and sell them to the banks ?

Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir. And I emphasize my comment that it is going
to have to be on an equal risk basis. If it is with full recourse on the
banks, then we have accomplished no real significant purpose in selling
theloan, because the loan ratios are too high.

Senator ALLEN. Why would you feel that any different system
would be used than the SBA where you say you don't have to carry
as risk loans?

Mr. NoantAN. Well, the SBA guarantees those loans, whereas we
offer our guaranty to the purchasing bank on the loan. It is not a mat-
ter of quality of credit. I don't think We would make any loan if we
weren't willing to guarantee.

Senator ALLEN. Would you suggtist langtage, then, whereby the
loans would be putyou would recommend that we go forward and
put them on the same basis as the SBA guaranteed loans?

Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Which would allow,a local bank to participate with-

out having the loan classed as a risk loin
Mr. NoamAN. The total liability to the bankk yes.
Senator ALLEN. That would be your suggestion, then ?
Mr. NORMAN. Yes. Because if this bank buys a note from my Aiank,

certainly it has a responsibility to investigate the credit as well as I.
Then we would share the risk according to our participation in the
loan

Senator ALLEN. So some porti-on of the loan you might keep?
Mr. NORMAN. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. And you would be held liable for that in your state-

ment ?
'MT. NORMAN. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. This language does seem to have the authority to

have participation loans here on page 33 of the bill. .

Do you have a copy of this?
Mr. NORMAN. I have a copy. but not here.
And our own comment on it is, with full recourse endorsement it still

leaves a heavy liability on the selling institution.
Senator ALLEN. Yes, sir; I know. But mere participation would not

of itself require full recourse.
Mr. NPRMAN. Right. And participation among correspondent banks,

if we sell notes to larger banks, then the, risk is shared equally accord-
ing to the proportion of the paper that we own.

Senator ALLEN. Mr. Norman, you say at the present time there is
enough demand for loans to take care of the lending institutions abil-
ity to supply the money.

MT. ORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. But you think possibly at a later date that situation

might change?
Mr. NORMAN. It may. And it has peen in the past.

90-582--71--1A. 4----39
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Senator ALLEN. Weil, aren't th credeeds of ru*ral \America es-
calating tremendously at this tim ?

Mr. NOR31.AN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. And is it not rojected that the credit needs of rural

America will possibly as much as double in the next 10 years la
Mr. NORMAN. In our own co munity we have got to have a four and

a half million sewer system ithin the next 5 years. We 'can gO the
municipal route, we believe, b it has got to happen.

'Senator. AutN. That wogs d be a type loan that this bank could
make'?

Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. And al o the grant program woulh be funneled

through this bank as well So that if it is approVed for participation
in the grant program, thy, would be made available through the bank
under the bill.

Mr. NORMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Do t e various members of 'the farm credit system,

the various entities the e, the Federal Land Bank, and other institu-
tions, the Production redit Association,4hey work well with the
banks; do theynot ?

Mr. NORMAN. Yes. ./ nd there is a relativelyagthou h we are di-
rectly competitive, the is a relatively good association. They do have
a definite competitive advantage upon us. And we are seeking to cor-
rect that. And that is our own Tiles. We think they should be regulated
as are other lenders. Wye think they should pay taxes.

Senator ALLEN. I might state that we passed that in S. 1483.
Mr. NORMAN. We thankyou for that, sir.
Senator ALLEN. And that was done right here in this committee?
Mr. NORMAN. Yes.
And also the State and local laws.
Senator ALLEN. But sometimes I guess they have been known to bail

banks out, haven't they, with some of the slow loans.
Mr. NORMAN. Yeei, sir. And we have bailed them out too.
Senator ALLEN. It workS both ways.
Mr. NORMAN. Ys., sir.
Senator ALLEN./ You wouldn't feel that another bank getting money

from the private Sector and lending for the purpose of rural develop-
. mein, that that would be a bad thing for a community, would you ?

Mr. NORMAN. No, sir. We believe the main thrust is that it would
be cheaper to utilize existing agencies in this area.

Senator A .N. And the overhead is the main objection that you
have e

Mr. NoRmA . Yes, sir.
Senator A LEN. If the Government got to the point where that was

all paid by he borowers themselves as the owners, you wouldn't have
that object n, then, would you?

Mr. No .SAN. No. Because it wouldn't be my business.
Senato ALLEN. Because it would not be tapping the Federal till,

if we co d get it to that point.
Mr. ORMAN. Right.
Sena or ALLEN. I would like to say, Mr. Norman, that any sugges-

tions t at you care to make or that the association cares to make in the

I
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way of suggested revisions we would appreciate having these sugges-
tions made, and submit them to us in wilting. We will assure you that
they. will be given very careful consideration, because Senator Hum-
phrey and'Senator Talmadge have both repeatedly stated that they
welcome methods of improving the legislation. The committee cer-
tainly wants to get the legislation in as good 81181)t! as possible, get the
bugs out of it, if any exist, and to improve it in every possible way we
can. Son!l suggestions are welcome. We sincerely hope that you will
give us your recommendations. They will, I again assure you, be given
serious consideration.

Mr. NORMAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you.
(The information requested above is as follows :)

TEE AmERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, DX., October 14,19971.

Hon. JAMES D. ALLEN,
U.S. Senate,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ALLEN : When Mr. Edward M. Norman appeared before the Sub-
committee on Rural Development with reference to S. 2223, you suggested that
The American Bankers Association submit proposed amendments fo Title I of
8.2223 which expands the authority of the Farmers Home Administration with
reference to loans and grants for rural development. A.B.A. takes this oppor-
tunity to recommend the following amendments :

(1) Section 307 of the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act be
amended to eliminate the 5% ceiling on interest nites that can be charged by the
Farmers Home Administration. on its farm-ownership loans, waiter and waste
facility loans and any other loans that would be made under Subchapter 1Real
Estate Loans. Without the recommended change the 5% rate would apply to all
the new rural community development loans. The 5% rate is unrealistic today
and the Farmers Home Administration has previously recommended that the 5%
ceiling be eliminated and that these rates be based on cost of borrowings with
comparable maturities by the Treasury.

(2) Section 103 of the bill be amended to change the proposed wording of SPe-
tion 306(a) (7) A to delete "thirty-five thousand inhabitailbs" and substitute
in lieu thereof "ten thousand inhabitants." This would bring the_ definition of
"rural area" more in line with the definition of "rural area" for housing financed
by Farmers Home Administration under Title V, Housing Act of 1949. It seems
that the benefits flowing from the Farmers Home Administration should be
directed towards helping rural people. If Congress broadens the lending authority
of the Farmers Home Administration sons to apply to larger enters rural people
may find that for all practical purposes they will be left out of the programs.

(3) Your Committee has previously reported legislation that provides an in-
sured operating loan program for Farmers Home Administration. It is suggested
that this provision be incorporated in S. 2223.

(4) Farmers Home Administration provides a guarantee for farm ownership.
housing and operating loans somewhat similar to the Small Business Administra-
tion guarantee loot program. The American Bankers Association is presently
developing legislative language to effectuate this recommendation.

(5) Attached is 83.2471 introduced by Senator Bellmon. You will note that
Section 1 of 5.2471 makes it clear that the Small Buslogss Administration can
assist in providing credit to small business concerns erred in farming opera-
tions. Enactment of this provision permitting the Small Business Administra-
tion to guarantee loans for farm operation would make such loans more attrac-
tive to other investars. It would enable banks to sell these loans and would thus
be valuable in attracting funds to rural areas.

The American Bankers Association has established an Agrjcultural Credit
Task Force which is currently examining ways to assure that capital and credit
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is available in rural" iteas. After this Task Force has completed its study, we hope
to be able to provide additional ideas.

-Sincerefy yours.
('HA_ mEs R. MCNEILL,

Dzeetitive Director, Government Relations,
American Bankers Association.

(S. 2471 is as follows:)

(S. 2471, 92(1 Cong., first semi

A BILL To specifically authorize loans by the Small Business Administration to small
business concerns engaged in farming operations to finance the production of agricul-
tural commodities, and to permit national banks to invest in agricultural credit
corporations

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congkefs assembled, That the first sentence of section 7(a) of the
Small Business Act (15 U.S.C. 636(a) ) is amended by inserting after the second
semicolon the following: "or, in the case of a small businesS concern engaged in
farming operations, to finance the production of agricultural commodities ;".

SEC. 2. Paragraph "Seventh" of section 5136 of the Revised Statutes (12
U.S.C. 24) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following: "Notwith-
standing any other provision of this paragraph, the association may purchase
for its own account shares of stock issued by a corporation organized solely for
the purpose of making loans to farmers and ranchers for agricultural purposes,
including the breeding. raising, fattening, or marketing of livestock, but the
amount invested in stock held by the association at any one time in any such
corporation shall not exceed 20 per centum of the capital stock of the association
actually paid in and unimpaired and 20 per cent= of the unimpaired surplus
of the association.".

Senator ALLEN-. Mr. W. Robins, I understand you are to testify
instead of Mr. Holbrook, is that correct ?'

ME. ROBINS. That is correct, sir.
Senator ALLEN. We are delighted to have you. And while he, was

scheduled for this afternoon, since we are moving a little faster than
we had planned, and we did get to start on time, we will be glad to hear
front you at this time,.

I understand that Senator Moss did arrange for Mr. Heiirook's tes-
timony. Senator Moss is one of the sponsors of the legislation. And I
am sorry that he is not here at this time. But I am sure he is over on
the floor or else tied up with another committee. We do appreciate your
presence here, and we look forward to hearing your testnnony.

STATEMENT OF W. B. ,ROBINS, GENERAL MANAGER, UTAH COOP-

ERATIVE ASSOCIATION, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, AND PRESI-
DENT, AR COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES

Afr. ROBINS. Thank you; I appreciate being here, Senator.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appear here today

in support of S. 2223legislation which will create a new financial
system, new sources of credit for the revitalization of rural America..

The crisis in rural America has been clearly documentedThe crisis
of poverty in rural America, unemployment, substandard housing, in-
adequate schools. inferior public services, deficient medical careare
all well known. S. 2223 offers a way to attack these problems; it offers
hope of a better life for rural farm and nonfarm people throughout*
America.

My testimony will be brief, less than 15 minutes. Twish to support
iparticularly all of the speCific authority in the law, including minor
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amendrue is we understand will be proposed, permitting cer-
tain type of cooperatives' specifically all bona fide nonprofit coopera-
tives serve g rural areas to qualify legally for loans from the regional
credit agencies created by S. 2223 if they are unable to borrow from
banks for cooperatives, commercial banks,- or other Government, or
commercial lending institutions.

. Despite the splendid service to cooperatives rendered for more than
30 years by the agencies of the Farm Credit Administratibn includ-
ing its, banks for cooperatives and Farmers Home Administration,
there exists today throughout the State of Utah and the intermountain
area and, as a matter of fact, throughout much of rural America, a
serious gap in credit available to cooperatives. I shall cite/a few in-
stances among dozens I have encountered personallyto illustrate the
nature and seriousness of this lack of reasonable credit.

The organization I manage, Utah Cooperative Association ( assets $3
million, net Worth $5002000, volume $(i million annually, net earnings
$00,000) is just now beginning to develop reasonable loan commitments
after 30 years of business operation. For the first time in our history
we were granted during. the pfkst N clays a reasonable line of credit
totaling $450,000 by a Salt Lake City commercial bank. This money
costs us 10 percent annually. Were we able to borrow from the banks
for cooperatives, the rate Would be approximately percentan
annual saving of approximately $17,000, equal to 20'percent of our
annual net income. During the past 10 years Utah Cooperative Asso-
ciation fps regularly paid, throughout Much of each calendar year.
interest on borrowea money at the rate of 10 to 13 percent annually.
Our disadvantage in the marketplace is obviousand serious. Not
only have we suffered serious losses through high interest payments,
but because even-these high cost funds have been limited, we have been
short on facilities and short on inventor ies. We have lost cash dis-
counts, missed volume buying discounts and have been unable gen-
erally to carryout expansion on an orderly basis.

At this moment, Vintah Farmers Cooperative at Roosevelt. Utah,
needs $78,000 to expand its fertilizer and petroleum facilities. Inci-
dentally, this cooperative is mortgage free except for about $3.000.
Ashley Farmers Cooperative, at Vernal, Utah, urgently needs $90,000
to expand its feed-mill equipment and add custom fertilizer spreading
service.

Sevier Valley Cooperative Association at Richfield, Utah, has a
legitimate need for $80,000. Castle Valley Cooperative at Huntington,
Utah, has an excellent projected payout calculation on a new building
for which $70.000 is needed.

Each of these cooperatives has a fairly strong balance sheet. Each
has a long history of reasonably successful operations. Three are rated
"good" and one is rated "fair" in Dun & Bradstreet's current ratinffs.

For various technical reasons, partly because of administrative
interpretation. but mainly because the laws specifically provide other-
wise, none of these established cooperativesis able to obtain financing
through the banks for cooperatives, the Farmers Home Administration
or the Small Business administration. Asa matter of fact thesj are
among the few business corporations in the State of Utahmyhe
the-only oneswhich do not have available an "umbrella of protec-
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tion" in the form of Federal Government credit. Each pay high
interest costs on any money witteh it, is able to borrow and ch is
handicapped in developing business successfully because of the lack
of reasonable financing.

There are opportunities, formalized requests as a matter of fact,
to Utah Cooperative Assoeiation and to my colleagues at Utah State
University, for help in organizing cooperatives to serve Utah's ex-
panding apple growing industry. Groups of small dairymen (20 cows
or less) are working desperately to form cooperative milking barns
bemuse new sanitation requirements now make it mandatory for
them to operate on a scale equivalent to 75 or 100 cows. Commercial
banks are not interested in "soft credit" as it is called when loans
are made to agencies of this kind. Banks for cooperatives are not in-
terested. Small Bnsiness Administration states that "cooperatives
are not eligible for SBA Wins." As a result, Utah State University
estimates fluff perhaps 1,000 Utah dairymen and Dr. Morris Tav-
for of Utah State. one of its leading economists. told me yesterday this
figure is nearly 4.000. Rerhaps 4,000 dairymen will he driven out of
business in Utah during the next few years. many of which could be
salvaged if reasonable credit were available to permit them to form
associations or cooperative milk barns. Two or three such "association"
barns have been organized. but we, have been forced to use a structure
of deliberate subterfuge. organizing as "for profit corporations" as a
technical matter. operating "in the nature of cooperatives" in order to
qualify them for SBA loans.

What is urgently .needed is a 'clear-cut statement of intent in
S. 2223 which makes all types of bona fide. nonprofit cooperatives
eligible for financing. if they meet the financial. test of the law and
if they are unable to obtain satisfactory financing from other sources.

What is also needed. in my judgitent. is a statement which requires
allocation of funds available through the district banks to be allo-
cated by its board on a reasonably equitable basis to all eligible classes
of borrowers.

'Yhe language in S. 22'23 is dramatic and appropriate, but the scone
of S. 2223 is so broad, involving overall "rural development" and the
mechanics and procedures so. all encompaAing that in my opinion,
ecen though. cooperatives are covered by the existing language of the
bill. under the present language they would find 'exceedingly low pri-
ority. For example. capital generally must come from private sources
-under complicated procedures. Similarly an areawide multiple-eoun-
ty planning unit is established which would have primary purposes
unrelated or only remotely related to the structured role of a co-
operat ice.

While S. 2223 certainly would encompass "agricultural coopera-
tives..." that definition is unduly restrictive. for many nonprofit co-
operatives functioning in a true cooperative fashion and serving rural
people do not and cannot meet the technical requirements of that
definition linder the law.

.Again, it is only the small and medium-sized cooperatives that gen-
erally have no source of credit through any Government agency. Stated
another way, affluent agricultural cooperatives have a Government-
sponsored "umbrella over their heads" in the form of the banks for
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cooperatives. Small business has an "umbrella over its head" in the
form of the Small Business Administration. Only small and inter-
inediate,sized cooperativeg which cannot qualify (under the law, or
under diverse and changing administrative interpretatior%) for either
of the above are deprived of an "umbrella of GoverrunenE financing."

My appearance here today is in the hope that this serious credit gap
can be closed clearly and definitely by specific language in S. 2223. '

Of approximately 80 maiketing cooperatives in the State of. Utah,
only approximately 10 are qualified to borrow from the banks for co-
operatives. At least 30 have no adequate source of credit whatsoever.

If time permitted, I believe I could demonstrate rather clearly that
the financing of cooperatives in the State of Utah alone which could
reasonably be expected to be made available would increase agricul-
tural net income, conservatively speaking, by $3 to $4 million
annually the second year. As one example, we forecast that the $90,000
loan required by the Ashley Farmers Co-op at Vernal, Utah, referred
to earlier, would increase net farm income in Uintah County by $200,-
000 to $$00,000.

We commend the authors and sponsors of this legislation. Thank yoU
for the privilege of appearing before you today to share views which I
earnestly believe represent the thinking of a substantial majority of
Utah's farmers.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Robins. We appreciate
youE coming before the committee arltd giving us the benefit of your
views.

As to the suggested change to take care of all bona-fide noncoopera-
tives, I am sure the committee would welcome any suggested language
that you might be willing to submit. And I am not sure whether you
feel that you should prepare something on that or not. The committee
is going to take that under consideration, because I am sure the purpose
of the legislation is to close some of those gaps, not to leave them out-
standing. So I feel that the committee would give very serious consid-
eration to this suggestion. And certainly the members of the staff will
work on that and bring that before the committee for action. And I do
feel that it is conteplated that these co-ops would be covered. And we
would certainly be- lad to .ponsider the matter in the committee.

Mr. RomNs. Thank yoli. r will be happy to furnish language for your
consideration if you so desire.

Senator ALLEN. Here on page 46.
Mr. RomNs. Section 606, ``Eligibility."
Senator ALLEN. On line 23: But, certainly, you have already spelled

out the possibility of language that might cover it.
Mr. BARER. Let me show him the language in the Star print, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. ROBINS. I am 'referring here to section 6064 which does refer to

"cooperative associations as defined in the Agricultural Marketing
Act," and then provides the reference numbers,if such associations are
unable to borrow from the banks for cooperatives,.corporations, part- Ija,
n e rshi p s--t h e language could be interpreted in many ways, and that is
what I am really afraid of, that this whole.thing will be interpreted
as applying only to agricultural cooperative associations as defined
under the law.
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Senator ALxik. You submit some language that you feel would cure
it.

Mr. Ron pis. Deficribing all bona fide cooperatives serving the rural
'areas would do it. But I will be happy to cheek it, and provide what I
think would do it

Senator ALLEN. This terrific interest you are being called on to pay
is stifling your'growth ana the service you can render; is that not?

M Roams. It has for 5 years. And we finally have broken through
in a small way, bdt it has taken a lifetime to do it.

You see, when a business corporation of any kind, whether it is co-
. operative or "for profit" business, is eligible for borrowings only from

one agency, say commercial bankers, being good busiliFssinen, bankers
s knbw this, sense it. 'Usually they are faced with the necessity of com-

peting, at least in theory; with the novernment-sponsored financing
agencies, the banks f6r cooperatives, REA, SBA, or any inimber of
others. But these smaller cooperatives, which are agricultural in char-
acter, which do serve some urban and sem iurban people partially, can't
maintain the technical .kinds of membership numbers and the per-
centage of business required by the farm credit rules, and they are in
a no man's land, aml they are out of business, so to speak, with respect
to competitivemoney in the marketplace.

Senator ALLEN'. Aren't there other gaps, as well as-thia in filling the
credit needs of rural America?

Mr. Roams. Many. And they have been clearly spelled out iii this
law. I am attempting to confine myself in the interest of time. I am
delighted with the breadth of this law, and its depth. There are credit
needs that we could spell out her for a solid hour, I suppose.

Senator ALLEN. Yon feel that this legislation is needed and that it is
sound?

Mr. TtoniNs.-It is needed, it is sound, and it is vital. I am impressed
with it.

I have been watching rural America for 40 years and, ji ving in it.
There' is no qiiestion but that this can he one of the most important
breakthroughs for preventing ontmigration, for developing good lifet
in rural AmerienI am more excited about this legislation than almost
any piece of ecorketnie legislation I have seen in 10 Years or more.

Senator ALLEN. Can it he the maehinery for reiiiing job ofoporth-
nities in many areas?

Mr. -Roams. It an be, and in my judgment it will be, if this whole o

intent as explained in the law is maintained.
/Senator ALLEN. In providing community services that will make for

a better and more meaningful life for people.
Mr. Roanys. Right, absolutely eoripet, there is no question abbut it.
Senator ALLEN% Isn't the, la4z of job opportunity one of the chief

reasons for the ontmigration4rom rural areas?
Mr. ROBINS. The lack of job opportunities, and the lark of opportu-

nities for getting, into business, fdr,beinV an entrepreneur, of course,
and for engaging in farming on a proper basis. And of coarse the lack
of facilities in health prid the detei6rating qualit3- of edinationall
of the cultural things that go for tin good life are responsible for much
of the outrnigyation. -

Senator Aii.E)N Thank von very mulch, Mr. Robins. I appreciate
your en* before the subcommittee.
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Now; we haVe taken two of the afternoon witnesses already. I have
some work I need to do-over on the 'floor and in the office. Since we
rIDA13 had Mr. Normiin, who was scheduled to appear at 1 :30, and Mr.
King, is the next witness scheduled at 2, we will follow.thatschedule

-and keep the'schedule Herefor Mr. King:Ve wijI recess until 2 o'clock.
. . And if all Witnesses,are present, we will' take Mr. King followed by

Mr. Ernst, and followed by Mr. Watkins, which is the order that they
are listed.here.in_the ageliaa. So we will'recess now until 2 o'clock.

(Whereupon, at 11 :29 a.m. the hearing recessed until 2 p.m. this
,same day.)

%
AFTERNOON SESSION

.

Senator ALI.,Ex.-Mr.Trnst, v411 you come up, please?
We haVeyour prepared Statement here. You may proceed, sir.

o

STATiMIRNTI (F LLOYD A. ERN- ST, ASSISTANT TO THE GENERAL
MANAGER, BASIN tIACTRIC POWER COOPERATIVE, BISMARCK,
N. DAB.

Mr. ERNST. Mr. Chairman and members of -the committee, my me
is Lloyd ErnstA'am assistant to the manager of Basin Electric er
Cooperative headquartereel in Bismarck, N. flak. We want to ank
our North Dakota Senator Burdick for the invitation to make this
statement.

Basin Electric is a regional wholesale power supply cooperative
organized. andowned by 118. rural electric cooperatives in eight States
of the Missouri Basin including the Dakotas, Minnesota Iowa, Ne-
braska, Wyoming, Colorado, and Montana. These member coopera-
tives. of Basin Electric serve the electric poyer needs of more than 1
million rural people. Rural electric cooperatives in our region have
erased the tyrtificial State lines that have in 'Some instances slowed the
development of rural areas. By so doing, our regiOn benefits ffom
wholesale power rates which are among the lowest in the Nation. This
in itself represents a major step toward rural development.

Recognizing that this Nation needs to attack the problem of rural
development On a regional and indeed a national basis, we strongly
support the, concept of S. 2223. We are pleased that this legislation is
patterned after the Farm 'Credit Act which established this Nation's
very useful and successful Farm Credit Administration. The institu;
tions created by thikt4act, including the Federal land banks, tie inter-
mediatq credit, banks and the banks for cooperatives have brought an
unparalleled source' of financing to the rural areas of our Nation. All
of these institutions are today wholly Owned on a cooperative basis
by their borrowers. This has resulted because from the very outset, this
.system was structured to be controlled and ultimately completely
owned by the user.' Our farm credit system has had a healthy and
beneficial effect on the availability of credit to the agrichltural pro-
ducers of America. Indeed, without such a cooperatively owned major
system, it is difficult to try to say how high interest rates on the local
level might have been over the years. I'm sure there, would have been
times when credit would have been extremely scarce if not completely
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unavailable in many of the local communities throughout the Great
Plains region.

The new credit system proposed by this legislation, including the
Rural Development Investment Equalization Administration, the
Federal Rural Development Credit Agency, the Farm Development
Administration and the Rural Enterprise and Community Develop-
ment Administration, could become among the most significant and
useful agencies in achieving the goal of recapitalizing rural America.

We sincerely commend the many Senators- who have joined to-
gether in sponsoring this legislation, and we appreciate their deep
concern and dedicated( efforts in this difficult job of rural development.

There.. are, however, a few specific comments that we would like to
make concerning this propoied legislation :

1. tinder section 102, grant authority now restricted to water and
waste -disposal projects, would be authorized for other rural coin-
munity development projects and the maximum amount of grants au-
thorized in a fiscal year.would be increased from $100 millioji to $300
million. We certainly support this broadening of grant authority.
While water and sewage projects are very important in the com-
munity development process, there are other eqnally important prnj-

, ects that must be funded in order to create jobs and keep people in
A rural areas.

2. This legislation strongly, and in a number of sections, encourages
regional or multicounty and multijurisdictional planning ancideirelop-
ment. This is a good approach. Just as rural electric coopetative.s
learned some years ago that problems of power supply and transmis-
sion must be approached on a regional basis to find effective solutions,
so, too, many of the other problems of rural development are best
,attacked on a regional basis.

3. We are convinced that it is in the very small rural communities
that development projects encounter the most difficulty in securing.
financing. Farmers Home Administration now restricts its housing
loan programs to rural areas and towns under 10,000 population. The
Rural Elebtrification Administration restricts the? use of RR& hien
funds to serving. only the farms and ranches and rural communities
under 1,5.00 population. We believe this new legislation likewise should
be directed at helping tq solve theproblems of the smaller rural corn-,
numities. We question the advisability of redefining rural areas in sec-
tion 105 of title I and in other sections to-go so far as to allow Farmers
Home Administration financing in cities up to 35,000 inhabitants. In
other sections of the bill, rural areas are defined as towns or ,cities
which have a population not in excess of 35,000 inhabitants. In most
rural States in this country, a town or city of 35,000 inhabitants is con-
sidere fairly large city and there may be only four and five cities
in the en State exceeding this size. Such provisions in this bill would
seem to sla the emphasis slid potential benefits away from the truly
rural areas and small towns.

4. Seetion 104 of tide I provides "No Grant shall be anade under
paragraph (2) of this subsection in connection with any project unlesS
the Secretary determines that the project will serve a rural area which
is not likely to decline in noPulation.. .4 It would seem such a deter-
Mination may sometimes be very difficult to make, and more important,
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it seems unfair. Such a provision in the law could be the death blow
for many communities.

5. We are pleased that title 2Federal Rural Development,Credit
Systems recognizes at the outset that farming and forestry form the
backbone of the rural economy and that these industries must be given
financial support so as to adequately raise farm family income. We
cannot overemphasize the matter of farm income and a decent level
of farm prices. This above all is the most important and far-reaching
requirement for ruralelopment. -Adequate and low-cost credit is
vital to family farmers, but creating additional credit sources is futile,
without attacking the problem of low farm prices which have persisted
for so many years and driven so many thousands from their land and
from the rural community to the city.

6. We strongly support the provision ,"it is the policy of Congress
to meet 4t large part of the need for increased investment in rural
areas by establishing a system of borrower-owned financial institu-
tions. :." This is however a very comprehensive, (103_ pages) and
rather complicated bill. In some sections, it seems to us to emphasize
using existing- banks, savings and loan 'associations, and similar pri-
vate financial institutions as first-line, lending institutions. A better
approach may be to provide for the establishment of new borrower-

-owned -lending institutions at the first leyel Where individuals and
groups may go to borrow money fo.rtiral development pfojects and
programa.

This would truly follow the example of the Farm Credit Act which
established local production credit associations, Federal land bank
associations and the district -banks for cooperatives. This may have
a better effect in holding clown interest rates than would the alternative
of simply working through existing banks and savings and loan asso- .

ciations having their loans to borrowers insured by-the District
Rural Thivelopment Credit Agency or a similar body.

7. Section 09Special powers. Pages 7'1 and 72 of the bill are
not clear to us. This section would seem to allow loans for just about
any purpose except electric or telephone utilities which are supported
by.,Federal or State programs and are determined by the Federal Rural
Development Credit Agency to have attributes of public facilities. We
cannot understand why this seemingly discriminatory prohibition was
included, and we urge that it be removed,if indeed this is intended
to exclude loans to rural electric and telephone systems. One of the
most serious threats facing the rural electrification program in this
country today is the very real danger of economic starvation caused
by lack of adequate low-cost loan sources. It is our genuine hope that
this legislation, if enacted, will be another source of truly low-cost
financing, which is our most important need today.

8. Section 71QTechnical assistance is certainly deserving of sup-
port. This -spells out very clearly that the Rural Development Credit
Agency shall have qualified personnel to give technical assistance in

wide variety of rural development projects. It has been our exneri-
enc- the such assistance is greatly needed in rural developnient
projects. We hope this is intended to include providing basic economic'
feasibility and engineering studies 'eoncerning specific projects and
proposals.
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9. Subtitle G would establish a FederafRural Development Invest-
ment Equalization Administration. This section also provides interest
supplement loans to public and private borrowers and rural develop-
ment credit augmentation payments. A direct Federal loan program
would probably be easier to administer and would seem to be a more
effective way to keep interest rates low:

10. Section 1008. Tax exemption provides that the Federal Rural
Development Credit Board. the regional banks and ttre District Rural
Development Credit Agencies shallche exempted from Federal, State,
and local corporate income taxes and froykall other Federal, State,
and local taxes. To help achieve truly low7rost financing for borrow-
ers, we believe this,is a desirable provision.

We mentioned earlier that this is not a simple legislative proposal.
The organizational structure and various levels of agencies which
would be created may make this a much more difficult act to admin-
ister than a simple, direct loan program saki as the Rural Electrifica-
tion Administration created under the REA Act. We recognize, how-
ever. that the purpose and services to he rendered by these rural
development agencies are very numerous and broad.

We have tried to make an objective analysis of this bill, rend the
fart that we have raised sonic.. questions concerning various provisions
should certainly not be taken as a lack of interest. We believe that
what seem to us to be shortcomings could easily be corrected by amend-
ment. This legislation contains many desirable provisions which can
be highly effective in achieving a higher degree of ruraLdevelopment
in this country. Indeed, this is probably one of the broadest legislative
proposals dealing with rural development that has been considered
by the CongreSs..

I have only one final comment. I understand that about weeks
ago, the price of Hard Northern Spring wheat fell to 96 cents from
99 cents in various communities throughout western North Dakota.
This variety of wheat is generally acknowledged to be the highest
quality produced in this country and probably-worldwide.

As one who has long been associated with the production of wheat.
it seemed impossible to me that in our lifetime we would again see the
price of this basic commodity decline to below a dollar a bushel. Not
since the terrible depression of the 1930's has this happened. It seems
unbelievable that 96 to 99 cents for wheat should be. repeated now in a
period when all other prices, except those in agriculture. are at record
levels of inflation.

Once enacted. properly funded and administered. S. 2223 could re-
verse the trends of history throughout the rural areas of this country.
But unless we achieve significantly better levels of prices farmers
receive for their raw products, we will be defeating the very worthy
purposes of this legislation.

,. Again we commend the sponsors of this legislation. and we deeply
appreciate this opportunity to state our views.

Thank you.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you. Mr. Ernst. We appreciate you giving

us this testimony. And we appreciate the suggestions that you have
made.

As the sponsors of the legislation have pointed out time and again,
' they solicit suggestions and recommendations. The committee, I am
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sure, would appreciate it, if you so desire, if you would reduce to writ:
ing the specific recommendations that you would like to make for the
improvement of the thrust of the bill and its coverage. I assure you
that the committee will give careful consideration to all of our sug-
gestions.

Mr. ERNST. We will be happy to do so, Senator.
Senator ALLEN. I gather that in the main you support the concept

of the legislation."
Mr. ERNST. That is correct.
Senator Att,Ex. Making available for the needs of our rural commu-

nities, and for rural development, more funds obtairfecrthrough a hank
which will ultimately, according to its concept, be owned by the bor-
rower that has its initial infusion- of capital from the Federal Govern-
ment but then turns to the private sector for lendable funds, you ap-
prove of that concept

EaNst.I recognize that this is the common way that we admin-
ister credit programs in this Nation. As I mentioned, we also have
direct loan programs. And in my view that may achieve a lower rate
of interest. We feel strongly that the present very inflated interest
rates have worked adversely hi many, many ways, not only in rural
deVelopment. but national economic development. And we would like
to see the means, the machinery to achieve the lowest possible interest
rates, and not just by subsidizing existing lending institutionswhere-
under the Federal Government put up the difference for a part of the
interest so as to get the interest

not
down tq the borrower for a

worthy need. That seems to us not to have the best, influence on check-
ing interest rates.

Senator ALLEN. In other words, you feel that to get the lowest in-
terest rate the best way for the Government to scubsidize such loans is,
for the Government itself to make the loans at a below cost interest
rate?

Mr. FANTST. That is correct.
Senatar ALLEN. But it would actually he six of one and half a

dozen of another, would it not? And the disadvantage of the Govern-:
ment making the direct loans would he that that would be covered
byit would have to go in the market itself, and it would increase
the debt limit that much, by the amount the Government borrowed
on a direct basis.

Mr. ERNST. That is correct. Whether it is by FNMA or one of the
other institutions like. that, that does the borrowing for the Federal
Government, the interest rate has to be paid. The Federal Govern-
ment can,' however, borrow money cheaper than-another agency or
smaller agencies of the Government. can. And using this technique
would be better, therefore. But: perhaps an appropriation creating a
revolving fundthe Federal Government., we must understand, still
gets most of its money interest free from taxation. And probably
putting some of that; irk a revolving fund program, where it is
loaned out and comes back in and out again and I know this takes
some time to get started, but that is one way to check interest rates.

Senator ALLEN. You feel that. there are credit needs of the rural
community, credit needs if the rural areas are to he developed, that
are not being met ?

Mr. ERNST. That is correct, Senator.
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Senator ALLEN. And whether we go the concept of setting up. an
institution which can borrow from the private sector, or whether the
Government itself will get into the business of making still more loans
through its existing agencies, you feel that lendable funds should be
made available also?

Mr. ERNST. That is correct.
Senator ALLEN. And do you feel that the rural development bank

contemplated by S. 2223 is a sound approach, and it will make funds
available?

Mr. ERNST. That is correct.
Senator Ac N. Now, would yOur co-op be eligible for loans?
Mr. Eimer. I understand that it Would not under this billit seems

to me that there is a specific prohibition- in here that would restrict
the agencies from making loans to electrical -or telephone systems
which have, as they call it, attributes of public institutions, I believe
and are supported by one or another public program. The unfortunate
thing about that is that REA, the USDA's agency, is very limited, even
with the greater' appropriation this year or substantially greater., And
we are most appreciative for that increased funding. But even with

, that the rural electric program in this country faces capital starvation
in the years ahead.

Senator ALLEN. You feel, then, that the electric cooperatives, in
chiding the wholesale electric cooperatives, should be permitted to
borrow from the bank?

Mr-ERNST. I believe that is correct.
Senator ALLEN. I am-sure that recommendation will be taken into

account.
Mr. -14:aNsT. I think it is a good approach for the co-ops to have

more-than one system available as a means of securing capital. True,
the co-ops did organkze the Rural Electrification Financ-6 CorpCFC.
But ('FC is very limited in its capital resources, and the extent to
which it can help meet the needs of the ruraLelectrics throughout. the
Nation. So this should be very seriously considered, that under this
legislation another way for.rural eletrws to achieve financing could
be realized.

Senator ALLEN. You make an extremely valid point when you sug-
gest that no matter lkow much money is made available. for loans, if
we do not have a sound agricultural economy, we cannot develop
rural America. That is certainly a must, that is the platform on which
All development must be built, is it not ?

Mr. ERNST. That is correct, in rural areas certainly.
Senator ALLEN. So then you would feel that the lack of job' oppor-

tunities and the lack of proper community services are some of the
cog& nt reasons for the outigration from the rural ;areas?

Mr. ERNST. That is correct. A4 farm units are consolidated, cer-
tainly in our region, at a rapid rate, for these people that move off
the land there is no opportunity in the small towns, there is not
even any more opportunity in the towns of 35,000, and they are
moving to the metropolitan areas, and bringing more problems to
those areas.

Senator ALLEN. You would feel that this legislation might serve
the dual purpose of creating -job opportunities plus enabling the
smaller areas Jo provide better community services.
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Mr. ERNST. We believe that.
Senator ALLEN. I note also that you approve the concept .broaden-

ing the grant authority to allow more community development services
to be eligible for grant than. merely water and sewer systems.

Mr. ERNST. That incorrect.
Senator ALLEN. Also you approve of the multieounty or multi-

jurisdictional wroach that is contAmplated by the legislation.
' Mr. ERNST. IN e do. And we have experienced this directly in the

rural electric program, where weinive, as I said, erased State lines, and
plan on a regional basis now. That has benefittfd the consumer with
low -cost power.

Senator ALLEN. You seem to feel under your statement that the
definition of a rural area, including communities up to 35,000 popula-

4'tion, goes beyond what is really a rural area. And the thought would
be that the money would be sopped up by areas that are really not
ni rag areas.

Mr. ERNST. That is absolutely the way I feel. It seems that we
have got programs that operate in the larger centers like the 35,000
or even 20,000 and below. There is urban renewal to help solve commu-
nity p1roblems. Programs of HUD, the housing programs of HUD that
do not extend to the rural communities extensively. There are other
agencies that help the larger towns that are just not there for the
smaller towns in the rural areas. So, it would have to be my recommen-
dation that we look at the deflation of a somewhat smaller size, fearing
that the $360 million that we proVide here could quickly, be utilized
to serve larger towns. We are tall *g about needs in terms of dollars
far greater than would he available under this. -

Senator ALLEN. And what would be the maximum population num-
bers you would recommend for that definition?

Mr. ERNST. We took no exception to Farmers Home redefininig their
authority to towns up to 10,000, or something thereabouts. I think when
you get to a town of 10,000, you encounter, ..problems that are very
similar from there on down.

Senator ALLEN. So that would be one of your recommendations
to the committee?

Mr. Farcsr. That is correct.
Senator ALLEN. Now, I note also that, you object to sect on 104, title

I. saying that no grants shall he made under paragraph 2 in connection
with the project unless the Secretary determines that it is going to be
in an area that is not likely to decline in population. I, can certainly
.ee your point. It might be that the grant itself would prevent this
decline. It might decline without it, but. with it it might not decline.

Mr. ERNST. That was exactly my reaction when I read that
,fhovision. It may be just the grant that is needed to help that little
town', whether it is for a public facility, a school improvement or a
community program of one kind or another: it may prevent the death
of that community, and the disruption of the lives of several hundred
people.

Senator ALLEN. The project could revitalize the community, could
it not ?

Mr. ERNST. That is correct.
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Senator ALLEN. It might be that the committee would want to
give thought to changing that. It may be that the star print has al-
ready made that change.

Mr. ERNST. Sensor, I would like to study the new draft. And I
appreciate your invitation to consolidate our points in a letter. We
would like to reexamine that section and try to fit t at into our letter.

Senator ALLEN. That is fine. We will be delighted to hear from
you ; in fact, we look forward to it.

Nov, I not that in hearing from the various witnesses we have
some witnesses who say, this concept is fine, but we feel like you
ought to operate through existing Federal agencies. Your position ap-
parently is just opposite of that, that it ought to be a new system,
and a new place of business, new offices,inew ageneies, new personnel
and a new progr m rather than to fit it into some of the existing pro-
grams, or to w c with existing lending institutions, for that matter.

Mr. ERNST. might go back -7I etalked about creating first loan
agencieswhe the ultimate borrower 'goes to get his loan. In creat-
ing institutions t at are owned by him sine iir to what we did under
PCA and the land banks, and that is in nil judgment a way to help
keep the costs lower to the borrower. 1 thought of reonimending that
we adapt the existing PCA's or land banks to serve those purposes.
however, I concluded that it was outside of certainly my ,purview
to try to recommend such extensive changes in the structure of those
agricultural creditinstitutions. I do not believe that the institutions,
firstline institutions we talked about as needing to be created, would
necessarily mean a lot of employees. I don't think these would have
to be created in every countyanththe idea is expressed about utilizing
multicounty jurisdictions under economic development a ministra-
tion provisionsusing those as firstline lending instituti s, as I in-
terpret the languageand I could be wrong on that. would cer-
tainly think that is a good idea, because that would have e semblance
of complete control by the users, the public, and, therefore, should have
a good effect on interest.

On the regional levels, I just do not know of any pre-sent regional
authority or agencies that could H adapted. Therefore, I think the
new ones would have to be created if indeed we go in a direction
other than a direct lending program. If we had a direct lending
program such as Farmers Home or REA, you would need only the
one level in Washington on the national level, and then working di-
rectly through these multicounty jurisdictions, or similar bodies. This
would seem to me to minimize the bureaucracy that is created, if
I can use that term. There are many apprOaches to this. We are pioneer-
ing, n a manner of speaking. I tun sure it is going to have to be care-
fully evaluated; which is the best way to go.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ernst. We appreciate
your ei6ng us the'benefit or your views. And you have made a very
valuable contribution to the record. .

We are delighted that Senator. Burdick invited you' to appear
before the committee. He is one of the sponsors of the bill, and has
already appeared and testified in its behalf. And we believe that he
arranged for the testimony of a very fine witness.

Mr. ERNST. Thank you, Senator: '
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Senator ALLEN. We appreciate it, sir.
Mr. King, I understand you have a plane to catch, and also that

you wanted Senator ,Huophrey to be here when you gave your testi-
mony.

Mr. Kiria. That isn't quite I ani awfully glad to have the
opportunity to meet you. And I know Senator Ifumphrey, so it is a
plus to testify with you. He did ask that I holdover until today:

Senator ALLEN. We can holdott.
Mr. XING, If it is all right we will testify. If I don't make my plane

I will go home later.
My testimony is not too long, and if you would like to ask ques-

tions afterward, or to interrupt
SenatorALLEN. Will you proceed, Mr. King.
Before you begin, Mr. King, I would like to insert in the record

a letter the committee haseceved from Senator Stevenson of Illinois
in regard to you.

(Tie letter referred to follows :)
I ". SENATE.

Waahington, D.C., September 24,1071.
Hon. HIIDERT H. Ifr MPH MY,
Chairman, Rural. Development SubCommittee,
Committee on Agriculture,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAD Ma. ell AIUM : The hearings that you .are conducting on the Rural
Development Act are extremely important. In this regard, I was pleased to note
that you have invited Mr. Wilson King, of Rock Fails, Illinois, to testify.

Mr. King served as a distinguished farmer on the President's National Ad-
visory Commission on Rural Poverty that produced the excellent Report, "The
People Left Behind." Even more important is that since that Report, Mr. King
has taken it upon himself to encourage the implementation of the Commission's
recommendations by institutions and agencies in the public and private sector at
the federal, state and local level.

Mr. King has been a close friend of two generations of Stevensons, and I knowthat be will make a most sigaificant contribution to your hearings. I regret that
because of long standing schedule commitments to return tolifiCois on Friday,I cannot .be present during his presentation before your Subcommittee.

With best wishes.
Sincerely,

ADLAI E. STEVENSON III.

STATEMENT OF W. WILSON KING, KINGLORE FARMS, ROCK
FALLS, ILL.

Mr. KING. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee I thank
you for the opportunity' to testify today before the Rural Development
Subcommittee. -

Mr. Chairman, may I commend you and the subcommittee for not
only `recognizing that, our problems of this Nation that are social and
economic, are not just the problems of the cities alone, but of all Amer-
ica, and that you intend to do something about them. I think, as you
probably know, I am a farmer, a faitily farmer. That it is my only
occupation.

As a farmer, I would like to speak out this morning on behalf of
legislation providing and generating Capital for rural America, to
attain balanced national growth.

63-582-71pt, 4-40
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As a member of President Johnson's Rural Poverty Commission,
I spent a year and a half in study and holding hearings across rural
America, and our Commission wrote the report, "The People Left
Behind." Friuli this background and other experiences and as a farmer,
T. would testify and substantiate my endorsement, of the Rural Develop-
ent Act.

Mr. Chairman, as 3.ou are probably as well aware as I am, in the past
1511- years, we came from a 95-percent rural population to a 95-percent
urban population. That transition has been one of the real strengths
of our Nation. -A .backgibund of learning to workbeing responsible
for some chores at an early age, willing to get in that irxtra load of hay
before quitting. They came to cities with the philosophy of the fawn
background that enibaed motivation, recognizing and assuming re-
sponsibilitythe qualities that soon found many of them our leaders
in business, industry, the professions, education, religion, and politics.

Without a policy or plan for this transition, up to World War II, in
retrospect, it was a reasonable and orderly transition. Since World
War II, the migration of the people from our farms and rural America
to our cities represents one of the most massive migrations of hunian
resol trees ever recorded.

Because of this massive migration, the cities had and have their
great problems, dealing with rural migration.

A balanced national growth policy,must be a afional approach. Not
a State-by-State or a city-by-city approach. May I give an example.

Senator ALLEN. If I may break in, I have been very interested in the
testimony of the various witnesses. One testified, as I pointed out a
moment ago to Mr. Ernst, that we ought to use existing agencies in
providing this credit. He was arguing that we ought to have a brand-.
new, wipe-the-slate-clean approach to it. One of the witnesses earlier
this week was testifying to the fact that the utmigration from the
rural areas was bringing to the cities the une ployed and the unem-
ployable. And another witness was testifying t at the cities were-find-
ing it hard to survive the outmigration from e rural areas. And an-
other said that the rural areas were expor mg the young people with
the best skills, the best talents, the best abilities. One taking one ap-
proach and one the other. And they are both right. But the rural areas
are not only losing the people wlip haVe lost jobs on account of the
change in the agricultural economy, they are losing the high school
graduates, the college graduates, who are not able to go hack home and
Lind jobs. They are losing the very best of the young people as well as
the people who have lost their jobs through a change in the economy.
It is interesting how one witness will take one view and one another.
But certainly, both approaches are .correct, is that not right ?

Mr. Kixa. Both approaches are correct. And there have been ad-
vantages and disadvantages. And I think maybe I can point this out.

Please continue to interrupt any time you would like to.
One of nip former colleagues on the Rural Poverty Commission, Dr.

James Bonner, of the Department of Economies at Michigan State
University, gave a report to the Minneapolis Farm Forum. fie sent me
a copy of it, and I take the liberty of retelling what lie said.

.Dr. Bonner reported that after the riots in Detroit several years ago,
a prestigious New Detroit Committee was formed by influential citizens'
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to reb ild Detroit, and create jobs for the hard-core poor. These gen-
tleme worked hard and long with local business and industry. About
55,(0 new jobs were created.

A urvey was taken after this tremendous effort, and the project was
completed, and Detroit had a slight increase in unemployment.

EVeryone had 'written and had passed the word back to the home-
folks to come to Detroit, as there were jobs there for them. It is like
dipping water out of a rowboat with a tomato can, when it is leaking
in by the bucketful.

One city cannot solve this problem alone.
Mr. Chairman, I am especially pleased with the concept; and I,

being a farmer and a layman, do not want to get in the mechanics of
how the bill was written or the terminology, because that is not in my
area of knowledge, but I am pleased with the concept of the Rural
Development Act for tapping the money markets for rural develop-
Ment.

Very soundly, it encourages and gives rural Atherica the oppor-
tunity for the capital generated there, to stay. home, instead of being
sent to the financial centers of the Nation for investment.

That is a concept that I am very much in favor of. If you or I or
'anyone in the country can save a thousand dollars, and we take out
insurance policies, mutual funds, stocks, and so forth, the money is
sent to the centers of the Nation, and then it is decided how it will be
invested. And I think that concept to keep the money home for invest-

! ment, is very good.
Senator ALLEN. One witness pointed out that this was a problem of

gathering in the resources. As it is now, small rural banks cannot
finance the needs of the community. But by this process of gathering
it in, and concentrating it, then they can act in these areas where credit
is needed.

Mr. KING. I thViik that is very important. I believe I read in "New
Frontiers in Finance" that 75 percent of our 'Nation's new creative
wealth is created by farmers each year, and that again emphasizes
what you just said. If we could gather it in and keep it home, it would
he to our advantage.

Mr. Chairman, may I urge that you and your subcommittee con-
tinue to take the lead in redirecting and slowing down the exhilarated
flow of capital and human resources from rural America. As afamily
farmer, I have rededicated my efforts on behalf of the family farm.
I do not know how to divide the selfish aspect of wanting to be a
family farm operator from, hopefully, my desire to help all America,
and my son would like to stay as a family farmer, and my grandson
would have the opportunity.

The American family farmer is the most efficient food producer in
the world today. Many people in urban America think the problem of
the farmer is the farmer s alone.

But the 95 or 96 percent of Americans have a great stake in the fam-
ily We produce food for 16 percent of America's take-home pay.
The nearest to that is Canadian farmersthere it is 33 percent of take-
home pay. And I think to generate support for your bill, S. 22'23 it
takes people like yourself, Senator Humphrey, men who are able to

. attract the newspapers and get the headlines, can sell the American
public on the idea that this bill is important, that the family farm
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concept, is important for their well-bging. Wilson King, ,a farmer from
Montgomery Township in Illinois, -gets no headlines, Rut I can only
urge men like yourself on the Agriculture Committee who have the
national forumI think It would generate legislative support on
behalf of this bill. And I am amazed and pleased that so many Sena-
tors have cosigned this bill. And I think that is indicative that some
lessons have been observed recently.

If the family farm slips by the wayside in the next decade or so,
America will have lost one of its social and economic cornerstones.

Nearly everyone's offhand suggestion for rural America is, "-To bring,
industry and factories to the country." We can all agreerural
America is still pretty well populated with small industrythe family
farm. There is six or seven workers in rural America, serving directly
each farmer. And I would hope my speaking out todayand I do not
want to belabor the pointin behalf of the family farm would be the
main thrtist of my testimony today:

The family farm survival depends on two factors, adequate farm
income and the availability of the increasing need for capital each year.
Today we are addressing ourselves to capital needs. Adequate farm
income has been touched on, but that is certainly a large subject in its
oiviis which I do not think it is for its to get into in this testimony
of mine today.

I have with me the current issue of Top Operatorpublished by the
Farm Journal. The feature story is, "Where to look fat, that extra
$60 billions farmers will need in the seventies."

This article is good from the standpoint that spokesmen in the agri-
cultural economy are aware of the need of capital in the future. Its sug-
gestions run the gauntlet of sources of capital from rich. unclethe
conventional sources of capitalproduction credit, the Farmers Home
Administration, and so forth. And many times they are too minute.
And yesterday afternoon and this morning I heard many stories about
the limitations of that source of credit, which I do not need to go into,
to the suggestions of ..06ng public with stock. It has no sound or
planned solution thatl7foresee the Rural Development Act would pro-
vide capital in the next decade.

To go a little furtherand I have written this in, it is not on there
the projection of 100 million more people by the year 2,000 is a chal-
lenge for food production. The family farm can and will meet that
challenge if its energies and its time and talents are knot dissipated in
trying to raise capital, but -we can get on with the job of producti
That is not on my written testimony. I wrote that in. *it I think th t
is important.

The lack of capital is a real deterrent to the family farms' survival
and the transition from one generation to another. And I am sure,
Mr. Chairman. that with your extensive background you know the
story of the family fibrin going from one generation to another. And
you probably heard ,friends or had constituents say something like
this : -It was the saddest day in my life when the family farm was sold,
but I just could not swing it financially to pay off my brothers and
sisters, so I had to go to the city." That is a sad story. And the farm-.
ers themselves are a little bit to blame. Most fathers and mothers
do not plan for that transition to make it easier for the son or daughter
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who stays home and helps pay off the mortgage and;herps keep the
old folks and eivard theNone or two who slay home with the family.
'So, there is some blameto be placed on the farmer family.

However, there is no other segment in the business economy that
has to refinance itself every generation like the family farm, land now
like the family farm is getting larger, the acreage is greaterand
there should be some leadership there.," will not go into that unless
you want me to.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommitthe, I would like to
give you a factual report on a little industry in my small hometown,\
and how it relates to helping Rock Falls, Ill., try 'to be a viable town
in Kural America.

In the 1890's a nut and bolt shop was started in Rock Falls, to sup-
ply the then new and growing farm machinery community of Rock
Island and Moline, III., 50 miles west. In 1907! it was purchased by
Russell, Burdsall, and *ard, and is still a nut and bolt factory,,em-
ploying 400 workers. I asked that plant manager to give me a break-
down on direct sales to farm equipment accounts, and what it meant
to Rock Falls.

They average 250 tons to farm equipment manufacturers a month.
That supplies full-time employment to 50 employees, $355,000 in per-
sonal income, $160,000 in retail sales per year, $115,000 in hank de-
posits, and are responsible for 35 other workers employed. The fact
that this industry has found Rock Falls a profitable selling place in
rural America these many years, gives us the benefit of a total of 400
employees. And I multiplied 400 employeeS by the amount that 50
eareed, and it amounts to about $2,840,000 ayroll in our little4com-
'nullity. I give that as sort of a tangible, examp e of that.

It is not unreasonable to project and assn e when capital is avail-
able for our towns and small cities to provide adequate schools, health
facilities, recreational activity, .good transp rtation, the possibilities
that industries will be outmigrating to these eqmmunities.

Mr. Chairman and memberS of the subconimittee, the hest Rural
DeKelopment Act you and your colleagues Iran possibly write will
sticcee,d in direct proportion to the leadership we have on the home
front. f

May I give you another story. I am sure you will hate a very
close correlation to your areas in your respective States. When we
were holding our Rural Poverty Commission hearings, the late Con-
gressman Joe Resnick testified and told this story about his congrw-
sional district in upstate New York.

The t'ongressman's district was composed of Dutchess, Ulster,
Colunibia, Greene, and Selioharie Counties.; Dutchess County was a
boom countywith large IBM factories there, Ulster and Columbia
were average: His two north counties of Greene and ,Schoharie were

, officially classified as depressed counties. They had more population
during the CivilWar than they did that day. Schoharie had the high-
est unemployment, highest illiteracy rate, and the lowest per capita
family income in the State of New York

Congressman Resnick conducted a survey of his district. Of all
Federal funds, loans, and grants that were available that came into.
his district, only 15 percent went to the two depressed counties, he-
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cause. they lack d the leadership, expertise, and money to make feasi-
bility studies, et cetera.

It is sort of' like the old saying. 'file rich get tidier and the poor
Ft poorer:" I would urge the subcthinnittee to give this serious thoi ight.
lie Farmers Home Administration had lots of comment. And I
guess I will read my short paragravh on that, too.

I served 6 yeirrs on the Illinois 14 arm and Home Administration
State Committee. I found that the personnel of the Farin and Home
Administration, by their philosophy and training were a real soittre
of leadership. If this personnel cbufil be expandedand I have heard
many versions of this here todayto serve and counsel the part of
rural America that n is the expertise and professional guidance, it
would be one of the I ssibilities of, filling the void of rural. American
leadership. John Bar r handed pie a press release of Chairntan. Bob
Poage in the House. And he also has a paragraph that specifies the
Farmers HOme Administration as the vehicle for leadership. and so
forth. I have not had a chance to read the bill. Maybe you have read it.

Our land-grant colleges have done a tremendous job of making
better and more efficient farmers out of most of us. May I suggest we
farmers share more of their services we enjoy so the Extension Sen.
could put more emphasis on this area of rural America where "the
people have been left behind." It is my observation where they have-

inoved in this direction it has been effective leadership.
Two weeks ago about 40 men met here ill WashingtonI guess you

were not chairman yesterday when Governims Breathitt and Thiemsnn
testifiedon the invitation of Governor Breathitt of Nentucky and
former Governor Thiemann of Nebraska, we formed a coalition for
rural America.

May I quote Governor Breathitt :
As members of a rural coalition' we hope to serve as catalysts in developing

a rational policy of balanced national growth. We hope to spur economic growth.
and try tb mobilize citizen pressure to revitalize decaying communities In order
to halt the exodus to the cities and attract today's city dweller to the robust
rural centers of tomorrow.

I was a young farmer when we were emerging from the depression
and I guess you and I are about the same age. Mr. Chairman, so you
can think back to those yearsthe political and econorITh'al wise were
saying, "Depressions are farm bred and farm fed."

I would like to update that old saying for the subcommittee today
and say. "The social and economic problems of our cities today are
farm bred and farm fed."

To summarize what I have been trying to say this morning, I strongly
endorse the goal that is a blend of well-organized and viable towns and
villages, each with its own jobs and industries, its own recreational
centers, and with a balanced national growth sharing in the national
prosperity.

We all have seen hundreds of bumper stickers, and there are a very
few that most of us would want on our cars. I have one exception that
I brought. along, and if I ever o.et another T am-o-oint, to pot thi, one
on my pickup truck (eihibiting sticker that says, "1 ant proud t he
a farmer").

I am also proud to have the opportunity to testify before your snb-
ommittee today.
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will be glad to try and answer any questions'.
Thank you.

' Senator ALLEN. We are prbud and honored to have you come before
_the committee and give us the benefit of your views and the benefit of
some of your philosophy, with which we cerlailily find ourselves in
agreement.

I noticed in your concluding remarks a statement that 1 feel is sig-
nificant. And that is that the problems of rural America are not only
the problems of rural America, but they have a great effect on the
problems of urban America, and that if we can solve the problems of

'rural America, if we can stop the outmigration frOm rural America
into the large urban centers, that we will thereby solve many of the,
urban, problems as well while solving the rural problems.

Mr:' KING. When we visited a minute agnp about too many coming
in and the leadership coming, in, I think you and I would agree that
up until World War II it was a reasonably balanced migration.
Everybody could not stay in rural America that was born there for
the sake of progress and. the growth of our country. And we did
contribute as farm people a greater percent of leadership, I think,
than the number would maybe justify. But I think it was an orderly
transition, and I think it was the strength that developed our country.
BO it has been since World War II that it has*otten out of balance.
It was a tremendous Migration, in the agricultural revolution, and,
the upheaval of things got out of balance by far, and there was a

E- tremendous movement of rural people who came into our cities ill
trained and ill equipped. And the universities, as I alluded to, helped.
many of us become more efficient farmers, which entailed larger
family farms. Industry and small community business did not develop
fast enough to absorb the people. They went- to the cities just as
I mentioned about Detroit, when the word was passed back to the
home folks, they flocked to Detroit, and to every city. And so after
World War II it got so out of balance, and that is when the problem
developedthe cities were not prepared for this tremendous influx
of people. And I have to be careful how I say this, but they really
were not prepared for the sophisticated economy and job opportuni-

f, ties in the cities,they were not the kind of people that in many cases,
you would want. And so they htid problems. I hope I said that as
gently as I could.

Senator ALLEN. I know what you mean.
I was certaiillly interested in youroolinnent, tooand maybe People

do not realize 'thisit is- nice to have you put' in words that while
we are looking for industry for our rural areas, we do so often over

:look the fact that we have many small industries in our farms. We
certainly want to preserve the institution and it is-an institution
the institution of our family farms. I was very interested in your
comment that to preserve our family farms We have-got to first have
a,sound agricultural economy with decent prices for the produce. of
those family farms, and then with the greatly expanded need of inklit
resources, the .full credit. ne4ds of the family farms of rural America
must be met if we are to keep the institution of the family farm.

Mr. Krim. If the projection is correct of 100 million more people
by the year 2000, which is not too many year§ away for our younger
people, just think, the capital deinanded=you and I certainly cannot
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visualize the present setup of available capital ever being able to
support the expansion in that direction. And I am.thinking of our
country geographically, being .a beef CQW and calfmanthe West is
pretty swell populatedI am thinking of beef ;we eat 115 to 118
pounds of beef a year. You multiply that by the population increase,
and where are we going to get it ?

.There is one place they can. g% Alabaina, Tennesse6, the Carolinas,
peorgia, Mississippi, and Arkansas; tikre is land, water, climate and

:people there. It takes a tremendous development, but that is where ex-
pansion can come. ft takes capital, but there is great opportunity in the
southeastern part of the country in.that category.

Senator ALLEN. Well, we are availing. ourselves of that, and it is
developing by leapg andsbounds.

Mr. KING. It makes your heart squirm to, sees what is happening,
With ft hundred intllion more people:.

Senator Ausx. I was interested, too; and I certainty agree with
this-:,ind I may not be saving it jhst like you said it, but I feel like
what you were suggesting was that the institution, the family farnit is a
whole lot more than the economic aspect of the family farm as a. small
industry, as helping build a sound economy. It is a political and a
philosophical force in thig country. And the philosophy that we find
at the grassroots is part of the philosophy that has made our country
great. We certainly want 'to keep these family farms, one of the by-
products of which is a philosophy-of hard work, and free enterprise,
and rugged individual system, and self-reliance. We are too much in
danger right now in this country of losing a lot of thosb precious
qualities. We certainly *ant to keep the family' farm as a breeding
ground for those great N;alues that we feel that'tlie Americana.

Mr. KrNo. You said it better than I did. And I appreciate that you
agree with me:That is. complimentary. But I sincerely believe. that.

And'I am reliwtant to bring in 'family things, but I have three sons,
a farmer son, a Navy, son, and a biisinessman son. And the businessman
son 'started when he got out of college in, Sears and 1Zoebnek, and has
been working with them. He ho told me many times, "I am sure glad
youttiught me how to work."

Senator ALLEN. That is wonderful. I am sure that all of your sons
are fine, young men.

Mr. Krco.1 do not think they can say anything that will please me
more.

(Discussion off the record.) - .
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. King, I appreciate your

testimony. I am sorry that', Senator :Humphrey was not here and I
know he will be sorry 'he missed you.

Mr. Krivo:, We have had a good visit, and I have, enjoyed it. And I
have added a nevi` friend to my acquaintance. So there are lots of pluses
to it.,

Senator A MTN% Mr. Wesley Watkins.
I understand 'Senator Bellmon, our distinguished Senator from

Oklahoma, our good friend and ,member of the committee, invited
you to, apperirbeforethe subcommittee and give us the benefit of your
viows. And we appreciate your coming. And we look forward to 4ar-
ing vaurtestimony. Anq we know that the testimony will be of great
benefit to the committee in its deliberations.
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And as the sponsors of the legislation have said, they are looking
for and, welcoming suggestions on ways to improve this bill. And they
have the thought of providing more credit for the development of
rural America. Andive feel like you can do the same thing. We welcome
yoy statement.

STATEMENT OF WESLEY W. WATKINS, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, PERDUE INDUSTRIES, CHICKASHA, OKLA.

Mr. IV/mum. Thank you; Mr. Chairman. And let me express my
very sincere thanks for the privilege-of being here. ,

I am Wesley Watkins. I am a businessman from Oklahoma. I,am
with Perdue Housing Industries.

I would, lilte to apologize because I do not have a prepared text.
I was in towmon other business, and while here, went to visit my good
Congressman, Carl Albert. Also I was visiting over in Senator Bell-
mon s office, and Carl Williams, who knows of my genuine and sin-
cere concern about rural America and rural )klalionta, asked me
to stay over and testify.

Senator ALLEN. ,We sure appreciate your dojo°. that. And some of
our very best testimony has been ad lib, off-the-cuff-remarks.

Mr. WATKINS. And I would like to say, sir, that I hope we can have
an informal discussionand feel-free to interrupt at any time and
make any comment. I know the sincere concern that you have, and I
have it too.

I might say, I had a lot of business I needed to care for in Oklahoma.
However, because of my deep, dedication to .rural America and to
rural Oklahoma, I canceled it to be here one More day in ordef to lip-.
pear before you. And, I hope that I have a few .cominents or maybe a
few suggestions that Might be helpful from a layman's standpoint.

In the beginning of my remarks, I would' like to make a prediction.
If we can get this bill, S. 2223, or a similar bill passed, we will not
only keep the family farm, but we will rebuild the family farm, I am
most urgently asking for the passage of such bill, because I know my
personal benefits from the family farm. I am a farm boy from fi small
community in the Third -Congressional District of Oklahoma, the
little town of Bennington. I would like to speak to you, if von do not
mind, from a personal standpoint; so you will know why i am dedi-.
cated to this movement to help build rural Americawhich is 4yol vi ng
later than what it should be.

You a-re probably familiar with the Arkies and Okies movement
to California. I was a youngster at that time. My family made three
differrnetrips to California before the war and during the war trying
to find employment. It was after the depression. of course: and in our
area of the country people had not rebuilt and had not been able to
pick themselves up by their bootstraps. And I did not realize at the
time that because we were so poor that we were mnyin tr to ``ghettos

-in Oakland. Calif. But I went. hack and looking at our old a pi, rtments.
and I realized that was exactly where we were

Also I might say that probably the deepest imprint on my mind
today. and on my heart, is an experience I had as a youngster. 8 years
old. I was living io this small rural community of Bennington. Okla..
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out on the family farm with my mother. One day in 1952 our neighbor
carne driving up in his pickup] up the long lane. His pickup was
loaded, down with all the furniture, his mattress, and so forth. He
pulled up in front of our yard there and he hollered at mehis name
was Mr. Hamiltonhe said,'"Wes, is your mother here"?

And I said, "Yes, she is."
Fhollered for my mother. Out in the rural areas you do not get in

trouble for hollenng.
And I noticed that he had taken the chicken coops off of his

pickup.
When my mother came to the front yard he said, "Mrs. Watkins, I

would like for you to have these chickens. I am moving to California."
And I remember a remark I made to Mr. Hamilton at that time,

because I knew his children very well, we were close friends, we
worked in the fields together many timesI asked Mr. Hamilton this
question, and I will never forget his answer : I said, "Mr. Hamilton,
do you not like to live in Bennington, Okla. ?"

And his answer, Senator, was this:4es Bennington is a wonderful
place to live, but it is a hell of a place to make a living."

And since. 1952 as a youngster I have had this imprinted on my
mind. I have dedicated my time and efforts to go ou through high
school, and when I graduated from high school to go on to college,
Oklahoma State University, and major in agriculture, and to return
to rural America and to rural Oklahoma to help build it.

I would like to echo your sentiment on the family farm : I think we
will rebuild them.

I would also like to say that it has been great that we have placed
emphasis on production-in agriculture and the commodity approach.
But I would say this: We have not been encouraging in rural areas the
development of business and industry.

I might mention also that all the way through college I did research
and burned midnight oil trying to think of ways to develop rural
Oklahohia.

While I was working on my doctor's degree at Oklahoma State
'University I wrote a paper entitled "The Need of a Murti-County
Organization for the Economic Growth of Southeast Oklahoma." I
was fortunate enough to come to Washington in 1963 to work on my
doctorate at the University of Maryland, and I presented this paper
to some of the people in the Department of Commerce. And I am
pleased to say that in 1965 Congress adopted the Economic Develop-
ment Act of 1985, which included many of the same concepts that I
had proposed in my paper. I believe in the multijurisdiotional ap-
proach in trying to solve the problem. You have to build an economic
base,, a tax base from which to work; and unfortunately most rural
areas do not have this.

Something very unfortunate was pointed out to me in a survey that
T made in my home area of southeast Oklahoma. I- made a .urvey of
the high school graduates from many rural communities. Many had
gone off to Dallas, to the west coast, to the big cities. From this survey
96.6 percent of them would like to come back home if they could only
find a job. They would like to raise theif family there, because they
think it is a better way of life.
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Because of my agricultural background and education, I am not -
putting in second place the emphasis on the production approach of
agriculturebut I think the key to rural development, Senator, is job
development.

I agree With Mr. King wholeheartedly about the family farm. But
unfortunately, we have not been able to keep our young people there,

have to keep on going away to find other jobs.
I link we should think along the terms: vehicle or what

me can we approach this job development and return industry into
our area, or let it expand into rural America ?

I say "our area." I hope you will arcept that, because I feel very
dose to rural America.

Let me mention several things from research that I. have dode when
I had the privilege; Senator, of being one of the first executive direc-
tors of an economic development district in Oklahoma. It was my
privilege to serve in my great southeast part of the State. I enjoyed
it very much. One of the things we needed most in southeast Oklahoma
was homes. This was the main reason why I went into the homebuild-
ing business. We.must have more quality homes today if we are going
to return people to rural America. Senator, people will not come back
to an outdoor John, and I cannot blame them.

I did quite a bit of research and analysis of our area, and I would
like to point out to you some of the problems and needs that we found.
And incidentally, let me say this: I would like to commend the eon-
frress because they have seen and have acted on many of these.r-,

One of the greatest needs, of course, is water supply. Through a
great job by Farmers Home Administration, more water is available.
This is one of the greatest developments since rural electrification. And
I think it will have as great an effect on America as rural electrifica-
tion. One problem I have seen in this area of develovnent is that I
wish they would build their lines for future growth instead of just
the population that is there right now. Many subdivisions are im-
possible to develop because they do not have the line large enough
to serve this area.

But we are moving forward. And I would like to commend your
committee and others that have done a great job here.

Sewage disposal systems 'are needed greatly. And I know that
is true in your comrnunity of Alabama as well as in many of-the com-
munities of Oklahoma, Senator.

The third need that I would _like to elaborate more on, Senator, if
I may. is housing. Housing is something that will also help build a
tax base for the schools. For instance, in the little town of Checotah,
Okla.. right outside of Muskogee about 20 miles. we have .built some-
thing like, i0 homes. I drove by there the other day, and T noticed they
had some metal buildings erected as additional buildings to their
schoolhouse. They Piave not expanded industry there in Checotah, but
the people are living there and working in Muskogee and Fort Smith
and other areas, in order for their children to be raised in this small
community. It has created a little problem. But we have helped .build
a tax base. because those homes are going on the rolls as new homes.-

Perdue Housing Industries has a great social conscience. Yes,- we
are interested in trying to help build our company, but we have a
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social conscience also. This akes the third or fourth trip I have made
to 'Washington to discuss with Carl Williams here, of Senator Bell-

office. and Congressman Carl Albert's office. and others, the needs
and changes in regulations that NVOild 1101 build rural America and
rural Oklahoma.

I am proud to say that it was ,,our leadership that allowed the
Farmers Home Administration to fait into effect the packaging eon-
ception of housing. This was an idea from our company.

Also, our company wasdhe first to propose the increase of Farm
I tome to serve 10.000 population. Now the question has been raised of
ipereasing Farm Home population limits to $:15,000. In talking to.the
Administrator of Farm Ilome about this several months ago, I en-
couaged at least 10,000. and possibly 15,000. or more. In many of these
rural Communities it is impossible. Senator. for a person to get financ-
ing for home~ and other things. because they do, not have savings and
loan companies. Therefore. they have to turn to some other means of
financing. And other means are not there.

The third thing that we suggested. and we are 1:4 I pleased that the
Farmers I lome Administration adopted, is that a one who is living-
in a city or town of population of 10,000 or more can get, a home loan
through the. Farine'rs I-Ioine Administration if they move Intel; to a
rural area.

In the past we helped build ghettos, because our people could move
from the country to the city and get financing for It home, but they
could not get back out into ritual areas and finance a T was glad
to hear Senator Ilinfiplirey making this point yosierday.

Senator ALLEs. There are wore shim dwellings in the country- than
in the urban arens..yliev just, -d0 not get the attention by the news
media.

\[r. WAKINS. That is correct.
Senator flu 11 phyvy also asked a question yesterday which. I want -

to comment on : he asked. why is it that people cannot finance homes
outside of the cities?

I think the Fanms Homo has helped solve this problem to some
extent. But savings and loans companies tell me this:

We do not want to take the risk. We make all the loans we want.to within
15- or 20-minute's drive from our Aire. Why go 100 or 150 miles?

Senator' Atax,x. f they had a more liberal attitude it would help
solve some of the problem. would it not ?

Mr. IVATKIxs. Yes: it would. And when you get out into rural areas,
if you are able to get a conventional loan. the poor farm -family or
the families in these rural areas have to come up with '20 or 25 per-
cent to try to buy a home. It is usually an impossible task.

These are. three things that our copav. bec;iise we have a social
conscience. has spent a lot of money out of our own pocket to get.
adopted.

Another thing that T think is needed- -and which T like to recom-
mend. if I may There is a need Tor more Farm Triune personnel. They
are doing more than just the farm operatingtloan that you and I :ire
acquainted with in the past. They are working with water (11'4

44. r d iSt r et S. and many other facets of homehailding. They are be-
coming more inivol wed.
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We have tried to help streamline the homebuilding program by
using the packaging approach. Our company personnel fill out the
application "package." We have relieved Farm Home and its clients
of quite a bit of time. *efore we started this service, it was evident
to me that many potenVial.homeowners did not. know how to fill but
the applications; and,/therefore, they would say, to heA with the
new home. ,

Another thing I would like to encourage we uld be at least a state-
.

wide standardization-of appvaisals for homes. In Oklahoma we have
77 counties. These 77 county supervisors are worked to death. They
cannot keepup with the price of lumber, with the price of plumbing,
the price of electricity. -But we could set up in each State office a
section for appraising so that.they could appraise the construction
materials in the home, send the application to the county Farm Home
supervisor who could go out and look at the home building site and
put value on that. The two appraisals would he your vp,lue of your
total home loan. Right no* the county snpeivisor does all of this.
I think if we take this one step this would relieve him of considerable
time. Just like the packaging program: this is basic. Ilut it could do
a great deal in building homes in rural America.

Another thing that I would like to encourage would be to change
the legislation to allow a higher priced home to be built in rural
Aniercaat.least to theliitrof what the Federal Housing is allow-
ing in 235 right now in Oklahoma. We are not allowed to -build n
home in rural Oklahoma that is oven equivalent in price to the Fed-
eral Housing 235, which is for the low-income people in the cities or
towns who meet Federal Ilonsino. -requirements. I think that is un-
just to our rural peopli. And I would like to highly recommend
that the minimum that Farmers Home lookS at, at least be the extent
of what Federal Housing is doing with 235; that Is, going up to
$18,500 for three-bedroom homes, and for four bedrooms to $21,000.
Most of the home loans under Farmers I lome are $14,1i1)11 or less..Alsh
this is a key, I think, to helping; build the tax base. .)

The fourth thing I wniihlike to mention is that while Farmers
Home has made giant strides in becoming more progressive across the
Nation concerning. subdivision developments, they are only able to
make loans to nonprofit organizations for subdivision development.
Senator, I have been into many rural towns talking to 'Lions Clubs
and Rotary Clubs and Chambers of Commerce and so on. These
people in nonprofit organizations do not 'maic time to administer
the development of a subdivision.

I wonder what is wrong wit h'making the loan to profit organiza-
tions.ri if it will help build rural America ? And I would like to highly
encourage that this, restriction be changed. I believe such a change
would be quite effective in helping build rural America. I think the
adoption of the regulation was well intended, but the implementation
of it limits subdi vision development.

And I would like to add at this time, Senator, that I think most of
the bills passed by Congress for the people are great, but problems
occur in the implementatiol of some of them.
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Fifth, I would like tjencourage passage of the bill that would in-
crease the family income limits for homes in rural America through
Farmers Home. Right now they cannot exceed an income of $8,000.
Again, an many of these communities there is no place that they can
get home financing other than through Farmers Home.

And sixth, I think one of the crucial things we peed to encourage
is an attitude change. This problem was discussed yesterday by Mr.
Partridge of the Rural 4 ectric. Farmers Home men are directly re-
sponsible for their.p oPknatice, and thiii makes them ultraconserva-
tive about new ideas to help rural people. I would like to encourage
that this be changed to allow a fidelity bond fo'be set up so they are
protected against error, and held responsible primarily for fraud
and dishonesty. I think this will allow these people that are in the
field working with rural citizens to be of more service than what they
are right now.

Another suggestion I would havesomewhat unrelated to ousing,
but in this area of developmentis the need for manpower training
in rural America. We have developed a Voc-Tech system in our area.
And we have had to ask the people t6 train their people in order to_
be shipped out of the, comity for lack.of available jobswhich is hard
to get them to vote a tax for. But let me say this: In southeast Okla-
homa I have asked this queStion : "Where are your loved ones?" And
most people admit that their children and grandchildren have moved
from southeast Oklahoma. do they voted a tax upon themselves in order
to by to train their people. Even if we train them and some of them
move away, it is better 'to send them trained and skilled for jobs in
the city.

Seventhand this gets to the meat, of this Senate bill 2223is the
great need of what. I call venture capital. You might want to. call it
investment capital. But we have got to turn the capital bark to rural
America. In the cities 'bliSinesses can get the capital they need. But
we know the cities have a problem, as Mr. King mentioned. This has
been brought about because of the out-migration of many of your
people, from Alabama and our people from southeast Oklahoma. Rut
we have created it cancer: a hard core, urban problem which is going
to cost billions to try to solve. And if we are to promote rural America
fry working to develop rural America, we can do it much more oro-
nomically than to try to go into the cities and operate with the cancer.

So; I think that you are getting to the heart of helping to develop
rural America by setting up a vehicleand I am not one to argue or
debate the exact meansI would hope we could administer a program
with existing agencies so more dollars would get to the people at the
grassroots.

Eighth and this is the last major retommendatim I will make
todaywe need tax incentives for industry. I belie' e the Senate bill
2223 actually does this to a certain extent, but I wdiild like to take it
one step further: the tax incentive for industry that will expand in
rural America. Also if they will hire and employ a percentI use the
figure of 20 percent --of the people from the hard core cities. This way
we will disburse from the cities a lot of their problems, Senator. For
instance, if we had an industry of 100 employees locating in my home-
town and we used 20 percent of these from the citiesand a lot of
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these could be the rovedOnes fronAte area who would like to*eturn.
A traininglirogram should be set up automat ieally. These peopletcould
have better homes in their town than what they moved from in the
city. So we Could- allow the tax incentive to the industry to conie to
the area. provide the venture eapital. and also add to this an incentive
to utilize .20 percent of the people who are in the hard core unemploy-
ment areasof the-cities:

Getting,natnes of persons wanting to relocate could be worked
easily. The unemployment office would only add two questions to thet
application : (1) Where do you consider your home to be? and (2) if\
we could find you a job there, would you like to go back?

This could be worked on a. computer and sent out immediately to
all these areas. And then we conld bring back home a lot of these people
who would like to come home here and raise their families.

Senator Aar.N. Not only stop the outmigiation. but reverse it.
Mr. WATKiNs. Exactly. They will Come back and they will prob-

ably want to build on 20 acres or 60 acres. They will build back
to a certain extent the institution of the fainily farm. We will start re-
buildingnot only just industry, but rebuild the family home situa-
tion became they will raise their children out in the rural area with
a few calves and some hogs. even though they will be. working in town
with the industry and making their primary income. This will solve
many of our social ailments in the cities.

Now, Senator, I think the beauty of this thing isand I get enthused
about this favtorwe disperse the hard core problents out of our
cities. They all do not go to one town. Maybe 20 of these people will

beto my hometown of Bennington, Okla. tWenty more of them-may
going to Norman or many other towns where industrytis expanding.
You are not jamming everyone into one area again, but you are

gradually pulling these people out of their social problems. The social
pattern would be broken tfp in the various areas throughout the Na-
tion, and it will be a process to start breaking down the city prob-
lems and rebuilding rural America. Over a period of time it will solve
the ills ot a Tot of our cities, because where there are three familiesliv-
Mg in an apartment today in New York, one of these would probably
pull out and come back to Alabama or come to Oklahoma. And so the
process would go.

I think the meat of your bill is great. And I urge the adoption of
something of this nature. utilizing as much as possible the present ad-
ministering agencies if we can.

I would like to encourage tivo other things, both f which are ele-
mentary in some respects, but important from a la 's viewpoint.
I appreciate this opportunity to speak to you and P recommend that
you also allow laymen, who are trying to implement these programs,
to testify before>committees. Sometimes laymen understifird where the
problenis lie and why legislation,.which has the greatest intent in solv-
ing problems, fails in being implemented.

I sincerely appreciate your
you

me to be heard on this.
And second, Senator, if you are able to pass such a bill, put in it a

regulation for hiring professional type people to implement the pro-
gram. Too many times the pieces of legislation that Congress has
passed are in the hands of people who are only wanting a paycheck
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and are not dedicated into building rural America. And I hope you
can have concern built into a system so that dedicated professional
people are hired who will not look at the clock, and will not try to
just get a paycheck and say, "to hell with other people."

I mentioned Mr. Hamilton earlier in my remarks. I think if we caw\
help build rural America, I will probably meet Mr. Hamilton or others
of my former neighbors on the streets in southeast Oklahoma one of
these days. And I think he will answer me like this: "Wes, southeast
Oklahoma is a great place to live, but even a better place to make a
living."

And that is my goal in life.
Thank you,
Senator Ataxise. That is mighty tine, Mr. Watkins. I appreciateyour

tine testimony. I assure 'you that the committee will give careful con-
sideration to our recommendations. I appreciate very much your
appearance bre the committee.

Air. WATKINS. Thank you. It was my pleasure.
Senator AU.EN. This concludes the public. hearings on the two rural

development credit and investment bills now under consideration by
the Rural Developme t Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on
Agriculture and Fore ry. The record will remain open for I week
for additional statemen 9, and for the suggested improvements that
we have requested from the various witnesses, or any suggestions that
any witness care to make to the committee.

So, 'the subcommittee hearings on rural development credit bills is
adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.) .

(Additional statements filed for the record are as follows :)

STATEMENT OF 1-ION. FHA N K E. Moss, A U.S. ;:ENATOlt FROM THE STATE OF
'TA

lir. Chairman, I am delighted to have this opp,trtimity to comment on
8. 2223, the ('on colidated Farm and Rural Development Act. Those of us co-
sponsoring this measure believe it will make a significant mntribution toward
the solution of the rural-nrimit imbalance beeause it concerns a vital element
in rural redevelopment : the supply oecapital.

The exodus of rural inhabitants to urban centers has been explained in
countless studies over the past quarter century. Until a relatively re< tnt
period, it was regarded as a more or less normal process, and' we explained
it in terms that have tended to Insytme almost a cliche: men have al
migrated to cities: cities are the enters of Culture and knowledge..of finance
and induAtry. a ml most of all. opportunity.

in recent years. however, as onr.,urban centers have come to be recognized
MA Si) much for their former victues as for their present sins. there has been
it change in the country's attitude. Those of us who have long been (I'm cerned
about the drying up of rural America hope that this ,changed attitude spells
it higher priority for this aspect of American

There is it set of farts that describes the rural-urban imbalance in terms -
of rates of rural outmigration and urban concentrations: These are "so well-
known as not to need repeating. But. within that set of descriptors is one,
item that tenth; to obscure an extremely important problem, relating to the
government's role in rural development. That is the fact that only about
one -fifth of the rural population ciarsists of farm people; thp other four-
fifths comprise the rural non -farm people who live in the ceimtrystde or In
small villages and towns.
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Typically, Federal progra1110 aimed at revitalizing or smusirting the econ-
omy have been aimed at either urban or farm pcpulations: and somewhere in
the concept that divides the country's population into city or farm sectors.
those who live in rural, but nonfarm America have been slung-changed. This
is the reason behind the proposed Conscilidated Farm and Rural Development

Two major provisions are compassed by the bill :
First. it would make some changes In the present Arm Credit System to

make it possible for the Department of Agriculture to he more responsive to
the needs of public and private horr(owers to further the goals of farm and
nonfarm rural development. The bill redefines rural areas, as used in sec-
tion 300 of the present Farmers Home Administration Act, to include cities
and towns of up to 35,000 inhahitants, as compared with the 5.500 limitation

'presently in effect. It expands the Farmers Home Administration authority to
make or insure loans to prospective borrowers for any rural community devel-
opment project that has the potential for providing employment and servimt
to fano and rural nonfarm residents. It also sets n hroad definition to the temi
"rural commanity development project- to include alMost any hind of proj-
yt that would enhance employment opportunities. investment prosissqs, and
the quality of life in rural Amer lea. It requires that aided projects he con-
sistent with State. local or multijarisdictional plans for developments of the
area in which the imotmsed project is to Is' located.

The proposed bill would'also expand the grant authority under section 306
of the Farmers Home Administration Act from the presently authorized $100
million per year to $3(X) million. and authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture
to make grants to the newly-defined rural community development projects.
At present..such grants are titmited to water and waste disposal projects.

The second major goal of the IdlI is the establishment of a non-farm Rural
Cr (OR System. which in general teruy parallels the preslent Farm Credit
System. toProvide both subsidies and hard loans for qualifying rural develop-
ment projects. Administration of the System would be vested a Rural Devel-
opment investment Administration. which would oversee the operation of ten
Rural Development Banks. Financing of the system Is provided in the form
of n government subscription of some $2 billion, irr ten annual payments averag-
ing A200 million. This would enable the system to issue $2 to $3 billion a year in
debentures and bonds at the outset. increasing to $10 billion or mere when
full borrower-owned status is achieved. The bill contemplates that most of the
capital would ultimately come from private sources, as is the ease with the
Federal Land Bank system. which today operates without any Federal capital.

Ann mg the provisions of Title I Is one to which I wish to direct the Committee's
special attention. This provision authorizes the Secretary to permit certain types
of (Imperatives; specifically all bona fld nonprofit ( )1 111 erativps St ening rural
areas. to qualify legally for loans fro regional credit agencies created by
S. 2223 If they are unable to borrow f m banks for cooperatives. commercial
banks or other gin-eminent or coma ercial lending institutions.

(hi March 3, I introduced 5.1094. a bill to amend the Farmers Home .Admin-
istration Act of 1961 to authorize loans and grants to both existing and new
cooperatives unable to secure alternative financing. I stated, when introducing
the measure. that it would fill a serious credit gap in the rural economy.

There exists today throughout the State of 1-tah and the Intermountain Area
a serious gap in credit available to cooperatives, Inder Title III of the Eco-
nomic Opportunity Act, the Farmers Home Administration had (until recently)
authority to make loans to Jural groups of low-incomepeople to organize and
operate rural cooperatives. This was an outstanding program which resulted
in the creation of many new cooperative associations. T'nfortuantely. In some
cases, the terms of such loans required that these cooperatives show an almost-
instant success. What clearly was needed was grant assistance to carry these
new organizations through the first difficultand often unprofitable--months of
(*ration.

For various technical reasons, partly because of administrative interpretation.
but mainly bemuse the laws speciflealippt:ovide otherwise, none of these estab-
lished cooperatives is able to ohtain financing through the Banks for Cooperatives,
the Farmers Home Administration or the Small Business Administration. As a
matter of fact these are among the few business corporations in the State of
Flab which do not have available an "umbrella .of protection" in the form of
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Federal government credit. Each Pays high interest costs on any rdoney which
it is able to borrow and each is handicapped in developing business successfully
because of the lack of reasonable financing.

Briefly stated, my bill would accomplish two main objectives: it would, first,
provide loans to organizing and organized cooperative associations which were
unable to meet the usual loan requirements of the banks for cooperatives. At
the same time, it would remove the requirement which operated to restrict the
loan provigions of Title III of the Economic Opportunity Act to rural coopera-
tives whose family membership consisted mainly of those in the so-called
"poverty" class. Second, my proposal would authorize grants to these coopera-
tive associations by the Secretary of Agriculture for such periods as he deter-
mined would assure their successful operation.

Mr. Chairman, It Is axiomatic that the success of rural redevelopment rests on
a healthy agricultural industry ; agriculture is responsible for more employment
and more opportunity than any other single sector of our economy. The success
of the cooperative movement in the American farm economy over the past century
conunends it as an important tool for redeveloping rural America. I firmly believe
that the terms of S. 1094 would, in turn, help to provide the critical capital needs
of organizing and operating these cooperatives.

The terms of S. =23 are sufficient to accomplish the aims of my bill to pro-
vide loans,and grants to cooperatives. Section 102 clearly authorizes the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to make or insure loans to "cooperatives that are unable to
obtain credit from the banks for cooperatives." The question concerns the au-
thority of the Secretaryin Section 103to make grants for "other rural com-
munity development projects"; it may be more nearly related to Section.,105,
which sets out the definition of "rural community developments projects." Al-
though. I could interpret several of the activities listed in Section 105 to include
cooperative associations, what is urgently needed is a clearcut abatement of in-
tent in S. 2223 which makes all types of bona fide non-profit cooperiftives eligible
for financing. if they meet the financial test of the law and if they are unable
to obtain satisfactory financing from other sources.

Because the definition of the type of agricultural cooperatives which are
qualifiejl under S. 2223 Is unduly restrictive, I propose an amendment to Section
a06 that specifically broadens the definition.

A phrase should be added to Section 606 on Line 10 of Page 46 of the bill fol-
lowing the section reference to 12 U.S.C. "114j(a)," and before the word -if"
to read as follows :

Cooperative associations furnishing to farmers and rural residents serv-
ices and facilities for harvesting, storing, processing (including preserva-
tion or preparation of edible products for market). transporting or maket-
ing agricultural conimoditles or products, consumer purchasing services, or
the processing or marketing, of other products of farmers or rural residents.

Moreover, the scope of S. 2223 is so broad involving overall rural development
and the mechanics and proceilnres so encompassing that in my opinion, even if
cooperatives are covered by the bill, under the present language they would
have exceedingly low priority. For example, capital generally must come from
Private sources under exceedingly complicated procedures. Similarly: an area-
wide multiple county planning unit is established which almost entirely would
have purposes unrelated to the role of a cooperative.

Hence. I propose an amendment to Section 506 that would entitle a cooperative
with equal and equitable treatment under the law. A new section (c) should be
added to Section 506 of the bill on Paige 33 therecif, to read as follows:

(c) The board of directors of the appropriate regional bank shall allocate
equitably the bank's loans and services between and among the types of
potential users.

I am hopeful that the "umbrella of government financing: can now extend to
small and Intermediate sized cooperatives and 'this serious credit gap can be
closed clearly and definitely by,the above specific language being added to S. ?Q3.

I cominend the Committee for their outstanding and effective leadership in
creating new /sources of credit for the revitalization of rural America. I sin-
cerely hope that provisions for assisting cooperatives can be incorporated in the
final outcome of your deliberations.

Thank you.
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THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
Washington, 'D.C., September "20. 1971.

Hon. HuliEux HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Rural Decelopen,t Subcommittee, Committee on Agriculture and

Forestry, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
" DEAR MR. Cu Antat.ts : This replies to your letter of September 14 in relation

to the additional hearings the Subcommittee on Rural Development is holding
on S. 2223 and your desire to have my views on thiS bill.

In his letter of duly 23 concerning the earlier heatiings held by the Subcom-
mittee. Under Secretary Van Duseii indicated that he believed this Depart-
ment's views on S. 2223 would be reflected in the ttiniony of other Admin-istration witnesses. I have examined that testimony, including the statement of
tinder Secretary of Agriculture Campbell, and feel t is in fact so consistent
with our own position that there is little I or my assoelates could add in appear-
ing before the Subcommittee. However, I very much inoiPreciate your courtesy
in extending to me this additional opportunity to be h)eard.

Sincerely,
GEORGE ROMNEY.

BismAacii;N. DAn., August 13, 1971.
liOn. HUBERT 1-I. He NIPFIREY,

Senator, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY : I commend you for S, 2223,
I have no suggestion to offer at this time for its improv

very imperative that this legislation he enacted,Card we worr
as experience discloses the need for them. This legislation

I want to assure you that there would be active use in
credit progrard in North, Dakota.

Sincerely yours,

ent. I think it is
about refinements

is overdue.
de of the proposed

WILLIAM L. GUY.
Governor.

Slat of North Dakota.

NASHVILLE, TENN., '4;ptember 2s, 1971.
110N. HERM is E. TALMADGE.
Chairman, Senate Agriculture and Forestry Committee. 3 Old Senate Office

Il wilding. ll'oxhington,
DEAR SENATOR TALMADGE: WIS my understanding that yo r committee is cur-

rently considering S. 2223. a bill (',insisting of en -ronsolida edl. Farm and Itnral
Development Act" and a "Rural Development Financial Resources Act." In
reviewing this bill. I find that its provisions are act the nio feasililef,a. dealing
with the economic problems of rural Anwrielc.

This bill will, first of all, create an exeet,141vely large and umeeessary bureau- "
cracy. The entire Regional Banking System, as proposed, ill be simply a sup-,
plement to the many existing Federal bureaus which rela e to rural develop-
ment. Moreover, the proposed system lacks any coordin'atio with State efforts
and thus fails to take advantage of the states' expertise in this field.

In addition to the above general comments, several mo e specific problems.
are evident. It is obvious that systematic. unified planning t any level will be
extremely difficult with this bill. The only provision made s that of the com-
prehensive development district plan, which is generally so woad as to allow
oily project to be fmuled. The districta would be in an ext 'finely firecariml.4
position with respect to plan implementation : they would be faced with the
task of maintaining a rural bank and yet also trying to se ve their crlsin
residents. ,

More importantly, those areas not served by district ci'dit agenciesan
apPreidable amount of, territory in Tennesseewould be under th adinistra-
tion of the regional credit bank. Thus, borrowers in these aye s would be
following absolutely np plans: the reserve hank would approve r reject the
projects without any indication of their relevance to a national grim th strategy.
a State goal, or a series of conflicting local desires.

There is also tOreniendmis opportunity within this bill for confli interest
to arise on the part of the participating institutions. A bank could. or example.
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reject a loan: force a lagrower to obtain a guaranteed loan under the system,.
and then finance the project with the new insurance of a Federal guarantee. In
addition, the voting participating institutions at the district agency level could
prohibit other banks from becoming participating institutons and from operating
under the system. Thus, an oligopoly of banks within the system could control

great portion of the multi-county market.
The Federal Rural Developrnent Investment Equalization Administration,

as proposed. appears to be an unnecessary ageney : there Is 110 justification for
providing a, separate administration to supplement interest payments for the
borrower. If these project directors are worthy of funding. they timid be In
a position to repay the loans without supplemental assistance.

The proposed Rural Enterprise anti Community Development Administration
will he forced to consider projects in areas with up to 35,000 residents, a change
which necessitates a total reorganization of the Farmers Rome Administration.
It is unlikely that the present Farmers Home Administration local county
administration policy could be maintained.

Finally, the list of rural purposes is so broad as to permit the funding of
virtually any possible project. The entire hill, therefore, could degenerate into a
;missive. unplanned, rural public works program. this type of legislation does
not really solve the basic rural dilemma today. This bill is not, therefore, a
viable alternative to rural revenue sharing. If I can provide you with any further
information, please let mecnow.

Yours truly,
WINFIELD DUNN.

Gi)s*I'rD0r.
State ikt l'ennt

SAN JUAN, PUERTO Rio%
October 4, 1971.

Hon. HVBERT 11. HUMPIIREV,
Chairman. Rural DerekTment Subcommittee,
TI.S. Senate,
Waxhington,

Dena SENATOR HUMPHREY : Please excuse the delay in my replying to your
letter 'of April 3% concerning rural America. It is just recently that I have
receive(' the written views of of my key cabinet members. Their views
and mine are as follows:

1. Your views and opinions as to the problems of rural America (in other
words, rural Puerto Rico)

The chief problem of rural Puerto Rico is unemidoyment or lark of work
opportunities. The Puerto Rican rural sector has an exceptionally large popula-
tion that is poorly educated and unable to enter Into labor market competition.

2. Your opinion on the impact of these rural problems on Iirban4Ameriet,..,
The chief impact of the rural unemployment problem on urban aread41.1:that

of migration to the cities. This in turn.resulta in more urban unemployment
and new deniatids for urban housing, schooling: recreational facilities, etc. The
Oiling*. of environment can lead to psychological disorietutatIon, crime, and drug
1.1Se.

3. The need for a tiational growth policy
Our nation must develop policies Whereby it will be as attractive or more

nttr:tetive for our people to live In rural areas as in the cities. First, employment
[los:Abilities must be opened up. Training and/or retraining malt be provided
for existing or new agricultural crops and or rural industries. Shopping and
recreational facilities in the country must equal those in the cities.

. 4. Your experience in dealing with Federal prokrams aimed at the develop-
ment and improvement of the rural areas your state

Puerto Rico has received very little in the way of federal aid. for rural areas.
The only such program is the Farmer'sllome Administration. which offers home
loans to farmers, and only a few Puerto Rican farmers have qualified for this
program.

Puerto Rico requires more federal assistance for low cost rural housing and
for incentives for the degelopment of fruit and vegetable farming. Aid is also
required for the construction of rura)I roads to transport these products to
markets.
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J...I.V, 5. The State laws and State prograins aimed at the development of the' rural
areas of your State

During the last thirty years; Puerto Rico has had a remarkable record Of
industrial won-crape development. This growth has not been haphazard. Our in-
dustrial ,development unary has planned, guided, and where necessarrgiven

`,"'stimulus to insure that. all our people, both rural and urban, have an equal
opportunity to reap the benefits from a uniform, tuakorderly economic expansion.

At a4very early* state In our industrial expansion. it became apparent that
industry, if left to its own means, frould establish its plants or near our
.metropolitan center, ignoring the rural areas completely. Analysi venled there
were several reasons 'for this action. The metropolitan areas offere : Ill easy

'accese to our portsr, thereby reducing inland freight costs ;' (2) an available supply
of skilled labor ;- (3) .superior public utility servicespower, telephone, water:
(4) a wider selection of available plant buildings; and (5) many "C. ultuyal and
social amenities. We realized that any program designed to encourage rural
distribution of Indnstry had to off-set and equalize the,plant location advantages
of the urban areas., .

Our ',manta was developed around five elements: taX exemption; industrial
incentives; plant construction; building lease fees; and inland transportation
charges, The industrial tax exemption was increased for designated rural areas
from 10 years'in the San Juan-area, in graduated increments, to a maxiannn of
17 years exemption in underdeveloped rural areas. Concurrently. we established
an incentive system uncler- which a firm, epemling upon its Ihcation, -could
receive stipulated amounts for eaeh work employed. The government would

- tarnish the stipulated sums for any of these tems. ,
- (a ) Expenses in contracting technicians to train management and supervisory
personnel,

..,
.

- ( b ) Rent on factory buildings.
( c) Intereston mortgages for the purchase of factory buildings.
Id) Interest' in business improvement loans.
(e) 'General costs of marketing, including design, leasing of exhibitiou space

advertisements, etc., grid engineering service.
(f) Cost, of accounting and appraisals for Hie purpose of soliciting financial A

assistance. ---,.

(g) 'the costs of ,providing bask: installations Such as electric power sub-
stations and related equivalent, water treatment plants, wells and whatever other
type of htstallation is necessary.' to carry out the manufacturing operation.

(h) Expenses of technical assistance related to the difttrent aspects of admin-
istration and production, including among others, legaltKervices. layout of cost
accounting and general accounting systems.

We also increased the construction of govetinnent-owned plants in our under-: developed rural locations throng-Wit the island.. At the same time, we estab-
lished a graduated lease arrangement for our buildings. so that rents were
less expensive in rural areas, and were highest in the San Juan metrollolitalt
area.

_

In additiob, in prior years, we were able to assist manufacturers in locating
away from-the metropolitan areas, by arranging With steamship lines to hbsorb
the dtslivery costs in excess of fifty dollars,per trailer for port-to-facqory trans-
portation of goods.,This practice,,however,,has been terminated by the steamship
linek, but it was helpful while it lasted.

Our program ha-s been effective. We now have industry dispersed throughout
the island, lint we still have, nonetheless, a large concentration of industry In
the metropolitan areas. In time, we hope, that our prograid will achieve an even
greater uniformity of industry throughout the island. .

IL Your experience in tUe planning of tile ebmomic development of your State.
The. Puerto Rican experience with economic planning is nnique. The Piwrto

Rica a Planning Board is known throughout- the world, as a model for econontie
planning within a democratic framework. Given-broad powers by the legislature
and Wellinsulated front partisan politics, the Planning Board illIS been able to
plan for the rational king -range utilization of Puerto Rico's iand and resources.
Every square in of Puerto Rico has been assigned for a specific usebe it farm-
ing, industry, tourism, roads', recreational areas, etc. The Puerto Men Planning

, Board has become a model institubm in Latin America.
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I trust that this information wilkhelp in your assessment of the rural problems
of Puerto Rico, and I hope you NO include our island in one of the ten field
trips you are planning mound the eo ntry.

Best wishes.
Sincerely,

Luis A. lemettA,
Governor,

eommonfealth. of Puerto Rim,

WASHINGTON. D.C., Seytentber 20, 1971.
Hon. HUBBRT HUMPHIla,
Chairman, Rural Development Subcommittee, Senate Committee on Agriculture

and Forestry, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR liglipHREY L3Ve are wkithirg to you in regard to S. 2223', The

Consolidated Perin and Rural Developnient Act. and 742, a hill to establish
a Rural ('Ononunity Development Bank. now befo,re Your Shbconrunittee.
' First, we would like to call to your attention the 'testimony presented to your
Subcommittee on Rural Development by Mrs. Haven Smith, Chairpian, American
Farm Bureau Women's Committee, on June 1, 1071. This statement gives Farm
Bureau's views on Rural Development in a general way.
' The American ,Farm Bureau. Federation Board of Directors, at its September
meeting, discussed the specifics of S. 2228 and S. 742.

The Board requested that Nye rail the Subcommittee's attention-to our previous
testimony and request additional time to obtain voting delegate action on the
provisions of billsnow before your, Solwommittee. Our annual meeting will be
held in earl?December.

We thank you for the opportunity to have Muni Bureau's vies considered.,
We would appreciate it if you would make this letter a part of the record of your
current hearings.

Sincerely yours, 4

MARVIN MC EA I:!;,
Lgisilatire Director.

American. Farm Bureau Federation,

ATLANTA, GA., August 20, 1971.
Hon. HERMAN E. TALMADGE.
('h a il'1111116; COMMittel. On .4g pipit I t u re rod Forestry,
Hon. 41. HUM P HEY. -

Choirmon, Subcommittee on Rural Development, U.S. Senate, "Washington, DEC.
DEAR SENATORS: Thank you for your letter of August 11, 1971. in which you

requested comments or suggestionS from we Nvhich might in some way be of 4ts-
'sista twe inItaving S. 2223 allowed.

I certainly appreciate your kind Anisideratton in giving me an opportunity to
make comments for I ant most interested in the development of rural Georgia. If
I have any worthwhile suggestions to make after reviewing the eomniittee print,
I will lw its toujh with you.

If we in the Georgia Department of Agriculture MU he of assistance to you lit
anytime. please do not I-WI-ate to call on us..

personli regards. I am
Sincerely.

THOMAS T. IRVIN.
COnfhliNtfitilter.

Georgia Department ol'Agrieutture.
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SALEM, OREG., August 20, 1971.
lion. liestm.mq El TALMADGE,
Chairman. G. Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry,
Hon. flunErr H. HUMPHREY, .

Chairman, SubcomMitter on Rural Dev lopment, Senate Office Building, Wash-
. ington, D.C.

GasmastEx : J am responding to yon letter of August 12 directed to Walter
Leth whom I succeeded as Director of Agriculture,

The data from Mr. Gilttnier's _office on S. 2223 the Consolidated Farm and
Rural Development Act, crossed.ruy desk earlier this week. I would cqhgratulate '

' you both.:1 think it is a beautifulay conceived plan andhope that it will become o

law without undue delay.
It is not only an,exciting prospect bat it is something that-is badly needed to

reverse the trend toward .urban population impaction aesi to accelerate popu-
lation dispersion. And, it is in the best keeping of, our national tradition of
borrower-owned financial institutions for rural developinent..

You requested my comments and I have not had an opportunity to think too
thoroughly about it, but two things cross my mind as I.analyze the information
which came from Mr. Giltmler.

The first was that it should s-urely have more than adequate safeguards drafted-
" into the bill to prevent any excess profits by private lending institutions at the

local level. Secondly. i would hope that It would guarantee a maxinuunInput
from state and local land use planning agencies and that it would have,slifficient
incentives to encourage coordination of both state and local planning. the lack
of which is the Achilles' heel of land use planners in this state and I would
assume in most states.

I would be most appreciative if Mr. Giltmler would keep this office fully in-
formed on developments concerning S 2223 and we will urge our congressional
delegation to look with favor upon its passage.

Sincerely,
IRVENT MANN, Jr.,

Director,
Oregon State Department of Agriculture.

-

Hon. HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
U.N. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

RALEIGH, N.C., August 24, 1971.

GENTLEMEN : Reference is made to your recent letter concerning Senate Rill
2223 relating to the establishment of a broad program of nonfarm rural credit
which you introduced on July 7. 1971.

I am Impressed with the broad scope of the bill and believe that the bill should
be enacted to help in rural nonfarm development. T think that strengthening the
bill through the- extensive use of local banks is desirable.

Cordially,
JAMES A. GRAHAM,

CornConnrissioncr, 4North carolina Department of Agriculture.

f
RICHMOND, VA., September 21, 1971.

Hon. HERMAN E. TALm.thar.,
Chairman, Agriculture and Forestry Committee, CA-Senate, Washington. D.C.

DEAR SENATOR TALMADGE: We appreciate the opportunity to comm,ent on the
proposals contained in Senate Bill 2223 concerning Rural Development.

The availability of adequate finances certainly is much heeded in many of our
rural communities. It appears that your Bill does provIde the machinery. with
adequate safeguards. to make increased funds available in our rural communi-
ties for development purposes.

We are particularly pleased to, see that your approach recognizes the very
basic positive contributions being made by the prodnctksn segment of the Indus-
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try of Agriculture to the vitality of our rural areas and the continuing need to
maintain and further develop a viable agricultural production economy.

A multi-county approach has worked quite well with the Production Credit
Associations and the Farm Credit System in geherid, and it would appear that a
similar approach for the program you have outlined would be desirable. There
it-4 the need to provide sufficient flexibility in approaches at the local level in order
to allow for creativity and innovations under a variety of needs and circum-
stances. We believe multi-county Planning Districts, where organized, is one
approach and there may be others.

We will also evaluate carefully the limitations regarding the 35,000 population
provision as it relates to contiguous urban areas and the SMSA designations in
our State.

It Is our hope to remain informed on the dgelopments regarding your pro-
w:ail and how vintages in it may affect the agricultural and rural interest
Virginia.

Sincerely,
:11ARICE B. Rowe,

Commissioner,
Virginia Department of .1grie«iture and Commerce.

STATEMENT OF WARREN T. LINDQUIST, PERSONAL ASSISTANT FOR DEVELOPMENT AND
1.:UHLIC AFFAIRS TO THE CHAIRMAN, CHASE MANHATTAN BANK, NEW YORK,
N.Y.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement regarding Bill S. 2223
entitled the emmilidated Farm and Rural Development Act. My comments are
based on': (1) a general concern with the future development of the United
States I2)1 a belief that the people of the United States and our economy would
be better served by having a more explicit, comprehensive and consistent set of
national growth and development policies; and (3) a belief that business must
provide more leadership and assume more responsibility in determining the
future course of our Nation.

DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL AMERICA IS NEEDED

Senator Humphrey and the other sponsors of S. 2223 have I erformed a valu-
able piddle service in focusing the attention of Congress and le Nation on the
needs of,rural areas and on the importance of stemming the n salve migration
from rand to already crowded urban areas. America must be peO DMIIINIlly viable.
Moreover, a better population balance between urban and rural rens is essential
to our National well-being. I would urge too that the growth !L n( of
rural Amerira be fostered in accord with overall growth and development policy
at both the national and state levels.

Substantial opportunities are available in rural areas for the development of
new communities and the expansion of existing growth centers. Industrial and
other business opportunities associated with such developments are critical t he
continued economic vitality obour Nation.

ACTION Is TIMELY NOW.

For many decades the industrialization and urbanization of the United States
have caused millions of rural residents to migrate to large urban areas in quest of
edul.ation. employment. and an improved quality of life. Some have benefited by
this process: many, unfortunately, have hot. Moreover,. as our metropolitan areas
have increased in size and population density, the quality of life for all of us has
been affected. . .

In recent decades, millions of urban Americans have moved to the suburbs 41
hopes of enjoying the advantages of both urban and rural The growth
magnitude of this suburbanization, however. is causing suburbs o become more
.rban.vthus drastically reducing the rural advantages sought by suburbanites.

Now we see that more and more people are contemplating moves to rural areas
and small ilommunities. While it may be desirable for the Federal flovermnent
to encourage this decentralization of population. it is clear that some areas are
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better suited to accommodate new population and economic activities than are
other:4. However, even these better suited areas are likely to be ill-equipped to
praide for significant growth. Accordingly, Federal and State governments must
provide not only policy guidelines for rural development, but technical and.finan-
cial assistance as well. Bill S. 2223 recognizes the ituportance oeintegrating guide-
lines with technical aid and financial measures.

BASIS OF 'WEAL DECLINE

In my opinion, the decline in rural economics in recent decades is attributable
to personal and business opportunities in urban areas overshadowing those in
rural areas. Nonetheless, total new investment in rural and small town America
each year amounts to billions of dollars. These investments, however, are con-
centrated in economically viable areas. It is generally necepted that people would
not want their savings invested imprudently in high risk, low return projects.
On the other band, lending institutions have financed vast numbers of economi-
cally feasible projects in rural areas.

SPECIFIC COM IIEN TN ON S. 2 223

Bill. S. 2223 is partly based on the premise that people in many rural areas are
recipients of indaquate services and facilities been use new investments are not
!wing made there. In economically marginni area this undoubtedly is the ease.
The provisions for direct grants and technical assistance could improve the condi-
tions in these areas.

The proposed expansion of annual maximum authorized grant4 for rural com-
munity development projects from $100 million to $300 million would seem ap-
propriate as long as these funds are used to finance public projects which under-
pin and reinforce basically sound rural communities: It may be that the Ad-
ministration's Rural Community Revenue Sharing proposal could serve purposes
similar to those that would be served by these grants, The stipulation In S. 2223
that projects funded by these grants meet specific feasibility critierisi and com-
prehensive planning criteria is certainly a reasonable one.

I would generally agree with the purposes and objectives of S. 222.3 insofar
us Federal grants and technical assistanee are applied to upgrading facilities,
services and opportunities in rural aml small town Anierlea are concerned.
Beyond this, improvements are tie(Aed regarding the availability of (-milt for
rural development purposes. Some of the specific cr(slit provisions. of S. 2223,
however. rabw. problems.

IN( 'CEASE IN ICU RA I. DEVELOP ENT FINANCING NEEDED

It is my understanding that the "Rural Development Credit System" proposed
s. 2223 %multi make loans available for a broad range of both public and

private capital investments and operating netivities. 'rite underlying lissumption
that more investment hi rural areas is needed to upgrade conditions and provide
for growth in many areas is not questioned.

ordinarily one would expect that private finaneing k available for economi-
cally feasible projects. Should this not he the ease, then existing financial institu-
tions shonld le encouraged to improve their performanctin this regard.

If local banks individually do not have the eapability to finance suitable
projeets in their areas, then other private banking mechanisms should be em-
ployed to marshal/ and channel funds for such purposes.

GOVFRNMENT RACKED CREDIT

According to the Agricultural and Forestry Committee's analysis of S. 2223,
loans would he made pursuant to this Aet only if the "project cannot be financed
from /111. other public or private source, in a reasonable time, on reasonable
terms. and at a reasonable rate of interest": It is diffieult to see how these
criteria can be iet by economically feasible undertakings in large munbers.
unless the criteria are defined so strictly that this Rural Development Credit
System directly competes with non-participating financial institutions on terms
these institutions cannot meet.

Another probable onteome of financing through the Rural Development (7redit
System is that credit would be extended to projects and operations of marginal
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economic feasibility. Anticipation of this outcome apparently I4 the i;ast?4 of
provisions for interest supplement/4 unit capital augmentation payments to
borrowers.

While certain parts of S. clearly establish that loans are to be made
available only for econontically feasible undertakings, It would seem that the
inability of irorrowers to meet interest and principal payments Is expected in
some ruses. A further indication of the intended "soft" nature of loans under
this Act is that loans are guaranteed by the "full faith and credit" of the Federal
Government. Where high risk investments are 'deemed appropriate, bused on
substantial public benefit criteria, Government assistance 'nay well be in ordere3
However, the extensive use of interest payment, capital Augmentation and loan
guarantee davices for broadly defined public and private purposes. raise:, some
difficult questions.

EXPANSION OF PILIVATE DEVELOPMENT DANK CONCEPT

An alternative to the princtpal reit on a new and permanent Government-
supported financial structure might be that of a private financing mechanism
such as we have proposed for development purposes. Such a Hinted-profit
vately sponsored, funded and administered banking mechanism---created by an
Act of Gongress but enlailing no Government equity or guarantees----cauld effec-
tively marshal and channel suffilent capital, at reasonable terms, as needed
to meet prudent Investment requirements and foster public policikks regarding
national growth and development in both urban and rural America. Many of
these. concepts were advanced by David Rockefeller in his reNgt New Towne
Proposal. Respectfully transmitted herewith Is a reprint of ar13.S. 11retes and
World Report interview with Mr. Rockefeller on this proposal.

I appreciate this opportunity to submit written testimony regarding this pro -
p osvd

The intervieW1,4 as konow,iS : )

itntenview with 1)80(1 Itockefeller, eh,Ilruuul, I'llaso Manluutnn Honk. from U.St :k.Nt .k
World Report, June 7. 19711

WHAT IT 1VI1.L TAKE To BRING (MITIES BACK To Tat I.:
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STATEMENT OF FRANK K. DOWNING, MANAGER, SPECIAL SERVICES, EAST KENTCCKY
TOWER COOPF.RATIVE, WINCHESTER. KY.

The primary basis for classifying areas in relation to economic distress has
been formany years unemployment as percent of the labor force.

This single criteria is reasonably adequate for metropolitan areas. However.
the techniques for estimating unemployment are inadequate for measuring this
component,of the labor force for small areaS, particularly th-oRe of a rural nature.
In addition, unemployment as defined and measured is not the major economic
problem of areas of this type. Rather n more critical problem is the number of
under-employed and the number of people (mainly women) wit() are not in the
labor force because jobs are not available.

A primary reason for excluding these groups is. of course, the difficulty of
measurement. There is no precise definition of the under-employed for instance.
However, generally speaking. it includes pertains working at low wages, persons
working below their highest skill level and persons working less than a full week
against their wishes. Many farm workers fall into these categories in rural
areas.

It would be nigh impossible to measure the numbers in these groups county
by county across the country, but there are indications which are subject to
fairly easy computation.

The rate of unemployment should remain a key' criteria for measuring eco-
nomic distress on a local basis. However, other measures should be added-
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partiularly in rural counties--%vhich Indkate tinder-employment 111111 MO: of
participation in the labor foree because yf the lack of jobs.

These Illeasurem should be added to the iletinition of as depressed area on an
"(Jr" basis.

Following are some possible measures. These are statistic,illy possible for
all vomit les in the I' S.

1 (r of all m11-moration brfnrrn 1961) 19'10. Nul out migration definiteiy indi-
(ates as lack of job opportunities. Rates for all li:entucliP couulie. are tom being
computed and can he the basis for maltaiting a race that is reasonable to use.

2. 1 on-m/rica//arfa lrnplollrnlrr1 0/ popuhrhon. When this ratio is low
it hull( att's both 1111(ler-1,1111110y1110111 nod- rl ilipat 1011 in tin la bur 1'0111'.

Employment securit3 ligencips Call (wliuute Il itla, 11.:Is011/1101e aveuritcy non-
agricultural employment by county. Estimates of wage and salary orbers are
VVI.II aectirate and tirhaps should be substituted as the base population
estimates for counties are.prepared in most slates for the inter-vensal years.

It %void(' miein reason:it/le to assume that a county with non-agricultural em-
ployment as isircent of population less than too (( thirds of the tuitional norm has

problem of unde -employment anti hick of participation. Nleasuring employ-
population or %% (Irking age %%mild, of course. be more desirable. mit

population by county by age groups may not be III ailabie for atll counties in
nun PILSIIS yeti rs.

3. Per capita income "X" taloa' the nalionfil rcrage. There is little question
trot %% hat this measure indivates economic health or illness. Per capita income
coon probably be prodin.ed by county on an annual basis by the (office of.litbsitiess-
Economics. less I )1.1larIllielll of Commerce, in a manner adequate for this porpose.

.1 level of below 00 percent of the U.S. might be It reason for concern. There
are. of course. other approaches. hate the advantage of being simple and
available.

1;"
\ .(1.01 \ \ Sf p1( ,010 r 2,7, 197/.

11(411. 111 iit.tir I1. III nellut.Y,
/ ,s, Im/o, Oh/ S(.114/11 0,99(
11.a.vhsagfort.

DEAR SENATOR II 1-N11'1110..1 : of the minnesota Association or
Electric Cooperatives Is con( rned about the future development of the rural
areas of the. State of Minnesota and other states or our nation. The enclosed
jresolittion requesting your support for the Iturfil I teveloinnent Bank 11111

S 2223) %%as adopted- by the membership on August 31, 1971.
\P, the membership of the .Nlintaisota .kssociathm of Elisdric Cooperatives.

feel that every effort 'shonla be exerted in a %vity that %%ill bring more Misfiles".
employment /11141 H1111111 1011111 (11/1101111111I1144 Ilaek In the rural areas

Your ssista Ilee 0111(1 Inc appreciated.
Sincerloly.

()a% %I. L. I.t NDEH.,
Generfil Ifanno(r.

Ifine(sotu Novi/Mon of Ehr.drie cooprratirf
"(The resolution is as follows ;

MENfIWIlfi RI' RESOLUTION

Whereas. the rural areas Of :Minnesota and other States are directly affected
My the, Inovenieut of people. especially the young people, to the large vides for
education and emplynient. and

NIlereas, 11.11tiral IievelImment Ilittdc 1 1111 IS-2223 1 has been introduced in the.
T'.S. C(ulgress.try Senators Humphrey and l'alinadg for the purpose of making
available funds for the development orthe rural areas, and

Nhiereas. the rural electric cooperatives have a direct interesNa the dev;o4op-
P, went of the rural areas of Ilinnespta and our Nation: Now, therefore, be it

Jfe(tofrcd, 'Chat the Minnesota Assoelation of Electric Cooperatives and the
members of the Minnesota Association of Electric Coojoeratives support and urge
C(otogress to enact into law the Itural Development Bank Bill (S-2223I ; and be
it further

RcRoird, That all the members of the Minnes(itit Association of Eleetrle
operatIKes contact the Cong,ressionarDelegation from Minnesota and other Con-
gressinewvith which they have a personal relationship; and he it further

(V - :542 11 pt 4 42
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Rcaoiccd, That this resolution supporting passage of the Rural Development
Bank Bill c S-2223) be presented to the NRECA Resolutions Committee at
NRECA Region Vi Meeting for consideration.

tirval L. Lindell. General Manager of the Minnesota Association of Electric.
Cooperatives, do hereby certify that the above resolution was adopted by the
membership of the Association at the regular Annual Fail Statewide Member-
ship Meeting held on August 30-31. 11171 in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

WAsEttsolos, N.C., August 1971.

Hon. IIMIS1 kNX. TALMADGE.
Chairdran, l ..q. Senate Committee on 4grialtare and Forestry, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR TALmAvoE; I must begin my treatment of thought relative to
the subject document by clearly stating my personal commitment to the regional
(multi-county) concept for planning and development as being sincere in the
sense of gain for development's sake; and not to any extent for the sake of
-super-county" evolvement. Ify personal hope is that multi-county efforts will
continua to be the arms length vehicles, without mandate power, for the VOIllitlei
of plant-ling and action efforts cumbersome for a single unit of local government
to perform.

The Mid-East Regional Commission Is such a vehicle; supported by local and
Federal funds and armed only with the power of persuasion. North Carolina has
not yet fully, from executive through legislative view, embraced the multi-county
concept ; especially by appropriation.

The subject analysis. S. 2123, implies some consideration-of multi-county or-
ganization. But, that impliention is toward a work eff'ort,dlguin, sans financial
sumamt. Notification and Review relating consisteney to regional planning is
not to be an easily accomplished task if the regional planning andlhe review
processes are an administration overburden on meagerly budgeted operations
hl multi - county offices.

Currently. this understaffed %thee Is in a five (5) year work program; plan-
ned and added to Constantly by the State and Federal Governments. The bills
continue to glide through the legislative machinery, and the policies of the
State and Federal Agencies each add to the regional offices paperwork drills.
At the present rate of planning and'printing plans the non-metropolitan of-
fices, will after years. of operations he able to point at shelves and files filled
with their letters and documents; and only those. No action will have been
taken by that office in the demonstration of its good planning. Too seldom do
other agencies. local or central, implement another's plans.

So then. Senator, having plead the personal case, may turn to the objective
reply which your letter inIdtes.

Rural development Is the hope of the Nation. Rural America is not a strange
urea to most of the American people; and if we act mimptly in restructuring
the nearly forgotten rural scene that land area will provide the space and the
means for the overburdened 'gummy of the metropolitan sprawl' The land area
of the 311(I-East District )Viii provide for many thousands of new citizens with
110 upset of natural balances: if properly planned. The Act, S. 2223 addresses
opportunity for rural America.

The Rural DevelOpment Credit Bank, byt separate title in the Act, should be
a viable provider of rusk capital to the rdral scene. I am in complete accord
with this suggestedfinanial structure. The promised catalytic effect of such
participating ri'c venture should be the only reason necessary to Intice corm-
.spondents from the private sector into the loanablefund-pool. The appropriations
enabling subsidy to borrowers and for Capital Stock- purchase are surely- rea-
sonable interest requisites.

The analysis does not address the method of administrative funding, nor in
fact d,,e.; it .;,4.m to indicate such funding, beyond the' Regional Rural Devel-
opment Credit Bank (the multi-state hanks). I feel that, if to he leaned -upon in
the indicated sense, some method of financial assist-lines. to those commissions
would he reasonable. Some responsibility ; such as promotion ; planning; infor-
motion serviee: review of projects; could he the commissions attendnnt,and
continuing responsihility. The multi-county office needs action ftograms if it.
k to survive a future evaluation locally. Accomplishments. and not Marrs. are
more interesting in the rural scene. Slowly planning seems to attract more at-
tention, lent implementation will continue most interesting.
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Thank you for asking foii my consideration. You, and the Committee are tobe complimented for requesting roots" thinking prior to the final draftof the Aid*:
Stncerely,

Senator JOHN V; TUNNEY,
K ate Office 13 uilding,
W hington," D.C.

N: Wotan (Ingssox,
Interim Director,

Ecomnnic berelupme» t Commission. e

CLAREMONT, ('ALIE.. SepteM bet* 24.'1)71.

tAn Jonx : First I want to congratulate you and thank you most sincerely foryou cosponsorship of Senate Rill 2223, the Consolidated Farm and Rural lie-velopinent Act. This to my mind Is (me of the most important pieces of legislationto be Introduced to the Congress in many yearn.
We are, at present, tragically witnessing the withering away of rural America,the progressive weakening of the economic and social position of the Independentowner-operated tam and, consequently, loss of the source of much of the basicdemocratic strength and leadership on which our country has relied through allitgwry. This trend must be reversed and S-2223 would go a long way towardtits+MildishIng that purpose.
if, however, rural America is to be revitalized there must be financing avail-able to make possible improved housing, improved social agencies, and/ aboveall local ownership of business enterprises. The best and surest way to broadenload ownership of economic enterprises is rural areas is through cooperativeownership. This is true because cooperative businesses must belong to the usersof their services. They cannot be sold off to anyone else such as big city buyers.They must remain locally owned as long as they exist.
Some of the purposes for which'financing is desperately needed in rural areasare the following:' (1) Better housing for rural reside nth on 'and off thefarms and including cooperative housing and housln for se r citizens, (2)Financing of nursing homes which Might indeed be Ile eloped thro h the effortsof other types of cooperative businesses for the ben t of those who need them,(3) Orthip health plans together with the facilities eeded to make them effec-tive, (4) Better schools, and (5) and perhaps most important of ail, coopera-tively owned processing plants so that farmers' crops can be processed undertheir own ownership and sold with the greatly added value which processingmake* possible. This already Is being.done to some extent by farmers' coopers.rives ; but if the position of the independent farm or of agriculture In generalIs to be strengthened and protected, then much more such processing must takeplace. Such loans would have to be made at low rates of interest if they are to beproctIcal in assisting rural America. It is to be hoped that provision will he madeto hold such rates of interest at some such figure as 3,or 4 percent.Once again let me thank you for your co-sponsorship and also thank you inpdirance for your active and vigorous support of this very important legislation.4 4 Sincerely yours,

JERRY VOORII

(`ExreavnLE, Mo., 'September 20, 1971.lion, 11E1mA/a E. TALMADGF
U.N. Senator.
Chairman, Agriculture and Forestry,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR TALMADGE : This is in reference to your 'proposed legislationcalled "The Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act."
After careful study of the proposal, the County' of Reynolds concurs with theintent and structure of the Act and hereby wholeheartedly endorses it. We feelthis legislation would give strength to rural development which is badly needednot only in our area but throughout the United States.
You can depend on our support in getting the Act ,passed into law.Very truly yours,

PAUL PRICE,
Presiding Judge,

Reynolds County, /Ito 7
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Ants ENE, 'FEY., Neptember 17. I971.
Senator H113ER ill'AIPIEEY.,
Chairman, NI4beomtnittee on Rural Development,
Washington, D.C. .

i: Au SExrATOIC IIVAINIfirt: : I am writing in regard to your SubeommIttee on
Rural Development.

First, let me background you on our organization, the West Texas Chamber
of Commerett. This organization is 53 years old. It serves the western area of
Texas, a copy of a map of our service area is attached: This area is about 60% of
the State of Texas and is equivalent to the size of 13 of our states. There are 162
towns affiliated with our 'organization and all but 10 of these towns are smaller
than 50,000 population.

From Our over 53 years of work in the rand 'areas, I believe we can speak
. with a great deal of authority on rural America. In fact in April 1967 the West

Texas Chamber of Commerce did probably the most definite study every made of
the problems and potentials of the small town. More than 17,431 man-hours were
spent preparing this study. Modest of which were volunteered by people of such
.knowledge, position and expertise that even the United States Government could
not ave hired them.

We have through the years been closely associated with all the many attempts
by various departments and agencies of the United States Government to ac-
complish Rural Development. Generally these have resulted in failure. I. person-
ally, spent over 20 years of may adult life in a small town in a rural area ii mid was
completely committed in my nitmetary investments. civic endeavors and social
endeavors to the rural environment. I was a businessman, farner-rancher and
elected office holder, or board appointee on almost all boards and offices founil in
the rural areas. So if there is one area of life in America today that we feel
qualified to speak on it is rural America.
'It is, our opinion that the reason for the general failure of the past rural

development programs is that we have never utilized the proper people resources.
In the past all authority and responsibility has been placed with governmental

departments or bureaus. This has been doomed to failure from the start for the
staple reason the Government will never be able to staff the programs with the
properly motivated and knowledgeable people. Never have we utilized
the vast reservoir of properly motivated and knowledgeable people that are
available. I am speaking of the result oriented lkople. The do-era. The people
who have a monetary investment in rural America, the people who are hired

: and fired on the basis of the results they achieve.
In the past the plan of operations has been to establish a government

bureau and charge it with the rural development responsibility. The results
have been (1) a large bureaucratic organism with all Its inherent faults and
evils at a tremendous ,cost to the taxpayers (2) beautiful lengthy Verbose plans
that collect dust or are eaten by the rats (3) a vast amount of lip service
and news media releases (41 no results (51 and bitter diSappointment and detri-
ment to rural America (6) and unnecessary eost to the taxpayers.

It is inherent to the system that Government employe& wrapped it! a cocoon
civil service security, have only to ;pi through tip' motions and then if the efforts
do not hear results--,well back to Congress for more Iminey and another pie-in-
the-sky rural development program.

My suggestion is that rural development resources of the Government should
be chtinpeled through the private sector of rural development professionals.
Their job is on the line. Their money Is Invested in rural America.

Each large company maintains large staffs of Industrial InNelopment experts.
Agriculture Development experts and other experts relative to all aspects of the
rural society. There are chambers of cOmpierce organized, in most towns with'
vast reservioni of knowledgeable, committed. "resourceful. volunteer elillans.
There are State and/or Regional Chamber a ,Commeree, orgardZatletza cover-
ing all of rural America who are manned in largo part by volunteer' civilians
composing the best brains in America that collectively blanket every aspect
of the rural environment. There is not enough money in America to hire these
people, yet their services areavailable to solve the rural problems.

The Government of the United States should make available to these people
what resources they need and lets them do the job. They can and they would,
if they are not stifled y a mass of governmental bureaucratic planning and
staffing.

k
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Also, if the rural developmett program utilized the State or Regional Cham-
bers an the administrative vehicle, on a contractual basis, for this effort there
would he a tremendous saving In administrative cost to the taxpayers and also
would insure more of the resource funds gOing into the actual development
program.

'If you want to develop rural America, give these people that have their lives
,and money invested in rural America the resources and don't just build another
costly bureaucratic empire that will again fail rural America.

Sincerely,
J. FIRE GODFREY,

1.reeutire Vice Pr'sident,
West Texas Oh amber of Commerce.

(The map In an feyows :1

'17-77
/--

!ILA( KSHURC, VA.. Svp1( mber 2, 1971.
lion. WII LIAM 8: SPONG..11%.
Congrcum of the I 'niter! Ha N.:,
:lenutr °flier Building,
irnuhingtun, I'.

DEMI BIM: It recently has ( to my attention that Sculls IP Itill 2223 to amend(
the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act of HMI was introduced On
July 7 by Senator puint)hrey and a number of other Senators, including yourself.
Your interest in improving Ibis inumrtant program Is to be connmended. Because
of your interest in this matter. I would like to share with you information about
our Interest in the tyls, of activities' involved in S 2223 and some of our concerns
about duplication of programs of this type.
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Our review of S. 2223 hidicated that, if this till were enacted, it would establish,
FHA as an agency that would conduct a nu/nber of programs that duplicate the
programs currently being conducted by th Cooperative Extension Service. For
example, Section 708 (phge 08) enumerate powers of the Federal Rural Develop-
ment Credit Ageney that in many case duplicate programs conducted in all
states through Cooperative Extension ittal the land-grant universities. Section
710 of the Bill provides that the Federa Rural Development Credit Agency shall
have personnel qualified to give advice 1 a number of fields in which Cooperative
Extension personnel already give tech deal assistance and advice. That Section
also authorizes the Agency to engage in research and information gathering
relating to municipal growth and development among State and local govern-
ments; the land-grant universities rind the Comerative Extension also are en-
gaged in these activities. i

I know you will share my concerti about this possible duplication of programs.
Inasmuch as the land-grant instit Mips and the Cooperative Extension Service
already are funded and are deli Ord by law to conduct many of these same
programs, we question the advi Witty of authorizing a line Federal agency
to become engaged in them. l'n r the Cooperative Extension Service programs
in Virginia, all of the resource of Virginia Tech are used in cooperation with
the programs of FHA, thereb programsstrengthening the programs further. This 'ar-
rangement exists in virtually a 1 other States. it appears Inadvisable that anothei
agency be authorized to the programs which the Cooperative Extension
Service conducts so successf Ily in all States, with the cooperation of the land-
grant universities.

It is my hope you will give qur concern some consideration to avoid tiePtIlPss
duplication of programs a d possible weakening of the very successful programs

ow being administered th, ough the Cooperative Extei
c. ated with the Cooperative 'xtension Service in the

sion Service
I am sure those asso

r.s. Department of Agr culture will 1w happy to disci le this mattes with on
OT members of your eta further, and, needless to say, I would be gliid to pro-
vide any additional info ration that might be helpful to you.

With warmest person I regards, I am
Sineerely,

'

T..M.easliALL Wen Jr.,
Preaii curt, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and Ntote Univerxity.

STATEMENT OF DAVI C. PULLARTON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
LEPILONE COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

My name is David C. Fullarton and I am the Executive Vice President of the
National Telephone °operative Association located in Washington, D.C.

Our Association r presents the nation's 234 cooperative rural telephone com-
panies as well as m ny of the small independent commercial companies of the
nation. Our member: obtain all of their capital financing through the Rural
Electrification Admin tration of he IT.S, Department of Agriculture.

As an Association re resenting rural interests almost exclpsively, it is obvious
we have a deep and abi ng concern with any legislation affecting rural America;
And I think there is ne lonbt that this bill is one of the meat significant pieces
of rural-oriented legislat on to come 'before Congress in many years. As the dis-
tinguished Chairman of Ie Subcommittee, Senator Humphrey. noted on intro-
ducing this bill, "the legisi How picks up where the Homestead Act of 100 years
ago left off in trying to p omote an intelligent rational growth p%iicy for this
nation."

I come here today to vol our Association's support for this bill. We 'firmly
believe in the tried and true pproaeli this bill presentsthe providing of hart]
and soft credit for public and p vete yural borrowers.

The- telephone cooperatives hom our Association represents are living prty4
that these principles work.

As I am sure all of the distin !shed members of this Committee are aware,
the nation's telephone mops as well as the small independent- commercial eom-
panies play a vital role in our coinitry's-telephone network. Though we serve
only a fractionally small tlercentage \of the nation's telephones. nevertheless, we
provide modern service in areas which. were it not for the foresight of the Con-
gress some 22 years ago. would probablY be unserved even today.

6,5 I'
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We believe the bill you are considering today will have the sort, effeet ou
rural industry and rural life in general as that initial REA Telephone lAtan Act,
had on rural telephone systems some 22 years ago.

At that time rural telephone systems were moribund and decaying. Large por-
tions of rural America were totally unserved and much of the service being
provided was utterly inadequate. So Congress took the initiative and amended
the Rural Electrification Act of 1936 to provide for long term, low Interest loans
to commerical and cooperative entitities who would pledge to serve all subscribers
in their territories.

The results were phenomenal. Cooperative entities were organized to serve
rural communities. Small commercial companies took the opportunity to use REA
funds to modernize and expand their service.

Arens that had 'lever received servici "came on the line" and outdated 16-20-
party lines were upgraded to more modern 8 party and 4 party service. Today,
Of course even 8 and 4 party service is inadequate, but with the passage of the
rural telephone bank billthanks to the stfong support of this Committeeit
will not be many years before we see one party service as the standard in rural
America as well as urban America.

NVItat ,dogs thls very brief history of the runt' telephone program prove? It
proves that rural Americans are willing to make the effort to pull their com-
munities up by their bootstraps, given the ha itp. It proven that there is a great
vitality and spirit in rural A meriengiven the opportunity to nourish it and

,keep it alive. It proves we can provide any kind of first class service in rural
Amerientelephones. electric, medical or whatever-,giveu the capital to get, it
going.

We ell recognize the benefits of rural living. and we also l-we clearly the
problems facing rural America. Our Association believes this bill offers a very
'real alternative to letting rural America fall into decay.

As I noted. we believe the Rural Development Credit Bank approach is a
sound one. A bank does not make grants or "give" money away. It makes loans
and it rt'sptires individuals to work and be creative and to repay tl not involved.

The fact" that there are some interest subsidies involved is not heretical as
far as N% e are voter rued. We feel that where la neficial subsidies of this sort it N'
needed. they should be granted.

Our rural telephone program is subsidized but NN e are not aShained of it. Every
dollar loaned to rural telephone companies is paid back with interest. and this
will be true with every loan Made under this bill.

We also thluk the- Development Bank amtroach is sound' because it allows for
the maximum amount of individual planning and initiative at the local level. The
closer to the grass roots. in which individual activities sponsored by this pro-
gram are initiated, the more 1411(11%411i it is going to be, in our opinion.

Hopefully this bill will .also allow rural America to attack one of its most
P rious problemsthe opt-migration of its youth. Only if we can prov,ille jobs

and the-modern facilities and amenities of all types in our mind areas. ,are we
going to be able to persuade our rural youth to stay at home and not. turn away
to the big cities. t

Rural Aineriea's problems are not going to le solved in one year or in tWo.
They are not going to be solved solely by nutking more jobs iiva liable alone or more
houses. Rather. the key is to be found in legislation such as thisa broad-based
bill that will provide ample credit for a multiplicity of Purposes. It would be diffi-
cult for Congress to anticipate the myriad of ways this credit Will be used and
perhaps it should not try. Better to create the instruments and provide Hie capital.
and It the native ingenuity of our citizens do the rest.

Speaking for the nation's rural telephone companies, I wimp like to assure this
Committee that right now, thanks to your foresight. we are preparing to fully
serve rural America and we are working to provide telephone service as modern
and op-to-date as that Pallid in any city itt our land.

As I 'mentioned, it is because of this committee's foresight that I am obi?* to
make that pledge. This is because of the accomplishment you wrought with the
passage of the Rural Telephone Bank Act earlier this year. This law is going to
provide the nation's rural telephone systems with the same kind of capital in-
fusion that you are here planning to give the entire rural economy.

Your Committee has shown great vision and foresight in planning for Ameri-
ea's rural growth. The passage of the Telephone Bank Bill, and the consideration
of this legislation are clear evidence of that fact.
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Before (a would like to comnient on one aspect of this bill witich di-
eectl 'affects (our Association, This is the inclusion in thelill of language which
(Wild provide for it reorganization of the C.S. Department of Agriculture, putking
the Rural ItIlectrificatioh Administration under a new Assistant Secretary of Ag;
rieulture for littral Devidopment Credit. Other agencies to be fficinded under this
new Assistant Secretary's jurisdiction Would be aonew Mum Development Ad-
ministration and the new Rural Enterprise and Continunity.Development Admin-
istration to be created by this nett Functions of the present Farmers Home Ad-
ministration would be divided between these two new agencies while the ac-
tivities of REA would he left unimpaired,.

At this time. the National Telephone Cooperative Association' neither favors
nor pnrimmestitis depa rt Went at re-organization. We believe caoful study is ees -..
Nary beforenriy such far-reaching detisions are made.

With this exception, we tirge the Committee to favorably. muskier this legis-
lation and that it be promptly cleared for action by the Senate.

ItAiNE. IN' ts., SepteMber.11i, 1071.
Mr. .1onN A. BAKER,
f 'mina ttant, Subcommittee on Rural Development, Senatedurieultn re-Com mitt( e.

Washington, D.C. '
.

14:Au MR. BAKER : I am here at the Johnson Foundation working with the
Speretariat of the 1971 International Youth Conference on the 'finnan Environ-
ment completing the follow-up responsibilities of the conference tvhIch waS held
in Iliimilton,*Mtario August 211-30. Working on the eoirference has been a rigor-
ous but extremely rewarding PA:111110We. Now that our schedule here has eased a
bit, 1 want to thank you so Very allIell for the time you took to talk with inc
on the 17th of last month while I was In Washington. The opportunity to exchange
news a ml views %with you and with Ma rk was a most enjoyable one. I spent thret..*,.
(lays there meeting with others whom I felt shared my concern for improvedte
techniques of "Urban Design" and its role In (ommunity devero)ment prograins;
for balanced urban growth and the resurgence of snuffler towns arid cities ; as well
its for a' truly significant celebrdtion of our bicentennial.

Unfortunately, I (11(1 not thid many peop In the executive departments who
shared those concerns or felt that opportn it's were aVililable to do sonnething
shout them, i can appreciate their predi lent of lack of adequate financial
support and .imaginative leadership: However, my (Iisiussions With you and
Murk and with Seimtor Humphreys assistant. Al Sanders, were very encour-
aging and helped nu' resligutze that these types of exporhnenta) demonstrations
a re ,deStierately needed. _ifs 1 discussed with you. I strongly Seas(' that a thr("e
WI inzed attic is required for a truly effective and workable national urban
growth lad' y. 1 ) Maintain HMI strengtheil the current efforts to improve the
livability of our major urban centers ; 2) Provide new means and methods for
smaller towns and cities (the hometowns across the ootintry 1 to revitalize them-
selves and become nuclei for More laimane and governable population distribu-
tion patterns; and 3) Create self sustaining, select new 'towns that will permit
experimentation with varieties of lieW teehnologies Mt (1 systems that. once tried,
could he applied within existing settlements. In any case. nothing less. than a
total commitment to a domestic Nhirslm II Plan will suffice. ea

I rapist apologize for not having sent a review draft on applicable design state-
ments for the Rural Development Bill. I have Oven some thought-to it. however,
and %I'll share those thoughts with you now. I urn still net aatsified with their
comitictenes, level of development. or clarkt y. 1 will enclose a a het that has
some notc4-4- hat e jotted down. As yOu min sett from them. in attempting to
come to grips with your question of a more appropriate name for "I'rban Design",
for %yard of it more imaginative or creative phrase. I am favoring the term "Com-
munity Design". The colicepts that I feel "Community" represents are: the
hick of separation between rural and urban application, between 'sizes of towns
& cititts; its applicability to the regi4a1 sea le. the entire municipal scale. or the
8111)-nmnieipal scale the village or the neighborhood : and. finally, the social
context the people orientationthat it implies.

In .this respect, the Rural Development Bill could serve another far reaching
and innovative purpose In affilition -to those it already contains. It could go

6J
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beyond the Comprehensive Plan concepts of Nlodel Cities and 701 under
by fostering and making operative the (.01111111.11(.11S1 Plalf11111(4 Pror s ( or
the (ffimprellet0dve Comuntolty Develoyment Process 115 I call it in the enclosed
material). The difference between those t WO l'011OVIAS in.hreen the Plan and
the Process---is very difficult to explain, but It is eery (Iloilo to the upgrading
of local capability ) administer 11 1111 SUS( it (IPV4.11111111(.11( programs and, projects
let ((Mop their coordination and Interrelatedness.' I ant enclosing it copy of the
description of such a Process which we evolved in Trinidad. I will he happy
to pursue' this concept for more general guidance and broader reference if
you think it has application.

I trust I left a copy of toy "Crban Design Demonstration" Prtqatsa I with you.
In any case, I make the argument there that appropriate quality design has muck
to do with the success or failure of a projt. Stewart ['doll wrote that "there is
neither practicality nor economy in ugliness, in decay, io despair, in disorder."
Vachel Lindsay ante observed that, "_1:gliness is a kind of misgovernment."
iimoonts of monies that the federal government Is spending on civic structures and
improvements warrant its lead In setting requirements for quality design- "not
ffist for au elite, but for all men." Design of this calibre and scope could pro:ide
the physical context within which life iti our 1111t1011S "r01111111111itteg" could be
ereat I vely exeiting.

How do you insure that quality,' exedlence, and breadth of desizn? I r, mild sug-
gest the following alternate strategies realizing that. they Duly require tnodifica-
Hon of combination or someOt her strale drat at these nterel suggest.

(1 1. Offer annual awards for design excellence from among those projects
funded under the program.

1 2 1 Maintain a 'addle education and lnfonnatioo program explaining the
elements-and advantages of excellent design as as giving examples of 1111111
design widest possible coverage in the mass media and other means: of eirculation
and exposure.

(I) Provide an interdisciplinary review "jury" or hoard at the Federal
ilegitffill Office level possibly to be utilized by the of of all departments Ln
each region). This group minkd be called together on a regulanbasis to review the
submission requests from qapplieants which would include heinattta designs,
for t heir pa rticular projects.0

The legislation, (mat least the departnictitirl regulations alai circulars outlin-
ing the administratffin of the program, ought not only, require such schematic de-
signs be imitated in the initial. S1111111i1,141011 but Iljs0 ought to alho for the total
expeffilitures which the applicant incurred in the preparation of 1111 schernatit: de-
signs thru design development be an eligible cost under the terms.of,, the loan
and be interest free. Ao stipulation coffin also he provided for those projects
which receive rectignition for excellency by -tile- review jury to have the saute
to,tal amount subtracted from the total repayable prinelpal of the-loan. Another
alternative would be tie provide grsots for the preparation of such project Pro-
posals and design work, ifa competent and reputa hie design firm or licensed design
professional were engaged to do that work.

Please let me know if any of these concetft's appear to have Millie a 114((.11 1011
for your purposes. I will he returning to Colorado later tlik week and will
develop these thoughts Phrt her. Thank you once Nly regards to Mark.

RONALD P kSSAIO.1.1.f,
irmsir Foundation Int( motional.

r

TRINIDAD. C01,0 September HO/.
Websters:
Environment- 2: The surrounding conditions. influences or forces t hat in-

fluence or modify. as : the whole complex of climatie, edaphic. and biotie
fitettArs that act upon an organism or an evologit.al common/0/ and ultimately
4141-ermine its form and Survival--of habitst. h: The aggregate of social and
cultural eonditions (as mist onus, laws, language, religion, and (conontic nd
politioal organization) that influence the .life of an individual or community.

Urban Design: The architecture of towns and cities.
Economic Design: Possibly too general, too broad not familiar -enough ft term

for piddle consumption???
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Environmental Design: Same problem . . . too elusive for the general public
as yet.

Comprehensive Design: No good. Too much confusion with comprehensive
planning.

Community Design: Implies social context not limited to any Beale.
Rolla Design: Same problems of eXclusive divfnion that "urban" implies.
Ciric %Design: Units at monuments and an inhuman scale.

RONALD PASBARELLI.

NORMAN, OKLA., September 8, 1971.

Senator HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
'Chairman, Rural Development Subcommittee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

OENTLEME.N : I am an engineer, and' our organization has been working very
closely with the Farmers Home Administration for the last eight years and
has seen the steady growth of the rural.' programs. First, let me say that the
Oklahoma State Farmers Home personnel are, in my opinion, dedicated govern-
ment workers. They have a mission to improve rural life, and they work long
hours and work with the people and are accomplishing the mission.

New, I would like ,to discuss the program for rural water systems. We have
made comprehensive water and sewer studies for twelve counties, and I would
sure like to see them implemented. I have worked with rural residents wlip
have been hauling water for over twenty years since the ground water in many
parts of Oklahoma has become contaminated with salt. A 1,00(t gallons of water
to most people with piped In water is just the minimum billing. To the farmer
Ivitli-ea tank on a half-ton pickup, it is over four tons of water, or two days work
mid six to eight trips to the town water point where he can purchase the water.

The Farmers Home Administration prides itself in the fact that it is operating
a self-sustaining business, a revolving fund for our taxpayers. Therefore, on
this basis they have been assisting water boards in estab)ishing water systems
that are self-supporting. This in fine, this is the American way of life, and the
rural resident has lived-this way for years, making his living from the soil.
The only catch to this is that the systems are not alwaYs up-to-snuff. The'water
pressure depends on pulsating pumps pushing water through limited size piping
With grant money4these sytems could be built to meet requirements more ode-
(mutely, resulting in a well-engineered system.

Let me call your attention to the present day means of financing in cities! and
towns:The average governing body will not undertake it basic water or sewer
project for their community without applying for a basic grant. T, h es Mints in
almost all eases are 7)0% or more. If the community is fortunate enough to (he
in all E.D.A. area. they can obtain 80e4 money to construct thew farilities to
support industry which will result in jobs. I believe that the criteria is $8,000
in grant ni,meT for each projected job. Compare this to the F.H.A. water pro-
gram. A 40-year loan at 77% interest baSed on, $1,100 per family for basic water.
these people need the grant since they are a basic working fatnity, and a grata
niay help in retaining these families in the rural community.

It Is my reconithendation that this committee review thisprograpi and increase
the ,grant niMley to cover at least 50,/, of these ino,t needed water_ project:48o ,

that-our rural residents can continue Wile productive and make their living in
rural America.

This prog-rain would not he a hand out but would be a helping hand.
Thank you for this opportunity, and I do hope my thoughts will'be of value to

thi committee.
Respectfully submitted.

TAcx 'R. KALMAN,
President, Kalman & Associates.

1
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S IATLMENT OF Wit.t.i.t.a E. Lunn, DEPAarmieNT or Ecoso \tics, FLORIDA STATE
UNIVERSITY, TALLAII ASSEE,

INTRODUCTION

America is faced today with the unpleasant reality of 'rural areas that are
stagnating and declining. while the larger cities are beset with seemingly in-
soluble social and thuincial problems. Perhaps the most important underlying
cause of both the urban anti the rural problem IS that Of MI Inadequate expansion
of private jobs lit the nation's rural areas in recent decades. The scarcity of
rural jobs has (Tented a persistent, pressure for out-migration. This continued
rural out-migration, forced by inadequate job opportunities, has contributed
greatly to urban difficulties while It has failed to produce satisfactory economic
conditions In the rural areas. The need today; which has Persisted for many
year t 110W. is for it more rapid expansion of private job opporttmities in the "
rural small two areas. New jobs are needed tri. reduce the level of forced migra-
tion into the larger eities and to pry vide a better balance of geographic popula-`
thou distribution. The programs containedA.4 5, 2223 would contribute quite*.
significantly to that end.

LOOKING RACK ON RITAI. DEVELOPMENT

( T110 tleClilly of farming ins %veil as mining) was not met with programs to
facilitate the transformation of the rural-sntall town Nutiontle base. Attempts
were made to bolster farming. but little thought was devaed to diversifying' the
economic base of farm (or mine) areas by attracting new industry to offset the
decline of the old principle industry. The fact Is that we have never really
thought in tents of "Industrial mobility" 11s it mealla for alleviating employment
pr(Vems. and even the tent itself still seems strange to most people today.

The efforts to bolster farming were, of course. doomed to only limited success
because the rapid technological progress which swept agricultltre greatly In-
creased output per man-hour, and consequently lessened the 1104l1 for farm work-
ers. Without an offsetting loin-farm land non-mine) demand for labor'', the
declining demand for farm (and mine) labor meant unemployment. underem-
ployment. withdrawal from the labor force, and, of course, rural to urban migra-
tion.' With the migration came new problems for 'both rural and turban areas.

In retrospect it is evident that something akin to S. 222:1 should have been
enacted decades ago: With such legislation our economy' would look rather dif-
ferent today in terms of geographic employment opportunitiet and the distribu-
tion of population. (r rural-small town areas would be far mime- diversified
and they would be sharing in the nation's prosperity to it much greater extent,
while our cities world be less congested, polluted. and noisy. Our small towns
would have experienced a more "normal" growth rather than widespread stagna-
tion and out - migration. They would have experienced greater prosperity and the
transition front farm to non-farm employment sonde not halve been so slow
and difficult had local jobs been more abundant. With programs similar to those
contained In SI 2221 we could have made our agricultural adjustments less pain-
fully and probably less expensively. Our urban develOpment would then have0.been more orderly and beset with fewer frustrations.

The inefficiency and human costs associated with inadequate rural opportu-
nities remains. and the need for programs to asoilst rural-small town areas per-
sists today. The prevailing rural to urban migration continues to complicate the
problems of both areas. ForeN1 migration still pushes families from their pre- .
ferred locations. while rural-small town stagnation prevents others from return-
ing40 a preferred life-style.

SOME ottoultvAnovo4 ON Tim ItritAT. TO IltHAN MIGRATION-

The 'continuing rural out-migrati4m has not been based .pritnarily on the nil.,
grants' preferences for living- lb an urban area. Rather-then responding to the
"pull- of the turban environment, they have been "pushed" out of the rural areas
by dismal current economic circumstances and dim ftiOtre" prospects. Many of
the migrants have merely heroine urban slant dwellers and welfare cases. Migra-
tion has not really solved either their personal problems or the,problems of those
in the rural areas they left. Their arrival in the slum., however, has added greatly
to urban problems.
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Continued rural-small town to urban population shifts promise to add to the

problems Of both areas. Rapid tirlatti growth creates exeeptionally heavy capital
demands as cities attempt to deal with the side-effects f "externalities") or in-
migra lion. These externalities include congestion. noise, and pollution. More com-
plex I r a n.1).1111(1011 ntenities are tussled, as are additional health and recreation
facilities. Pollee requit'eftlent4 also rise rapidly %%WI increasing congestion. The
financial (atid other) problems of the cities can he traced in large 111141,4111V Co
past in-m (gra (ions.

The rural-small town areas hielt have lost lwgnaliatb it have also been adverse-
ly affected. The population loss has contributed to etonomiRstagnatiOn. tthlch
It turn has contributed to further population loss. logii of population has
discouraged needed private investment and drained capital from these areas. it
hits also depressed real estate values 111111 governmental revenues, and has re-
tarded advancements In the quality of local services and life. The externalities or
the rural" to urban migration have been significant indeed.

Nfigration as we have knovvit It In recent years has too often involved it com-
plete (and unwanted) change in liftrstyle and it substantial segment of those
workers forced Out of the rural-small town environtnent have not adjusted item
satisfactorily to the urban environment. Too many have failed to find employ-
ment even after 'migrating. 'Chen. are a variety of reasons for this !sit)r adjost-
((lent. most of the reasons reinforce the point that continued heavy rellanee
on labor mobility is likely to generate new problems while not really solving old
problems. Even among those who have moved and point/ employment mato would
have preferred a job at home, even 11 lower paying job than might be obtained
elsewhere. This is because a job at home would carry nun-inonetary laments
which some would consider of gre,at value.

The rural oat-migration has been selective rather than being a !formai cross-,

seet ion of the population. The ontinigra t ion has not been tontine(' to the relatively
1111Sk111141,' but has also drained the rural areas of the more skilled and better
edu.cated. and it has taken disproportionately from the young. The older people
hate tended to remain. Ninny potential lenders have been forced to le,1ve and
this loss has adversely affected bnfh the economic potential and the quality of
life in the rural-small town area*.

r%(N101111.E 111-RAI, 1,M1011 : 1`110111 1-.51 AND ortsarrtxi ri

Despite the comparatively high levt:'I of out-nfignition a substantial portion of
the rural labor supply is relatively Immobile and is likely to remain so. Many
people 1111 Ve chosen to rtilain in rural areas despite poor economic prospects.
Ttleir reasons for remaining are diverse, but they are often strongly influenced

noteeconomic fnetors including family ties. friendship, physical eniirompent.
recreational opportunities. and life-style preferetays. Given the importance of
these non-eonomic factors in their persxmal valaes. their decisions to remain at
home are rational. l'heir relati6. immobility means, however. that they may he

'underemployed. This persistent underemployment Is a' problem for piddle
put it also protides an .opportinitty for growth which is not widely appreciated.

A substantial labor supply Is available in many rural 11 1141 ;11.1.0,EN t he nation.
The potential labor supply Is greater thou, would Is' jfitliosl from merely 'observ-
ing official unemployment statistics. III addition to the ineasttred unemployment.
one must also consider endrremplopment and withdroir(0 from the labor fore( .
'Chore is a substantial "secondary labor force" of individuals (especially women I
willing and utile to work. but who are not actively seeking employment because
there Is obviously no work to be )(found, Labor force participation rates are
notleeably,low in many rural areas. which indicates an important potential source
of Ihbor for manytypes of industry. Within wide limits-the Inor fore adjusts
to the availability'. )f jobs In these areas. Kilt this potential labor supply will re-
main underutilized for the fores'emble farm-4. unless there is an expansion of
jobs nearby.

This underutilized rural labor provides an opportunity for eeonotnic growth
which has teen largely neglected. It is clear that the fuller utilization of rural
resourees--hicluding laborwill increase the total national product. (Indeed.
many EurolfehTts are now viewing their own underemployed rural workers as
a souree for new economie 1111 VII IleeS: The ozedit and other programs eolitained
in S. 2223 should prod 1141. a net Increase irk national output by securing' 11 more
effective utilization of our rural labor supply as well as oar rural resources.
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Rural job development is feasible 1111(1 the true ec )))))) mie costs would be small.
The inerease in national ontput (Mould be l'onshlorahle in liessIng the trheosts
of the S. 2223 programs. The afttuat 4.44sts will be %yell loelliw the apparefit vosts
aine national output will It istosted ibv the programs and lox reeelpts wIli rise
from thime workers who are either newly employed, more fully employed, or more
laroductIvel employed becilin:4, of the,prograni.

NItNli uliF. Dm Nt N1E \ !JO 1.1 I I. I,MPTOI \
1101i0' Should recognize,expilcitly'that individuals and families often

have strong 1(411(14m and" life-style prefenoices. and (hut IMse prefl:rences are
generally quite rational, even I hough niainonetary In nature. These preferences
are not going to disappear mid nubile policy should maketioncesslons to this real-
ity Iowans., It affects employment and the utilization of our inition'S resour4,44s.

The national goal Of full employment. should be broadened to consider peer-
ples location atal life-style preferences. 1111144,41 If IIIPSP preferences (.11111111111. 10
[PP ignored 14 may not be possible to maintain genuine full employment. Itthet °-
than thinking only in tennis of a 'full -employment !viel of aggregate demand.'
amt average uneniployment rates policy.shonid be conceived In term( of 11111111-
Illilliflg SllthiellI.1.11411r In all geographic sector's so that 11111iN11111111S 11111. in Net.
!Hive a broach 41111i1V 1'g/11'111OP: %%here they work, live, loud raise their
families, Many people would prefer to Itve In either a rural area or a small
cif y, but. they are unable 'to exercise:this important preference because of the .,
economic circumstances in these areas. Every day others with the same prefer-
enees are forced to move to the urban (loiters. No practical meal's eXISI for *lim-
hinting all forced migration in a free enterprise economy, but there a no H1)1111111111(

1111111 1141SO11111111. MPIII1S for greatly reducing th4, existing level of-forced migration
while boosting employment an41 output. A marginal 111(.1141m. In industrial mo-
bility should accomplish the goal.

commitment to-full employment-tins never been conceived In terms of meas-
ures to increase industrial mobility. but 1111S rested upon the tvi in assumptions
that labor !nobility actually won sufficient for the eeonomy to attain full P111-
ployulout, and that labor mobility did not have Important mixers,. side effects
(o "externalities"). The experience of the last few decades has brought loth
of these irssumptions into question. It is most significant that S. 2223 recognizes
the necessity of Increased industrial mobility to attain a fuller utilization of (ou
resources. and that high levels of labor mobility can have undesirable skip effects.

Incorporating locational preferences into the full employment goal Is entirely
realistic. provi(fed 11 perfectionh(t attitude is not adopted. Rural locations are
quite suitable today for an increasing array of business activities. 1101E-4 ries re
no longer tied so strongly to raw materials sources mid the transpartation sys-
tem likewise allows substantial freedom today in business location relative to
markets. The interstate highway system has been quite Important in this de-
4,1opment. 711.14, fact Is that industry is increasingly footloose with respect to !o-
vation and this Increased freedom provides ample opportunity to improve the
geographic distritiution-'of industry. Since location is less eritionl today, it can
hr mire easily intlpence41 than in earlier years. 1-114, exiainded freedom in holi-
titaui(aps, that location can be influenced with no Iwo* of eronowic efficiency.
TiiitiVt is not as widely appreciated as it should be. Industrial mobility is
mini- anising today than 4,%'er before and the comprehensive rural credit sys-
tem proposed in S. 2223 hill promote industrial mobility. New and 1.xplindlug
firms hill take notice of these pnignims.

TIIK APPROPRIATENESS OF S. 222;1- PI .%IS

The programs and incentives contained in S. 2223 a }Hite appropriate to the
task of rural-snmll town revitalization. There are Tie developmental barriers
which must la, overcome to provide new Jobs. There is it shortage of credit and
venture capital. The liquid capital generated in the rural areas Is frequently
drained away rather than reinvested. An expansion of available credit on reason-
able terms and new venture capital lire required. The Rural Development Credit
System will fill an of MOUS gal, 'There is often 11 lack of expertise in rural -still
town areas on the basic mechanics of industrial development. The provision of
teeltnical assistance will he of great value. 'r114, hick of certain amenities and
community services make many rural places less attractive to new finns..1.1.?sist-
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afire Is provided In thin area. The rural developnicut inventive payments can over-
come a variety of specific handicaps.

The developmental barriers facing rural areas are real. but they are neither
permanent nor insurmountable. It is essential that 'these barriers be overcome.
however, if a twlf-suntaining process of Job development is to get ataTteti.
fact is that industry is needed to encourage further industrialization. The
main problem is to beet the process started with sufficient momentum, iiird
believe the credit and other programs In S. 2223 can accomplish this task by
encouraging the location of new firm"' and branch Wallis In rural-small town
areas.

The approach of S. '2'223 is Wen conceived anti tomprellensive. There are
significant costs involved in delaying the solution to rural employment prob-
lems and a program less comprehensive than S. 2223 may ultimately prove
more expensive by allowing a further buildup of both rural and urban problems.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Labor mobility has long been the orthodox answer to rural unemployment,
but our experience with migration has been ironic. On the one hand, labor mo-
bility has not been high enough to achieve full employment even in the long
run. Employment problems have persisted in rural areas, even in periods of
high national prosperity. On the other hand. labor mobility has been . o high
that it has created significant adverse Ride effects and a series of probles for
public policy. Migration has, In a sense, been both too high and too low.

The force of events indicates that the old orthodoxy of labor mobility must be
challenged and a new approach adopted which involves increased industrial mo-
bility. Increased industrial mobility would reduce forced rural out-migration
and expand employment while providing indiVidualnanrfamilles with increased
opportunities to taitinfY their location and life-style preferences. It is now ,
more practical than ever before to bring Jobs to people. Rural -small town' lo-
cations are quite suitable today for an Increasing array of business activities.
and industry is increasingly footloose with respect to locution, which weans
that location often can be influenced with no loss of economic efficiency. nip,
comprehensive Rural Development Credit System and related programs pro-
posed in S. =V will encourage new and expanding firing to settle In rural-
small town areas. The resulting Increased employment of the underutilized
rural labor force will contribute to national growth. as well as promote a more
satisfactory geographic distrlhution of industry and population.

Rural -small town areas face specific developmental hinderanees and the
S. 22213 programs are well conceived for overcoming these particular handicaps.
The industrial mobility approach enntained in S. 2223 is appropriate for the
task at hand and should increase the overall efliebbncy and livability of the
eVOTUlly.

PITTSFIELD, HARR.. September ff. 1971.
Hon. HERMAN E. TALMADOI4
Chairman, rotosnittee on .4 grieulture and Forestry.

Semite. Washington, D.C.
Hon. }finnan' 11, HUMPHREY.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Development,
MS, Senate. Washington. P.C.

GENTLEMEN : In reply to your letter of August 10. 1971. the Berkshire County
Regional Planning Commission at "its meeting of August 19, 1971. reviewed the
proposed Consolidated Farm and Mimi Development Act and unanimously en-
dorsed and strongly urged the passage of Senate Bill 2223.

Experience has shown the flommIsnlon that in the predominantly rural Berk-
shire Region, proved rural financing resources are urgently needed. The rural
private see r does not have the high per capita Incomes found in the great
metropoli n areas. Municipal services are generally more expensive on a per
card sls in rural areas than they are In urban areas because low densities
preclude the achievement of economies of scale. New standards imposed by en-
vironmental programs such as water pollution abatement, air pollution control.
and solid wastes management. have placed enormous per capita costs on both
the public and private sectors of our rural areas.

0 s-
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We wInild notd tu 0 suggestionm: that the definition of rural USTI/ toe any mimic
ipality within a State or the elMIU1011Well it 11 of Puerto Rico which Is not-part of
a standard Metropolitan Statistical Area" this definition uould provide for a
more ready and standardized dintlitetlou bet ween "rural" and "arias" arena,
without leaving any undefined "grey" arOo in bet uoton ; and that the definition of
flptIrtel !enrol Der( loposornt ('Pt di, tip nit y be revised to preferably I ft. t111. same
agency or part thereof which is designated as the Iteghihal 'Cleo rim:choose by the
nited Staten Ithreau 14 the Iludget puruunnt to 'fitle IV of P.1,. 10- rill' of the

ergovernmental Cooperat ion Act of 1041$.
As a multi-jurisdictional elonprehetole pimping districts' esta Wished under

Chapter 4011 Of the ileneral 1.8%vs of M:issaelousetts, this Conondasio on Is ready to
pursue the objectives of the proposed CM:solidi:tett Farm Rural Development Act.
We helleve that governmental effielen0y and direct citizen benefits eon be ha-
pro): ed through the ellet lutagement of intern:tinkly:1i a reioxiile nmoroaches.

Very truly yours,
KARL IIEKI F D.

Director, Beard:ire County o .11moo.1
Regional Planning Comolissiwt-

ASH INOToN, Srptet01 brr .?.?, 1971.
Hon, RUDEST H. H umen BEY,
chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Development, Senate Conimittee on 'Agrioul-

tare and Forestry, Old Senate Office Building, 1Vashington, D.C.
DEAR Sbnivroa HUMPHREY : The members of The American Forestry Association

note with pleasure your proposal in 8.2223 to establish for non-farm rural devel-
opment an acrosthe-board investment and credit system similar in purpose and
operation to the combined operations of the Farm Credit Administration and the
Farmers Home Administration in the farm credit field. We are familiar with
the excellent record of the Federal Land Bunks, the Production Credit Associa-
tions and similar organizations in which every dollar advanced by the Federal
Government has been repaid through the various loan programs. It ip important
that similar sources of credit be made available to rural communities so that
they may borrow and pay back development funds without being forced to exist
on the vagaries of outright grants.

Most of the provisions of 8.2223 meet with our approval. However, we have
reservations about Sec. 710 which provides that "the Federal Rural Development
Credit Agency shall have ... personnel qualified to give advice in ... fishing and

.fisheries; forest production, marketing and processing; mfberals and mining;
tourism and outdoor recreation ; water, and water distribution, and solid waste
disposal ; multiple purpose water developmcsnt ...".

Well qualified professionals in all of these fields already are avallabe to the
Federal Government in various agencies of the Department of Agriculture and
Interior. Can not their services be obtained on a reimbursable basis? Why is it
necessary to set up a whole new cadre of experts with career ladders, training
programa and so forth?

We strongly urge that Sec. 710 be re-drafted to make use of existing personnel
in the Federal Government.

Sincerely,
KENNETH R, Pommov, .

Chief Forester.
American Forestry Association.

TUCSON. Ann.. September 15, 1971.
Congressman MORRIS K. UDALL,
Second District of Arizona' Congress of the United States. Ffnuite of Represtento

lives, Washington, D.C.
DoAa Coffaria3silAN [!ALL: I apologize for not answering your wonderful letter

of August 8 earlier. Unfortunately, I received the letter just a few days before
left for the annual meeting of the Ameilcan Agricultural Economics Associa-

tion, from which I went directly to Tehran, Inin where I headed the U.S. Dele-
gation to a Central Treaty Organization sponsored Conference on Agricultural
Planning and Policy. I am just now getting back to the office and reorienting my
thinking back to our own problems here at home.
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I stn enclosing a ropy of a paper I presented at the AAEA meeting. It was a
discussion of a paper by Dr. S. R. Seri, one of the Executive Directors of the
World Bank group concerning, "Whither Aid?". The paper was directed at my own
profession, thus is considerably blunter and more direct than I would normally be.

Your letter sperifically asks for my views concerning Senator Ilumphrey's
prnposals in the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act.

'Clie goals are excellent. Specifically, the creation of a rural development credit
system IN defialtely a step in the right direction. Capital is the "key" to getting
development going In the rural areas. However, the problem Is twofold---.first, to
make it (capital l available and second, to make It profitable. To make the capital
available will spur some development, I am sure; however,'I suspect that there
must be some changes in the rules of the game made which will help to make it
profitable before we get all of the development underway which is needed.

I urge you to support the proposal; however. nevral aspects do. In my Judg-
ment. 111441 careful scrutiny' and amendments may he In order. If the option were
to take the package as It is or to get nothing. by all means, take it ax it is!

Che genvalllivision of responsibility outlined in the proposal makes very good
Nel1Ne ; i.e.. one administrator responsible for REA. tap administrator responsible
for twin 131431thetion capital (loaning only for agrieultural pqrposes). and one
administrator for the nonfarm rural development program. Although there will
be lunch overlap. these are identifiable. entities which represent a reasonable
breakdown in activities. I would hope that the agencies over which the adminis-
trators ball juritaltion would not lie the "watertight" compartment, type. Flexi-
bility is in order -because integrated operations may reach across the houndaries
of two. or possibly all three. of the agencies; Le.. a fern? production-marketing
complex. k?-

1,11111 especially pleased with the proposal to establish the Federal Rural I)evel-
opment Credit Agency because it provides the opportunity to focus attention On
the critical problem. One problem the "old line" 'USDA and other agencies have
had is that they have been involved with So many interests and different "ell-
entries" that/their effort has been splintered and diverted. There is definitely a
need to ?Ileum attention on the rural development credit problem.

The r...tablIshment of regional Rural Development Credit Banks (RDCB) Is
excellent. and I regard this part of the proposal as the most important and vital
part of all. The banks will provide a badly needed eliannel through which the
rural arena can remit into the money markets of the United States.

I espetially like the idea of organizing the RDCBs along the lines of the Farm
Credit Administration. The RDCB will therefore he free to loan as much capital
as they ran successfully lend. It Is important they not be limited to funds avail-
able from the federal goernu(ent. however, I cannot help but wonder whether we
may not be trying to "ride a good horse to death.", I note that there IN legislation
before Congress' now whicil would authorize a number of agencies. to utilize tills
some technique. A few months 'before his. untimely death. Governor .Robert
Tootell a Farm Credit Administratinn- retired) and I were visiting and he
expressed eoncern ahont whether the number of bonds of the Federal Land Bank
Batik for Cooperatives fanny- tune - variety. being dumped on the market during
the next five years might not saturate it. and therefore the bond market no longer
be a relialiie source. For t xample. he and I made estimates of the total amount of
bends which could eliticeivably be offered for sale during the next five years. and
we c(oichilled that It would possibly be as high as twenty-five billion dollars
worth. I wonder whether he market is thick enough to sustain this? If not, who
is going to get caught? am. not able to answer either of these linemtlons. and I
fl they need further Investigating.

It nut}' be necessary for the RIM'B to Ilmit its lending to those agencies which
cannot obtain 1r(! lit trim: existing banks for political remains; however. I do not
like the idea. We need an additional firm:alai institution in the total system. We
need additional channels. The additional channel should provide competition tow
the existing financial agencies. I see no reason why the banking system cannot
compete. The Farm Credit Administrutbm has certainly mit been able to **(Wye
the bankers (put of business"; however. the system ha 1.4 provided them with some
very healthy and, in my Judgment. badly needed competition. I feel that the bank-
ing comrimnity would. in the long run. he better off with additional competition.
The commercial banks are not withont sources of funtlk.

1 31111 concerned about the way in which "soft loans" and "hard loans" will
apparently be min together in a single agency. This seems to me to be a very sticky
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business, and could lead to-many unnecessary problems. Would it not be better to
possibly create two agencies," one a new channel that would provide competition,
but be limited to sound loans based upon repayment potential, and another for
soft loans where the risk is obviously high to the point where it is not reasonable
fo expect repayment under nomad financial procedures? The latn.r group, like
the Farmers Home Af ministration today, could possibly be HMI led to apptonri-
a tett funds made available by Congress. Thkre is nothing bmicalb rolig with
riming the two types of functions illentIOneil. above, but my experience leads we
to believe that it might be better to separate them.

I am also somewhat concerned about the fusion of lending and servicing state
and local governmental organizations, and those things hhh cou!d be con-
strued to be protit-aking opportunities. It seems to me that these two setivitle8
should at leant be hand1ed by separate and distinct divisions within the system,
and possibly by separuteAganizations.

The proposal to Ititee the Banks Jaw cooperath es notch 11,1 they )a)) today is
a very sound move politically, but etinoralrally It makes little ens4., in Illy udg-
ment, the Ranks Jor Cooperatives could very readily be reorganized to serve
the function of lending for hard loan purposes feel' all non-agricultural mm1)1014111,
rural develOpment. private enterprise needs. If we keep the Bunks for Coop-
eratives jIrst as they are today, I am not sure thst the cooperatives Ill be ade-
(mutely encouraged to play the role in the development of the rural areas that
I muttl like to see them play. Frankly, I would like tee see the 4.4loperlt lye molted
of doing business receive greater encouragement as a toot for the develmanetet of
the rural areas. It the Cooperative Banks remain as they are and a new onto niza:
Lion is net up, I sense that the new organization may tend to give greater em-
phasis to the non-coopera.tive businesses. I see-no nevi's -wry nets1 for this being
the case. Both (imperatives and non - cooperatives should be able to ISSIMIP !Dern-
hprs of the development hank, have a vote' 31111 receive patronage refunds.

The Federal Rurni Development Credit Agency should indeed be authorized
to undertake abroad program of technical serviee covering all of the problems
for which loans could be made. This is n laudable mmHg of the miasmal : how-
ever, the first order of business for the Federal Rural Development Credit
AgelleY should be to create viable economic enterprises. The sereit es funded
should, in my judgment, he directly related to the financial function. If this is
not done, then the agency could turn into a bluntlerbuss and its energy he dis-
sipated with little net gain, which is the situation we now face I'M he USDA and
elsewhere.

I sincerely hope that these eonnuents will be helpful, AgIIIIL I apologize for
the delay replying to your excellent letter. TImplt you SO in 0141 for your
Interest

Incident Ily. I was pleased to note a few days ag ) that Senator Humphrey is -
pushing for a "rural development coalition. I hope he is successful.

Sincerely,
Jolts L. Fisi.11Ett,

Departmun I of .1grieult aro( 1,..cmuon
l'uira rail,/ of lei once.

.1mItnv, Octobe .11). 1971.
Hon. III RERT 11. Iii"

,`:1 nate. Womb ington.
SKNAToa 114 mettat:v *. The .1shby Federal Credit Cnion 1:,:trd of Direc-

'tors went on record in support 1)1" Hill #142223, The Consolida tett Farm and Rural
Development Act. which yon co-authored in the Senate. 11 I. strongly support
and urge the passage or this

Thanks again for yenir outstanding performance and interest in nor rural area.
Sincerely.

ARNOLD A. 1It.soa,
Prysiden 1, .1 Abby Federal Credit Cs ion.

Sti-vEtt SPRING, NIni, October 20, 1971.
Semite Committee on agriculture, Subcommittee on Her's! Development, Old

Senate Office Building, lirmihington, D.C.:
Greenbelt Consumer Services. Inc., the nation's largest Consumer Cooperative,

wishes to go on record as supporting S.B. 2223. -

0.3 -5,42 -71pt. 4-43
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It Is well kuon that much of our tizeor belo-the poverty level etOde In
rural areas. It Is also well known that coot:endive and other self-help thlstrams
made avellable to rural residents have-been u d investments in uplifting those
In need and Mad o talld Kr a quality of d fe for many who never fate return
rroin'the eeonnnly for the 1uput t hey Mahe.

'ffillterlqlVet4 are the essence of self-help. Self-help projects, both eeonomi 111141
±print. 811.011111 he encouraged by tills government and we believe the passage of
the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act Is it way to do this. Smell au
agenc,,.pnmerly administered, would give confideme, guklance and encourage-
ment foe new projects in the self-help area as well as at-sternly growth. of those
(Aready In existence. To the extent that it gives people more strength 1e the
marketplace. reduces waste or et s. hot only do the participants benefit lint the
nation is strengthened as well.

. Sincerely yours,
Romer J. DuKstaa.,
l'halrmon of Board.

A

31i 1.w A I. IC WIS., 0(40 ber 1, 1971.'
Senator WILLIAM. PIIOX IIIE.
Senate Office Building,
Irashington,11.e.

DEAR SENATOR: Two brief suggestions:
Under present Internal Revenue Code- aS I understand It, ti person, over (15

may .dispose of their residence and not Incur a capital gains tax. With the great
changes taking place In our society, and the-very strong movement toward earlier
retirement. I think It would be to the advantage of both the older citizen and the
society as a whole, If we reduced this to either age 60 or age 65. Many people.
as they approach retirement age, would like to begin retrenching, either in cost
of living quarters or the physical effort required to maintain'them.

Putting these older larger holues on ,the market earlier, would be helpful to
the older citizen and also to the young family needing larger quarters.

Second : I am a traveling salesman. and cover 14 midwestern stales and obtx.rVe
much that Is of interest In the small towns. It appears to me that _We could
resolve many of our urban conflicts If we were able to offer booming to.gotne of
the 'ADC' families, and others In like circumstances, In the another towns.

Traveling, I notice many older homes that are vacant In the, small towns,
fully equipped with plumbing. heating facilities and electricity, but vacant.
And talking to many older businessmen In these Communities, they mention
Interest In selling their older large homes, and moving Into smaller quarters now
that the chicks have flown, but refraining from doing so hemliee they can neither
sell nor rent their present homes.

If some method could he arranged to bring these families to the stnall town.
they would have far better living conditions than they halve at present, the
school facilities In many Instances would be more than adequete to pnwlde
for additional children. and the aavent of new families in thew etanitomilles:
even funitiles with very low incomes, world re-vitalize ninny of the small bust-
images In these towns.

I would appreciate your considering these points. and immaildy inporporeting
them in your own program.

Cordially,
JAMES Sell A LI,.

DF.I.AII7 NI ENT OE AGRICULTURE.
OFFICI; (W THE SECRETARY.

Washington, 1).0 September JO. 1971.
1100. HERMAN E. TALMADGE,
C/Mimen, Committee on Agriesilt nee and Forestry,
F.S. Senate, Washington, 1).(',

l)rdut Mn. CFIAIILII A N In reply to your request of July 14. 1971. for 0'
report'on 14. 2223, n hill to amend the Consolidated Fennell.; Home Administnt-
that Act of 1961 and for other purposes.

Title I of the PrOIKMed legislation broadens the loan and grant authorities of
the Farmers "Mane Administration to permit the funding of industrial develop-
ment. health facilities, public works and n wide range of other rural conntmlilty
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development projects. In addition to the agency's present authority to financing
housing, community services and farmer programs. The present FHA grant
authority would also be increaSed from 1100 million to $200 million, and the
agency would 1* authorized to provide its cervices in Mica of up to 35.000
PoPulation. In addition, under the, proposed legislation, FHA would be divided
into a Farm Deveiopment Administration and a Rural Enterprises and Com.
tuantity Development AdMiniqtration ono) placed along with the Rural Blectrl=
ficatIon Administration under a new Assistant Selretary of Agriculture-Rural
inwelopment

4

Title II of O. 2223 Would create a new Federal Rural Development Credit
. tlystem of borrower-owned rural development credit banks and rolated financial

" Institutions and ceviees in order to furnish supplementary credit for a wide
%at-tidy of public and private development fif OPCfn nonmetropolltan areas.

N. 2223, reflects thegrowing Congressional interest in undertating new up-
prolaches tat the development of rtinil America. This Interest 'is shared In full,
100911re by the Department and the Administration generally.

'Titer President's proposals Par reorganization) of the Federal government and
his t enerat awl speelal revenue sharing proposals are aimed at assuring that. the
noninietropoliton areas of the clountry !twelve an equal share of attention and
reSitirceb III the tenrendlture of Federal funds nild the delivery of Federal
nen' leet4.

This Department ran also point to a signIfiaant grooth in Its commitment to
, rural development activities. Proposed floating of insijoor Niro I development

( n grants lad the feepartisent in FY 11112 will he 1/11/ re than tour tunes the 11.V or fur
FY .1981 and Otore than to iee,1 lie level for FY 14811 'I Iiiit) 101e1 of 39 programs
tutee ItIVIIinereat3.4V 111111V1' FY 1989 levels.

The Department ost this time does not reemilmend the enactment if U 2223.
Ire objet t(ves 1411114 11111 ecun imegained more efficiently /11111 /II 11.1la cost through

. 1111 1.X1/111111111 and improvement of existing programs. app..% al and linplementa-
. Dom of tIti, Presidetilt4 rellrg/1111Z11111/11 111111 1.1.%111111° S11111ng 111:111/4111.1. 111111 the

development of better methods of channeling credit fonds Into sposfle rural
where national growth policies would Indira te tioe need for supplemen-

,' tay thienelna aml private developito nt !boot Is is of toeing funded
throng!' existing pnhlie and private SOU revs.

We pre enclosing an appendis to tills report which gives the Department's
pt,41414,11 ou 5. 2223 III detail and detterlhets some of the 1111prt....11,..4 tasty 1.elng
comsidered to Improving the credit position of lagging rural communities.

The DPiee of Nitinagemnt and Midget advises that there Is no objeetion to he
presentation'Id this report from tint otiantipoint of the Administration's prom*: ni.

Sincerely,
..1. 1'r1

I mTer 8«.retery.
1'I'111. 11111W/1111N 1s 11a 61111M :)

S. 1 4:1' 1 NT (W A19111( 1'1 T1 Ilr STATE T CON( FR N I NO S. 2223J1.Y 23. 1971

Title 1 of S. 2223 %intik] broaden the loan and grant authorities the Farm-
ers Dome Administration to permit floating 'of Industrial development. health
fael;It les. assorted nubile a (irks and a wide range of 'Otter rural Ismitnunit)
development type projects. in addition to the ',resent housing and community
unrvicen,progrninn for rural communities and farmer programs. The grant au-
thority of FHA would be increased from $100 million to .$990 million. The agency
wood,' Ice authorized to operate in cities of up to 33010 popotiation or more
isolations areas if this was found suitable to promoite rural development. In
addition. FHA would he divided into a Farm Development Administration alai a
Rural Enterprise and Countomitv Development Adnilnistration and placed along
with the RUM! Electrification Administration under,/ new Asairtstit Pecretnry
for Agricultura-Rural 1)eVelopment Credit.

Vuder S. 2223 the Rural Enterprise and Cominimit r Development Administra-
tion would provide supplementary credit and supervivory assistance for new or
expanded projects and enterprises. S. 2223 would. in effect. introduce an additional
Federal agency into areas of operation that are already the responsibility of other
Federal departments and agencies, including the Economie Development Admin-

.1stration. the Small Business Administration. the Deprittment of Housing and
Urban Development, the Department of Health. Etturation. and Welfare. the De-
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lot rt mcii t of I a hi ir a to I ot hf' r a gi'lo'li's vIo is.' respia isl lii lit irs ex tn.1 o niiiu I icr
IH .litilii t 1(111 urea a as Well a ii Iii rgrr ei t h's.. ( 'r'ii t li iii of stieli an nØIi ') iii I lii'
I )cpa rtuitq1t WI 1111(1 ieri' t ii w rseii t lie' al rca ily serious i irol ii eat of F'der ii ilgeiiey
liroliferation. (lVer,liill iuiol 'fiit'iision in hot Ii t lie iliiiiiiliig and nUmiiiist itt iou of
lirograills at'all levels.

lii inlilition, iii order to e'ar.r. ilit t his liriVisilli of I hit' 11111, tiJ,i it'tiiiiiit
it uh I in iiii hly I.e req iii rIMI to est a 1.21 sIt a ii cult i re' uie set ut t1i1j i.t!1is iii rtu I 1i1

wit Ii t lie .iflleea it t lie pr iposed I'ui rio I )cvi'h piili.iit Aditi mist rut iou, wliie w mId
I ii' reH (11.41 liii' t ir l.ri'seiI t to rut leid I iig ini ig ra hiM iif F II A.. I be to tIle e'. in iled
ii iii I ii ighi ly ri mi ple iii issli iii if t lie prop. .ed Ito ra I Iiit erpnise a a.) ('oui liii nit
I leveltqiiii'itt Adiiuiutlstriitliiii iiioi thii' amiiv i4liI'ehi lists I hat V.0111.1 lie ri titired
I. uieeiiiiipllshi t his ulii5hi..li, it is iiu.liiccly thur eniiit oIlier Struet tire it the }'ii rio'
l,)eveh. 'i illicit t Ad ni ml st ruth III ('4 Ui lii lie lit iii ze.I for t Ii Is tn.lrp. is.'. 'Flirrefi ru'. it
WI .111(1 pr ilil lily Is' I tecessa ry Li ir t hi' p ri )014e(I lUi ro I Et it i'rjirlse ii nil ( 'i.iuluiu nit
I ).'vi'liiiiuiu.'iiE AdiuiIiiit rat bit to 'i'sIatilili iul.I4tithiit I field oftii'es.

lht. I r.'si.Ieii t has I in i u i'i I I eg Isi a LI oii t4 ista lit I sh i hew 114.1 l rt 111(9 t II f
'flhuiuiUhlltv I )evelupiii.'iit t hat votild un ii tiig.'t her titoler a sliigle xr.11 i t'l

inn iiiig.'uis'uit t he toaDy dlv.'rsi' FM1.'rul ,llI'ogrlihliM utial iigi'iu.ies now lr'l hug
itssistui lice to rtlrii I a oil tiriaji oiuiuiuiiuiit Ii's. 'Flu j1resl.lent's lirolsisal wi tuhil
r.'siuht iii siils'riiir olga iilza tioiia I ii nra iigetiieiits to t lie rest riot ii rIng ithI(l cxl aii#
Mi(lii if I hi' I'll. iiiliiuiiltiiItv I(I'1l'iIiIiM Iiioviileil for ii S..222't.

TI t Ii of S 222:1 Wioil il ireut Li' a tut'v H ii rat I level. ipulietut ( 'redlj ysteli I ,tO
iiie.'t pit rt if t ii.' itesil for Iiicri'iis.'il lilveMt Imlit lii nt nil ii relis l,y .'sttill Isli tug
ii ,..vt.'iii if ls.i'rov.'r'uvii.'.I liiiiiuiliih luistittitlons to give rural areas ilecew f((
the rt'ill rid iiioii.'v tint rIi'ts of t hi' oat hui. 'l'li.' Sytelii viiitlih consist ,ot ii .'r-
vi si iry I".'(le ra I ltii ru I I .'v.'h opi iiii I 1 'reihl t Ag,'tiv, a Fe. lent. I I Lit ru I I ilvest iii 'ii
Eiiiuulizuiti..ii A,ljjliiiistratjoii iiii,l tliri'.' sets of InstIl itt bits to iiuik.' laills for
ritruul li'v.'lopiii.'tit I.lti'Ias.'w lirtIilIitiii hlillilli' uiuuil hl'tVtit' tluiiiiii'inh Iii 'II-
ttitioiis, I iI'.trict Itititit I lev.'lollti.iit ('r,',hit .gcii'li's, uiiiih Itegiotual Itiurni I).' 'el-
hlliueLit ('redit Ranks.

Sys'telil wiiiihh Iirovhl.: ilI.ldi'iu('Iit ii ry this lu('illg for l'ilril I (Il'il'hohIi i'iit
hlturIMsiw, dcliii..! is fitly piihitlt' or lirivuiti h.roiiMt eiiuitrtiititqug to a r.'asntl ilil.'
iut liutuil growth IlII'Y a ml t tie cubit iii'i'liui'lt of rural iru'ea A lilIrolIrititIMI fi tuis
wt.titih Is' iiituh.' ii vuiblui 1411' I liroUghi t hi.' Feshent I hitulgil In t lie a itoitnt o $2 hI lion
for the putrihuisi' of lihlitlil stii'k lii the htegi.uiiih h4q,iLs by the FrI. nil 1 oral
I )i'v.hiipiiu.'iit ('rellIt ,guu3 111111 ul fbi' siiuiiAiiut it-:1t$) uuuillioui iiiiiitiitlh for
hit i'i'rst sliliIFleiiielit.i ullul ilihuitut I ii ilgittelit itt 11)11 lii' iti('iits. T.'ciiiilriil 'ii (I fill-

visi.ry utssista iu'e fir hiit'riyer s.ti.l t'('s('n 1(11 II lid fact -tilillIlig reha hul I i ii

(MM)hiuiluiI('s Still .'((ihiOhliit' ,l,'V('huuIitil.'uit 'ouilil itlo i.e iou Itiuliortit lit r,'IlunIllItIty
it unIts ut thus" $ystein. /

l'hu.' hoist 34(911115 (hiu('st ill hi I' ritlss'ih uthsitit thu. hrl,hwal ('uIituiIlui'ih I4 Title II
lit S 2'i'2l is ivhet liii' i'iiit!iulul ,oiu,1l ti,ituw iii tiuituiit Iohltnti ii rl'lis/ luivi' (I.'-
terlorittish so werlouisl3- tliutt a tiuiisslvi'. 1sut'uulLutll3' istly, miii iiihuiIuistruitivi'ly
'(Itiilil,X i'tTirt itt liii' kIiu li'qIs.M,(h i tow ri9huiirl',h. 'I'hu,' liiiiitw't i-141iilitli I: r'
gliiuis atiul suihiregIiiii it' i unit rv hlff,'r ruuitiv bIt tb' tii:ijiir l'lihileiiiM I lii'y
fni'e. their isiiil uiil i,iiitiiti' iiiiihjthuiiiw, uitiul iuiiwthi IHut.'titIn Situ.' riti'iil

'ii r.'uls uirr gnuiiviitg ritI,i(llv. with uiut ,.\hslui5iiuit hiutbi if i'couioiiiii activity sail
liohiuilittluiut pressutrew. lit utlii'i' linens, thii'no k '.tuigiiuttiiiti uuuil fti'i>iliitil(' (h(M'Iiiil
uuuu.I it geis'nnl h,'t.'riiriItIlru .f tb. itiiiiilltiltv fuihuri. A l,'suiuwtiv utit,h, iii thii' bug
riot. thor.' ,'tTr.'tivi' itt,iniiuiiti ti I hi,' l,r1Ii.tiis uliul ti,sils .it the liitti'r uvoith,I lit'

to i'\ 111111(1 Iect,'ul (''4iMt I uig .'4Iihulilt'ili,'iitui r ir,'iIit lit'lgi'tiltis a tub Iuuil,ri.ve Ir,'sl'iit
titet liih. of chin noel Iig 1olvuit,' Iiivi'st ni('uit tutu su'hi'.'t,'uI runt L ii r,uus fuin t lie
sis'.'Itlu" Iiltnposi' of in1Itleut'uutItig uuuutioutsuh gri.iwthi 1shIi'h.', lii ilul,Iltiiiti. tIter,' is
uih'4i iu ,re'ss1uig tutl for uiiiu'i' thexithi' !','ihi'niuh grant assustaiu(l' to sttLtPs utii,I
lii'aiIt h' for i1,'('.'S.fl ny rtu.i i'ss,'iut lii I i'oitittu;iuiltç' si'u'vI,'es t lint 'iou suuhuluont bug-
t. nun d.'vehol im.'tu t pnoguh7ti Ills

Tb.' 11nesI dciii's I iri stsiu I nit nui I n,' vi 'it tic shin u'lxi g I .nogriu Ill wotth.l uli nest
J .1 III lIon (if F'elIinil fttruihs into tuoiittt,'t u'oluil Its ti ii u'('ilS for ht1WIio5'M iuiIla I' tO
huose deli ned as nfl nit cutul nun tilt v devet Oj)ltl.'iut I mo jeut S In t 224. Itti ruth r,'veuu U.'

sha nit ig Is in ti' t ul',h Ia liii nt ti ti nit iuu s' I .nojcct'i a id ai't I vI tIes t hit t iv Ill .'tia 1.1*' nfl nit I
('otuiluiliuht I,'s hi hliihut'tu'ft t'aeIh ItI,'s it nd .t'rv Lie's w'hIeI IinovI,h' it httcn u'lltuiut te
lu in IlnI vat.' I Iui ujeui t. -4n a .1db t hitu, nut nt I n4'vett n. h1uu rIng lu hills utitt y a Is.
uisi'uh I iy t at s' n ii 1 I in'st I gnu'.' no iuwiu Is to gl%-.' er,'dI t su sslsta tIre through locally

usuine,l Inst It itt touts to it 1'(s'h,'na te ,'xIfii tisloit of 'eotuu uui,'ru'I a I a ltd i iid fist rl tub
.'uitc'nprlscs.
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Policy and administrative flexibility is built into the rural 1.1W111111 sharing
proposal to vtlithIe state and local officials to pinpoint the areas
of greatest tatii 111111 to give priority to f those projevts that ttlll 111iti 10
the greatest noastire of expansion and .itiprovt'd opportunity. In speeitn areas
yvhere .itortagcs rivate I"' '11tIt't" ratiatt;it wore "TIMISIN "ht 'AIM; develop -

ua t. rural riV(.11114. N1111111114 1.111111 111,141. 11 capital for iliF.est molt.
establishitiod of state and local institutions for this ptiros. is Jant* pre!'

erable to (Totting. an Iddit 'wl 110101mph,
The .tdiainist ration is ills moving on several front. provide for

orliori:v financing laf itatior 14*1tlottint.nt progrono, mow ninth,' 0111.td the retzmal.
oppropoatd budget. S. 1015, tom pending berm... Congress, propose the cstab-
llshimmt of an Plio'irolimental .,kgeficy to establish a in111;inisin for
the morl,ettng howl, and obligations issued hy incorporatobareas lei
tlinine water anti setter systems. The tliwiromiltital Financing
offer its own ...coirlfies far .1111. 111 t C1'1111'111 1110110' 111111(Pt 11111I 11,41 1111.1.
f and, I'mr the ourchaw. of taahlit.al !anat.:.

The Pre,:hh.tit has .elated that la- trill also) proila,o It.gi Withal to provide for
coordinated ti11:1111111:: of government credit agencies In liio capital Illakt It
Iv expected a proposal will be made in Congress to create a federal Financing
Irani: hi provide ill 11110111111.4111 It) nlatrket I lie securities and (mug:limn, or gm trn-
!tient agencies which finance their programs through the ...II. of securities or
other hintrunietlis itt lia private capital markets. The intent is to replace with ;t
single initrIcting mechanism the present proliferation of nuttli'vting efforts by
the several agencies linatteing their programs otovide Ike budget. This would
brim! order and stability' into Ibis sotor of the market.

A principal objective of the Rural 1)evelopment Credit System proposed in
Title II of 8...2'223 is to increase private investment in rural deelopittut projects
In areas where such investment now Is lagging.

avvolliplisht1104 objective, sizeable and cotilniting F1'111.1111 `1111SI(Iii'S V(111111
111 11'41111r1'11. 1.311/4111t11111 is St111111 is S tioll 4/1 11s 11 pulley (111..1,411V4'
the 11111, Till.{111.011111181111 in be used ht the 11111)14.111(.11h111011 of the policy, Interest.
supPenients and capital atigintntation payments, are provided for in Sections
SI and .(171. In addition, under Section 707 appropriations are authorized to ;tug-intnt iftittl Treasury fund to cover administrative expenses (luring tlie
first tir years of the Sy9fein's operat ion.

The difference between the total test of operating ihe ASS11`111 itilffithe ref aimfrom collections" (All luaus VII11(1 he covered b'Y aPProPiatell funds
n(1%1111(441by the Treasury !Wiwi rt IIII1It pursuant to appropriation ninon by Congress. This

titfttioll of financing wood, or coarse, provide n -high degree of leverage to than.
edera funds lived for vitbsidy mirposes, but it votild remove from the (-11s--'riplla of Federal budgetary controls the greater the Sy'stetirA lendingoperations and would result 1'4/W11111111g 11/ Ili SlIbSt1 01111 levies against Treasury

funds to cover the subsidies.
The fliinacial apparatus propoved In Title If or S. 2.:12:l appears o rly ram.,dex anti lotv 14.11 alit tinbionv adminivIative features, for exanipl, he estah,iishinnt of district Itttral IS.velopitient Credit ::tgencies as thin liejal instil ill ions

of multi jurisdictional planning and development Inv) riets of the states. Tlilsai(V.proposal would assign comlex credit functions to toill.d-pnidic
t-tlidtsdied prtemrits for ..albstate regional Idnulling 1lhiclt lack fluillelnt'Y incommercial credit praellts and ailinitirst rat ion.

Progress tmeard the fiesIgnation and successfAil operation of planning anddevelopment dist varies considerably' trout one state to another. Tpese
11111111 county milts in N111111. states are without the necessary legal lutists andslate administrative S111)111)1'1 to prOVI(11. 11 ITIIS01111ille 11:.stini.e of thew' com-
petent operation, even at the level of development pionnitig'Ildlitinist ration. Inrural auras, particularly, they may be limited in staff ', experience and broad-based local support.

fn addition. the present dist ricts have geogralLitie boundaries determined
oil tIp' basis of a variety of factors having little to do with the administrationof 11 new credit program within the boundaries of the district. For example,
14(11111 might be too small for this purpose, if economies of scale were to beobtained.'

CLere is also the added factor that multicount.r,platinitig units, If givenadoinat administrative resources, can and shonl(Plye major technical andadmiufstraative aids to local government and private organizations 11144a:wing for.
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and managing development in nontnetropolitan areas, If such agencies now -
becofne directly involved in the establishment and operation of District Credit
Agencies under the proposed. System. they would probably be required fa devote
most of their resources to,this responsibility. thus neglecting responsibilities, to
the larger rural community for comprehensive planning and nmnagement
assistance.

Under S. 2:223, public bodies, including units of local geperal government,
would 1.e authorized to receive funding through the Rural Development Credit
4y stem. State statutes generally mstrictthe authority of local general purpose
units of government to assume credit obligations. Unless these statutes,were
changed, many such units (,1,f local government would not be able to utilize the
Sy stem to any great exteilP. State designated planning and development dis-
tricts also would be eligible borrowers ,under the prOp4sed legislation. At pres-
ent. very feel' 'Such organization' have the auttairity to undertake borrowingsfor
white purposes due to restrictions in the enabling statutes creating them.
It can be i.vpeeted' that the administrative cost of operating the proposed

Rural Development Credit System will be 'substantial. Administrative costs of
the Farm Credit System are anproximactely $138 million annually 'for all pur-
poSes. The Farm Credit System is relatively simple in objectives and operation
compared with the proposed Rural Development Credit System. The latter would.
he engaged In additional complicated lending operations and, would be provid-
ing loans, guarantees, loan participations, etc., for many other purposes, 1.e.
housing, industrial development, Community facilities, etc. Both the Regional
Banks and/ the District Credit Agencies would be responsible for providing
lechniNil assistance to borrowers on a continuing basis and; in addition, the
Federal' Rural Development Credit Agency would provide numerous services
related to economic analysis and report/fig and technical assistance. The agency
is required glso to employ a staff lideq tely equipped in the field,of develop-
ment banking to give advice in all field and activities for' whieh the System
would provide financing'. .

Sections 705 and 710 Authorize and req ire the Federal Rural 'Develop/lent
Credit Agency to "undertake research into the 'rural development and credit
needs of the rural "areas of the Nation and ways and means of meeting such.,
needs . . ."' and to "have . . . personnel qualified to give advice" in a wide
range of fields of interest to local governments and peoPle i4a rural areas.

These broad authorities duplicate the authorities and-programs of the research
and extension agencies.of the USDA and the Land.prant Universities.

The existing research and extension agencies have qualified' and experienced
staff who can perform these services effec vely and efficiently. The Departrtient
objects to these provisions because of the nnecessary duplication of staff and
service and because`existing programs can he expanded to serve growing neads
at lower cost than tinder these provisions of this legislation.

The sizeable costs of the foregoing adm nistrative and management services
would, of course. be in addition to the inte st supplement and capital augmenta-
tion payments autinirized by S. 2223.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIoN AGENCY.
Washirtgton, D (4. , September 30, 1971.

Hon. Huararr H. HUMPHREY. ,t

Chairman, Subcommittee on Ruxol Development, Committee on A grieultilre.
Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your request for our views and
reeommendatjons on Senate bill S. 2223 and Amendment 113 to S. 14.493N.You
ham. request&I that we give particular attention fi the most effective ways in
%%l ett the credit institutions proposed in the hills could supplement rather than
compete with the credit programs of this Agency. ..

R. 2223, a bill "To amend the Consolidated Farmer's Home Administration Act

of 1961, and for other purposes," includes two Titles. Title I of the bill would
.broaden the applicability of the Act by increasing the types of projects eligible
for aid under it, including pollution control. wart* disposal, and water supnly
projects. Farmers Home Administration grant and loan authority would increase
from gun million to $300 million. Further. aid avail/i!" 'tinder the Act would
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include both direct and insured loans in addition to grants; and tite Farmers
Home Administration would be divided into two adminstrations under a new
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for Rural Development Credit, The two
Administrations would be the Farm Development Administration and MP Rural
Enterprise said Community Development li,dininistration. Title I also increases
the size of conantudties eligible under the Act to 35.000 persons from 5,501).

Title II creates a Federal Rural Development Credit System,,,which would make
loans available to public anti private borrowers in rural areab. as defined above.
ilOrrowers would be eligible only if they pould not obtain credit elsewhere, but
loans could be obtained for a wide range of rural eonutiunity development proj-
ects. mi. credit spoil, is modeled on and would not replace the existing Farm
ft'kedit System, and although initially capitalized by the Federal Government at
$2 billion, it would eventually, under required loan terms, be borrower-owned.

Title 11 further provides for technical assistance on eligible projects, which
would include (Section 710) "water and sewage facilities and air pollution con-
trols" as well as :water,nnd water distribution, and solid waste disposal." The
same section contains authority for research and information gathering.

Amendinent 153 to S. 1483 (whose purpose is identical to the followiig) is a
bill "To further provide for the farmer-owned cooperative system, of making
credit available to farmers and ranchers and their cooperatives, for rural resi-

- dences,'and to assoeiations and other entities upon which farming tqx.rations are
dependent, to provide for an adequate and flexible flow of money into rural areas,
andato modernize and consolidate existing farm credit law to meet current and
future rural credit needs, and for other purposes." The bill would provide for
loans from basic working capital of $1 billion for, among other things, "support-
ing private and public development facilities", which means any facility integral
to an economic "developmept activity under the bill and accessible to the public.
Economic development activities are eonflned to offices, factories, stores, shipping
facilities, and similar activities. A Rural Community Development Bank would
administer the loan provisions of the bill, and "provide technical assistance to
State and local gcivernments in the preparation and implementation of compre-
hensive rural community development projects and programs . ." as well as
other services.

Amendment 153 to S. 1483 is much more narrow in scope than S. 2223. For that
reason our remarks will address S. 2223 only, since they can be applied to Amend-
ment 153 as appropriate. The purpose of this statement is not to analyze the
workability and merits of the financing schemes proposed in those bills but
rather to explain in what ways S. 2223 (and to a limited extent Amendment 153
to S. 1483) relates to EPA programs and would affect them. Where necessary
those programs will be described.

Our concern with S. 2223 stems from theseInterrelated considerations: does
the prtiposed lOgislation cause duplication of effort or Increase the number of Fed-
eral agencies providing a specific service, or services; would regional planning
and pollution-control programs be adversely affected! by the introduction of
another project-financing agency; an are Federal pollution-control resources
used efficiently to achieve maximum effect.

We concur with the July 23, 1971, statement by the Under Secretary of Agri-
culture and with the President's report pursuant to Title 9 of the Agriculture
Actof 1970. both of which support the intent. of S. 2223 and Amendment 153 of
S. 1483 to provide means to channel more money, both government and private,
to rural communities in order to rejuvenate or keep viable their economic bases;
but which support or propose broader programsgeneral and specific revenue
sharingwilieh integrate present diverse and ofte divergent programs to ac-,
complish that intent.

Our major related program is the water pollution control facilities construc-
tion program. S. 2223 is related in two ways: the proposed increase of FHA grant
and loan authorities; and the additional credit system proposed in Title II.

The FHA provisions increase the types of projects eligible for grants, and
loans white increasing the funds available; in our view the net effect won't] be
to increase the expendittire of Federal funds for water pollution control faellitile
by a separate Federal agency. This effect is undesirable for two reasons: the
increased division of that particular Federal government function among its
agencies when a basic purpose of the Administration has been to consolidate such
functions'; and the closely related impact of such division on planning and the
setting of priorities. We firmly belipve that water pollution control programs
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should be concentrated in lids Agency, which was created for the purpose o
consolidating Violent] pollution control and environmental protection atilt hies
and that only through light single agency control can limited Federal pollution\
control resources be used tt h greatest elliciency.and impact.

.\ !though the amount of Title I fonds to be channeled into waste triortititd
projects i'44( toot 1441/14141t11411, 1111411e would appear to lit' no real Justification for in-
creased funds for lids purpoise lu view of 1)114 and proposed waste treatment
tt 'irks programs in PT.\ described below. (Similar tonitlicts non exist bettteen
the Fanners llonie -Administration programs tutu the tt liter anti sett er programs
of 111.1)

W. hate requested sufficient funds 15t1 biliiuua to cotcr the P14101'111 4441111re of
all ittinticiptrl treatment valor pollution cont rol needs. Our 512 billion estimate
of total needs was determined front information Kilt idt41 _by the ('tales, direct
contact with major cities, and our 41W11 St111111441 111111 Mat iSt11111 analy'st's. Our esti-
moles are intended to meet all eligible rtoptests for funds. regardless of how
small the community or the loopiest is. In the past the majority' of projects IS:iv;
of the total made) have been Waved ht communities Of less than 2.5.01111 persons,
and 50,' Iu eommitultres of less thatt,'',51NI. .ks of April 311. 1971. out of a total of
11,7jil protects. 7.31t %titre in communities of under :1,000; of these, were in
communities of 2,7100 or less. "

In 401*(11'1' 11111 rural communities trill meet waterqutlity standards, Mitch will
he enforced tt ith as notch vigor in rural oreas as elsewhere throughout the
Nation. tie hove taken into account their present financing needs In the following
tray In 1 iecenther 11(7(1, EPA festinotted thot the cost of construeting \N'llg4'
l'i',111111.111 n1(111111... in 1111111kip,11il IPS throughout the Notion to meet tt oter totality

standards too] enforcement requirentent.s, through FY 11)74. wits approximately
512 Lillian its noted nbove. Given thitt the approximately 11,000 projeCts Melt
comprise the 512 billion are spread in commit:lilies throughout the country in the
same manner as projects previously assisted by PTA. it is estimated that 17,j
of the 512 billion is for conimunities with populations of 5,0(N or lesitib Therefore,
approximately :42 billion of the poll4tructii11 needed through F1' lffri 0111(1 be
in itiunicipalities with populations or 5,000 or 144S444. a

Major differences between the VIIA grant program and the E1'.\ itrogrant are
the levial of funding and elIi&ible grant recipients. The PIE( basic grim! is author-
ized at 701 per/4W whereas nu El'A grant is limited to :ill percent and can go up
to 3 percent only if the Slate !toys 'Z.5 percent of the cost of a project and certain
water totality mud rements are met. Fl IA grants may be made to "associatitots.
including corporations not operated fur profit. and public and quasi- public agea-
vies" whereas PT.\ grants nun be matle,only to Sloths, ninnicipalltli,s; and inter-
st tile and intermuniipal agencies. To discouige "shopping" by prospective grant
recipients. It'llA has informally agreed to limit its grants to the EPA maximum
and to consider only those applicants Alm have. not been able to obtain tiniuteing
through EPA due to lack of available funds to cover such projects. However...the
fractionalization tint tt milt] result front increasing non-PT.\ programs in this
are 1 is undesirable. '

Section 104 of 'Tittle I provides that no grant shall be 11111111., if the project or
community development Is ille(111141,41.11t With /111:1. 1/1111111141 development offleially
Hopi-m*41 by a competent authoit3 for the areitin tt hich the mind community is
Iteoted. The section further stipulates that no loon shall he made when the
proje,o is inconsistent with multi-jurisdictional phoning, and development dis-
tviet areo-wide planning. This determination Will apparently be made when the
opplioitions are reviewed and commented on by the multi-Jurisdictional agency,
or county or munipipal government, !loving Jurisdiction over the area in tvitieli
the proposed projeCt is located. This change is desirable. El'A and ILIA) have en-
level into alt agreement standardizing planning noptirements for grapt assisted
projects. It appears Nat Section 104 eon he interpreted as encouraging Joint

shindards. tlIowever, we would prefer that the bill stipulate sti(91
standardization. 718 well 114 stipulate Federally-recognized multi-jurisdictional
;donning authorities. Finally. to line with our principol concerns, we would prefer
that any such program be required to be consistent with EPA river basin water
pollution control planning.

tvliere Tine II, Section 711), provides for technind assistance, we are
concerned about (111181011 and duplication of effort. Technical assistance perSonnel
tvotild cover among other things operation and administration of Federal grant
programs. administeation development and operation of community facilities,
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technical daia and requIrententa in the folloWing specific activities 'related to
water: water and sewage facilities and air pollution controls; water, and water
distribution, and solid waste disposal ; multi- purpose water development ; and
comprehensive area planning.

We would point out that most pf these are functions already provided for by
the Congress in the statutory iuthorities under wTheh this Agency operates.
and that bile need for another technical staff in tnother Federal agency simply
does not exist.

The question has arisen as to how water quality standards are sot and en-
forced, particularly in rural areas. Water quality standards were established
under the Federal 'Water Pollution Control Act. as amended, The States,

'through piddle he rings, determine the uses to be made of all interstate streams.
numerical criterti to protect those uses, and an implementation and enforce-
ment plan. These items ombrine the Water quality standards which, after adop-
tion through State administrative processes, are submitted to the Environmental
Protection Agency for review and apprdval. Thin Agency's judgments as to the
acceptability of the numerical criteria are based upon Metallic anti technical
reeommendations made by the National Technical Advisory 474,puniittee on
April. I. 19115. Standards are adopted by,eaelt State ailing individuAlly but theyare reviewed for regional consistency.

enforcement of water finality standards is governed by Section inlet 151
of the Federal Aot which provides that matter which is diaellarged into wit ter

SO as to reduce the quality of such water below the water quitlitN: standards may
he abated in aeordance with the provisions of section 1010 (1) or (1!) of the
Federal Act. Those sections in turn authorize the Administrator to request the
Attorney General to vommenee suit against a polluter if the discharges under
consideration ran be shown to affect health or welfare. The Governor's eottsent
Is required where the pollution effect is intraqate. At least 150 days before any
abatement notion is initiated-nader subsecgon 10)g o (1 ) or I g) (2), the Admin-
istrator is-required to notify the violators other interested parties of the
N Joint tom

NO dl tier fTon is made heaten rural and non rural areas in setting or ettfore-
lug a a ter fillatity Standards, r

The hairnet of establishing water totality standards for streams in rural areas
may Ice significant depentilag man], the condition of the water pr4or to settingthe standards and it hat degree ofiwater totality Is desired by the people in the
a VIII who determined the use to lit 111111ilf of the water. In eases where relatively
common waste treatment processes, twist to be upgraded or treatment plants con -
structed. the (Lopata tatty not la, great.

This plot lire May Change ha areas where the water pollution problem is eausedby rinoffs from feedlots, fortilizat hal practices, or other agricultaral water.
uses. Control of pollution front such notat!oint sonrces is more difficult and in
mono. Instances not practicable given e'isthug teelmology.

11, Finally it has teen asked V% lust II waste treatment facility for a typical rural
CO111111111110' woaind 0Mi. A rnuinuui Olaf of water iNfIllItifal control facility con-
sbructed for c(muuttnities With populations near 5,000 k an Extended Aerationplait (liven an Extended Aeration plant with a design population of 5,000, the
fol !owl rag eat Inca tes.apply :

Cost of construieting,the plant MOCost of constructing the Interceptor sewer 1 190, 000
Cost pf engineeritqt services for lactic the plant and sewer* 5,4,000Annual operation and maintenance cost

_ 000
Con met co.) only. interest and amortization Nett., not 111(.111M:11. Should a collectionROVCr system 114 ineligible for 101'.\ grant a seetta nee a in() be !Wetted, the net ima iptlcunt of toner rioting one In SS03.00o,

In stinimati-y. we want to emphasize first that We do not (misuse efforts to
ehannel to rural areas essential financial resonrces can he applied to
the betterment of those areas Icy re-vitalizing the rural 'economy. However. forthe reasons advanced in the foregoing statement, we f(acl that provisions of the
proposed legislation are undesirable in view of this .kgency's programs.

We are advised by the Office of Management and Budget that there is no
- objection to the presentation of this report from the Administration's standpoint,

Sincerely yours,
WILIJAM I). RITCICEI.SHAVS.

Administrator.
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AMP:NOME:I'm TO 4, 222; paoposEn 11Y rum NATIONAL GOVERNOR'S ('ONFERENCE, AND
('OMPAILISON BETWEEN PROPOSED All'ENDMENT11. AND S. 22'24

1. on page 16, line 7; I Section 301) delete the words "and arty instrnawntalitY
-of a State, county, intlnleipality, or any, unit of local general government"

2. fln Intge 15. line 23: ltiection 401 rdoet,b 1111' NV(Irds "and any vounty, 11111111r-
ipallity, or other trait of local general government"

3. On page 46, line .10 ; ( Section 606,) delete tIN words "1011)11c :Lod quasi piledd
'bodies"

1. 4)n page 47. line 6: ( 80(tion 006) diblete the Word "Inunicipalitie"
5. (In page 71, beginning on line 15; (Section ;71/(1-1a )) delete all of Patagraplis

709( ( I 111 and 701)4a ) (2) and on page 72, line 17 delete the reference "CI)"
. 11. 111! page 73, beginning 011,1111` 12: (Section 70(e) I delete all of subsection
;1111el and renumber subseetiona If,, Igl 4111(1 (11) as subsections I el, ( f I and
IgI respectively

7. On page 101, line 10: Sectio,n 1005) delete ail of item "2" and renumber
item "8" an item "2".

N. On page 86, line 14 ; (ffhlr Section 507) renumber subtitles "II" and "i" as
subtitles "1" and "J" respectively and insert it new subtitle "11" as follous

SI IITE1 LE 11 rAxAnt.f: somas Hat (11 THAI. DEVELOPMENT

SE(', 901. Elf clion to bolue M.rable bond.--4 a) Th Secretary of Agriculture
or his delegate shall pay to tiny $1tate, instriimentnlit of n 51D1P or local general
government which elects to issme obligations for a rt al development purpose in
it rural areara tixe/T percentage of fifty per cent of the interest yield On such
obligations provided that no payment shall be made lifrounderin the case of any
bonds or other seeurities the interest inc(mie from which i eNellipt from federal
taxation.

lb) The elevtion described in subsection (II) of this se,tion shall be made
(, subject to such vonditions of notitioation and cettification as the Secretary or
his delegate prescribes) Is ith rests t to each issue of obligitCons to which it Is

N. to imply An elts.tion with respect to any issue MIN' made 8111111 be irrevoeable,
I r a Fog purposes of this section. the interest yield on any issue of obliga.tions

sled) be 'determined immedintely after suet) obligations tiro issued.
III) ,Payment of any interest required pursuant to subsection (a ) shall be

made by the Secretary of Agriculture or his delegate not later than the time at
utile!t the interest payment on the obligation is required to he made by the
issuer.

II) At the request of the is11411PE, the liability of the 11111441 States under this
section to pity, interest to the holders of an issue of obligations shall be made

b through assmnption by the United States of the obligations to pay a -,(.1)nrate
set of interest eoupons issued with the obligations

I f i This section shad apply only to obligations which. but for an election under
subsection (a ) of this section, would he obligations to which section 1031 a ) 11 )
of t he Internal Revenue Cade of 19Cel applies.

( g) This section shall apply only to obligations Issued after the date of the
enactment of this section.

( h ) There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may he necessary
to carry out the provisions of this section: Any sums so appropriated shall remain
available until expended and shall be deemed ix.brmanent annual aelproprinAbms,

.SEC. 902, Anaistancr'to Sfafr awl local goperanicrIn inmaing obligaltannf --(a)
The link' I/evelopment ('relit System may provide teehnical assistance to any
Stpte, instrumentality of a State or local general governments issuing obligations
tinder this subtitRi and may make available to them such financial related services
appropriate to the issuance of suet) obligations as is feasible.

eh) In the case of technical assistance provided by District Rural Development
Credit Agencies such assistance may Include the marketing or issuance of obliga-
tions on behalf of the State, Instrumentality of the State or local general govern-
ments within the geographic jurisdiction of each respective District It4fral

. Development Credit Agency, .

COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED A1,1ENDA1ENTS AND S. 2223

The amendments strike out various references to state and local governments
In Title II of S. 2223 and add a new subtitle to Title IT providing for a fixed
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Interest subsidl, on taxable 11011(1/4 issued by States and localities for ,(ural devel-mialient purposes.
DIFFERENCE/4

I. The major difference between S. 2223 and the proposed amendments is#
that the proposed amendments provide that the Secretary of Agriculture shall
pay to States and localities which issue taxable ohligialons a fixed pereentageof 50 per ((.lit of the Interest yield on such obligations and deletes provisions
for public bodies to receive loans through the Rural Development !'relit S)stein.
This has the effect of reserving the funds which would he available through
the Rural 1)eveloPment Credit System t( privlite borrowers and prfwiding nnalternative market Ida which States and hwalities could issue-obligathols torrural development purposes.

2. Amendment number one has the effect of limiting the teflon ';borrower"
and "potential borrower" to 111411Vh1111.11s, partnershIpS, COlgterntives, colpors-(ions, and non-prMt associations.

3. Amendment number two limits Participating Itural Development Fintineial,
Institutions to any'Nutbaial or State bunks, savings institutions, credi unions,
or other flunneial 111StItlItIOIIN Making loans In rural areas for rural development
purposes.

4. Amendments numbers three and four remove public 111111 quasi - public bodies
and municipalities from the list of last MO balS 1.111.01e to recelfe services lltftbor-ized by Title II directly or through District Rural Development ('relit Agencies.

5. Amendments numbers five and six would delete references timler "specialpwers" of Rural Ifevelopment Credit Agencies which authorize the purchase
of obligations of State or local governments and vItieli authorize the making or
guaranteeing of .loans to State and local governments. Reference to the Federal
Rural Developtnent Credit Agency when undertaking to provide asmheallee t()
state or local governments for construction of a project for which any other
department- or agency of the Federal Government will also provide fluids isdeleted.

O. Amendment number seven wouldr delete the requiDement that tire income
from obligations issued by- nay Ht/Iti. RONiernInellt and purchased by the Rural
Development Credit System would be subject to federal, state and local ta \Ohm.

7. Amendment number eight wOuld require the Secretary of Agriculture to
pay a fixed percentage of fifty percent of the interest yield on taxable obliga-tions issued by state or local governments for a rural development purpose in arural area. This has the effect of. Milking available to state and local govern-
ments an alternative marketthe taxable, bond market to the existing tax-
eXelflpt bond market. The amendment would also provide that District Rural
Development Credit Agencies- may accumulate and Market on behalf of stateand local governments taxable obligations for a rural development purpose.'
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